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FOREWORD BY THE CHAIRMAN

One of the more critical concerns of this country during the last
few years has been racial segregation in public school systems. Ever
since May 17, 1954, when the U.S. Supreme Court struck down the
remaining legal barriers to equal eclucation, there has been a national
awareness that "separate but equal" educational facilities both stig-
matizes a child and-inhibits his ability to learn.

The confluence of that famed Court decision and subsequent sup-
porting congressional legislation has held to integrate school sys-
tems throughout the country. In order for public schools to qualify
today for Federal assistance, they must now certify that they are no
longer part of a de jure segregated syscem.

Segregation by law, however, is an open and notorious social pathol-
ogy. It is easily recongizable and can be countermanded through the
same legal procedures by which it was first instituted.

A far snore difficult social problem to solve is the form of racial
segregation whose roots are not nourished in the law, but instead ger
minate in the soil of social mores and custom. This is segregation
in fact.

De facto segregation is as intellectually stultifying and impoverish-
ing of the human spirit as de jun segregation. Whether a child goes
to a segregated school because it is the result of social custom or
whether he is forced by law to do so results in the same demeaning of
character and crippling of his potential for learning. In some com-
munities, court decisions have already taken judicial cognizance of this
fact and have ruled that de facto racial segregation in public schools
is contrary to public policy.

One State legislature has assumedleadership by passing a law de-
claring that de facto segregation in public schools is repugnant to
the educational policies of the State ancl that local systems must adopt
affirmative plans abolishing such segregation in order to qualify for
continuing S'tate assistance.

In every major urban center in America today, de facto segregation
in public schools is an unhappy life. Whatever the divergent reasons
for its existence in the major cities may be, particularly in the North,
it does exist and only a recognition of this fact and a determination
to change it will insure equal education to all pupils in all sections of
the country.

Hopefully, future legislative consideration will be given to the hard
core problem of de facto segregation. In so doing, we shall be taking
one more giant step in successfully overcoming the cancer of poverty
in our midst.

ADAlt C. PowELL,
Chairnm,Comnittee on Educations and Labor.
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DE FACTO SCHOOL SEGREGATION

TUESDAY, JULY 27, 1965

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
AD Hoc SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE

WAR ON POVERTY PROGRAM OF THE
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

TadtingtOn, D.C.
The ad hoc subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. _Adam C. Powell (chair-
man of the ad hoc subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Powell, Hawkins, Wnk, Scheuer, Roose-
velt', Pucinski, Hathaway, Meeds, Ayres, Quie, and Reid.

Also present: Chuck Stone, special assistant to the chairman ;
Michael Schwartz and Donald Anderson, assistant counsels ; and Odell
Clark, chief investigator.

Chairman POWELL. The hearings will come to order.
May I extend a cordial welcome to the citizens and officials of

Chicago who have taken time out of thcir busy schedules to testify at
these important hearings.

The hearing.s are singk-purposed in intent : to examine the problem
of de facto school segregation m the North and the extent to which its
existence is a matter of legislative concern for the Committee on Edu-
cation and Labor.

These hearings are not a legislative inquisition, nor do they seek
educational scapegoats or sociological whipping boys. Their sole
raison d'etre is the search for truth. It is the committee's earnest
expectation that information gathered during these hearing's which
began in New York last Saturday, which will continue in Los Angeles
on _August 7, will provide constructive guidelines to future legislative
deliberations in the field of education.

By no means is Chicago being singled out in this inquiry into north-
ern de facto school segregation. My hometown, New York City, and
every major northern city in the United States suffers from the
historical accumulations of residential segregation and occasional
deliberate official action by both city administrations and school boards.

These hearings are not being held in Chicago and were postponed
because of the ceremonies there honoring our great citizen, Mr.
Stevenson, and the 3-day period of mourning which coincided at the
same time ; and due to the fact that my friend, Dr. Martin Luther
King, in conference with me here on Wednesday, said that he was
going to be walking around Chicago this past weekend.

More important, however, than restating the problem, is finding a
solution. We hope these hearings achieve that end.

1



2 DE FACTO SCHOOL SEGREGATION

Chicago can and should be proud that such a distinguished array of
citizens have consented to appear before this committee. Through
their testimony, they are rendering a selfless public service to their
city and to their country.

Again, I am happy to welcome all of you here today.
Now, a word to the witnesses. Initially, we had hoped to conclude

these hearings in 1 day, continuing through this afternoon. How-
ever, as many of you know, legislation repealing section 14 (b) of the
right-to-work section of the National Labor Relations Act is now on
the House floor ; 14(b) is perhaps our most important piece of legis-
lation that the Congress is tzliscussing. Therefore, we will not be able
to.sit, since it is against the House rules for a committee or subcom-
mittee to sit while the House is in session, unless unanimous consent
is obtained. In view of the importance of 14(b), I would not ask for
unanimous consent. I intend to be on the floor, because that comes
from our committee.

I am requesting the witnesses to limit their presentations. They
can file whatever copy they have with them, and it will be in the record,
and limit their oral presentations to permit questioning, which will
permit as many witnesses as possible to testify.

I hope it will be possible for the remaining witnesses to return to-
morrow morning to complete the hearings. The chief clerk has been
instructed to provide par diem as of 3resterday, because you had to
arrive last night and stay today, and if you will stay tomorrow, then
per diem for tomorrow, plus round trip air fare.

Mr. Roosevelt.
Mr. ROOSEVELT. I would like to say that I think that this is a most

important hearing, and I am more than pleased that these dist in-
gmshed citizens of Chicago can be here.

The whole area of de facto segregation in the public schools of this
country, of course, bears directly and goes directly to the heart of our
whole problem of discrimination and bias. I am more than happy,
therefore, that we are having, these hearings.

As the chairman arranged for hearings in New York and hearings
which will be held in Los Angeles, it is obvious, I think, that as the
chairman said, we are not on a fishing expedition, but we are certainly
not primarily interested in one section; we are trying to make it a
national appraisal, and I am happy that this hearing is going forward
today and tomorrow.

Chairman POWELL. The ranking Republican member, the gentle-
man from Ohio, Mr. Ayres.

Mr. AYRES. Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend you and the
other members of the committee who have been so active in this field.
I do not know what the result will be. However, I think it is the
responsibility- of Congress to gather information. We are dealing
with a very delicate situation, a very important 13roblem facing our
Nation. I hope that something constructive will be forthcoming.

Chairman POWELL. The gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Pucinski.
Mr. PUCINSRI. I would like to join in congratulating the chairman

for arranging these hearings. I think impressive as the record is of
this committee, certainly the chairman has already assured himself
a place in history when it comes to educational legislation. This set
of hearings could, indeed, be one of the most important adventures of
this committee.
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The problem of de facto segregation is one that confronts every
community in America. It is entirely possible that by assembling
this information from the city of Chicav, and that as the testimony
is presented here, we can understand this complex problem. It is my
hope that when the record is completed in this set of hearings affecting
Chicago, that all sides will realize how very complicated is this prob-
lem and will return back to their respective cities, sit down around
a table, and work these problems out in an orderly manner.

I would also like, as the hearings proceed, tO get some thinking from
these witnesses on the suggestion that I made yesterday. We know
that one of the problems in cle facto segregation is the quality Of educa-
tion. It has been suggested, and I suggested yesterday, that we give
some consideration to an incentive bonus in order to get the better
teacher, the more qualified teacher, into these areas, these culturally
deprived areas, so that perhaps we can make some contribution toward
improving the quality of education in these areas.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to congratulate you for assembling this
very impressive list of witnesses to start our committee's nationwide
hearings on this very important subject.

Chairman POWELL. Thank you.
The gentleman from New York, Mr. Ogden Reid.
Mr. Rm. Mr. Chairman, I, too_ , would like to commend you for

calling these extremely important hearings, to ascertain both with re-
gard to Chicago and ultimately throughout the Nation whether there
is de facto segregation in this case in Clicago, and if there is, whether
it is on the increase, what are the factors that make for it.

Is it administrative inaction, is it due to changing residential pat-
terns, and what, above all, should be done about it? How can we
achieve further planning, and the best educational system and educa-
tional excellence for all Americans ?

This is a subject that should, I believe engage the conscience of the
Nation, and the best minds that can be, brought to bear, so that all
children will have an equal opportunity for maxithizing their educa-
tional potential.

Chairman POWELL. Thank you, and also may I thank you publicly
for coming with the chairman to New York last Saturday when we
held our first hearing on the streets of New York.

Mr. Hawkins of California.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Chairman, I, too, want to commend you for call-

ing this hearing. I think that it is long overdue.
kaow that in my own city of Los Angeles

'
segregation in the schools

is far worse than what it was in 1954. I think that the same may
be true in other major American cities. There are those who believe
that this is not an educational problem, but I think that these hear-
ings must, of course, bring out the facts, and certainly the philosophy
of whether or not education can ignore this problem.

I commend you on holding this hearing, and secondly, the witnesses
who will appear to testify, and I think that this committee should get
into this problem. We certainly hope it will include LOS Angeles,
as well.

Chairman POWELL. The gentleman from Maine, Mr. Hathaway.
Mr. HATHAWAY. Mr. Chairman, I, too, commend you for initiating

these hearings on such a challenging problem, and I am looking for-
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ward to listening to the testimony from such an impressive array ofwitnesses.
Chairman POWELL. The gentlelady from Hawaii.
Mrs. MINK. Thank you,. Mr. Chairman.
I would like to join in the remarks of my colleagues and indicate

also my very intense interest in the whole area of equality of education.
Having spent some 5 years in Chicago, I await with a geat deal of
interest the facts and explanations of what the situation is currentlyin Chicago.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Powzrz. The gentleman from New York, Mr. Scheuer.
Mr. &HEUER. Mr. Chairman, thank you for giving us this stimulat-

ing array of excellence, the distinguished witnesses from Chicago.
Without pre'udging the testimony, what may come out of this hear-

ing is ictowl. edge that all of us have today and have had for many
years, namely, t. at society is a seamless web and that a breakdown in
any constituent element in our society weakens the whole. Where wehave less than the best in terms of equality of opportunity, whether itbe in housing, employment, education, or access to public facilities orservices of all ldnds, or where there is a diminution anywhere in the
right of free Americans to participate freely and equally in the best
our society has to offer, there is a crippling of individuals, and a crip-pling of society as a whole.

I look forwath with great pleasure to hearing these eminent men
whom you have gathered here for our edification.

Chairman PowELL. The gentleman from Washington, Mr. Meeds.
Mr. Mmos. Mr. Chairman, I, too, join my colleagues in commendingyou for this hearing. It is my feeling that this hearing and thistype of hearing will give us great insight into some of the greatestproblems facing our educational system.
Chairman PowELL. Now, with regard to the logistics of the hear-

ings. We have scheduled with us Dr. Willis, general superintendentof Chicago schools; Dr. Philip M. Hauser, chairman of the Depart-
ment of Sociology, University of Chicago, and chairman of the Ad-visory Panel on Integration of the Public Schools, who will file a re-
port; Attorney Raymond Harth, president of the Illinois Branch of
the NAACP ; Mrs. Alice Bosky, president of Mothers Opposed to Med-dling in the Schools ; Mr. Al Raby, convener of the Coordinating Coun-
cil of Community Organizations and Mr. Timuel Black, president of
the Chicago Branch, Negro American Labor Council.

If there are any other witnesses that have any statements, they canfile them, but they will not be allowed to present them. Inasmuch asDr. Hauser cannot stay and must leave, I am going to ask that Dr.
Willis cooperate with us and see if he can limit his testimony to 1 hour,that is, his testimony and questions, and conclude at 11 :10.

Dr. Willis, I want to welcome you here, and we look forward to
anything constructive thatyou may offer.

Will you proceed?
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STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN C. WILLIS, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT
OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF CHICAGO, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. VIR-
GINIA LEWIS, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS; MRS.
LOUISE DAUGHERTY, DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT; DR. EILEEN
STACK, ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS; MRS. EVELYN
CARISON, ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS; J1JLIEN
DRAYTON, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS; AND MISS
DOROTHY SAUER, PRINCIPAL OF A HIGH SCHOOL

Mr. Wimas. Thank you, Congressman Powell and members of the
committee.

I am Benjamin C. Willis, general superintendent of the public
schools of Chicago.

It is our intention to briefly present the statement which you have
before you, but not to the point of not showing you some charts which
illustrate possibly more so than words some of the ideas in this paper.

Chairman POWELL. Without objection, the charts that you have will
be included in the record.

Mr. Wmus. I may say that I have smaller copies of -what you will
see on these easels, and I might also add that I have several members
of the staff here who have hved along with me through many of the
problems and challenges of Chicago, and I should like to introduce
them.

Chairman PowELL. It is so granted.
( The charts referred to follow :)
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ELEMENTARY ENROLLMENT
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PERCENT OF NEGRO CHILDREN &wme! os

OBSERVATION COUNT BY TEACHERS, OCT. 1964
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INCREASE IN TEACHING POSITIONS
SEPTEMBER 1953-SEPTEMBER 1964
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EDUCATIONAL FUND - LOCAL TAX RATE
CENTS PER $100 ASSESSED VALUATION
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BUILDING FUND - LOCAL TAX RATE
CENTS PER $100 ASSESSED VALUATION
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Chairman PowELL. Can you introduce them now, because we might
want to refer to them.

Mr. WILLIS. I would like to introduce first Dr. Virginia Lewis, as-
sistant superintendent of schools, a former teacher and principal and
district superintendent of the city of Chicago.

Mrs. Louise Daugherty, a district superintendent who has served
as a teacher and principal of elementary schools.

On the end over here is Dr. Eileen Stack, who is an associate super-
intendent of schools who has served in many areas of the city, as all
of these people have.

This is Mrs. Evelyn Carlson, another associate superintendent of
schools.

Mr. Julien Drayton here is an assistant superintendent of schools,
and in charge of our relationships with the poverty program and the
programs that operate under it.

Over here is another young lady, Miss Dorothy Sauer, who is prin-
cipal of a high school that is entering into a shared-time program this
fall, after deciding on that a year ago, and we might have something
of that nature to present.

There are one or two more. I think I have covered the group who
will speak.

I appreciate having this opportunity to testify concerning the prob-
lems confronting the Chicago public schools over the recent years and
the progress we have made in meeting them.

The school problems have had their origin in social changes and so-
cial problems. National as well as local technological changes have
stimulated an upsurge of population mobilityfrom rural to urban
centers and from urban centers to suburbia.

The increased birthrate of the 1950's and heavy immigration of
families with many school-age children sent our enrollments upward
sharply. Racial changes have taken place, and segregated housing
patterns have affected. the composition of many Chicago public schools.

The school financial resources are insufficient for all that needs to be
done, but nevertheless the Chicago public schools have made vast ef-
forts of several kinds to meet the needs of an increasingly diverse
school population.

What the Members of Congress and particularly the members of
this committee seek is greater educational opportunity for all chil-
dren each according to need. So do we in education, and I can speak
especially for those of us in Chicago.

It was in such a spirit that this very committee gave impetus to the
Vocational Education Act of 1963 which has opened the gate kr the
succeeding legislation that will further increase educational oppor-
tunity. This distinguished contribution on your part is known in the
Capitol, and it is becoming increasingly well-known elsewhere.

In discussing enrollment increases, I wish first to relate them to
total population statistics for Chicago. According to the census, the
city of Chicago had an absolute loss in population of 70,000 between
1950 and 1960. During the same 10 years the Chicago public schools
gained over 120,000 pupils.

In the 4 years since 1960, our enrollments have risen another 90,000
for a total increase of 211,000 in 14 years. The increase alone is larger
than the school enrollment of all but five or six cities of America.
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The accelerating rate of growth during the last 4 years is significant
to our discussion. Between 1952 and 1964, the elementary schools
experienced a 44-percent increase.

Between 1952 and 1961, a 10-year period, the high schools grew iv
13 percent. The hi,gh school increase jumped to 36 percent between
1960 and 1964. Th.e high school enrollments increased 45 percent
between 1952 and. 1964.

Combining the elementary and high school rates of increase for the
crucial years 1959 to 1965 we find the rate of increase to be 21 percent
or 4.2 percent per year.

The breakdown of the figures follows :

Enrollment data

Number Percent

Elementary enrollment:
1952
1964

284,240
407,907

Increase 123,667 44
High school enrollment:

1952 _ 97,740
1960 104,688
1961 110,380
1964 141,995

Increase:
1952-61 (10 years)
1960-64 (4 years)

12,640
37,307

13
as

1952-64 44,255 45

Total enrollment:
1959 488,829
1964 592,438

Increase (5 years) 103,609 21

N0n.-4.2 percent average increase per year.

The public schools of Chicago gained 2 pupils for every 1 of the
70,000 citizens who moved out of the city between 1950 and 1960 and
has gained in enrollment at an accelerated rate since 1960.

It is to be noted also that the growth in enrollment was not dis-
tributed evenly throughout the city, but took place largely in areas
where in-migrants settled and in some outlying areas of the city
which were sparsely settled until the close of World War II.

On this map of the city are indicated the areas where the percent of
increase b. the elementary school population was 60 percent or more.

It is also necessary to relate the population and enrollment data to
racial composition. According to the census, the Negro population
constituted 2 percent of Chicago's total population in 1910, and in
1960 the Negro population constituted nearly 23 percent of the city's
population.

However, data on school-age population is also relevant. Negroes
comprise 34 percent of the elementary-school-age population in Chi-
cago and 27 percent of the high-school-age group in the city. In
contrast, 54 percent of the elementary school pupils was observed to be
Negro in the teacher observation count of 1963 and 36 percent of the
high school students was observed to be Negro.

Thus a high percentage of Negro youth attend public schools rather
than private schools. The number of white pupils attending public
school is about equal to the number attending private schools.
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Moreover, in the period between 1950 and 1960 the number of white
children under 5 years of age residing in Chicago decreased by 8
percent or 22,643 children.

During the same period of time nonwhite children under 5 years
of age residing in Chicago increased by 141 percent or 76,139 children.
If these trends continue, it will become increasingly difficult to provide
integrated education of a meaningful sort.

I have prepared two maps of the city with names of schools in-
dicatedone showing elementary school areas and one high school
areas. Let us look first at the elementary school map.

We have shaded orange the areas of the city where at least 10 percent
of the individual school enrollments are Negro according to the second
teacher observation count taken. in the fall of 1964.

Shaded in green are the areas where the schools have some but less
than 10-percent Negro enrollment according to the same count. The
Negro children are present in many of the schools in the outlying
areas as a result of administrative recommendations approved by the
board of education.

The location of special education classes is one example, in the Mar-
quette, Morrill, and. Young Schools, for instance. The development
of upper grade centers for seventh and eighth grade pupils is another,
as at the Spry and the Henderson.

Let me interrupt the discussion of the elementary map to show you
the racial situation in the high schools. The orange and green shad-
ings here represent the same percentage of Negro enrollment as on the
elementary map.

Note that most of our high schools have some Negro students en-
rolled. The permissive transfer plans of 1963 and 1961 account for
the enrollment of Negro pupils in still other schools, as at Amundsen
and Roosevelt, for instance.

Returning now to the elementary map, the grayed areas of the map
represent nonresidential sections of the city, industrial areas, or parks,
or waterways.

Note the proportion particularly in the south portion of the city.
Chicago, you notice, is a long, narrow city of 226 square miles. Sixty-
seven square miles or practically one-quarter of the city is nonresi-
dential.

I have had prepared also this map which indicates in orange the
areas, on the basis of U.S. census data, which in 1950 had 10 percent
or more Negro enrollment.

The green area represents the changes to 1960 or the additional area
having 10 percent or more Negro ; thus, the orange and green com-
bined indicate the areas of the city which were at least 10-percent
Neiro in 1960.

Density of population is a characteristic of the portions of the map
shaded in the two colors, particularly in the orange portions. Resi-
dential areas in Chicago total approximately 160 square miles.

The area shaded in orange approximates 50 square miles, or approxi-
mately one-third of the residential area. Yet one-half of our ele-
mentary school pupils reside in these 50 square miles. The pupil
population density in various areas of the city ranges from 1,000 to
8,000 per square mile.

I want to point out the contrast above and below the diagonal line
which approximates North Avenue. North of the line, there is 1
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Negro elementary school pupil for every 174 white pupils. South of
the diagonal line, there are two Negro elementary school pupils for
every one white pupil.

ou will note also the extent to which nonresidential enterprises
take up what at first glance seem to be opea areas of the south side.
Thus in the area which appears large, the residential sections are actu-
ally limited with many isolated residential pockets.

Using U.S. census tract figures for 1960, the Chicago Committee on
Urban Opportunity developed a series of maps that ranked the vari-
ous communities in Chicago on five factors which contribute to poverty.

The factors are income, education of adults, housing, welfare or pub-
lic assistance, and delinquency: A composite rank was then developed
and charted. We have superimposed on our base map the areas des-
ignated as having the three ranks that denote the most serious poverty
situations.

You will note both the extent of the poverty areas and the degree
to which they coincide with the orange area.

On July 10, 1963, in a statement to the board of education, I pre-
sented a study of the educational levels of adults in Chicago, taken
from the U.S. census tracts of 1960 and organized by districts.

The basis of the study was the years of schooling completed by
adults 25 years of age or older, by place of residence.

The study highlights Chicago s educational problem, as effected
by in-migration and urbanization and presents a startling picture.
In 1940, the median years of schoLling completed by Chicago adults
of 25 years of age or more was 8.75 years, slightly higher than the
median for Illinois as a whole or for the United States as a whole.

Chicago exceeded Illinois and Vie Nation again in 1950, with a
median of 10.5. By 1960 the median for the Nation and for the State
had risen to 10.6 and 10.5, respectively, but the median for Chicago
had dropped slightly, falling behind both Illinois and the United
States.

On this map we have indicated the two school districts with median
levels of education for adults that are lower than the median of any
State in the Union.

In summary up to this point, the data presented so far depict a city
with a changing population as to both race and education level of
adults. The city had widespread poverty, and it is losing population
while its public school enrollments soar.

Its Negroes dwell in segregated areas to a large extent, but the
schools have fostered integration which exists in the schools in many
areas in the city.

I turn now to certain pupil characteristics of significance to the
problems of education. I have already stated that approximately half
of our elementary pupils live in the areas now identified as the pov-
erty areas. Another striking fact is that about 50,000 of our school-
children live in public housing.

A. study by the Research Council of the Great Cities Program for
School Improvement based on U.S. census data indicates, as I have
already stated, the much greater number of Negro births than of white
births.

In addition, this study shows that the increase resulting from in-
migration was even greater between 1950 and 1960 than it had been
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between 1940 and 1950. Thus many children in the inner poverty
ring are handicapped by the effects of mobility and by the effects of
early childhood in another type of community.

Population changes within a single age group over 2 decadesChicaga: Nonwhite
population

1940 1950 1960

Decade of birth:
1950-60
1940-50
193040
1920-30
1910-20

40, 511
42, 641
47, 307

(-10)
93, 257
63, 750

101, 138
94, 042

(-10)
(10-19)

223, 947
123, 261
121, 171
130, 415
95,993

(-10)
(10-19)
(20-29)

The parentheses denote age group during census year indicated.
Minds 10 means under 10 age group.

Research of our own bears this out in a limited way. A study was
made of the birthplaces of the first 1,297 pupils enrolled in our educa-tion and vocational guidance centers for special placement of overageelementary school pupils.

These centers are located in the shaded areas in the main.
Approximately 57 percent of the 1,297 studied were born outsideChicago. The largest group, 311 or 24 percent of the 1,297, was bornin Mississippi. Another 11 percent were born in the Deep South,

exclusive of Mississippi. As a sidelight, 52 percent of both mothersand fathers were born in Mississippi or other Deep South States.
Ninety-four percent of the 1,297 pupils studied had attended from2 to 10 or more schools. Thus, only 6 percent of the group had at-tended only one school prior to enrollment in the center. The median

number of schools attended was 4.6.
Of the 1,297, 25 percent had resided in Chicago 4 years or less.The study further emphasized the results of mobility in overagenessfor grade. The median age for the 1,297 was 15 rears and 7 months.
Another characteristic of the pupils residing in the inner city isthat of lack of those preschool experiences which do so much to preparea child for the tasks of the first grade.
At entrance to first grade in September, all pupils are tested forreadiness for school learning. The percent of pupils ready for formallearning in 1963 ranged by districts in the city from 32.8 to 88.9 percent.In the most deprived areas of the orange section, no district hadas much as 50 percent of its entering first grade pupils ready for school.

Besides when they enter school, these children pose serious challengesto teaching not experienced in the areas of the city where large ma-jorities of the children are ready for school.
To meet these needs in 1960 we introduced special summer schoolsfor grades 1 to 6these are treated more fully later.
For the same reason, in 1964 we introduced prekindergarten classesinto the special summer schools and three classes for the next youngerage group.
These will also be discussed more fully later.
In summary so far, great numbers of our public elementary school

pupils live in poverty, and many in public housing. Numbers of themhave in-migrated, a high proportion from Mississippi and other DeepSouth States.
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Numbers of them have been here a comparatively short time. They
have attended many different schools year after year. Many are over-
age in the middle and upper grades and many are not ready for first
grade work when they start school.

With this as background, I wish to present some examples of our
efforts to meet the new conditions and needs and to present what
I believe to be evidence .of our progress,

The addition of 211,000 pupils has posed a major school housing
problem to which we responded with a massive building program.
With the 5 new schools which will open in the fall of 1965, we will
have constructed or in a few cases acquired 277 buildings and additions
since 1951.

These buildings will have brought 5,061 classrooms into service,
Today, approximately 40 percent of our,. pupils attend school in
modern buildings less than 10 years old. By looking at this map one
can see the extent to which the new buildings have 13een constructed
or acquired in the areas shaded green or orange.

The question has been asked why we constructed the schools where
we did and not in some other place. It has been our policy to build
the buildings where the children are and where enrollment growth is
anticipated as children move through the grades.

In a number of cases, the schools now in the orange area on the map
were on the edge of racial areas or considerably over the edge when
the school sites were selected and the plans -were drawn.

The movement of large numbers of the Negro population into new
areas of residence, or heavy concentration of them in areas where
there was an integrated community at the time of planning of the
building, has obviated the effects of the placement of the schools.

The Revere addition, the Hefferan, the Marconi, and-Harlan High
Schools are examples. Observation would indicate that Harlan had a
50-50 racial composition when it opened. Today it is 90-percent
Negro.

We are proud of our modern buildings and attribute their architec-
tural distinction and the speed of the program in part to the fact
that beginning in 1953 we employed outside architects in addition to the
employees in our own building department. I might add that a sizaMe
investment has been made by the board of education for the purchase
of over 216 new sites or additions to sites for schools.

As a result a our building program, the educational program has
been assisted and improved. Not only did we acquire educational tools
that contribute much to the program of education through modern
design and technical advances but we also eliminated double shift.

The last class went off double shift on January 28, 1963. We have
searched the records and have established the fact that for the first time
in 100 years Chicago was free of double shift as of that day. The
single shift has continued in every school in the city since then. We
have no pupils on double shift. today.

Simultaneously, we reduced class size from a citywide average of
slightly over 39 pupils per room in 1953 to a class size of slightly over
32 in 1963. Every school in the city is staffed with the same ratio of
pupils to teachers.

Increases in classrooms and reduction in class size require an increase
in the teaching staff. The number of teaching positions has grown
from some 13,000 to 21,000 today, a 50-percent increase.
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All of our teachers are certified and meet State requirements at least.
It is true that as a group they are younger than when we went to school,though we, too, had our young and inexperienced but enthusiastic
teachers. The median age of all Chicago's women teachers was 50in 1959 and had dropped to 39 in 1963. The median for the men
dropped from 41.2 to 35.9.

Securing sufficient teachers presents a complicated problem. In
addition to staff for new positions, it is necessary to recruit 1,700 a yearjust for replacements from retirements, resignations, maternity leaves,or illness.

Staffing the inner city schools with experienced teachers continuesto poso problems. Teachers prefer to work as near their homes as
possible. This fact is repeatedly illustrated at the time of initial
assignment.

Teachers who have passed the certificate examination are calledin order and presented with all the vacancies in the city related to their
certificate title. These vacancies are shown on a large map with colored
pins denoting the type of vacancy.

Invariably the candidate will select a school as close to his home as
possible, regardless of his race.

However, we have made many efforts to encourage experienced teach-
ers to take or keep assignments in the inner city schools. We

l. Devised a transfer on loan.
2. Reduced the number of schools a teacher may list in request-ing a transfer.
3. Confined the afterschool teaching assignments to the home

school faculty. This means additional income for these teachers.
4. Placed non-examination-certified teachers on the first step

of the regular salary schedule.
5. Expanded student teaching.
6. Increased recruitment nationally with a director in charge.
7. Established a formula for staffing by which a percentage ofvacancies or new positions in the schools with stable and experi-

enced faculties would be reserved for new teachers.
8. Established a new salary schedule having a minimum salary

higher than the maximum in 1953.
When the superintendent recommended an increase in the percentage

of positions to be reserved, the board of education did not adopt the
report because of objections of teachers.

Much has also been done in the program of education itself. Teamteaching which utilizes to the greatest advantage the strengths of
teachers has been initiated in a number of schools.

Several years ago we initiated a program of continuous develop-
ment in the primary grades beginning with first grade. This programis sometimes called the nongraded program2 but whatever its nameit is intended to replace the concept of passing and retention in the
early grades with the concept of continuous development in accord-
ance with the child's growth patterns and not in accordance with rigid
&rade levels.

This pattern has been found particularly helpful for children of
limited background. The program has been instituted in over 400 of
our 500 schools, and plans indicate that it will be operating in all
schools this year.
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Summer schools were restored in 1955 on the basis as they had been
in 1932. Enrollment has soared in the years since that of 19,320 in
1955 to approximately 200,000 as of this summer.

The concept of summer school has changed from one for makeup,
although some students still use it fo, this purpose, to one of enrich-
ment. Traditionally, also, summer .3chool programs were offered only
to high school students and eighth grade pupils who needed 2 more
months of study to enter high school.

We have added remedial classes for pupils in the sixth, seventh, and
eighth grades, as well as other types of special programs for high and
elementary pupils.

Our most spectacular success, however, has come with our special
summer schools for grades 1 to 6. We started with 3 schools in inner
city areas in 1960 and have progressed to 30 this summer.

With 600 pupils per school, we are this year serving 18,000 children
in the schools shown on this map. Class membership is held to 25
withl classes per grade. At each grade level, pupils selected for one
class are reading aloove grade level ; for another class, approximately
at grade level ; and for two others, below grade level.

Surrounding schools are invited to recommend pupils so that the
advantages of the program affect over 100 schools.

Parents are involved. Extra staff is provided. Our success has
been rewarding judged by the accelerated rate of improvement in read-
ing made in the summer and held thereafter as determined by testing
9 months later. At $50,000 per school, the total cost of this summer's
program for the 30 schools is approximately $1,500,000.

Another example of compensatory education found largely in the
inner city is that of our afterschool reading classes. These are held
two afternoons a week for the same children.

This year we have had 1,395 classes in 221 schools serving approxi-
mately 25,000 pupils. In addition, in a number of schools in the
shaded area, we have opened afterschool reading clinics and after-
school libraries.

In 1955 the first upper grade center was established at McKinley in
the inner city directly west of the central business section. Seventh-
and eighth-grade pupils were brought together from surrounding ele-
mentary schools for an improved program of education which schools
having several hundred pupils of one grade level can provide.

Followup of some of the initial classes indicated that pupils did
better in the center, that more entered high school and more finished.

Another type of center was established in 1962 when a new building
for Drake Elementary School, south of the Loop, freed an old build-
ing where we established the first of eight special education and voca-
tional guidance centers for the overage pupils in surrounding schools.

The centers are small ; class size is limited to 18 to 20 ; the instruction
intensive; and the guidance directed toward motivation and vocational
preparation. We have ample evidence of our success with the eight
centers.

Of the 3,053 pupils who have been graduated from these centers,
2,793 entered high school. Principals of the centers estimated that
1,611 would not have done so without the program in the centers.
Principals also reported that at least 1,886 graszluated earlier than they
would have otherwise.
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In February 1962., when the first center opened at the Drake, there
were 9,069 pupils in our elementary schools who were 15 years of age
and over. The number had decreased to 5,480 by September 1964.

Chicago was part of the team pioneering educational television
beginning in 1960. It is now possible to secure an associate of arts
d.,0ree entirely through television.

In fact, 95 graduates had done so by April 1965 and 900 more
junior college graduates had taken one-fourth of their work through
TV courses. A. total of over 34,000 students have enrolled in 53,000
TV junior college programs since 1956.

This provision represents opportunity for mothers with children
as well as those gainfully employed. These benefits are provided for
all who will avail themselves of tLem.

In addition, the elementary school pupils enrolled in four schools
in the vicinity of r Nt_irth Side public housing project have the
advanta e of a u, -tsed circuit TV system operating out of the
Byrd Sc ool.

This prograr particular strengths of teachers for the
benefit of large. hildren.

We have bee, rly successful in our Head Start program.
Perhaps part o: ..,eess can be attributed to our own local head
start of 1964 when hi special summer schools we introduced prekinder-
garten classes.

Of our remaining categories of programs two others will be pre-
sented here. The first of these is a group of programs directed to
meet the needs of disadvantaged pupils and resulting in improvement
for Negroes, in the main, because they comprise so much of the dis-
advantaged group.

One such program is conducted for 2 days before the opening of
school each September. The program is conducted in the areas of the
city of highest schoo l. mobility and is directed toward counseling and
placemert of elementary school pupils who are new to the school.

This rorogram has been conducted annually for 4 years.
Another program, called the urban youth program, is directed

toward the dropout. Begun in 1961, it consists of an automatic refer-
ral of dropouts to the center, an invitation to counseling, job prepara-
tion workshops, and special educational and training programs. The
training phases were recently expanded with a manpower grant of
$867,000.

Other programs that benefit Negro children are citywide in nature
and so of another category. Our curriculum is continuously studied
and rei ..sed with special attention to basic courses as well as advanced
study courses.

Some of the special programs for special needs of children have
already been presented. There is a continuing program of innovations
and experiments ; many of these are specifically planned in an endeavor
to find new and improved ways of meeting the needs of the disad-
vantaged child.

This map refers to the special classes we have for educable mentally
handicapped and where they are located. Every child in school has
a hearing and vision test in first grade and a second test in the middle
grades.

Followup and referral for treatment are provided where needed
by our corps of teacher-nurses. In the last 4 years we have doubled
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our high school counselor staff and expanded the guidance program
in our upper grade centers.

I turn now to the subject of expenditures in schools of varying racial
composition. Many studies have been made. Many groups have
drawn interferences from some data because they did not take other
factors into account.

For example, it is true that less money is spent on maintenance in
some schools than on others. Newer schools require less maintenance
and less repair than do older ones. The map showing the locations of
schools built since 1951 has been presented. I am sure you recall their
preponderance in the shaded areas. From this standpoint alone, it
can 13e expected that the maintenance cost will be less in these areas.

But the capital outlay cost has been greater. It would be the worst
of management if both capital outlay and maintenance figures had
risen equally. Repair or repainting costs fall into the same category.

But expenditures for books and supplies fall into a different cate-
gory. On report, which can be documented, indicates that the aver-
age per capita expenditure for books and supplies was lowest in
schools attended by white pupils.

It was highest in schools attended predominantly by Negro pupils.
Expenditures for books and supplies in integrated schools fell between
the other two. Textbook and supply expenditures represent a deter-
mined effort to provide compensatory. education.

Other efforts on behalf of the disadvantaged have also been made.
One important one is the het lunch program.

This map indicates the schools where hot lunch service is available
at 27 cents, the citywide price, and where large numbers of free lunches
are served.

True, this service is most often avail.able in schools built since 1953
but these are located, as earlier maps have shown, in the deprived
areasmainly those of high Negro enrollment.

In the areas of the city where no new buildings have been con-
structed and existing buildings have been in use a long time, there is
little, if any, lunchroom service.

And there are other evidences of progress :
Despite the handicap of being unready to undertake school tasks

at school entrance, and the handicapping effects of mobility and pov-
erty, these children's achievement is at least commensurate with their
school learning ability as revealed in the testing program at the begin-
ning of eighth grade.

We find in each of the nine districts in the inner poverty ring that
the percentage of pupils scoring at the midpoint or above in reading
achievement equals or exceeds the percentage of pupils scoring at the
midpoint or above on the test of school learning ability.

Despite the fact that our enrollments remain high, both overageness
and the failure rate have been reduced. Smaller class size, special com-
pensatory programs, and increased expenditures on textbooks have
influenced the failure rate which has dropped from a high of 6.28 in
the 1956-57 school year to 4.46 in the 1962-63 school year.

Annual admissions have resulted in the fact that the median age
at first grade entrance has risen by a few months at an age when months
are important, meaning that the children are more mature for the
tasks of school.

52-579 0-65-4
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Citywide, the percent of high school graduates planning to enter
college has risen approximately 10 percentage points in 10 years.

Citywide the number of scholarship awards has risen over 150 per-
cent in the same period of time. The number of recipients has more
than doubled and the number of college-bound graduates receiving
awards has increased 6.1 percentage points.

I turn now to a discussion of th.e availability of financial resources
for education. These are seven separate tax funds from which local
revenues come to finance the public schools. Only three of them con-
cern us here: the educational, the building, and the textbook funds.

Each has a separate tax rate. Local financial efforts account for 76
percent of our total revenue receipts.

In 1953, the educational tax rate stood at $1.10 per $100 of assessed
valuation. It stands today at $1.71. The building tax rate which
was 19 cents per $100 of assessed valuation in 1953 stands today at 30
cents.

The textbook rate has stood at 3.25 cents since 1962, a year of increase
over former rates. The 1965 State legislature granted an increase for
1966 to 5 cents.

We thus have a total local combined property tax rate of over
$2 per $100 of assessed valuation for the educational, the building, and
the textbook funds. This chart indicates that 72 percent of our school
dollar comes from the property tax.

It is my own feeling that local real estate cannot bear all of the
costs necessary and desirable for the operation - f schools.

Two significant facts must be adsled to those already presented.
First, the assessed valuation per pupil in Chicago has declined from
slightly over $22,000 in 1959 to somewhat more than $19,000 in 1963.

It has declined nearly $4,000 since 1951. Thus, as more children
come to school to be educated and the assessable dollars per child
in Chicago decline, there is less in resources upon which to draw.
Pupils increase faster than property values.

Compensatory education requires more in the way of financial ex-
penditure than does education for the eulturally advantaged. It is
a matter of public record that the Chicago public schools have de-
veloped plans to make a massive attack upon the efforts of cultural
deprivation and at the same time improve the quality of education in.
all our schools, including those in the most advantaged areas.

An initial plan for a saturation of services and programs for one
district was developed and approved in 1963, subject to securing funds.
An overall plan for the city was developed during the 1961-65 school
year.

As part of our continuing effort to have quality education for each
child according to his need, detailed school-community plans have
been developed. These include quality programs and services for chil-
dren in disadvantaged areas as well as programs for the stabilization
of integrated areas.

Nearly a billion dollars will be needed by Chicago alone over the
next 10 to 20 years to do what should be done. Chicago does not have
that kind of money. Neither do the other large cities that share Chi-
cago's problems.

I refer to Chicago's school building needs of $800 million and cur-
rent annual budget needs in excess of $200 million beyond the present
budget.
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The foregoing has presented the problems that have faced the Chi-
cago public schools because of social changes and social problems that
impinge upon tIse school. It outlined some of our major efforts to re-
solve the problems and to meet the needs of the children who are the
innocent victims of social forces.

I have tried to show that we have placed heavy emphasis upon im-
proving the educational opportunity of culturally deprived pupils.
In 1957 Chicago took the lead with the Great Cities Research Coun-
cil for School Improvement, in a study of the developing problems
stemming from the urbanization of the culturally deprived child.

These 3 of some 20 charts were developed at that time. The first
indicates what the teacher sees as the child of limited background
comes to school. The second depicts what further study of the child
reveals, and the third indicates his needs.

In addition to providing an improved program of education, we
have taken steps which have fostered integration. These include-

1. Altering school attendance areas.
2. Transferring special education pupils.
3. Reorganizing schools with various grade levels.
4. Instituting the permissive transfer.
5. Recommending several cluster plans.

Housing patterns, however, pose problems in our efforts to provide
opportunities for integrated education for significant numbers of
children.

To illustrate what I mean, let us look again at the map which shows
that whereas in approximately one-third of the city there is 1 Negro
elementary pupil for 174 white pupils, in two-thirds of the city there
are 2 Negro elementary school pupils to each white pupil.

Integration requires substantial numbers of white pupils as well as
Negro pupils.

his is not to say that we believe nothing more should be done to help
changMg neighborhoods to stabilize or to continue to experiment with
procedures which will result in additional integration.

We do believe it is desirable for children of different races to asso-
ciate with and to come to know and to understand each other, but this
requires children of both races.

We will continue to experiment toward the end that this association
may be_provided.

We do want to emphasize, however, that the Negro child in a school
predominantly or all Negro in enrollment is as worthy of as much
educational opportunity, or more if needed, as if he were in an inte-
grated school.

And he may need our education efforts even more because he may
live in the poorest of the community environments.

We do believe, further, that every effective procedure which we or
others have ueveloped and for which no additional funds are needed
should be spread and used with all children for whom the procedures
are appropriate. This we are doing.

We do believe that every effective procedure which we or others
have developed and for which funds beyond our resources are needed
should be supported and spread. This may mean expanded Federal
assistance.
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We do believe that there must be continued and concentrated effort
to find new and imaginative ways of meeting the problem of the
large metropolitan areas, including ours in Chicago.

We do believe that we must, and that working together we can,
find solutions to our large and complex problems.

The distinguished record of the U.S. Congress through this com-
mittee in sensing educational needs and in developing creative and
useful legislation to meet the needs suggest that you will see the role
you can play in advancing the cause of the education of young people
beyond the best expectations of all previous and recent educational
legislation.

Our goal is to provide the best possible education, intellectually,
socially, and emotionally, for every child, white or Negro, so that
each as an individual, may become, for his awn benefit and that of
his family and this Nation, all that he is capable of becoming.

There is much to be done if we are to provide the total program
which each child must have according to 11.AS need. Let all of us
work together to move ahead with our task.

I W 3 like at this time to have Mr. Drayton take just 2 minutes
and refer to the program of Head Start.

Mr. DRAYTON. Child development centers under Project Head
Start, funded under the Economic Opportunity Act, opened Tuesday
July 6, 1965, in 132 Chicago public schools.

Located in disadvantaged areas throughout the city, the 132 cen-
ters enrolled 20,733 pupils, exceeding the quota for the Chicago
public schools by 233 children.

Previous experience during die summer of 1964 gave Chicago a
head start on Head Start. In 1964 the Chicago public schools oper-
ated 46 preschool classes in the special summer schools serving 1,150
preschool children.

The board of education budget supported these classes in full.
This program not only gave the staff experience with children of this
age group, but also afforded an opportunity to develop some new
prekindergarten curriculum materialsa further head start for Head
Start.

The recruitment of the 20,733 children this summer followed one or
more of these patterns:

(a) Personal contacts with parents by teachers in their homes, in
churches, and in shopping centers during recruitment. This provided
teachers with excellent opportunities to meet and become acquainted
with the people in the community and to interpret this school program.

(b) Cooperation with other public and private agencies, block clubs,
and civic organizations volunteering to help with the recruitment. Im-
provement in the understanding of the Chicago public schools and
stronger working relationships with these agencies resulted.

(c) Publicity by radio, TV, and the press, which were helpful in
the recruitment program.

Each class of 15 pupils has a professionally qualified teacher and the
services of a teacher aid, am. a children's assistant, for a total of 619
teachers, 860 teacher aids, and 335 children's assistants.

Additional serVices are provided by teacher-nurses, parent-couedi-
nators, and adjustment teachers as in the special summer schools. The
132 centers are grouped into 20 sections, each section administered by
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a principal-coordinator and staff consisting of experts in preschool
curriculum.

The entire program is supervised by three area coordinators, an
assistant director, a director, and an assistant superintendent.

In. addition to the educational and social services, a comprehensive
medical program is provided through the bureau of health services of
the Chicago public schools.

At 13 designated centers full medical and dental staffs are main-
tained to provide complete medical examinations of children, including
blood tests and urinalyses. During the first 2 weekends, on Saturdays
and Sundays, a total of 5,452 children were examined.

Studies will be made annually of these children as they progress
tbrough school in order to determine if their progress in the next 6
years is greater than that of comparable pupils who did not enroll in
Head Start.

Mr. Wimis. Thank you.
I would like you to meet the principal of our Kennedy High School.
Chairman POWELL. Dr. Willis, I must state the only thing we can

do now because of the time is to have your associates file their reports
or statements and you can refer any questions of the committee to any-
one you desire.

Mr. WILms. That is very good.
Chairman POWELL. I think that the members of the committee may

have questions. Without objection, it is so ordered. All statements of
the associates of Dr. Willis will be filed. for the record.

Dr. Willis, thank you for your presentation.
Mr. QUIE. How many statements are there
Chairman POWELL. As many as Dr. Willis may desire.
(The statements referred to follow :)

STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN C. WILLIS, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT, CHICAGO
PUBLIC Salons

I am Benjamin C. Willis, general superintendent of the public schoolr of Chi-
cago, where I have served since September 1, 1953. I appreciate having this op-
portunity to testify concerning the problems confronting the Chicago public
schools over the recent years and the progress we have made in meeting taem.
The school problems have had their origin in social changes and social prob-
lems. National as well as local technological clianges have stimulated an up-
surge of population mobilityfrom rural to urban centers and from urban cen-
ters to suburbia. The increased birthrate of the fifties and heavy in-migration of
families with many school age children sent our enrollments upward sharply.
Racial changes have taken place, and segregated housing patterns have affected
the composition of many Chicago public schools. The school financial resources
are insufficient for all that needs to be done, but nevertheless the Chicago public
schools have made vast efforts of several kinds to meet the needs of an increas-
ingly diverse school population.

What the Members of Congress and particularly the members of this commit-
tee seek is greater educational opportunity for all children each according to
need. So do we in education, and I can speak especially for those of us in
Chicago. It was in such a spirit that this very committee gave impetus to the
Vocational Education Act of 1963 which has opened the gate for the succeeding
legislation that will further increase educational opportunity. This distin-
guished contribution on your part is known in the Capital, and it is becoming
increasingly well-known elsewhere.

ENROLLMENT AND RACIAL CHANGES

In discussing enrollment increases, I wish first to relate them to total popula-
tion statistics for Chicago. According to the census, the city of Chicago had an
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absolute loss in population of 70,000 between 1950 and 1960. During the same
10 years the Chicago public schools gained over 120,000 pupils. In the 4 years
since 1960, our enrollments have risen another 90,000 for a total increase of
211,000 in 14 years. The increase alone is larger than the school enrollment of
all but five or six cities of America.

The accelerating rate of growth during the last 4 years is significant to our
discussion. Between 1952 and 1964 the elementary schools experienced a 44-
percent increase. Between 1952 and 1961, a 10-year period, the high schools
grew by 13 percent. The high school increase jumped to 36 percent between 1960
and 1964. The high school enrollments increased 45 percent between 1952 and
1964. Combining the eleMentary- and high school rates of increase for the cru-
cial years 1959 to 1904 we find the rate of increase to be 21 percent )r 4.2 percent
per year.

The breakdown of the figures follows.

Enrollment data
Elementary enrollment :

1952_ 284, 240
1964 407, 907
Increase 1 123, 667

High school enrollment:
1952 97, 740
1960 104, 688
1961 110, 380
1964 141, 995
Increase :

1952-61 (10 years) 312, 640
1960-64 (4 years) _
1952-1964_

337,444, 307
255

Total enrollment :
1959 488, 829
1964 592, 438
Increase (5 years) _ 5103, 609
(4.2 percent average increase per year.)

144 percent.
213 percent.

36 percent.
4 45 percent.
5 21 percent.

The public schools of Chicago gained 2 pupils for every 1 of the 70,000 citizens
who moved out of the city between 1950 and 1960 and has gained in enrollment at
an accelerated rate since 1960.

It is to be noted also that the growth in enrollment was not distributed evenly
throughout the city, but took place largely in areas where in-migrants settled and
in some outlying areas of the city which were sparsely setled until the close of
World War II. On this map of the city are indicated the areas where the per-
cent of increase in the elementary school population was -60 percent or more.

It is also necessary to relate the population and enrollment data to racial com-
position. According to the census, the Negro population constituted 2 percent
of Chicago's total population in 1910, and in 1960 the Negro population con-
stituted nearly 23 percent of the city's population. However, data on school-
age population is also relevant. Negroes comprise 34 percent of the elementary
school age population in Chicago and 27 percent of the high school age group
in the city. In contrast, 54 percent of the elementary school pupils was observed
to be Negro in the teacher observation count of 1963 and 36 percent of the high
school students was observed to be Negro. Thus a high percentage of Negro
youtt attend public schools rather than private schools. The number of white
pupils attending public school is about equal to the number attending private
schools.

Moreover, in the period between 1950 and 1960 the number of white childrenunder 5 years age residing in Chicago deceased by 8 percent or 22,643 children.
During the same perlod of time nonwhite children untbr 5 years of age residing
in Chicago increased by 141 percent or 76,139 children. If these trends con-tinue, it will become increasingly difil,mlt to provide integrated education of ameaningful sort.

I have had prepared two maps of the city with names of schools indicated oneshowing elementary school areas and one high scnool areas. Let us look first
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at the elementary school map. We have shaded orange the areas of the city
where at least 10 percent of the individual school enrollments are Negro accord-
ing to the second teacher observation count taken in the fall of 1964. Shaded
in green are the areas where the schools have some but less than 10 percent
Negro enrollment according to the same count. The Negro children are present
in many of the schools in the outlying areas as a result of administrative rec-
ommendations approved by the board of education. The location of special
education classes is one example, in the Marquette, Morrill, and Young schools,
for instance. The development of upper grade centers for seventh and eighth
grade pupils is another, as at the Spry and the Henderson.

Let me interrupt the discussion of the elementary map to show you the racial
situation in the high schools. The orange and green shadings here represent
the same percentage of Negro enrollment as on the elementary map. Note that
most of our high schools have some Negro students enrolled. The permissive
transfeiplans of 1963 and 1964 account for the enrollment of Negro pupils in still
other schools, as at Amundsen and Roosevelt, for instance.

Returning now to the elementary map, the grayed areas of the map represent
nonresidential sections of the city, industrial areas or parks, or waterways. Note
the proportion particularly in the south portion of the city. Chicago, you notice,
is a long, narrow city of 226 square miles. Sixty-seven square miles or prac-
tically one-quarter of the city is nonresidential.

I have had prepared also this map which indicates in orange the areas, on the
basis of U.S. census data, which in 1950 had 10 percent or more Negro enrollment.
The green area represents the changes to 1960 or the additional area having 10
percent or more Negro; thus the orange and green combined indicate the area
of the city which were at least 10 percent Negro in 1960.

COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS

Density of population is a characteristic of the portions of tLa map shaded in
the two colors, particularly in the orange portions. Residential areas in Chicago
total approximately 160 square miles. The area shaded in orange approximates
50 square miles, or approximately one-third of the residehtial area. Yet me-half
of our elementary school pupils reside in these 50 square miles. The pupil
population density in various areas of the city ranges from 1,000 to 8,000 per
square mile.

I want to point out the contrast above and below the diagonal line which
approximates North Avenue. North of the line, there is 1 Negro elementary
school pupil for every 174 white pupils. South of the diagonal line, there are
two Negro elementary school pupils for every one white pupil. You will notealso the extent to which nonresidential enterprises take up what at first glance
seem to be open areas of the South Side. Thus in the area which appears large,
residential sections are actually limited with many isolated residential pockets.

Using U.S. census tract figures for 1960, the Chicago Committee on Urban
Opportnunity developed a series of maps that ranked the various communities in
Chicago on five factors which contribute to poverty. The factors are income,
education of adults, housing, welfare or public assistance, and delinquency. A
composite rank was then developed and chartel We have superimposed on our
base map the areas designated as having the three ranks that denote the most
serious poverty situations. You will note both the extent of the poverty areas
and the degree to which they coincide with the orange area.

On July 10, 1963, in a statement to the board of education, I presented astudy of the educational levels of adults in Chicago, taken from the U.S. censustracts of 1960 and organized by districts. The basis of the study was the
years of schooling completed by adults 25 years of age or older, by place ofresidence.

The study highlights Chicago's educational problem, as affected by in-migra-tion and urbanization, and presents a startling picture. In 1940, the medianyears of schooling completed by Chicago adults of 25 years of age or more
was 8.75 years, slightly higher than the median for Illinois as a whole or forthe United States as a whole. Chicago exceeded Illinois and the Nation againin 1950, with a median of 10.5. By 1960 the median for the Nation and for
the State had risen to 10.6 and 10.5, cespectively, but the median for Chicagohad dropped slightly, falling behind both Illinois and the United States. Onthis map we have indicated the two vhool ilistricts with median levels ofeducation for adults that are lower than tae median of any State in theUnion.
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In summary up to this point, the data presented so far depict a city with a
changing population as to both race and education level of adults. The city
has widespread poverty, and it is losing population while its public school en-
rollments soar. Its Negroes dwell in segregated areas to a large extent, but
the schools have fostered integration which exists in the schools in many areas
in the city.

PUPIL CHARACTERISTICS

I turn now to certain pupil characteristics of significance to the problems of
education. I have already stated that approximately half of our elementary
school pupils live in the areas now identified as the poverty areas. Another
striking fact is that about 50,000 of our schoolchildren live in public housing.

A study by the research council of the great cities program for school im-
provement based on U.S. census data indicates, as I have already stated, the
much greater number of Negro births than of white births. In addition, this
study shows that the increase resulting from in-migration was even greater
between 1950 and 1960 than it had been between 1940 and 1950. Thus, many
children in the inner poverty ring are handicapped by the effects of mobility
and by the effects of early childhood in another type of community.

Population changes within a single age group over 2 decades

Decade of birth
Chicago, nonwhite population

1940 1950 1960

1950-60 1223, 9471940-50 1 93, 257 2 123,261
1930-40 1 40, 511 263,7m 3 121,171
1920-30 42, 641 101,138 130,4151910-20 47,307 94, 042 95, 993

1 Under 10 age group.
2 10 to 19 age group.
3 20 to 28 age group.

Research of our own bears this out in a limited way. A study was made
of the birthplaces of the first 1,297 pupils enrolled in our education and voca-
tional guidance centers for special placement of overage elementary school
pupils. These centers are located in the shaded areas in the main. Approxi-
mately 57 percent of the 1,297 studied was born outside Chicago. The largest
group, 311 or 24 percent of the 1,297, was born in Mississippi. Another 11
percent was born in the Deep South, exclusive of MissiAippi. As a sidelight,
52 percent of both mothers and fathers was born in Mississippi or other Deep
South States.

Ninety-four percent of the 1,297 pupils studied had attended from 2 to 10
or more schools. Thus, only 6 percent of the group had attended only one school
prior to enrollment in the center. The median number of schools attended
was 4.6.

Of the 1,297, 25 percent had resided in Chicago 4 years or less. The study
further emphasized the results of mobility in overageness for grade. The
median age for the 1,297 was 15 years and 7 months.

Another characteristic of the pupils residing in the inner city is that of
lack of those preschool expel iences which do so much to prepare a child for
the tasks of first grade. At entrance to first grade in September, all pupils
are tested for readiness for school learning. The percent of pupils ready for
formal learning in 1963 ranged by districts in the city from 32.8 to 88.9 percent.
In the most deprived areas of the.orange section, no district had as much as
50 percent of its entering first-grade pupils ready for school. Behind when they
enter school, these children pose serious challenges to teaching not experienced
in the areas of the city where large majorities of the children are ready for
school. To meet these needs in 1960 we introduced special summer schoolsfor grades 1 to 6these are treated more fully later. For ;he same reason,
in 1964 we introduced prekindergarten classes into the special summer schools
and three classes for the next younger age group. These will also be dis-
cussed more fully later.
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In summary so far, great numbers of our public elementary school pupils Jivein poverty, and many in public housing. Numbers of them have in-migrated,a high proportion from Mississippi and other Deep South States. Numbersof them have been here a comparatively short time. They have attended manydifferent schools year after year. Many are over age in the middle and uppergrades and many are not ready for first-grade work when they start school.

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS

With this as background, I wish to present some examples of our efforts tomeet the new conditions and needs and to present what I believe to be evidenceof our progress.
The addition of 211,000 pupils has posed a major school housing problemto which we responded with a massive building program. With the five newschools which will open in the fall of 1965, we will have constructed or in afew cases acquired 277 buildings and additions since 1951. These buildingswill have brought 5,601 classrooms into service. Today approximately 40 per-cent of our pupils attend school in a modern building less than 10 years old.By looking at this map one can see the extent to which the new buildings havebeen constructed or acquired in the areas shaded green or orange.
The question has been asked why we constructed the schools where we did andnot in some other place. It has been our policy to build the buildings where thechildren are and where enrollment growth is anticipated as children movethrough the grades. In a number of eases, the school,: now in the orange areaon the map were on the edge of racial areas or considerably over the edge whenthe school sites were selected and the plans were drawn. The movement of largenumbers of the Negro population into new areas of residence, or heavy concen-tration of them in areas where there was an integrated community at the timeof planning of the building, has obviated the effects of the placement of theschools. The Revere addition, the Hefferan, the Marconi, and Harlan HighSchools are examples. Observation would indicate that Harlan had a 50-50racial composition when it opened. Today it is 90 percent Negro.
We are proud of our modern buildings and attribute their architectural dis-tinction and the speed of the program in part to the fact that beginnivg in 1953

we employed outside architects in addition to the employees in our own buildingdepartment I might add that a sizable investment has been made by the boardof education for the purchase of over 216 new sites or additions to sites for
schools.

As a result of our building program, the educational program has been assisted
and improved. Not only did we acquire educational tools that contribute much
to the program of edueatioL through modern design and technical advances but
we also eliminated double shift. The last class went off double shift on Janu-ary 28, 1963. We have searched the records and have established the fact thatfor the first time in 100 years Chicago was free of double shift as of that day.
The single shift has continued in every school in the city since then. We have
no pupils on double shift today.

Simultaneously, we reduced class size from a citywide average of slightly over
39 pupils per room in 1953 to a class size of slightly over 32 in 1963. Everyschool in the city is staffed with the same ratio of pupils to teachers.

Increases in classrooms and reduction in class size require an increase In theteaching staff. The number of teaching positions has grown from some 13,000
to 21,000 today, a 50-percent increase. All of our teachers are certified and
meet State requirements at least. It is true that as a group they are younger
than when we went to school, 'though we, too, had our young and inexperienced
but enthusiastic teachers. The median age of all Chicago's women teachers was
50 in 1959 and had dropped to 39 in 1961 The median for the men dropped
from 41.2 to 35.9.

Securing sufficient teachers presents a complicated problem. In addition to
staff for new positions, it is necessary to recruit 1,700 a year just for replace-
ments from retirements, resignations, maternity leaves, or illness.

Staffing the inner city schools with experienced teachers continues to pose
problems. Teachers prefer to work as near their homes as possible. This fact
is repeatedly illustrated at the time of initial assignment. Teachers who have
passed the certificate examination are called in order and presented with all the
vacancies in the city related to their certificate title. These vacancies aro shown
on a large map with colored pins denoting the type of vacancy. Invariably the
candidate will select a school as close to his home as possible, regardless of his
race.
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However, we have made many efforts to encourage experienced teachers totaae or seep absignments in we inner city scnows. e
Deviseu a transfer on loan.
Reduced tne liumoer of scnoois a teacher may list in requesting a transfer.Connued tne after-swim teacnnig assignments to tne male senow faculty.(Tins ineans audition= Income for mese Leacners.)
Yiace nonexononstion certified teacuers on tne firstrstep of the regularsalary scneuule.
Expanded student teaching.
Increased lecruitment nationally with a director in charge.
Established a formula for staffing by which a percentage or vacancies ornew positions in tne schools with stable anu experienced faculties would. bereserved for new teachers.
Estaiihslied a new salary schedule having a minimum salary "V her thanthe maximum in 1953.

When the superintendent recommended an increase in the percentage of posi-tions to be reserved, tne board or education did not adopt the report because ofeblection of teachers.
Much has also been done in the program of education itself. Team teachingwhich utilizes to the greatest advantage the strengths of teachers has beeninitiated in a number of schools. Several years ago we initiatea a prcz,ram of

continuous development in the primary grades beginning with first grade. Thisprogram is sometimes called the nongraded program, but whatever its name it isintended to replace the concept of passing and. retention in the early grades withthe concept of continuous development in accordance wi.th the child's growthpatterns and not in accordance with rigid grade levels. This pattern has beenfound particularly helpful for children of limited background. The programhas been instituted in over 400 of our 500 schools, and plans indicate that it willbe operating in all schools this year.
Summer schools were restored in 1955 on the basis as they had been in 1932.

Enrollment has soared in the years since that of 19,320 in 1956 to approximately
200,000 as of this summer. The concept of summer school has changed from onefor makeup, although some students still use it for this purpose, to one of en-richment. Traditionally, also, summer school programs were offered only tohigh school students and to eighth grade pupils who needed 2 more monthsof study to enter high school.

We have added remedial classes for pupils in the sixth, seventh, and eighthgrades, as well as other types of special programs for high and elementarypupils.
Our most spectacular success, however, has come with our special summerschools for grades 1 to 6. We started with three schools in inner city areas in

1960 and have progressed to 30 for this summer. With 600 pupils per school,we are this year serving 18,000 children in the schools shown on this map. Class
membership is held to 25 with 4 classes per grade. At each grade level, pupils
selected for one class are reading above grade level ; for another class, approxi-
mately at grade level ; and for two others, below grade level. Surroundingschools are invited to recommend pupils so that the advantages of the programaffect over 100 schools. Parents are involved. Extra staff is provided. Our
success has been rewarding Judged by the accelerated rate of improvement inreading made in the summer and held thereafter as determined by testing9 months later. At $50,000 per school, the total cost of this summer'sprogram forthe 30 schools is approximately $1,500,000.

Another example of compensatory edm.ation found largely in the inner cityis that of our after-school reading classes. These are held two afternoons aweek for the same children. This year we have had 1,395 classes in 221 schools
serving approximately 25,000 pupils. In addition, in a number of schools in theshaded area, we have opened after-school reading clinics and after-schoollibraries.

In 1955 the first upper grade center was established at McKinley in the inner
city directly west of the central business section. Seventh- ar.d eighth-grade
pupils were brought together from. surrounding elementary s'chools for an
improved program of education which schools having several hundred pupils
of one grade level can provide. Followup of some of the initial classes indi-
cated that pupils did better in the center, that more entered high, school and
more finished.
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Another type of center was established in 1962 when a new building for
Drake Elementary School, south of the Loop, freed an old building where we
established the first of eight special education and vocational guidance centers
for the overage pupils in surrounding schools. The centers are small, class
size is limited to 18 to 20; the instruction intensive; and the guidance directed
toward motivation and vocational preparation. We have ample evidence of
our success with the eight centers.

Of the 3,053 pupils who have been graduated from these centers, 2,793
entered high school. Principals of the centers estimated that 1,611 would not
have done so without the program in the centers. Principals also reported
that at least 1,886 graduated earlier than they would have otherwise. In
February 196!:, Wile Li the first center opened at the Drake, there were 9,069
pupils in our elementary schools who were 15 years of age and over. The
number had decreased to 5,480 by September 1964.

Chicago was part of the team pioneering educational television beginning
in 1960. It is ne w possible to secure an associate of arts degree entirely
through courses taken by televisioa. In fact, 95 graduates had done so ty
April 1965 and 900 more Junior college graduates had taken one-fourth of
their work through TV courses. A total of over 34,000 students have enrolled
in 53,000 TV junior college programs since 1956. This provision represents
opportunity for mothers with children as well as those gainfully employed.
These benefits are provided for all who will avail themselves of them.

In addition, the elementary school pupils enrolled in four schools in the
vicinity of a near North Side public housing project have the advantage of a
unique closed circuit TV system operating out of the Byrd School. This pro-
gram utilizes the particular strengths of teachers for the benefit of large num-
bers of children.

We have been particularly successful in our Head Start program. Perhape
part of our success can be attributed to our own local head start of 1964
when in special summer schools we introduced prekindergarten classes.

Of our remaining categories of programs two others will be presented here.
The first is a group of programs, directed to meet the needs of disadvantaged
pupils and resulting in improvement for Negroes, in the main, because they
comprise so much of the disadvantaged group.

One such program is conducted for 2 days before the opening of school each
September. The program is conducted in the areas of the city of highest
school mobility and is directed toward counseling and placement of elementary
school pupils who are new to the school. This program has been conducted
annually for 4 years.

Another program, called the urban youth program, is directed toward the
dropout. Began in 1961, it consists of an automatic referral of dropouts to the
center, an invitation to counseling, job preparation workshops, and special
educational and training programs. The training phases were recently ex-
panded with a manpower grant of $867,000.

Other programs that benefit Negro children are citywide in nature and so of
anoihei category. Our curriculum is continuously studied and revised with
special attention to basic courses as well as advanced study courses. Some of
the special programs for special needs of children have already been presented.
There is a continuing program of innovations and experiments; many of these
a re specifically planned in an endeavor to find new and improved ways of
meeting the needs of the disadvantaged child. Every child in school has a
hearing and vision test in first grade and a second test in the middle grades.
Followup and referral for treatment are provided where needed by our corps
of teacher-nurses. In the last 4 years we have doubled our high school coun-
selor staff and expanded the guidance program in our upper grade centers.

I turn now to the subject of expenditures in schools of varying racial com-
position. Many studies have been made. Many groups have drawn in-
ferences from. some data because they did not take other factors into account.
For example, it is true that less money is spent on maintenance in some schools
than in others. Newer schools require less maintenance and less repair than
do older ones. The map showing the locations of schools built since 1951 has
been presented. I am sure you recall their preponderance in the shaded areas.
From this standpoint alone, it can be expected that the maintenance cost
will be less in these areas.

But the capital outlay cost has been greater. It would be the worst of man-
agement if both capital outlay and maintenance figures had risen equally.
Repair or repainting costs fall into the same category.
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But expenditures for books and supplies fall into a different category. One
report, which can be documented, indicates that the average per capita expendi-
ture for books and supplies was lowest in schools attended by white pupils.
It was highest in schools attended predominantly by Negro pupils. Expendi-
tures for books and supplies in integrated schools fell between the o 'her two.
Textbook and supply expenditures represent a determined effcrt to pro 'de com-
pensatory education.

Other efforts on behalf of the disadvantaged have also been made. One
important one is the hot lunch program. This map indicates the schools where
hot lunch Rey Tice is availaWe at 27 cents, the citywide price, and where large
numbers of free lunches are served. True, this service is most often available
in the schools built since 1953, but these are located, as earlier maps have
shown, in the deprived areasmainly those of high Negro enrollment. In the
areas of the city where no new buldings have been constructed and existing
buildings have been in use a long time, there is little if any lunchroom service.

And there are other evidences of progress.
Despite the handicap of being unready to undertake school tasks at school

entrance, and the handicapping effects of mobility and poverty, these children's
achievement is at least commensurate with :- eir school learning ability as
revealed in the testing program at the beginnin, of the eighth grade. We find
in each of the nine districts in the inner poverty ring that the percentage of
pupils scoring at the midpoint or above in reading achievement equals or exceeds
the percentage of pupils scoring at the midpoint or above on the test of school
learning ability.

Despite the fact that our enrollments remain high, both overageness and the
failure rate have been reduced. Smaller class size, special compensatory pro-
grams, and increased expenditures on textbooks have influenced the failure
rate which has dropped from a high of 6.28 in the 1956-57 school year to 4.46
in the 1962-63 school year. Annual admissions have resulted in the fact that
the median age at first grade entrance has risen by a few months, at an age
when months are important, meaning that the children are more mature for the
tasks of school.

Citywide, the percent of high school graduates planning to enter college
has risen approximately 10 percentage points in 10 years. Citywide the number
of scholarship awards has risen over 150 percent in the same period of time.
The number of recipients has more than doubled and the number of college-
bound graduates receiving awards has increased 6.4 percentage points.

FINANCE

I turn now to a discussion of the availability of financial resources for edu-
cation. There are seven separate tax funds from which local revenues come
to finance the public schools. Only three of them concern us here: the edu-
cational, the building, and the textbook funds. Each has a separate tax rate.
Local financial efforts account for 76 percent of our total revenue receipts.

In 1953, the educational tax rate stood at $1.10 per $100 of assessed valua-
tion. It stands today at $1.71. The building tax rate which was 19 cents per
$100 of assessed valuation in 1953 stands today at 30 cents. The textbook rate
has stood at 3.25 cents since 1962, a year of increase over former rates. The
1965 State legislature granted an increase for 1966 to 5 cents.

We thus have a total combined property tax rate of over $2 per $100
of assessed valuation for the educational, the building, and the textbook funds.
This chart indicates that 72 percent of our school dollar comes from the property
tax. It is my own feeling that local real estate cannot bear all of the costs neces-
sary and desirable for the operation of schools.

Two significant facts must be added to those already prese Aed. First, the
assessed valuation per pupil in Chicago has declined from slightly over $22,000
in 1959 to somewhat more than $19,000 in 1963. It has declined nearly $4,000
since 1951. Thus as more children come to school to be educated and. the
assessable dollars per child in Chicago decline, there is less in resources upon
which to draw. Pupils increase faster than property values.

Compensatory education requires more in the way of financial expenditure
than does education for the culturally advantaged. It is a matter of public
record that the Chicago public schools have developed plans to make a massive
attack upon the effects of cultural deprivation and at the same time improve
the quality of education in all our schools, including those in the most advantaged
areas. An initial plan for a saturation of services and programs for one dis-
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trict was developed and approved in 1963, subject to securing funds. An overall
plan for the city was developed during the 1964-65 school year.

As rxt of our continuing effort to have quality education for each child
accord: s to his need, detailed school-community plans have been developed.
These include quality programs and services for children in disadvantaged areas
as well as programs for the stabilization of integrated areas.

Nearly a billion dollars will be needed by Chicago alone over the next 10 to 20
years to do what should be done. Chicago does not have that kind of money.
Neither do the other large cities that share Chicago's problems. I refer to
Chicago's school building needs of $800 million and current and annual budget
needs in excess of $200 million beyond the present budget.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing has presented the problems that have faced the Chicago public
schools because of social changes and social problems that impinge upon the
school. It outlined some of our major efforts to resolve the problems and to
meet the needs of the children who are the innocent victims of social forces.

I have tried to show that we have placed heavy emphasis upon improving
the educational opportunity of culturally deprived pupils. In 1957 Chicago took
the lead with the Great Cities organization in a study of the developing prob-
lems stemming from the urbanization of the culturally deprived child. These
3 of some 20 charts were developed at that time. The first indicates what the
teacher sees as the child of limited background conies to school. The second
depicts what further study of the child reveals and the third indicates his
needs.

In adidtion to providing an improved program of education, we have taken
steps which have fostered integration. These include

altering School attendance areas ;
transferring special education pupils ;
reorganizing schools with various grade levels ;
instituang the permissive transfer ;
recommending several cluster plans.

Housing patterns, however, pose problems in our efforts to provide oppor-
tunities for integrated education for significant numbers of children.

To illustrate what I mean, let us look again at the map which shows that
whereas in approximately one-third of the city there is 1 Negro elementary
pupil for 174 white pupils, in two-thirds of the city there are 2 Negro elementary
school pupils to each white pupil. Integration requires substantial numbers
of white pupils as well as Negro pupils.

This is not to say that we believe nothing more should be done to help changing
neighborhoods to stabilize or to continue to experiment with procedures which
will result in additional integration.

We do believe it is desirable for children of different races to associate with
and to come to know and to understand each other, but this requires children
of both races. We will continue to experiment toward the end that this asso-
ciation may be provided.

We do want to emphasize, however, that the Negro child in a sehool pre-
dominantly or all Negro in enrollment is as worthy of as much educational
opportunity, or more if needed, as if he were in. an integrated school. And
he may need our educationai efforts even more because he may live in the
poorest of community environments.

We do believe, further, that every effective procedure which we or others
have developed and for which no additional funds are needed should be spread
and used with all children for whom the protedures are appropriate. This we
are doing.

We do believe that every effective procedure which we or others have developed
and for which funds beyond our resources are needed should be supported and
spread. This may mean expanded Federal assistance.

We do believe that there must be continued and concentrated effort to find
rew and imaginative ways of meeting the problems of the large metropolitan
areas, including ours in. Chicago.

We do believe that we must, and that working together we can, find solutions
to our large and complex problems.

The distinguished record of the U.S. Congms through this committee in
sensing educational needs and in developing creative and useful legislation to
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meet the needs suggest that you will see the role you can play in advancing
the cause of the education of young people beyond the best expectations of all
previous and recent educational legislation.

Our goal is to provide the best possible educationintellectually, socially,
and emotionallyfor every child, white, or Negro, so that each, as an individual,
may become, for his own benefit and that of his family and this Nation, all
that he is capable of becoming. There is.much to be done if we are to provide
the total program which each child must have according to his need. Let all
of us work together to move ahead with our task.

OPERATION HEAD START

(Presentation by member of the staff, Chicago public schools)
Child detrelopment centers under Project Head Start, funded under the Eco-

nomic Opportun'ty Act, opened Tuesday, July 6, 1965, in 132 Chicago public
schools. Located in disadvantaged areas throughout the city, the 132 centers
enrolled 20,733 pupils exceeding the quota for the Chicago public schools by 233
children.

Previous experience during the summer of 1964 gave Chicago a "head start"
on Head Start. In 1964, the Chicago public schools operated 46 preschool classes
in the special summer schools serving 1,150 preschool cl: Alren. The board of
education budget supported these classes in full. This program not only gave
the staff experience with children of this age group, but also afforded an oppor-
tunity to develop some new prekindergarten curriculum materialsa further
"head start" for Head Start.

The recruitment of the 20,733 children this summer followed one or more of
these patterns :

(a) Personal contacts with parents by teachers in their homes, in churches,
and in shopping centers during recruitment. This provided teachers with excel-
lent opportunities to meet and become acquainted with the people in the cetn-
munity and to interpret this school program.

(b) Cooperation with other public and private agencies, block clubs, and civic
organizations volunteering to help with the recruitment. Improvement in the
understanding of the Chicago public schools and stronger working relationships
with these agencies resulted.

(o) Publicity by radio, TV, and the press, which were helpful in the recruit-
ment program.

EL :h class of 15 pupils has a professionally qualified teacher and the services
of a teacher aid, and a children's assistant, for total of 649 teachers. 660 teacher
aids, and 335 children's assistants. Additional seivices are provided by teacher-
nurses, parent-coordinators, and adjustment teachers as in the special summer
schools. The 132 centers are grouped into 20 sections, each section administered
by a principal-coordinator and a staff consisting of experts in preschool cur-
riculum. The entire program is supervised by three area coordinators, an assist-
ant director, a director, and an assistant superintendent.

In addition to the educational and social services a comprehensive medical
program is provided through the bureau of health services of the Chicago
public schpols. At 13 designated centers full medical and dental staffs are main-
tained to provide complete medical examinations of children, including blood
tests ard urinalyses. During the first 2 weekends (on Saturdays and Sundays),
a total of 5.452 children were examined.

Studies will be made annually of these children as they progress through school
in order to determine if their progress in the next 6 years is greater than that
of comparable pupils who did not enroll Head Start.

NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH CORPEI PROGRAM

(Presentation by member of the staff, Chicago public schools)

The neighborhood youth corps program for needy youths was introduced into
the Chicago public schools in May 1965. This program has already made great
impact upon the youths themselves and upon the schools which they attend.
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During the last 7 weeks of the regular school year, 3,150 youths not only
acquired training in good work habits, but also earned sufficient money to pro-vide for needed out-of-pocket expenses for such items as lYtis fares, lunch money,
and clothing which enabled them to be economically self-sufficient with respect
to school and some other personal expenses.

The schools, too, were provided with services which were beneficial to the
administrative and curricular programs. The young people worked as assistants
in audiovisual centers, lunchrooms, recreation facilities, supply rooms, shops,
and laboratories as aids to teachers, librarians, security forces, and maintenance
staffs.

The program in each high school was supervised by a coordinator working
under the direction of the principal. General administration of the schoolwide
program is under the direction of an assistant superintendent and a director.

The enthusiastic acceptance of the neighborhood youth corps prograna during
this initial stage provided the impact for expanding the Summer program to
4,000 youths, in the age group of 16 to 21; in similar positions in summer schools,
in Head Start centers, school playgrounds, school natatoriums, and in the central
offices of the Chicago public schools.

A special corps of boys, under the supervision of the board of education travel-
ing maintenance crew, was assigned to school ground beautification and reha-
bilitation. The success of these young men in improving the beauty of school
grounds stimulated similar activity or the part of residents near the schools with
respect to their own properties.

It is believed that the work attitudes, work habits, and actual skills acquired
from this program will have a most beneficial effect upon the youths involved in
addition to enabling them to stay in school without undue economic pressure.
Moreover, psychological and emotional satisfactions accrue to these young ladies
and gentlemen from the performance of useful services.

ADULT DAY SCHOOL

(Presentation by member of the staff, Chicago public schools)

The adult literacy education program of the Chicago Public schools, which
provides basic education and prevocational programs for relief recipients who
have not completed elementary school, was extended on March 1, 1965, to include
a day school.

The day school program is housed in a former high school on the South Side
which is leased from a private school. The facility provides 16 classrooms, a
library-student recreation room, a shop, 2 home economics laboratories, 2 offices
for counselors and 1 for a caseworker, and an administrative suite.

Teachers for the adult education center are certified teachers who have had
previous experience in adult education programs.

The students enrolled in. the program are Cook County Department of Public
Aid recipients who are referred to the center through their caseworkers. Those
who are referred have not yet graduated from elementary school or have skills at
an elementary level, are in good health, and are able to find someone to care for
their children while they attend school.

Since the program opened in March of 1965, a total of 347 students have been
enrolled. Of this number 17 graduated, 29 were upgraded and enrolled in high
school or other types of school programs, 8 entered full-time employment, and
38 withdrew because of illness or other causes over which they had no control.

With respect to achievement: the average reading level and arithmetic level
of those who were graduated was seventh grade; the average reading level and
arithmetic level of those students who were upgraded and enrolled in high school
was eighth grade and seventh grade, respectively ; and the average gain in read-
ing and in arithmetic for all students during a 3-month period was 1 year.

For the 32 students who were graduated or ungraded and placed on a Job:
$7,713 in monthly assistance grants was saved : $92,556 in assistance grants will
be saved over a period of a year ; $462,780 in assistance grants will be saved over
a period of 5 years ; and $288,000 in assistance grants (at average of $2,880)
would be saved annually for 100 students prepared for employni^ut.

Average age of stidents is 35 : the average number of children is 4.4; the
average years lived in Chicago, 17.
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DUAL (SZABED-TIME) ENROLLMENT PLAN

(Presentation by member of the staff, Chicago public schools)

An experimental dual (shared-time) enrollment plan to be initiated in Sep-
tember 1965, was adopted by resolution of the Board of Education of the City of
Chicago on April 23, 1964. The area designated to undertake the plan was that
of the John F. Kennedy High School, a new high school then under construction.

The plan is designed to serve pupils residing within the Kennedy High School
attendance area who are eligible for full-time env ilment, but who wish to attend
the public high school on a part-time basis. ApproximatrAy 800 full-time stu-
dents and 300 part-time students are expected to enroll.

Under this plan, all students enrolled dart time in the educational program of
John F. Kennedy High School are subject in their participation to the same
rules and regulations as are all full-time students.

According to the guidelines approved by the board of education, students under
this dual (Shared-time) enrollment plan

Are accepted only upon the written request of a parent or legal guardian;
Must be in full, compliance with the compulsory attendance laws of the

State of Illinois ;
Must conform to all rules and regulations of the board of education and

to those as may be established by the administratioi Of the schools of the
city of Chicago;

Are assigned to class schedules, homeroom divisions, and school counselors
in the same manner as are all. other students in the schoal;

Shall. meet the high school curriculum requirement4 of the Chicago public
schools and shall receive a diploma issued by the Chicago Board of Educa-
tion (courses not completed at Kennedy High School shall be equal to the
courses offered in Chicago public schools) ;

Shall be permitted to enroll in any subject available to full-time pupils ;
Shall be eligible for participation in all athletic and other cocurecular ac-

tivities if 50 percent or more of their work is taken at Kennedy High
School.

STATEMENTS AND DOCUMENTS PRESENTED TO EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, BY BENJAMIN C. WILLIS, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS, CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

I. SURVEY REPORTS AND GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT AND STAFF RESPONSES

Hauser, Philip M., chairman ; McMurrin, Sterling M., vice chairman ; Nabrit,
James M., Jr.; Nelson, Lester W. ; and Odell, William R. "Integration of
Public SchoolsChicago : Report to the Board of Education, City of Chicago,
by the Advisory Panel on Integration of the Public Schools." March 31, 1964.

Chicago Public Schools. "A Guide to the Study of the Report to the Board of
of Education by the Advisory Panel on Integration in the Public Schools;
Prepared by Members of the Staff of the Chicago Public Schools. April 6, 1564.

Havighurst, Robert J. "The Public Schools of Chicago: A Survey for the Board
of Education of the City of Chicago." Chicago, Ill. : The Board of Education,
1964.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Recommendations and Statements Concerning the Chicago
Public Schools : The Public Schools of ChicagoA Survey for the Board of
Education: Staff Study Reports, 1964 Series ; Recommendations, Panel on
Integration, Action, and Responses ; Recommendations and Reports by the
General Superintendent and Other References." December 23, 1964.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Statement to the Board of Education : Comments in
Relation to the Survey Report." November 25, 1964.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Response to Recommendations 4 Through 10 of the Ad-
visory Panel on Integration in the Public Schools." July 8, 1964.

Chicago Public Schools. "Selected ItemsStaff Suggestions : Recommendations
4 Through 10." Parts A, B, C, and D. August 1964.

Subcommittee, Board of Education, City of Chicago. "Responses to Recom-
mendations 1 Through 3 of the Advisory Panel on Integration in the Public
Schools." August 1964.

Kelley, F. William, Jr. Letter to Dr. Benjamin C. Willis From Regional Super-
visor, Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, State of Illinois,
Springfield, Ill. July 2, 1964.
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Willis, Benjamin C. "Report to the Board of Education : Progress Report on
Parts A, B, and C of Staff Responses to Recommendations 4 through 10 of
Advisory Panel on Integration." April 29, 1965.

IL DIRECTIONS

Benjamin. C. "New Directions, Statement to the Board of Education."
January 3, 1961.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Report to the Board of Education Final Budget Meeting."
January 13, 1962.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Statement to the Board of Education : The 1964 Budget."
January 8, 1964.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Looking Forward, tatement Rega7ding the Budget for
1965, The Board of Education of the City of Chicago." January 13, 1965.

nrl. SOME DATA WITH RESPWT TO SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY NEEDS

Willis, Benjamin C. "Statement to the Board of Education." .7uly 10, 1963.
Willis, Benjamin C. "Steps Taken To Improve the Quality of the Educational

Program." Adopted from statement to the board of education, July 10, 1963.
Willis, Benjamin C. "Statement to the Board of Education of the City of

Chicago : Data Concerning the Community and the Public School Pupils Of
Chicago." July 8, 1964.

IV. QUALITY EDUCATIONFACILITIES AND PROGRAM

Willis, Benjamin C. "Report to the Bolted of Education of the City of Chicago :
Quality EducationImproved Educational Opportunity." November 25, 1964.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Report to the Board of Education of the City of Chicago :
Quality EducationImproved Educational Opportunity, Pt. II: Building and
Facilities ProgramIncluding Colleges." December 9, 1964.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Statement to the Board of Education of the City of
Chicago : School-Community Plan." April 12, 1965.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Report to the Board of Education of the City of Chicago :
Approve Program for South Shore Area." April 15, 1965.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Report to the Board of Education of the City of Chicago :
Approve Program for Forrestville Area." April 15, 1965.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Statement to the Board of Education: Permissive Transfer
and Cluster Plans," June 10, 1965.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Statement to the Board of Education : Comments Regard-
ing Resolution of Board Regarding Hirsch." June 24, 1965.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Statement to the Board of Education Regarding School-
Community Plans." June 24, 1965.

Willis, Benjamin C. -"Statement to the Board of Education : Analysis of High
School Space Needs." June 24, 1965. , A

Willis, Benjamin C. "Statement to the Board of Education : Re : Title I of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act." June PA, 1965.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Statement to the School Problems Commission." March
18, 1965.

V. SOME DOCUMENTS ABOUT PROGRAM AND PERSONNEL

Willis, Benjamin C. "We Build 1963 : 1953-63--Ten Years of Growing, Annual
Report of the General Superintendent of Schools."

Willis, Benjamin C. "We Build 1964 : Special Education in Chicago, ,Annual
Report of the General Superintendent' of Schools."

Willis, Benjamin-C. "Study Report No. 3, 1964..Series : Programs for Potential
Dropouts." May 1964.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Study Report No. 4, 1964 Series : dompensatoiy Educa-
,tion in the Chicago Public Schools." August 1964.

Willis, Benjamin C. -"Study Report No. 13, 1964 Series: Non-Classroom Pro-
fessional Services in the Chicago Public Schools." August 1964.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Selected Surveys and Studies With Implications for
Guidance, 1955-64, Conducted in the Chicago Public Schools by the Bureau
of Pupil Personnel Services." Chicago, Ill., board of education of the city
of Chicago, 1965.

Chicago Public Schools. "Facts and Figures : Chicago Public SchoolsSep-
tember 1964." Prepared by Bureau of Research, Development, and Special
Projects, 1964.

52-579 0-65'----5
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Willis, Benjamin C. "Quality Education: Some Guiding Principles for the
Chicago Public Schools."

Board of Education. "Certification and Employment of TeachersChicago
Public Schools." July 1963.

Chicago Public Schools. "Good Morning, Teacher: A Handbook of Helpful
Information for the New Teacher." Department of Personnel. Rev. 1964.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Pupil Conduct and Discipline." February 1965.
Willis, Benjamin C. "The Carver Primary School Announces its Participation

in the State of Illinois'Demonstration Project for Gifted Youth Through the
Establishment of ,a Demonstration Center for the Education of Gifted
Children." Chicago, Ill., board of education of the city of Chicago, 1964.

Willis, Benjamin C. "The Kelly High School Announces s Participation in
the State of Illinois Demonstration Project for Gifted Youth Tarough the
Establishmeni of a Demonstration Center for the Education of Gifted
Children." Chicago, P' 'Joard of education of the,city of Chicago, 1964.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Th,J Tesla Elementary School 'Announces its Participa-
tion in the State of Illinois Demonstration Project fa:* Gifted Youth Through
the Establishment of a 'Demonstration ,Center *or the Education of Gifted
Ohildren."- Chicago, Ill., board of education of the city of Chicago, 1964.

Willis, Benjamin C. "The. Bryn Mawr Elementary School Announces its
Participrtion in the State of Illinois Demonstration Project for Gifted Youth
Through the Establishment of a Demonstration Center for the Education of
Gifted Children." Chicago, Ill., board of education of the city of Chicago,
1964.

Willis, Benjamin C. "The Bell Elementary School Announces its Participation
in the State of Illinois Demonstration Project for Gifted Youth Through the
Establishment of a Demonstration Center !or the Education of Gifted
Children." Chicago. I11., board of education of the city of Chicago, 1964.

Willis, Benjamin C. "Special Summer Sessions : An Adventure in Living and
Learning 1964." Chicago, IlL, board of. fNlucation of the city of Chicago,

'1964:
Willis, Benjamin C. "Back to School Septamber 9." Prepared by the Divithion

of School Attendance: 1964.
Willis, Benjamin C. "Let's Talk about School." 1964.
Board of Education. "Chicago Public Schools Urban Youth Program for.

Those 16 to 21 Years of Age Who Are Out of School and Out of Work."
Chicago, Ill., board of education of the city of Chicago, 1965.

Chicago Public Schools. "Project Head Start Is a Good Start for Your Four-
or 'Five-Year Old."* (Flier : Aims of prekindergarten and map showing
school locations) 1965.

Chicago Public Schools. "Operation Head Start." (Flier in English and Span-
ish) 1965.

Bradley, Helen E, director, prekindergarten program. The Preschooler (News-
letter of the prekindergarten progran ), issue 2. 1965.

Chicago Public Schools; "Head Start Joins Hands With the Neighborhood
Youth Corps * * 4", (Flier) 1935.

VI. CITIZEN GROUP ANALYSIS

. "The Chicago Public Schools and Benjamin C. Willis, General Super-
intendent" Printed and distributed by groap of Chicago citizens. April
1963. .

Chairman POWELL. list year, Dr. Willis, in 1964, you had a meet-
ing with our beloved colleague Congressman Dawson concerning the
preschool program and you, I believe, agreed to start one in his diS-
trict. Is that true?

Mr. Wmus. Yes. We had one a year ago this summer, a preschool
program and prekindergarten program. You are referring to an
activit you the part of Chicago Teachers College. This was a project
first involving some $7,000 to $7,500 for planning; and following
that was the question of a facility which we do not have, and which
has not yet been purchased. .
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Chairman PowELL. In other words, your agreement with. Mr.
7son didn't materialize.

Mr. Wmus. I think we would have to look at the record for what
you refer to as an. agreement.

Chairman POWELL. Now, is it not true that the citywide average
of children per classroom in Chicago is 32 ?

Mr. Wilms. Yes.
Chairman POWELL. Is i not true that in the segregated schools 56

percent are above 35 ?
Mr. Wnaas. I would like Dr. Stack to comment on this.
Dr. STACK. I don't knoR , Congressman, the exact percentage which

vould be above. Many schools which are attendecl predominantly
by Negro children are well within the current 32.5 because, of the
large number of schools, and the new schools which have been
constructed.

When a schocl has an enrollment which makes it impossible, to
put 32, or it does not have enough classrooms to put the 32.5, into
each room, that school has the teachers which would bring its ratio
to 32.5. Those teachers then work with. individual children or they
work with small groups of children iho may receive individualized
attention.

Chairman POWELL. According to our staff research, it is 8 percent
over 40, and 48 percent over 35, per classroom in the Negro schools.

Mr. WILLI& May I have Dr. Virginia Lewis, who was district
superintendent in district 20, I think it is, comment on what happens
when the enrollment rose 10 percent in a. district in relation to
20,000 children or 15,000 children, and What happens when it grows
10 percent a year ?

l)r. LEWIS. Well, yes, in the years wheni served as district super-
intendent of district 1,,;, the enrollment gTew in my small district,
and I say small from a geographical standpoint, 3,000 students per
year. Almost every Monday morning in one school we had to re-
organize the school because of the influx of children. We had an
office full of children every Monday morning., and literally every
month we had to' make adjustments in class size and in the school
district.

The only thing .one can do weekly is-add teachers to take care of
the children who have arrived until such time as you can provide
facilities.

Mr. Wmus. But the ratio of ikachers topupils was the same in that
school as any other school. -

Dr. LEWIS. I believe that I Ed3culd like to add that while we believe
that a class size of 25 is highly desirable in every school, and. we have
only et 32.5 as a citywide average, on the other hand, I think that
more important than how many children are in a room is what service
you are giving to those children in the room, and how many people are
there to work. with them ancl teach them. This we try to keep at an
equal level throughout the city.

Chairman POWELL. You didn't mention, it in your testimony, but
my staff has given me the fact that you have five new schools this year.

31r. Wilms. Yes, sir.
Chairman POWELL. How integrated are these new schools?
Mr. Wilms. I beg your pardon ?
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Chairman POWELL How integrated are the new schools ?
Mr. Wims. We have opened the Melody School, which is adjacent

to the expressway on the West Side and we have opened the one north
of Wentworth. Note the map. We have Guggenheim at this point,
and we have purchased the school right at this point. We are locating
at the school here, and the Guggenheim is located at this point. The
Forrestville is under construction and is located in here, and. the Hinton
is located just south of our Chicago Teachers College, which would be
about here on the map.

Chairman POWELL. The question is, What percentage of the new
schools of 1965 are integrated ?

Mr. Wuxi& Are integrated ? We have that figure here. Would
you talk about this ?

Dr. LEWIS. Congressman, I guess this depends upon what definition
one is going to use for the term "integration."

Chairman POWELL. *You use your definition, then. I would like
your definition.

Dr. LEWIS. Let me just read this little section of the statement, be-
cause this will define it. I know in some sections integration is con-
sidered to exist when there is one child. They say a school is desegre-
gated if you have one child enrolled of another race group.

In Chicago,_in some of our large schools, 3,500 students, this would
mean we could have 349 students of another race group and still not
be an integrated school.

Chairman POWELL. We call that "tokenism" up here.
Dr. LEWIS. I would submit that using the figures from some of the

sources submitted here 85.4 percent of Chicago public high school
pupils and 77.7 _percent of the elementary school pupils were racially
mixed to some degree in 1963-61.

Chairman PowELL. I want to know about the five new schools.
Dr. LEWIS. 4s to the five new schools, I believe he has pointed out

to you where they are located, and I don't have other figures.
Mr. WILLIS. We don't either, because we have a head count in

October.
Dr. LEWIS. If I may add one point, it is very difficult to tell you

how they will be when they are opened. We opened the Bond School
in my district, and we planned to include as a contributing school a
neighboring school which was completely a white school, and we ex-
pected some 200 non-Negro children, or 15 percent white children, at
least. By the time the buildingwas completedthis was 2 years ago
and at the present time! because of the movement of white families out
of the community, it is 3 _percent non-Negro. There were only 40
children out of a total enrollment of 1,300 by the time we got them in
the Bond building, so you can't predict what the racial composition of
a school is going to be when you open it.

Chairman PowELL. Will you comment on the Urban League report,
and without objection, I will file it inthe record.

(The report referred to follows :)
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FOREWORD

With painstaking accuracy, Nts. Junerous Cook, Chicago Urban LeagUe Research
Specialist, has quantified a tragedy -- a tragedy in the lives of a million Chicago

public school children. Her analysis of the racial headcounts of the Chicago Public
School system proves conclusively that racial segregation is increasing.

This growing school segregenon is due in laree measure to a achool board and a
school administration utich have shunned or subverted the recommendations of its
own selected experts (The Advisory Panel on School Integration - Hauser Panel),
utich have continued past procedures that foster segregation, and utich have failed
to adopt any viable plan for the promotion of integration. Far from implementing
the thirteen-month old Hauser Report in any meaningful way, we have gone backWards.
In place of implementation, there has been a succession of basically meaningless
reports and recommendations -- generally countermanding each other in succession.
While we must note that the Board of Education's task has not been made any easier
by the continuance and growth of residential ghettoes, we must also note that the
Board has administered the school system in such a way as to re-enforce housing
segregation.

Not only has the United States Supreme Court declared segregated education unequal,
but time and time again, educational experts hanie proved through studies that
segregated education is bad education -- that it is harmful to both the Negro child
and tbe white child. illythese'criterit_alone, Chicsgols-schouls are worse this
year than last.

The real measure of the effect of the Board's policies for the last year is found
in this analysis based on its own statistics. These statistics portrey the sadden-
ing trend of retrogression toward even greater segregation. Chicago schools are

going backwards at a time when the rest of the nation, even in many Southern
communities, is moving forward to more integration.

Segregation, discrimination and racism, as guidelines in running our public schools
are so horribly expensive and destructive that no sensible or reasonable community
can longer tolerate it or afford it. Yet, the current course of our public school
system, unless altered, will perpetuate racial disabilities for generations to come.
It little benefits a man to obtain finally the equal right to a job when he is de-
nied the facilities to prepare himself adequately for that job.

Read this report with care, for in irrefutable numbers, it is proof of the criti-
cism that the Chicago Urban League, alongwith scores of civil rights, religious
and civic groups, has been making for four years. Once you have studied the re-
port, you can no longer, with reason, doubt the justness of these criticisms of
the conduct of Chicago's ptiblic schools. The burden, then, falls upon the shoulders
of you, the reader, to join the ever-growing number of responsible Chicago organi-
zations in prevailing upon'the-leaders of the City of Chicago and the Board of
Education to reverse the present terrible trend of increasing segregation. The
demand must be for a bold-new program of integration in a school system that will
bring quality and equality in education to all our City's children.

MIN C. BERRY
Executive Director
CHICAGO URBAN LEAGUE
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1961, publii controversy as to the racial composition of the public schools
and fhe quality of education in schools allegedly Negro-segregated, reached
crisis proportions. The controversy was then heightened by the unwillingness
of Benjamin C. Willis, General Superintendent of Schools, to report publicly
on school affairs and especially by his refusal to report school statistics
by color.

In 1963, the Illinois Legislature passed the Armstrong Law that amended the
State's school code. One of its provisions directs Illinois school Boards to
draw attendance areas so as to prevent public school segregation. On hugust 14th
of that year, Cde Chicago Board of Education directed fhe General Superintendent
to conduct a racial headcount of theAmpils to deterelne the necessity for re-
drawing the City's school boundaries to comply with State law. The headcount wis
taken on October 3rd, the 20th day of the 1963-64 school term, and reported to
the Board on October 22nd. It proved; beyond doubt, that the majority of the
public schools in Chicago are either Negro-segregated or white-segregated.

In August of the same year, the Board of Education commissioned a panel of five
experts to study segregation in the schools and to report its findings and recom-
mendations for solving whatever pamblems were found. (This action was part of an
out-of-court settlement of the Webb Case, a suit which had been brought by a group
of parents who charged the Board with maintaining segregated schools.) The Board
resolved on August 28, 1963, when the expert panel wts assigned its task, "that on
fhe submission of such report...(it) shall promptly take such action as it may
detemnine Is appropriate or required to work toward a resolution of any problems
and any inequities found to exist."

The Panel of Experts (now popularly known as the Hanger Panel) reported its find-
ings and recommendations to the Board of Education on March 31, 1964. it found
that not only are the schools segregated, but that the quality of education in
Negro-segregated schools is inferior to that offered in utite-searegated schools.
Specific criteria were listed in substantiation of these findings. Among the
recommendations to the Board of Education were major ones for elimination of both
pupil and teacher segregation in the public school system. Civil Rights groups,
Parent-Teacher groups, community organizations and important leaders.in business,
religion and education have since asked repeatedly for full implementation of these
integration recommendations.

In NoveMber, 1961, the Chicago Board of Education had authorized a school survey
as a result of many grievances concerning the schools. This survey was to be
comprehensive, with particular emphasis on the quality ofpublic education. Two
years later (December 3, 1963) after much controversy mnong the Board aml General
Superintendent as to the scope of this survey and uto should conduct it, and after
the Hauser Panel bed begun its work, the Board approved the survey design of a
fhree-man panel (The Havighurst Panel) and the survey was finally begun. Since the
Hauser Panel was then at work, the Havighurst Penel did not specifically study
school oegregation. It acknowledged the findings of the Hauser itnel on school
segregation, however; and in its report to the Board of Education, fhe Havighurst
Panel also made specific recommendations for school integration.
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Fintily, a second racial headcount was conducted on October 7, 1964. the 20th
day of the 1964-65 school term. It confirmed the fact that the public schools
of thicago are still segiregated.

.1.

Tht two racial headcounts provide the basic data for our study of ptiblic school
segregation. Our prirpose was to determine whether any changes occurred in the
dngree of segregation bets:Jen the 1963-64 and 1964-65 school terms and if so,
waat were they.

65

We have used as our segiure of segregation the proportion of pupils of one race
in a given school. AcOhool is designated segregated if the student population
is 90-100 percent of one race. Ali other snhools axe designated integrated.
Two categories of segregated schools are used throughout our study - absolute
segregatiol (schools 100 perceht of ooe race) and effective segregation (schools
90-99.9 percent of one race.)

The controversy concitding quality and equality of educational opportunity in the
public schools continue*. In 1961, thc schools controverny started as a Clvil
Rights issue. The public esposvre cf this phase of scbcol board policy brought
to light many other inadequacies in the educational system and its administration.
What began as a Civil Rights concern is now a natter of general community concern.
What began as a concern for the inadequate education given Negro children in
Chicago is now a concern for the inadequate education ofall children in cur city.
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II C O M M E N T A R Y

A year and a hilf after the Chicago Board of Eddcation sought expert advice on
school segregation, And a year after its Advisory Panel on Integration reported,
public-school segregation has increased rather than diminished. The number of
segregated schoolsbas increased. Pupil segregation his Increased.

From the standpoints of both school and race, Negro pupils are now-more segregated
than they were last school term. Fewer of them are attending integrated schools;
more of than are concentrated together in more Negro-segregated sthools. (TM,
latter fact it=due Obviously In part_to-the absolute increase in Negro pupil
membership in,thepublic schools.) _

White pupils arel_slightly*more dispersed among both Nesro-segregated and integraied
schools this term; however their distribution in these typi schools is still token.-
Their increase in these schools was to insignificant as to have had no effect upon
increased integration of pupils system-wide..

There is-less over-all integration-of Negro and white pupils in the public ichools
this term than last term. 'IntegratiOn whiih occurred-for the first time this-term.,
primarily resulted frommIxtures-of white pupils and--pupils which the Board of,
Education designated as "others," rather'than fromaixtures of White and Negri"
pupils.

Schools which were white-segregated in the 1963-64 school term are still over-
whelmingly white-segregated this school tens. The same is true of Negro-segregated
schools. All of the absolutely segregated (100 percent) white schools that changed
either to effectively segregated (90-99.9 percent) or integrated schools did so
due to entry of"others." Two-thirds of the effectively segregated white schools
which changed to integrated schools did so due to entry of "others." Eight (FL)
percent of the effectively segregated white schookwhich chenged became absolutely
seregated white schocds. No type of white-segregated school changed to Negro-
segregated status

All of the absolutely segregated regro schools which changed to effectively se/re-
reset Negro schools did so due to entry of "others." None became integrated.or.
white-segregated. Ninety-four (94) percent of the effectively segregated Negro
schools which changed became lbsolutely segregated Negro schools. Nene became
white-segregated and only one became integrated.

Integrated schools which changed to segregated status this school term, did so due
to entry or departure of white pupils as often as to entry or departure of Negro
pupils.

The net decrease in white pupil enrollment this school term cannot be said to
account for the increased segregation of public school pupils. At the elementary
level where segregation increased most, white pupil enrollment increased. At the
high school level, although white pupil enrollment decreased, the decrease was in-
significant. The widely held belief that white pupils are fleeing the public
schools en nesse, thus diminishing the potential for an integrated school system,
is not substantiated by our findings,

It is painfully apparent that the Chicago Board of Education has not only failed to
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supervise implementation of its on policy of school integration; it has failed to

obey State law. Despite recommendations from two BoaxdtseIected panels of educa-
tional experts (The Hauser and Havighurst Panels), adkdnistrative procedures which
have proved failures in the past are still being used to guide the Chicago School
system. Despite Board knowledge fnmn two racial headtounts, school boundaries
have not been altered so as to prevent continued and increased public school
segregation.

Unless State law and Board policy are implemented through meaningful administrative
action, there is no reason to believe that the present trend of public school
segregation will reverse itself. It is much more likely that the children which
the public schools serve mill be doomed to unequal educational opportunity and un-
realistic educational experiences.
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III SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

ENROLLMENT

--- Total enrollment in the Oblic schools this term increased by 13,886 pupils
or 2.7 percent. Total enrollment last term was 507,592; this tern, 521,478.
Negroes coastitute 48.8 percent of the 1964-65 enrollment; whites 48.6
percent and "others" 2.6 percent. In the 1963-64 term, the precentages
were 47.2 percent Negro, 50-1 percent white and 2.7 percent "others."

--- The 1964-65 elementary enrollment of 404,484 pupils represents an increase
of 9,692W or 2.5 percent over.1963-64. High school enrollment, 116,994
pupils, represents a net increase of 4,194 or 3.6 percent.

--- Negroes accounted for almost the total increase in public school enrollment
in the 1964-65 term. At the elementary level they increased 4.8 percent,
while whites increased only 0.4 percent. At the secondary level Negroes
increased 13.6 percent, whites decreased by 1.7 percent. Pupils classified
as "others" decreased by 4.2 percent in the elementary schoolsand increased
12.0 percent in the high sdhools.

--- Negro pupils continue to outnudber white pupils at the elementary level;
whites continue to outnumber Negroes in the high schools. Negroes are 52.1
percent of the elementary populatimd and 37.3 percent of the high school
population. Whites are 45.1 percent and 60.9 percent respectively.

THE SCHOOLS

1/
--- There are more segregated-elementary schools this term than there were

last term. In the 1963-64 tern 351 or 81.6 percent of all the elementary
schools utre segregated. This term, 362 or 82.3 percent are segregated.

--- There are more segregated high schools this term than last. Thirty (30)
or 73.2 percent of the bigh schools wtre segregated during the 1963-64
school year; thirty-two (32) or 7464 percent are segregated this school
year.

--- This term,branch school segregation decreased at both the elementary and
secondary school levels. In both school terms, however, branch schools
wtre found to be more segregated than parent schools. This term 92.9
percent of the elementary branches are segregated. Last term 93.2 percent
wtxe segregated. High school branches are presently 88.6 percent
segregated; last term 88.9 psTcent of all high school bran:hes were
segregated.

--- Upper grade centers (schools housing grades seven and eight only) are also
more segregated than other schools. Althmugh the actual nmmber of
segregated upper grade centers increased this term -- from 25 to 27 -- the
percentage which are segregated decreased. laist term, 92.6 percent of all
upper grade centers were segregated. This term, 90.0 percent are segregated.

1/ See introduction for definition of segregation.
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Ninety (90) or 18.4 percent of all the elementary schools existent in
1963-64 and now still in existence, underwent some change in racial
designation. No school which was white-segregated last term became
Negro-segregated this term. Nor did any Negro-segregated school become

white-segregated.

Eighteen (18) or 24.0 percent of the high schools existent in both terms
changed racial designation this year. Agabi, no white-segregated high
school changed to Negro-segregated and vice versa.

Negro-segregated elementary schools average more pupils per school than
white-segregated or integrated schools. They also average more pupils
per class than white schools, although the same ratio as that for
integrated schools.

OVER-ALL PUPIL SEGREGATION
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Ftwqr pepils are attending integrated elementary schools this tern than

last tenn. In 1963-64, 68,457 pupils, 17.5 percent, attended integrated
elemmtary schools. This school year, 67,655 pupils or 16.7 percent are
in integrated schools. More pupils are attending integrated high schools
this tenn than last. Now 31,626 high school pupils, 27.0 percent, are
attending integrated schools. In 1963-64, 29,720 or 26.3 percent were in
integrated schools.

--- More pupils are attending Negro-segregated elementary and high schools
this reri -- 190,315 pupils or 47.1 percent are in Negro-segregated
elementary schools and 30,337 pupils or 26.0 percent are in Negro-
segregated high schools. The numbers and percentages for the 1963-64 term
mere 178,695 or 45.2 percent at thl elanentary level and 25,156 or 22.3

percent in the high schools.

Fewer pupils are attending white-segregated elementary and high schools
this term. At the elementary level, 146,514 pupils, 36.2 percent are in
such schools; 55,031 pupils, or 47.0 percent, are in white-segregated high
schools. The numbers and percentages for 1963-64 were 147,640 or 37.3
percent at the elementary level and 57,924 or 51.4 percent at the high
school level.

PUPIL SEGREGAMON, BY RACE

The percentage of Negro pupils attending Negro-segregated elementary schools
increased this term frmn 87.8 percent in 1963-64 to 89.2 percent. However,

the percentage of Negro pupils in white-segregated elementary schools is
the same for both terms (0.3 percent) and the percentage in integrated
elementary schools decreased this term from 11.9 percent to 10.5 percent.

The percentage of white pupils attending white-segregated elementary
schools decreased this term from 79.9 percent in 1963-64 to 78.9 percent.
The percentage attending Negro-segregated schools increased from 0.7 per-
cent to 0.8 percent and the number of white pupils attanding integrated
elementary school increased from 19.6 percent to 20.3 percent.

At fhe high school level, the percentage of Negro pupils attending
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Negro-segregated schools increased from 63.8 percent to 68.0 percent. The
percentage attending white-segregated schools increased from 0.8 percent
to 1.7 percent; the percentage attending integrated schools decreased from
35.4 percent to 30.3 percent.

--- White high school pupils attending white-segregated schools decreased in
proportion from 78.3 percent last term to 75.3 percent this term. The
percentage attending Negro-segregated schools increased from 0.6 percent
to 0.9 percent; the percentage attending integrated schools increased from
21.1 percent to 23.8 percent.

PUPIL SEMIGATION BY RACE
AND DEGREE OF SEGREGATION

--- At both the elementary and high school levels, the proportion of Negro
pupils attending 100 percent Negro-segregated schools increased.- In the
elementary schools the increase was 2.8 percentage points; in the high
schools the increase was 3.0 percentage points:

--- At both the elementary and high school:levels; the proportion of white
pupils attending 100 percent white-segregated schools decreaied. At the
elementary level the decrease was 5.1 percentage points. At the high
school level it vat:Ala:percentage points. *

The proportion of Negro olementary pu-oils attending schools 90-99.9 lercent
Negro-segrogated decreased by 1.4 percentage points this term. The
proportion of white elementary pupils attending schools 90-99.9 percent
srUte-segregated increased by 4.3 points.

--- In the high schools, the proportion-of Negro pupils attending schools
90-99.9 percent Negro-segregated increased 1.2 pnrcentage points; tae
proportion of white pupils in schools 90-99.9 percent white-segregatid
increased 5.7 points,
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rv ANALYSIS OF DATA
1/

PUBLIC Sawa ENROLLMENT
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Enrollment in the public schools of Chicago for the 1964-65 school term is 521,478.
Analysis of membership and headcount statistics revealed that Negroes are 48.8
percent of this enrollment, white pupils 48.6 percent, and "others" are 2.6 perceut.
2/ The 1964-65 enrollment represents an over-all increase of 2.7 percent over that
for the 1963-64 term. At that time, enrollment was 507,592, of which Negroes were
47.2 percent, whites 50.1 percent and "others" 2.7 percent.

The elementary population increased by a net of 9,692 pupils or 2.5 percent- -from
394,792 to 404,484. The high school population similarly increased by 4,194 pupils,
or 3.6 percent- -fran 112,800 to 116,994.

Negroes actounted for almost the total increase in piiblic school student population.
The Negro elementary population increased by 9,598 pupils, or 4.8 percent. _The
'kite elementary population tncreased by only 585, or,0.4 percent and "others"
decreased in number by 491 pupils or 4.2 percent.

At the high school level, the Nagrn population increased by 5,214, or 13.6 percent.
Whites decreased in a number by 1,247, or 1.7 percent. "Others" increased by
127, or 12.0 percenf.

RACIAL RATIOS

Negro pupils continue to Outnumber white pupils in the elementary schools. Whites
continue to outnumber Negroes in theliigh schools,despite their decrease in numbers.
Negroes are 52.1 percent of the elementary population, whites 45.1 percent and
"others" 2.8 percent. In the 1963-64 term, the percentages were 51.0 percent Negro,
46.0 percent white, and 3.0 percent "others."

In the high schcols,whites represent 60.9 percenc of the student population. They
ware 64.3 percent in the 1963-64 term. Negroes are 37.3 percent, and were 34.0
percent last term; "others" are 1.8 percent and were 1.7 percent.

Table I shoos the change in itudent population from the 1963-64 school term to the
1964-65 term. Table II gives the nunber ana percentage distribution of students
for the two terms.

_

1/

2/

In regular elementary and general high schools only.

We have adjusted the headcount statistics to account for absentees in order
to make meaningful comparisons for 1963-64 and 1964-65. See Appendix for
explanatial.
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CHANGE IN PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENT, BY RACE AND GRADE IEVEL:
1963-64 AND 1964-65

RACE AND
GRADE LEVEL

ENROLLMENT
NUMBER NUMBER PERCENTAGE

CHANGE1963-1964 1964-1965

TOTAL ENROLIHENT 507 592 521,478 + 2.7%

NEGRO 239,630 254,442 + 6.2%WHITE 254,320, 253,658 - 0.3%MIER 13,642 13,378 - 1.97.

TOTAL ELEBENTARY
ENROLLMENT 394,792 404 484 +2.5%

NEGRO

./
201,264, 210,862 + 4.8%WHITE 181,781 182,366 + 0.4%OTHER 11,747 11,256 - 4.2%

TOTAL SECONDARY-
ENROLLMENT num 116 994 + 3.6%

'

NEGRO 38,366 43,580 +13.6%WHITE 72,539 71,292 . 1.7%OTHER 1,895 2,122 +12.0%
SOURCE: Chicago Board of Education Reports: RACIAL HEADCOUNT - October, 1963;

STUDENT SURVEY - November, 1964

TABLE II: NUMBER AND PERCENT OP PUBLIC SCHOOL MP=
By RACE AIM GRADE LEVEL: 1963-64 An I964-J5

RACE AND
GRADE LEVEL

NUMBER AND PERCENT

1963-1964 1964-1965
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

TOTAL ENROLLMENT 507.592 100.07. 521,478 .100.0%

NEGRO 239,630 47.2% 254,442 48.8%WHITE 254,320 50.1% 253,658 48.6%OTHER 13,642 2.7% 13,378 2.6%
ELEMENTARY ENROLLMENT 394,792 100.0% 404 484 100.0%

NEGRO 201,264 51.0% 210,862 52.1%WH/TE 181,781 46.0% 182,366 45.1%OTHER- 11,747 3.0%" 11,256 2.8%
SECONDARY ENROLLMENT 11a,_400 100.0% 116 994 100.0%

NEGRO 38,366 34.0% 43,580 37.3%
WHITE 72,539 64.3% 71,292 60.9%
OTHER 1,895 1.7% 2,122 1.8%

SOURCE: Chicago Board of Education Reports: RAC/AL HEADCOUNT -
STUDENT SURVEY - November, 1964

October, 1963;

JC/mh
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THE SCHOOLS
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OVER-ALL SEGREGATION

In 1963, statistics were reported for 430 elementary schools and 59 branches;
in 1964, 440 schools and 56 branches. At the secondary level, the statistics
for 1963 were for 41 schools and 36 branches; those for 1964 were for 43 schools
and 35 branches. These schools were anal)med both with respect to the racial
composition of their student populations and the number of pupils attending
them.

Our analysis reveals that the public school pupils of Chicago are still attending
predominately segregated schools. Branch schools are more segregated than
parent schools. Wan upper grade centers are analyzed separately, they, too,
are more segregated than other schools. This term, elementary schools are
82.3 percent segregated -- 45.9 percent are white-segregated, and 36.4 percent
ate Negro-segregated. Elementaiy branches are 92.9 percent segregated -- 35.7
percent are Negro-segregated, and 57.2 percent art white-segregated. In the
1963-64 school term, elementary schools were 81.6 percent segregated; branches
were 93.2 percent segregated.

There was a 3.1 percent increase in the number of all segregated elementary
schools this term, and a 5.4 percent decrease in the number of all segregated
branches. Segregated elementary schools increased from 351 in the 1963-64
term to 362 this term.

Only 17.7 percent of all the elementary schools are integrated. Last school
term, 18.4 percent were integrated. The number of integrated elementary schools
decreased by one (1), or 1.3 percent. There was no change in the nuMber of
integrated elementary branches. In both school terms, only four (4) elementary
branches were found to be integrated.

Upper grade centers (grades 7 and 8 only) are 90 percent segregated -- 73.3
percent Negro-segregated, and 16.7 percent white-segregated. Last term, they
were 92.6 percent segregated. Thus, although the actual number of segregated
upper grade centers increased this term, the percentage that are segregated
decreased. Last term, there were 25 segregated upper grade centers. This
school term there are 27.

. -

At the secondary level the public schools are 74.4 percent segregated -- 53.5
percent are white-segregated, and 20.9 percent Negro-segregated. High school
branches are 88.6 percent segregated -- 71.5 percent are-white-segregated, and
17.1 percent are Negro-segregated. There were two additional segregated high
schools this, term," an Increase of 4.9 percent; however, the number of segregated
high school branches decreased by 3.1 percent. The nunber of integrated high
school branches remained the same -- four (4) for each school year.

SEGREGATION BY RACIAL DESIGNAT/ON

This school year_a total of 234 elementary schools and branches are white
segregated. '.A-total of 180 schools and branches are Negro-segregated. The
total number,of Negro segregated:elementary schools 3/ increased-by 7.3 percent-,
from 149 in 1963-64, to 160 in 1964-65. The total nuaber of white segregated'elementary

3/
Does not include branches.

52-579 0 - 65 - 6
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4/
schools- remened the same, 202 for both school terms. Negro-segregated elementary
branches incressed 17 percent -- from 17 in 1963-64, to 20 this term. Elementary
branches that are white-segregated decreased by 15.8 percent -- fran 38 last term
to 32 this term. Thus, despite the fact that there are fewer white pupils than
Negro pupils at the.elementary level, vtite pupils have greater access to the
schools than do Negro pupils.,

'

Absolutely segregated Negro elementary schools increased 20.5 percent; effectively
segregated Negro elementary schools increased-1.9 percent, On the other hand,-
absolutely segregated white elementary schools decreased 9.6 percent and those -
effectively segregated increased 3.3 percent. The most significant branch changes
occurred _among those that were absolutely white-segregated andthose effectively
Negro-segregated. ,The former typedecreased 26.9 percent and .fhe latter increased
33.3 percent.

At the secondary:level, there-are two additional segregated schools this-term
one Negro-segregated and one white-segregated.- _Absolutely segregated white-schools
decreased-40.0 percent;-effectively segregated white school imcreased 17.6 percent.
There was no change ift the.number of absolutely segregatedNegro high schoole;
however, those effectively segregated increased 14.3 percent.

Absolutely eegregatedlegro branches increased150.0 percent fran 2 last_ters
to 5 this tern.-. Effectively-segregated

white branchesincreased 21.4 percent- -

Both effectivelyuegregated Negro branches-and absolutely segregated_white brandhes
decreased. The former decreased 66.7 percent, the latter 38.5.percent. Tables-III
through V give data on the distribution of schools, branches, and upper grade
centers.

CHANGES IN RACIAL
DESIGNATION

The 489 elementary schools (and branches) and the 77 high schools (and branches)
existent in the 1963,64 term were further examined to determine what changes,-ft
any, occurred in each type in-the 1964-65 term and what accounted-for change.
Examination of the elementary schools revealed that four schoolsifone branch, and
one upper grade center were dis-established in.the 1964-65 term.4 of the remain
ing 483 schools (branches-included) niaety (90) or 18:4 percent underwent some ---,-
change in racial designation this term. In eleven out of 14 cases,'"others"
accounted for the changing of white-segregated schools to integrated status. In
only one instance did a Negro-segiegated schooichange racial'designation due to
entry of*ahitei. -Negra'and white.pupile Accounted equally for changes'in-the'
racial designation of Integrated.scheoli: Of sixteen-(16) which changedjieight18).
became Negio.;segregatedIschoolcand-eight (8) became"white-segregated-schoolc-` No-
school that'vas white-segregated in the 1963-64 term became-Negro-segregated: No--'
school thai wis Negro-segregated in the 1963-64 term became white-segregated this
term.

There are ten (10) nore absolutely segregated Negro'elementary schoolild this term
than last term and twelve (12) fewer absolutely slgregated whit, schools. Nine (9)
schools which were absolutely'Aegiegated Negro-schools in 1963-64 changed fo
effectively segregated Negro ichodlithiStera. Seventeen (17)-ibsolutely
segregated Negro schools were gaiied-through'changing of'schooli effeetively,
Negro-segregated: ,

4/
Does not include branches.5/

See footnotes, Table VI(A) for names.
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TABLE III: Durnarrioff OF PUBLIC SCIEOLS BY MCI& CUIPOSITIcd
di MUT POPULATION: 1963-64 AND 1964-65 .

TYPE
OF
SCHOOL 1!

DISTRIBUTION_OT SOWL
1963-1964 1964-1965 PERCENT/4E

CHANGENO.
_

ALL Samoa HEPO!ITID 436 no:Of 440 100.0% 2. 3%

100% NEGRO 'POPULATIONS 44 10.2X 53 12.1% 20.5%

90-99.9% NEGRO
POPULATIONS 105 24. 4% 107 24. IL

10174 WHITE POPULATIONS 52 12.1% 47 10.7% 7 9.6% .

90-99.9% WRITE
-POPULATIONS 150 34. 9% 155

,

35.2% 3. 3%
,

INTEGRATED POPULATIONS 79 18. 4% 78 17. 7% - 1. 3%

SECONDARY LEVEL

41 100.8A 41- 4.91

wax mato libidinous 1 2.4% 1 2.3% 0

90-99.9% NEGRO
POPULATIONS 7 17. 1% 18.6% 14. 3%

100% WHITE POPULATIONS 5 12. 2% 7.01 -40. 0%

9049.9% WHITE
POPULATIONS 17 41.5% 20 46.5%,. 17. 6%

INTEGRATED POPULATIONS 11 26. St 11 25. 6% 0

1/
Incindes Upper Grade Centers.

^

SOURCE: Cbicqo Board of Education Reports: RACIAL NEADCOUNT - October, 1963;
STUDENT SURVEY - November, 1964
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TABLE IV: DISTRIBUTION OF BRANCH SCHOOLS
BY RACIAL CM4POSIT/ON or STUDENT BODY: 1963-64 AND 1964-65

TYPE OF BRANCH

DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS

1963-1964 1964-1965 PERCENTAGE
CHANGE

NO. % NO. %

ALL BRANCHES REZORTED 57 100.07. 56 100.0% . 5.1%

100% !WHO POPULATIONS 11 18.67. 12 21.47. 9,1%

90-99.77. NEGRO

POPULATIONS 6 10.27. 8 14.3% 33.3:
100% WHITE POPULATIONS 26 44.17. 19 33.97. .26.9%
9049.97. WHITE
POPULATIONS 12 20.37. 13 23.3% 8.3%

INTEGRATED POPUTATIONS 4 6.87. 4 7.17. 0

SECONDARY *LEVEL

AIL BRANCHES REPORTED 36 100.0% 35 100.0% 2.C%

1007. 1FAMLOPOPULATIONS 2 5.6% 5 14.3% 150.07.

9049.9% NEGRO
POPUIATICMS 3 8.3% 1 2.87. -66.7%

1007. WHITE POPULATIONS 13 36.17. 8 22.97. -38.57.

90.49M. MITE
POPUIATIONS 14 38.97. 17 40.67. 21.4%

INTEGRATED POPULATIONS 4 11.1% 4 11.4%

SOURCE: Chicago Board of Education Reports: RACLAL HEADCOUWr - October, 1963;
STUDENT SURVEY - November, 1964

t.
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TABIE V: DISTRIBUTICN OF UPPERGRADE CENTERS BY RACIAL COMPOSITION
2i!e:16tP STUDENT POPULtlION: 1963-64 ATM 1964-65

CHAIM.'

440m

DTSTRIBUTION OF UPPER GRADE CENTER§ 4"--

PERCENTIth
TYPE or

UPPFS. MADE CENTER
1963 - 1964 1964 - 1965
NO. PERCE NT PERCENT

ALL
UPPER GRADE CENTERS

REPORTED 27 100.0% 30 100.0%

100% NEGRO POPULATIONS 6 22.2% 6 20.0%

90-99.97, NEGRO ?MUTTONS 14 51.9% 16 53.3%
,-. .1, -.

100% WHITE POPULKII' ONS -
. , . _

1 % 3.7% 1- 3.4%

90-99.97. 1411/Tr POPULATIONS 4 14.8% 4 13.3%

INTEGRATE' D POPULAIIONS 2 7.4% 3 10.0%.

11.1% =
,

0

+14.3%- _

9

-+50.0i= ;, - -

. Jt.
SOURCE: Chicago Hoard of Education Reports: RACIAL HEADCOUNT.- October, 1963;

STUDENT SURVEY - November, 1964

7,1
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Twenty-five (25) absolutely segregated white schoolr changed in racial designation
this school year. Twenty-one (21) became effectively segregated white schools;
four (4) bacase integrated schools. Thirteen (13) absolutely segregated white
schools were gained through changing of schools which were effectively white
last tens.

Twenty-thres (23) schools which were effectivelywhlte last term changed in racial
designation this term. -Thirteen (13) became absolutely segregated white schools
and ton (10) became integrated schools. Twenty-one (21) absolutely segregated
white schools and seven (7) integrated'schools changed to effectively segregated
white schools this tens.

The effectively segregated Negro schools which changed racial designation this
termnumbered eighteen (18). Seventeen (17) of these schools became absolutely
segregatedffegro schools; one became integrated.

A similar pattern of change holds for the high schools. In their instance owo
branch schools were dis-established this term 6/ and of the remaining 75 schools,
(and branches) 18 or 24.0 percent changed racia designation. Here again no
Negro-segregated schools became white-segregated and vice versa. Entry of "others"
accounted.overwhelmingly for changes inwhite segregated schools; entry or de-
parture of both Negroes and whites accounted for changes in integrated schools, and
entry of Negroes alone accounted for changes in Negro-segregated schools.
There are three additional absolutely segregated Negro schools this term, and five
(5) fewer absolutely segregated white high schools. There are six (6) more
effectively segregated white high schools this tern and one (1) less effectively_
segregated-Negro high school. Table VI gives data on changes in racial designation
of elementary and high schools frost1963 to 1964:

finally, the elementary schools were further examined to ascertain the relationship
between type of school, average class size and average sehool size. The General
Superintendent has recommended 1200 pupils per elementary school and 32.5 pupils
per class as standards for the Chicago Public School System. In both school terms,
the average size of pupil population was below the 1200 pupil standard for all
types of schools. However, white-segregated schools la both terms were overall
emeh more below the standard than Negro-segregated or integrated schools. White-
segregated schools average only 52.1 percent of the 120e, pupils standard, inteerated
schools average 63.7 percent of the standard, and Negro -Jegregated schools average
88 percent of the standard. In 1963-64 the comparable ?ercenteges were 51.2 percent
for white-segregated schools, 68.7 percent for integrated schools and 90 percent
for Negro-segregated schools.

In both school terms the ratios of pupils per class were smaller for white-segregated
schools than for Negro-segregated or integrated schools. In this term, the average
number of pupils per class increased for both white -segregated and integrated
schools, but decreased for Negro-segregated schools. Despite this decrease,
Negro-segregated schools still have a greater ratio of pupils per class than
white-segregated schools. They average the same ratio as integrated schools. In
the 1963-64 term, the ratio of pupil per class was 32.6 for white-segregated
schools, 35.2 for integrated schools and 36.0 for Negro-segregated schools. This
term, the ratios are 33.2 for white-segregated schools and 35.5 for both Negro-
segregated and integrated schools. Table VII gives this data by type of school
for the two school terms.

6/

See footnote in Table VI(8) for names of these branch schools
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DE FACTO SCHOOL SEGREGATION

TABLE VII: AVERAGE PUPILS PER SCHOOL AND AVERAGE PUPIIS PER CLASS
BY TYPE OF SCHOOL, ELEMENTARY LEVEL: 1963.64 AND 1964-65

81

TYPE OF
SCHCOL 1/

NO. OF
SCHOOLS

NO. OF
PUPILS

AVERAGE PUPILS NO. OP 2/
PER. SCHOOL C1ASTROOMS

AVERAGE
PUPILS PER

CLASS

-WHITE-SDSREGATED

1964 1965

SCHOOLS' 234 146,514 --- 626 4,412 33.2

INTEGRATED
SCHOOLS 82 67,655 825 1,906 35.5

NEGRO-SEGREGATED
SCHOOLS 180 190,315 1,057 5,366 35.5

1963 - 1964

WH/TE-SEGREGATED.
SCHOOLS 240 147,640 615 4;510 32.6

INTEGRATED
scHocas 83 68,457 824 1,946 35.2

_

NEGRO-SEGREGATED
SCHOOLS 166 173,695 1,076 4,960 36.0

1/

Includes Branches.

2/

Does not imclede Specialized Classrooms.

SOURCE: Chicago Board of Education Reports: RACIAL HEADCOUNT - October, 1963;
S-UDENT SURVEY - November, 1964; Reports on Ute of ElessentarzFacilities
and Enrollments - 1963 and 1964.
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PUPIL SEGREQVUON'
_

Fewer pupils at the elementary school level were enrolled in integrated schools
ihis 'term. In the 1963-64 term, 68457 &pHs or 17.5 percent of all-elementary
pupils were in integrated schools. This term, 67,655, or 16.7 percent are in
integrated schools. Although there are more segregated high schools this term than
lasti_more high school pupils were enrolled in integrated schools this term than ).

last. The elementary population in integrated ichools decreased in proportion by
eight-tenths -(0.8) of a poihf: The populetibein-integrated high schoolsincieined
in proportion by seven-tenths (0.7) of:a point.

_

The pupil population in Negro-segregated elementary schools increased 1.;:percentage
points; that in White -segregated eleuentary schoolsdecreased 1.1 percentagepoints.
Those high schools which are elate-segregated had a 4.4 percentage point decrease
in pupil population; the pupil population in high schools which are Negro-segregated
increased 3.7 percentage points.. Table VIII gives detailed data on this subject.

A greater proportion of ilegro elementary pupils are attending Negro-segregated-
:

schools:than the proportion of whites who are_attending white-segregated schools.
Still, the majority of pupils in each racial group are attending segregated schools.
At the high school level a greater proportion of utite pupils are attending white-
segregated schools than the proportion of Negroes who are in Negro-segregated
schools. But again, the majority of 0-upilt-in'ach racial group are attending
segregated schools. Students classified as "others", however, primarily attend
integrated schools at both the elementaty and high:school level. Thus, While
"others" are integrated throughout the public school system, Negro and white pupils
are attending schools and classes primarily with pupils of their own racial group.

_

Presently, 89.2 percent of all the Nmgro elementary pupils are attending Negro-
segregated schools, a 1.4 percentage point increase over last school term. Like- -
wise, 78.9 percent of all the utite elementary pupils are attending white-aegregeied
schools, an eight-tenth (0.8) percentage point decrease over last school term.
Seventy-five and seven-tenths (75.7) percent of all "others" are in integrated
schools, a 0.1 percentage point decrease over last school term.

There was no change in the proportion of Negro elementary pupils in white-segregated
schools. For both terms, it is three-tenths (0.3) of one percent. Bnwever, the
number of white elementary puplls in Negro-segregated schools increased one-tenth -

(0.1) of one percent this term, from 0.7 percent-last term to 0.8 percenc_chis_terl.

In the high schools, 68 percent of all Negro pupils attend Negro-segregated schools
and 75.3 percent of all white pupils attend white.:segregated schools. These figures
-represent-a-4.2 pertentage point intrease in the proportion of Negroes in -Negro--

segregated schools and a,3.0,percentage point decrease in the proportion.of whites
in white-segregeied high schooli. .::,Theproportion ot."others" in integrated high
schools increesed from 45.2'percent in the 1963-64.term to 71.0, percent,in the
present term.

Negro enrollment in white-segregated high schools increased by only nine-tenths (0.9)
of a percentage point; white earollment in Negro-segregated high schcols increased
by only three-tenths (0.3) of a percentage point. Table IX(A) and Table Ix(11) gtves
the distribution of pupils, by racial designation, mmong the various types of schools.



DE. FACTO SCHOOL SEGREGATION

TABLE VIII: insrmannwiroF ALL PUPILS EY TYPE OF SCHOOL
1963-64 AHD 1964-65

.

83

DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS .

TYPE OF :

SCHOOL 1/

--
,_, . ___.

1963-1964 - _ . 19644965
PERCENTAGE

POINT
CHAICE- - . NUMBER --- PERCENT - OMER PERCENT-

'Ali STUDENTS' '

ELEMENTARY LEVEL

100.0%

.1'

+1; 9

-0.8

+3.1°-

=4.4"

+0.1
_

394, 192 100.07. -404,484,

NEGRO-SEGREGATED SCHOOLS

WHITE-SEGREGATED SCHOOLS

INTEGRATED SCHOOLS

ALL STUDENTS

178,695 45.27. 190,315

147,640 37.37. . 146,514

68,457 17.57. 67,655
.

t

SECONDARY LIM

47.1X

, 36.2X

16.7%

100.07.

26.0%

47.0%

27.0%

111L8E 100.07. 111,294

NEGRO-SEGREGATED SCHOOLS

WHITE-SEGREGATED SCHOOLS

INTEGRATED SCHOOLS:

15,156 22.3. 30,337

57,924 51.4% 55,031

29,720 26.3X 31,626

_1/Anal:des Branches

SOME: Chicago Board of Education Reports: RACIAL HEADCOUNT - October, 1963;

STUDENT SURVEY - &member, 1964
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TABLE MA); DISTRIBUTION OF ALL ELEMENTARY PMI'S, BY TYPE
OP SCHOOL MD RACE 00 PUPIL; 1963-64 AND 1964-65

TYPEOF
SCHOOL

RACE OF PUPIIS

.NEGR WHITE OTHER TOTAL
NUMBER % MEER % NUMBER %

NEGRO-SEGREGATED
SCHOOLS

wRITE-sEGREGATED
moms

INTEGRATED SCHOOLS

TOTAL

NEGRO-SHGBEGATIM)
SCHOOIS

WHITE-SEGREGATED
SCHOOLS

INTEGRATED SCHOOLS

TOUL

1964-1965

188,128 89.27. 1,514 0 87. 673 6.0% 190,315 47.1%

663 0.37. '143,788 78.97. 2,063 18.3% 146,514 36.2%

22,071 10.57. 37,064 20.37. 8,520 75.7% 67,655 16.77.

210 862 100.07. 182,366 100.0% ilaa 100.0% 4041484 100.0%

176,709 87.87.

669 0.3%

23,886 11.9%

Ma% 100.0%

1963-1964

1,235 0.7% 751 6.47. 178,695 45.3%

144,875

35,671

111211.

79.7%

19.6%

100.0%

2,096

8,900

11 747

17.8% 147,640 37.4%

75.87. 68,457 17.37.

100.0% 394 792 100.07.

SOURCE; Chicago Board of Education Reports; RACIAL HEADCOUNT - October, 1963;
STUDENT suRvER - November, 1964
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%ABLE /X(b): DISTRIBUTION OF ALL HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS, BY TYPE
OF SCHOOL AND RACE OF PUPIL: 1963-64 AFD 1964-65

RACE OF PUPItS

TYPE OF
SCHOOL

NEGRO WHITE OTHER TOTAL
NUMBER % NUMBER % NUMBER % NUMBER %

NEGRO-SEGREGATED

1964 - 1965

SCHOOLS 29,658 68.0% 621 0.9% 58 2.7% 30,337 26.0%

WHITE-SEGREGATED
SCHOOLS 739 1.7% 53,734 75.3% 558 26.3% 55,031 47.0%

INTEGRATED
SCHOOLS 13,183 30.37. 16,937 23.8% 1,506 71.0% 31,626 27.0%

TOTAL PUPILS 43,580 100.0% 71,292 100.0% 2,122, 100.0% 116,994 100.0%

1963 1964

NEGRO-SEGREGATED
SCHOOLS 24,468 63.8% 411 0.6% 277 14.6% 25,156 22.3%

WHITE-SEGREGATED
SCHOOLS 323 0.8% 56,839 78.37. 762 40.2% 57,924 51.47.

INTEGRATED
SCHOOLS 13,.575 35.4% 15,289 21.1% 856 45.27. 29,720 26.3%

TOTAL PUPILS 38,366 100.07. 72,539 100.0% 1,895 100.0% 112,800 100.07.

SOURCE: Chicago Board of Education Reports: RACIAL HEADCOUNT - October, 1963;
STUDENT SURVII - November, 1964
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When pupil segregation is examined by degree, we find that at the elementary

school level, a greater thimber and proportion of Negro pupils are atteading
absolutely segregated Negro schools than the number or proportion of white
pupils'who are attending.absolutely segregat2d white schools. The proportion

of Negroes in absolutely segregated Negro schools increased from 26.4 percent
in the 1963-64 term to 29.2 percent'this term, or by 2.8 percentage points.
The proportion of whites in absolutely segregated white schools decreased from
20.3 Percent in 1963-64 to 15.2-percent this term. ,

The actual number of Negro pupils iheffectively segregated-Negro elementary schools,
increased, but the proportion of Negro pupils in these schools decreased by 1.4

points. Both the number and proportion of white pupils in effectively segregated
white elementary schools increased.

_

At the secondary level the same pattern of increase in the number of Negro pupils
and decrease in the number of white pupils holds for absolutely segregated schools;.,

the same pattern of increase in white pupils bolds for effectiVely segregated
white schools. However, Aereas the proportion of Negroes in effectively segregated
schools decreased at the elementary school level, it increased at the high school

level. Table X gives the distribution of pupils by race and degree of segregation.

In summam-there is,increased segregation'and less.integration of Negro,and.white
pupils in ihe public Schools of ChiCago thii rem. Regroes ire more coniearrated '-
in Negro-segregated schools; the white racial balance in white-segregated schools
decreased slightly due to entry of pupils desigaated as "others"; integration
that occurred in white-segregated schools-ihis.term for the first tiMe resulted
primarily from entry of "others." One of 166 Negro-segregated elementary schools .

became integrated this; term. It did'to due to entry dflabite pupils.
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TABLE Z(A): DISTRIBUTION OF ELEMENTARY PUBLIC SCHCOL PUPILS
BY RACE AND DEGREE OF SEGREGATION: 1963-64 AND 1964-65

87

RACE AND TYPE CF
SCHOOL ATTENDED

DISTRIBUTION OF PUPIIS

- 1963-64 . _ 1964-65
pERaNTAGE
Parr
CHANGENURBEL PERCENT NUMBER PERMIT

ALL NEGRO PUPILS IN: 201 264 100.0% 210 862 100.0%

SCHOOLS 100% NEGRO '53,182 26.4% 61,631 29.27. +2.8

SCHOOLS 90-99.9% NIGRO 123,527 61.4% 126,497 60.0%

SCHOOLS 90-59.9% WHITE 669 0.3% 663 0.74 0

INTEGRATED SCHOOLS 23,886 11.9% 22,001 10.5%

ALL WHITE PUPILS TN: 181 781 100.0% 1§27366 100.07.

SCHOOLS 1007. WRITE 36,833 20.37. 27,582 15.27. -5.1

SCHOOLS 90-99.9% WHITE 108,042 59.4% 116,206 63.77. 44.3

SCHOOLS 90-99.9% NEGRO 1,235 1,514 OA 40.1

INTEGRATED SCHOOLS 35,671 19.67. 37,064 20.3% 40.7

ALL "OTHER" PUPILS /N: 11 747 100.01 11 256 100.0%

NEGRO-SEGREGATED SCHOOIS 751 4.4% 673 '6.0% -6.4

WHITE-SEGREGATED SCHOOIS 2,096 17.8% 2,063 18.3% 0.5

INTEGRATED SCHOOLS '8,900 75.8% 8,520 75.7%* -0.1

SOURCE: Chicago Board of Education Reports: RACIAL HEADCOUNT - October, 1963;
STUDENT SURVEY - November, 1964
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TABLE X(II); DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC MGR SCHOOL PMES
BY RACE AND DEGREE OF SEGREGATION: 1963-64 AND 1964-65

DISTRIBUTION OF PUP/IS

RACE AND TYPE OF
SCHOOL ATTENDED

1963-64 1964-65
PERCENTACE
POINT
CHANGENUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

ALL NEGRO PUPTIS IN: 38a366--- 100.0% 4 _580 100.0%_ -----
SCHOOLS 100% NEGRO : 2,148 5.6% 3,758 8.6% 4-3.0

SCHOOLS 90-99.9% NEGRO 22,320 58.2% 25,900 59.4% 4-1.2

SCHOOLS 90-99.97:UNITE 323 0.8% _739 1.7% + 0.9

INTEGRATED SCHOOLS 13,575 .35.4% 13,183 30.3% - 5.1

ALL WHITE PUPILS IN: 72 539 100.0% 71a292 100.0%---1.- ----
SCHOOLS 100% WHITE 12,115 16.7% 5,42 8.0% - 8.7

SCHOOLS 90-99.9% WHITE 44,724 61.6% 48,002 67.3% 4-5.7

SCHOOLS 90-99.9%NEGRO 411 0.6% 621 0.9% 4-0.3

INTEGRATED SCHOOLS 15,289 21.1% 16,937 23.8% + 2.7

ALL "OTHEk" PUP= IN: 1 895 100.0% 2 122 100.0%--2---- --z--__

NEGRO-SEGREGATED SCHOOLS 277 14.6% 58 2.7% -11.9

WHITE-SEGREGATED SCHOCIS 762 40.2% 558 26.3% -13.9,

INTEGRATED SCHOOLS 856 45.2% 1,506 71.0% 425.8

SOURCE: Chicago Board of Education Reports: RACIAL HEADCOUNT - October, 1963;
STUDENT SURVEY - November, 1964
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V.APPENDIE

The racial headcount reports gave statistics on vembership for the
20th day in each school year and statistics on the actual number of pu-
pils in attendance on the days when the headcounts were taken. Three
problems arose in our attempt to nmke meaningful comparisons between
the statistics for the 1963-64 and 1964-65 school years.

First, only the headcount statistics were reported by race. The
membership statistics were reported for total number of pupils. Secondly,
attendance on headcount day in 1964 was less than that on headcount day
in 1963, despite a reported increase in school enrollment for 1964.
Third, the 1963 headcount'statistics included bothA.11. and P.N. kinaer-
garten pupils, but the 1964 headcount statistics included only A.M.
kindergarten pupils. P.M. kindergarten pupils were not counted.

In order, then, to neaningfully compare the data for the 010 school
years, a procedure had to be worked out idereby errors could be minimized
as a result of this inconsistency of reporting. Thus, after racial
designation of a school was known from headcount percentages, we calcu-
lated estimates of the number of pupils in each racial group sax) were
absent on the days the headcounts were taken. Estimates were calculated
on the basis of the percentage uttich racial groupsconstituted in each
school reported upon on racial headcount day. We assumed that the pro-
portion of pupils in each racial group absent in each school would be
about the same as the proportion which that racial group constituted of
the school's total population. Our procedure was as follows: For each
school, we subtracted the headcount total from the 20th day membership
total to get the nmmber of pupils absent. We then calculated the pro-
portion of this absentee figure which each racial group accounted for on
the basis of their proportion of the headcount totals to get the estimate
of absentees for each group. The estimates were then added to the head-
count statistics for each school to get a total enrollment figure by-race,
and to account for P.M. kindergarten pupils in the 1964-65 school term.

The Appendix Table which follows gives the actual number of pupils
reported by the Board of Education as having been counted, plus our esti-
mates of the number of pupils who were absent fromall schools on the
dap the headcounts were taken.

52-579 0 - 65 - 7
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APPENDIX TABLE

PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLMENT, BY RACE: 1963-64 AM 1964-65

RACIAL DESIGNATION
AND SCHOOL LEVEL

TOM
NUMBER OF
STUDENTS

NUMBER
PRESENT 1/

ESTIKATED
ABSENTEEISM

PFICENT OF
TOTAL

OCTOBER 1963

EIENENTARY:
2/ 2/

TOTAL ENROLLMENT 394 792 373 687 19 105 100.0%---2.-- .....-:-

NEGRO 201,264 191,377 9,877 51.0%
WHITE 181,781 173,141 8,640 46.0%
OTHER 11,747 11,169 578 3.0%

SECONDARY:

TOTAL ENROLMENT 112 800 106A587 6a213 100.0%_----- -----

NEGRO 38,366 35,612 2,754 34.0%
WHITE 72,539 69,178 3,361 64.3%
OTHER 1,895 1,797 98 1.7%

OCTOBER 1964

ELEMENTAItY:

3/ 4/
TOTAL ENROLLMENT 404 484 3582047 46 437 100.0%--.--- --a---

NEGRO 210,862 187,011 23,851 52.1%
WHITE 182,366 161,024 21,342 45.1%
OTHER 11,256 10,012 1,244 2.8%

SECONtARY:

TOTAL ENROLLMENT 116 994 108 911---:-- 8a083 100.0%--
NEGRO 43,580 39,690 3,890 37.3X
WHITE 71,292 67,264 4,028 60.91.
OTHER 2,122 1,957 165 1.81.

1/

Pupils counted in racial surveys.
2/

Includes both A.M. and Pad. Kindergarten.
3/

Does not include P.M. Kindergarten.
4/

Includes absentees from grades 1-8, plus Pal. Kindergarten.

SOURCE: Chicago Board of Education Reports: RACIAL HEADCOUNT - October, 1963;
STUDENT SURVEY - bMvember, 1964
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Chairman Powicm. This shows that segregation in. the schools of
Chicago increased radically in 12 months. The segregated schools
have gone from 881 in 1964 to 394 in 1965, and the .c.chools with 100-
percent Negro population, 45 in 1964 gad 54 in 1965. Schools having
99 percent white were 167 to 175.

Will you comment on this, please, and without objection, it will go
in the record.

Mr. Winas. Our people have checked that and I might say with
regard to the pupil segregation point that it has increased, as 1 think
I referred to on page 21in the integrated schools in 1963-64 there
were 301,930 chilcIren. In 1965 there was 312,525, or au increase of
10,605.

The 100-percent white or Negro schools had a decrease of 913.
In the case of high schools, there was a plus 9,390 pupils in inte-

grated'schools, and a minus 52199 in the schools of one group.
For all schools, the enrollment increase was 13,883.
With respect to fewer Negro pupils attending integrated schools,

we fmd a check in the elementary schools. It has increased, and. in
high schools it has increased, fora total increase of 4,753. There were
more elementary and more high school children attending integrated
schools in. 1964 than in 1963 and we think it will be more in 1965, this
fall.

Chairman Powzrz. .Now, you indicaied in. your testimony that the
Negro schoolchildren are culturally deprived. Are you not making
the situation worseand I want you to talk as an educatorwhen you
deny them an integrated school experience ?

M.r. Wilms. The first suit brought against the board of education
was brought by parents of white children and in the document it is
explained that it refers to Harlan High 2School. We defended the
suit and we won it. But we couldn't prevent the movement of.people,
we couldn't control that, and the school has changed considerably in
5 years.

13ut let me whit out, I did not say who is culturally deprived. We
think that there are many children who are culturally deprived of
many races, and ethnic groups for that matter. It was in 1955 that
we brought together people from the then 10 largest cities in America.
We began to study a series of problem& We began with "the world
of work."

Incidentally, that resulted in part at least in the Vocational Act
approved by the US. CongTess. That was in 1955. In 1957 We
tackled the problem, we didn't know what to label it, but we knew
that man3r people were out of work and there was much in-migration
into the cities and we knew that here was a need for special services.
This resulted in going to the Ford Foundation and getting a grant
for these cities of some $41/2 million, and various cities began to tackle
the problem.

We had great difficulty in labeling this effort. It is referred to as
the "gray" areas, the culturally deprived, and I forget how many other
labels, but the one label that has seemed to be used continuously is
the one that we are talking about, the culturally deprived.

Chairman POWELL. In your next to last page of your testimony,
page 23, I would like to start paragraph by paragraph to ask you what
procedures were used. What procedures specifically are you using
now ?
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Mr. Wimis. You are referring to the second paragraph on page 23 ?
Chairman POWELL. Starting with the first, one at the top of the page,

when you say you have continued to experiment with. procedures.
Mr. Witt's. Will you refer to what you are doing this summer ?
Dr. STACK. There have been a number of -programs which have

been developed with the specific intention of providing an integrated
education opportunity for increasing numbers of children. I would
mention two or three.

The first one is a permissive transfer program. We have had very
limited success with that in the first instancei but the number of
children who are taking advantage of it at this time is increasing.
We had very few elementary children taking advantage. Last year we
had some 600 high school children transferred on permissive transfer,
and in Septeinber we anticipate that there will be 948, or at least 948
have indicated their intention to do so.

We did initiate a cluster this last year which had, again, rather
limited acceptance.

Chairman POWELL. How did you notify the parents with regard to
these cluster points? You just testified that the number is almost
insignificant.

Dr. STACK. There was an initial notice sent to the child's parent
and this was followed by meetings in the school of the principal and
parents, the district superintendent and parents.

Chairman POWELL. In the elementary schools, how many Negroes
have been included in cluster points?

Dr. STACK. In the elementary schools, in permissive transfer, there
were 102, I believe.

Chairman PowEsx. One hundred and two in the city of Chicago V
Dr. STACK. Yes, sir. There is great reluctance on the part of parents

of elementary children to go a distance, and as was indicated on one
of these maps, the distances involved are great and the high school
children are more mobile.

Mr. Witus. Would yeu refer to the number of high school children ?
Dr. STACK. SiX hundred last year.
Chairman POWELL. What about the concept of paying transporta-

tion for the poor transferees in an. open. transfer plan ? What about
that ?

Mr. Witims. This was discussed at great length with the board of
education and they rejected it.

Chairman POWELL. Is the board of education elected or appointed?
Mr. Wm.'s. They are appointed. I -would like Mrs. Carlson to

make another point on your previous question.
Would you refer to South Shore ?
Mrs. CARIAON. We have suggested and recommended and it has

been approved by the board of education that we have a plan for South
Shore which will, or certainly is intended to stabilize the community.
This plan involves a number of kinds of thingsspecial class sizes in
relation to needs of the children. The area is an integrated one. You
do have some all-white schools

'
and you do have one that is almost all

Negro, but you have a numberthat are integrated by, I think, any-
body's definition.

The plan includes a special auxiliary staff" a community education
council, and parent-school community coordinators with specific roles
to work with parents and nothing but this.
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It includes a district service, educational service, that would mean
much, we think, in terms of the community and of the school. There
are all kinds of new special ideas in education that, with money, we
think we can put into effect to make a difference in an area.

We do have continuous development of teaching which would in-
volve the newest kind of teclmology and machines, and something that
we would love to have all over the city, but still, as we have indicated,
we have to have some dollars from someplace beyond what we can. get
from the property tax at the present moment.

We neecl a new building for the high school, enough mobiles until
we can get buildings to bring the class size down to what we are talk-
ing about, and a community that we think is behind the program and
will cooperate with the schools which2 of course, we think is essential.

Mr. Wmus. I might say at this pomt that we are hopefully antici-
pating the passage of the appropriation bills in connection with die
$1.1/2 billion program. This ts going to make a lot of difference. Dr.
Stack referred to the high schools.

Dr. STACK. I would like to say also that we have in a number of
instances made reorganizations of the grades in_ a given school, or in
several schools, in order to result in increased integration. At the
Sp and Henderson Schools, just to cite two examples, ye have cre-
at&t upper gradesseventh and eighth gradecenters and moved
Negro children into schools which were attended almost entirely by
white youngsters, and the schools were located in areas which were
basically white. This was done also at the Marconi School., and there
would be a number of examples of this which could be cit0.

We have also done this through the movement of special education
pupils out of the Parker School, for example attended predominantly
loy Negro children, into the Morrill and. Diarquette Schools, which
were in white communities and attended predominantly by white
children.

Chairman Powiaz. I would like to ask a question.
What happened to the Hauser plan?
Dr. STACK. If you want to refer to this one, we have a 'report, that

we will file as part of our documents.
Dr. LEWIS. Without having a thing in my hand, we could indicate

that the first recommendation had to do with the so-called cluster
kind of program. The second one had to do with optimal use of spice
which is being implemented in terms of the permissive transfer plan.
There were some suggestions in relation to open enrollment for voca-
tional schools. This h.as been done. Also, the use of mobile classrooms
to further integration or to stabilize, help to stabilize the community.
These things have been done.

One of the recommendations had to do with faculties. We have
done a number of things here. Decreasing the number of transfer
lists on which a teacher could put his name- instituting a transfer on
loan procedure. There are a number of things there. We are holding
a certain percentage of the vacanies, teacher vacancies in vach school,
so that we are thereby delaying transfer of some teachas from inter-
city schools to other schools. There are a number of things that have
been done there.

I would say that some progress has been made on a number of these
recommendations. I think we are pressed in terms of funds, and when
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we get into the saturation program or the additional loaning reser-
voirs things of this nature we cannot do very much.

However, our legislature did help us this time by increasing the
textbook allotment, so this should help.

Mr. Wilms. We have a report to the board which is dated April 29,
1965. We have another report, August 26, 1964. This report-was in
1964 [indicating]. The board wanted to know what had come from
certain sources, This is a compilation of what had been done, recom-
mended over a long-term period of time. We would be happy to file
copies of this with the committee.

Chairman Pownas. What is the purpose of the fact that the board
voted 8 to 1 against the Armstrong plan in the State of Illinois?

Mr. Wims. I beg your pardon t
Chairman POWELL. The State of Illinois Legislature passed a bill

initiated by a member named Armstrong. The board of education in
Chicago rejected that program by a vote of 8 to 1.

Mr. Wm.'s. I think that is in error.
Chairman Poweix. Then correct me and correct the record.
Mr. Wmas. I think that is an error because the board did not vote

on the Armstrong progrram in the legislature. It was passed by the
legislature and signed by the Governor.

Chairman PowELL. I would like to make an announcement that
he White House just called me and I am. sure that the ladies and
gentlemen of the press will want to know that the President just
named the new Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,
John Gardner.

Mr. Pucinski.
Mr. Pucnqsx.r. I think you have given this committee an impressive

report of your records in Chicago and have shown that regardless of
their race, creed, and color, a good education is necessary and you cer-
tainly have shown this committee what the problems are.

I wonder if Dr. Lewis would care to develop further what seems to
be the heart of your problems here, that is the changing conununity ?

I gather from her statement that in the case of the one school, Dr.
Lewis mentioned at the time you had planned this school, it had been
the intention of the boardand all statistics that were made available
to you indicated that this would be an integrated school, and that 15
percent of the children in that school or at least 15 percent, would be
white. In the 2-year period of construction the neighborhood had
changed so substantially that when you opened the door the enroll-
ment there was reduced to only 3-percent white. Is this a common
occurrence in Chicago V'

Dr. LEWIS. This is a common occurrence. I would also cite a school
which I believe was mentioned here some time ago. This is not nec-
essarily a recent occurrence. I believe it was 1958 when the Harlan
High School was opened. It was anticipated that the enrollment at
Harlan, from the way the district was set up, would be 50-percent
Negro and 50-percent white. The enrollment at Harlan at the present
time is 9.7-percent white students. This is a common problem of lo-
cating the school in the peripheral area where you anticipate it is
easiest to get an integrated community in the school population. But
this does not work that way if white families move out or take their
children to private or parochial schools, and that has been the situation.
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Mr. PETCINSIEL I was further impressed with your candor and frank-
ness in saying that you in Chicago have a much higher standard than
some of the, perhaps, southern communities of this country in desig-
nating a school to be integrated or segregated. I was impressed to
hear you say that in a school of 3,500 children, where you had 350
white or 10 percent, you considered that, for the purpose of your statis-
tics, as* ated school.

You ms:re'efo claims, nor did you try to fool the Congress or school
board or community or your critics that you had an integrated school
there2 because, as I gather from your testimony, that standard not
sufficient to constitute an integrated school.

Am I correct in that conclusion I
Dr. Lzwis. I believe that any conclusion about what constitutes an

integrated school or a segregated school is an individual concept. I
believe that the figures that have been used here in the map have indi-
cated the 10 percent as an integrated school. I personally feel that
well, maybe you don't want my personal reactionbut I personally
feel that where children are having an experience of living and work-
ing together in a classroom with children of other races, that this is
important for those children and it may be in 1 classroom or 20 class-
rooms, it may be 100 children or 500 children, but I think we are beg-
ging:! point when we say that a school is segregated and I think there
is a difference between the segregated and the integrated, if it has 350
children or 10 percent of another race.

Mr. PIICINSKI. In your statement you sayand I presume that this
is the policy of your bOardthat---
we do believe it is desirable for children of different races to associate ana to
come to know and understand each other. But this requires children of both
races. We will continue to exper:ment toward the end that this association
may be provided.

What are you doing in terms of experimentation toward lint goal?
Mr. Wuxi& There are a number of things that have been going on

for a number of years. Chicago schools have always been integrated
schools, as far as I can find out. But certainly we have believedand

Chairman PowELL. Would you repeat that ? I did not hear you
correctly. You said Chicago schools have always bten integrated

Mr. WILLI& Some, yes. Some.
Chairman POWELL. OM, some.
Mr. PIICINSICI. You mean Chicago has never had any segregated

schools f
Mr. WILLI& It has never segregated children as such on any basis.
Chairman PowELL. The school board, on March 29, 1958, by a

vote of 8 to 1, opposed the Armstrong Act. That is contrary to
what you said. Let us be honest with each other here today.

Mr. WILLIS. I would have to look it up.
Chairman PowELL. I looked it up.
Mr. PuoiNssi. Would the gentleman be good enough to hear the

source of the information ? I am kind of puzzled here that the
people who work with it don't know.

Chairman PowELL. Yes, I am puzzled too, that I find someone that
does not know what "integration ' means.
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Pucnism. Mr. Chairman, might I suggest the spokesman
for the research committee will appear before this committee, and
perhaps Dr. Willis will be good enough to check his records and give
us a report of that.

Chairman Pow ELT, We all agree that he has done research in this
area.

Mr. Puumss.t. Dr. Willis, one final question here. What will this
Federal aid program mean to you, in Chicago, in terms of improving
the quality of education in the impoverished area? What plans do
you have for that ?

Mr. WILLIS. We have made extensive plans in terms of being ready
when the bills are passed, and we can deal with the State or other
agency as provided in the bill, but certainly we would want to move
forward and have available more services to teachers and pupils in the
various schools, and certainly have the services in relation to the needs
of pupils.

We have suggested, for instance, as a beginning, making school dis-
tricts much smaller than they are, pouring in services of some 25 people
in relation to 10,000 children, but not assigned to classes within a
school. Also, after school classes, smaller classes, special services,
whether they be medical, or other services.

I think I should point out that the figures generally used with
respect to New York City and suburban areas, the indicated expendi-
ture per pupil is about twice ours. Certainly for $2 you buy what
you don't buy for $1. Consequently, with the additional $10 or $13
million, whatever the money will be, it will be used to purchase more
services to children.

Mr. PIICINSIEL Finally, the charge has been made, and perhaps this
is the heart of this investigation, that the School Board of Chicago
has purposely and willfully gerrymandered school districts, both at
the elementary and secondary level, in. order to perpetuate segregation.

Would you comment on how you draw up these districts and whether
or not there is any merit to that charge?

Mr. WILLIS. First, I would say that the charge is not true. The
statement is not true, and I would like to emphasize it in the first place.

In. the second place, the drawing up of districts involves the capacity
of buildings and involves the number of children you are dealing
with. We had an increase of 211,000 children over a period of time
which involved us in 275 more facilities and so on, and 13,000 teachers.

But certainly, again, the point is that district attendance areaP"
not been gerrymandered, and, in fact, if you want to take ome, I
will talo, you over the Etreets and show you where the rse has been
done; that is, not in gerrymandering, but in making absolutely certain
that certain other things would happen that would be the reverse of
gerrymandering.

Mr. PIICINSHI. I have many other questions, but my colleagues, I
am sure, have some questions and I will yield at this time with the
hope that maybe he will come back.

Chairman Powm.. Would it be possible, Dr. Willis, to come back
around 5 :30 or 6 o'clock today ?

Mr. Wmus. Provided I can get through today. I have to get
through today. If you say 5 o'clock and if it is what you and the
committee would like, we will arrange to do so.
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Chairman POWELL. All right.
Mr. Ayres, do_you have a question ?
Mr. AyRRS. Very briefly. Perhaps you don't have the answer to

these questions at your fingertips, but I do think that there is a basic
problem, and we have to get this answered.

You have been a superintendent now for 12 years ; is that correct ?
Mr. WILLTs, That is correct.
Mr. AntEs. What has heen the increase percentagewise in the

Negro population in Chicago proper where you have jurisdiction?
Mr. Wimis. We have no records to go to except the U.S. Census

records other than 7,7hat we did get through an.observation head count
by teachers during the last two Octobers. But as we look at the census
record, in fact, we have the figures here and I didn't use them. I think
perhaps I can find them.

That is what happened in the 1960 census in the 5-year-olds and.
under. In the period between 1950 and 1960, the umber of white
children under 5 residing in Chicago decreased by 8 percent, or 22,643.
I amume you could divide by 5, and you have 4,000 on an age level.
During that same period of time, the nonwhite children under 5 years
of age residing in Chicago increased by 111 percent, or 76,139 chilclren.
Divide that by 5.

The problem that you are discussing means, in one sentence, you
have to have, if you are going to have integration of two, the difference
in the two. But again, the white children reduced 22,613. This is
1950 to 1960. The children in the census, the nonwhite, increased
76,139.

Mr. Ayx.r.s. Your recordkeeping in your school system may not
reflect this in all areas, but you can tell what percentage of the chil-
dren in grades 1 through 6 were actually born in Chicago?

Mr. Wm.'s. We have made some spot checks.
Mr. AntEs. The point is, where do the children come from ?
Mr. WiLus. Your reference is to in-migration. We don't have in

this presentation a great deal on in-migration, but we do know that a
school of 1,200, or 1,600, would open m September with half of the
children new to that school in that community andnew from out of the
city in many cases. When we checked the 11- and 15-years-of-age and
older group that we took out of the elementary schools and we found
that 25 percent of them came from Mississippi. We found that an-
other high percentarre ..,ame from State's adjacent to Mississippi. This
is the in-nugration.

While the in-migration is going on, we have out-migration to the
suburban areas as is happening all over America. Here are the
figures:

In 1950, the decade of birth, the population changes, within a single
e group, in 1910 to 1920, in the period from 1910 to 1920, the non-

w 'to population, 47,370; 1950, 94,000; 1960, 95,000. But as you go
up to 1960, the figures run up to over 200,000. I should put this down
in a way that you would get it.

Mr. AntEs. I think as we get into this, it is going to be very impor-
tant t6 find out where the increase has come from, and how capable
they are of fittting into your structure as you are now operating in
Clucago.
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Mr. WILLis. I should add, Mr. Ayrrs, that I think our city, like
many other cities in this country, and not all of them, have made .4
tremendous effort using the sources of funds available, pretty gen-
erally taxes on property, to meet this expanding population. in the
cities of America. It is for that reason that a number of _us believe
that this Federal hill is a good thing. It is not a city prbblem alone.
It is a State problem, and it is a national problem; that it is due to the
mobility of people, the urbanization that is going on in our country,
the technological changes that are taking place, tensk )as which result
these pose the major challenges to education.

This is what we have been working at and what we are talking
about.

Chairman POWELL. Thank you. We would like to have you comeback at 5 o'clock and leave your address with the committee staff so
they can reach you.

The next witness is Dr. Philip M. Hauser, chairman, of the Depart-
ment of Sociology of the University of Chicago and chairman of the
Advisory Panel on Integration of the Public Schools and author of
the Hauser report.

Will you kindly come forward

STATEMENT OF PROF. PHILIP N. HAUSER OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
CHICAGO, AND CHAIRMAN OF TIEE ADVISORY PANFL ON INTE-
GRATION OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOIS

Mr. HAUSER. As a native and a citizen of Chicago, I should like
first of all to express my great sorrow about the ugly image which
Chicago is acquiring by reason of its' de facto school segregation
and related problems.

I should like to point out that in virtually all other realms, and
especially in respect of open occupancy in housing, fair employment
practices, and in health, welfare, and police practices, among others,
Chicago public agencies involved have a relatively good record in
working toward integration and equal services and opportunity for
all.

Among the public agencies in. only those in the field of education
has Chicago failed to take the initiative and leadership and press for
integration: and improved services and opportunity for the Negro.

I cannot, of course, minimize the overwhelming importance of an
adequate education as a prerequisite for providing the Negro with
ectual opportunity and preparing him to take his rightful place as an
American with full rights and obligations of American citizenship.

Moreover, I cannot claim that all that has been done in the other
public realms has always been right or the best for we in Chicago,
along with others, are still fumbling for the right answers in many
spheres.

But I do feel it is important, in the interest of fairness and bal-
anced perspective to stress the fact that Chicago in realms other
than education is, in general, attempting to meet its public respon-
sibilities to the Negro community and that Chicago's record is notall me of failure.

I know that I have been invited to this hearing because I happen
to have served as a member and chairman of the advisory panel
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on integration of the public schools. This panel, as you know, was
established to effect on out of Federal court settlement of a suit,
Webb v. The Chkago Board of Editea,thm in which the plaintiffs
alleged that there was de facto segregation in the Chicago schools
and that public education for Negro students was not only separate
but, also, inferior.

The panel was given instructions by the board of education to
analyze and study the school system in particular regard to schools
attended entirely or predominantly by Negroes, define any problems
that result therefrom, and formulate and report to this board as
soon as may be conveniently possible a plan by which any educa-
tional, psychological, and emotional problems or inequities in the
school syste.n that prevail may best be eliminated.

The panel delivered its report to the Chicago Board of Education
on March 31, 1964. The report which has locally become known as
the Hauser report was actually the unanimous report of a five-man
panel.

Besides myself it included such outstanding men and educators
as Sterling McMurrin, professor of philosophy at Utah University,
vice chairman of the innel, and former U.S. Commissioner of Edu-
cation; James M. Nabrit, Jr., president of Howard University, and
a distinguished lawyer; Lester Nelson, former principal of Scars-
dale High School and former associate director of the educational
program of the Ford Foundation; and William It. Odell, professor
of education at Stanford University, a former school superintendent,
and director of the recently completed survey of the Philadelphia
school system.

A copy of the report, which I am informed is virtually impossible
to obtain from the Chicago Board of Education, is appended to my
testimony.

Since the report is ncw about a year and a half old, I shall refrain
from summarizing it except to say that it makes clear:

1. That the public schools in Chicago are very much segregated-
84 percent of the Negro pupils are in all Negro elementary or high
schools or schools with fewer than 10 percent white.

2. That Negro teachers are also very much segregated.
3. That the education available to Negro pupils is by a number

of measures inferior to that available to whites. Moreover, it became
apparent, as is more fully documented in the Havighurst survO, that,
the quality of education for white as well as Negro pupils in Chicago,
leaves much to be desired. I shall be glad to elaborate on the philoso-
phy, findings and the 13 recommendations in the report if you wish.

I should like to concentrate in this statement on developments
since the advisory panel report was submitted to the Chicago Board
of Education ; and to a consideration of the general situation in
respect of integrating the schools in Chicago.

The Chicago Board of Education in its resolution of August 28,
1963, creating the advisory panel pledged itself to promptly take
such action as it may determine is appropriate or required to work
toward a resolution of any problems and any inequities found to
exist ; and it approved the report in principle within 9 days.

However, virtually nothing of substance has been done to imple-
ment the report in .the almost year and a half which have elapsed
since the report was submitted to the board.
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On the contrary, the evidence has mounted that the general super-
intendent of schools, Dr. Benjamin C. Willis, is unalterably opposed
to the implementation of most of the elements of the report.

Moreover, despite the board's approval of the report in principle
and despite the board's specific instructions at a number of points,
the general superintendent has been able to prevent or to satage
the programs which vv -re recommended.

Subse4quent to the submission of the advisory panel report it
should be noted that the Havighurst survey was also completed and
submitted to the board on November 12, 1964.
_This comprehensive survey of the Chicago schools in which 38

educators participated supports the findings and recommendations
of the advisory _panel at ali points ofoverlap.

It may be observed that the general -superintendent of schools,
who insisted on becoming a member of the committee which surveyed
his stewardship of the Chicago public schools, boycotted the com-
mittee in its work, and has been considerably less than enthusiastic
about accepting its recommendations.

Among the things that the general superintendent has failed to
do is to provide the information as to what action, if any, has been
taken or is contemplated in accordance with the recommendations
of this panel.

It is not possible, therefore, for me to recite in detail all that the
general superintendent has caused to be done or not to be done in
respect of the advisory panel report.

It is known, however, that the board of education did create a
committee of the type recommended by the advisory panela bi-
racial friends of the Chicago schools committeewhich was to work
with the board and the general superintendent on the implementa-
tion of the panel's recommendations.

This committee has been misused and abused. For a considerable
portion of the time which has elapsed since its appointment, it did not
even have a chairman. When it was used an effort was made to use it
as a rubberstamp for the board and the general superintendent rather
than in the maimer contemplated by the panel. Recently, in sheer
disgust, a number of the members of this committee resigned and they
have not been replaced.

Also, fmally put into effect, was one experimental cluster planthe
type of plan reconunended by the panel which involved a plan for
modified open. enrolhnent for three high schoolsSouth Shore,
Hirsch, and Bowen.

This was occomplished only over the general superintendent's pro-
test; sabotaged in its execution by his subordinates; and then dis-
rupted after lPks than a semester's trial for a new scheme which
promises to destroy the integration which was effected.

Thus, only parts of 2 of the 13 recommendations have, to my
knowledge, been in any way, implemented, and both of these have
been aborted.

I think, Mr. Chairman, rather than to attempt to detail what has
not been done to effect integration of the schools and to improve the
quality of education in the Negro schools it would be more useful for
me to point to the reasons for the sad situation which exists.

In doing this I believe that the committee will be alerted to the
forces which are impeding school integration in Chicago.
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However, if a blow-by-blow account is desired of the sequence of
events, as seen by an impartial outside observer, I suggest you obtain
a copy of the report to the U.S. Office of Education on the public
schools of Chicago, prepared by Prof. John E. Coons, at present at
the Northwestern University School of Law.

First of all, it must be recognized that the Illinois State Legis-
lature has for many years neglected Chicago's schools and is in large
measure responsible for the chaotic condition that characterizes the
relationships between the Chicago Board of Education and the gen-
eral superintendent of schools.

The board is set up by the Illinois statute as a separate body politic
and corporate. Although its members are appointed by the mayor
a Chicago, the board is essentially an autonomous body, fiscally and
in its substantive actions.

The statutes leave ill defined the relationship between the board and
the general superintendent, as a result of which it is often difficult,
especially with the incumbent general superintendent, to tell who is
the employer and who is the employee.

For details about the ambiguities in the board and the general
superintendent's duties and the fantastic way in which they are car-
ried out in practice, I refer you to the volume, the "School Board
Crisis-1 Chicago Case Study."

It was written by a well-qualified scholar, Dr. Joseph P.4.9, now on
the faculty, at the University of Pittsburgh, which he joirheR after re-
tiring as vice president of the Signode Steel Co. in Chicago, Dr. Pois
served as a member of the Chicago Board of Education fix some 5
years during the tenure of the present general superhitendent of
schools.

In addition to the organizational and functional deficiencies in the
Illinois statutes governmg the board, the Illinois State Legislature
has been more than niggardly in appropriations for public education.
As a citizen of Illinois I am ashamed to admit that until the recently
concluded session of the legislature the great State of Illinois ranked
47 among the 50 States in effort in respect of the public schools. That
is, it ra Ired 47th in the funds per child of school age made available
for public education in relation to the wealth of the State.

In assessing the responsibility for the miserable situation in the Chi-
cago public schools, the badly unrepresentative Illinois State Legisla-
ture with callous disrenrd for many of Chicago's needs, including
educational needs, must-be among the agencies held culpable. In fact,
the failure of the Illinois Legislature, as well as other State legisla-
tures to deal with urban problems, is what has forced city after city,
including Chicago to turn to the Federal Government for assistance.

Second, the Chicago Board of Education as a body has failed mis-
erably to meet the challenge of the contemporary Chicago scene.
Although the board possesses some competent and conscientious mem-
bers, as a body it has been characterized by dynamic inactivityby a
lot of motion and commotion but with very little to show for its efforts
in the way of integrating the schools or improving the quality of edu-
cation for Negro and other pupils.

The Chicago Board of Education has been a custodian of the past,
rather than a leader into the present and the future. It has failefl to
grasp the enormity of the changes required in the traditional educa-
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tional system to meet the requirements of the postwar world. It has
been more concerned with keeping school costs down than producmg
citizens who can cope with the imoblems of metropolitanism as a way of
life. In consequence, although it has been relatively successful in keep-
ing school budgets low, it has undoubtedly made a major contribution
to increasing the cost of public welfare and relief, the other costs of un-
employment, the cost of delinquency and crime, and the cost of high
morbidity and mortality. The Chicago Board of Education has lit-
erally passed the buck to the Cook County Welfare Department, to the
Chicago and other police departments, to correctional mstitutions, and
to hospitals and morgues.

The Chicago Board of Education, despite its reluctant admission of
the existence of de facto segregation and declared policy for integra-
tion, has been inept in making its policy stick. Its members have
been, and are, badly split about the implementation of the advisory
panel report and the Havighurst survey. The attitude of some board
members, if not a majority, was recently stated by Mr. Thomas Murray
on a CBS television show. After claiming that Chicago's schools are
more integrated than other cities, he declared that "Chicago is not
yet ready for more integration." In this declaration he has joined
for the historical record the famous declaration of oldtimer Alderman
Paddy Bauler who held that "Chicago ain't ready for reform" in other
contexts ; and the State legislator, whose name slips my mind and who
is probably best forgotten who similarly declared that the Illinois
State Legislature "is not yet ready for reform."

The truth of the matter is that it is not yet clear that a majority of
the members of the Chicago Board of Education are ready to take the
initiative and leadership to force the general superintendent of schools
to obey the law of Illinois (the Armstrong Act), the policy of the
national administration, and the moral and educational need to inte-
grate the schools.

Third, the educational mess in Chicago to a considerable extent can
be laid at the door of the incumbent general superintendent of schools.
He is presumably the professional head of the Chicago public school
system, but he is 'being pushed and prodded into policies and programs
into which he should have lead the schools; and he has as yet not been
pushed very far. He has still to make a public declaration to the
effect that he is in favor of integrrating the schools. He has still to
explain why the only programs he has advocated and instituted, to
effect integration where the permissive transfer plans (and limited
ones at that) which he must have known have faileoi elsewhere as well
as the three times he inflicted it upon Chicago. de refused to fill the
post of assistant superintendent for integration, recommended both
lay the advisory panel and the Havighurst survey and placed in the
budget by the board of education. By reason of a recent special order
of the board, following the pressures generated by demonstrations in
the streets, he has finally consented to propose a candidate for the post
on August 11. But, if he names an assistant superintendent as cowed
and subservient as his other administrative associates, the action will
have no significant meaning.

The general superintendent of schools has been blind to the problems
of the Negro pupil and has taken refuge in a policy of "good educa-
tion for all children regardless of color." This naive stance assumes
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that education occurs in a vacuum without regard to the social milieu.
To assume that the problem of race can be ignored in the contemporary
ChicP p setting is to demonstrate trained incapacity to deal with edu-
cation in the urban community. The incumbent general superintend-
ent of schools is indeed an example-par excellence of what norstem
Veblen had in mind when, more than a generation ago, he referred to
"trained incapacity" and he is not alone among school superintendents
in his trained inability to come to grips with. contemporary school prob-
lems.- Education has become so important in the contemporary world
that, to paraphrase Clemenceau, it can no longer be entrusted to the
educationalists.

Finally, the fourth factor in the educational mass in Chicago is to
be found in the attitudes of civil disobedience among some parts of
Chicago's population, and apathy on the part of others. Much is
being made these days of the civil disobedience of the demonstrators
in Chicago, white and Negro, who have taken their grievances to the
streets. But there is civil disobedience to be found also in the Illinois
State Legislature which has refused for decades to make itself a
representative body and to head Chicago's needs, including her edu-
cational needs. There is &Al disobedience among members of the
board of education who are refusing to follow national policy and
Illinois law to integrate the schools. There is civil disobedience in
the general superintendent's office in also refusing to follow national
policy and Illinois law. There may be collaborative civil disobedi-
ence among the board of education and the general superintendent of
schools in the "tinder the table," and possibly illegal, deal effected in
the renewal of the general superintendent's contract. The courts, it
is to be hoped, will soon decide this one. There was civil disobedi-
ence in southwest Chicago when white parents literally stormed the
city hall when they were faced with the, to them, horrifying prospect
of eight honor roll Negro students invading what they regard as
their high school (Regan) . There is civil disobedience in the attitude
made explicit by the leader of the real property owner associa-
tions in the Southwest side of Chicago in declarmg that "It is a
God-given right of parents to select the religion and race of the chil-
dren with whom their children will associate in. the public schools."
(This is in a radio debate with me on WIMD, Chicago.)

I cannot condone any form of civil disobedience. But I can better
understand the civil disobedience of the white and Negro citizens
in Ohicago who are desperately attempting to get rid of the incum-
bent general superintendent of school when I see the civil disobedi-
ence of the State legislature, of the board of education, of the greneral
superintendent, and of the white supremacists and racists in Chicago.

The general superintendent of schools, Dr. Benjamin C. Willis, has
become the symbol of segregated schools not only to his detractors,
white and Negro but, also, to his supporters. His recent under-the-
table reappointment was heralded by many as a great victory for
white supremacy. His refusal to integrate the schools and his silence
on the subject which I hope will be broken here this morninga
statement from him is long overduehas made him the champion
of racists in Chicago as well as the devil of the civil rights movement.

A few final perspectiveS. The State legislature, the board of edu-
cation, and the general Superintendent of schools are not. responsible
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for segregated schooling in the sense that they did not create it De
facto segregation in the schools is the product of segregated housing
and the neighborhood school policy. Needless to say, complete inte-
gration of aicago's schools is not possible with present patterns of
segregated housinga pattern reinforced by the State legislature's
failure to pass open. occupancy legislation. But it is possible to do
more than has been done and this is what the shouting is all about in
Chicago. The Illinois State Legislature, the Chicago Boardof Educa-
tion, and the general superintendent of schools are culpable and guilty
of at leas.; immoral, if not illegal, behavior for theirparts in tim failure
to integrate the schools at least at those points where integration is
feasible.

A word about the neighborhood school policy. One of your wit-
nesses is a meddling mother of an organization known as MOMS
(Mothers Opposed To Meddling in the Schools). She may not recog-
nize that she also is meddling, which is her right and priVilege. She
is Wre, she announced in advance, to defend the neighborhood school
policya policy that has become sacred, curiously enough, to those
oppOsed to integration. We have abandoned the neighborhood school
po icy in many placeswhat else is the consolidated sphool ? Affluent
or religious parents have for generations bypassed the neighborhood
school to send their children to private and parochial schools. The
crocodile tears about the good old neighborhood school might be more
convincing if they were not pouring down the faces of the same people
who in other respects and on other fronts, especially housing, are
opposing integration.

I shall conclude these brief remarks by expressing the hope that if
enough local intellectual and moral leadership cannot be mustered, to
do the job, the Federal Government will intervene as necessary to
achieve integrated and high-quality education for Chicago's children
and children in other cities. It is a curious thing that those who
scream the loudest against Federal intervention are the very persons
who by their callousness and inaction force it. So has it been on many
fronts in the history of the United States. So is it now in publIc
school education.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, may I say I appreci-
ate this opportunity to be heard on the subject which in my judgment
is perhaps the most significant domestic subject which faces this
Nation.

The future of not only many millions of Americans, but I think
without question the future of the cities of this Nation, and the future
of the United States itself, may well hinge on whether or not we are
suctessful in providing an adequate education to all of our citizens.

I should like, as I say, to deal with some of the materials that have
just been presented by the superintendent of schools, Dr. Benjainin C.
Willis.

Questions were raised, for example, about the number of children
per classroom. I read from appendix A of the report to the board
of education by the advisory panel on integration of the public schools,
which I might say, Mr. Chairman, has become locally kiown as "the
Ilauser report," but it was actually the report, the unanimous report,
of a five-member panel, the other four of whom are very distinguished
citizens and educators. The appendix to the report indicates as of

9
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the fall of 1964 the percentage of elementary schools -with overcrowd-
ing or underutilization of rooms by whether the school was white,
integrated, or Negro. White elementary schoals were those with all
white pupils or with fewer than 10 percent Negro and so on. At white
schools in only 12 percent was the ratio of students to rooms 35 and
over; whereas, the percentage was 40 percent for the Negro schools.
That is, the contrast between Negro and white schools on an overcrowd-
ing was 40 versus 12 percent.

Contrarywise, 46 percent of the white schools averaged fewer than
30 pupils per room, in contrast with only 15 percent for the Negro
schools.

I think those are figures as of September of 1964 which have not
been modified appreciably since, and should be available to the com-
mittee. They are in the advisory panel report.

Chairman POWELL. Withoiit objection, the Hauser report shall be
included in the committee record as an appendix.

Mr. HAUSER. Mr. Chairman, I regret I can give only one copy of
this report to the committee, because I am out of them. I understand
they are very difficult to get from the board of education, but I should
think that the superintendent of schools can get them available for
every member of the committee.

Chairman PowErz. We have one ourselves, and we will use the one
we have. Thank you.

Mr. HAUSER. Now, some reference was made to the fact that in
Chicago all of the teachers are qualified and certificated. In one sense
this is true Mr. Chairman, but the superintendent of schools might
have pointed out that if you consider the elementary schools that are
white as I have defined them, and in the better neighborhoods as
measured by the educational status of the people who live in the
neighborhood, in only 5 percent of these white schools were there
teachers holding temporary appointments to the schools; whereas, in
contrast, with that .5 percent, the percentage of teachers holding
temporary appointments were 41 percent, more than 8 times as high in
the Negro schools with neighborhoods of lower education status.

The superintendent of schools might have pointed out that if you
consider teachers with 5 or more years of experience, and these num-
bers are also contained in the appendix to this report, in the white
schools, in the high-education status neighborhoods, 88 percent, and
in medium-education status 90 percent of the teachers had 4 or mare
years of experience. In contrast with that 90 and 88 percent, in the
Negro schools of low-education, status neighborhoods, only 28 percent
of the teachers had 5 years or more of experience.

The superintendent of schools might have pointed out with respect
to teachers with master's degrees or better, an mdication of what train-
ing the teachers had, that in the white schoolstin the better neighbor-
hoods, 28 percent of the teachers had master's degrees; and only about
one-third of that percentage, 10 percent, was to be found in the Negro
schools in low-education status neighborhoods.

In fact, Mr. Chairman, may I say that after hearing the presentation
of the superintendent of schools it might occur to you as well as to
your colleagues on the committee la wonder why 10,000 to 20,000 people
demonstrated in the streets of the city of Chicago yesterday abo-dt the
problem of de facto segregation and the quality of Chicago's educa-
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tion. It must occur to you to wonder how come, after hearing this
glowing report of progress in the Chicago schools, that the city of
Chicago is literally torn in. two over not only this issue but the super-
intendent of schools himself. I regret to bring personalities into this
situation, bat you cannot discuss the situation of the Chicago schools
without discussing the general superintendent, who has bec,oine him-
self a major bone of contention and a major element of controversy.

I was about to go down some of the other points, because I think
the committee is entitled to the facts of the situation, that did not
come out in your questioning of the superintendent of schools. The .
superintendent also made reference to his participation in the 'pro-
gram designed to improve education for the children of culturally
deprived 13ackground, and made reference to the Ford Foundation
grant and the Ford Foundation studies.

You might, when the superintendent returns ask him why it is
that, certainly up until a few months ago, no repOrt has ever appeared
on what happened on that project in the city of Chicago.

Chairman POWELL. No report has appeared as regards the $4,-
500,000 of the Ford Foundation report ?

Mr. HAUSER. That portion to be spent in the city of Chicago - yes.
And why it is the Ford Foundation threatened to withdraw the funds
a year or so ago, as was indicated in the public press. I think that
the committee might bd . interested in his answer to that question.

Chairman POWELL. We will so inquire of Dr. Willis when he
returns.

Mr. HAUSER. I was astonished to hear the superintendent and his
colleagues refer to the "cluster" plan and the one experiment with it,
three Chicago high schools on the South Side, as if this were their
achievement toward integration. I was astonished because this one
experiment was done over the bitter protest of the superintendent of
schools.

Although I don't have time to elaborate on this, I might refer you to
firsthand experiences of representatives of SECOthe Southeastern
Community Organization of Chicago. The superintendent's asso-:
dates in every respect sabotaged this plan and have now virtually
killed it with the new proposal they have for the South Shore High
School which, in effect, may maintain segregation in that part of the
city of Chicago.

It is astonishing to me that in an appearance before this committee
that is attempting to get at the facts, that the superintendent shoUld
take credit for something that was literally forced down his throat,
and as a matter of fact has been, as I repeat, sabotaged. The facts
on this are quite dein

Chairman PowELL. It is amazing to me, Dr. Hausdr, that he would
even go so far as to boast that 102 pupils of the elementary schools
have been affected by the plan. How many pupils are there in the
city of Chicago ?

Mr. HAUSER. There were 290,000 in the elementary schools in 1964.
Well, the superintendent of schools might have pointed out, and he
didn't, and this presumably is a hearing on de facto segregation, that
90 percent of all of the pupils in Chicago's elementary school, 90
percent of all of the Negro pupils, are in ail-Negro schools or schools
having fewer than 10 percent whites.
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It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, this was an astonishing oversight
on the part of the superintendent of schools in a hearing on de facto
segrregation.

.He might also have pointed out that 84 percent of all of the chil-
dren in Chicago's public schools, in the elementary schools and high
schools combined, are in all-Negro schools or schools having fewer
than 10 percent white children.

Reference was made, incidentally, Mr. Chairman, in response to your
question about what had happened about the proposal, one of the
recommendations of the so-caned Hauser report, to pay transportation
for children who might be bused not to achieve integration, mind you,
but to effect optimal utilization of school space. I want to stress that,
because the segregationists in Chicago have distorted the recommenda-
tions of the Panel by claiming that we have recommended busiiig of
students to achieve integration. This is not true. It is either delib-
erate distortion or an indication of how bad Chicago's public educa-
tion has been, because adults can't read and understand the report.

What we did recommend was that in those cases where schools were
much overcrowded, and these are both Negro and white schools, that
children, white or Negro, be bused to the nearest underutilized school,
white or Negro, to achieve optimum utilization of the school plant.
Under such circumstances, the poor children should be given free
transportation by the board of education, because this would be for
the benefit of the board.

Now, the superintendent of schools, you might question him about
that when he returns, did mention that this was discussed by the board
of education and turned down. Mr. Clip).-rnan, I feel that you and
y, our colleagues are entitled to know that this proposal was turned
down by the Chicago Board of Education on recommendation of the
superintendent of schools who was here and didret tell you that.

I should like to point out that in connection with the administrative
actions which the superintendent is contemplating, in increasing the
number of district superintendents, that this would divide the city of
Chicago into perhaps twice as many districts, and it might actually
freeze into being such segregated patterns that now exist. It would
be lamentable if such a reorganization of the Chicago schools were

rmittecil particularly by a lameduck superintendentas you know,
is contract has been renewed with an under-the-table deal which may

be illegal, and I will have more to say about that in a moment. I would
submit that it would be just one of the most, shall I say, overt forms of
civil disobedience that you knight see.

Now, I would Elm to leave these questions, if I may, Mr. Chairman,
and make what is in essence a summary ofmy opening statement, which
is before you.

I must confe%, first of all, that I am a Johnny-come-lately. I had
nothing to do with the Chicago public schools and knew literallynoth-
ing about them except I was a graduate of Chicago elementary schools
and a graduate -of high school before the present superintendent's
time. I did manage to get to a university and. I have been teaching at
the University of Chicago for many years.

I was literally dragged into this situation by the superintendent of
schools himself2 who, on a long-distance telephone call, when I was on
the west coast, msisted that I become a member of the Advisory Panel
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set up by the plantiffs -and the board of education, the defendants, in
a Federal court case in which the plaintiffs alleged de facto segregation
and inferior quality of education for the Negro children.

I was dragged into this, and I must say 1 was horrified by what I
found. I have found myself in the center of controversy ever since
from which, Mr. Chairman, I don't mind saying as a human being
I wish I could extricate myself, but it has not been possible. I think
the main things found by the Panel

Chairman PowELL. What time do you have to leave ?
Mr. HAusEn. I don't have to leave here until 1 o'clock.
Chairman POWELL. That is 1 o'clock today. We have to stop soon

under the rules of the House.
Mr. HAUSER. I can summarize what I have to say in 20 minutes.
Chairman POWELL. Do you mind if members of the committee

interrupt you as I have ?
Mr. HAUSER. Any time. I am not handicapped either by a manu-

script or by a lot Of assistant and associate superintendents.
Mrs. MINK. Since we do not have an opportunity to prevail upon

you this afternoon, I do have one question which I want to explore
with you.

My main interest in this whole area of de facto segregation is the
matter of the inferior quality of instruction that inevitably results
from any type of segregated educational qystem.

Now, you have pointed out some very mteresting facts which we
were not able to get from the earlier witness, which I think need to
be amplified even further.

For instance, the teacher-pupil ratio figures which you gave, to wit,
that a percent of the white schools had 35 and more students, whereas
in the Negro schools, 40 percent had more than 35 students. Could
you tell us what percentage of the white schools had. less than 32
students as compared to the percentage in the Negro schools which had
less than 32 students, since 32 is the average teacher-pupil figure which
has been presented to this committee ?

Mr. HA.USER. The actual facts as presented in this appendix to this
document are based on information made available by the board of
education, :of course, to the advisory panel. I regret I can't answer
your question because of the class intervals which they made available
to us. I may say the difficulty this committee has experienced in
getting statistics from Dr. Willis is not unique. The Chicago's Board
of Education has been trying this for 12 years without too much suc-
cess themselves. And I am not just sputtering, E refer 37ou to the public
records. But if you take the schools with under 30 children per room
there are 46 percent of the white schools that have fewer than 30
students, as compared with 15 percent of the Negro schobls. That is
46 percent versus 15, at the breaking point 30.

Mrs. MINK. Are we talking about the elementary schools ?
Mr. HAUSER. Yes the elementary schools. This is ratio now of

pupils per usable classroom in the school. Now actually some sta-
tistics you may get from the superintendent are averages based not
only on the classroom teachers but, also, the counselors and other
personnel. We have been playing a game of ibatton, button who has
the button with statistics for years, Mr. Chairman. But if you talk
about how many pupils there are and how many usable classrooms,
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17 percent of the white schools have fewer than 25 children per
room. And that was only true of 3 percent of the Negro schools.

In fact, I don't have time to elaborate on the fmdings, but there
can be no question that schools in Chicago are not only segregated,
education for Negro children is not only separate, it is unequal.
It is inferior.

Mrs. MINK. Could I parsue that point without going into the de-
tails or the percentages. Is this the same type of percentages that
you found in the ratio of the counselors and the noninstructional
staff ? Was this kind of percentage also true?

Mr. HAUSER. We don't have in our report any figures on that.
We did not obtain them from the board of education. But obviously
the Negro schools have more such personnel, because of the higher
ratios of the children per room.

Mrs. MINK. What about the library facilities? Did your report
go into the adequacies of libraries?

Mr. HAUSER. There is not too much difference. Except there the
figures are illusory, because the turnover rates are so much higher
in the Negro schools it takes a much larger volume of books, to
have the same ratio of books per pupil during a semester.

Mrs. MINK. In your teacher certification, where you said 41 per-
cent of the teachers in the Negro schools were temporary appoint-
ments, to what do you attribute this ? Is this a policy of the board
of education or is this a happenstance situation or what? Or did
this come about as a result of a rule or regulation?

Mr. HAUSER. This is attributable to the following circumstances.
First, under the Illinois sLatutes, teachers have seniority rights with
respect to selecting their schools. Second, the system has grown up
in Chicago public school system, and may I say this is true elsewhere,
that gives the teachers with seniority the right to select their schools.
As a result, Mr. Chairman, from the standpoint of the legislative
function of this committee, I would like to stre% this thing, because
it has a generic implication beyond our situation in Chicago. We
couldn't devise a more crazy quilt way of trying to educate our
children if we tried. Because consider what we do for the children
that arts in the most privileged neighborhoods in our suburbs, with
apparently highly educated parents and books, and magazines, and
trips to Europe. We spend twice as much per capita on those
children in public schools as we do on the city child, white or Negro.
Then we get into the Negro situation, and what happens? Again
you couldn't do this any worse if you deliberately set out to do a
stupid thing. It is teachers with the most training and the most
experience under our present system, that are put into the communi-
ties which need them the kast. The children with the under-
privileged backgrounds, by reason o f an incrustation of procedures,
to which the incumbent superintendent of schools has been party
without protest for at least 12 yearsthese teachers in the schools
which have the most severe problems, are mostly the novices that
have just completed their own training. They have no experience,
and they take the only job that they can get, as they enter the system.

I think this is something which presumably, if we can't muster
enough local intelligence and local morality, the Congress of the
United States might want to kelp control.
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Chairman POWELL. Mr. Pucinski is from Chicago, and in executive
session yesterday, he brought up the idea which the staff is working
on, that we provide a bonus, a Federal bonus to get teachers to go
into the economically culturally deprived areas, to get paid extra
with Federal funds.

Do you think well of that idea?
Mr. HAUSER. This is a complex matter, and our report deals with

it, and I would say that there should be incentives. I am certainly
in favor of the principle that the better teacher ought to be attracted
to where she is neede I the most. But the Teachers' Union is against
extra pay for working in such areas. However, it is possible by
many devices, some of which we discuss in. the panel report, to provide
incentives to teachers so that they will go to the schools which need
them the most. You can pay them for extra training for teaching
in schools of 11 is kind. You can pay them for a longer day. Y ou
can give t3 titer classes. You can give them among other things
teachers' re are many kinds of incentives.

The I here the superintendent of schools of Chicago
did attF something to straighten this out, and this was
just a - ago, he' issued an edict to the teachers -which re-
stricted .ARity rights. He tried to use a stick instead of a
carrot and. 1lb was faced with a possible teachers' strike. This is
another evidence, may I say, of the administrative ineptitude of the
ffentleman who addressed you here today. He has become a major
issue, and I stress this, he is the country's primary example, par
excellence, of what Thorsten Veblen had in mind a generation ago
when he talked about "trained incapacity." I think we have a
generic problem here because this is also true of other school super-
intendents.

If I may say so, Mr. Chairmanand I hope I will get at least
5 or 10 minutes to summarize the forces with which this committee
must contend, to deal with the problem of urban education, includ-
ii..g integrated and high equality educationthat education has be-
come so important that, if I may paraphrase Clemenceau, it can no
longer be entrusted to the educationists.

I am glad to see the "meddling Mothers," from the "moms opposed
to meddling," represented here.

gay I say that I am not at all disparaging them. I have as much
respect for motherhood as anybody, and I certainly am not dis-
paraging meddling, because I think it is not only their right to
meddle, but also, their obligation. I think it is rather lamentable
and laughable that these mothers should have so little insight and
so little sense of humor as to call themselves "moms opposed to
meddling" in the schools. Fortunately, they are here to meddle,
and they should be. If they weren't meddling, they would in effect
be disinterested mothers and incompetent citizens. So I hope you
will forgive the name they have given themselves and listen to them
carefully later..

Mr. Pucnisiu. At that point, Doctor, I understand that the goals
of this organization is to keep people from meddling in the school
system, but they are exercising their right of course, as citizens, to
try. I think the testimony of the lady will probably show that
she knows as much about the school operations as any citizen, you
or I, in Chicago.
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Mr. HAUSER. I think that is wonderful, and I am saying I am de-
lighted they are here to meddle. When I said "meddling" now, I think
one of the obligations of citizenship is to manifest interest in the
schools and to take a role in connection with it. Many citizens of Chi-
cago are doing this. Ten to twenty thousand did it on the streets of
Chicago yesterday, because they feel that they have exhausted their
opportunities around the conference table. I am not opposing these
mothers being here. I think that they should be heard. I would like
to say, though, that in respect to their great defense of the neighbor-
hood school, you may want to look carefully into the fact that the peo-
ple who are weeping the most about the neighborhood school policy,
may be shedding crocodile tears, because the same organizations are
opposing integration on. the other fronts, especially housing.

These same organizations bitterly opposed open occupancy legisla-
tion. The sacrosanct neighborhood school has always been bypassed
by affluent people who sent their children to parochial schools and to
private schools. What have we done with the consolidated school
system throughout this land but abandon the neighborhood school
policy ?

There is nothing sacred about it, and certainly nothing as sacred as
getting high-quality education, and providing every child with an op-
portunity to stand. on his own feet.

Chairman POWELL. I think it is time for us to give up the concept
of the neighborhood school and go for good schools. This committee
since I have been the chairman, with the cooperation of the Repub-
licans and Democrats has upped the educational commitment of the
Federal Government from $150 million a year to $5.2 billion as of
January 1.

Mr. HAUSER. If I might have about 5 unhiterrupted minutes, I am
at the point where I should like to point out that in.my judgment there
are four major factors that account for the sad mess of Chicago's pub-
lic schools. I think these are the kinds of things that may have im-
port for possible legislation and administrative action on the Federal
level.

May I say first of all, as a native of the city of Chicago and as a citi-
zen, that I must express profound sorrow that Chicago is getting such
a dismal image throughout the Nation about the segregation and poor
quality of its education. I would like to point out that other public
agencies of the city of Chicago are as a matter of fact going down the
right road in doing all that they can with respect to integration, and
providing equality of opportunity for all of our citizens, including our
Negro citizens. I think that it is a mistake to feel that the picture of
Chicago is that represented by our school board situation and our
superintendent of school situation. This is particularly a black mark.
But one ought not to confuse the reputation of the city of Chicago be-
cause of this one agency.

I am not gainsaying the importance of education. Nothing is more
important. But in the field of open occupancy legislation, the city
council has taken action. Our police department and welfare depart-
ment and many other functions are valiantly working at the problem.
We are not always right, and they have not always done the best
thing, for who knows the best answers, and we are often fumbling in
Chic-ago, as we are elsewhere. But among our public agencies in only
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the board of education and the superintendent of schools do we have
this outrageous situation with respect to opportunities for our Negro
citizens.

Nov the four factors that I think are responsible for it are these:
If you ask the question of culpability, the board of education and the
superintendent of schools didn't create this. They are neither bright,
enough nor powerful enough to have done it. This is the product of
the normal settlement patterns, the product of housing segregation
and the neighborhood school policy. The board of education and the
superintendent of schoolsansi I am going to point to two other cul-
pritsare responsible, however, and are culpable in what little has
been done to correct the situation they inherited.

I repeat almost nothing has been done, despite the distorted recital
that you had from one of the associate superintendents of schools.
Practically nothing has been done to work toward integration.

I might say, Mr. Chairinan, I was delighted to hear the beautiful
phrases of the superintendent of schools expressed to this committee
under the duress of his appearance here. This is the first time in 12
years have I heard him say anything positive in behalf of integration
of the schools. This is the first time to my knowledge that he has
publicly supported integration and even then he didn't say it as posi-
tively and succinctly and clearly as "I believe in the integration of the
schools," anymore than he was clear and precise about retiring when
he reached retirement age under the terms of the under-the-table con-
tract that has been given him.

Now the four factors responsible, for segrsgated and inferior educa-
tion: First, culpable in the situation was the Illinois State Legislature.
We hear a lot about civil disobedience these days, but, Mr. Chairman,
civil disobedience in Illinois starts with the Illinois State Legislature.
The statutes creating the board of education and the superintendent
of schools are ill defined, the relationships between the two are so
ambiguous that often unless you have a program you cannot tell who
is the employer and who is the employee.

Now the Illinois State Legislature, I say, is exercising in effect, a
form of civil disobedience, not only because for decades have they
failed to make themselves representative of the people of the State of
Illinois, but they have failed miserably in the allocation of funds for
public education.

As a citizen of this State, I am ashamed to admit in public that
the great State of Illinois, until the last legislative session, ranked 47th
among the 50 States in effortthat is, in appropriations for public
education per child of school age in relation to the wealth of the State
of Illinois.

To me, gentlemen, this is a form of civil disobedience that might
rank with, and perhaps outrank the civil disobedience of people who
march in the streets.

I want to turn next to the board of education itself. There are
conscientious members on that boardvery hard working, dedicated,
and intelligent members. But as a body, it is inept. The board of
education which pledged itself to adopt the recommendations of this
report so far as feasible, and the survey which followed it, has for a
year and a half now been char-eterized by dynamic inactivity. It
had lots of commotion, and nothing has happened, either with respect
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to the so-called Hauser report or -the survey. I think what was in-
volved. was given away by one cf the members. of the board of educa-
tion, the vice president of the Chicago Board of Education, who a few
days ago on a CBS program said, after claiming that Chicago was
more integrated in the schools than other cities, "Chicago is not yet
ready for more integration in the schools."

I refer to Thomas Murray, vice president of the board of education.
Thomas Murray's name now can go down in. history along with Paddy
Bauler, who said "Chicago ain't yet ready for reform," some years
ago in. connection with crime scandals; and a State legislator whose
name I don't remember, who is better forgotten anyway, who just in
this last session said that the State legislature isn't ready for reform.

I want to turn next to the superintendent of schools. You heard
him here this morning. This was a session on the de facto segregation.
He didn't even tell you to what extent segregation exists in the Chicago
schools and the figures I gave you were for 1964. The Chicago Urban
League contends segregation has grown worse since then, and a mem-
ber of the board who has made an analysis of his own, says it is some-
what 1ZSS. I haven't had time to go into details, but the committee
can take it for granted segregation now is approximately the same as
it was in 1961.

About 90 percent of our children are still in segregated elementary
schools, white and Negro.

The fourth culprit I think is the apathy of part of the public itself,
plus the civil disobedience of our segregationists and white suprema-
cists.

The superintendent of schools in Chicago, Mr. Chairman, has be-
come a symbol of segregation, not only to his detractors, of whom I am
obviously one. I have become biased in the year and a half since I
hive been dragged in the situation, and I admit this.

I think Chicago is paying a fearful price for his continued presence.
Not only have his detractors come to regard him as a symbol of segre-
gation but he has also become a symbol of gation to his a ent
supporters. I received mail after the boards2levd.ucation reappointed
him for 16 months with this under-the-table agreement that proclaimed
his reappointment as a victory for white supremacists.

Those are the four forces at which you must look I think there is
no problem that is more serious in our contemporary life, because I
think that the United States basic tenets as a democracy are at stake.
Unless we can fmd a way to provide an adequate education for our
newest newcomers to metropolitan United States, who are predomi-
nantly now the Negro, after three and a half centuries on this conti-
nent, we face the prospect of a. caste system and of the undermining
and the destruction of -what has been our two major contributions to
the history of man, namely, the demonstration of an open society faid
the aemonstration that we can achieve unity out of diversity.

Chairman POWELL. What do you suggest for all big northern cities ?
What do you suggest as a method of changing this sorry picture?

Mr. HAUSER. I have these types of proposals in mind. I think the
mere fact that this committee astutely is holding hearings on this sub-
ject, may in itself have a beneficial effect to make people reexamine
their souls.
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Chairman POWELL. The first time that he has made the statementthat he is in favor of integration, for the first time in 12 years, issomething.
Mr. HAUSER. The committee should be congratulated. It is the firsttime that I have heard Dr. Willis say anything in 12 years, in favor

of integration, and I would say it is long overdue.
Second, I would think that since the Federal Government is nowsquarely in the field of public education, and may I say by the same

reason, the civil disobedience of State legislatures that have not repre-sented the cities. They have ignored cities and forced mayors to go tothe Federal Governmenthat inhand.
Chairman PowELL. We have that same problem hi New York City.Mr. HAUSER. That is true of welfare and housing and now educa-tion. There is one thing that the Federal Government can do, is puta little backbone into thel)oards of education and a little backbone into

the superintkeldents of schools, instead of fol -ing local people with
demonstrations in the streets to push them into programs and policiesinto which they as professionals should be presumably leading their

-Npp le. I think if we can't muster enough local intelligence andmorality, the Congress of the United States and administrators in theFederal Government ought to do the thing which has always workedno program, no money.
Q.airman POWELL. That was my policy in 1954, which is now thelaw of the land, of withholding Federal funds where there is segrega-tion. I offered this amendment in 1954 on the suggestion of Thurgood

Marshall, who is now Solicitor General, or will be when he is eon-firmed, and was opposed by many of the great whi ,e liberals. Even
those on the board of the NAACP opposed it publicly but it is nowthe law. And that law applies net to the South, but 4o the 50 States
of this Unionthat where there is segregation, Federal funds shall
be withheld.

It is my purpose, personally, to pursue this as far as I can, and Ithink this is a weapon that we can use in New York, Chicago, LosAngeles, and everywhere.
Mr. HAXTSER. I am reluctant to see this happen for obvicus reasons,

but this may be what, is necessary to educate boards of education.
Chairman POWELL. Five billion dollars a year is at stake.
Mr. HAITSER. May I suggest another thing that I think is of major

importance. We have heard much about compensatory educaqon, and
I think compensatory, education is certainly necessary. I might say
again there, the great State of Illinois, whose miserable legislature just
refused to appropriate funds forcompensatory education, in the session
just closed doesn't represent people of Illinois, and I would hope the
new legislature will in 2 years do better. But just as we need com-
pensatory legislation to make up for the deprivafon of people who
have been imvoverished and who have been denied their full rights of
American citizenship and opportunity, Mr. Chairman, I would like
to submit that we Deed a massive program of corrective ethication
that is, corrective education in order to get the dominant white societyrid of the outmoded, distoTted images and stereotypes of American
Negro. I think the problem at this point is we need a massive program
and. probably at least as much money for corrective education as we do
for compensatory education, because our white citizenry in many
points are just brainwashed into beliefs that are just witch's myths.
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Chairman Pownx. Myth.
Mr. Pi:MINSK'. Do you not think that this very thing is already

happening in many ways, as economic opportunities open up, and as
the Federal Employment Practices Commission is beginning to operate
effectively in the State, and as more and more people like Thurgood
Marshall assume high.. positions of responsibility, and as the middle-
class society increases ki. the Negro community as it has in. all of these
other communitiesas all of these factors develop.

I think it is a dramatic change occurring in the communities of
America. And thank God it is.

Don't you think that many of these things are going to start falling
into the proper slots? This committee, for instance, has probably
done more under the chairmanship of Congressman Powell, and we
certainly give him credit for that, than anyone else in going along.
Isn't a gap being closed ?

Mr. HAUSER. I agree with you 100 percent, but when you have the
vice president of the board of education saying the city isn't ready for
integration yet, and when you have that kind of a vice president, you
have a member of a board that needs education.

Mr. Pumicssi. I wonder if I could ask you this question: In U.S.
& World Report in this current issue it has an article "Chicago in
Racial Background," and what the fight is all about and they d.o an
analysis on the whole situation which attempts to explain the basis of
this problem in Chicago. I gather from your testimony that you are
not a great ardent supporter of Dr. Willis.

Mr. HAusEa. No, it is because I love the city of Chicago more than I
do this man or his reputation.

Mr. Pumissi.. I will give you a comment on this statement in the
artiole : At the moment, the frustrations of Chicago's Negroes are be-
ing expressed iii the form of militant demands for the ouster of Super-
intendent Willis, but Negro leaders as well as white officials have rec-
ognized that his ouster would not solve the eity's rarial problems.

Would you care to comment on this statement ?
Chairman POWELI.. I would like to say one tiling, by the way. The

appointment of Thurgood Marshall as Solicitor G-eneral and my posi-
tion as chairman of this comnd tteethose two things don't help the
poor black men and the poor black women and their children. They
are nice, very nice, and I am glad to be sitting here in the cathedral
on the throne, but that does not help the poor black boy and girl of
America.

Mr. HAUSER. I quite agree, Mr. Chairman. There is much talk
about civil disobedience in the marches in the streets, but I think
somewhero in the hearing someone ought to talk about the civil dis-
obedience of the people in southwest Chicago who, when their schools
were threatened, as they saw it, by eight Negro honor high school
students going to what they regard as their high school, they practical-
ly stormed the city hall of Chicago. There are some bigots that need
some education.

Chairman POWELL. ka4i the same thing has happened in New
York.

Mr. HAUSER. I agree.
Mr. Puctios..t. Is there any merit in the statement that the ouster of

Dr. Willis would not solve the city's problems ?
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Mr. HAUSER. The answer to that question is that the ouster of Dr.
Willis would. not solve the city's racial problems,but it would represent
a tremendous step forward in solving the problemson the educational
front.

Mr. Willis has become a symbol of segregation, to perhaps half the
population of Chicago. He is the devil of the civil rights movement
I think it is ironic that he is performing for that movement the same
function that Governor Wallace did in the South. Some day they may
erect a statue to him for helping the civil rights movement.

Chairman POWELL. As a Baptist preacher, lo you think that there
is any way we can convert him ?

Mr. HAUSER. His own bishops have worked on him without success,
and I doubt that the Baptists can do anything. He is a symbol of
controversy.

Mr. PUOINSKL I think that there is no question, in your report and
the studies that you have Made, and of co Arse you have a very illustri-
ous record in the educational field, and I think that we all have a
high regard and respect for you. I think, Doctor, that I would be
perhaps more persuaded and impressed with your suggestions and
testimony if I didn't see interwoven throughout this testimony, a
somewhat personal bitterness toward Mr. Willis.

Now I would like to ask you what is your comment on the state=
ment made by Dr. Lewis, and I trust you have no quarrel -with Dr.
Lewis, and I certainly trust that you do not question either her sin-
cerity or integrity.

Mr. HAT/SER. Not at all.
Mr. PUCINSICI. She was the assistant superintendent.
Chairman POWELL. The lady -who couldn't define segregation. We

have a Democratic alderman from Chicago, Mr. Charles Chew from
the 17th ward, and if you you want to get into this little festival, you
can. The hearings are over, and we are just having a family
conference.

Mr. PUCINSKI. I would like to ask this question : Now, before you
reply, if I recall what the lady said, it was that segregation was a rel-
ative thing, and in Chicago the fact that 10 percent of the youngsters
in a school were white, was according to her standards an insufficient
number to say that that particular school was integrated. She called
it segrregated. Now that is why she hedged when the question was
asked, what in your opinion is integration.

But I would like to ask you, what is your appraisal of her statement
that when they build a school fully expecting to have at least 15 per-
cent white children in that school, in the 2 years of construction the
changing neighborhood reduced their expectations to 3 percent.

Now, is this a valid problem in peripheral areas of Chicago, New
York, and Los Angeles, or any other city, in terms of dealing with
this question of de facto segregation. I agree with you, this is not a
problem confined only to Chicago, this is a problem that confronts
evAry single community in America.

What is your reaction to the analysis that Dr. Lewis gave in this one
instance ?

Mr. HAUSER. I would be very pleased to answer that, and also why
I have displayed my personal bias. I can assure you, as you well know,
Mr. Congressman, that Dr. Willis as a personality has become one of
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the major, if not the major, issues of the Chicago school mess. You
can't avoid his personality in this situation. This isn't a place for me
to indicate the basis I have for this, but the committee may decide for
itself something about his personality before it-is-through.

On this question I can't disagree with Mrs. Lewis' position on in-
tegration. .As a mAter of fact, she was wise enough to pick the cutting
point that the advisory panel used in its report. All she did was refer
to the report. Of course, I can't disagree with her for agreeing with
it. So far as the broad question is concerned, let me say this, and I
think this is an area again where the Congress of the United States
may want to do some thinking. In my judgment one reason for the
exodus of the whitcsand they have fled the Chicago public schools,
and they have fled the cityis the lack of backbone and leadership in
the board of education and the superintendent of schools, in failing to
recognize that the school is an integral part of consolidating and es-
tablishing a neighborhood.

You will find a discussion of this in the so-called 4-walls policy
of Dr. Willis in the Havighurst survey, copies of which should be
made available to this committee.

Chairman PowEm. We have it.
Mr. Hemsra. And there is another book, "The School Board Crisis"

written by Dr. Poris, who was a member of the Chicago Board of
Education.

Chairman POWELL. We have that also.
Mr. HAUSER. Dr. Willis is one of the reasons for the exodus of the

whites, because he has kept the schools isolated from the rest of the
city urban renewal and other functions.

Mr. Congressman, you may know that I served as a consultant to
the department of urban renewal and city planning, and in meetings
that these officials had with the superintendent of schools, in efforts
to work out comprehensive programs for stabilizing neighborhoods,
this man refused to cooperate.

Mr. PUVINSRL This is why I suggest that we have, I think here
before this committee, an excellent opportunity to really zero in and
focus on this problem which is a nationwide problem affecting millions
of children. It would be my hope that these hearings can be con-
ducted without referring to the personalities of the problem, but re-
ferring to the problem itself. There must be solutions. I am sure
that this Congress will be able to provide some guidelines if we can get
the facts without having them perhaps prejucliced by any personal
animosity.

For that reason I have no grief for Dr. Willis. I have certainly
criticized him as much as anyone else, but -what I am trying to find
out is what are the problems and is there an area where this Congrress
can provide some guidelines for either eliminating or minimizing these
problems. It would be my hope that it would be within the sort of
spirit that these hearings can be conducted.

Mr. HAUSER. Mr. Congressman, I would be delighted if there were
time. There isn't time.

Mr. Pucnisia. In another few months Dr. Willis is not going to be
there. Now Chicago is the first of a series of cities that we are going
to look at, and I hope when we are all through, we can come up with
some guidelines.
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Mr. HAUSER. Let me suggest one other question that you might want
to ask the superintendent when he comes back, and this is in fesponse
to the kind of facts that you are talking about, Congressman. To my
mind one of the saddest commentaries in public education in the city
of Chicago and other systems, you might ask this of the general
superintendent of schoolswhat does he do about the fact that his
principals instruct their teachers, 90 to 95 percent or higher percent-
ages, of all pupils of a given semester, must be promoted without
regard to achievement.

Chairman POWELL. This is a fundamental fact, and this is done to
conserve funds, and there was never a better form.

Mr. Pucnqssr. That is what I call the pushout rather than the
dropout.

Mr. HAUSER. My written statement points out this is the way the
board of education and the superintendent of schools pass the buck to
welfare and police departments.

Mr. PucncsKI. Tell me this : What are the policies of the other cities
of America, on that problem/

Chairman POWELL. Probably about the same.
Mr. Pucncssi. Why do you single out this one problem ?
Mr. HAUSER. I am here to talk about Chicago, but I am saying it is

a national problem and that is why I am directing it to your attention.
He has been superintendent of schools for 12 years and what has he
done about it for 12 years ? He is supposed to be a. leader in education.

Incidentally, his name does not appear on the list of invitees to the
White House Conference on Education, invitees who were discussing
the future of education. He is a representative of the status quo.

Mr. PUCINSKI. I think the record will show, Doctor, there were sev-
eral superintendents who had been inadvertently overlooked- and they
were here.

Mr. HAUSER. In this case, I happen to know his name was not on
the final list of invited persons.

Chairman POWELL. It wasn't inadvertently overlooked, Mr.
Pucinski.

Alderman Chew, of Chicago, the 17tn ward, and this is a little fam-
ily conference.

Alderman Cam. I would like to answer the Congressman's ques-
tion.

First of all, I would like to say that the Congressman said on a tele-
vision program that he was trying to persuade your committee from
holding hearings in Chicago. I would like to ask the Congressman
why.

Mr. Pucnvslu. I think the answer is very, very simple, and I think
the very productive information that we have received here this
morning, from both Dr. Hauser, and Dr. Willis, and we hope to get
from Mr. Raby and Mrs. Bosky and Mr. Harth and all of the other
wAnesses that are going to be hereI think that this committee room
presents a much better opportunity to present their facts.

Chairman PowELL. I would like to say to the alderman that no one
can dissuade Adam Powell from doing anytUng, except God.

Alderman CHEW. I understand. that, and I am very appreciative,
but I think it, is the kind of attitude whizh the Congressman is dis-
playing here, which has caused the Chicago schools to be as segregated
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a s they are, because I donl.believe the Congressman has ever said
anything, and I could be wrong, and if I am you can correct me now,
in favor of integration.

Of course you said that you have criticized the superintendent and
can you give me one instance where you have criticized the superin-
tendent ?

Mr. Pucirrsio. Alderman Chew, I will put my record of defense for
civil rights over ihe years that I have been both in politics and out of
politics, against your record or any other person that you want to
name. That record will be very, very favorable.

Chairman POWELL. In all fairness, I would like to say that Con-
gressman Pucinski has always voted solidly in executive session of
the subcommittee, and on the floor, in favor of civil rights.

Alderman CHEW. I congratulate you on that. I have one other
observation that I want to make, spealdng of Dr. Lewis and I have a
great deal of respect for her, but when you are employed by a body,
you are almost confined to answer questions as you are told. Being a
member of the superintendent's staff, you naturally expect any mem-
ber to defend his attitude. Not hearing her thstimony, I assume that
she defended Dr. Willis and Willis-ism, as I like to refer to it.

Mr. PUCINSIEL I didn't get the impression Dr. Lewis was trying
to defend Dr. Willis. I et the impression she was trying to convey
to this committee the seriousness of the problems that they are con-
fronted with, and how deep this problem is. She tried to make an
honest effort over here to show us that even the best of planning goes
astray because of factors. over which she and the board of education
don't necessarily have control. I did not get the feeling, thought that
she was here to try to front for Willis or trying to defend his position.
The record should show that 11r1 fairness to Dr. Willis.

Alderman CHEW. I didn't hear her testimony. However, I am
under the impression that Dr. Willis was invited over to these
hearings.

Can you tell me how many of his associate superintendents were
invited along with him?

Chairman PowErz. I only invited Dr. Willis. He brought along
the chosen few.

Mr. HAUSER. I counted six or seven.
Alderman CHEw. The other question is, Who is paying the expenses

of these people?
Chairman PowErz. I know I am not paying them. I am paying

the other witnesses, though.
Alderman CHEw. Those of us who came here, came at our own ex-

pense, and of course this is another example.
Chairman POWELL. Do you want a roundtrip ticket and per diem?
Alderman CHEW. No, we came prepared; but the point I am trying

to bring out is that you would assume Dr. 'Willis would bring only a
secretary, and I believe we have more members here from the schools
of Chicago.

Mr. PUOINSKI. Will you yield to that again ? I think as we sit
here in the committee it is not uncommon for a witness to bring with
him staff members to answer questions. The other day we were hold-
ing hearings on minimum wage before my other committee and the
president of the Ford Motor Co. came here with 27 assatants, to
answer whatever questions we might have.
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Alderman CHEw. We are talking about taxpayers' money now.
Mr. PITCINSKI. I can tell you that was taipayers' money, because

they write those things off as legitimate business expenses.
Alderman CHEW. But that is still not taxpayers' money ; you know

that as well as I do. I am talking about who is paying the expenses
of these people to come to Washington to testify here.

Mr. HAUSER. I did want to make one observation about Mrs. Lewis,
to whom the Congressman referred previously. I am delighted to
see Dr. Willis was astute enough to surround himself with three Negro
executives. I think this coloration literally is fine. The committee
might ask him how long these Negroes have be n executives, and the
committee might also ask him why it was II( ntil 4 years ago that
the Negroes, presumably through some genetic mutationhe has been
superintendent for 12 yearsgot good enough to achieve this kind of
office. The committee might even ask for an answer to that.

Mr. PIICINSKI. Wouldn't you say this is perhaps part of the revo-
lution that is now going on ? The days have come to an end when
Negroes were discriminated and ignored. They are making great
progress in every single field of our social endeavor.

Mr. HAUSER. I couldn't agree with you more, and the more heat
you put on the superintendent of schools, the more this revolution
will progress.

Mr. PtronTsm. I have no disagreement with that.
Mr. HAUSER. I want to apologize to the committee, if in any way

my personal feelings toward Mr. Willis, whom I regard as the bottle-
neck in clearing up of Chicago's educational mess, obscure the facts
set forth in the Panel report or the statement which I have made,
including my summary of the report which is in the record. I have
not been able to read all of my statement in the interest of time. I
simply want to close by saying that I am very heartened to see this
committee jump into this very crucial problem, and hope that we can
look forward to some action.

Chairman Powzrz. I will conclude the hearings but I am going
to conclude the family conference by two or three questions.

One, who appointea you and your group to make the study ?
Mr. HAUSER. The board of education of the city of Chicago, but

by agreement under an out-of-court settlement in the Federal courts.
Chairman POWELL. You were appointed by the board of education ?
Mr. HAUSER. With the consent of the plaintiffs and the defendants.
Chairman POWELL. No. 2, how many recommendations did you

make in your report?
Mr. HAUSER. We made 13 recommendations, each of which had a

number of points.
Chairman POWELL. Thirteen is an unlucky, number.
Mr. HAUSER. Not if you are not superstitious.
Chairman POWELL. No. 3, how many of the recommendations that

you made have been accepted and implemented?
Mr. HAUSER. Parts of 2 of the 13, and part, aborted, of 1 additional

one. So there is some fractions of three of them. And all of them
over the dead body of the superintendent of schools.

Chairman POWELL. Thank you.
Mr. PIICINSKI. I think you have certainly made a great contribution

here as I am sure all of the witnesses will. It woulsi certainly be my
hope that when these hearings are concluded, all of these people will
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sit down. I think the young children of Chicago, or the young chil-
dren of any community, should not be made a part in these differences.
So I do hope that when this is over, you people will all sit down and
work something out.

I have found in. this committee and throughout my political career,
that reasonable men can always come up with reasonable solution§.

Mr. HAUSER. Thank you.
Chairman POWELL. We are very happy to have you.
(Thereupon, at 12 o'clock the committee was recessed, to be re-

convened at 5 p.m., the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman POWELL. The committee will come to order.
At this point, without objection we will include in the record the

statement by the Chicaoo Urban League.
Without objection, ieis so ordered.
(The statement follows :)

STATEMENT BY MRS. JUNEROUS COOK, CHICAGO URBAN LEAGUE RESEARCH
SPECIALIST

Gentlemen, thank you for asking the Chicago Urban League to submit expert
testimony on the problems of public school segregation in the city of Chicago.

WHAT IS THE URBAN LEAGUE?

The Urban League is the oldest interracial, interfaith social work organization
in the Nation. The Urban League movement is national in scope with head-
quarter offices in New York City. The National Urban League has affiliates in
69 American cities. -We have just completed our 54th year of National Urban
League operations.

The Chicago Urban League is a voluntary, not-for-profit agency supported, by
contributions from the Connnunity Fund and interested individuals and organi-
zations. We have provided 49 years of specialized leadership and experience
in helping to make Metropolitan Chicago a better place for all, through the
improvement of race relations.

The Urban League method is fivefold: (1) factfinding; (2) community organi-
zation; (3) commnnity education; (4) negotiation ; and (5) interracial coopera-
tion. The work of the league is centered in the areas of social research; de-
veloping employment opportunities; stimulating sound guidance of youth;
securing equal opportunity in housing, education, and health and welfare
facilities.

While the League's efforts are focused on advancement of the welfare of the
Negro and other minorities, the best interests of the total Chicago community
are always of major concern. It is within this framework that this testimony
is offered.

INTRODUCTION

The system of public education in the city of Chicago is being operated in
direct violation of Illinois State law. the 1954 Public School Education decision
of the U.S. Supreme Court, and of the spirit of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. The
Chicago Urban League urges you to consider purposefully the information pre-
sented herein, and then to exert all the powers of your committee to help assure
equal, quality educational opportunity for all children in Chicago. Although
the thousands of Negro pupils in our public school system are the most disad-
vantaged, every pupil suffers. The present enormous cost of past inequities in
public education in Chicago, in terms of human misery and welfare dollars, will
seem infinitesimal in the coming years if the present situation is allowed to
continue.

For the past 4 years, public school segregation in Chicago has )..)een one of the
major foci of Chicago Urban League program and research. Oar research
studies and analyses on school segregation, pupil segregation, vacant Iass-
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rooms, Negro-white differentials in school budgets, administrative actions of the
general superintendent, and policy decisions of the board of education have been
the muscle of Chicago civil rights activities aimed at equal, quality educational
opportunity. In addition, we have presented expert testimony before official
bodies, including the board of education and the Illinois Legislature; worked
with community groups, parent grows, the local and national press and individ-
uals in clarifying the problems related to the schools, and provided a number
of other community organization and community education services. Our negc
tiations with the board of education and with the power structure in order t.
gain their support have been enaless.

Since 1961, all civil rights organizations in Chicago have devoted full- or part-
time efforts to study of and/or action toward elimination of segregation in ourpublic schools and h,idementation of an improved educational program. Up
to now, the Chicago Board of Education and the general superintendent have
not made ona meaningful concession to the Negro community in regard to these
goals. The board's refusal to respond in any meaningful manner on these prob-
lems and its displayed inability to exercise it proper authority over the general
superintendent in matters of school policy have been vQry frustrating to the
Negro community. As a result, all the hostilities generated by the entire system
of Jim Crow have been focused on the Chicago school system. Further, because
the city administration has also abdicated positive leadership toward solving
the schools problems, in many white communities cep in groups have taken
this as license for vocal and militant racism. Directl, and indirectly, these
groups exert political influence in support of the racial status quo in the schools.

Daily marches on city hall and demonstrations against the mayor, the school
board, and the general superintendent have taken place since May 27 of this
year. On that day, the school board renewed the contraet of Dr. Benjamin C.
Willis, general superintendent of schools. It did this act despite the fact that
the Negro community and a major segment of the white community had made
their opposition to it publicly known. Many Negroes had come to view Dr.
Willis as Chicago's No. 1 symbol of racism; other citizens had come to view
him as a disruptive force in the community and a hindrance to implementa-
tion of quality education.

Chicago's school problems have even attracted national attention. Just this
weekend past, the distinguished Nobel Peace Prize winner, Dr. Martin Luther
King and his dedicated assistants in the SCLC movement, came to Chicago to
give moral, financial, and nonviolent demonstrative support to the schools'
fight being waged in our city.

The general issue of improper leadership on the part of the city administration,
the school board, and the general superintendent have thus served as the instru-
ment for generating a sustained civic concern such as. never existed before in
Chicago. The problem of racially segregated and second-class schools is now
the No. 1 public issue here.

There is no doubt that quality, integrated education is basic to other areas
of life, Whether we are dealing with employment, family stability, residential
integration, welfare dependency, or interracial understanding. For, even in
those instances where there is a lowerinng of the external constraints of dis-
crimination, Negroes are still often hampered by the internal constraint of poor
education. The entire community suffers when some of its citizens are denied
the opportunity to contribute meaningfully to its welfare.

PUBLIC SCHOOL SEGREGATION IN CHICAGO

In 1865, the Chicago ordinance requiring that Negro and mulatto children
attend schools separate from those _attended by white children was repealed.
Since that time, public school segregation in Chicago has been maintained par-tially because of residential segregation, but primarily by boards of educationwhich have, for various reasons, refused to implement an integrated schoolsystem.

The history of Chicago Boards of Education collectively has been one of estab-lishmeht of/and strict adherence to the neighborhood school policy, collusionwith the Chicago Real Estate Board to maintain segregated residential areasand segregated schools, gerrymandering of school district boundaries to coin-cide ,with areas of Negro and white residence, discriminatory school building
programs, discriminatory assignment of teaching personnel, political corrup-
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Hon,' discriminatory administrative treatment of Negro 'and white pupils, hos-tility toward community criticism, steadfast refusal to acknewledge any primeresponsibility to desegregate the schools, acquiescence to the demands of racists,and most recently, domination by a general superintendent who is a divisiveforce in the connnunity and who attempts to make school policy rather thanadiiiinistc it.

Since orld War 1, the Negro population of Chicago has expanded at arapid rate. The increase in the Negro population base has been. reflected in theincreasing proportions which Negro pupils constitute of the public school popula-tic.n. Concurrent with this increase in public school population, there has beenan increasing intensity of school segregation. In 1920, only one-third to one-halfof the Negro pupils in Chicago attended Negro-segregated elementary schools,compared to 9 out of 10 today. In 1930, school segregation increased and theproblem of school overcrowding affected white and Negro schools equally. Butby 1940, the crowding problem was predominately a Negro school problem.Thirteen of fifteen double-shift schools were Negro-segregated schools located inNegro neighborhoods.
Today, Negro pupils constitute 48.8 percent of the public school enrollmentand overwhelmingly attend Negro-segregated schools. Within the past year,the number of segregated schools increased and so did. Negro-white pupil segrega-tion. A. smaller proportion of Negro and white children were attending publicschools together than did so last term, and perhaps, than ever before in thehistory of Chicago.
In May of this year, the CLicago Urban League research staff did an extensivestudy on pupil segregation and school segregation in the Chicago public schoolsystem. This study was based on two student racial headcount reports pub-lished by the Chicago Board of Education. One racial survey was taken inOctober 1963 ; the other was taken in October 1964. We found that of 483public schools, 394 are segregated. (This figure does not include branch schools.)The overwhelming majority of these schools are white-segregated schools, par-ticularly at the elementary level where Negro pupils outnumber white pupils.Upper-grade centers and branch schools, almost all of which have been estab-lished in recent years, are more segregated than the regular elementary schools.By tbis is meant that the current administration of the Chicago s2hool systemhas increased the extent of segregation over that of its predecessors.Schools with all-Negro student populations (100 percent) increased this schoolterm by 20.5 percent. The number of integrated schools decreased and so didthe number of pupils attending them. Some integration did take place betweenwhite pupils and nonwhite pupils other than Negroes. But, even this was so in-significant as to have had no effect on integration systemwide. The number ofNegro pupils in integrated elementary schools decreased this term from 11.9to 10.5 percent of all Negro pupils ; the number in integrated high schools alsodecreasedfrom 35.4 percent last term to 30.3 percent this term. In Chicagotoday, 85.6 percent of all Negro pupils are in Negro-segregated schools and 78percent of all white pupils are in white-segregated schools.

We found also that the net overall loss of white pupils from the public schoolsystem this term was only 662. At the elementary level, white enrollment ac-tually increased slightly. This fact diminishes the oft heard argument thatwhite pupils are leaving the public school system en masse, thus making theimplementation of an integratedschool system an unrealistic goal.This, then, is the situation in Chicago 2 years after the Illinois Legislaturepassed the Armstrong law. In earlier sessions of the legislature, both theboard of education and the general superintendent had publicly campaignedagainst passage of this bill. The Armstrong law clearly directs Illinois publicschool boards to draw attendance areas so as to prevent school segregation. In-stead of decreasing segregation, the board proceeded to increase it. Nor has theboard done anything about the recommendations which the Hauser panel askedit to implement in order to eliminate pupil and teacher segregation in the schools.Two years ago the Chicago Board of Education asked a panel of educationalexperts from across the country to study segregation in the Chicago schools andto make recommendations for eliminating whatever problems were found. Thispanel of experts (popularly called the Hauser panel because Dr. Philip M.Hauser of the University of Chicago was its chairman) made its report to the
1 See Harold Baron's "History of Chicago School Segregation to 1953" in Meyer Wein-berg (ed.), "Learning Together" (Chicago, 1964).
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board of education on March 31, 1964. It found that not only are the schools seg-
regated, but that the quality of education in Negro-segregated schools is inferior
to that offered in white-segregated schools. The criteria upon which these find-
ings were based are clearly spelled out in the report.

Among the panel's recommendations to the board of education xere specific
suggestions for elimination of both pupil and teacher segregation in the public
school system. Civil rights groups, parent-teacher groups, community organiza-
tions and important leaders in business, religion, and education have since asked
repeatedly for full implementation of these integration recommendations, but
to no avail.

The board has instead adopted a succession of basically meaningless recom-
mendations often suggested by the general superintendent, generally counter-
manding each other in succession, and producing no remedies. This growing
school segregation is due in large measure, then, to a school board that has dis-
obeyed State law, shunned or subverted the recommendations of its own selected
experts, allowed past administrative procedures that foster segregation to con-
tinue to be used, and that has failed to adopt any viable plan of its own for the
promotion of integration.

THE EFFECTS OF SEGREGATED EDUCATION

The educational institution in our society is second only to the family in
responsibility for the socialization of children. It buttresses and builds upon
familiar efforts in the transmission of our cultural and social traditions and
values. It is apparent that, having up to now been primarily racially segregated,
the American educational institution has produced. cr.tural and social effects
which are harmful in both a psychological and pedagogic sense. The result has
been the same whether or not a particular pattern of segregation has been due to
de facto or de jure causes. Both North and South, the overwhelming evidence
shows social and cultural damage. Psychologically, segregated education tends
to reinforce, in both Negro and. white children, the most negative attitudes of our
culture, and causes them to develop social values which are unrealistic. Peda-
gogically, it has not only entrenched existing inequalities between Negro and
white citizens, but has also institutionalized new inequities.
Psyclto logical effects of segregated education

The sociopsychological literature on personality and racial segregation is mas-
sive. Prevailing expert opinion and research findings regarding segregated
education agree that separation of pupils because of race has serious ramifica-
tions for our society. The personalities of each generation to whom we must
leave for fulfillment of our "American dream" are damaged almost beyond re-
pair. The development in pupils of the outlook and motivation necessary for
a -lifficient educational experience is impeded; aspiration levels, capacities to
leairi and abilities to relate in interpersonal situations are likewise hampered.

American children develop racial awareness as early as the preschool level.
They are also quick to recognize and perceive the differential rewards accorded
designated racial categories of people. Experiments with preschoolers alarm-
ingly reveal that both Negro and. white youngsters identify with Caucasian. traits
and show preference for being white.

It is no wonder, then, that with entry into and progression through formal
education processes which in themselves reinforce what the child has already
perceived from society at large, the Negro pupil develops a deep-seated, unreal-
istic idea that he is personally inferior, and the white child. develops the equally
deep-seated, unrealistic idea that he is superior. The resulting self-doubt and
sense personal humiliation festered in Negro youngsters are manifested in edu-
cational performance and achievement far below the level of white children
(even those of comparable socioeconomic backgrounds) and far below the level
of their own capabilities. The diffierences in performance and achievement of
Negro and white pupils, more often than not, increase with the length of school-ing attained. This would indicate that, with respect to Negroes, the effects
of segregation in education are cumulative.

While the effects of segregated education on white pupils are somewhat more
obscure, evidence does show that they, in large measure, gain feelings of personal
worth in an unrealistic and nonadaptive way. They evaluate themselves, not in
terms of the more basic standards of actual personal ability and achievement,
rather, in terms of mere superiority over the minority group. They often, too,
develop patterns of guilt feelings, rationalizations and other mechanism which'
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are used in an attempt to protect themselves from recognizing the essential
injustices of their unrealistic fear and hatred of minority groups. Social
scientists have reported further that in white children, confusion, conflict, moral
cynicism and disrespect for authority may arise as a consequence of having been
taught moral, religious, and democratic principles by the very institutions which
then encourage them to act to the contrary. Clearly, a central task of our
schools is to provide the type of educational clinmte that compensates for the
inequities perpetrated in our society at large.
Pedagogic effects of segregated education

The American educational system has also onerated primarily in a way so as
to maintain racial as well as class distinctions in our society. Historically,
Negro-segregated schools have consistently been saddled with educational pro-
grams inferior to those offered in white-segregated schools. Negro pupils have
traditionally received a second-rate education. In Chicago, Negro pupils receive
a third-rate education (that is, if they do not drop out before completion).
Negro-segregated schools in Chicago have fewer experienced and certified teach-
ers than do Viite-segregated schools, are more overcrowded, have fewer and
inferior facilities, and are provided less additional, supportive services. Urban
League research has shown conclusively that in Chicago, less money is spent
on the Negro pupil than on the white pupil. Moveover, Negro pupils are grad-
uated with far less demanding standards than white students.

One junior college in Chicago reported in 1960 that less than one-fourth of the
entering Negro st adults had. test scores that indicated they could make passing
marks in a 4-year college. Another reported that one-third of the entering
students, almost all of whom were Negro, had to attend remedial classes to learn
to read, write, and to do simple arithmetic before embarking on the junior college
curriculum. These students were graduates of Negro high schools ; their median
reading score was at the eighth-grade level.

A study of welfare recipients in a selected Negro residential area in Chicago
revealed that of those who had been educated in Cook County,2 and who had
completed 8 years or more of schooling, 29 percent tested as functionally illiterate.
That is, they had a fifth-grade reading level or less. Only IS percent of the
Chicago educated subjects included in the study could read at the level of the
school grade they had completed.

In the Hauser report on public school segregation it was reported, for example,
that in all-white schools, the average ninth-grade reading score is 12 points above
the city median. In all-Negro schools, it is 27 points below the city median.
Social effects of segregated education

High unemployment rates and high dropout rates among Negroes are hand-
maidens of their segregated, unequal, uninspiring education experience in
Chicago. Unemployment among Negroes in Chicago is three tin:es that for
whites. The irony of the situation is that the Negro is finally winning the right
to get some jobs that were formerly not available to him, but, in all too many
cases, he is woefully unprepared to take advantage of the opportunity. A dis-
tiaguished sociologist in the Chicago metropolitan area, who has worked
extensively with industry, quipped recently "Personnel managers need no longer
exercise prejudicial decisions in job placements ; the educational system in
Chicago screens Negroes for them." For the most part, they just aren't qualified.

Negro youths comprise a disproportionate share of high school dropouts and a
disproportionate share of all unemployed youths. In some Negro-segregated
schools, the dropout rate is as high as 80 percent. No doubt, a major factor
in the high dropout rate among Negro high school youths is that they learn
early that even if they did graduate, employment discrimination will restrict
their job opportunities; they may still suffer unemployment and their financial
returns in any event will be less than those received by their white counterparts.
However, there is little doubt that the character of education that these youths
receive is of equal weight in their decision to depart school. In most cases,
Chicago's public schools not only fail to make what they do teach interesting
and stimulating, they fail to teach Negro pupils the basic skills required by
modern day technology. When these youths enter the labor market, thus handi-
capped, they are unable to complete for jobs with white youths. No small
wonder that their career incentives and often their motivations are destroyed,
while the quest for the immediate dollar becomes the guiding force in their lives.

2 Ninety-seven percent of all Negroes in Cook County reside in the city of Chicago.
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P.csidential segregation is a major cause of public school segre),ation when the
neighborhood school policy is strictly implemented. Segregated schools, in turn,
however, reinforce residential segregation. Housing segregation has persisted
in Chicago since early 1900 due in large measure to the practices of the Chicago
Real Estate Board and the use of restrictive covenants, despite their presentunenforceability in the courts. Although Chicago now has a fair housing law.it is still one of the most residentially segregated large cities in the United States.In terms of racial change, the experience in Chicago has been that, partially dueto the high birth rates in the Negro population, and partially due to the con-
tiguous block-by-block expansion of the Negro ghe to, particular schools be;:ome
segregated before the neighborhood in which they are located do. For example,by the time the population of a neighborhood has change :. from white to about
00 percent Negro, its school is approximately 90percent Negro.

Over the past 10 years, the board of education has followed a massive policy
of building schools well within the confines of the ghetto walls. This has been
a $200 million permanent investment in segregation, drawing Negro children
back within the heart of the ghetto and keeping them contained there instead of
locating schools where they would be integrated.

The Chicago Board of Education has not taken an affirmative position onresidential integration. Nor does it have a positive program for maintainingracial balance in the schools once racial transition has begun. In addition, the
administration of the schools have been such that once it is apparent that a schoolis likely to become predominantly Negro segregated, standards are lowered andcertain services and programs are dropped. These cumulative factors un-doubtedly motivate many whites to move who would not d) so otherwise. Tile
prospect of having to send their children to overcrowded, inferior, segregated
schools motivates many Negro parents to want to move also. They, however, arerestrained by the walls of the ghetto.

CONCLUSION

In reaction to the schools problem here in Chicago we have had research
and recommendations from experts, law suits brought, endless negotiation ses-sions with the board of education, editorial pressure, civil disobedience, non-
violent demonstrations, civil rights rallies; three school boycotts ; and state-ments from Negro and white business and professional leaders, distinguished
university professors, and the social action agencies of practically every religiousdenomination. The moral leadership of Chicago's clergy has been especiallyinspiring. Despite all this and despite its responsibility under State law, theChicago Board of Education has not moved toward implementation of an inte-grated school system and an improved educational program. Moreover, it has
become increasingly hostile te all community criticism.

The Chicago community is in crisis. The city has become polarized. On theone hand is an alienated Negro community joined by liberal whites ; on the other,the rest of the white, most of whom remain silent while rightwing extremists
speak for them. Local passion is so rampant that few persons in positions of

. authority are willing to take a public stand on the moral and constitutional
rightness of integrated, quality education. Even the board of education itselfis divided. On every issue which comes before it, the split a opinion is pre-dictable, and everyone waits with abated breath to see which way the so-called
swing votes will sway.

Segregated education is antipathetic to implementation of the current public
policy of the U.S. Government in regards to employment, elimination of poverty,
housing and equal opportunity generally. Our well-being as a people greatly
depends upon what happens in our schools.

The Chicago Urban League feels that there is no forthcoming solution to the
problem of existent and increasing school segregation in Chicago, unless northern
schools are made to conform to the public policy of our Nation. This must be
done. The future of Chicago's schoolchildren is at stake. There will be no endto the boiling pot of potential racial violence in Chicaga until the issues sur-
rounding equal opportunity in education are resolved.

The outlines of our national policy are clear in regards to equal opportunity
within American life. But often at the city level, a full implementation of this.policy is impeded by local pressures and a polarization of the community.
Therefore, we feel that action on the part of the Federal Government can be
invaluable in meeting the grave educational crisis that exists in Chicago. We
especially urge the following considerations :
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1. Rigid adherence to what we at the Chicago -Urban League call the tax-dollar
conceptthat no tax funds be spent in any way that is discriminatory or sup-
ports segregation. Strong enforcement of title VI in thc 1064 Civil Rights Act
car go a long way toward achieveing this end.

2. Administrative and legislature bodies should draw no strong distinction
between de facto and de jure racial segregation, for no such strong distinction
ex!sts in our society. Both should be prohibited.

We have outlined how .t statutorily constituted body, the Chicago Board of
Education, has exercised its authority over a long period of time in a manner
which established a segregated and inferior school system, and in a manner
which reinforced other discriminatory institutions within our communIty. Al-
though the board did nce act under a statutory or administrative rule in creating
racial discrimination and segregation, it has been so effici ent that it might as
well have had the explicit rule. A different set of policies on the part of the
board would have creaize. 2 more integrated school system and a more inte-
grated milieu for the school Lystem ta operate within.

3. The Federal Government should provide positive encouragement and in-
ducements for the development and maintenance of integrated schools.

4. The expenditures of funds to alleviate poverty, enrich the education
of the opportunity deprived, and for manpower retraining should be carefully
monitored and evaluated in terms of concrete results.

Chairman POWELL. Mr. Kramer, our assistant chief counsr," for
education, has some questions to ask you in view of some statements
made by Dr. Hauser.

Mr. Kramer, please proceed.

URTIEER STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN C. WILLIS, GENERAL SUPER-
INTENDENT OF Fume SCHOOLS OF CHICAGO; ACCOMPANIED BY
DR. VIRGINIA LEWIS, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF WI:OM ;
MRS. LOUISE DAITGHERTY, DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT; DR.
ETIREN STACK, ASSOCIATE SUPERINTE1 DENT OF SCHOOLS; MRS.
EVELYN CARLSON, ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS;
JULIAN DRAYTON, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS;
AND MISS DOROTHY SAUER, PRINCIPAL OF A HIGH SCHOOL

Mr. KRAMER. According to Dr. Hauser, the Ford Foundation ap-
proximately a year ago gave the Chicago Public School System a
sum of money equal to approximately $4 million to work with the
culturally deprived. According to Dr. Hauser, no report has been
made yet as to what has been done with that money.

Do you have anything to say about that statement?
Mr. WILLIS. First, I would say it was $4.5 million to the great cities

of America, which involved some 15 cities. It was not a year ago.
It was several years ago. Some reports have been made, visits have
been made by members of the foundation. There is an extensive
report in preparation now.

I should like Mrs. Daugherty to refer to this since she has been
managincr that project forhow many years, Mrs. Daugherty ?

Mrs. DAUGHERTY. Four and a half.
Mr. Mims. Would you also say to the members of the committee

how large it is now and the fact that it started as an innovation and
what is aoing on now ?

Mrs. L"DAUGHERTY. The great city sc400l improvement program
started in September of 1960. It w ias originally involved in mprov-
ing the quality of education for overage elementary children who were
14,15, 16, and 17 years old.
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Our immediate population Ind about 300 pupils in it. By now we
have involved our whole district. We have approximately 30,000
children.

We have had visits from the Ford Foundation. They have pub-
lished sothe of our material. We have had much publicity awl we
can document the results.

We know our younp; people have moved into high school earlier
at improved levels of instruction. We have developed a new educa-
tional facility that is iareparing the young people ;,o go to work as
well as improving their level of education. We encourage them to
stay in school until they are at least 21 years old and we do provide
followup service for ti.m.

We developed two phases of our citywide dropout program and in
our first year our children earned '52.,000, i school work programs.

Our work program at our vocational ,cruidance center became a pat-
tern for the State of Illinois in developing elenientary work pro-
grams for young people who were not seniors in high school.

The quality of classes going into our local high school has been mate-
rially improved.

We have developed a 4H program, programs with parents.
Out of deference to a gruest of the coim-Littee who thought that be-

cause we were staff members of the Chicago public schools that we
had been, directed what to say, I would like to use the testimon3r from
Representative Armstrong, who certainly was a friend of children,
whom I did, not know personally, but who sometimes called up because
he was interested in what was going on.

Chairman POWELL. Representative Armstrong is a State representa-
tive?

Mrs. DAUGHERTY. That is right. He is responsible for 66 Arm-
strong law, dated October 15, 1964.

Many demonstration projects throughout the United States have proof that
there is tremendous talent potential which exists among pupils from culturally
deprived groups and that there .are numerous possibilities for developing it and
arousing aspirations which can alter constructively t'he courses of these young
lives.

Support and encouragement of such programs can mean the difference between
completing their education and assuming responsible positions in life or dropping
out of school and becoming public charges.

Then I will omit the next where he gives some statistics that are en-
couraging but they do not refer to my particular area.

It is suggested that the school problems commission schedule a later meeting
and invite the director of the great cities project for the board of education here
in Chicago and others who have participated in experimental projects and are
able to give the technical assistance in getting a program of compensatory edu-
cation started in Illinois

Chairman POWELL. That is very enlightening, but your reply is not
in line with counsel's question.

Mrs. DAUGHERTY. It is my understandinj he. wished to know about
the expenditure of funds received from the Ford Foundation, Con--
oTessman.

Chairman POWELL,. That was nothis question at all:
Coillisel, would you repeat the question ?
Mr. KRAMER. One of the questions was why has no report been made

public as to what was done With this money and why the Ford Founda-
,

tion threatened to withdraw this money.
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Mrs. DAUGHERTY. This was an erroneous report which has been
rath embarrassing to Ford. There was no report because we were
developing programs.

I did not bring with me but there was a report made to Ford by an
evaluator whom they sent out.

Mr. KRAMER. Did they send the evaluator out because you had not
evaluated it ?

Mrs. DAUGHERTY. No, this is regular practice. We have always had
reports, statistics, records available, but we were too busy working to
write all of this up. A report -was written up by others that appeared
in the World Book Suppleme%tal for 1963.

T1.e Ford people now are very happy with what 'they see has
resulted.

Mr. KRAMER. Can I ask you how long you have been working as an
executive with the school board system, in your present croacity?

Mrs. DATXMERTY. As district superintendent, in my present
capacity, since January 1962. As a principal, since 1948.

Mr. KRAMER. Have you any idea how long, if any, time before
January 1962 there were either Neo-ro district superintendentsor assist-
ant superintendents in the schoor system ji Chicago ?

Mrs. DAUGHERTY. Yes, I would have all idea.
Mr. ICRAMER. And how many that would be?
Mrs. DAUGHER'"Y. There -would be one prior to 1962. When I was

appointed as director of the great cities program, the directorship
was director five, which is comparable to a district superintendent.
But the directors five are comparable. Then in 1963 the district
superintendent was appointed, Dr. Virginia Lewis.

Chairman POWELL. Might I interrupt Assistant Counsel Kramer.
Dr. Hauser said that your testimony this morning was the first time

in 12 years that you have gone on -record favorably in favor of
integration. Is that true

Mr. Wmas. That is not true.
Chairman POWELL. If that is not true, can you support that with

some kind of documents ?
Mr. WILLis. That is not true. In 1955 we removed the possibility

of permits which were being used for white children to 1110176 from
one school area to another. In fact, we had, I think, 1,000, 1,500
children on permit in the Austin. High School, leaving the Marshall
High. School area.

The Marshall High Schoolit was a question of the integration
passing along to a point where it was becoming heavily populated,
movino- in the direction of 100-percent Negroes. We rescinded, those
permit's and all others so no morP permits were given.

Second, in 1957 and, incidentally, I had not heard of Mr. Hauser
during this period of time, in 1957 on one afternoon I realized that
the Lane Technical High School serving as it was always said one-half
of the city, was not serving half the city because one-half of the city
does not 'begin at North .Avenue. One-half of the city begins at
Roosevelt Road.

The next morning we put in motion the availability of Lane Tech-
nical High School for Children as far 'south as Roosevelt Road. I am
not sure of this but I think within.6 months or so, within the next year
or two the leading student in the. freshman class, which is guite large,
came from this new area. I could have other evidence of this, too.
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Chairman PowELL. I still would like to know if you have made any
public statements.

Mr. Wmus. Yes, I just told you.
Chairman POWELL. Have you documents to support that ?
Mr. WILLIs. I don't think I have this but we have it in the records

of the board of education and in what has happened in the schools.
Mr. KRAMER. IS it fair to say what you have just detailed to us you

have taken positive steps to undo prior acts of prior superintendents
of school but you have not taken any positive action on your own

Mr. Wm-As. I said no hing of the sort, if you will excuse me. I said
nothing about prior to my time. I spoke of action that had. been taken
during my time.

Mr. 'CRAMER. You yourself initiated the permit system?
Mr. Wnzts. No.
Mr. KRAMER. Dr. Willis, this morning we heard discussion of the.

failure of the school board to provide transportation -payment to those
pupils who wished to use the transfer policy initiated by you. Did you
yourself personally recommend approval or disapproval of that action
to the board?

Mr. WILLIS. This action WfS discussed with a committee of the board
oyez a long period of time. The committee of the board made the rec-
ommendation after all facts and information 'had b3en presented.

Mr. KRAMER. Could you give us an idea on what. basis that decision
was made ?

Mr. Wuirrs. It was made as the result of looking at maps of the city,
studying the enrollment of children in school by school throughout the
city.

Mr. KRAMER. You are saying you could not pay for the transporta-
tion of 102 elementary school child.ren ?

Mr. Wilms. II had no relationshipto the 102 -whatsoever.
Mr. KRAMER. Dr. Hauser this morning told us that only fractions of

3 of his 13 recommendations of his report have even attempted to be
implemented in the past 18 months.

Would you have any comment on that?
Mr. WILLIs. I think it is incorrect.
Mr. KRAMER. Would you tell us which ones you feel are incorrect?
Chairman POWELL. There are 13 of them. Let's take each recom-

mendation one by one to see what you have done with each one. These
are the recommendations from a board appointed by the board of
education.

Dr. STACK. I reported on these this morning.
Chairman POWELL. I do not recall your reporting on these this

mornin
Dr. STACK. I think the transcript would show it, Congressman, a

modified open enrollment in the elementary schools. I would indi-
cate there that 10 suggested clusters of the elementary school level were
presented to the board of education. They voted not to cluster ar,:y
elementary schools.

Chairman POWELL. The board of education voted not to accept
Dr. STACK. Correct.
Number 1 (b)
Mr. Wilms. Could I make it clear we did recommend a number of

clusters of elementary schools. The board' ted not to have any of
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them. We recommended a number of clustering of high schools.
The board voted to take one. Am I right ?

Dr. STACK. That is correct.
Also on 1 (b) on page 28, upper grade centers, we also analyzed the

proposal and the superintendent recommended to the board of educa-
tion the upper grade centers to be clustered. The board of education
voted not to do so.

1 (c) , on page 128 modified open enrollment in high school districts
several of these, I don't remember quite how many, were suggested to
the board of education, recommended to the board of education for
consideration. They voted to adopt one. That was implemented and
is continuing to be implemented.

Mr. KRAMER. Could I interrupt you for a moment. When you say
recommend; the committee information is that last April the Hauser
report was submitted and this particular clustering subcommittee was
presented, you presented an alternative plan and that plan and not
the Hauser plan was presented to the committee so the clustering was
actually never presented to the full board of education

Mr. Wilms. I am just reporting to you that it was presented to the
board.

Mr. KRAMER. Wasn't the plan known as the Willis-Whiston plan ?
Chairman POWELL. Dr. Willis, would you reply to that, please?
Mr. WILLIs. After a period of 14 weeks, the committee of the board

having all facts and information, said "Well, you come in with a plan.
We can't agree on any plan."

We came in with a plan based on the discussion, the plan said in
essence that many schools were open to many children throughout the
city. You should really read the transcript of that meeting of the
board. I don't have it with me, but following that a committee did
come back, where Dr. Stack picks up at this point.

Chairman Powtra,. May-I interrupt and make an,observation which
might be totally incorrect. But it seems to me from what I have seen
so far that the 'board of education which is appointed by the mayor is
the one that is oirerruling all of these suggestions.

Mr. Wilms. No; you must keep in mind in regard to this there was
a committee of the board to make a recommendation. The first three
recommendations in the Hauser report were assigned to a commit-
tee of the board, not to thegeneral superintendent of schools.

iChairman POWELL. That s what I said.
Mr. WILLIS. I was a consultant attending meetings with member,.

of the staff. The recommendations 4 through 10 were assigned to the
creneral superintendent of schools and recommendations were made to
tlie board. Many of these have been implemented.

We are discusing now what was a committee of the board, and as-
signment to a committee of the board to make recommendations with.
respect to 1, 2, 3.

Chairman POWELL. That is all I said. I said the board and the
individuals on the board would not accept the recommendations?

Mr. Wmus. The board has usually accepted the superintendent's
recommendations, but the board as a board did make the decision to
assign the first three recommendations to a committee of the board
and the next 4 to 10 which dealt with educational matters and proce-
dures to the superintendent and staff.
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Mr. PUCINSKI. Would the gentleman yield ?
Chairman PowELL. The gentleman from Chicago.
Mr. PUCINSKI. The gentleman is correct that the mayor appoints

the members of the school board, but I think the record should show
since 1947 or thereabouts it had been the custom in Chicago to have
a standing committee of outstanding scholars and educators and civic
leaders, the presidents of all of the universities, the president of the
PTA, I believe the commander of the American Legion, and various
other people

Mr. Wilms. And engineering societies, the medical group
Mr. PUCINSKI. These are the people who screen applicants or eligi-

ble people for membership on the school board.
Whenever a vacancy occurs or whenever a term expires and there

is to be a new appointment, this committee submits to the mayor of
Chicago three names for each vacancy, and the mayor then. draws from
those three. Therefore, I think that the record should show that in
essence basically the members of the School Board of Chicago are
selected by the best possible cross section of leaders in that city who
then recommend to the mayor.

These are not people who are selected arbitrarily by the mayor.
Every school board member that Mayor Daley has recommended since
he has been the mayor of Chicago has been selected from those people
recommended to the mayor by this committeeon school board appoint-
ments.

Mr. WILLis. May I add that New York City and a number of other
cities after investigating have adopted this procedure.

Chairman POWELL. On May 18, 1965, Prof. John E. Coons, of
Northwestern University, wrote Mr. Whiston, president of the board
of education, stating in his letter : "The general superintendent's re-
fusal to cooperate is final and total."

Mr. WILLIS. Dr. Stack worked with this. Would you respond to
this question ?

Dr. STACK. I would say certainly
Chairman POWELL. Excuse me, but I can't understand why you have

to shift_your answers to other people when we are talking about you.
Mr. Wims. We have some 30,000 employees. There are a lot of

people working at this business.
Chairman POWELL. But this is a direct quote concerning you

personally.
Mr. WILLIS. I would say that quote is nonsense.
Chairman POWELL. Do you mean it is not true ?
Mr. WILLIS. He first phoned on February 15
Chairman POWELL. Do you mean it is not true ?
Mr. WILLIS. Let's let the record show what the series of events are.
Chairman POWELL. Is that true or not ?
Mr. WILLIS. I would say the meaning of those words as I would take

them I would have to say it is not true.
May the record show this
Chairman POWELL. Let the record show that the witness is calling

Mr. Coons, of Northwestern, a liar.
Mr. WILLT.s. May I read into the record a statement which were

your words a, few moments ago. 'February 15 there was a phone re-
quest from Mr. Coons.
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On March 25, which is considerable time, there was a letter to me
from Dr. Keppel, which was the first official knowledge I had regard-
ing Mr. Coons' assignment.

On April 8 there was a reply from me to Mr. ICeppel.
On Apri125 there was a letter to me from Mr. Coons.
On May 11 I did have a conference with Mr. Coons. I also ar-

ranged for him to have a conference for some 2 hours or more, I think,
with our deputy superintendent.

On May 18 there was a letter to Mr. Whiston to which you have
referred.

On May 20 there were letters to staff and the general superintendent
requesting information.

n May 25, there was a letter from Mr. Coons to Mr. Whiston indi-
cating that the superintendent's office calledlim May 19.

On June 22 there was transmittal of materials to Mr. Coons.
On June 28, we received a draft copy from Miss Weinstock, of Mr.

Coons' office.
Five and a half hours on July 15 was spent with Mr. Coons by Dr.

Stack.
On July 21, a 31/2-hour conference was held with Dr. Stack and

including one other member of the staff.
Chairman POWELL. At this point I would like to place in the record

a letter from the U.S. Commissioner of Education dated March 25
to you, Dr. Willis, starting off, "Dear Ben," which points out that his
office has been given responsibility under the Civil Rights Act to do a
survey and report to the President on the availability of equal employ-
ment opportunities and asking you and your staff to cooperate as much
as possible.

I would also like to place in the record a letter from Dr. Coons,
Northwestern, to you with a questionnaire, dated April 5, 1965.

I would also like to-place in the record a letter dated May 18, 1965,
from Dr. Coons to the president, Board of Education of Chicago, Mr.
Whiston, "The General Superintendent's refusal to cooperate is final in
toto."

Lastly I would like to read into the record, dated May 25, 1965,
another letter from Dr. Coons to Mr. Whiston in which he says :

This is a followup to my letter of May 18 requesting the aid of board members
in gathering material for the report to the President and Congress on equal
opportunity in education. On May 19 at 11 a.m. the office of the general super-
intendent left messages at my home and both of my offices. I returned the call
at 11 :45 a.m. and reached the caller, a Miss Jarchow. She informed me that
the general superintendent's office was gathering some material for me and
would call in a day or two. I said that I would be grateful for any material, but
I reminded Miss Jarchow that I would be gone from the office after Friday.
No further call or message was received from the -general superintendent's
office.

Although it is very late in the game, I would strive to consider and include
in my report any material that you or other board members might forward. The
opinions of Mr. Coffey that I requested from you would be particularly useful.

Without objection, it is so ordered and they -will be placed in the
record.
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(Letters referred to follow :)
THE U.S. COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION,

Washington, March, 25, 1965.
Mr. BENJAMIN C. WILLIS,
General Superintendent of Schools, Board of Education, Chicago, Ill.

DEAR DEN : As you know, the Office of Education has been given responsibili-
ties under section 402 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 for conducting a survey
and reporting to the President and the Congzess within 2 years "concerning the
lack of availability of equal educational opportunities for individuals by reason
of race, color, religion, or national origin."

The major portion of this survey will be conducted through statistical sampling
methods now being worked out through our National Center for Educational
Statistics.

In addition, we have contractrsd with a group of professors of law and social
sciences to conduct in depth scudies of this problem in a number of commu-
nities across the country. The problems and progress of Chicago in this matter
are clearly an essential part of the story of how northern cities have dealt with
the problems and Prof. John Coons, of Northwestern University, has been as-signed this part of the survey. I would be grateful if you would ask your staff
to cooperate as much as possible with Mr. Coons in his work. I think the study
will be of great significance.

Could I ask you one other favor? We are in need of about 15 copies of both
the Havighurst and Hauser reports, together with the comments made by yourstaff. I realize that these may not be available in which case any copies you
could provide would be most welcome.

Sincerely yours,
FRANCIS KF.PPEL.

APRIL 5, 1965.

Dr. BENJAMIN C. WILLIS,
Superintendent of Schools, City of Chicago, Chicago, IM

DEAR MR. WILLIS. As the recent letter from D. Iteppel indicated, the Office
of Education is preparing a report to President Johnson on the status of equalopportunity in education. The responsibility for this report arises under section
402 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. A number of cities will be the subjects of
reports most of which will be prepared by lawyers who are members of uni-
versity faculties. As you know, I will be preparing the Chicago report and,
of course, will need all the help you can give me.

The general picture of public education in Chicago and the racial and cultural
problems of the schools have been dealt with in the Havighurst and Hauser
reports in a fashion that I have neither hope nor need to replicate. Although1 will try to update some of the general statistics included in those reports,my main concern is to give a more individualized treatment of specific areasand problems. To that end I have drafted a questionnaire the first part of
which concerns certain features of 50 specific schools. One copy is suppliedfor each school in the hope that the administrative burden of answering thequestions may be spread among the principals rather than be thrust upon youralready busy office. It may be, of course, that you would, in fact, prefer tohandle the matter in the office, which would be splendid for my purposes.Part II of the questionnaire, of which 10 copies are supplied, contains general
and specific questions for your office. It also includes request for reports andother documents,-and I would like to emphasize most strongly that any availablematerial relating to the general areas of inquiry will be greatly appreciated.
One who does not live daily with those matters is often unaware of the specificproposals, programs, reports, and so forth thatmay be relevant.

As further avenues of inquiry become apparent I may supplement the ques-tionnaire with additional requests for information. I would hope, also, thatyou and your staff will give me the benefit of any suggestions as to the kind ofreport which you would like to see made to the President. I need ideas as wellas information.
Finally, I hope that you will encourage your colleagues and the principals tocooperate with me and with the half dozen law and graduate students who havevolunteered to assist me. To that end I would appreciate a brief letter indicat-

ing your general endorsement of their visits to principals ancl administrators inpursuit of information. I would plan to have such letter duplicated. Each of
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my assistants would carry that letter plus one from myself identifying him or
her as representing me. Alternatively, you could give me an indNidual letter
for each person. Without exception these are mature, discreet, intelligent peo-
ple who will be instructed to avoid becoming a burden to any principal. Two
of them are lawyers. All are 24 years of age or older. Frankly, their contacts
with school personnel probably win be minimal in all but a few cases.

I will need to have all questionnaires completed and returned and all data
gathered by May 15. I greatly appreciate your help and look forward to working
with you to the end of producing an objective and accurate study.

Sincerely yours,
SOHN E. Cooxs,

Professor of Law.

MF. FRANK M. WHISTON,
Chicago, Ill.

DEAR Mn. Wirrrsox : As you know from our conversations, meeting, and cor-
respondence over the last 5 weeks, I have been engaged since February in
preparing part of a report by the Dep.,rtment of Health, Education, and Welfare
to the President and Congress of the United States. The subject matter of the
report is equality of educational opportunity in the Nation's public schools.
Under section 402 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 the U.S. Commissioner of Edu-
cation is required to prepare and submit such a report before July 1, 1966. At
the invitation of the Conunissioner I have undertaken to study the Chicago
public elementary and high schools.

I write you and the rest of the board at this time to request aid and guidance
in a most perplexing situation. From the very neginning of my research efforts
I have faced a difficult obstacle. As I have indicated to you in several conversa-
tions, I made every conceivable effort since February to contact the general
superintendent by phone, visit, letter, and even through the good offices of your-
self and of the U.S. Commissioner of Education. Despite these efforts even the
general superintendent's secretary was unavailable and. either unable or unwill-
ing to return phone calls. It was not until May 10 that a Miss Wilson called to
tell me that I could see the general superintendent the following afternoon.
That meeting was 10 minutes in duration. It consisted of a denunciation of my
mission and myself by the general superintendent. He refused at that time to
discuss any matters of substance, but indicated that I could call for an appoint-
ment this week. He did not promise to grant such an appointment. He left me
with the deputy superintendent who was cordial but powerless to give Me even
published reports. I have called the board of education at least once each day
since the meeting. Neither the

b.reneral
superintendent nor his secretary has

been available. None of the callshas been returned. No meeting has been set,
nor will any now be set, as I leave Chicago on. the 23d to begin writing. The
general superintendent's refusal to cooperate is final and total.

This situation would have some azpects of comedy were it not for my re-
sponsibility to report to the Federal Government. As it is I am gravely con-
cerned lest my report represent a view of the public schools from every per-
spective except that of the persons who are most familiar with them and most
symPathetic to their manifold prOblems. As a laWyer I am- sensitive to the
hazards of listening to one-sided argument. The adversary system has ad-
vantages which I will not surrender unnecessarily, even though my efforts to
gather data from sources other than the superintendent have not been fruitless.
I should add that the failure of cooperation is unique to Chicago. The Evanston
studies for which I am responsible are going forward with the fullest support by
the superintendent of both districts.

My report must be complete before the end of June. It is now too late to shift
radically the focus of my research. However, it would be immensely useful if I
could obtain answers at least to some of the general and specific questions con-
tained in part II of the questionnaire I delivered to the general superintendent's
office at the beginning of April.

Further, it would be most helpful if I could obtain from you and other board
members the kinds of reports, proposals, minutes, and other documentary ma-
terial requested in part II of the questionnaire together with those legal opinions
of Mr. Coffey that I have already asked you to obtain. Finally, I would .be

NORTHWESTERN UNIVFRSITY SCHOOL OF LAW,
Chicago, Ill., May 18, 1965.
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very grateful for any ideas that you and other board members might wish to see
considered in the final report. After May 23, the following address will be appro-priate: Prof. John E. Coons, care of Mr. Vincent Conroy, Harvard University,
School of Education, Cambridge 38, Mass.

I have indicated to you on several occasions during these last weeks my dis-
tress over the looming necessity for approaching the board in this fashion. Were
there any alternative that I perceived, I would have used it.

Sincerely yours,
JOHN E. COONS,

Professor of Law.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION,
Cambridge, Mass., Mag 25, 1965.

MT. FRANK WHISTON,
Presklent, Chieago Board of Education,
Chicago, Ill.

DEAR MR. WHISTON This is a followup to my letter of May 18 requesting the
aid of board members in gathering material for the report to the President and
Congress on equal opportunity in education. On May 19 at 11 a.m., the office
of the general superintendent left messages at my home and both of my offices.
I returned the call at 11:45 a.m., and reached the caner, a Miss Jarchow. She
informed me that the general superintendent's office was gathering some material
for me and would call in a day or two. I said that I would be grateful for any
material, but I reminded Miss Jarchow that I would be gone from the office after
Friday. No further call or message was received from the general superin-
tendent's office.

Although it is very late in the game, I would strive to consider and include inmy report any material that you or other board members might forward. Theopinions of Mr. Coffey that I requested from you would be particularly useful.
Sincerely yours,

JOHN E. Cooxs,
Professor of Law,NorthwesternUnivenity.

Mr. Wmus. Mr. Chairman, may I read into the record a letter
dated July 22,1965 which begins :

DEAR BEN : Many thanks for your note and statement you sent to the capablehands of Wayne Reid and Arthur Harris. I am, of co-..rse, glad to see thatmatters related to the new legislation are moving along as well as they seemto be. As you know, we look to you and your colleagues in the States toshow the way.
Sincerely yours,

FRANCIS KEPPEL.
Mr. KnAmEn. Is it not true all of these dates follow the most sig-

nificant date July 12 when the New York Times publication posed
the situation and the business leaders of Chicago entered into the
matter?

Mr. WILLIS. Yes, I think it might be indicated that Mr. Coons wasout of town. I forget the exact dates, but for a month. Following
that he was on a 2-week vacation. He was not available during
that time.

Mr. PucricsKr. Doctor, Mr. Hauser had made many referencesto his report. I gather some of his testimony was only his personal
observations and not necessarily the observations of the entire com-mittee that made up the report. I wonder if we could met you to
comment on this statement m the report which is on page41 :

To prepare the child and the opportunity deprived Negro families for fullparticipation in metropolitan life requires levels of expenditures for publiceducation beyond the city's traditional educational budgetary levels, indeed,under the present tax chamber beyond the city of Chicago's financial resources.In consequence, Chicago, like other great American cities; must necessarilylook to the State and Federal Governments for financial aid.
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First of all is that a true statement? Do you have the resources
or do you really have to look to other sources?

Mr. Wmus. I have reported to our board the difference between
the expenditures per pupil in suburban school districts and in New
York City. I have usually referred to the figure, the difference of
$200 per year. It is considerably more than $200 per year but you
must realize that $200 more per pupil in the city of Chicago would
be somewhere in the vicinity of $120 million more a year, so the
statement is true that we do not have the funds from the property
tax, our only source, to match the expenditures except with an
exorbitant tax rate.

Mr. PIICINSKI. Under the able leadership of the chairman of this
committee, we have been able to get through Congress for the first
time in the history of this country a meaningful Federal aid to edu-
cation bill, one that I believe will give the city of Chicago some $16
million. I might add that just a few minutes ago before I came
here, I talked to Congressman Mahon and asked him if there was
any possibility of getting the appropriation before the House as
quickly as possible so that school administrators all over the country
can make appropriate plans for the opening of their schools Sep-
tember 1.

But, now, how will this money change much of the criticism that
has been levelled at the school systems aroaud the country inc/uding
Chicago, if at all? What will this money mean to you in terms of
breaking down this de facto segregation, if anything?

Mr. WILLIS. We have presented really three reports to our board
on this matter. The first was in April, explaining at that time what
it would mean to have the funds from this legislation. We subse-
quently have made two or three additional reports to the board as
to what we -would do if we had the proceeds from this legislation.

I will be happy to file copies of those three documents. They are
filed, incidentally, with a. list going to the chairman and with a list
going to the official reporter.

Mr. PIICINSKI. Could you give us a list of the highlights.of your
plan so we can see if you are going to make a dent in this problem?

Mr. WILLIS. We believe one of the elements is quality of education.
When we talk with parents we seem to find this to be true. One
of the elements of quality education is the number of children a
teacher has in her class. We have suggested in a. number of areas
that size of class be reduced to 30, and still other classes be reduced
to 25, and still many others to 15.

Secondly, we have suggested afterschool activities and expansion
of afterschool activities.

Third, we have suggested what we would call an educational service
center which I think was referred to in title III in which we would
add 1 additional person in relation to every 16 or so teachers in the
group to provide such services as in the field of human relations,
psychological, and others.

In fact, we did list them with this district staff to involve such
persons as thesehuman relations coordinator, school community co-
ordinator, afterschool program coordinator, volunteer services co-
ordinator, reading program, reading clinician, counseling services co-
ordinator, same for special education, consultant services, home

52-579-65--10
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economist, instrumental, vocal music teacher, supervising engineers,
clerks, and so on.

Mr. PtraNsia. What will all these additional services in these
segregated schools and in. the integrated schools mean in terms of
improving the quality of the education in those schools t

Mr. WILLIS. It means you would have a number of specialists
each working in a particular area to be of assistance to teachers, to
principals, and to_people in the commurnty.

Mr. Pucnrssr. Doctor, is it safe to assume that when you have been
able to successfully improve the quality, particularly of the periph7
erally integrated schools, the quality of the education in those schools,
is it safe to assume that the flight of young;sters, the white young-
sters can be arrested, and these schools can indeed become integrated?

Mr. WiLus. I have had group after grOup of several hundred
people ask the question, "Can you promise us that class size will be
reduced ?" I say, "No, unless funds are made available." Then they
say "Well, we will move to the suburban area."

As an example, here we have Mr. Jones, who is a teacher in the
Moseley School on the South Side. He has been having a class of
15 because children had special problems. This is what we are talking
about.

Mr. PCTOINSKI. Would you comment on this statement of mine ? I
have felt in listening to your testimony and in studying this problem
that the chairman of this committee and the members of this committee
perhaps do not realize what a monumental contribution they have
made toward breaking down segregation in this country and helping
integrate schools particularly in the peripheral areas by making avail-
able t.his huge sum of Federal assistance to improve the quality of
education in the public schools. What would be your comment on that
statement ?

Mr. -Mims. I would agree with you.
Chairman POWELL. Would the gentleman yield ?
Mr. PIICINSKI. I yield.
Chairman PowErz. If the Federal Government gives money to these

school systems, how can it control its use under the Civil Rights Act,
title VI, called. the Powell amendment.? It took 6 months from the
time of the New York Times exposure to get straight answers ?

Mr. WILLts. I should add what I added a few moments ago that Mr.
Coons was not a stranger to our school system. He. had spent a num-
ber of months on a previous occasion getting acquainted with it, work-
ing with staff members and attending board meetings and other details,
so he -was not a stranger this past spring.

But certainly on this question here, I think it is written into the law
in. State plans that they have to be approved for the school district and
I think there is no question but that the impact of smaller classes, as has
been mentioned by Mr. Pucinski, and a number of other items, the mere
fact that for once the schools in the large cities of America might
reclaim the place that they held prior to the First World War when
the schools in the great cities were the lighthouse school districts. It
was following the First World War that the suburban schools began to
be the lighthouse school districts throughout America.

Chairman POWELL. You know what I am bringing forward with
this correspondence, and with our dialog, is the fact that there is possi-
bility of cities having de jure segregation in addition to de facto.
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Mr. WI L.u.s. I think the evidence is as we have presented it today
that there are more children, some 15,000 to 20,000 or more

Chairman POWELL. Yes, but the evidence, Dr. Willis, is not what
you present here. It is the evidence you presented. to Commissioner
Keppel or his representative.

Mr. WILLIS. It is a mistaken notion.
Chairman POWELL. But the correspondence is here.
Mr. WILLIs. It is a mistaken nation drawn from that.
Chairman POWELL. Did you answer Dr. Coons' questionnaire?
Mr. WILLIS. Yes.
Chairman POWELL. When?
Mr. WILLIS. They were available for him while he was on his leave

in Boston or wherever he was for 6 weeks when he was away from town.
Chairman POWELL. Prior to that when he said you would not co-

operate
Mr. Thum. It is not a question of cooperating. It is a question of

having time to fit in any number of things. Keep in mind our State
legislature has been meeting. You have been dealing with a very
important piece of legislation. We have a number of other things
involved as we go along.

Chairman POWELL. All I can say is I am going to refer this entire
question to Dr. Keppel. I just concluded a conference with the new
Secretary of HEWby the way, Mr. Ayres, he is a Republicanand
we are going to pursue this because I see elements of de jure segrega-
tion.

Mr. Pucmisici. On the very point the chairman just raised, if I
may read from the so-called Hauser report, or the re

iport
by the Ad-

visory Panel on Integration of the Public Schools, n reading from
page 62 :

How much effect would a different policy regarding attendance boundaries
have on the number of integrated schools.

An analysis was made reviewing the attendance area boundaries and consider-
ing various alternative procedures for constructing attendance areas. The anal-
ysis resulted in the following general conclusions:

1. Even if the most extreme procedures of redistricting school attendance areas
to increase school integration would be used, there would still be all-Negro and
all-white schools in the city ;

2. Under the present neighborhood school policy the majority of integrated
schools occur in integrated or racially changing neighborhoods. When a rigid
boundary area divides Negroes and white areas, the areas are usually segregated ;
and

3. The principal reason why segregated residential areas are served by segre-
gated schools is that major natural boundaries, such as main streets or railroad
boundaries are for reasons of safety as well as becoming likely racial boundaries.

For this reason, I wonder whether or not it is possible to compare
de jure and de facto segregation. Would. you care to comment on
that, Dr. Willis ?

Mr. WILLIS. I think I would use Mr. Hauser's words again which
are found on page 40, or at least the words of the committee :

De facto segregation in the Chicago public schools and the problems it
generates are problems of historical forces which have operated through the
life of the Nation and the city. They are unprecedented in magnitude and
complexity. They must be tackled in the broad context of the changing role
of the Negro in the United States.

Furthermore, it must also be remembered that similar problems face other
newcomers to Chicago, to metropolitan United States in general, the Appa-
lachian 'whites, the Mexicans, the oldest inhabitants of this continent, the
American Indians
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and, incidentally, I would hope you would put that page in the rec-
ord of the meeting also.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Then finally, Doctor, on page 65 of the Hauser
report we read item 67:

When schools in the far south area of the city became crowded, a new high
school was planned for a site which would reauire them to be integrated.

I presume this was board 'coney. You selected. a site because you
wanted to integrate that particular school?

Mr. WILLIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. PUCINSKI. When was this ?
Mr. Wthus. This was the Harlan High School -which was put into

use in 1958.
Mr. PuciNsEi. Whose idea wash it that that school must be

integrated ?
Mr. Wuxi& I guess I could say I selected the site and we took the

boundary midway between three other schools.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Reading further from page 65, "The school vas

built in spite of considerable protest and was integrated since then."
I wonder if you could tell us what is the situation in. that particular
high school today?

Mr. Willa& It is now 9.7 percent white.
Mr. PUCINSK1. Would you repeat those figures?
Mr. Wirxis. When the district was first established it would ha-7e

bee, at least 50-50. Now at the present time, 4 years later, it is 9.7
percent white and the attendance area has not been changed.

Mr. PUCINSKI. In other words, you originally had built a school
in a community under strong protest as an integrated school?

Mr. Wilms. We were sued by the white folks.
Mr. PUCINSKI. What happened there?
Mr. Wims. We defended the suit and won it, but the school

changed from 50-50 to 9.7.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Had you changed the school district ?
Mr. Wruas. Not at all.
Mr. PuciNs-si. In other words, that school's population changed

not because o-1. any action taken by your board but the change in the
neighborhood ?

Mr. Wims. By- an expanding population in the city of Chicago.
Mr. PUCINS'IiI. A. question was asked of you over here as to your

attitude toward intecrration. I was wondering what are you doing
to increase the numger of youngsters who are culturally gifted and
who do not find a compatible educational levdl in -their high school
to transfer into other high schools where they can find a compatible
cultural level.

This morning you told us under your free transfer plan there are
some 600 such youngsters. Is anything being done by the board to
advise youngsters of this opportunity if they meet those standards?

Mr. Wilms. Yes; and I might add the one at hand at the moment
is in our,summer school program, where we have special opportuni-
ties in some instances, citywide, such as French House, or Russian
House or programs in the languages, in others musical actil;ities, and
some other classes we have been running,over a period of- time. Our
students were advised that they could get to any high school in the
summertime.
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Mr. PUCINSKI. Under the able leadership of the chairman of this
committee, and this committee for the first time in the history of this
country, the Cona6ress has made available to people like yourself funds
to start Head Starts. Ton today have in Chicago, as I understand it,
one of the, if not the most successful Head Start operations in
America.

What impact is this program in your judgment going to have on
improving, first, the quality and the ability of teachers to communicate
with their youngsters and., in general, increase the quality. 'of educa-
tion so that you can arrest the flight of white students from these
peripheral areas?

Will the Head Start program have any impact on. that?
Mr. Wuzis. I think it will.
As a matter of fact, there are several products and byproducts of

this program.
I might mention a few. One is that teachers were visiting in the

homes of these children.
Another is that we have 3 workers per 15 children, which is a ratio

of 1 adult to each 5 children.
Next we would expect that the children will enter school with a

far higher percent ready to read than ever before in these areas.
Would we expect the children to make more normal progress and

cover more grades with more success in a period of years? We have
already suggested that it will be our int4mtion to follow these children
year by year so that we will have the hard evidence which we have
from operating our summer schools for the past 6 years.

I may say we have the only hard evidence as to what happens when
you organize schools in a metropolitan area as they are organized
and financed in the suburban areas. We began this in 1960 and we
have constantly expanded.

Mr. PUCINSKI. Mrs. Daugherty, would you be good enough to
answer a question for me, since you are at he grassroots level as a
district superintendent working day in and day out with these
problems.

Would you be able to give this committee some evaluation or esti-
mate, with the programs that you now have in operation, the programs
that you have on the drawing board which will go into operation
when you get the additional money for the poverty areas in Chica o,
can we look with any degree of confidence to a day nearby when t e
quality of education will reach that point in Chicao-o and other parts,
and Chicago particularly because I am concerned" about your area,
where you will be able to arrest this flight and indeed proceed with
an integrated program of education in. the peripheral areas ?

Mrs. DAUGHERTY. I think I can give that assurance. In one of
our schools, Drakewhich is a new building for grades kindergarten
to 6we have had a lower class size and as those children leave the
sixth grade going to the seventh grade as a group and. as individuals
their achievement scores are much higher.

We are looking; forward to havina
6

some new construction with pri-
vate funds immediately west of Drake. From what the newspapers
say, the new homeowners are likely to be predominantly white with
some Negroes.
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I am confident that those new homeowners will be happy to put
their children in this particular school.

Now in terms of what is happening to our general high school, we
keep age studies, we keep test results, and I looked very carefully at
what is happening to the first year in our high school. We feel that
it is important for young people to get into high school at an age where
they are young enough to want to stay until graduation.

In 1958, 1 out of every 4 high school freshmen in our district
was 16 years of age. It is reasonable to assume that a young person
who does not get into high school until he is 16 is not going to stay
until he is 20.

At 16, he is likely to have the least achievements rather than the
greatest.

Last year, we had doubled our enrollment in the freshman class.
One out of every 25 young people was 16 years of age.

In the same periocl of time our lowest track had been cut in half.
In other words, we had to provide only half as many classes at the
lowest level as we had neede4:1 2 or 3 years ago. So, in doubling en-
rollment, we have brought the youngsters up from the bottom and, at
the same time, we have not neglectedour more gifted.

Mr. Pi:MINSK'. Dr. Willis, would you be good enough to comment
on this or give us an answer. Certainly when 10,000 people rally

ibehind Dr. King to protest conditions in the schools, this s some-
thing that is certainly of great concern to all of us. I was wondering
what lines of communications you have or intend to establish if you
don't have any now to give these people an opportunity to bring
these grievances directly on the attention of yourself ar :I your aids,
and if there are merits to their complaints to see -what can be done to
correct these complaints.

In other words, I do not think that we can just treat lightly and
ignore the fact that yesterday in Chicago some 10,000 people did join
Dr. King in this protest.

I was wondering if you could tell me or tell the committee what
efforts are being made by your own department and the board to
bring in to line a better communication to remove these areas of dis-
sension, if anything.

Mr. WILLIS. We have a number of items. In the first place we do
get considerable mail: We do try to keep up with it. I don't know
that we have ever refused to have a conference with any one on any
subject.

Certainly we have six associate superintendents. You can not see
everyone; no one can. We have a human relations staff of some four
or five people. These people are constantly available to use the radioand the TV. In giving courses, we have had dozens of human rela-
tions courses to reach the people in the city, so I would say a number
of things are underway and there are probably a number of other
things we could do.

Mr. PIICINSEI. Do these human relations people seek out those who
have been critical of your policies and your proarams? Do they make
any effort to listen to their grievances and evaluate them ? What is
the function of this human relations agency of the school system ?

I am glad to know that you have them. Now I would like to know
what it does.
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Mr. WILLTs. They visit with community groups, thsy visit groups
at sehools, and they even visit with block club groups. You might
be interested to know a plan is underway where one of these perr,.ins
or more of them or several of them will have the equivalent o' a
night school with n, faculty available, with classes meeting in homes
block by block, let us say.

Mr. PIICINSIiI. Do you anticipate then: Dr. Willis, that with a closer
cuoperation and with better communications that much of this turmoil
that Chicago has been experiencing the last 45 days could either abate
or be completely eliminated ?

Mr. *WILLIS. I would. hope so. As a matter of fact, there are those
who said we had a lot of turmoil when we had 30,000 children on
double shifts, people wanting to get off double shift. But certainly
from the standpoint of human relations we have already recommended
that that post should be in every district.

Mr. PIICINSKI. I would think it would be of as much concern to
you as anyone else -when 10,000 citizens join in a march on city hall
to protest school iaolicies.

Do you intend to do anything in this matter? Do you intend to
try to meet with these people? Do you intend to improve the lines
of communications so that there might be better understanding?

I am very much impressed with the testimony you present to this
committee today. I think you people have been trying to do a ;3od
job. It would seem to me that if there is serious criticism, either
there are things here that we did not see or perhaps some of your
critics do not have the full scope and grasp of what you are trying
to do.

I was wondering whether or not this is not an area where we ought
to have that communication, not only in Chicago but all over America
where we have these pi.oblems.

Mr. WILLIS. Yes. I think what you are really suggesting or ask-
ing about is that we need very likely more people working at dif-
ferent things than we have ever had in the school systems of America.

When we use the phrase "school community coordinator" or "hu-
man relations counselor" or "more psychologists" or whatever the
phrase might be, I think it suggests that what was mentioned a
decade or two ago as being important in the stgffing of schools, that
we need at least 50 professional workers per 1,000 children. This
has been documented and reported, I guess, for more than a decade.

It has been pointed out that suburban school districts have up to
75 or 80 professional workers. We have, I think, about 38.

The difference between 38 and 50 is 12per thousand.
For instance, we referred to suburban schools. We have a high

school teacher for 23 to 24 high school children. In suburban schools
there is 1 per 16. That is a 50-percent increase in staff. You will
find this is true to some degree in suburban schools in all large cities.
You have the other difficulties, not only numbers of people but you
have differences in salary and you could go on for a whole long list.

I think this is what we are talking about. If I may refer to an-
other item, this is why,if you will recall the bills that were intro-
duced growing out of President Kennedy's task force, there was a
suggestionand this was back in 1963, produced in 1961it was
suggested, the bills were written, and they were introduced. I spent
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hours on the telephone with persons in the Office of Education trying
.t.o highlight the problem, ancl it was said at Cant time that the samething that the Committee for Economic Development had suggested
as being necessary for some eight Southern States, that the same kind
of situation should be developed in relation to the large cities andsegments thereof.

Mr. P ucIrtsKt. Thank you very much.
Chairman POWELL. The distinguished Republican member, Mr.

Ayres, is recognized..
Mr. AYRES. This morning an example was given of a law suit in-

volving a school building and now you have only 9 percent white
students in that school ?

Mr. WILLIS. That is correct.
Mr. AYRES. In this situation, we know the decrease in whites is due

to the fact that they no longer live there. But what was the cause of
the increase in the Negro population? Were they people moving
from within Chicagoto get back to m3r point 'concerning the origin
of population shiftsor people coning from without Chicago to thecity ?

Mr. Wims. In the area of the school that we are referring to, I
would guess that it was largely moving within the city as the result of
a higher economic level in this location, but there was also in-migra-
tion.

May I cite a few figures that we get from the census.
Over the past two decades, the white population of Chicago has

decreased while during the same time the nonwhite population ha'S in-
creased substantially. To be more specific, from 1940 to 1950these
are census figures, total populationthe white population decrease
was 0.1. This was 3,039 persons.

From 1950 through 1958, the white population decrease was 13 per-cent.
In 1940-50 the nonwhite population increased 80 percent. This was

227,193 people.
From 1950 to 1960, the nonwhite population increased 61 percent.

This was 328,219 people.
With reference to the school-age population in the city of Chicago,

there has been an increase especiallT during the past 15 years. Most
of this increase is due to an increase in the nonwhite school population.
The nonwhite school-age population during the period 1950-60 in-
creased 668 percent more than the white school-age population in-
creased during the same period.

To be more specific, 1950-60, the white school-age population in-
creased 3 percent. This was 19,538 persons.

During this same period, 1950-60, the nonwhite school-age popula-
tion increased 146 percent. This was 150,062 persons. These figures
are from the U.S. census.

The number of white pre-school-age children decreased during the
last decade while the number of nonwhite pre-school-age children
more than doubled during the last decade.

From 1950 to 1960, white children under 5 decreased by 8 percent,
or 22,643 children.

The 1950-60 nonwhite children under 5 increased by 141 percent, or
76;139.
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You asked this morning where these children came from and I could
not find the evidence with me. We do not have the records to show.

Mr. AYRES. But they are from outside the immediate area of Cook
County ?

Mr. WILLis. This is in-migration; yes. I think we can say that
without question.

Mr. AYRES. Do you have any figures available that would show tbe
percentage of the total school-age population attending school? I am
not talking about the dropouts and so forth, but of those who are
enrolled in school grades 1 through 12.

In Chicago, what percentag,e are Negroes?
Mr. WILLIS. I think citywide it is 53 percent. I might point out in

(-trades 1 or 2 as these figures I just read would indicate, it is probably
58 or 59 percent, but when you go up through the grades it gets less
because the families are younger. The mothers and fathers are
younger, we how that. The families are larger.

Mr. AniEs. What is the total population including all of the citizens
in Chicago ? What is the ratio of white to nonwhite?

Mr. Witous. I think the figure is around 27 percent, but you must
keep in mind when -we say 27 percent of the populationand we use
these figures for schoolsonly roughly about two-thirds of all of the
children in Chicago are enrolled in the public school system.

Chairman POWELL. The gentleman from California, Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. Dr. Willis, just a couple of questions. I am sorry I

missed your testimony this morning. Perhaps my questions may be a
little redundant, but do you believe integration of the schools should be
the objective of a good school system?

Mr. WILLIS. I would say it is one, certainly equal education for
everyone.

Mr. HAWKINS. Did I understand you offered some specific
proposals to accomplish this objective?

Mr. WILLIS. We have had several ; yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. They were listed this morning ?
Mr. WILLIS. Yes.
Mr. HAwiuxs. Do you believe that this integration should be

achieved exen if it does violence to the neighborhood school concept?
Mr. Wri.As. I think at this point you ,tret involved in many factors

reaarding childrendistance they go from homeand when you
speak of the neighborhood school system, remember I didn't invent it.
It has been here for 200 or 300 years, but in any event when i. attended
a neighborhood school it was a one-room school out in the country but
it was a neighborhood school.

I think the.point here is as communities changeand as has been
pointed out in the documents, communities do changethe total
population chano-es. In fact, it changes while a school is being
planned. or is under construction in our cities.

Mr. HAAnurrs. I am very much aware of that, doctor, but the point
is the question gc _s to the issue of whether or not an intenTated school
gstem should be achieved in spite of neighborhood schOol concepts.
Is it, your opinion that this concept is a sacred one which should not
fall to the thought that the Supreme Court and others believe that
segregated schools do not constitute good education ? Would you in
that condition, if a choice had to be made, would you make it in favor
of integrating a school or in saving the neighborhood school concept?
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Mr. Wilms. You see, Mr. Hawkins, you can go 6 miles in our city
and find children of all one group. I refer to the area of the loop and
going south.

Now 6 miles is quite a distance. In that 6 miles we have 75,000, may-
be 50,000 children.-

To really answer your question, as far as we are concerned,you haveto have a very large area. We have some maps which I would be
happy to show you now.

Mr. HAWKINS. I get the impression you are saying in effect the
neighborhood concept should be saved at all costs.

Mr. Wimus. I did not say that at all. We have had permissive
transfer programs which have been recommended by us. I guess we
had some even before Mr. Hauser's time.

Mr. HAWKINS. You are saying in spite of the neighborhood concept
that integration wherever possible should be achieved?

Mr. Wrws. Yes, and we have been attempting to do this.
Mr.. HAWKINS Did I get the impression that in. the assignment of

teachers that there is no restriction on the assignment, for example,
the principle of the school does or does not approve of assignment but
it is made from a central office according to the vacancies and there is
no other restriction on the selection by a teacher of where that teacher
will serve provided there is a vacancy ?

Mr. Wimus. I am happy you asked that question because I don't
believe we covered it at all this morning.

We have some 400 or 450 principals. We have a selection of princi-
pals by an examination procedure; and from the list that finally re-sults, if it is a list of 65 or 70 or 80, as 10 schools are being filled in a
principalship wherever they are, procedures for these schools are au-
tomatic. In the order in which you appear on that merit list, you take
your choice of the school for principalship.

In regard to teachers, we have merit arrangements for teachers
through the certification process, and the order in which the name
appears on the list; you see a map of the city and see the vacancies
and you look at themap and make your choice.

Mr. ILtwicars. For that I wish to commend you.
In the question of new schools, I think you ixidicate some five to be

opened. Are these in neighborhoods that are segregated or are theyin the periphery or mixed or what ?
Mr. *Mum. I would say it would be both. I pointed out this morn-ing where they were located on a map with respect to percentages ofwhites and nonwhites. I indicated that. But as a matter of fact,

between the loop and the midway, which is largely all nonwhite oralmost entirely so, we have growth in population there, too.
Mr. HAWKINS. Have you planned the location of these schools in

such a way as to achieve integration?
Mr. WILLIS. I think we could document that we have had numbers

of school plans on what you would describe as the fringe area and we
are constantly moving out with the building program. But as we
plan schools, as Mrs. Lewis testified this morning, for a year she wasin one of these districts. She was the district superintendent, and in
the period of time, let's say it takes 2 years to plan and build a school,by the time it is opened the situation is changed dramatically.

11fr. HAWKINS. I have justone final question.
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Do you have alb idea why Dr. Coons has reported to his agency that
you have failed to cooperate? Is there any explanation you can offer
as to why such a report should have been made by him?

Mr. WILLIs. I have no knowledge of why he was selected to make a
report at this time or 2 years ago.

Mr. HAWKINS. You had no conversation that would, indicate dis-
satisfaction in some way or his feeling that you had not cooperated?

Mr. "Mum. I must say that I did talk with him. I talked with him
some time ago, but it seems that he took a contract to do something in
a specific period of time. If he had had a contract to do this at the
time that might fit in when we had some time or could make some time
available, maybe the situation would not have obtained.

I might add another point which I did not make. In this period
of time I think I had two conversations with Commissioner Keppel
by phone.

Mr. HawKINs. All of these conversations were friendly ?
Mr. Wmas. With Mr. Seppel?
Mr. HAwiaxs. With Mr. Keppel or Dr. Coons.
Mr. Wims. Yes, I would say they were friendly.
Mr. HA-wrs.nrs. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman POWELL. The gentleman from Illinois has one last ques-

tion before we adjourn.
Mr. PITCINSKI. This is totally unrelated to what we are talking about

today, but it is not often that we have an opportunity to probe this
question with a school superintendent from our city.

What has happened to the Old truant officer? When I was a kid,
when I stayed out of school, you didn't dare go out on the street because
you lmew that the truant officer was goina to get you and you were
e,()vino. to get in trouble. Today as you drive down the street during the.1k

school hours on a regular schooklay you see hundreds of children of
school age roaming the streets.

I was just wonchring if you could tell us what happened to the old
school truant officer.

Mr. WILLIs. I have been fooled by that on occasion myself because
there are some holidays for some schools that public schools do not
have. This does not happen every day but it does happen.

I might point out that we call them school attendance workers, I
think, although the civil service title is truant officer. We put these
people to work in Aug-ust for a week or two. At the close of any
school year, you know where the attendance problems were the previous
year. During the week before school opens they are on the job trying
to encourage parents and students to be in school earlier. In fact, we
have noticed a big difference in the early enrollment of many children
in the past few years.

We still have some 211 of these persons.
Mr. PIJCINSKI. Thank you very much, Doctor.
Chairman Pownz. I would just like to thank you, Dr. Willis, for

being here today.
Tomorrow we will hear from the head of the NAACP and we will

meet at 9 :30.
I also want to send you off to Chicago with one disturbing question.

Why is it that in the midst of an all-white area a low income housing
project was built (item. 68 in the House report). Rather than rem.-
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dents of this project, who were almost totally Negro, going to the all-
white schoolwith the all-white school being expandedthere was
built for that project a school probably one-half the size of the smallest
high school in the city of Chicago.

I just want you to have something to think about while you areflying home.
Mr. WILLIS. You may be referring to our Carver School. I amnot sure.
Chairman POWELL. It is on page 68 of the report, if my memory

serves me.
Mr. WILLIs. The school is not mentioned by name. I should point

out this high school was built before my day. It was built as a partof a school facility
Chairman POWELL. You would not do anything like that now ?
Mr. Wrins. We haven't done that. Do you want to see some others ?
This may be the school. Before we go, may I thank you and express

to you and the members of your committee our appreciation for your
interest in education and the improvement of the opportunities to make
improvements in the large cities. Certainly we follow your workwith a great deal of interest and we do appreciate your interest and
your courtesies to us today.

Chairman POWELL. The committee stands adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 6:25 p.m. the committee vas recessed, to be recon-vened at 9 :30 a.m. Wednesday, July 28, 1965.)
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 28, 1965

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
AD HOC SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE

WAR ON POVERTY PROGRAM
OF THE COM3IITEE ON EDUCATION AND LT ABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The ad hoc subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room.

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Adam C. Powell (chair-
man of the ad hoc subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Powell, Pucinski, Mink, and Quie.
Also present : Chuck Stone, special assistant to the chairman;

Michael Schwartz and Donald Anderson, assistant counsel ; John
Kramer, assistant education counsel ; and Odell Clark, chief
investigator.

Chairman POWELL. The committee will come to order.
We have four witnesses and we will conclude at 12 o'clock, all of

the hearings. The time of statements and the time of questioning
for the witnesses will be limited to a half hour. It is my suggestion
that after 15 minutes, the witness conclude his statement so that there
will be time for quegtioning, which we consider very important.

We are very happy to welcome as our first witness the field director
of the NAACP, of Chicago, for the Illinois area, Mr. Finley, and
whoever he has with him.

Will you identify them?

STATEMENT OF SYDNEY FINLEY, QUAD-STATE FIELD SECRETARY,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED
PEOPLE; ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES CHEW, JR., AN ALDERMAN
OF THE 17TH WARD OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO; AND MEYER
WEINBERG, EDITOR OF "INTEGRATED EDUCATION MAGAZINE"

Chairman POWELL. I sug-gest, Mr. Finley, that your statement will
run about 21 minutes, and you consider the statement as read.

Without objection, it is inserted in the record, and I suggest that
you give us an oral summary for 15 minutes.

(The statoment follows :)
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE,

New York, MY., Juty 26, 1065.
Hon. Amu CLAYTON POWELL,
Chairman, Committee on, Education, and Labor, U.S. House of Representatives,

Rayburn, OPice Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR: In connection with our recent conference in your,office concerning

the Chicago public school system and in amplification of our charges .of racial
149
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segregation, we charge that Negro schoolchildren in the city of Chicago, on theground of their race or color, are excluded from participation in, denied thebenefits of, and subjected to discrimination under programs and activities ofthe Chicago public school system, which programs and activities receive sub-stantial Federal financial assistance.
More particularly, the following facts are hereby submitted :
1. The incidence of racial segregation in the Chicago public school system hasincreased in the past several years. It is our contention that the segregationwhich exists is not the fortuitous result of the residential pattern, but rather isdue in large measure to official action on the part of the board and its superin-tendents. In regard to more recent increases in the incidence of segregation,attached hereto as annex A is a copy of a report by Mrs. junerous Cook, ChicagoUrban League research specialist
2. Each year, the Chicago Board of Education prepares and approves abudget in which money is allocated on a school-by-school basis. As to thoseschools which are all or predominantly Negro in their student enrollment, theboard consistently allocates and spends substantially less money per pupil thanwhat is allotted to and spent at the all or predominantly white schools operatedby the board.
3. At the all or predominantly Negro schools, the board and superintendenthave so operated the school system that classes at said schools are seriouslyovercrowded, the actual classroom pupil-teacher ratio is higher, the equipmentand teaching materials are infexior in quality and quantity, the teachers aremore inexperiehced and unqualified, and the students are often denied the useof books for home study, whereas at the all or predominantly white schools, theclasses are not so overcrowded (and in many instances the facilities are un-derutilized), the pupil-teacher ratio is smaller, the equipment and teaching mate-rials are superior in quality and quantity, the percentage of experienced,qualified teachers is substantially higher, and the students are granted the useof books for home study. In some of these all or predominantly Negro schools,there are more classes or divisions than there are classrooms, and as a result,these pupils often merely put in time at the school building and are not givenacademic instruction.
4. The Board of Education of the City of Chicago pursues a policy of assign-ment of teachers and administrative and clerical personnel to the various schoolsso that Negro teachers and administrative and clerical personnel are assignedalmost exclusively to all or predominantly Negro schools and school. districts.5. The Board of Education of the City of Chicago has tenaciously clung to aso-called neighborhood school system of assignment of pupils to schools, inthe face of and in spite of its knowledge that as a result of official and quasi-official action and inaction, and concerted action on the part of the ChicagoReal Estate Board, and others, Negroes have been purposely contained within

well-defined ghettoes, which have been extended ()oily on the peripheries thereofby reason of concerted action of said Chicago Real Estate Board, and also byreason of said official action and inaction.
6. In so-called "changing" or "transitional" neighborhoods ; i.e., those whichwere all-white and in which Negroes began to move, the board has willfully failedto maintain quality education, thereby greatly accelerating and causing theexodus of white families therefrom and thereby further creating more segregatedschools. Also, in these areas, the board established "neutral zones," permittingwhite children who lived in said areas to attend all or predominantly white

schools rather than the all or predominantly Negro school they would otherwiseattend.
7. In those schools which are all or predominantly white, there are manyvacant and underutilized classrooms, whereas the all or predominantly Negroschools are overcrowded. The present superintendent of schools, after numer-ous requests by the board reported that there were substantially no vaeanfclassrooms, and submitted a report to the board which is attached hereto asannex B. In connection with the issue of vacant classrooms, a student reporthad been previously made by Dr. Hal Baron, of the Chicago Urban League, anda copy thereof submitted to the board showing an estimate that there were atthat time several hundred vacant classrooms in the Chicago public school system.A copy of this report is attached. hereto as annex C. Subsequently, the present

superintendent submitted another report on the same subject, admitting theexistence of vacant classrooms, a copy of which report is attached hereto asannex D.
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8. An investigation of all the foregoing reports and findings will show that
substantially all of the vacant classrooms are in the all or predominantly white
schools, whereas the classrooms in the all or predominantly Negro schools re-
main very seriously overcrowded.

9. In spite of the foregoing facts, the Chicago Board of Education has unneces-
sarily expended millions of dollars for "mobile" classrooms (most of which
appear to be permanent installations), and for new school construction in Negro
residential areas in such a manner as to increase rather than decrease the
incidence of racial segregation. Much of this has been and is still being done
in spite of a recent State law which proscribes such conduct.

10. The board and its superintendent, in constructing and designating schools
as "upper grade centers," in its "feeder" system of assignment of students to
"upper grade centers" and high schools; in establishing and in changing, and in
failing to change attendance area boundaries ; in establishing branches of certain
high schools in certain elementary school buildings, and in establishing branches
of certain elementary schools in certain high school buildings ; and in designating
certain elementary schools as branches of certain other elementray schools ; has
done so in such a manner, and with the result that, the Chia:go public schools
are more segregated now than ever before.

11. In August 1963, as a result of an out-of-court settlement of a lawsuit then
pending in the U.S. district court in Chicago (Webb et al. v. Board of Education
of the City of Chicago et al., No. 61-C-1569, U.S.D.C., northern district of Illinois,
eastern division) which suit charged racial segregation in the Chicago school
system, the board appointed a panel of distinguished educators and sociologists
to study the system with particular reference to matters of alleged racial legrega-
tion in the system and the inequities resulting therefrom. Said panel was headed
by Dr. Philip M. Hauser, professor and chairman, Department of Sociology,
University of Chicago, and had as its other members Sterling R. McMurrin,
professor of philosophy, University of Utah, and former U.S. Commissioner of
Education ; James M. Nabrit, Jr., president of Howard University ; William R.
Odell, professor of education, Stanford University ; and Lester W. Nelson,
formerly associate program director of the Education Division of the Ford
Foundation.

Said panel, on March 31, 1964, submitted its report and recommendations to the
board, and the central theme of the report and its recommendations was that
the board and its superintendent should act immediately to eliminate racial
regregation in the Chicago public schools and to eliminate the inequalities that
said panel found to exist in said system. To this date, the board has failed to
carry into effect any of the recommendations of that panel, and the incidence of
racial segregation in said system has increased since that time, as shown by
annex A hereinahove referred to. A copy of the report of that panel is attached
hereto as annex E.

12. While the aforesaid panel was considering the matters relating to :acial
segregation in the Chicago school system, the Board appointed Prof. Robert J.
Havighurst, of the University of Chicago, as head of a committee to direct a
survey of the quality of education in the .Chicago public school system. The re-
port of thri; committee was submitted to the board on November 12, 1964, and
its central theme was that the board and its general superintendent should act
immediately to eliminate racial segregation in the Chicago public school system,
as a means toward improving the quality of education in said system. To this
date, the board has failed to carry into effect any of -the recommendations -of
that committee, and the overall quality of education being offered by the Chicago
public school system is growing increasingly worse, due largely to the failure
of the board to act to eliminate racial segregation. 11. copy of the report of that
committee is attached hereto as annex F.

13: .The Chicago Board of Education maintains the Washburne Trade School
from which Negro pupils are almost entirely excluded as a result of an agree:
ment between the board and trade unions in the city, of Chicago that only stu-
dents with apprentice cards from one of the trade unions will be admitted to
said school. The trade unions flagrantly practice racial discrimination against
Negroes, and the board is fully aware of this. In fact, a Federal court in 1963
found that racial segregation was being practiced in connection with that pro-
gram, and yet, the 'practice remains unchanged to this date. (See Todd v. Joint
Apprenticeship Committee, etc., No. 63-C-1739, U.S.D.C., Northern District of
Illinois, Eastern Division.)

14. At the Dunbar Trade School, which is all Negro in its enrollment, the
training is in trades which are either 'becoming obsolete as a result of automation
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or rapidly changing their techniques, these changes not being reflected in the
curriculum at Dunbar, as indicated by the antiquated printing presses and the
limited hand-set printing method being taught there.

15. In divers other aspects of the operation of the Chicago public school sys-
tem, the board and its general superintendent have acted and are acting in such
a manner as to discriminate against Negro students and to exclude them from
the proo4'Tams and activities carried on by said board and which receive sub-
s t anti alFederal assistance.

We hereby request That your committee investigate these matters with a view
toward proposing further legislation to correct these abuses, toward withholding
Federal funds, or whatever other appropriate action may be indicated and
certainly necessary.

Thank you again for your cooperation and for the courtesies extended to us
by you and your staff during our visit to Washington.

Yours very truly,
ALBERT BROOKS,

President, Chicago Branch, IITAA6P.
NATHANIEL WILLIS,

Chairman, Education Committee, Chicago Branch,,NAA CP.
SYDNEY FINLEY,

Field Director, National Office, NAACP.
Mr. FINLEY. May I take this opportunity to introduce two people

to be used as resource personnel. Onmy right is Mr. Meyer Weinberg,
a recent participant in the White House Conference on Education,
editor of Intearated Education, a magazine published by the well-
known group,Teachers for Integrated Schools, and who also is a
teacher of history.

Chairman POWELL. May I interrupt ? Is Mr. Weinberg the co-author of the report on official segregation in the Chicago public
schools ?

Mr. WEINBERG. Yes, sir.
Chairman POWELL. Without objection, Mr. Weinberg, the report is

includecl in the record.
(The report follows :)

A. REPORT ON OFFICIAL SEGREGATION IN CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

(By Coordinating Council of Community Organizations, Meyer Weinberg and
Faith Rich, Cochairman, Research Committee)

The Chicago Board of Education has deliberately segregated the city's public
school system. This can be seen from an examination of (1) the general pattern
of use of the community's educational resources; (2) gerrymandering of school
attendance boundaries; (3) legislative lobbying by the board against State legis-lation that could force it to reduce or prevent segregation; and (4) maintenance
of an apprenticeship training program that excludes all but a tiny, token Negro
representation.

GENERAL PATTERNS

Over a period of years the board of education response to the shifting popula-
tion was such that by 1950, there was overcrowding in areas where there were
Negro6s, and empty rooms where there were whites. The school board could
have opened the underutilized white schools in order to relieve the overerowed
Negro schools Their refusal to do so was deliberate. After refusing, the boardthen claimed it had no alternative except to build new segregated schools in theNegro ghetto. Clearly it created that alternative and then proceeded to "select"it.

The school board could have chosen the first alternative; i.e., fill up the white
schools, but it did not. The Chicago school board deliberately chose to segregate

But was there much space available in the white schools?
Table 1, "Fifty Years of Enrollment in the Chicago Public Schools, 1914 64,"sums up part of the story. It shows that enrollment rose from 292,823 in 1914to a high of 472,789 in 1932. It shows further that after 1932 enrollment fell to
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a low of 344.905 in 1946 and rose to a new high of 520,955 in 1963. In other
words, today's total enrollment is only somewhat larger than it was in 1932.
That enrollment, moreover, is now about one-half Negro whereas in 1932 it was
approximately one-tenth.

Furthermore, as is well known, there was a net exodus of 424.345 whites from
Chicago between 1930 and 1960. A considerable number of the remaining whites
sent their children to the expanding parochial schools.

The white population to be educated in Chicago's public schools is much smaller
now than in 1932. The school board, however, chose to allocate to this declining
group exclusive and ample schools. As the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
staff commented in December 1963 : "The tenacity with which Chicago confined
its Negro pupils to neighborhood schools, and refused to rezone attendance areas
on the fringes of the concentrated Negro residential areas or to relax it's no-
transfer-from-zone-of-residence rules is well known." 1.

For a generation, the city's Negro children were burdened. with an extra
handicap, double-shift classes. As map 2, "Double Shift, Accumulative Burden,
19W-61," shows by far the greatest sufferers from double shift were Negroes.
Once having decided to exclude Negro children from the emptying white schools,
the school board chose to reduce the amount of schooling they could receive even
in Negro schools. A number of Negro children who were thus penalized during
the years 1950-61 are now themselves parents. Is it any wonder that their
fresh and bitter memories make them deteunined to see that their children
receive a good education?

Map 3, "Racial Patterns ,of School Mobiles," demonstrates that the school
board used mobiles as it used double shiftsto contain Negro children.in ghetto
schools.

The school board has refused to direct the general suparintendent to submit
an accurate definitive room count. The latest version of a room count was made
by the general superintendent in November 1964. How vague and indecisive it
was can be judged from the following colloquy between school board members,
Warren Bacon, Bernard Friedman, Cyrus H. Adams III, and General Super-
intendent Benjamin C. Willis :

Bacon : "In the light of the figures released Tuesday, some 703 vacant class-
rooms are available."

Adams : "There are likely to be about 93.5 classrooms vacant * * *"
Friedman: "Are there 703 vacant classrooms available to students in the

city, Dr. Willis?'
Willis : "I think there are 275, approximately." 2
This vain effort joined a long train of similar vain efforts made during the

preceding 3 years; A reasonable interpretation of these events is that the school
board does not wish to reveal the extent of underutilization which was made
inevitable by its exclusionist policies.

By the same token the relative overcrowding of Negro schools was also made
inevitable. The effects of that choiceless learning, poorer conditions of space
and equipment and impoverished curriculum, and morewere as inevitable.
The school board has chosen to use the entire community's resources for the
greater benefit of only one part of the community. This it has done consciously
and deliberately.

GERRYMANDERING

According to Webster's New International Dictionary, 2d edition, the word
"gerrymander" means "to divide into * * * districts * * * in an unnatural and
unfair way with a view to give * * an advantage * *' * or for some other
improper purpose. Hence, to manipulate * * in order to gain an unfair
advantage * * *." A. school gemmander means the arrangement of school
attendance boundaries to include children of one .type who receive a special
advantage and exclude' others who thereby are deprived of that advantage.

Mr. Anthony Celebrezze, Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare, has teStified : "Basically, racial' imbalance in any commu-
nity comes because of school district lines." There iS'more than a suggestion.'

1U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1963 staff reports, "Public Ildrcation" (Washington,
D.C. : Government Printing Office; 1964), P. 85. ,

Private transcript of board of education meeting, Nov. 12,1964.
3 U.S. Congress, 88th, 1st sess., House of Representatives, Committee on the Judiciary,

Subcommittee No. 5, hearings, "Civil -rightF3,'! pts. 1-4, Serial No. 4 (Washington D.C. :
Government Printing Office; 19,63-64), II, p. 1514.

52-579--65-11
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in this statement by a former mayor of Cleveland that the hand a Lt drawsattendance boundary lines may largely determine the amount of school segrega-tion. When asked by a Congressman whether Federal funds could be cut offfrom a school board that created racial imbalance, Secretary Celebrezze replied :"If we come to the conclusion after due investigation, after due hearings, thatthey are using (attendance) district boundaries as a device to promote segrega-tion, and we have the law or the authority, which we probably don't have now,then we would have a right to cut off funds." 4 (The Secreta-v was testifyingon the bill that became the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Title VI gives theSecretary such authority.)
In November 1963, the Illinois State Superintendent of Public Instruction,Ray Page, wrote :
"There is no law in this State which requires that a school (attendancesystem), developed on the neighborhood school plan, honestly and. conscientiouslyConstructed with no intention, or purpose to segregate the races, must bedestroyed or abandoned because the resulting effect is to have a, racial im-balance in certain schools where the district is populated almost entirely byNegroes or whites." 5 [Italic added.]
Implicitly, Mr. Page seems to say that racial gerrymandering would notqualify as an "honest and conscientious" system. Inferred under Illinois Statelaw, in case of demonstrated gerrymandering, the State superintendent, wouldhave to refuse State aid to the school board involved. In fact, however, hehas not.
The end result of large-scale gerrymandering is to make the ghetto school atrap for Negro children. Stigmatized socially, and deliberately deprived by theschool board, Negro schools increasingly fail to serve the needs of children.Classes are permitted to grow larger, the teaching staff becomes less stable,learning achievement becomes less evident. Any effort to permit children toescape such. a trap is met by the cry of "neignborhood school." What mayhave been perfectly -innocuous boundary lines years ago, now become bars toprevent escape. The failure to redistrict ghetto schools is deliberate to restricteducational opportunity. It is in the sense used here, gerrymandering.In section 1, above, the contention was made that the entire school systemis, in a sense, gerrymandered. Let us tow examine two specific current cases ofgerrymandering. This examination is followed by a listing of 20 additionalcases. We present these as worthy of further study. Because of the press oftime we have not been able to describe them in detail.

(a) The Riverdale get rymander
The Riverdale Elementary School, 13233 South Prairie St., was built in 1937in a very sparsely populated area of the city. Attended exclusively by whitechildren from the immediate neighborhood, its graduates went to Fenger HighSchool, some 4 miles to the north ; no nearer high school being then available.Riverdale, rarely enrolling more than 100 or so students, was classified as abranch of white Pullman Elementary school, a "feeder" to white Fenger HighSchool.
During World War II, Altgeld Gardens, an extensive all-Negro nubile housingproject, was built adjacent to the Riverdale district. Between 1945 and 1960,four schools were built within the confines of the project; all project childrenattended these schools.
They are: Carver Primary School, 909 East 132d St., built in 1945 ; CarverHigh School, (and later also Upper Grade Center), 801 East 133d St., built in1949; Newton Elementary School, 901 East 1.33d St., built in 1955 ; AldridgeElementary School, 630 East 131st St., built in 1960.
After 1945 and 1949, the board of education initiated two attendance districtingprinciples in the general region which are still in force today.
(1) No part of the Altgeld project is included in the attendance area ofRiverdale school, and (2) although Riverdale school is located five blocks fromCarver High School, its graduates attend Fenger High School, 3 miles away.The mechanism whereby such an extraordinary procedure occurs is that River-dale is a branch of 98.4 white Scanlan, 4 miles away, a feeder into Fenger.Thus, Riverdale school has been a clear case of gerrymandering since this time.

4 Ibid., p. 1515.
a Decision, in the matter of petition of certain residents of School District 14 of thecity of Chicago, complaining of segregation in the Chicago public school system, Nov. 19,1963, p. 11.
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The motive, racial segregatiOn, is plain. In the 1964 school board racial count,
the schools under discussion showed the following percentage of Negro pupils :
Riverdale 0
Fenger 4. 8
Carver UGC 99. 0
Carver Primary_ 100. 0
Aldridge 100. 0
Newton 100. 0
Carver High _ 100. 0

When Carver High was built, in 1949, a few white families iived interspersed
outside the Altgeld project. The sehool board took two actions to segregate
racially the children of these families. First, a neutral area was created, to
cover the whole area, excluding Altgeld Gardens. Persons living in the neutral
area could send the children to Riverdale or Carver Primary. Needless to say,
no Negroes ended up in Riverdale and no Whites ended up in Carver. The neutral
area was neutral in every respect but race. Second, on September 6, 1949, the
school board created a neutral area for Fenger High School. All persons living
in the general area, again excluding Altgeld Gardens, could use Carver .High or
'Fenger. Apparently without eXception, Negroes in the neutral area chose Carver
and whites, Fenger. Thus, Carver High School attendance district was in effect
completely encircled by Fenger's district.,

In 1955 an official publication of the school board misrepresented' tie gerry-
mander on a map.' ( 1)' In August of that year, General Superintendent Willis
distributed a map showing Riverdale school as a feeder to Carver High.School.
The map gave no indication that Riverdale was a feeder of Fenger.

When were the neutral areas abolished? It is difficult to say although evidence
-points to 1958. By that year a number of lousing trailers had been removed
from the area slightly north of Altgeld Gardens. These had been the principal
source of Negro famPies in the neutral areas. As a result of the removal, segre-
gation 'could be effected without neutral areas ; Fenger was redistricted
accordingly.

On July 8, 1964, Superintendent Willis presented a proposal to the school
board regarding the attendance boundaries.3 The changes contemplated : (a)
Requiring Riverdale seventh and eighth grade students to attend Carver Upper
Grade Center ; (b) placement of the Riverdale-Altgeld Gardens area within Car-
ver High School district; thus making Riverdale a feeder to Carver instead of
Fenger ; and (c) placing within the Riverdale attendance district the new Negro-
populated Golden 'Gates development, adjacent to Riverdale and AltgeldGardens.

The changes 'were significant. The Riverdale-Scanlan-Fenger gerrymander
would have been ended and Riverdale would gradually cease being a white
preserve.

But the changes never occured. On July 8, 1964, the day the proposal was
made, two board members moved to defer the matter until the following meeting.
On August 12, 1964, the matter was again deferred. On August 26, a third
deferral was obtained. On September 9, 1964, the item was withdrawn at the
request of the general superintendent.

On October 14, 1964, Superintendent Willis made a new proposal which was
referred immediately to a committee of the board. It was adopted by the board
on October 27, 1964.8 The new proposal once again designated Riverdale as a
brzn-ch of Scanlan, and so Riverdale graduates are still eligible tc enter Fenger
but not Carver High. In addition, part of the Golden Gate development was
districted into Riverdale. Resident report however that not a single Negro child
was enrolled in Riverdale during 1964-65.

Riverdale is a stark symbol of deliberate segregation and educational depriva-
tion. During the years of the most severe overcrowding in the Altgeld schools,
with double shifts in the project schools, Riverdale suffered no overcrowding. It
never had 'double shifts. In 1964, class size, according to Superintendent Willis,
was as follows in the area's schools : 9

° See Educational Progress, September 1955.
7 Proceedings of the Chicago Board of Education, July 8, 1964, pp. 6748 ; Report No.72364C.
° Proceedings of the Chicago Board of Education, Oct. 27, 1964 ; Report No. 72594.
9 Proceedings of the Chicago Board of Education, May 27, 1964, p. 2390.
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Aldridge
33. 1Carver Pr-aary 32. 8Carver U.G.0 32. 7Newton 32. 7Riverdale
16. 8

One should recall our earlier definition of a gerrymander ; "To manipu-late, * in order to gain an unfair advantage." Such manipulation is obviousin this-case. It cannot be charged to geographical or housing factors. The boardused its public authority to effect racial discrimination.
(b) A Westside story

In 1962, the board of education opened Orr High School unit in the Orr Ele-mentary School building, 1040 North Keeler Avenue. The unit shared the prin-cipal of Marshall High School. In 1964 it received its own principal. The unitwas not a branch of any other bigh school although the school board listed itin a manner of a branch (e.g., in the documents relating to the racial headcount). A curious feature of the unit was the fact thot while physically it was inadministrative district 4, it was listed in school board sources as in district 8 attimes and in district 4 at other times.
Indications are strong that the new school was started, in large part, as awhite school to please parents of white children then enrolled in a predominantlyNegro Marshall. Thus, tae attendance area of Orr unit was drawn to include,as feeders, Morse, Cameron, Ryerson Elementary Schools. These were the lastthree white feeder schools for Marshall which was now fated to become a com-pletely black school fed by completely black elementary schools. If the aim hadbeen to relieve the overcrowding at Marshall, which was extreme, while Orr unitwas underutilized, both integration and efficient space utilization could havebeen served by shifting certain Negro feeder schools from Marshall to Orr.Distance was not a factor;
In June 1963, Gov. Otto J. Kerner, of Illinois, signed the Armstrong bill. Itrequired that school boards locate school buildings so as to avoid segregation,and stipulated that school boards must periodically redistrict attendance areasso as to minimize .segregation.
On July 10, 1963, the Chicago school board adopted board report No. 71354-E,establishing the gerrymandered Orr attendance district described above. OnJuly 30, 1963, the author of the Armstrong Act testified before the school boardand warned that straightforward and decisive action against segregated sitelocations and districting was required by the act.
On May 27, 1964, Superintendent Willis presented a series of proposals to theboard; all *were included in Report No. 72221-B. It was deferred untilJune 10, 1964; and then adopted. He reported that enrollment could not beexpanded any further at Tuley (1.2 percent Negro), Crane (91.1 percent), andMarshall (93.6 percent). Room was available at Austin (0.0 percent Negro)and Orr (1.8 percent Negro).
Good adMinistrative practice suggests that in the light of this reallocation ofspace could easily be combined with increased integration. Crane and Marshallwere both Negro-segregated and overcrowded. Two proposals were related toCrane. Six students, presumably white, were permitted to attend Tuley HighSchool even though they lived just on the Crane side a the Tuley-Crane boundary.If, as we presume, these students were white, then themove decreased integration.A. ninth-grade branch, capacity of 500, was created at Jackson Elementary(5.5 percent Negro). This relieved Crane and seemed to increase integration.How is integration affected by the Jackson branch? In October 1964, it en-rolled 338 Negroes and 40 whites, or 89.4 percent Negro. Meanwhile, in the samebuilding, in the elementary classrooms, only 5.5 percent of the students wereNegro. Observers report that no integration at all occurred in practice betweenJackson's elementary and high school children. They arrived and left at differenttimes ; ate at separate times ; played at separate times. They had nothing todo with each other.
With new and virtually all-Negro Faraday Elementary School about to opendirectly across the street from Marshall, 40 classrooms in Marshall that hadbeen used for the waiting elementary students were now to be returned for highschool use: (In Oétober 1964, accordingly, enrollment rose in Marshall from4.490 to 5,066. That same month, the racial hOadcount showed Marshall to be97.6 percent Negroup 4 percentage points in a year). During the school year1963-64, nearby Orr enrolled 501 white students. Perhaps as many as 250 came
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from former Marshall feeder schools. Their absence from Marshall was crucialin making this a virtually all-Negro school.

The Willis proposals of May 27, 1964, also provided that two Marshall feeder
schools, Marconi (40 percent Negro) and Hefferan (94.1 percent Negro) be madeinto feeders for Austin High School (0 percent Negro). Austin was to receivesome 130 students from these new feeders in September 1064. This would in-crease integration. Out of a total enrollment of 3,195 somewhat fewer than 130would be Negro. Needless to say, Marshall became even more segregated by theloss of Marconi.

Superintendent Willis also proposed two changes in Orr's boundaries. Lowell,a feeder for Tuley High School, was made a feeder for Orr. Lowell was 0.9percent Negro, and a few blocks to the southm.ostly nonresidential park prop-ertywere added to the Orr attendance area. "These changes," Superintendent
Willis told the school board, "could increase the ratio of Negro pupils at Orr,which is presently very small." 0 As a matter of fact, Ilowever, a grand total of
seven Negro students was added as a result of these changes. In 1963, nine of atotal enrollment of 511 were Negro ; in 1964, it was 16 out of 644. Such tokenism
does not merit the name "integration."

In the superintendent's report of October 24, 1963 ("Use of facilities, high
school buildings") Orr had been reported operating at 18.2 percent under capacity.Here was an excellent opportunity to use classroom space and to integrate atthe same time by switching a Marshall feeder school to Orr. Tilton, 57.3 percent
Negro, would have been a judicious choice.

Instead, as we have seen, Lowell (0.9 percent Negro), a Tuley feeder, wasmade into an Orr feeder. Ostensibly, Lowell was chosen, according to Super-intendent Willis"to reduce overcrowding at * * * Tuley * * * "10 This aimcould have been accomplished more easily by redistricting Tuley's easternmost
feeder to Wells High School ; both Tuley and Wells are in the same district.
(In 1963, Wells was only 10.9 percent over capacity and 11.8 percent in 1964.In 1964, Tuley was 114.6 percent over capacity.) Had this been done, Lowell
could have remained with Tuley and an integrated or Negro Marshall feeder
could have been districted into Orr.

It may be noted in conclusion that the 1964 school board budget provided fora large-scale addition to Orr. By 1966 or thereabouts, Orr will be a full 4-yearhigh school. It will continue to be the pivot of planned segregation of the WestSide and near Northwest Side of Chicago. The board must be challenged for
its persistent violation of the Illinois Armstrong Act and the U.S. Civil RightsAct of 1964.

(c) Twenty cases for further study
1. Austin High School, 231 North Pine Avenue (5440 west), school district 4.

Was Austin partially demolished in 1959 and later districted to keep Negroesout? The only explanation given in the proceedings (June 24, 1959, p. 2080)of the board of education for the demolition was that there was enough roomleft in the remainder to accommodate the students. Yet shortly afterwards abranch was opened in an elementary school. For some years the contiguous
Negro high school, Marshall, has been crowded far beyond the city average ; yet
Austin, with its branch, remained at capacity.
2. Prosser Vocational High School, 2148 North Long Avenue (5400 west), schooldistrict 4.

Was Prosser built to segregate? Earlier there had been only one West Side
vocational school, Manley, 2935 West Polk Street (800 south), which of nec-essity either was or would have become integrated. Now there is white Prosser,
opened in 1959; and Negro Cregier, 1829 West Grenshaw (1120 south), renovated
from. an elementary school. When Prosser was budgeted, its location was notgiven and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People had
some difficulty finding out where it was. They protested in their testimony atthe budget hearing that unless carefully districted, it would certainly be segre-gated. It has tool and die apprentices ; Cregier has none, Prosser is much less
crowded than Cregier.
3. Waller High School, 2039 North Orchard Street (700 west), school district 7.

Why is this high school about five times as crowded as Wells, 936 NorthAshland (1600 west) to which some of its feeder schools were formerly dis-
tricted? Is Wells now being resegregated white and Waller, Negro?

10 Ibid.
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4. Jenner, 1009 North Cleveland Avenue (400 west) , school district 7.
Why were two additions made to create this oversized elementary school serv-ing a nearly all Negro public housing project when the board of education ownednearby sites and was even renting out a school building for private school use?

5. Manley, kg.-6, and Upper Grade Center, 2935 West Polk Street (800 south),school district 8.
Why was Manley Vocational High School converted into an oversized elemen-tary school with 2,500 pupils under 1 principal?

6. Sumner, kg.-8, 715 South Kildare Avenue (4300 west) , school district 8.At this crowded elementary school on the expanding edge of the Negro ghetto,26 mobile units have been. on the playground for 3 years. The next school west,May, at 512 South LaVergne Avenue (500 west), probably nearly all white in1962, has an ample campus on which the mobiles could easily have been accom-modated for integration. Here, where the Upper Grade Center could have beenformed to reduce crowding as well as for education purposes, the school remainskg.-8.
7. McKinley Upper Grade Cent. r, 2040 West Adams Street (200 south), schooldistrict 9.

This elementary school, formerly a high school, IN as converted to the firstupper grade center in 1951. In 1964, McKinley was 96.8 percent Negro. It hasprobably been. Negro from its inception as a cett..er. Immediately north ofMcKinley and its feeder schools are white Tuley High School, 1313 North Clare-mont Avenue (2325 west), school district 6, and its white feeder schools. Tuleyis crowded even with two branches. The upper grade centers were establishedpartly to relieve crowding. Therefore the nearby v% hite schools, not beingcrowded, were not included in McKinley Upper Grade Center. But bad McKinleyremained a high school it could have been redistricted with Tuley. NegroEmerson Branch of McKinley, 1700 West Walnut Street (230 north), is lessthan a mile from white Otis, 525 North Armour Street (1550 west), and fromwhite Talcott, 1840, West Ohio Street, (600 north).
8. Burns, kg.-8, 2524 South Central Park Avenue (3600 west), school district 10.From within the former boundary lines of Burns Elementary School haveemerged in 1962 and 1964, two Negro elementary schools, Crown, 2128 SouthSt. Louis Avenue (3500 west) and Paderewski, 2221 South Lawndale Avenue(3700 west). Burns changed from 60.5 percent to 19.5 percent Negro from1963 to 1964. Many questions come to mind about this process of new building.Were Crown and Paderewski built for an illegally high housing density due tofailure to enforce the building code? Why were there practically no white chil-dren in them? Why did they open more crowded than Burns?
9. Hearst, kg.-8, 4640 South Lemon Avenue (4900 west), school district 10.This is a school serving a public housing project, LeClaire Courts, built onvacant land in a white area. It opened in 1950 with 90 percent white occupants.It had an extension in 1953. By 1962, LeClaire Courts was 90 percent Negro,the extension, 81 percent Negro.

Although Hearst School remained integrated (only 62 percent Negro in 1964)it suffered the fate of its Negro rather than its white component. The four whitepublic housing projects in Chicago Lawndale Gardens. Lathrop Homes, TrumbullPark Homes, and Bridgeport Homes, never had crowded schools. But nearly allthe Negro projects (and by 1964, 92 percent of those in Chicago public housingprojects were Negro) had crowded schools, most of them on double shift atone time or another ; and very large schools, often isolated frm the surroundingcommunity. Hearst School was on a double shift in 1957 and 1958 and in 1963had an average class size of 43.3 pupils per classroom.
10. Baum Branch of Twain, kg.-6, 4950 South LaPorte Avenue (4934 west),district 10.

Within a few blocks of Hearst a seven-room branch of Twain, 5131 SouthLinder Avenue (5440 west), was built and opened in 1962. Baum Branch has noNegro pupils. It seems to have been built small to avoid taking any pupils fromHearst which was also crowded, as well as its parent school, Twain. Insteadof making Baum an integrated school, it was built as a small branch ; andanother addition was built on Hearst.
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11. Pershing, kg.-6, 3113 South Rhodes Avenue (500 east), school district 11.

This school seems to point, not to a racial, but to a class gerrymander. Atthe same time the insignificant amount of school integration produced by theurban renewal effort and money is disappointing.
When large financial interests built Lake Meadows and Prairie Shores onpublicly cleared land, the board of education put up a new small school, Pershing,

with 12 classrooms. A block away, Douglas, 3200 South Calumet Avenue (317
east), had less than 35 per classroom. in 1958 when Pershing opened. By 1963,
Douglas had only 24.2 per classroom, with 1,729 pupils in 71 rooms. If, insteadof building Pershing, the board of education had split up Douglas into two
moderate-sized schools for the benefit of all the pupils and bad made the few
children of Lake Meadows and Prairie Shores a part of the surrounding com-munity, democracy and equality of educational opportunity might have beenadvanced. While Pershing is technically integrated if the 90/10 formula isfollowed, since it is 11.4 percent white, the extent of integration is small. OnOctober 7, 1964, there were present 31 white pupils, 233 Negro, and 9 others.
Douglas had 2 white pupils ; 1,805 Negro.
12. Holden Branch of Tilden High School, 1101 West 31st Street (3100 south),school district 21.

Holden Branch was once a branch of Englewood High School, 6201 SouthStewart Avenue (400 west). When Englewood became Negro, Holden became abranch of white Kelly High School, 4136 South California Avenue, (2800 west).In 1964, for reasons unknown to us, it was made a branch of Tilden High School,4747 South Union Avenue (700 west). Why was not Holden made a branch ofNegro Phillips High School, 244 East Pershing Road (3900 south), the nearesthigh school to it? This would have been especially appropriate in 1964 sinceAbbott, the branch of Phillips, 3630 South Wells Street (200 west) was under-populated, whereas Holden Branch was crowded with 503 students in instruc-tional areas with a capacity of only325.
13. Beethoven, kg.-6, 25 West 47th Street (4700 south), school district 13.

This segregated Negro school opened in 1962 crowded and overflowing intoTaylor Homes public housing project apartments needed for housing. In 1964it still had 2,478 pupils under 1 principal, including 518 in 12 units of theChicago Housing Authority apartments. Its upper grades go to upper gradecenters eastward into the Negro ghetto. West of Beethoven is white school,Graham, 4436 South Union Avenue (700 west), kg.-8; and immediately westis Tilden High School, 4747 South Union Avenue. (700 west), 40.2 percent Negroin 1964.

14. Harlan High School, 9652 South Michigan Avenue (100 east), schooldistrict 16.
This high school opened in 1958 and 1960, itself integrated, but thus resegre-gating Calumet High School, 8131 South May Street (100 west), and FengerHigh School, 11220 South Wallace Street (600 west), white. Even at itsopening, although it was itself integrated it caused a net increase in segrega-tion. Calumet meanwhile became reintegrated in another direction ; but Fengerremains segregated white to the present time, while Harlan itself became 90percent Negro in 1964. The Chicago Board of Education built Calumet in aU-shape in anticipation of population increases. An addition to Calumet insteadof Harlan would have been less expensive and would have increased integration.

15. Oglesby, kg-8, 7646 South Green Street (832 west), school district 16.By refusal to redistrict or to transfer on an equitable basis this school wasmade into a trap on the edge of the Negro ghetto. The next school west andsouth of it is Cook, 8150 South Bishop Street (1550 west). In 1962, Cook, asa receiving school in the permissive transfer program, could not receive morestudents than would leave it at 30 per classroom ; Oglesby, as a crowded sendingschool, could not send students until it rose above 40 per classroom. By 1963,Cook, 3.1 percent Negro, had 25.7 pupils per classroom ; Oglesby, 89.3 percentNegro, 44.1 pupils per classroom. In 1964, Cook was 9.7 percent Negro, 29 perclassroom ; Oglesby, 96.8 percent Negro, 46.3 per classroom including 10 mobileunits.
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16. Morgan Park High School Branches Clissold and Shoop, school district 18 ;Clissold, 2350 West 110th Place (11000 south) kg-8; Shoop, 1460 West112th Street (11200 south) kg-8.
Morgan Park High School, 1744 West Pryor Avenue (11200 south, 1050 west),has lon., been physically integrated in its student body. In 1964, it was 31.3percentNegro. Near it is an integrated elementary school, Esmond, 1865 WestMontvale Avenue (11300 south), which was once a branch of Morgan ParkHigh School. For some years now, howevt:-, Morgan Park has had two com-pletely segregated branches: Clissold, with f)11 white students and Shoop, with108 Negro students. The elementary part of Clissold has 31.6 pupils per class-room; Shoop, 37.2.

17. Whistler, kg-6, 11513 South Ada Street (1326 west), school district 18.
Whistler opened in 1958. In 1984, including its branch of mobile units,Whistler, 100 per >cent Negro, had 1,457 pupils, at 43.8 per classroom in themain building.
West Pullman Branch, 100 percent white, built in 1953 with an addition in1957, 12151 South Racine Avenue (1200 west), kg-2, had in 1964, 158 pupils at32.7 per classroom.
The southern boundary of Whistler ends at the end of the uninhabited areasouth of the Negro ghetto; the northern boundary of West Pullman Branchbegins at that point.

18. Chalmers, kg-6, 2745 West Roosevelt Road (1200 south), school district 19.
The recent history of this school might be studied to learn whether the neigh-borhood school or race is decisivefor districting.
During the 4 school years 1956 through 1959, the old Chalmers on the samesite as the above, was on double shift while about four blocks away from itin the same North Lawndale 'community area, even in the same census tract,parted only by a street which ran through the districts of several other nearbyschools, was a white school, Plamondon, which probably had room enoughto have taken Chalmers off shift and to have kept it off shift. Plamondon, kg-8,1525 South Washtenaw Avenue (2700 west), in 1963 had 391 pupils. By thattime it was 9.4 percent Negro ; Chalmers, replaced by a new building in 1960,was 95.3 percent Negro. The two schools were not redistricted. The uppergrades of Chalmers now attend a Negro upper grade center.
In 1952 Chalmers and Plamondon had the same principal. At issue also isthe question of how much room Plamondon did have. As it is still standing,this could be ascertained.

19. Hammond kg-6. 28.9 West 21st Place (2100 south), school district 19Hammond is a small white school with no Negro pupils. Prior to 1961 whenit was partially demolished, it was larger than nearby 100 percent Negro Pope,185-.1 South Albany Avenue (3100 west). Pope, like most of the schools inNoih Lawndale, was crowded. For 6 years from 1956 through 1961, it wason double shift Yet it was never redistricted with Hammond which had onlya few children in a larger building.
20. Spry Upper Grade Center, 2400 South Marshall Boulevard (2883 west),school district 19.

In the same building is Spry, kg-6. The kg-6 grades of Spry are composedalmost exclusively of white pupils. Of 669 pupils in 1964, 0.9 percent or 5pupils were Negro and present on the day of the racial count In Spry UpperGrade Center, however, 62.9 percent of 621 enrolled were Negro.Spry is one of the few racially integrated upper grade centers. But thequestion must be raised whether a much greater number of pupils could nothave been, and cannot now be, integrated than under the present arrangements.McCormick, 2712 South Sawyer Avenue (3230 west), kg-8, has no Negro pupilsand does not send its upper grades to Spry. Only two white schools and onlyparts of two Negro schools participate in the integrated center.Could not mobiles be placed on the Hammond campus and some paired arrange-ments worked out with Pope? Perhaps there silould be an educational parkon the extensive Harrison High School campus, 2850 West 24th Street Boulevard(2400 south). which is near Spry.
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LEGIBLANIVE LOBBYING

Repeatedly, the Chicago Board of Education has asserted that school segrega-
tion is merely a reflection of residential segregation. A more accurate state-
ment would be that 'school organization.may be affected by residential segrega-tion. Precisely how the schools are affected is, in part, a matter that is up tothe schools; Nor is this . all. The schools mayindeed, shouldwork for the
reduction: oC residential segregation. It. goes without saying that the schools
ought to Welcome assistance in freeing themselves from the constrictions of
'segregation.

California is a good example. In the fall of 1961. a statewide referendum
was to be held on Whether or not to discontinue all State laws forbidding
discrimination in'the sale of residential property. Were the referendum to pass,
residential segregation could be expected to increaseand thus further complicate
the State' *goVernment's efforts -to achieve .school integration., The State.,com-
mission on equal opportunities in education wrote to all. school boards in thestate: .0The State board of education's policy, which' is directed toward the
elimination, of existing de facto school segregation and curbing any tendency
toward its growth; will be more difficult to translate into practice if the intiativeis adopted."1 This-was a: responsible exercise' of a public obligation. State
education authorities put their weight where it would count: .That the measure
passed anyway does not change matters.

The Chicago School Board, however, did .the very opposite. On March 25,
1959, by a vote of eight to one, it opposed a bill to become the Armstrong Act
which would have required 'all school boards inthe &Ate to'redistrict attendance
zones periodically to redtice segtegation." Ohe might think a local school boardwould- welcome such a concrete meaSure. Chicago school authorities, on thecontrary, did not even remain neutral, which would have been consistent with
the board's theory that school segregation just happens to baripen and thus needibt" be - belèd along. Instead, it did' legislatite battle against a potentiallybeneficial measure.

The school board did this officially and, of course, _consciously. It thus actedirresponsibly with respect to its obligation toward all children.
This same irrespbnsibility can be seen in the repeated failure of the Chicago

Board of Education to support the passage of legislation that would ease thepressures of school segregation. Such has been the case with open housing orfair employment practice billS. The legislative theory of the Chicago SchoolBoard appears to be: Oppose it if it is for school integration, be neutral if itis for equal housing or employment opportunities.

WASHBURNE

Over a period of years an apprentice-training program -that is racially dis-criminatory has been operated by the Chicago School Board. In October 1961, arepresentative of the school board testified before a subcommittee of the U.S.House Committee on Education and Labor and heldas t.he present genPralsuperintendent still holdsthat the board had no control over the selection ofapprentices. Representative Roman C. Pucinski responded : "I just cannotunderstand how you can state to thiscommittee that you have no control over thisprogram. There are three parties involved in this program and you are one ofthose three." 24 In 1962 a report to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights stated:"The surrender of a public function to private organizations in this manner isdifficult to justify." is In 1964, the Hauser report stated: "The panel finds itshocking that some unions in Chicago do not admit Negroes as apprentices andthat the public school system cooperates with these unions in providing appren-ticeship training programs for them." " On January 26, 1965, School Board TicePresident Thomas J. Murray asked: "Why don't Federal agencies do this job ofdelving into this, instead of the board of education? Why put this onus on us?

11Integrated Education, AugustSeptember 1964. p. 4.12This act would also hare required the location of new school buildings so as tominimize segregation.
"Proceedings of the Chicago Board of Education, Mar. 25, 1959. p. 1646.14 Quoted in letter from Ely M. Aaron to Prank M. Whiston, June 5, 1964. Mr. Aaronis chairman of tbe Commission on Human Relations of tbe City of Chicago and Mr.Whiston is preshlent of the Chicago Board of Education.Ibid.
1° Ibid.
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They give us the money, it is their job to find out who or which union discrimi-nates, if any." "
The Chicago Commission on Human Relations has taken an increasinglyprominent role in the Washburne matter. On Jtme 5, 1964, in a letter to BoardPresident Frank IL Whiston, the commission noted that discrimination by thejoint apprenticeship committee and unions continued. Accordingly it requestedthat the board of education withdraw funds and facilities from those unions. Ayear later, on .Tuly 6, 1965, the commission again urged the board to bar theunions from Washburne. Eight days later, the board passed a motion to denydiscriminatory unions access to Washburne. Any union, however, could continueto use Washburne if it submitted a "written notice" signed by two chiefs of theunion, that "personnel practices and-policieS of the union" were in accordancewith the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and that the union did "not discriminateagainst Negroes" Or other minority groups.
The school board has consciously and officially supported the raeistily discrimi-natory program at Washburne. It rejected, repeatedly, demands by citizengroups such as the Negro American Labor Council, the NAACP, and others forrelief from this illegal program. Its latest action is perfunctory and is merelya new way of perpetuating the present control of the apprenticeship program.There is utterly no way that the board can police the arrangement it has nowcreated. There is no reason to think the board wishes to police it.

CONCLUSION

Neither segregation nor integration just "happens." Each is deliberately in-stalled or prevented. The school board, acting under advice of its generalsuperintendent, pursues a deliberate policy of segregation. This deliberate orofficial segregation is exemplified in numerous cases as illustrated herein, andthese cases are but illustrations of the general policy and pattern.The pattern can be found in matters that are not touched in the present report,including the distribution of faculty, student reading materials, and repeatedfailures of the board. to implement recommendations derived from studies theboard itself had requested.
Ultimately, the board will have to undo the harm it has caused. . This willrequire an official and factualdedication to integration. It will require painstak-ing planning to achieve the goal the State law enjoins upon all school boards:"Provide all children of this State * * * a good common school education."We will need to explore constructive experiences of other communities, to usepromisiag tools such us educational parks, to make the schools truly public byinsisting that the board cease its irresponsible racism.
But in order to go forward at all we must first face reality. Deliberate segre-gation is an ugly reality. To ignore it is to consign other generations of childrento planned deprivation. If neither the local nor State government will strikedown such racial discrimination, then the Federal Government must do so.
Mr. FriTLEY. Be is alsoa teacher of history.
I would also- like to introduce, on my left, the honorable Charles

Chew, Ilth ward alderman in Chicago, and like yourself a life memberin the NAACP, which gives him some right to speak, as it doesyourself.
I think there are two points that I certainly want to try to impressthe committee with tod.ay. No. 1 is the area that has only beentouched on during the testimony, and, that being the area of de juresegregation -which all of us concerned -with the NAACP, or affiliatedwith the N4ACP, are concerned about in the city of Chica,?;o. Wefeel it is a unique situation, one that should be explored considerably

since we feel that there is a fact basis for declaring that we not onlyhave de facto segregation but de jure segregation as well in the areaof Chicago.
Some months ago I referred to the city of Chicago in this fashion,that if Chicago has had, segregated schools since Ben Willis appeared
Private transcript of meeting of school board committee on Washburne, Jan. 26, 1965.
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on the scene (and it is difficult for me to refer to him as Dr. Ben Willis,
since he is well known as a monument of segregation and often other
terminology is used with regard to his person) it would be tai upgraded
improvement over what we actually have right now. I say this
somewhat facetiously. However, we feel that the committee should
explore and investigate all of the possibilities with regard to de jure
segregation.

The second thing that I would certainly like to bring into prominence
is one that Dr. Willis referisd to yesterday, and that is that segrega-
tion has not increased in the Chicago school system. I think that my
statement will indicate that it has increased over the recent years,
particularly and specifically since he has been there.

Chairman Pow-ELL. There is the report of the TJrban League, which
is not a leftwing organization, and in its survey it said segTegation has
increased in 12 months.

Mr. FINLEY. That is correct, and certainly it is a. bona fide
organization.

Chairman POWELL. At this time the assistant' chief counsel would
like to ask you a question.

Mr. KRAMER. I think it is going to be important if you would give
us your definition, and this is really cnicial, of what you consider
segregation and integration, to be in the public schools.

.Mr. FINLEY. I clidri't get your question.
Mr. KRA3IER. Could you give us your definition of what you consider

a segregated school to be?
Mr. FINLEY. I think a segregated school is No. 1, in the Chicago

situation, an example of those schools in Chicago where over 90 percent
of Negro students attend an all-Negro school.

Chairman POWELL. An integrated school -would be 10 percent or
more.

Mr. FINLEY. It is difficult to base it on percentages, but certainly it
is not a situation where there is anything less than 10 percent.

Mr. KRAMER. Has your organization given consideration to the
concept of racial imbalance which is even more severe than the concept
of sea6regationthat is, since Negroes constitute only 50 percent of
the schoOl population, any school where there were more than 50 or
60 percent of Negroes would be considered racially imbalanced
as such?

Mr. FINLEY. Yes, sir. I might also point out along these same lines
that it is difficult to actually nail down a particular sea6regated school.
You have to take into consideration, all of the aspects Of the school,
and what takes place to cause a

o-

segreo-ated school, such as the over-
loadin of double shifts in Negro slools, such as predominantly
Negreteachers or specifically the majority of teachers in a given
school, where the majority of students are Negro, and so on.

Mr. KRAMER. Do you have statistics on teachers? We are unable
to get that because of the law of Illinois, which forbids taking racial
characteristics of teachers.

Mr. FINLEY. Let me refer that to Mr. Weinberg-.
Mr. WEINBERG. The law does not prohibit this. That Is an inter-

pretation of the school board attorney, and other attorneys have inthr-
preted it otherwise.

Mr. Icst AmEn. That is all. Thank you.
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Mr. FiiiLEY. Mr. Chew wants to answer;
Mr. CHEw. I believeyou were asked to _give an exemple of a seg-

reaated school. can give you several examples of segregated schools.
HoWever, there is one in particular. .

We have a Benjamin Banneker Elementary,. School, which was
built about 4 years ago. I think it may lave been 5 years ago. The
enrollment is 100 percent Negro. The faculty is a white principal, an
assistant pithicipal is white, and the rest of the faculty is all Negro.
Thisis -a. brand; new: school not one white student enrolled in_ that
School. There are several inohicago of the Same nature:

There' are'. schools in Chicago where you, do not have one Negro
faculty member.'' The 10'percent -which yon will find in some Of these
mixed. -neighborhoods,- where the chirdren of better class families are
allowed to trander by direction of .the board of education,- and.the
ones who,cannot afford it, the white children. do remain in the neigh-
borhoOd until possibly they hal% enough equity hi their homes to
move out.

Mr. Puomm.. Mr. Finley,.you made Mention-of the Urban League
report. Do you have it there with you ?

Mr. FimAY.:.It is on file. I referred- to Mrs. Cook's report.
PuriNsicr.i, -You said that the segregated schools are increasing

in Chicago. I seem to recall that Dr. Willis recognized thatlprob-
lem. As a matter of fact, he pointed out about the increase, in the
nonwhite population in Chicag6 and said among other things that
between 1950 and 1960 .the number of white children of the- age of
5 and- under increased by 22,000 or 8 percent, and the same-period he
said the number of nonwhite children under 5 increased by 76,000,
or 111 percent.

You may recall his statement that if these trends continue, it will
become increasingly difficult to provide integrated education of a
meaningful sort.

If my memory is right, he referred to a situation here in the District
of Columbia, where the nonwhite population in the public school sys-
tem has become so large, it becomes more and more difficult to provide
integrated schooling.

But having said this, I wonder what you would say about the Urban
League report, on page 25 of the report, where they list 1,247 less
white students in Chicago schools, and 6,383 less white students in the
100 percent white schools, and 3,278 more students in 90 to 99 percent
white schools, and 210 more in 90 to 99 percent Negro schools, and
1,648 more in integrated schools,

Now, this would seem to indicate an averacre increase in the inter-
racial acquaintance for 5,136 more white Inih school students than
last year.

Is there any significance in this development in your judgment?
Mr. FINLEY. Let me point this out, that in a study completed by

the Urban League in July 1965, they say that in May of this year, the
Chicago Urban League research staff did an extensive study on impil
searegation and school segregation in the Chicago public schools.
Triey go on to say this study was based on two student racial headcount
reports published by the Chicago Board of Education ; one racial
survey was taken in October 1.963, and the other taken October 1961.
We found that 483 public schools, 394 are segregated. The over-whelming
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Mr. FucixsKI. If you will recall, Dr. Lewis testified yesterday as
to the criteria of segregation, and you recall she said it would be very
difficult, to define "segregation" because of varying standards.

For instance, in her judgment, if you have 10 percent students of
one race, and 90 percent of the other race because of the high stand-
ards they have established in Chicago, die would call that a segre-
gated school, even though in southern communities, to meet the 1951
court edict, they will call a school integrated if they have one or two
or three Negro children, and the chairman yesterday quite properly
referred to that practice as token segregation.

Now, the Chicago school system rejects token segregation as a cri-
teria, and so obviously these figures say "segregated schools" simply
because of the high standards that we have adopted for Chicago.

Is there any merit in that statement ?
Mr. FINLEY. I don't believe that there is, because I have very little

faith in exactly what Dr. Lewis said, as well as Dr. Willis. What
you are saying, in effect, is that they may not believe in some type
of intearation. As far as I am concerned, Dr. Willis and the present
school Taoard are not concerned with any type of integration, whether
it is token or otherwise.

Mr. PuaNSKI. Do you have any confidence in this Urban League
report?

Mr. FINLEY. I certainly have.
Mr. PITCINSIKI. Let us look at it then.
On page 24, you have 585 more white students in elementary schools.

You have 9,251 fewer whites in 100 percent white schools. You
have 8,164 more in 90 to 99 percent white schools, and you have 279
more in 90 to 99 percent Negro schools, and you ha,ve 1,393 more in
integrated schools.

Now, taking the table on page 25 and the table on. page 24, it would
indicate that an increase in the opportunity for interracial acquaint-
ances, for 9,836 youngsters, more elementary students than last year.
If you put these together, what do you come up with ? You come
up with a figure of 14,972, or almost 15,000 youngsters who had more
chance at integrated schooling in Chicago last. year under your own
figures here. Now., there are the Urban Lea,gue figures.

'111r. Frismor. Since you refer to the Urban League figures, it is
aranted there was some token intearation as far as schools were
concerned.

Mr. PITCINSIiI. There was some progress in integration in Chicago ?
Mr. FINLEY. I didn't say progress. I said there was some integra-

tion that took place in the city of Chicago.
Mr. Pucixsxr. I will let these figures speak for themselves.
Chairman POWELL. If the gentleman of Illinois will yield, I will

put in some figures from the same report. In 1961, 381 segregated
schools ; in 1965, 391. In 1961 schools with 100 percent Negro popula-
tion, 45. In 1965, 54 schools. That is an increase of nine, which is
about 20 percent in 12 months.

Mr. PITOINSKI. I think that we covered this question of what is a
segregated school. The segregated school, because of the high stand-
arci that they establisha school may be listed as segregated simply
because we reject token integration.
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But if you will recall yesterday, the testimony before this com-mittee, in two instances, the school board had built a school fully
intending that school to be integrated, and from all population trends
and pro3ections they had every reasonable belief that when this school
was opened, it would be integrated, at least to the extent of 15 percent
in the case of the one school Dr. Lewis mentioned. But by the time
the plaster dried on the walls and the school was opened 24 months
later, the population changed to the extent that the school was only
3-percent integrated.

The map Dr. Willis presented yesterday showed the increase in thenon7hite community in Chicago, so that schools that started out to be
integrated, becalise of the changing pattern§ of the neighborhood,- be-
came segregated, not because of any policy by the school board but be-
cause of the normal movement of people and the flight, the unfortu-
nate flight of the white populatiOn.

MI". FINLEY. Your question will be answered more thoroughly in
future testimony, but what you have just 'said also indicates to those
of us affiliated with the NAA.CP, as to why we feel there is clear-cut
de jure segregation in the city of Chicago. That is because of the
collusion on the part of such bodies, official bodies; as that of the Board
of Realties of the City 'of Chicago, other 'real estate groups, iand the
school board itself in handling boundaries, as far as Negro neighbor-
hoods are concerned. This supports our official reason for feeling that
there is de jure segregation in Chicago'.

Mr. PIJCINSS.I. I will not go ihto a clialOgue with you now -as to
whether or not realties do this or,that.

As you know, the city of Chicago passed the so-called antiblock-
busting ordinance, and I believe' the alderman was' there when the
ordinance was passed. What evidence do you have; if you have any,
to back uP the statement that you just made thdt there is collusion on
the part of the schOol board to gerrymánder these districts? Ithink
it would be most important for this committee to have that.

Mr. FINLEY. This will be answered more thoroughly litter.
Mr. Pucirrsia. You made the statement and I wonder if you could

answer it.
:gr. FINLEY. -Only in this fashion: that the sChool board has nOt

done anything to break uri the present boundarie's that we have in
Chicago. I think this in itself is gerrymandering. They let another
groupthat being the realtorsdecide where the boundaries are to1-

Mr. PIICINSHI. Do you have any evidence to be 'presented taus
comm'ttee that will supPort that the board willfully wantonly
has conspired to gerrymander these districts to perpetuate the segrega-
tion in the Chicago schools ?

Mr. FINLEY. Since I have learned so well from white people, partic-
ularly in the last 21 hours, as to how to refer questions, I think that r
will refer this particular question to my resource

Mr. Pucirrsicr. The record may show that you do not have that- in-
formation, is that correct ?

Mr. FINLEY. The record may not show that. I am referring it to
one of my resource people.

Chairman POWELL. Let us not badger the witness. He is here with
his staff, just as Dr. Willis was yesterday.

Mr. Weinberg, will you answer the question ?
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Mr. WEINBERG. In the document recently entered into the record,
written by Dr. Rich and myself, we analyzed in considerable detail
two examples of gerrymandering which will be discussed later. We
list in addition 20 other cases of what we believe to be gerrymandering,
but which we did not have time to sketch in this report. So we believe
there is ample evidence of deliberate and conscious gerrymandering by
the school board.

May I add something on the Congressman's statement about
Washington, D.C.

In 1944, the District of Columbia schools were 40 percent Negro
enrollment. That is 10 years before the Supreme Court decision. In
1954, the year of the decision, the District of Columbia schools had 60
percent Negro students. In other words, the District schools were
predominantly Negro before the Supreme Court decision.

This reflected an exodus of white people from the District into the
suburbs. This exodus had nothing to do with integration, because
there simply was no integration in the District.

As you know, there was a legally separate system, with two separate
superintendents, one for the ICegro division and one for the white
division.

What has happened since 1950that is up to 1964is that the per-
centage had gone somewhat over 80. I guess it was 86 percent last
year, m.1964. I would maintain that the attempt in the last 10 years
to integrate the system is not the factor which explains the exodus of
whites. It is the poor quality of the District schools, to the point
where, when it was leo.ally separate, the school system, the Neo-ro
school system in this Ilstrict was not even given achievement teas.
The school system refused to give Negro children here achievement
tests, whereas it did give the white children these tests. It did not
want to know how badly things -were going on here. So it has nothing
to do -with integration.

Mr. PUCINSKI. 1 think that you are absolutely correct.
May I ask you this qu' stion, Mr. Weinberg. Wouldyou agrec that

iby increasing and improving the quality of the schools n these chano-
ing areas, that you would be able to stabilize that neighborhood and
arrest the flight of these families ?

Mr. WEINBERG. PositiN ly, but as we will show in later testimony,
the opposite has been th )1.,olicy of the Boaxd.

Mr. PUCINSKI. I will be very happy to see that testimony, but for the
future, what we are trying to figure out, what can be done about this
problem, and would you agree, and the chairman has spoken on this
and I have spoken on this, and other members have, that by helping the
school systems of America, and giving them all of the help that they
need to bring those schools in these changing areas up to a superior
statusas Dr. Willis himself said yesterday, the first challenge they
have is to return to the urban school the high standards that they had
before World War I.

Would you agree that by doing this, we can arrest this flight of white
families so that you can have a greater degree of integration in these
chanoing areas?

Mr! WEINBERG. There is some defective bistory in the superintend-
ent's recital. Before World War I, the American public school system
was at least in the high schools, an elite system. Very few Chi-
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dago kids went to high school. In 1914, for example, in Chicago,
there were 10 times as many elementary sch, A childrenas high school
children in 'Chicago. This indicated that at that time high schools
were for the very elite.

In 1964,. 50 years later, there are about three and, a half times as
many elementary childfen as high school children, so the gap is being
closed.

Mr. PUCINSKI. It. iS always a pleasure to-have a wiiness before this
committee who does his homework, and obviously you have been doing
yourhomework.

I think .what Dr. Willis meant in broad terms was that prior to
the: war the custom ;was to come into the city to get good education.
Today; theicustom is to go out to the suburbs to get good education,
The point he made was that you have to try and, improve the quality
of the Urban school system to the extent where you are going to be
able to arrest this flight into the suburbs. I think that was the gen-
eral purpose of his statement'

Mr. WEINBERG. I have one comment. I don't believe you can im-
prove urban schools, without integrating them.

Mr. PIJCINSKI. What is that?
Mr. WEINBERG. I don't believe that you can improve the city

schools without integrating them.
Mr. PIICINSKI. Certainly I think that was the whole gist and struc-

ture of the testimony yesterday, that in these changing areas, and
in these peripheral areas, the fact that these schools do become segre-
gated does play a very adverse role.

I won't take the time now because the record is there, but I would
be very happy to go back to Dx. Willis' statement, in which he made
that statement in his testimony yesterday.

Mr. FINLEY. Since we are discussing Dr. Willis, I would like to
point out that yesterday remarks pertinent to the fad-, that we can-
notor why should we, get involved with a personality in the name
of Dr. Willis, in discussing the Chicago school system.

I would like to point out, that it is not 'a complex problem as many
people think. You are probably aware of this characteristic since
you are from Chicago. This is one 'of the reasons I have the good
alderman from Chicago here, and- that is for the purpose of explain-
ing some of the political involvement here with respect to gerry-
mandering boundaries. It is difficult to refer to Dr. Willis, who I
certainly feel is a monument to segregation, without including the
political structure as it is made up in the city of Chicago.

Since we are into this area, I think that Mr. Chew has some
pertinent remarks with regard to this.

Mr. CHEW. Mr. Chairman, the Armstrona Law prohibits gerry-
mandering of districts. We have had very few districts drawn since
the Armstrong Law. The facts are that there are forces in 'Chicacro,
and, Congressman, I can support this, that are designed primarily
to maintain a segregated school system, and I think that this starts
at the head of our ad.ministration. It comes down wherein the entire
city coimcil, with the exception of a very few, would confirm that
this post was nominated by the mayor to be 'a member. We must get
into th:s nominating committee, and you have only two Negroes onthis nominating committee. One is a doctor and one is a lawyer.
But the majority rules in this nominating committee.
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The head of this nominating. committee, Dr. Odenberg, is the
chairman of the department of health of the city of Chicao.o.. The
Negro politicians in our city council do abiolutely nothing' toward
integrating the schOols. They will not speak up on this issue when
they come before the city council. They will vote to confirm the
people that are in question that have records of searegation.

I recall an appointee having gone to a private school, and had a
icomplete record of prohibiting ntegration in a school where he was

a trustee. Yet he was confirmed by the Chicago City Council 44 to 6.
When we get into the basis of why we retain a segregated school

system, it is the white power structure having taken in the puppets
of the Negro communities and getting the support of Necrro ministers
and Negro politiCians to remain silent on these issues wrereby it can
be ramrodcled through the city council and presentedto the public on
this issue.

I have one other point I would like to bring out, Congressman.
Superintendent Willis testified yesterday that he had asked the board
for a cluster plant. Well, it is my interpretation of the &ties of the
board of education to direct the superintendent as to what he should
or should not do, and not the superintendent directing the board.
We have had. just the reversal of that in the city of Chicago.

Superintendent Willis dictates the policy to the board, and the
board carries out this policy.

The one cluster plan that was recommended by the board, Superin-
tendent Willis rejected, and it is not in effect as of today.

Chairman PowErx. Will you go ahead, Mr. Finley?
Mr. FINLEY. I think probably what we are saying
Chairman POWELL. Perhaps Mr. Weinberg or you can inform me on

this. Under Superintendent Willis' administration, how many high
schools have been built in the city of Chicago?

Mr. FINLEY'. It is one.
Chairman POWELL. One Ugh school in 12 years?

, Mr. CHEW. There is a demolition program on two other high schools
replacing buildings, but there is only one high school built under
Superintendent Willis since he has been in Chicag,o.

Chairman POWELL. Two have been demolished?
Mr. Caw. Yes; and new buildings built to replace old buildings,

but only one new one.
Mr. PuoiNsKr. Is that the Dunbar Vocational School ; is that the

one high school?
Mr. CHEw. No.
Mr. PIICINSKI. Wasn't the ambar Vocational School built?
Mr. CHEW. It was located at .44 and Forestville, and they have a

new location at 30 and South Park. You could not consider Dunbar
a new school because Dunbar transferred from one building to another.
So you did not get a new name. Incidentally, it is named for Paul
Lawrence Dunbar.

Mr. PIICINSKI. IS it a new building?
Mr. CHEW. Being from Chicago, I Wouldn't expect you to ask me

that question. . If you tear down your present house and build a new
one, you haven't added 'to your homes. You have just added a new
building.

Mr. PUCINSKI. I lave a new building.
52-579-65-12
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Chairman POWELL. You don't have an additional new building.
Mr. CHEw. Absolutely not.
Mr. Pumsra. The chairman asked how many new schools were

built, and you consider the Dunbar not a new school?
Mr. CHEw. No, it is not a new school; it is a new building.
Chairman POWELL. 1; la about apprenticeship trainingprogram at

the Washburn Trade School ?
Mr. CHEW. The Washburn Trade School, Mr. Chairman, is run by

the unions in Chicago.
Chairman Pawmt. The school is run by the unions?
Mr. Cmw. Yes, they nominate the apprentice that goes into the

school, and the peroentage of Negroes is less than 3 percent.
Chairman POWELL. That is the national average, by the way.
Are there any questions?
Do you have anything else to add to this ?
Mr. nNLEY. I would like to finish by saying that we do not feel

that you can overlook the political involvement that is cause for "a
segregated School system in the city of Chicagro. You cannot dis-
associate Mayor Daley or the city council; and the city council;from
Dr. Willis, the school board and the segregated school system that .we
have in Chicago.

I have no further statement.
Mr. PucEssEr. Could I ask a question on that? Hasn't the hue p.nd

cry under the administration of former superintendent Dr. Johnson,
and the former mayor of Chicago, been to keep the city administration
out of the school system, and isn't it a fact that Mayor Daley has reli-
olouslv and scrupulously stayed out of the school system and has liept
hands off simply to keep those school systems on the highest level?

I can appreciate ybur thinking about Mr. Willis and you are entitled
to that, but isn't it a fact,thittthe city administration has scrupulously
avoided interfering with the board and the superintendent, in order
to keep politics completely out of the school system?

Mr. FINLEY. I would never know that you are from Chicago. You
know as Well as I do that city council, as well as the mayor, cannot be
disassociated from the problem when they are responsible for
appointing school boatd members ?

Mr. Putusism. Isn't it a fact that when the city:council several .years
ago, and the city council approves the budget for the school board,
and several years acro the city council decided that it didn't like certain
parts of that budeet and held up the budget. A mandamus suit was
nled and the court ruled that the city council has no right to change
a period or a comma in. that budget. Its only function is perfunctory,
to approve the budget. You are familiar with the lawsuit.

So the city council has traditionally, and the mayor, the present
mayor of Chicago, have both, and properly so, stayed out of these
school affairs.

Mr. FINLEY. This is only one aspect of the general problem. The
trend across the country is the statement that you hear frequently
from your large metropolitan areas, that the mayor and the city
council does not get involved in the school situation.

Yet, only in recent weeks did the mayor sit down with the school
board and various civil right groups to discuss the problem in. Chicago.

Now with regard to the other section of your statement, let me refer
that to another research person, Mr. Chew.
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Mr. CHEW. The court did rule that the city council does not have
the right to change the budget. As you know, the school board is a
tax-levying body within itself, which does not come before the city
council, as approval or disapproval. It is a State legislative duty.

However, you have to get into the facts of this case. The school
board is in politics, and I make that statement without fear of con-
tradiction. The mayor appoints these school board members and you
refer to any principal of a Chicago school, and if she or he is a prin-
cipal, then they have had some political help in getting that job. I say
that without fear of contradiction.

Mr. Puomsia. Alderman, I think you are being very unfair to the
marvelous people, these principals and these teachers, don't involve
them in this. They are doing_a good job

Mr. CHEW. You asked abont politics and this is where you bring
out the facts. The prilicip"dl in the Chicago :schOol- system has a
political sponsor, and cannot be denied. The janitorial staff of the
Chicago school system cannot get a job unless they are sponsored by
a politician, and I know this to be a fact. I am a politician.

Mr. PIICINSKI. You are suggesting that the civil service commission
of the school board is.not.existing. There is not an iota of proa in
the statement that you are inaking here.

Mr. CHEw. I am not only suggesting it, I -am telling you.
Mr. PIICINSICL Alderman, I will not dignify this kind of que,,-:1 ning

further. There is not an iota of proof that the civil service con onission
of Chica'go -which handles the scliool promotions in the school district
is anything but the highest caliber.

Mr. CHE-W. I beg to disagree with you.
Mr. PIICINSKI. Well, it is your privilege.
Mr. CHEW. That is right.
Mr. PIICINSKI. But you are wrong.
Mr. CHEW. That is your opinion. ;

Chairman POWELL. Mr. Alderman, and Mr. Finley, and Mr. Wein-
berg, how easy is the line of communication with Dr. Willis and his
human relations staff of five people for the NAACP' and other civil
rights groups? How easy is it for them to communicate with Dr.
Willis?

Mr. CliEw. The department, of human relations of the Chicago
School Board is a myth. There is no such thing existing as beina
effective. There is no civil rights gthup that has ever been able eo
meet with any member of the human relations group.

I might add, that no civil rights group has ever been able to meet
with Dr. Willis. He said his d.00rs were open to everybody. This is
not true. I categorically call him a liar. He will not see people like
the NAACP, 'and he will not See the alderman, and he will not see
civil rights groups.

Chairman PowELL. He won't see you as an alderman?
Mr. CHEW. Absolutely not, and I have letters on file where I have

asked to see him by appointment and he has sent the president of the
school board instead of coming himself.

Chairman POWELL. I have correspondence that he wouldn't even
see the representative of the Commissioner of Education of the United
States, with a commitment of $15 million of Federal funds.

All right. Thank you.
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The next witness is Mrs. Joseph Bosky, president of Mothers Op-.
posed to Meddling in the Schools.

Mrs. Bosky, I would like to say something very personal which has
come to my attention. You, or one of your representatives said to the
press that these hearings were rigged, and that I had violated Roberts
Rules of Order.

Now, may I just inform you that we don't even know who "Robert"
is. This Congress is croverned by Thomas Jefferson's Manual and
Cannon's Procedure, an% I think of them as every other Congressman
must.

In the second place, these hearings are not rigged. If they were,
y ou wouldn't be here.

STATEMENT OF MRS. IOSEPII BOSKY, REPRESENTING MOTHERS
OPPOSED TO MEDDLING IN SCHOOLS, CHICAGO, ILL.

Mrs. BOSKY. We didn't say it was rigged. You have changed the
wording completely.

Chairman POWELL. I have obtained that from the radio tape.
Mrs. BOSKY. Not the word "rigged." I did not use the word

"rigged." I used the word "stacked, ' which is completely different,
and may I please call to your attentionlet us follow rules, and lei
us at least give me a chance if this is democracy.

Chairman POWELL. The -rules of Congress are Jefferson's Manual
and Cannon's Procedure, and not Roberts Rules of Order, as you
stated.

Mrs. Bosx.y. Do you call 11 on one side and 1 on the other, as it
was planned in Chicago, exactly a fair hearing? I will tell you some-thing, Mr. Powell

Chairman POWELL. How do you think that you got here today?
Mrs. BOSKY. I am really wondering.
Chairman POWELL. Because the hearings were not stacked.
Mrs. BOSKY. No. One to four.
Chairman POWELL. Otherwise you wouldn't be here.
Mrs. BOSKY. Even Hauser admits that the city is evenly divided,

bui we are not evenly represented, sir. This is all I have said.
Chairman POWELL. You may proceed.
Mrs. BOSKY. If the city is evenly divided, we should at least be

evenly represented, which we were not.
Now, if I might get down to this
Chairman POWELL. Yesterday Dr. Willis consumed three times as

much time as Dr. Hauser, who is considered a leading., critic.
Mrs. BOSKY. I will only use 17 minutes. First of - .1) I would like

to referand I will talk fast so I can (Yet this finisheu in 17 minutes
I would like to refer to yesterday. I don't feel that anyoneyou
have your chance to defend yourself, and I will take my chance to
defend mine.

Chairman POWELL. I don't have to defend myself. I am the chair-
man here.

Mrs.- BOSKY. Obviously. I would like to state that yesterday Mr.
Hauser stated several untruths. The greatest one of them is I chal-
lenge his figures for the amount of children per class in all-white
schools. I happen to have children in the schools and I happen to be
active in groups, and I challenge it.
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I wish him to prove that,.be.cause*I don't know of any school that
has as few as 15.- Edgebrook School has been quoted as having as low
as 15, id that is absolutely wrong.. We have 2 grades in 1 school,
which makes it up to 30 and 37 per class.

I also will say that I was accused of `being involved. in the open-
occupancy fight, which is slander. I absolutely challenge anyone to
prove that, because it is not the truth, that I have been involved in: a,ny
fight except this one. I have not even- signed a petition for. open
occupancy.

What is more, I have been accused of meddling: As<you said, you
were kind enough to invite me. I did not offer for this, or meddle
in any way. .

Another thing, when Willis' contract was, giyen, we would have
preferred 1 years, but we, felt ,that this was the board's decision, and
we did not meddle there either.

I could give you several other things, but let us go-on. to. What I
came here for. I will read my statement. ,

The dictionary definessegregation" as the act of separating or Set-
ting apart from others. To collect in one place. According to this
definition, etlmic groups have; deliberately segregated themselves= in
order to be with others of the same customs and, language.

Some groups have segregated their children and kept them from
association with others of different concepts and, usually different
color by sending them- to parochial schools in order to have them

ireceive ntensive instruction in their own faith. There are children
whose parents have, in the quest of advantages for them, sent them to
private institutions such as lab schools where there might be an inte-
aration of color, but not of intellect or socioeconomic backgrounds.

Some student; are segregated because of physical, learning, or be-
havior problems. Still others are segregated either voluntarily or by
necessity because of various economic and social factors.

All these types of segregation have had their impact upon the public
schools of Chicago to form a decided pattern of de facto segregation.
However, to merely declare a state of de facto segregation is futile
unless one is intelligent enough to analyze the situation and deter-
mine, first, the possible ways of ending de facto segregation ; and sec-
ond, to determine whether it is in the best interests of education and
expedient legally, psychologically, and economically to do away with
de facto segregation by the means found possible.

Lo,king at just the racial segregation in our city, it becomes obvious
that if mass integration is to be effected, by the very nature of racial
residential patterns the only possible method is one of various bussing
plans. Even the. most ingenious boundary changes would affect very
few individuals in comparison with those who would still remain

segregated.
Open enrollment would create a need for bussing and would also

create an excessive amount of burdensome paperwork as well as all
sorts of mechanical problems such as pupil distribution and need for
lunch, facilities that were not needed before. Then there is the Prince-
ton plan that depends solely upon org,anized forced bussing. There
are variations of all these ways to effect integration, but these are
the basic possibilities.
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Any forced plan carries with it an irritant to whose who are made
to participate m it. More than that, it is an infringement upon the
freedom of those who are forced to partcipate in such a plan.

To quote the Hauser report, a source that you will surely claim as
authoritative, on page 12 :

"The school system can eliminate segregation, but it cannot, by itself, bring
about meaningful integration in the schoolroom."

If a meaningful integration cannot be effected, the psychological
damage to the child would be far worse than the present distresses
which can at least be shared by sympathetic and understanding class-
mates.

The ideal, moral, and even right thing would be for Negroes to be
accepted wholeheartedly by all of his white brothers. However, this is
no Eutopia or there would be no crimes of violence and greed as well as
no crime of racism. Force broods antagonism. Antagonism is not
6:11 ferffle bed in which to sow seeds of racial acceptance. Though it
may take loncf6er to properly prepare the bed for the seeds of ac-
ceptance, in the long run it will have been worth the patience and effort
in seeing the plant bloom and flower as it rightly should.

A right accorded to homeowners is that of being able to sell their
property and move if they so choose. I believe that the desire of a
parent for a child to attend a neighborhood school is so strong that any
plan to alter it will result in a much faster white exodus than even the
present rate indicates. And, to quote from the Hauser report again
(p.1.2) :

Unless the exodus of white population from the public schools and from thecity is brought to a halt or reversed, the question of school integration may be-
come simply a theoretical matter, as it is already in the Nation's Capital. Forintegration, in fact, cannot be achieved without white students.

One of the main concerns of the entire city is that of quality educa-
tion for all its children. Is the Negro child of Chicago getting an
inferior education, and, if so, is it caused by de facto seo6Tegation?

First of all, by which method does one judge the resultsof an educa-
tion? If one judges by the results of standard tests it might seem
that the NeoTo child of Chicago has suffered from education inferior
to that of trie white students because according to the Hauser report
(p.20) :

Achievement test medians in all areas of basic instruction are highest in pre-
dominantly white schools, are lowest in predominantly Negro schools, and falls
between these two medians in integrated schools.

But in the Havighurst report we find that (p. 15) :
Parents with much education give their children a better chance for good school

achievement than do parents with little education. Therefore, it would not befair to compare the achievements of Chicago schoolchildren, whose parents aver-
tvre about 10 grades of school, with the achievement of children in a North Shore
stiburb, whose parents average about 14 grades of school.

Nor is it any fairer to compare the achievements as evidenced in
test scores of the Chicago children who have parents with little educa-
tion and might even be illiterate to the achievements of children whose
parents most probably have a high school and perhaps even a college
education.

Obviously then we cannot use standard tests to judge the quality of
education the disadvantacted Nearo is receiving.
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May I pause for just a moment to say that I dislike constantly
speakhig of the Negro as disadvantaged. I am aware that there are
many culturally advantaged Negroes in Chicago. However, tables
in both the Hauser and Havighurst reports point out that the
majority of Negroes in Chicago are disadvantaged and therefore, I
shall go according to the tables and speak of the majority of Negroes
and the majoriy of whites.

Do we th.en Judge the quality of education by physical equipment?
According, to the Hauser report (p. 22), expenditures on. supplies are
comparable, the Negro schools have the majority of lunchroams, clin-
ics, and. new school buildings. Also (p. 21 ) :

A survey of the program offerings of the general high schools in the sample
indicates little difference in the programs available.

In the Hauser report, inferiority is indicated in just one area (p.
17). The schools are :

Inferior due to lack of experienced teachers and high turnover of teachers.
However, the report also states (p. 31) that :

It must be emphasized that the community itselt has a major role in attracting
or repelling teachers. The teacher with statutory freedom to choose his assign-
ment understaindably avoids areas which create personal difficulties for him
difficulties ranging from questions about his competence based on his very will-
ingness to come to the area, to the theft of tire or batteries from his automobile,
and to attacks upon his person.

Will forcibly ending de facto segregation throughout the city help
alleviate this cause of inferiority? Perhaps for a very, very short
time until the white mass exodui: can be completed and many teachers
can leave the Chicago school system, at which time the Negro will be
worse off than. ever before with no hope of eventual integration and.
no hope of attracting enough good teachers to Chicago. For, let's
face it, many of the mexperienced teachers in the deprived areas are
teaching only with the possibility of a future in an advantaged area
in mind. Without this prospect, they would not choose to teach in
Chicago at all.

A. theory advanced as to why de facto segregation in itself gives
an inferior education is that in this space age the "3 R's" are not
enough. A child must mingle with, and. so get to understand, others
different from themselves. In this way, tolerance and sympathy

iare born. The only flaw in this reasoning s that the world is not just
black and. white. If this type of education is indispensable, then
there muSt of necessity be a complete integration to be effective. Your
brother is black. Your brother is white. Your brother is rich. Your
brother is poor. Your brother is smart. Your brother is slow. This
means you must integrate with, to understand, the Jew, the Protestant,
and Catholic; the white, black, and oriental ; the gifted and retarded;
the athletic and the crippled; and the deprive-d and advantaged.
This would immediately break down all concepts of modern education.
in which it is believed that each child should receive an education.
according to his individual needs to develop him to his highest
potential.

Nor do I believe that the Chicago Catholic Interracial Council or
any other group associated with a religion that runs its own. private
schools would be willing to agree that their schools, which are coin-
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pletely segrepted as to relioious affiliation, give the worst possibleeducation to their children, Aich, according to this theory, is exactlywhat they would be doing.
New York has certainly done all it can to promote integration inits s3rstem, including a heavy turnover of school superintendents andboard of education presidents as Well as a modified Princeton. plan.

Their budget provides for about $752 per pupil, fax above ours andyet a survey by the New York State Department of Education found
that city pupils from the first grade through high school fall belowthose- elsewhere in the State. Could it be that busing programs arqexpensive with no educational benefits tO show in return ror the ex-penditure ? (U.S. News & World Report, June.21,4965.)One of the recommendations in the Hauser report (p. 35), is' tOquote yerbatim:

It is recommended that the board of education undertake, on a pilot . andexperimental basis,, in one or more administrative. ,districts where studentturnover is high, retardation is heaVy, and educational achievennent low, aprogram of educational saturation, in which the effort would be made to utilizeas much of the best educational practices as possible, as broadly as possible,and as rapidly as"possible.
..Yet when this i.ecominend-ation was followed in the- form of theFOrrestville plan, the greatest objection- to it was that it furtheredsegregation.

Many educational experts as well as tcr. Hauser recomnierid* asaturation program to help the underprivileged reach the level ofeducation achieved by the rest of the community. The Havighurstreport (p. 35) states :

We should not expect the schools to bring children of low socioeconomicgroups up to the level of school achievements of children of high socioeconomicgroups. Schools cannot compensate completely for handicaps in familY train-ing and experience. HoweVer, we should expect the schools to give extra ot-portunity to children of low socioeconomic status.
If one wishes to saturate anything economically and efficiently, onemust of necessity keep the process compact. In the case of an educa-tional sattration, one must keep the students in a compact group.If they are to be scattered throughout the city in an effort to integratefor the sake of integration a satisfactory saturation program is im-possible. It would seem logical that after-school reading classeswould prove to be more beneficial and educational than long, tiresomeand costly bus rides.
Legally we are not committed to a program of ending de factosegregation. To try to pass a law which would make it compulsory

is-foolhardy and would cause economic, educational, and social chaosin Chicago.
I do not think we are even morally bound to end de facto segrega-tion in the schools. De facto segregation is a happenstance caused byliving patterns and not a deliberate attempt to segtregate or isolateNegro children. What we are morally bound to do is to give theNegro child as wzll as all children in Chicago as good an educationas finances will allow. This throuoh costly compensatory education

provrams, which have been in existence for years to the extent thatthe budget will stretch, we have done. Factors that lead to the in-ferior part of their education such as lack of experienced teachers and
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the bringing to school of a lower learning, ability due to home factors,
are not going to be overcome by mass ending of de facto segregation.

In fact, most likely a mass endincr of de facto segregation would be
an unbelievable blow to the Negro gild.

Dr. Kurt Lewin and his associates performed a series of experiments
with small children. It was reported that the children to whom
beautiful toys were repeatedly shown but then abruptly removed were
so drastically affected that maturity of behavior of the children
declined by about 14 months. It is logical that the constant frustra-
tion of a deprived child leaving his disadvantaged surroundings each
day to associate with children of higher economic background and
Tossessions only to have to return to his less fortunate surroundings
will do irreparable damage.

It's unfortunate that this has been made a race issue by civil rights
groups. Any of the points I have just made about the inadvisability
of forced integration between the deprived Negro and advantaged
white would also apply to a forced intearation between deprived and
advantaged white or deprived white aneadvantaged Negro. With all
the civil rights groups' talk of treating Negroes as individuals, they are
the ones who refuse to let the board of education do just thattreat
him as an individual with individual needs. An underprivileged child
is an underprivileged child with the needs of an underprivileged child
* * * the special needs that the school system must provide to make upfor the things his parents may want to give him but are unable to.
Does it make sense to think that dumping him the midst of a white
grOup will automatically educate him? If it did, how do you account
for the underprivileged white children of Chicago who suffer the same
fate of teacher shortage and low test scores ?

The real question is, Is the school system of Chicago supplying a
program to answer the deprived child's needs ? I say, "Yes. Yesas far as it is financially able and as far as it is able to do in view of the
constant harassment and pressure to count noses according to color
before each move is made. Integration has suddenly become moreimportant than education. Integration is vitally important, but it
cannot be achieved without education first. Do yon think that the
professional and educated Negro of, let's say, Kingston Greens, where
the Nearo has found a voluntary segregation, would appreciate asuddeedesire on our part to integrate them with whites who had notyet reached their educational level? Nor are these educated Negroes
any more anxious to integrate with their less educated kind than arethe educated whites anxious to integrate with the whites of a much
lower educational level.

The most perfect school system in the world cannot perform a
miracle or undertake the task of successfully educating a child alone.
A. turtle lays its eggs in the sand and its responsibility to its young isdone. We are not turtles. The school tries to teach our children the"three R's of readin, ritin, and rithmetic." It is the parents' responsi-biEty to teach them the other two "R's of responsibility and respect."
Without these two R's, the other three are not absorbed.

So there is de facto segregation in the school system. Well, thereisn't in the public library, the art institute, or any of the marvelous
free museums Chicago has. How about the civil rights leaders march-ing their followers and their children to these buildings? It would
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prove to be of more value and would have the added benefit becausesome of them are even closer to Buckingham Fountain than city halland the board of education building.
The civil rights groups accuse the board of not trying to end seg-regation in our schools. Well, I accuse the civil rights leaders ofdistorting facts and weighing down their young with huge chips ontheir shoulders instead of helping them make the most of what theyhave. Do they really want equality of education with the whites ofChicago? I don't think so. It would mean giving up most of theirEMH rooms, their special sununer schools, and their special readingand after school programs as well as their lunch programs. We, onthe fringe of Chicago, do not begrudge this inequality we have foundin the distribution of these programs. Far from it, we wish them tohave as much help as possible to raise their standards and achieve-ments, but for heaven's sake, at least let the civil rights leadersacknowledge that these programs do exist. Children aren't woodenblocks to be moved about on the checkerboard of education at thewhim of some social experimenter.

One thing I have learned is no one can exercise a right at theexpense of someone else's rights. It won't workand when it doesn'twork the cause of brotherhood will be set back immeasurably.We all talk about democracy. Our Supreme Court has handedus the slogan, "One man, one vote." Nell, let the politicians whogive lip service to this slogan test their devotion to democracy byputting it to a voteto see if white and Negro parents want theirchildren to be used as pawns in a power struggle between variouspolitical factions. Let's have a referendum on this question and strikea blow for freedom and against force and compulsion.In conclusion I would like to read some quotations as publishedin Chicago papers. From the Defender of January 13, 1965, I quoteProfessor Havighurst who said that his survey
Gave "acceptance and support" to the "neighborhood school principle.""Since there are large areas of the city and large numbers of schools inwhich there are practically no Negro pupils, this policy means that the boardof education would not promote school integration actively in such areas."
Another quotation as published in a Chicago daily paper of May 29,1965, is :

If complete integration is their (the civil rights) goal, they are fightingfor an unrealistic objective.
The city's present residential pattern, the imbalance of white and Negrochildren in the school and the flight of white from any neighborhood whereNegroes begin to crowd in makes complete integration impossible.
This last statement, incidentally, is given by Dr. Philip Hauser,the author of so many of the grandiose schemes for an integrationthat he apparently does not think can be effected.
Mr. KRAMER. I have a brief question.
First of all, you may not be aware of this, but the Supreme Court,through the Honorable Justice Jackson, has decided that some rights,particularly minority constitutional rights, are not subject to votingby majorities.
Secondly, o.nd this is a question : We asked you for Federal legisla-tive proposals, and I take it that your proposal is really directed tothe Judiciary Committee -which you wish to pass a constitutional

amendment undoing the Browny. Board of Education case.
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'Mrs. BOSKY'. It was a suggestion and not a proposal.
Mr. KRAMER. But you disagree with that decision 100 percent; is

hat correct ? The 1954 decision on segregation ?
Mrs. BOSKY. I think the minority groups have some rights. I by

all means will go along with Laugh if you must; I d.o think so.
I have never opposed. mtegration, and there is no way that you can
ever say that I have. I have never done it in private let alone in public.

I am not a racist, sir. Even in my private thoughts I have never
advocated or said, anything about white supremacy, which is more
than I can say for some clippings that I have of some members here
who have advocated black supremacy.

May I please add to the files? This is a verbatim transcript of the
minutes of the meeting of the special committee on the Hauser report,
and it was held on Wednesday, June 17, and. it states very specif-
ically when Dr. Hauser let his hair down what bis real thoughts
behind all of this was, and it has been underlined.

I will give you a typical quote:
If your objective is to achieve integration, by gosh if you found that all of the

white students were fleeing frc.thi the school because it was 10-percent Negro,
I would see to it that they would stay put.

He didn't say how he would see to it that they would stay put, but
to me, sir, this smacks of force, just as this entire verbatim report does.

Do I give it to this gentleman ?
Chairman POWELL. Without objection, it is included in the record.
(The report referred to follows :)

VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT OF THE MINE rEs OF THE MEETING OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE
ON THE HAUSER REPORT, HELD WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17, 1961

The chairman, Mr. Cyrus H. Adams III. took the Chair and called the meeting
on the Hauser report to order, and there were then :

Present : Mrs. Wild, Mr. .Bacon, Mr. Friedman (replacing President Whiston),
Mr. Murray, Mr. Adams, chairman.

Absent : None.
Also presmt : Dr. Willis, general superintendent of srl--)ols ; Dr. Smith, deputy

superintendent; Mrs. Carlson, associate superintendent ; Dr. Cohler, associate
superintendent; Dr. Stack, associate superintendent ; Mr. Hefferman, assistant
superintendtuit ; Dr. Lehne, assistant superintendent ; Mr. McKeag, assistant to
the general superintendent ; Mrs. Paulson, director of pupil personnel services ;
Miss Harvey, secretary to the general superintendent of schools ; members of the
press, and representatives of various organizations.

Mr. ADAMS. I would like to open the meeting by saying welcome to the press.
I can hear some "humpfs" and some "sniffs" on that one as i have made some
romments on the subject before, but I think I have learned to my sorrow that
the risk of having people manufacture malevolent motives if they don't know
what we are talking about and doing is greater than the risk of having reporting
-which is concentrated on slanted or any other kind of injudicious reporting.
I wanted to tell you a little bit about the plan of these meetings. The committee
is going to claim the privilege of joining each other for coffee in the next room
not for any nefarious purpose but to discuss the day's agenda before each meeting
with a view to adding or deleting or setthig up the order of the items which will
be discussed at the rneetim.; and again, the purpose of this is only to try to
maximize the effectivems a what we do do at these meetings, and this will not
preclude anything else coming up in the course of the meeting when it is officially
opened.

There is one other thing I would like to get out on the table so that there is no
-misunderstanding. When I scheduled this meeting i forgot that this articular
Wednesday of the month is the day on which Dr. Willis has his monthli'y meeting
of the Board of Directors of the Northwest Mutual Insurance Co. up in Milwaukee
and inasmuch as they are consideraLle investors in Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co.,
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I wouldn't want tc do anything to prevent him from attending that meeting and
Ile will therefore have to leave sometime around or after 11 o'clockand this is
understood.

We are very happy and very grateful that Dr. Hauser, who needs no introduc-
tion to anybody in the room, was able to come here today on such very short
notice. He gave up part of his Sunday afternoon to sit down with me and tall:
about why we wanted to have him come and talk with us and the assistance
we felt he might be able to give us in this assignment that we have. I told him
that we would like to know more of the thinking that led to the panel's first
thr e recommendations particularly and also especially to the criteria which
were named in the event that decisions between one course or one style or
another were necessary becLuse of possibly conflicting situations. And I also
asked for his comments on the proposal that was presented to the board and its
relation to the report of this panel and that's about as broadly as we discussed
it and with that preamble only Dr. Hauser, thank you again for coming and the
floor is yours.

Dr. HAUSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, since you have mentioned the relation
between Northwest"- Mutual and Carson, Pirie & Scott, I might say I am also
anxious to see Y 's go to that meeting because I am a policyholder.

Let me start eating, I think, a note of perspective on the proposals
that are befor ,thairman. I think these various plans for effecting
integration i; night be put on a continium ranging at one extreme
from a comnu ent type situation in effect, for example, as represented
by the Print ich was one such model to effect integration. A plan
which woula board of education with the responsibility for what
integration is . To the other extreme, which is entirely permissive, such
as I would view the Whiston committee proposal.

I think it correct to .Tay that the advisory panel in its own deliberations con-
sidered both types of methods of effecting integration, and came up with the
specific proposal we did make as a kind of a compromise, if you please, or some-
thing somewhere hitermediate on a continium between the completely compulsory
assignment on the one hand, and the completely permissive assignment on the
other. It is with this in mind, I think, and this perspective that our recommendt.
tion No. 1 and its three parts is to be understood.

Now, I think I can clarify our own thinking in the matter also perhaps bystart-
ing first with my views on the proposal before you the Whiston proposal. I would
say that it is in effect one of the things that the advisory panel recommended. The
Whiston proposal is in many respects like Recommendation No. 2, point 2, in
the proposal we made. Perhaps to clarify matters I might turn to that. This
recormendation 2 is concerned with optimal utilization of space. It starts out
saying it is recommended that optimal use be made of long existing school facili-
ties.. This point No. 1which free transportation should be provided to convey
students from overcrowded to underutilized schools when the distances are in
excess of 1 mile. This transportation should be free because it would be for the
convenience of the board of education. I might add there. Mr. Chairman, that I
think theer has been some misunderstanding about the relation of transportation
of the advisory panel's prGposal and transportation under the Whiston proposal
which is before you. Because although we never specifically ge' :nto the details
of just what volumethere would be, I think it correct to say that we visualized a
rather small amount of transportation being necessary to deal primarily with
the extremes of overcrowding and underutilization and not nearly the volume of
trarsportation which should be involved in say the present Whiston proposal.
Mr ...eover this was quite independently conceived of with respect to integration
because we had in mind that such transportation be provided for both white or
Negro children as the case may bethe schools which might be either white or
Negro as the case beand you have instances of overcrowding in white schools
as well as in Negro schools. This was not a device, in the judgment of the panel,
to effect integration at all. It was a device to effect optimal utilization of space,
may I say that the taxpayer among other things in mind.

Now, point No. 2 under this optimal utilization of space reads as follows : "A
liberal transfer plan should be put into force permitting the transfer of any child
to an underutilized school of his choice provided that each transferee assume the
cost of his own transportation." Now, this in many respects is like the proposal
before you. It differs, may I say, in that this recommendation means any child
in any school, crowded or not, that wishes to apply for transfer to an underuti-
lized school would have the option of doing so. 'This in effect, incidentally, might
involve integration more than the present Whiston propcsal because obviously
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the transfer applies under the Whiston proposal only if the school is overcrowded
and thus quite a different matter than if the school is all Negro or all white, as
the case may be. Now it is true that the situation unfortunately in Chicago is
such that the preponderance of Negro schools are overcrowded so that by making
overcrowded a criterion is due to the facts that overlap a lot with integration.

But that whole principle, if I may proceed now to critique the Whiston pro-
posal, seems to me is stated unfortunately even if the consequences to some ex-
tent may be the same. It would seem to me a very bad position to say that you
are going to integrate if a school is overcrowded but that integration isn't .

necessary if a school isn't overcrowded. Now this is certainly putting the em-
phasis in the wrong place.

A second critique, end in my judgment, perhaps the major criticism of the
Whiston. proposal is as follows : I think if anything the educators have learned
it is that the child is most impressionable in K to 4 in our present school system
and as a matter of fact even more so in the preschool situation, which is one rea-
son our saturation program has recommended that there be preschool education
to help prepare the child who has been deprived of opportunity and with a poor
cultural background at home to help prepare him for what he can get out of Kto 4. But it seems to me most peculiar that at this particular point where the
dilatorious consequences of segregation, and this is presumably assumed by all
of us, this is certainly stated conclusively in the Supreme Court decision of 1954
in the Brown, case and, in addition, those corollaries of segregated schools which
subsist in the city of Chicago, namely, that they do have teachers with less ex-
perience and with less training than schools in the white areas. That this com-
bination of deliberous consequences has its greatest impact on that child K to 4
and yet under the proposal before you, Mr. Chairman, there is no provision
whatsoever made for integrating schools for purposes of children of this category.
Now it seems to me to be a very glaring omission from any, shall I say, integral
and committed efforts to achieve integration in the schools, opened up that part
where the problem is the most severe. I might say I am mindful and I am sure
my colleagues on the panel were mindful of the fact that this K to 4 child is
not as mobile as the child over 4th grade. And that there may be some admin-
istrative problems involved But, may we say, that the panel included at least
two persons with an awful lot of experience in school administration and they
saw no insuperable obstacle of dealing with this situation at all.

Another criticism that I'll make of the present proposal before you is that it,
shall I say, defuses and in my judgmant, makes considerably more difficult the
problem of preparing the community for integrated education. One thing that
the cluster plan does is provide a specific area which then can become the target
for preparing the community for integrated education. This way the city as a
whole is a target and you are going to be using shotguns instead of rifles to hit
the target and where you hit nobody will know. Or, at least, in my judgment
it is going to be extremely difficult to mount a public education campaign to deal
with the whole city simultaneously as distinguished from dealing with a specific
circumscribed area in which two or more elementary schools at the elementary
school level or three or more high schools at the high school level become the
target for preparation, and in respect to which, then, the Conference of Religion
and Race and the church and members or rather, officials who have volunteered
their services among others, to help prepare the way could be utilized-

I think these are perhaps the major criticisms that I would want to make of
the proposal before you. Let me get on now with the thinking about the cluster
plan. I think its advantages for effecting integration lie (I) and I can state this
negatively, as a criticism of the Whiston proposal, as well. That the burden of
integration is place entirely on the parents of the children with this situation
and the Negro, all Negro schools and Negro areas who must take the initiative
there I think there is reason to believe that there is neither the money, nor thetime nor, shall I say, the psychological preparation for taking this responsibility.
You visualize the situation of the Negro mother with a child with the option oftransferring that child to a school that may be many miles away, and much as
been made of this in the discussion, with a lack of knowledge about that school,
that neighborhood, and how her child may be received and I think what you are
doing is given her false kinds of freedom. This is a freedom on paper but I don'tthink it's a freedom that can actually be utilized by that Negro mother with achild in those circumstances. In contrast, where you have the clustering princi-ple involved, you've got a community larger to be sure than the present school
attendance area, perhaps not larger, however, as the minimum we recommended
two school attendance areas, it might be three or more, for that matter, but you've
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got a circumscribed area it's not too far from home that parent can visit, theparent has much more access from the standpoint of both time and money andI would argue, also, psychological preparation particularly if an effort is made topinpoint the target in preparing that area, you see, for the integration area byarea as would necessarily have to be the case. I think the most and best thingthat might be said for the cluster principle is that it does impose by just geo-graphic delineation to some extent both an element, if you please, of compulsion.Another way to state the same thing as to say it imposes in the situation aborder of education in effect has taken some responsibility for saying that withinthis confine it is anticipated that you can have white and Negro families exer-cising at that point, freedom of choice to a considerable extent to attend the-schools in question, as distinguished from placing the burden entirely on theparents. I would add to the speculative question you've raised about criteria.what criteria, what priority ought to be applied when and if a school is over-subscribed, overenrolled. You will recall thai we recommended that there- be .preregistration, that the preregistration be, as a matter of fact, be prepared byan intensive campaign to prepare both white and Negro parents for the situa-tion. Among other things I think it should be designed to break down the psy-chological barriers of the Negro mother sending her child to the school withunknown fears and unknown situations as well as help prepare the white forthis situation. That under those circumstances, what the board does is gobeyond the point of putting the entire burden on parents themselves. And Ithink this is an obligation that the board might well assume. What criteriado you apply?
Well, we've listed three in an order which we had no particular priority as welisted them. This was not intendedwe discussed this explicitly and the listingwas not necessarily the order of priority across the board. The first one Ave hap-pened to list was to promote integration. The second one was what was educa-tionally desirable for the child. The third one was proximity to the home. Now,to my mind, and one reason we left this w.:.hout primities is that the administra-tor should have maximum flexibility here. Obviously, if there is real intentto achieve integration, this would be a major factor involved. And may I say,that astute administration at this point, in my judgment, and I think in thepanel's judgment, could be used to help anchor and stabilize; neighborhood.And you might argue this is beyond the function of the board of education, but Ithink the fact is the board of education is part of the city; it is also related tocity government It must be deeply concerned with what happens to the city ofChicago, neighborhood by neighborhood, and in my judgment, astute administra-tion of the cluster principle would, in effect, accomplish a form of integrationwhich could prevent exodus and flight of white parents instead of the kind ofexodus and flight that we have experienced because among other things, of thegreat uncertainty of what was going to happen and with the knowledge, andcertainly history bears this out, that once a school began to have some Negrostudents, it's just a question of time before that school was all Negro. Thisbeing, shall I say, a logical product of strict adherence to a neighborhood schoolpolicy and the changing population composition of the neighborhood. Now, Iwould say if we used cluster arrangements of schools while this was going on,those boundaries could have been redefined as necessary so as to keep the pro-portion of Negro children in any school at a level which would prevent theexodus of whites. This is what I would call astute administration.Now, with respect to how feasible is this now I've seen nothing as yet in wayof documentation to indicate that the clustering principle is not feasible. MayI say the advisory panel itself did not go into great detail on this matter. Wehad neither the time nor the staff, nor do we think it was our function. How-ever, I would like to point out that in my discussions, with Professor Havighurst, -

who is conducting the other surveythat he has necessarily collected the kindof information and made the kinds of analyses that would permit, I think veryreadily, the preparation of schools in clusters to implement recommendation No.1. Moreover, I'm pleased to report that Dr. Crain, who served as director ofstudies for the advisory panel, is willing to work with Professor Havighurst,should this be desired to help prepare such a cluster plan.Now I don't know whether the board of education or whether the office ofthe general superintendent of schools ha or has not attempted to work outsuch a cluster plan. But I do know this, that it cannot be worked out and itcannot be made to work if the specific orientation with which you start is thatpresqnt, should I say, principles must bold. A good many things might have to be -changad Including the present school assignment areas. If you should start
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with those and they are frozen you have automatically restricted the flexibility
with which you can work out cluster arrangements. If you look at the map,
Mr. Chairman, on schools, the elementary schools which are indicated by
whether they are all white, all-Negro, or integrated on page 57 of the printed
report. You will see superimposed on that map are lines delineating the
boundaries between the white and Negro communities which, of course, continue
to change as we are well aware. We will notice that there are any number
of places on the periphery of these lines where, if the school attendance districts
were drawn east and west instead of north and smith for the south side Negro
area. and north aud south instead of east and west for the west side Negro
area that you could achieve clusters. This is a matter of simple geometry,
among other things. And on areas involved; certainly the distances involved
for children for traveling, would, on the average obviously have to be much
smaller than on the permissive plan which is before youthe Whiston plan.

I want to make one other observati m, incidentally, by way of criticism of
the Winston plan. The fact is that in most places where it has been tried, it
has not worked. By "worked" what I refer toit has not resnited in a large
Proportion of Negro children going into white schools or vice versa. It has not
produced integration. In Baltimore, where the plan has been in effeet for some
time, not more than 2 or 3 percent of children ;Ire actually integrated. And
Professor Havighurst, who has included this hi his studies could present much
more detail ( this matter, Mr. Chairman, than I can, because I have many
other commitieents, and I just don't have the time to get into details of this.
In Detroit, tti: has not worked. In Chicago, under what I think we'd all agree
are unfortunate conditions as far as preparation is concerned and timing is
concerned, perznissive transfer plans did not work. The proportion of children
actually applying for these things in relation to theoretical numbers eligible
was, of course, dismally low. So I say, there again is the reason for certainly
not conceiving of this plan as a way to effect integration. Commendable as it
is, as desirable as it is, as one element and a battery of things a Program that
would specifically address itself to say correcting overcrowding and under
utilizaion, that is optimal utilization of space.

Similarly, incidentally, if you look at the map on page 59, you can see there
is a very schematic way, all the pluses showing excess pupils are- in the Negro
areas and all of the minuses tend to be largely in the white areas or non-Negro
areas. If you draw school attendance areas north and south on the south side
you get all Negro schools, if you draw them east and west you could do a lot
more to effect integration. And conversely if you drew boundaries north and
south on the west side instead of east and west you could effect more clustering
and integration.

If you look at the map on page 61 (we are in the high schools) you can see
there that there you have got a smaller number of things but if you think in
terms of clusters of three or more high schools that it should not be impossible
to effect cluster arrangements that would promote integration. And may I say
thiswe do not go into the detail of this in the advisory panel report but here
again we assume astute administration. This could be faked. I would certainly
argue that the rights of a. senior or junior or maybe a sophomore in a high
school ought to be maintained and they oughtn't be forced to be pushed out let
us say, willy-nilly, without awfully good re:nsons. But there is no reason why
a cluster plan that would permit this type of integration couldn't begin, say,
with freshmen and year by year over a cycle for 2 years work or whatever.
This is a matter for working out with the detail. This doesn't have to result
in a complete disruption including the disregard of rights of all students that
may be involved. But I think that is not unrea.sonable to ask that the right a
the Negro child for integrated schooling and for schooling of the same quality
and certainly is evidenced by the kind of teaching available, ought not to be
ignored. While we are looking at that map, if you will look at page 66, you've
got the location of integrated, segregated upper grade centers and there, agaia,
you can see that the integrated centers of the upper grade centers are mostly
confined to the areas of Negro residents. It might have been just as easy to
place them somewhere out of the areas of the Negro residents and use them as
ways of effecting better integration than what has actually been affected. Now,
one or two observations more, Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that in setting
forth this report, the members of the advisory panel all we explicitly discussed
this and in this respect, I can speak for them, as well as myself, we didn't feel
that we had the final answer or only answer to ways schools can be integrated,
in introduction to our recommendation AVE explicitly point out there are a
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number of patterns by which integration might be achieved. And we sug-
gested one pattern which made sense to us, in the circumstances, having in
mind. among other things the immediate background that called the advisory
panel into existence and led us to do our work. I don't think I or any member
of the panel is prepared to die and bleed for every recommendation being fol-
lowed to the letter or else take the position that the board is ignoring the recom-
mendation. Far from this. But I think in approaching this problem and
particularly with the proposal before you, a permissive transfer policy, I think
the board must be mindful of the fact thct this has a history that the history
is such as to make a good part of the population of the city of Chicago very
suspicious about this as a way of achieving integration. Because it has not
worked in Chicago. As I have indicated, it has not Worked elsewhere. I think
this is in general, I think, the major observations that I would like to make in
this initial presentation.

I would like to ask questions but, in summary, I would say thisI, and I
am sure, the members of the panel would have no objection whatever to the
present Whiston proposal if it is regarded as merely the implementation of
recommendation No. 2, point No. 2. This is 'n effect what it is. Although it is
somewhat more restrictii e ;Ian the panel's rccommendation. We recommended
in effect that any child in a school either underutilized, that is, overcrowded
or not, be free to transfer to any underutilized schoo1 to help effect optimal
utilization of space at their own expense. Te the extent, this does differ some-
what. I don't think this is of vital or fundamental importance as point 2 in

--mmendation 2, the Whiston plan is fine but I in no way can see this as a
si- 'tute for recommendation No. 1.

And this leads me, if I may, to one or two other things that now come to my
mind. I notice that in the copy of the Whiston report, a copy of which was
bootlegged to me, I have not received one from any board of education office,
I have noticed their language to the effectnor may I say, is there any reason
why I should have received itI can assure you, Mr. Chairman, that I don't look
for more work to do in relation to this problem. I have got about all I can
handle with all my other commitments now. But I am dragged into it willy-
nilly. Seem to me that there is a good object lesson here. If you don't want
to get enmeshed in public service avoid ever doing the first one. But it is a little
late for me to do this at the moment. In any case, I notice it ,ontains a recom-
mendation that open enrollment in vocational schools for example, be continued.
Now unless there has been a change in the enrollment procedures in the voca-
tional schools since the advisory panel did its work, this is not the advisory
panel had in mind. Apparently, from what I read in the press there has been
some indication that there is a contradiction in this matter. May I say this
and I think we are all of us educated enough to realize this. When you talk
about contradictions in this report, another way of saying exactly the same thing
is to say that it is being misinterpreted by its readers. This means the same
thing. I am quite willing to do, to assume, as I do assume that such misin-
terpretations are honest misinterpretations and reflect the fact that the advisory
panel was not quite as good as it should have been in communication. But we
did this under some rush and I plead extenuating circumstances, if everything
is not crystal clear. But I would also like to submit that again what I have
read in the press and I also distrust the press, Mr. Chairman, it has some things
I have never said, and vice versa but these are people trying to make a living
and they are doing it in a huriy, too. I will say that the point of view, how-
ever, that the report must stand on its own and it must not be intepreted by any
members of the panel strikes me as an exceedingly narrow and paroquial and,shall I say, naive point of view. I think all members of the panel are quite
vocal and any of them that you can get hold of, I think, would be glad to help
interpret what 3ou think are apparent contradictions. I would like to make
this fiat statement since this has been made many times in Ite pressthat in
another way to interpret contradictions is to say that it is misunderstood. And
I would assume that it is misunderstood because we haven't conveyed a meaningadequately enough.

Vocational schools, then, and may I say the other special programs. We
were mindful for example Z one case of a Negro mother with a hard-of-hearingdaughter who had a terrible time getting her child into a school which had
special facilities, that was a white school, and was put time and in into allNegro schools with inadequate facilities for that child. Which is why we ex-plicitly recommended open enrollment. The city as a whole is the attendancearea for any vocational school and any special program. This is our recom-
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mendation, I tlthik that ought to be clearly understood. The other point I
would make is, of course, there's a difference between the high school and the
elementary school problem. In the high school problem there is no problem
of mobility and I think there the question of proximity to home obviously could
be pretty much ignored. It is a minor element compared with say effecting
integration or getting the child the kind of education it needs. At the elemen-
tary school level, and especially kindergarten to fourth, proximity to home be-
comes a more important element. But integration is also an important element
if we're going to get our Negro youngsters the kind of education that enable
them to stand on their own two feet by the time they get out of school. And
I would say this is a very important element that the administrators cannot
ignore. My final observation is that if the recommendations of the advisory
panel are followed admittedly the load of the administrators of the schools ould
be increased. But the school administrators on the panel felt this was not an
undue burden nor a far out expectation. I think I've been an administrator
over the years and I know it's a tendency for any administrator, what makes
a good administrator is for the administrator to be as lazy as possible. That
is the good administrator puts principles into effect that'll mak3 most administra-
tions run smooth, routine, and avoid a continuous round of hard decisiGns. A
good administrator will always look for shortcuts. He's the guy who gets to be
president of the company or for that matter general superintendent of schools.
But somethnes problems are very complex and sometimes shall I say the values
involved are of paramount importance, such importance that it is even neces-
sary to make administrators work a lot harder. And this goes right down from
the school principal through every hierarchy in the realm of administration.
And I think on this problem what it means to the city of Chicago while as to
ifAropolitan United States as a whole. I think that we should not worry too
much about making administrators work harder. I am all for facing them
with these difficult decisions and let them exercise the judgment, that is what
they are getting paid for.

Mr. An Aus. I would like to start with one or two questions which will maybeopen it up. Just for complete clarity then as far as recommmlation No. 2.
No. 2I think you and I talked about this briefly oil Sunday afternoon, and I
guess I misunderstood. The implication there is that any diild from any school
regardless of whether it is overcrowded or not might be in a position to apply
for a transfer and I guess what I misunderstood was that this was related to
the underutilization and overcrowding and that it was only the students in
the overcrowded schools that could apply for transfer under that section.

Dr. HAUSER. Well, Mr. Chairman, we did discuss that and I felt and I would
still feel that the interpretation that you just stated is a quite penaissible one.
I think here is a point where we never tracked it down. It seemed to me
that such a transfer plan put into effect only for overcrowded schools is one
to which no exception can be taken as a way of optional untilization of space.
Actually as I reread this I think it could be read. although I do not think this
was the intent of the panel, to permit a child from any school. At this point
I would say that either interpretation the board gave to it would be quite in order
because this was not a device at all designed to achieve integration. This was
a device designed to achieve optimal utilization of space, and there were other
devices here for integration.

Mr. ADAMS. I think the board thinking on this plan was that there was the
question of integration not questioned. There was the purpose of integrationin it. There was also the purpose of who do you start with first. You have
here a group of children who are suffering from two disadvanthges, (1) they
are de facto segregated and (2) they are also overcrowded and may be the
ones that you try to work with first to alleviate the situation would be the ones
who have the two disadvantages instead of the one.

Dr. HAUSER. This seems eminently reasonable that was one question. Then
the second question gets back to this question of priority 9f criteria for trans-
ferring, and some of the problems which you would run into. I agree with
you completely that from the standpoint of mobility there may be a different
weighting to the criteria in the high schools than there is in particularly the
kindergarten to fourth grade. But even in the high schools the question I wouldask is this, Is there not'a pretty deep-founded desire. all other things be equal,
for kids to go to the nearby or a nearby high school. If we do adopt a. com-
pletely open enrollment policy, let us say within reasonable limits in the high
school are we likely to rtm into a collision between the desire of numbers up to
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almost the capacity of the. school who wish to go to the nearby school and who
will be in conflict as far as application is concerned with children from con-
siderably farther distances and then what do you do. Which has the priority?
Is there a right which is implied by this desire which may also be based on
the Gary decision in the courts and what do we do in a case like that?

Well, I think there are some straightforward answers possible here. To
begin with, if you set up a larger attendance area, we said three or -more
high schools, you have redefined the situation so that everybody within that
larger attendance area has the right to any high schooL This is essentially
the principle. Within that framework then you are recommending optimal
utilization, that is, maximum self-determination or choice.

It may well be on a preregistration basis that you will get most people to
go to the high school nearest them. This may well be the case. But you can
at least give them a choice. If you find that you should get overregistration
let us say theoretically that Negro parents have gone into a white high school,
that is a white high school, in numbers which have crowded a good many people,
who have lived nearby out. Well then here it seems to me that this is the place
for the administrator then begins to use judgment.

For one thing this can be phased so that those ci.ildren who live close by
and have acquired an invested interest by being say seniors, juniors, or sopho-
mores, they certainly don't get displaced at this point. But you don't have the
same vested interest so far as that freshman is concerned and this can beginon that basis if and as necessary. Moreover to say that you want to put
priority on a high school student going to a high school that is 1 mile from
his home instead of a high school a mile and a half from his home or even 2
miles from his home, that this is a more important criteria than the kind of
thing that's involved in the future of Chicago for effecting an integrated school
and educating both the white and 'Negro student for the life they must live in
the general. I would say this would be a naive administrative decision. That the
importance of effecting integration is much more important at the high school
level than getting that high school student to travel 1 mile instead of 2 andI'd stand by that.

And I think these are illustrative of the way you'd go about dealing with that
problem. I see no insuperable problems if commonsense are utilized and if,this is I think the essential thing, that the traditional implanted, deeply en-graved concepts of a single area around a single high school, this must beobliterated to begin. h you start out with the assumption that you still got
the same kind of school attendance area why then of course this scheme can'twork. In fact, Mr. Chairman, you yotraelf used the language transfer. Thisis the old-fashioned language. This is based on the old-fashioned process. With
the cluster principle students aren't transferring, they all have a right to the
school. And what you do is use judgment to effect what's best for the interest
of the child, the school, the city.

Mr. ADAMS. I'm not a lawyer, but I think I can see a legal point here which
by redefining the attendance area it might stand up in court as opposed to the
Gary decision where it was just a one-school basis for the attendance area.Whereas if this was a legally redefined attendance area that included two orthree schools it might stand up.

Dr. HAUSER. Well I'm not a lawyer either, but I doubt that the Gary decision
could be interpreted as saying that it has supported the neighborhood school andI think this has been a newspaper headline decision. This isn't the decisionof the courts as I read the decision.

Mr. ADAMS. Then there is also following what you just said there would be,whereas the decision might be in one direction, in the high schools it might be
in the other direction in the kindergarten to four.

I did have one other question that I would like to get on the table and that'sthis. We have had considerable discussion within the committee as to whetherin trying o implement your plan, the panel's plan, it was necessary to do thiswith every school in the city or whether it could be pinpointed in areas wheresome in.egration would be effected by enlargirg the boundaries; and whetherwe should or could do it in those areas only, tmd Where it wouldn't have anyeffect ou anything in particular in. an all-white or an all.,-Nko.ro area, not doanything there. I would like to get your opinion on that.
Dr. HAUSER. I see not reason at all why sua flexibility could not be followed.But again here's the problem of astute administration and policy. The wholepurpose of the clustering is to create a situation to remedy what is admittedly a
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defect in our educational system now in Chicago today, as in other cities. Andit seems to me unnecessary to say that if some children need castor oil, allchildren must take castor oil, I think that would be the analogy. I wonder ifI might ask Dr. Crain

Dr. Catax. Excuse me, I just wanted to say, however, that our actual recom-mendation as an ideal, the recommendation of the panel as I recall, as I rereadit, is that this kind of freedom to choose your school is a freedom which kidsshould have pretty much, that there's no particular reason why the schoolsystem should specifically specify in every case. And if a student for anyparticular reason, he lives in an all-white area, he's a white child he wishes toattend another school for some special reason, there's no real reason why weshould prevent him if it doesn't cause any great administrative difficulty. Soif it were extended, I think the panel's recommendation was that if it wereadministratively possible to extend it to all schools you might jnst as well.Mr. ADAMS. There would be no harm in taking the first step and Mrs. Wild.I think you had a question.
Dr. HAUSER. Not at all.
Mrs. WILD. Well, I want to be sure I understand Dr. Hauser but I think theseare the problems we had in complete understanding. You feel that in sophomore,junior, and senior level the student should still have your point 25 prior rightto attend that school?
Dr. HAUSER. Yes, although he also has the option not to if be wanted out,some of them want out.
Mrs. WILD. Well, that we understand. At the freshman level No. 25 couldbe dispensed with and 25 could be first come first serve basis of students. (No.25 is prior right.)
Dr. HAUSER. With may I say another principle of administration. First comefirst serve is another, shall I say, lazy man's device. I would say first comefirst serve within a framework of achiffuing your objectives. The objective is thatintegrated education, an integrated educational level which among other thingswill include white students. If you were to permit enrollment that gets schoolsthat have been 100 percent white to suddenly become 90 percent Negro in thefreshmen class, all you're going to have is exodus and you will not have accom-plished your purpose at all.
Mrs. WILD. One more point. Along with what Dr. Crain just brought up, Ihappen to live in the South Shore area so we all speak of the thing we knowbest. We are an integrated area with Negroes on all sides. In this plan if youstay as you just suggested, Doctor, on the South Side, Professor Hauser saysdon't forget we can't have integration without white people. I'm working veryhard toward keeping a stable area as Hyde Park, Kenwood did. Now I havea lot of people that are not just about to do this, and so we give them Dis-tricts 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 to move to. We have no Negroes up there and, therefore,I think this is why I thought this plan was No. 1, primary importance becauseif I could say to John Jones, "Stay, stick this out, -it's going to be fine. We'reall going to live together. It's all going to be fine." And I'm doing this everyday. They can't say to me, "I will not. I'm going to the North Side. Dis-trict 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. My children will be in all-white schools." Now this is apoint that I think is extremely important, Dr. Hauser.
Dr. HAUSER. Let me indicate what I would do in such a situation. I thinkthat you could anchor your South Shore community if they knew that that highschool is not going to have more than let's say one-third Negro students. Thatthey will flee, if with the entrance of Negro students they anticipate as whathas bean the pattern that it rill soon be 90 percent. The 90 percent will makethem flee. But if this was a policy, and I'm talking now about what I call astuteadministration, or if you please, managed. integration.
You've got the same thing going on with respect to housing in this city, LakeMeadows, Prairie Shores, Hyde Park-Kenwood, in which a Negro and whitecommunity are cooperating to achieve a balance in integration that can becomestabilized.
Mrs. WILD. I would just like to know the answer of exactly how to go aboutit, because we really are working on. this profoundly.
Dr. HAUSER. We have done it in Hyde Park-Kenwood so far as neighborhoodis concerned ; they've done it in Prairie Shores and Lake Meadows and I can seeno reason why that if intensive effort were made this cannot be done with theschools.
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Dr. FRIEDMAN. If you gave students the option to transfer out as in recom-mendation No. 2, would you also, give it to the white child who wants to flee anintegrated school to an all-white school?
Dr. HAUSER. Well, if you interpret this as going from the overcrowded schoolto the underutilized school, I would say that there you would have much moreadministrative latitude than it was, obviously, as the administrator can readilysee a device of getting away from the white school. I think what you are tryingto do is maximize choice. But you don't maximize choice in the way to create(la .:s or to prevent the achievement of the objective which is the policy of theboard to state and to presumably get administered. If your objective is toachieve integration, by gosh, if you found thz.t all the white students werefleeing from the school because of 10 percent Negro, I would see to it that theywould stay put.
Mr. MURRAY. I would like to ask Dr. Hauser a few questions if I might. Firstof all I would like to say that, as you know as I have often indicated on theboard, I am a strong advocate of the neighborhood school policy and, of course,have governed my actions on the board at all times with the hope that mightbe preserved. I was very happy when the Hauser panel report came in andit made some very commendatory statements about the neighborhood schoolpolicy. When the committee considered the Hauser plan at its first two orthree meetings we were shown a map of the school system of Chicago and thelocation of every school in Chicago. Insofar as this committee would see, afar as we could note, there was no possible way to improve integration in anyway by the cluster plan from the maps we had seen. I was wondering whetheror not, Dr. Hauser, if the maps that we saw, the maps we gave careful attention

to, were ones which the committee had access to or which they saw, because theway I looked at the thing I couldn't see where you could possibly do the jobwith the cluster plan that the Houser panel reported.
Dr. HAUSER. Let me make a suggestion. We presumably say the same mapsbecause the general superintendent of schools wa.s quite cooperative and gaveus all the information we wanted including the maps and locations of schoolsand the rest. The- only thing we couldn't cret were the thing.; the general counselof the board said he couldn't give us, abOut race.
I would like to make this observation. The board of education is a groupof lay people. None of you were selected for your ability to read census tractdata and 6-point type in the census volumes and the prolific records of the school

system which must be adjoined in some way to work out the details of attendance
areas. You are necessarily dependent on staff. If you had the time to get intothis detail, assuming that you had the competence. you probably couldn't affordto be on the board of education. But be that as it may, what I'm suggesting isthat this is essentially staff work and I'd say that you've got it at your command
to ask Professor Havighurst, Dr. Crain is willing to cooperate, we see no prob-lem in devising such clusters. Now this is just a matter of fact. Your questionis it can't be done. Why don't you ask Professor Havighurst to set up a planto see whether it can or can't be done. How this is no panacea, let me add. Wehave said explicitly in this report this will not effect integration in a sense thatthere will no lonciber be all-Negro or all-white schools, as long as you have the
present patterns of residential segregation you're bound to have a lot of schoolsthat are all Negro and all white. But I think tlie essence of the problem is this.I feel the advisory panel has proposed a very moderate as a first step toward
effecting integration. I think, and I myself was delighted to see the extent towhich the Negro community in Chicago through their leadership was preparedto accept this plan even though they recognized that it was moderate. MayI say that I personally was delighted and as a matter of fact the panel was, too,
that in our conversations with leaders of the civil rights movement in Chicago.
that not a single person proposed that there be bussing to effect integration.And our own bussing proposal wasn't for that purpose at all. Not a single
person proposed .bussing to add-mix people for purposes of effectino- integration.Now this is a first step. It's a moderate proposal. It can be crone only andlargely where at the elementary school level where white and Negro communi-ties adjoin. At the high school level, you haye wich more fie:Ability. Andwhat I would say is that if the board feels it won't: even make the effort to takethis first step, then I think that there is reason fm adding to the suspicion that
a good part of this community alteady has of the hoard.

Mr. MunaiY. Another question I would like to propose to you. Dr..Ilauser,
with regard to the transfer plan as reconunended by the committee. You saythat in two cities this plan was tried and failed and it failed also in Clicago.
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I think you said it failed in Baltimore and. in Detroit, and that on two other
occasions it failed in Chicago. Would it be your opinion, Dr. Hauser, that if
the civil rights groups and the minority groups who have been continuously agi-
tating for integration and elimination of de facto segregation would encourageand give this plan a trial. would encourage parents to give it a try and ac-
cept it rather than voice their opinions, voice their objections to it, to the press,
on the podium, and various other ways, don't you think there would be some
difference. Is that really why the Baltimore plan failed, and the Detroit planfailed, and the two rlans as you say in Chieago failed? Isn't it because they
were not popular and they weren't accepted by these civil rights groups?

Dr. HAUSER. Well, I really can't answer that question, nor can anyone. Butlet me indicate some relevant elements in the answer. Would you really say
the reason the plan failed is more that civil rights leaders objected to it, asagainst the fact that here is a family, a Negro family, with an income of under
$3,000, where the carfare and the time involved in transporting that child rela-
tively long distances which the Whiston proposals involves, wouldn't that be a
more realistic barrier to the acceptance of this plus the psychological Impedimentof taking the child across the city to a school that she knows= nothing about,
where there is this tension, and is the average Negro mother going to let herchild in a sense into an unknown tense situation? In my judgment these are
much more barriers than the attitudes of civil rights leaders as such and may
account for the attitudes of the civil rights leaders.

Mr. MURRAY. Well, Dr. Hauser, there's no point, of course, in cetting into a
discussion between you and me and I don't intend to do that. I think you've done
a very fine job.

Dr. HAUSER. May I argue this though I will argue as a positive note I would
say that, "Yes, I would agree with you that civil rights leaders should supportthis plan at all points where parents let us say are in a position to afford to do.
so and cooperate." But I don't want to overlook the fact that there are some
real hardships involved for some people.

Mr. MURRAY. You asked me whether or not I didn't think that it was a financial.
consideration that might have hindered the actual success of the two plans but I
am of this opinion, Dr. Hauser, that the organized school boycotts, and the orga-nized resistance to the mobile classrooms out at 71st Street, and the sit-ins and
the other demonstrations did more to defeat the permissive transfer plan than
any other one thing. That's my poiat and I say that if those interested would
get behind it and devote the same amount of energy to the acceptance and adop-tion of this plan, at least as a trial, that it would receive some measure of
success.

One more question. Dr. Hauser, that I'm a little bit confused about and itresolves itself around the statement you made that if the school attendance
areas were drawn east and west where they are drawn north and south, and
where the school attendance are drawn north and south they be drawn east andwest that would automatically effect some sort of integration. Actually isn't
that possible only where the attendance areas are almost perfectly rectangular.
I mean, it seems to me that the school attendance areas are so irregular thatnothing would be accomplished, that you simply can't draw the school attendance
areas directly north anu south or east and west.

Dr. HAUSER. Well, let me say this, Mr. Murray, that in the present situation
there is obviously and necessarily an awful lot of flexibility in the way the
schools are administered, in the way attendance areas are drawn, in the way
grades are grouped in specific school structures, in the way mobiles are placed,
and in the way transfers are effected. I would say that any objective analysis
of the flexibilities of these kinds now show very, very little evidence of any
these flexible tools being used to effect integration. In my judgment, the same
flexible tools require no more flexibility than what the system already has if
intecrration were made an object and an important objective could be used to
effec; more integration than now exists in the school system.

You look at the upper grade centers. They could be placed certainly to effect
more integration than is now effected. Look at the mobiles. You could putmobiles into white schools adjoining the Negro districts to get more Negro
students into these white schools than puttin- them into the Negro schools to
keep the Negro children in their neighborhood's. Now given the administration
of the neighborhood school policy, which was the board policy, I think where
the mobiles are placed makes sense. But if the board of education has, in effect,
chancred its policy by saying it has endorsed the principles of the advisory panelrepoa, and you are posith ely trying to effect integration, then I'd say that
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every one of the devices of flexibility to which I've referred and others thatcould be mentioned. could be used to effect integration, which are now actuallyreinforcing policies of de facto segregation and this goes for your question too-Mr. Murray.
Mr. MURRAY. Thank you very much.
Mr. ADAMS. Warren, have you any questions?
Mr. BACON. Yes. Dr. Hauser given the present state of our situation withrespect to having the Whiston plan already drawn up and very little effective'work done so far on recommendations 1 and 3, do you feel that with the assistancebf Dr. Havighurst and Dr. Crain that some implementation of recommendations

1 and 3 could be effected in time for September?
Dr. HAUSER. I do.
Mr. BACON. Do you feel that the overcrowding which most of our schools, ora good many of our schools are currently plagued with, is a predominant con-sideration in whether or not clustering should take place?
Dr. HAUSER. Well, let me say that overcrowding, of cour ; one of the severe

types of restrictions on good education and I would take the sition as the paneldid explicitly at other points in the report that there ougia' t to be nothing in-
compatible with achieving good education and integration simultaneously, and
that overcrowding, that is overcrowding, should be dealt with even while inte-gration is being effected. I hate to see them posed as one an obstacle to theother.

Mr. MURRAY. Incidentally, when we made our study the ay-rage attendance
excess of capacities of high schools was 32 percent for the city of Chicago. In
the Whiston proposal when a school is defined as overcrowded if it's 25 percent.
Now the difference between 25 and 32 percent, unless these figures have changed
in difference, represents a set of schools and I've made no analysis of them that
in a sense are getting an opportunity to have less overcrowding than is the aver-age for the city. The difference between an average 25-percent excess and 32-per-
cent excess could conceivably shelter some schools who for some reason are de-
serving of more consideration than the average school in the city. Now this is
just from the numbers and I just raised the question there that may want to be
looked at. Where you put these numbers also makes a difference on what hap-
pens and I think the specific meaning of these numbers ought to be traced out.

Mr. BACON. I think you've answered this question already another way, but
I'd like to pose it again more specifically. Inasmuch as the clustering may not
effect integration in certain sections of the city, that should not be the basis for
not considering the effects of clustering in other areas.

Dr. HAUSER. That's right.
Mr. BACON. The northwest side for instance. If you cluster three, maybe six,

schools you couldn't effect any more integration than they now have which is
practically nothing. But still and all there are areas of the city where clustering
will effect integration.

Dr. HAUSER. Right.
Mr. BACON. And that these other areas should not be used as a reason since:

you can't effect integration across the board for not doing it where you can.
Dr. HAUSER. I quite agree.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. We are now considering the Whiston plan and I'm concerned

whether if we adopt this plan it would interfere with clustering. Has thatquestion been asked?
Dr. HAUSER. Not necessarily, because what the panel actually recommended

was a simultaneous implementation of recommendation 1 which involves cluster-ing and also these other devices to effect optimum utilization of space. You
could bave the permissive school transfer plan although it varies a little bit
from some of the details of wIlat we have recommended it was envisioned it
would be operating simultaneously with the clustering, so that, if I may put it
this way, I see no objection to Whiston's plan at alL

Mr. ADAMS. A factor on the use of a school which might at the moment be
involved in it which could be withdrawn from it and used in a clustering plan
so that my own reactions to that question is that assuming that we can agree
on the desirability of the plan as presented no matter how it is labeled as an
implementation of one factor or one recommendation of the Hauser report why
then we go to work on some of the other ones.

Dr. HAUSER. Let me say, Mr. Chairman, the only objection I think that has
arisen certainly on my part to the plan is that it was publicized as a substitute
for recommendations 1, 2, and 3. Now there I think that I certainly take issue
and, may I say, I regret that my own observations in the matter have been in
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the press, but since my identification with this report the press keeps hounding
me, and I have often been tempted to say "No comnient" and just keep quiet but
it's a little hard to do in the circumstances that we do have public obligations on

-,the-matter. But I'nillISTaYs availai,le and, may I say, I'd much rather be in the
position of giving reactions to you first than to the press first but the press has
been the orek;; source up to this point.

Mr. BACON. Then yoc would suggest the changing the title of this particular
plan?

Dr. HAUSER. Yes, I would call it permissive transfer plan designed to achieve
optimal utilization of space and to the extent that it also promotes integration
you've got what used to he called monea, but with a little extra bonus.

Mr:s. WTT T.'. I just would like, Doctor, to make one more clarification back to the
elementary level. If we group schools, which was brought up by what Warren
said, do we consider very definitely prior right of children residing in the area
at the elementary level? Do we open at kindergarten through grade eight rather
then fifth through grade eight and do we at any time forget prior right in the
case of overcrowding and whet do we do there?

Dr. HAUSER. Now this becomes a matter of administrative flexibility. I will
deal with the grade schools as we discussed with the high schools as the child
is close to graduation and has a vested interest in the school certainly ought
to be given a majorwell the same would go for the seventh grader or eight
graders as the case may be. And that you could begin doing say the things that
involve greater mobility and transfer at the lower grades where the vested
interest has not yet crept in. Now you might have to do a lot of this in one area
and none of it in another area. This is why you have got to make the thing
flexible. It may well be that the first year of the cluster plan may involve
little more integration in specific areas than the permissive transfer plan. No-
body can testify to that. You are going to have to build up attitudes on the part
of white and Negro parents. The second year would do more. It might do more
on both plans but you have got two principals in the sense working for you when
you do it.

Mr. BACON. Dr. Hauser, don't you feel as though this term prior right has to
be redefined in terms of the enlarged. school areas because prior right is no
longex the same thing as is used now under our present attendance areas?

Dr. HAUSER. I will agree with that, with this one exception though.
Mr. Bacciv. It seems to me that it would be kind of a cruel Thing to take a

child who has been in a school for say for 6 or 7 years
Dr. HAUSER. There is no objection there.
Mr. Bacow. And before graduation transfer him into another school. I think

this certainly should not be done.
Mrs. WILD. Why make a little child walk 5 blocks when she could walk 2

blocks?
Dr. HAUSER. Here is where the administrator has to do his work, and the

principals, I think, and. their assistants can manage to get this done.
Mr. ADAMS. I have one comment that might be appropriate at this time and

I would invite the press' opinion on this thing. I have talked to Dr. Havighurst
about what he has that is available. He told me yesterday, last evening, that
they had some information on areas in which they considered the use of the
cluster plan could make a contribution to integration. He did say to me, how-
ever, that he would be willing to talk with us about it except that he would not
want the names and loeations of these places to be discussed publicly for the
reason that it could begin to create a storm in a locality, if that locality had
not been prepared for it, or if it just is in the discussion stage rather than after
the decision stage. Here I think we have a problem with our decision to open
these meetings to the press and I don't quite know the answer and maybe you
fellows can tell me what the answer is, whether we close up when we start
talking specific areas or whether we can count on the press not to use the names
of such lucations until they are in the formal decision stage. This is a problem
we will face. I think Dr. Hauser, you will recognize that problem too.

Dr. HAUSER. Mr. Chairman, I was in Washington service as you know for a
long time and the legislative branch of the Government always reserves unto
itself the right for executive sessions. I think in the public interest I see no
objection to an executive session on matters of this kind because our purpose
here presumably is to bring about better education, and peace and harmony in
Chicago ; not more opel fights.

Miss FLEMING (reporter). May I make another suggestion to you, Mr. Adams?
The trouble is with closed meetings many of us in learning something from neo-
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ple who take part in the closed. meeting may read in. our colleague's paper
scinething that took place in the closed meeting. If you ask the reporters who
cover the schools to get authority from their offices to listen and not cover we
will then know what we will not use and nobody will be outwitting us. Com-
petition does influence some of

Mr. ADAMS. That's a good suggestion.
Mr. FRIEDMAN. Mr. Chairman, is it possible that we can talk about these

schools by a coda and still talk sensibly and intelligently about them?
Mr. BACON. No.
Mrs. WILD. I'm not that smart.
Dr. HAUSER. I would rrgue our report seems to be unintelligb e enough even

when it's not in code.
The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions?
Mrs. WILD. Well, just one. Dr. Hauser would probably agree to this, I am

rure, but I would like to ask it In some cases we didn't fail to have schools in
contiguous areas with possibilities of going ba,:k and forth and basically that
was part of the plan which we didn't really throw out one, two, and three.

Dr. Hans EH. This is not what the report says or what the press says, nor the
impression that the public gets.

Mr. BACON. Dr. Hauser, do you feel that the civil rights groups who were
mentioned earlierdo you feel that if there is any merit 'ice they have been
a part of the city that has been making comments on various actions of the
board? I have certainly taken it to hold true for other groups that might have
different points of view. Do you feel as though it can be of any assistance to
furthering this effort to have these groups called in at strategic points in the
deliberations of the board and let them at least vent their feelings and par-
ticipate in the recommendations before they become final? In that way haring
them participate to a limited extent. You can perhaps forestall some of the
criticisms you get when they seean accomplished fact.

Dr. HAUSER. I think there is a lot of merit to that point of view. Of course
this is one reason we proposed the Friends of the Schools Committee. That adds
on a 'provision for representation of all kinds of groups and as a matter of fact
some civil rights groups are recommended on that committee. That committee
might be used more effectively but in general I think this is always a very
astute administrative device and my own administrative work in Washington
wherever we anticipated a controversy, we generally made it a point to get
the different points of view on the advisory committee and let them fight it
out right there. Which incidently made it much easier for the administrator
then to make a decision. Becanse they wore each other down and then you could
do the wise thing.

Mr. ADAMS. I would like to make a point on that. Let's take a specific
examplelet's take the Urban League. I think you mentioned that they had a
research outfit. First of all, I would always prefer to have a written proposal
submitted to the group for consideration. On the other hand, you are not only
a board member but a citizen and you, as a citizen, have every right to go to
the Urban League and sit down with them and ask -what they would suggest
in this case and present it to us yourself for that matter. I would insist that
the first presentation of any such plan like that should come to us in writing
then if we choose to get a group in and confer with them in person this is a
decision we can make at that time.

Mr. BACON. Cy, I didn't have that in mind. I think first of all that it is the
obligation of the board to do its own work and it isn't up to other organizations
to prepare proposals. I think I was basically thinking in terms of getting the
reactions and the views of various groups on these Things rather than having
them sit down and draw up a plan for us and present it.

Mr. ADAMS. I misunderstood you.
Mrs. WILD. Do you think our citizens committee could accomplish that,

Warren? Do we have enough representation?
Mr. Bt roN. Oh, it could be used to that end. I think 'There are other organiza-

tions that are not represented On the citizen committee that perhaps would be
interested, would be helpful. The Citizens Schools Connnittee I believe, are
they represented on the Friends of the Schools? PTA is represented, and the
Urban League. 'But I think this is a way that you can get the ideas of people
and put them in the pot and look at it rather than wait and. allow people to only
react.
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Mr. FRIEDMAN. Do you think, Mr. Chairman, that there is any chance for that
glaring defect to be remedied in the representation on this adviso:y committee,
that the Citizens Schools Committee will be eventually represented on it?

Mr. ADAMS. This would be for Mr. Whiston because he's the one that appoints
his connnittee.
Mr. FRIEDM v. Maybe this committee could make the recommendation that it

be filled out.
Mr. ADAMS. I don't know why they weren't appointed in the first place and if

there was any 'reason what it was. I think the thing to do would be to talk it
over with Frank.

Dr. FRIEDMAN. Frankly I will.
Dr. HAUSER. May I say that certainly what we had in mind is that any group

that had evinced definite interest arid was taking positions should be included.
And again I would urge that as a matter of just good public relations. Many
people object more to not being heard than to being turned down once they
have been heard. This is an American tradition.

Mrs. WILD, He's Tight.
Mr. ADAMS. Any other questions of Dr. Hauser?
Mr. BACON. You will be available?
Dr. HAUSER. Unfortunately I will be here most of the summer. If it gets too

hot I shall leave it.
Dr. FRIEDMAN: Will Dr. Crain be here this summer or have you got him tied

down with some graduate work or postgraduate work?
Dr. HAUSER. No, he's a free agent. +Professors at universities have no bosses.

He does what he pleases.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. You are on the staff of the University of Chicago, I see.
Mr. ADAMS. Thank you very much.
.(Recess.)
(At this point Dr. Willis left the meeting to keep a previous appointment as

mentioned at the outset of the meeting.)

Chairman POWELL. The committee will stand adjourned, and I hope
it will be possible for you to come back around 5 o'clock, and also the
remaining two witnesses.

Mrs. BOSKY. I don't know if you want this as a matter of record,
but it is the name of seven high schools that have been built within the
last 12 years, and you can check on them.

Please do check. They have been built under Dr. Willis' administra-
tion and there are two others that we are not sure of, but we think
thaethey have been.

Mr. PumNsiii. Mr. Chairman, I merely want to comment that Mrs.
Bosky is a very brave woman

Mrs. BOSKY. An outnumbered woman.
Mr. PIICINSKI. Who has come to Washington and sbe takes a very

active part in all civic affairs. She certainly has made a very thor-
ough study of the school board. I am not sure that we would agree
with all the remarks in her statement, but she reminds me of the ancient
Romans who gave first meaning to democracy. They provided that
any citizen can speak out on any subject in the public square under one
condition : They would put a noose around his neck.

Mrs. BOSKY. I feel very much as if I bad one.
Mr. Pumrsiii. If they didn't agree with vhat he said, he would be

promptly banged.
But you can see that before this committee we don't hang anybody.

We let you come in here and make your statements, and I think that
you have made a very elaborate statement.

I might say that many things that you have said are things that
perhaps all public officials ought to look carefully into.

I am hoping, Mrs. Bosky, that you, along with all other witnesses
who have appeared before this committee, will be able to get together
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when you go back home and work this problem out. I am sure that
reasonable men andwomen can reach reasonable solutions.

Chairman POWELL. I will insert in the record at this point a state-
ment from the Social Workers for Human Rights, by Jan Linfield and
Paul G. Shane.

(The statement referred to follows :)

STATEMENT OF THE SOCIAL WORKERS FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

The facts of inadequancy and segregation in the public school system in the
city of Chicago have been presented and documented in numerous outstanding
reports ; i.e., the Hauser, Havighurst, City Schools Committee, and the Urban
League reports. We will not duplicate these excellert studies, for they completely
describe the situation and contain ample suggestions for improvement. Unfortu-
nately the reticence of the superintendent of schools and his administration to
communicate with the public leaves us with little concrete knowledge as to any
plans for implementation of these improvements.

We wish to address ourselves to the problems of the inadequacy of the schools
and their segregation from the vantage point of workers in social agencies. We
see problem situations which, in many instances, should be handled within thepublic school system. The public schools have the potential for early detection
and preventive treatment of possible problems that damage children emotionallyand intellectually. This would be more economical to the community and much
more effective than the present hit-or-miss detection by social gencies. By thetime social agencies find such children, we have to treat them on a rehabilitative
level. At this treatment level there is much less chance for success : it is also
more time consuming, and therefore, more expensive. Equally important is thefact that, under these circumstances, there are many children who never receiveany help at all..

As social workers, we come face to face with the refusal of the public schoolsystem to deal with exceptional children. We find, ourselves picking up after
the public school system in its failure to deal with the special problems which the
exceptional children in our city face. The school system in Chicago has failed
to deal with the problems of any minority group in a creative and positive way,
whether these be racial or ethnic minorities, the socially and economically dis-
advantaged, the mentally retarded, the handicapped, the socially maladjusted, orthe gifted.

As a defense against criticism, the school board has a. policy of tokenism ; i.e.,instituting a pilot project in one school district and using this as an example ofwhat they have accomplished. For instance, school district 11 was cited for its
program fd preventlirr school dropouts and special services to disadvantagedchildren tt, ag a schooesocial worker. ,

We need more than one full-time school social worker in a school system servingover one-half million children. There are only 85 psychologists in the entire
school system. Oue psychologist cannot possible handle the volume of need for
testing, let alone counseling, over 6,000 children.

The State of Illinois has allowed funds for school social workers employed by
local school districts at the rate of $3,000 per year. Our school administration
has not seen fit to use the source of funds. Instead of having widespread socialwork within the system which would be a preventive family based service, theschool administration uses punitive measures for disciplinary problems. When
a child is disruptive in school, he is first sent to an adjustment teacher or theprincipal for a reprimand or a talking to. The adjustment teacher or guidancecounselor deals primarily with dilciplinary situations. If the child cannotrespond to this and continues to act out in school, he is punished by being sus-pended. The policy of suspending children denies these children their right to afree public school education. Children are suspended. from schools for a wholerange of reasons. Suspension may be for 1 day or longer. We have dealt with
cases where children have been suspended time after time totaline. up to monthsin a school year. While under suspension, no attempt has been made to treat thechild. Some children are suspended pending evaluation. For these childrenthe lack of adequate psychological and socal work staff results in a virtualexpulsion from the public schools. Through intervention of a worker in a socialagency, such a child may finally be readmitted but only after much time, effort,and money has been expended to reestablish the child's right to a free, publicschool education.
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Other archaic and inadequate ways of dealing with socially maladjusted
children, mainly those who are truant and disruptive, are social adjustment
classes (which are few and far between) ; three social adjustment schools, two
for boys and the other for

i.airls
; parental school, a short-term residential facility.

The end of the line are St.Charles, Geneva, and Sheridanprisons for children.
There is also an excellent but grossly overworked facility for clinical diagnosis
through the Illinois Youth Commission. However, once diagnosed, there are
irtually no facilities for treatment available, under public auspices. The treat-

ment facilities that do exist are almost impossible to get into due to cr ercrowding
and long waiting lists. In this train the child from the Negro community, the
lower socioeconomic communities, and the Spanish-speaking communities are the
most neglected. Where the need is unequal, equal lack of service becomes segre-
gation and discrimination. With a stated concern for the protection of society
children are destroyed. Only those who are most disruptive get any attention at
all. Other children with problems are pushed along until they either leave the
school system voluntarily or are ejected.

In areas of high mobility, the rigid application of the neighborhood school
philosophy leads, t.o frequent school 'changes. In some schools in these areas,
the yearly turnover rate has been as high as 200 percent ; i.e., Stewart, Stockton,
and Goudy schools in the uptown area. Families move for various reasons, some-
times from block to block. Often the move necessitates going to a new school.
Constantly adjusting to a new school on top of other problems decreases any
possibility of an education for these children. This changing of schools occurs
even where very yoeag children could easily walk to the original school. Th!s is
just one example of the lack of flexibility in dealing with individuals, and blind.-
ness to social problems and differences in community needs. All of these schools
are in communities of ethnic and racial minorities of lower socioeconomic status.

On the other hand, gerrymandering of school districts to maintain color and
class segregation leads to elementary school districts that may be 10 blocks long
and 2 blocks wide ; i.e., Bret Harte School, Brenneman School, and ArCutcheon
School, or high school districts that are 7 blocks wide au points and 2% to 3 miles
in length ; i.e., Schurz School. These schools seem to have been designed to serve
children of middle and upper class communities bordering minority communities.
On the one hand, there is rigid adherznce to a neighborhood school philosophy, on
the other, the neighborhood assumes convenient shapes.

Social agencies and private groups have instituted tutoring programs to sup-
plement, and even substitute for the education received by children in the
Chicago public schools. They can be found teaching English to non-English-
speaking children who do not receive this service in the schools. They can be
found working on. remedial reading with children from first grade level through
seniors in high school. They are teaching mathematics and history which the
children have not been able to learn in school. While the Commission on Human
Relations is coordinating voluntary agency tutorial programs throughout the
city, which are myriad, the school administration rejected an offer of tutors to
work within the school system during the summers of 1964-65. These tutors
of the urban-suburban youth project were rejected ostensibly because they had
not been certified. At a number of our high school's there are intraschool tutor-
ing projectsstudents tutor each other. Is this difference in attitude due to a
desire to keep outsiders from learning about the schools' shortcomings? To say
that the situation is worse in the Negro ghetto is an understatement.

The kind of an education that is received by minority group children is clearly
etched. A group worker in (me area working with a group of children in a
rehabilitative group discovered that there was an average drop of 10 points in
IQ scores between the time those children were tested in first grade and again in
third grade. This has further been documented by Dr. Benjamin Bloom of the
University of Chicago, in 1961. He found substantially the same situation in
other disadvantaged communities. The lack of special services seems to show
a policy of indifference to the child with problems. In a school system unable
to deal with problems of the exceptional child. the average child is penalized.

The school superintendent is cc,nstantly claiming lack of funds for special serv-
ices, at the same time claiming that the needs are being met. An example of this,
taken from the proceedings of the regular meeting of the board of education,
Wednesday, Ally 10, 1963, from a statement by Superintendent Benjamin C.
Willis on page 3 of the printed proceedings, "* * * nem I shall list 25 measures
which have been undertaken to improve the quality of education of children
whose special needs grow out of the low educational and economic environment
in which they live * * *." He then goes on to list the 25 measures which include
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dental clinics and medical examinations to the indigeqt, special service teachers,
jnitiating a social work program, service to dropouts, etc. On page 4 of the same
report, Superintendent Willis goes on to say, "* * * the 1963 budget reflects the
fact that our resources are limited * * * it was necessary to raise class size * * *
cut expenditures for desired equipment * * * curtail expansion of special pro-grams * * *" etc.

As social workers, we attest to the fact that on grounds of race, color, national
origin, and. economic stclus, children in the city of Chical-o are "deprived of the
benefits of," "subjected to discrimination," and "excludec from participa tion in"
a public school system re'2eiving Federal financial assistance. (Quotes taken
from title VI, section 601 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.)

We. therefore, respectfully request the committee do all in its power to help
improve this situation. If persuasion and consultation cannot be made to work,
and we hope they can, other means will have to be found. It is -with great
reluctance that we suggest that Federal intervention might bave to go beyondthis. If need be, the ,withholding of Federal funds from the school system might
help the school and city administrations recognize the law of the land and re-
spond to the demand for quality, integrated education for all the children of
'Chicago.

Respectfully submitted.

Chairman POWELL. The committee stands adjourned until 5 o'clock.
('Thereupon. at 11 a.m., the ad hoc subcommittee recesred, to recon-

xene at 5 p.m., the same day.)

itat RECESS

(The ad hoc subcommittee reconvened at 5 p.m., Hon. Adam Clayton
Powell, chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.)

Chairman POWELL. The committee will come to order.
Mrs. Bosky, if you kindly will wait until the other members returnfor questions, we will go .on with the next witness. Mr. Albert Raby.

. Mr. Timuel D. Black, willyou step forward, give your name, address,
title, and organization represented?

Do you have prepared copies of your remarks?

STATEMENT OF TINIIIEL D. BLACK, PRESIDENT, CHICAGO CHAPTER,
NEGRO AMERICAN LABOR COUNCIL, CHICAGO, ILL

la BLACK. I passed then-1 but this morning, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Timuel Black. I live 5059 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Ill:
am president of the Chicago area chapter of the Negro American

Labor Council.
I would like to preface my remarks very quickly by saying I notsd

.yesterday's statement wherein the superintendent indicated that teach-
ers in Chicago public schools were free to make choices. I am a certi-
fied teacher in the Chicago public schools and I didn't know of that at
,the time 8 years ago when I was being taken for certification.

So I would like to say at least one exception of a history teacher in.
the Chicago public schools did not know of that choice or opportunity.

Mr. Chairman, I have a speech made by Mr. Fairfax Cone, a member
of the board of trustees of the University of Chicago, and who -was
formerly a member of the board of education, who resigned under a
thin veil of protest because of the lag of the board on the issues of
quality and equality in education.

As I said, I passed out my prepared statement this morning.
Chairman POWELL. Without objection, your preparectstatement will

.be included in the record at this point.
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(The statement referred to follows :)

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY TIMUEL D. BLACK, PRESIDENT OF THE CHICAGO AREA
CHAPTER OF THE NEGRO AMERICAN LABOR COUNCIL OS BEHALF OF THE CHICAGO
CHAPTER

Mr. Chairman and members of thc- committee :
My name is Timuel D. Black. T. am the president of the Chicago area chapter

of the Negro American Labor Council. The national president of the Negro
American Labor Council is Mr. A. Philip Randolph, who sits on the executive
committee of the highest council of labor in this land, which is the American
Federation of Labor and the Congress of Industrial Organizations. Mr. Randolph
is and has been for a long time, deeply disturbed by the plight of :iegro young
men and women in the area of trade and. vocational apprenticeship training.
He is watching with a great deal of concern the events in which we are engaged
in Washington on that matter today. I would venture to say that this momen-
tous opportunity which you afford us is crucial to the whole prospectus for pre-
paring Negro youngsters tor the work and citizen's role in our dynamic and ever
changing society.

In addition to being president of the Chicago area chapter of NALC, I am also
a certified high school social studies teacher in the Chicago public schools. From
these two vantage points I have the lnique opportunity of observing and helping
young people prepare fo- the world of work and citizenship, and to observe what
the results of such preparation has wrought. At this point in our history and
in the public school system of Chicago, the results of the preparation of Negro
boys and girls for life and living is a sad, sad, story. The unemployment, crime,
and morbidity statistics will bear me out on the state of this real sadistic and
Criminal inequity and negligence.

Unless some preventive and Correctional steps are taken, and soon, I am
afraid for the future of our Negro youth, hence our cities, Old even our Nation,

Poorly prepared, preferentially discarded and rejected young people can hardly
be expected to be responsible, efficient, wage earners, and good citizens. They
have no real reason to be so. Negro boys and girls in Chicago are being pushed
rapiclly, because of prejudiced ways of handling their eduention, to the brink of
aspirational despair.

All around them, they see and experience a society which demands more and
greater skills and at the same time find the doors of opportunity locked against
thein.

According to some statistics, published by the U.S. Office of Education in 1960,
only seven out of a hundred Negro youth who enter high school will go on to cob
lege. Only three out of that seven who enter will finish. More than 55 of ail
those entering high school will leave before graduatiM for varieties of reasons;
The approximately 38 who stay and finish will then have to find einployinenf
normally open to high school graduates. As things stand now, almost none of
those 38 young people could get a decent advance training opportunity at our
trade or vocational schools. They camnot even enter the Washburne Trade
School which is a public school supported by tax moneys. It will only accept
boys who have been sponsored by a craft union. and/or an employer in the field.
Negroes historically and at present have been and are systematically excluded
from work opportunities because of union policies and hence are excluded from
the chance to gain training at Washburne in the skilled trades. How can they
be prepared?

In 1961 the Negro American Labor Council in cooperation with the local
chapter of Committee on Racial Equality, conducted a survey of the Washburne
Trade School situation and discovered the following : that approximately 1
percent of its enrollees were Negro, (26 out of 2,682) and that out of 12 trades
surveyed, only 5 of those had any Negro apprentices. This was sbocking and
we immediately set about to try to bring this to the attention of the proper
authorities for correction.

We categorically charge that Washburne Trade School is the prime example of
deliberate, flagrant, cruel, and massiVe de jure segregation in the North.

It is in violation of the State laws of Illinois which prohibit serrtrmtion
the public schools of Illinois. It is in violation of President Kemiedy's Executive
order of 1962 on trade and vocatimml training. It is in direct violaton of the
Vocational Education Act of 1063, and of the Education Act of 1964. It is also
in violation of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. But even more than that, it is.almost
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criminal violation of a basic and cardinal principle of our democracy and thatis that "all men are created equal and are endowed by their Creator with certain
inalienable rights * * *," which later gets legal support in the 14th amendment
to the Constitution of the United States, which prohibits discrimination on thebasis of race, ereed, or color in anything which is publicly used or owned. We
charge that the Chicago Board of Education, under its present general super-
intendent has knowingly and deliberately violated these laws and in the processof doing so has been directly responsible for educationally, and psychologically
maiming untold thousands of Negro children. It is not just tbo refusal to admit
into entrance that damages children, it is also the withholding If information, or
discouragement of school personnel from attempting to try to move ahead.

We in the Chicago chapter of the Negro American Labor Council have triedagain and again to get the (9Icago Board of Education to correct these viola-
tions but have only met with i.lbuff, evasion, and downright lies.

On October 27, of 1961, Mr. Willoughby Abner, who Was then the secretary-
treasurer of the Chicago chapter of the Nem Amer%ian ficancil, and who wasalso a national vice president, appeared. before a special subcommittee of thisbody to testify on the Washburne situation. He indicated that on the, previous
Monday he had appeared before the board of education ia an annual public policyhearing session. He confronted the present general supetintendent of Chicago
public schools with the queltion of whether or not the superintendent believed
that the board of education had some responsibility in combating discrimination
in the apprenticeship training program at Washburne in view of its direct involve-ment and the use of public funds. The superintendent, a man being paid by
public funds, answered this taxpaying, curious Atizen's query with a "no-comment."

In December of that same year, as president of our local chapter, I also
appeared before the board at its annual public budget hearing on this samesubject. The object of my appearance being to request that the board Correct
the situation or withdraw its financial and rtudent support from Washburne.
"When I started to begin my statemPut, Mrs. Wendell Green, who is known for
going right down the line on anything to support the status quo, requested that
I quickly summarize my statement because "it was too long," and that "it was
late," and the board was not "interested in hearing some sing-song account ofour grievances." I was taken aback, flabbergasted, and frankly became damnmad, because in all my years of attending board of education meetings, I hadnever heard such a request before. I refused to submit to her request and
after some give and take with her, while most of the other members of the
board remained unusually silent, I asked the president of the board, Mr. Claire
Roddewig, if I was going to be permitted to make my statement in the same
manner as all the preceding people. He answered yes, and I proceeded with a
statement which was about 10 minutes long.

As soon as I finished with my statement, Mr. Thomas Murray who is now vice
president of the board and who is the president of Local 134, of the Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers Union, which at that time had only 10 Negro apprentices
enrolled out of a total of 713, spoke to, me. His face was flushed and it was
obvious to everyone present that he was very angry. He accused me of not
presenting the case accurately. He said I had made it appear that the skilled
trades unions deliberately discriminated against N egroes. He said that suchwas not the case at all. He, said that it was in the tradition of the skilled trades,to admit whom they pleased, and that only incidentally were Negroes the victims
more than whites. He said that If there were Negroes in those skilled trade
unions they would have the same privileges of using discrimination as the whitesnow enjoyed.

I asked him if he felt in the light of the need, and of America's position in
world affairs, as a nation which preached equality for all, whether he believedthat it was right to follow this discrimination with taxpayer's money of whichthe Negro taxpayer's was a part. He did not answ r.

The board then had very animated discussion on this problem and generally
agreed that something must be done about it immediately. I believe, as iscustomary in all such matters, that a committee was appointed.

Prof. Sohn E. Coons in his report to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights of1962 reports that "in a conversation with the superintendent he made no effortto defend the Policy of admission at Washburne." "He merely pointed outwhat he felt were analogous failings of the Federal Government citing thepaucity of Negro workers hired for construction of Federal buildings in Wash-ington." But this is precisely the point. Quoting from a study entitled "Employ-
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ment Book 3, 1961," issued by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, "The pattern
of vocational and trade education supported by Federal funds adopts the dis-
crimil --ory employment patterns of the past and perpetuates them for the
future by denying to Negroes opportunity to obtain training in old and new
fields. To the extent that openings for Neo.roes do occur in these fields, there
are few who are trained to fill them. The circle of discrimination is then
complete. Few are Qualified, because few will be hired ; few will be hired because
few are qualified."

This is just where we find ourselves in vocational and skilled trade training
in Chicago public education.

To me, it is absolutely incredible that the man who headed up President
Kennedy's Committee on Vocational Education and returned a report recom-
mending expansion of vocational, facilities and opportunities for America's youth,

ould ignore or refuse to follow Ns own advice in the one place where he can
best implement it, namely Chicago.

To Ale it is incredible that a board of education, knowing of its own violation
and. knowing of the work of its own superintendent in these matters wnuld
fail to adjust and follow them.

The only reason that I can find that a superintendent and a boarrl would fail
to meet the requirements and the recommendations of these new regulations is
that they have a hidden, unspoken, but very real policy of discrimination in
these areas. This is not de facto segregation, but absolute and deliberate de
jure segregation.

Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, the Negro American Labor
Council has returned to testify in protest of thio condition at Washburne Trade
School again and again, year after year, with Ao substantial results obtained.
In 1961, the percentage of Negroes in Washburne was about 1 percent. Today
it is about 2 percent. At that pace, Mr. Chairman, you and members of your
committee will have> crone on to glory long before there is integration at
Washburne. We cannoA afford. to wait so long.

In even the skilled trades that have opened up, all that we see is tokenism.
A Negro here and a Negro thereit's the style these days to say "we're inte-

grated" when there is only one or two or a handful of Negroes around. but
we Negroes know by testing that the unwritten policy remains the same, "no
shines need apply."

To point this up and illustrate a continuing situation I would like to quote
from a letter to School Board President Mr. Frank M. Whiston, dated June 5,
1964, by Mr. Ely M. Aaron, obairman of the ChicagG Commission on Human
Relations.

(See letter in correspondence "From desk of Ed Marciniak") as you can see
from these quotes, not much has happened or is happening.

On April 7 of this year, after having testified as usual rt the December board
of education budget hearing, I forwarded.a letter to Board President Whiston
informing him of my organization's concern and growing anxiety over this
problem. I requested a meetino. of the vocational and trades subcommittee of
the board of Judge Edward Scheffier is the chairman. I forwarded copies
to several other people on the board and to Mayor Richard J. Daley himself. On
April 23 of this year, I received a reply from Mr. Whistan stating the following :

(See letter dated April 22, 1965)
(To this day I have received no reply or request to have a meeting from Mr.

Willis or from judge Scheffier.)
At an earlier date, on January 26, 1965, a meeting of the subcommittee and

the mayor's commission on human relations met at 9 :45 a.m. in the board of
education offices. We were not 4.nvited but we had a very good, well-trained
friend there who took verbatim notes.

In order for you really to get a clear-cut picture of the carnival atmosphere,
the contempt, and disdain that the members of this committee have for solving
the problem of quality and equality for all of Chicago's children, I would like
your permission, Mr. Chairman, to read the conversation of that meeting in its
entirety.

( See minutes, Washburne Trade School committee meeting.)
As far as I know, Mr. Chairman and honorable members of this education

committee, there have been no meetings of this subcommittee since.
I would ask that you answer for yourselves, ladies and gentlemen, if it seems

as though thcs subcommittee of the board, and the board itself, and/or its chia
administrator, are acting with dispatch, with intelligence, with honesty or in
good faith on this matter. It seems to us, in the Negro American Labor Conn-
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cil, that it is not. The resolution pused by the-board as its.July 17 meeting asfar as we are concerned, is just window 'dressinganother stalling tacticandwill never be implemented in substance until an outside but related agencyforces it to do so: We believe that such is the legal and moral responsibility
of the legislative branch of our Government, represented by your committee.Since June 10 of this year, the streets of Chicago have been filled, in the down-town area, with marchers protesting the vile and. despotic handling of the schoolsituation in Chicago. On this past weekend, under the leadership of Albert Rabyand Dr Martin Luther King, we held rallies, marches, and other forms of demon-strations.

They are continuing and will continue and will grow in size and momentumuntil justice in education is ours. No man could ask no morewe will acceptno less. We will continue to put the battering ram of our bodies, our lives, and
our fortunes to the wall of race pr( tudice and its concomitant evils, of discrimina-
tion and segregation until like the walls of Jericho they come tumbling down.We are many Joshuas and we grow daily in number. We know we are legallyand morally 'right and we cannot afford to lose because if we d.), America loses.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, wt of the Chicagoarea chapter of the Negro American Labor Council are asking that you demandimmediate cOrrection of this situation or that you withhold the funds that helpto perpetuate it. We feel that it is your duty and responsibility to uphold thelaw as it has been enacted by the legislation covering this phase of education.
I want to thank you so much for this kind and rare opportunity, and may Godbless each and every one of you as you come to a fair decision.
Respectfully submit ted.

Mr. BLACK. Mr. Chairman, I should also like to have made a part ofthe record, with your permission, the minutes of the particular boardmeeting referred to in my statement.
Chairman POWELL. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The document referred to follows :)

.

Mara 23, 1965.
DEAR MR. BLACK : Here is the copy of the Washburne Trade School subcom-mittee.
Trust you ill find it interesting.
We shall overcome.

Sincerely,
KATHERINE SIMONDS.

WASHBURNE TRADE SCHOOL COMMITTEE MEETING

This subcoinmittee of the board of education was made up of Board MembersFriedman, Green, and Murray, together with Edward Scheffier, the chairman.The committee met at 9:45 a.m., January 26, 1965, in the president of the boardof education's office.
Others present included James Coffy, legal counsel for the board of educationand Mr. Maurice Hemowitz, human relations bureau, and department aides fromthe latter division of the board.
Edward Marciniak, human relations commission of the mayor's office, to-gether with Mr. Ely Aarons of the same department ; Mr.. Thomas Nayder,secretary-treasurer of the Building Trades Council, AFL ; Mr. Ralph Winslow,president, the Builders Association, were among other officials present. (Theonly Negro present was Mrs. Green, board member.)
There was a representative of the Citizens Schools Committee, this observer,two TV men and three reporters included in the small group of listeners.SCHEFFLER. The meeting is called to order. I must :my I believe we are hereto make out a set of working rules to cover apprenticeships at the board ofeducation administered Washburne Trade School, but I can't see really whatthis is all about. It seems to me this is clearly a matter for the human relationscommission.
MARCINIAK. I have come here, we are here, with the understanding that wehave offered the facilities of the staff of our human relations commission so thatyou could think the matter through and advise your committee along such linesso that they could come up with a set of rules that would: cover apprentideshiptraining at the Washburne Trade Sdhool. I made myself quite dear that this
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was your responsibility since funds for the maintenance of this program are
adwinistered by the board of education. Thus it is not a matter for our office.
I felt that this meeting was based on an assumption that it is a question of
working out procedures as to how this apprenticeship system is to be set up,
particularly since Federal funds are involved, as well. I called you Wednesday.
You said you "misunderstood" my call ; so the water is where it started from.
But this is your responsibility, that of the board, for you are the administrator of
this program and you are involved with the matter of administering Federal
moneys.

FRIEDMAN. It should be, it seems to me, a matter for the committee here, for
the Building Council, for employers, for the human relations department and
staff to draw up a set of rules to avoid charges that are being made now that we
accept discriminatory practices * * * as is now being charged. Is it possible
that all of us are not aware of this? I am wonderinghas the board committee
decided to take appropriate action?

SCHEFFLER. We are not ready for it.
MARCINIAK. We specifically asked the board of education to take appropriate

action. We are confused.
FRIEDMAN. What we mean is that we can't say as to details yet ; we would like

a set of standa:dswe should like to see what a set of standards look liketo
give to the board.

MARCIANIAK. I think we have gone beyond this point. The commission has
looked into trades where there are no Negroes in the apprenticeship programs
and in trades where they are discriminated against. If these trades can deter-
mine whether they are or are not discriminating against Negroes, this is a matter
for the board of education and not for the human relations comnaisison. The
board dispenses public funds, city, State and Federal. We are not taking respon-
sibility for what is clearly your area.

SCHEFFLER. Is it the commission's right to tell the board how to run its affairs?
MARCINIAK. We have called your attention to certain trades that never had

any Negroes in their .apprenticeship program. If they have used or are now
making use of the Washbourne Trade School facilities for training, we feel it is
your responsibility to do something about it. The board has given these indes
a clean bill of health. You should review that process of adjudging them
discriminatory.

SCHEFFLER. Our difference is that the picture is no integration. We run into
the determination of discrimination.

MARCINIAK. You should use internal procedures.
SCHEFFLER. We run into legal difficulties here. If we say a union is discrimi-

natory, we run into the danger of a law suit. We want support to determine
liability.

MARCINIAK. Why are you afraid of the problem? A Federal judge (cites the
case before Judge Campbell), professors like Dr. Hauser and Dr. Havir'..urst
have pointed up the discrimination and they are not sued.

AHRENS. You have the obligation of determining the problem.
FRIEDMAN. One nice "out" we have is that we can direct the superintendent to

do it, to write a guideline for us.
SCHEFFLER. The human relations commission has written letters to various

groups and aparently didn't get any place. They wrote letters to the State office
of public instruction and didn't get any place. The responsibiliy lies somewhere.
Because we get funds from various public agencies we should bring in these
agencies to see what they can do and how we can work out an amiable program.

FRIEDMAN. I think we should make a motion that the board committee will ask
the board to direct the superintendent to set up guidelines to insure that unions in
apprenticeship programs are not practicing discrimination in setting upapprenticeship.

AARON& I believe that you can go farther than this. I believe that 12deral
funds are available which effectively demonstrated that these apprenticeship
programs are open to all qualified persons. I believe that this committee, your
committee, should direct the general superintendent to meet with representa-
tives of committees of the building trades and others so engaged, such as em-
ployers' associations and contractors, with some statement that the board will
not give its facilities or funds to such unions or groups unless they effec-
tively demonstrate that their recruitment and training programs are not
discriminatory.

Com:Y./This is an apprenticeship fund here that is reimbursed with Federal
funds. It does not come directly from the Federal Government.

52-579-65-14
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AARON& As I understand it you put in twice what the Federal Government
.does.

COFFY. In order to qualify for Federal funds, the unions have had to file
affidavits that they do not practice discriminatory procedures * * * as to their
apprentices.

MURRAY. I do not see what business of the board it is how the unions run
their affiairs * * *. It has been contended that certain trades are following
discriminatory practices. Why don't Federal agencies do this job of delving
into this, instead of the board of education? Why put this onus on us. They
give us the money ; it is their job to find out who or which union discriminates,
if any. Let them or let you do this. And by the way who are these discrimina-
tory trades? I don't think this our responsibility. It goes into union affairs
and contract matters that are contract concerns between management and union.

GREEN. The difference is they aren't putting up any money. We are.
MURRAY. I think our responsibility is finished by those programs, that is ad-

ministration of those programs that are approved by the Federal training
program.

GREEN. We are in a situation where our procedures of administration are
being questioned, Mr. Murray. We are in a situation where we are changing
our program to meet the challenge of our times.

MURRAY. So are the trades that are being accused * * * it is going to take a
trade a long time to change its practices. It will take time. To force these trades
to use the Washbourne Trade School, since all this Federal intervention, or
other intervention has started, some trades have refused to indenture appren-
tices. The unions will not stand for this. They will do one of two things :
(1) they will train their own apprentices at their own schools or (2) it will
force them to stop their apprenticeship programs.

GREEN. The Board of Education is changing in all areas. We are trying to
work out a program that is equitable * * *.

Mimser. The human relations commission is doing a good job, but they should
stay out of the board of education. This is no place to bring the controversy.
I can speak for one trade. As an officer of Local 134 of the Electricians, we
have tried to cooperate with the Federal law. But it took us 18 months to get
the new procedures to work. And during this time we took in no apprentice-
ships, apprentices, that is, until we had worked it out with the Government.
What I am saying is that other unions are facing the same thing. It will take
time for them to work all this out.

MescrxrAx. In 1961 we met with the trades, the contractors, and other in-
terested parties and after several years we found this was not working, so,
after these several years, we decided to do something more effective. The
bulk of the trades using Washbourne Trade School had charged their policy,
somewhat, in regard to discriminatory practices, but there were four large
main union trades that had no movementthat had stayed static. These in-
cluded pipe fittince, sheet metal working, structural iron working, and foundry
working and pattern making. These are the trades that never had any Negro
apprentices. We had no satisfactory answers from these people. It was at
this point that we decided that since Federal funds were involved, we decided to
bring in other gencies where these funds are involved to see what discrimi-
nation exists. That is why we bring in the board of education to make it clear
that they are not giving funds te unions for their apprenticeship programs
when these unions practice discrimination in recruitment and training.

MURRAY. What trades do you want to deny the use of the Washbourne School?
It is not our job, the board's job to see whether they do or do not discriminate.
The board of education cannot interfere in labor agreements and these unions
are involved with agreements which we have no jurisdiction over * * * May-
be you want to sabotage the Washbourne Trade School? I think you have the
intention to do so. You haven't? I think you have demonstrated that you have.

M.ARCINIAK. Your own counsel would admit- that under the 14th amend-
ment where Federal funds are involved, the question becomes one of rights of
an individual under the law, the Federal law, and where discrimination is
practiced * * *.

COFFY (interrupts). The board of education is just one of these agencies so
involved. Did you contact the Department of Labor?

MARCINMS. It is not the Department of Labor that is involved here. It is
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. They said they are draft-
ing rules and regulations under the new legislation. I don't know what is the
opinion of the State department of vocational training.
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Chairman Schell ler then introduced Mr. Ralph Winslow, Builders Association
who spoke briefly. A portion of his remarks follow :

Wrxstow. First, I shall say that we in the association do not negotiate with
the four unions mentioned. ;We do feel strongly since some of our association
hare been charge with discriminatory practices. There are colored in our pro-
gram, some are supervisory. We feel additional rules and regulations has
nothing to do with overall integration. All this trouble that has fallen us, some
of our people have had to stop work projects because of lawsuits and charges
of discrimination ; some of us are losing money. Don't saddle us with more
regulations. The association members have had enough * * *. The contractors
have had. enough. They do not care who does the work as long as it is done.

FRIEDMAN. It boils down to four unions mainly, then. Let us see if they
:are not cooperating and set up rules for them and hope that these rules apply to
.all.

SCHEFFLER. Will these trades do something about this, about getting their
affairs and procedures changed by June?

MURRAY. If they haven't indentured any apprentices they aren't discriminat-
ing. When they were notified to change, they simply stopped taking in any
new apprentices. Do you want them to toss out the ones that are in now?

FRIEDMAN. If this is actually taking place, they can show by a letter that they
are trying to change, that is if they are, and get it approved, we might wait.until***

MARCINIAK. I wish to point up that the apprenticeship program. is a joint
matter made up of joint labor-management worldng together.

MURRAY. I got information that apprenticeship training at Washbourne Trade
'School has dropped ofC. They have dropped one instructor. Other trades have
decided to let some go. They are not going to take on any new apprentices.

GREEN. Has Mr. Duncan (of Washbourne Trade School) been asked to tell
what is going on there? What is happening there? Is the dropout large?

MURRAY. Yes, it is.
Mr. Neal Duncan assistant superintendent for vocational education presented

-the following data. By way of introduction he said :
DUNCAN. There are at present 1,933 apprentices at Washbourne Trade School.

'This represents a dropping off of a considerable number. In September 1963,
there were 2,143. The largest year was in 1956 when we had 3,549 apprentices.

FRIEDMAN. Does this falling off, is this the ordinary dropout?
DUNCAN. No, this apprentice has a different set of criteria.
11IARCINIAK. Could you break down these figures as to trades?
Duncan then read the following breakdown:
Bakers. union apprentices, 29 ; 11 Negro, 1 Japanese, 1 Mexican.
Carpenters, union apprentices, 162 ; 3 Negro, 2 Puerto Rican.

,Chefs, union apprentices, 70 ; 4 Negroes, 8 Indians, 1 Chinese, 1 American Indian.
Electricians, union apprenticea, 529 ; 12 Negro.
Linotype operators, 15 : 2 Negro.
Machinists, union apprentices, 150 ; 3 Negro, 2 Mexican.
-Meatcutters, union apprentices, 43; 8 Negro, 2 Mexican.
Metal. lathe operators, union apprentices, 40; nine.
Painters and decorators, 153 ; 15 Negro, 6 Mexican, 3 PuertoRican.
Pattern and foundry workers, 159 ; 2 Negro, 2 Mexican.
Pipefitters, union apprentices, 182 ; none.
Plumbers, union apprentices, 80 ; 3 Negro, 1 Mexican.
Printers, union apprentices, 129 ; 4 Negro.
Sheet metal workers, union apprentices, 258 ; 3 Negro.
Sprinkling fitters, union apprentices, 43 ; 2 Negro.
Architectural iron workers, union apprentices, 41 ; 1 Negro.
Cement masons, union apprentices, 75 ; 12 Negro.
Structural iron workers, union apprentices, 39 ; none.
The tool and diemakers union, the bricklayers, the plasterers, and glaziers,

'had no apprentices in their program.
NOTE. For a moment there was silence, after this enumeration.
SCHEFFLER. I move that we adjourn this meeting and call in representatives of

Government agencies concerned about this, labor unions and employers, the
human relations commission people and others to discuss this further at a laterdate.
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Mr. BLACK. I would just like to include in my remarks that Al
Raby and I are both schoolteachers and it takes a lot of courage in
the city of Chicago or a lot of complete foolhardiness I might say to
take the bull by the horn to present younelf to the public knowing
that the administration and others concerned will know this.

But because of our complete feeling, because we are so completely
devoted to the equality of education in our city and across this land,
we put not only our jobs but our lives perhaps on the line. We have
no guarantees that neither or either will not have to be the price for
this, but we are willing to pay this price because justice must be done
in education.

Thank you.
Chairman Powma. I want to thank you, Mr. Black, for that state-

ment. On the basis of your statement today and others I am. instruct-
ing counsel for the committee to consult with the Commissioner of
Education and the Department of Justice to ascertain whether there
is de jure segregation in the school system. of Chicago as indiceed
not only by you but by one or two other witnesses.

Mr. Pucinski ?
Mr. PrrcnrsKr. Mr. Black, your recollection of the hearings of our

subcommittee regarding Washburne Trade School is certainly correct.
This situation was called to our attention a few years ago. I don't
recall exactly what year it was, and you are correct that at that time
I wLs just as concerned as anyone else with the problem at Washburne.

I am under the impression that the Washburne Trade School now
has an order that it will not deal with any unions that continue to
practice segregation. Am I in error on that ?

Mr. BLACK. At the July 11. board of education meeting a regulation
to that. effect was passed. It was on strict recommendation and prej-udice

Mr. PIICINSHI. Strong recommendations of what?
Mr. BLACK. Strong recommendations by the mayor's commission

on race relations and this material is embodied in the material I will
pass on to your committee.

This was passed after persistent recommendation by the commis-
sion. In fact, when you read the transcript of the January 23 meet-
ing, you will see the amount of contempt which some of the members
of the board, particularly Mr. Murray, had for this idea, and they
adjourned the meeting without giving any attention to the real prob-
lem saying, "It is not our business."

Mr. Prronvsxr. Had you stated the Negro population or nonwhite
population as of this time ?

Mr. BLACK. There are 97 nonwhite.
Mr. Pumsxr. In that school ?.
Mr. BLACK. In that school and in two other apprenticeship training

programs out of approximately 3,600 young people. About 60 of those
are Negro. The others are oriental or whatever designation nonwhites
get.

Mr. PIICINSKI. I can certainly agree with you that the progress has
not been as rapid as this committee wanted at the time we held hear-
ing on Washburne Trade School.

But I am very much impressed with the statement. tllat, after prod-
ding by the mayor's committee, the board has now adopted a formal
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policy that it will not certify any union that practices discrimination.
Is this order to your satisfaction ?

Mr. BLACK. No, sir.
Mr. PIICINSKI. What would you recommend ?
Mr. BLACK. I would recommend that this committee in some way

take a supervisory role in seeing to the implementation not only at
the level where the training takes place but prior to the time the
training takes place.

You see I have worked in schools outside of the ghetto, and I know
what kind of counseling white children got at Farrag-ut High School
and much of the counseling is directed toward putting them into
Washburne Trade School.

You see, fewer Negro children are going on to college than white,S.
They have 'to get skills somewhere. If they are deprived. -at that
level from acquiring the necessary skills that will prepare them to
make a living, then they are going to be dependents in our society:

We might say they don't want anything:. 'We might say that.But that is not the real answer because somebody is going to have to
take care of them. I want them to take care of themselves. But I
don't want them deprived of the opportunity at the level where chil-
dren come into high schools. There should be at that level assur,
ances that the counseling service will let them know that there isavailable training. You see, the building trades is one of the biggest
trades in this country and it is a well paying :-,rade and no one need
be ashamed of being a bricklayer or carpenter or electrician when you
make about WO a week.

I am interested in the committee taking a supervisory and a very
close supervisory role in this affair. I don't believe as constituted
our present board of, education, our present administration is capableor desirous of doing what is necessary to bring about the change.

Chairman POWELL. Would- the gentlemen from Illinois yield?
Mr. PIICINSKI. Yes, sir.
Chairman POWELL. I want to clear this up for you and the general

public. I had the same problem in Harlem on Saturday. This
committee has no power to supervise any local school problems oc-cept insofar as it can write legislation that will authorize Federal
funds and write legislation which we hope to write that will outlaw
de facto seoregation.

As regarads the local schoolTolicy, as much as you Might desire,
we cannot act as supervisors. 'Whenever any citizens feel there is aviolation of the Civil Rights Act, de jure, or such legislation, _as
Might be brought before this committee concernina.de facto segre-
gation, then we can throw it out to the proper administrative arm of
the U.S. Government for appropriate action.

Mr. PLICESTSKT. I am very happy 'the chairman clarified that point
in the record on that because I cannot think of anything that woulddestroy the Federal prooram of assistance to local communities than
to infer that the Federal7Government is going to take over the manage-
ment and the supervision of these programs at the local level.

The chairman is actually correct. This Congress can, of course,
pass laws to withhold funas to those schools or school districts that
violate the spirit of the Federal act, which of course provides that
no funds shall go into any school system that has de juris seg:regation.
The question ol de facto segregation has not yet been decided.
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Coming back to the Washburne Trade School, your suggestion of
counseling, I think, is a good one. When we held hearings on Wash-
burne Trade School, one of the problems that came up was the method
of selection of students. You might be encouraged to know that prior-
to the adoption of the new regulations, there is a serious doubt in
my mind if my son could have attended Washburne Trade School
under the method of selecting students.

So this was not necessarily a racial problem. but rather a formula
for selecting students to go into these trade programs that was fun-
neled through the various unions. Our committee was very critical
of this formula.

You may recall if you read the records, and since you quoted me I
presume you did read the record, we went into this question, of hand-
ing down these enrollments from father to son, as you recall.

This was a practice that had been practiced for many, many years.
out there. Now, I would like to ask you, Mr. Black, one thing,
whether or not you feel that the action taken by the school board at
the request of the mayor's commission barring any unions from Wash-
burne Trade School that practiced discrimination, will help at least
remove the discrimination because of race in that school? -

I have not looked recently at the other procedures of enrolling stu
dents there. But do you think that position of the school board wilt
serve a purpOse in this direCtion? ,

Mr. BLACK. I hope it will and, of course, only time will tell us.

whether it will or not.
Backing up to the chairman correcting me, I should know better-

because I teach the subject. It was a poor choice of words. I meant
supervision of funds which go into the schools such as Washburne
rather than actual supervision.

Mr. PIICINSKI. Thank you very much, Mr. Black.
Chairman PowELL. Mr. Pucmski, Mrs. Bosky remained over at

request and, inasmuch as I had no questions to ask her, I asked her
to remain until you came in, in case you -wanted to ask her some
questions.

Mr. PUCINSKI. The hour is late. We have one or two more witnesses
and I think Mrs. Bosky made a strong and persuasive statement to the
committee. I already told her I thought she was a very brave lady
for coming down here to make this statement. Certainly it is one that
reflects one viewpoint of the people whom she represents in Chicago,
and I have no further questions.

Chairman PowErz. Thank you.
Without objection, the material you are submitting will be placed

in the appendix of the record and not in the record itself.
I would like to announce that any citizens' groups desiring to file

statements may do so by by BHT them through the chairman. With-
out objection they will be placed m the record.

The next witness is Mr..A.lbert A. Baby.
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STATEMENT OF ALBERT A. BABY, CHICAGO, ILL.; ACCOMPANIED
BY DR. FAITH RICH, CHAIRMAN OF CORE RESEARCH COM-
MITTEE; AND MEYER WEINBERG, HISTORY TFACHER, WRIGHT
JUNIOR COJ.EgGE, AND EDITOR OF INTEGRATED EDUCATION
MAGAZINE

Mr. RABY. I want to start off by introducing the people I have
brought to the table with me. To my right is Dr. Faith Rich, former
chairman of the Education Committee of Chicago NAACP, CORE,
and Greater Lawndale Conservation Commission. She is yresently
chairman of CORE Research Committee. She has a Ph. D. in classiès,
from Bryn Mawr College.

Mr. Weinberg, who was here earlier this morning and, about whom
you have information, which I will repeat for the record, has been a,
history teacher at Wright Junior College for 20 years, editor of In-
tegrated Education a bimonthly magazine, and a participant in the
recent White HouseConfer6nce on Ed.ucation.

Mr. Congressman, let me first begin by thanking you very much for
this opportunity to speak before this- committee and to indicate to you
that I believe that the hearings that I have heard so far have been
everything that I hoped they would be and, that the best interests of
this country will be served by this committee.

I would like to point out that I come here representing an organiza-
tion which has 28 member organizations, both. Negro and white. In
fact, there may even be a majority of white organizations. Funda-
mentally, we are representing all of the children of the city of Chicago
and not just Negro children.

If our emphasis is on Negro children it is because they are the most.
deprived and the students with the greatest needs.

I want to read part of a statement, much of which has been deleted
because of time, but will be submitted for the record.

I am going to ask Mr. Weinberg to indicate some of the places on the
map. A.11 of you have copies of thatmap. We will only be indicating
so that you can find the places on your individual maps yourselves.
It is not large enough for you to see from here.

According to Webster s New International Dictionary, second edi-
tion, the word "gerrymander" means
to divide into * * * districts * * * in an unnatural and unfair way with a view
to give an advantage or for some other improper purpose. Hence, to manipu-
late in order to gain an unfair advantage.

A school gerrymander means the arrangement of school attendance
boundaries to include children of one type who receive a special ad-
vantage and exclude others who thereby are deprived of that ad-
vantage.

Mr. Anthony Celebrezze; Secretary of the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, has testified :

Basically, racial imbalance in any community comes because of school district
lines.

There is more than a suggestion in this statement by a former mayor
of Cleveland ti: at the hand that draws attendance boundary lines may
largely determine the amount of school segregation.
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When ask&l by a Congressman.whether Federal funds could be cut
off from a school board that created racial imbalance, Secretary Cele-
brezze

If we come to the conclusion after due investigation, after due hearings, that
they are using district boundaries as a device to promote segregation, and we
have the law or the authority, which we probably don't have now, then we would
have a right to cut off funds. (The Secretary was testifying on the bill that
became the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Title VI gives the Secretary such au-thority.)

In November 1963, the Illinois State Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Ray Page, wrote:

There is no law in this State which requires that a school (attendance
system), developed on the neighborhood school plan, honestly and conscien-
tiously constructed with no intention or purpose to segregate the races, must be
destroyed or abandoned because the resulting effect is to have a racial imbal-
ance in certain schools where the district is populated almost entirely by Negroesor whites.

Implicitly, Mr. Page seems to say that racial gerrymandering
would not qualify las an "honest and conscientious" system. Inferred
under Illinois State law, in case of demonstrated gerrymandering,
the State superintendent would have to refuse State aid to the school
board involved. In fact, however, he has not.

The end result of large-scale oerrymandering is to make the ghetto
school a trap for Negro children. Stigmatized socially, and delib-
erately deprived by the school board, Negro schools increasingly fail
to serve the needs of children. Classes are permitted to grow larger ;
the teaching staff becomes less stable; learning achievement becomes
less evident.

Any effort to permit children to escape such a trap is met by the
cry of "neighborhood school." What may have been perfectly in-
nocuous boundary lines years ago, now become bars to prevent escape.
The failure to redistrict ghetto schools is deliberately to restrict edu-
cational opportunity. It is in the sense used here, gerrymanderino:.

In. section 1, above, the contention was made that the entire schoot-1
system is, in a sense, gerrymandered. Let us now examine one specific
current case of gerrymandering. This examination is followed by
a listing of 20 additional cases. We present these as worthy of fur-
ther study. Because of the press of time ve have not been able to
describe them in detail.

The Riverdale gerrymander : The Riverdale elementary school,
13233 South Prairie Street, was built in 1937 in a very sparsely popu-
lated area of the city. Attended exclusively by white children from
the immediate neighborhood, its graduates went to. Fenger High
School, some miles to the north, no nearer high school being available.

Riverdale, rarely enrollino more than 106 or so students, was
classified as a branch of whitet'Pullman Elementary School, a "feeder"
to white Fenger High School.

During World War II, Altgeld. Gardens, an extensive all-Negro
public housing project., was built adjacent to the Riverdale district.
Between 1945 and 1960, four schools were built within the confines
of the project; all project children attended these schools.

They are Carver Primary School, 909 East 132d Street, built in
1945; Carver High School (and later also Upper Grade Center),
801 East, 133d Street., built in 1949 ; Newton Elementary School, 901
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East 133d Street, built in 1955; and Aldridge Elementary School,
630 East 131st Street, built in 1960.

After 1945 and 1949, the board of education initiated two attend-
ance districting principles in the general region which are still in
force today.

(1) No part of the Altgeld project is included in the attendance
area of Riverdale school, and (2) although Riverdale school is lo-
cated five blocks from Carver High School, its graduates attend
Fenger High School, 3 miles away.

The mechanism whereby such an extraordinary procedure occurs
is that Riverdale is a branch of 98.4 percent white Scanlan, 2 miles
away, a feeder into Fenger. Thus, Riverdale school has been a clear
case of gerrymandering since this time. The motiveracial segre-
gationis plain. In the 1964 school board racial.-count, the schools
under discussion. showed the following percentages of Negro pupils:
Riverdale 0. 0
Fenger 4. 8
Carver UGC 99. 0
Carver Primary 100. 0
Aldridge 100. 0
Newton 00.0
Carver High

1100.0

Mr. PIICINSKI. Are you sugg;esting that the students
Mr. RABY. When I finish I will make my conclusions.
Mr. PIICINSIII. At this point you are talkingabout the Riverdale

project. Are you suggesting that the children in Altgeld should be
permitted to

t'(To

to Riverdale? Is this the point you v.re making?
Mr. RABY.That will be clear .when I am finished.
Mr. PIICINSKI. Does Your map over there show what route.
Mr. RABY. Sir, I would like to finish this if I may and then I will

be happy to answer your questions.
When Carver High was built, in 1949, a few white families lived

interspersed outside the Altgeld project._ .The school board took two
actions to segregate racially the children of these families. First, a
CC neutral" area was created, to cover the whole area, excluding Alt-
geld Gardens. Persons living in the neutral area could send the
children to Riverdale or Carver Priniary. Needless to say, no
Negroes ended up in Riverdale and no whites ended up in Carver.

The neutral area was neutral in every respect but race. Second,
on September 6. 1949, the school board created a neutral area for
Fenaer High Sdhool. All persons living in the general area, again
exclning Altgeld Gardens, could use Carver High or Fenger.

Apparently without exception, Negroes in the neutral area "chose"
Carver and whites, Fenger.- Thus, Carver High School attendance
district was in effect completely encircled by Fenger's district.

In 1955 an official publication of the school board misrepresented
the gerrymander on a map. (1) In August of that year, General
Superintendent Willis distributed a map showing Riverdale school
as a feeder to Carver High School. The map gave no indication
that Riverdale was a feeder of Fencrer.

When were the neutral areas Aolished ? It is difficult to say al-
though evidence points to 1958. By that year a number of housing
trailers had been removed from the area slightly north of Altgeld
Gardens. These had been. the principal source of Negro families in
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the neutral areas. As a result of the removal segregation could be
effected without neutral areas; Fenger was redistricted accordingly.

On July 8, 1961, Superintendent Willis presented a proposal to the
school board regarding the attendance boundaries. The changes con-
templated : (a) requiring Riverdale seventh and eighth grade stu-
dents to attend Carver Dipper Grade Center; (b) placement of the
Riverdale Altgeld. Gardens area within Carver High School district,
thus making Riverdale a feeder to Carver instead of Fenger; and (c)
placing within the Riverdale attendance district the new Negro-pop-
ulated Golden Gates development, adjacent to Riverdale and Altgeld
Gardens.

The changes never occurred. On July 8, 1964, the day the proposal
-was made, two board members moved to defer the matter until the
following; meeting. On August 12, 1964, the matter was again de-
ferred. ()n August 26, a third deferral was obtained. On September
'9, 1964, the item was withdrawn at the request of the general
superintendent.

On October 14, 1964, Superintendent Willis made a new proposal
which was referred immediately to a committee of the board. It was
adopted by the board on October 27, 1964. The new proposal once
again designated Riverdale as a branch of Scanlan, and so Riverdale
graduates are still eligible to enter Fenger but not Carver High. In
addition, part of the Golden Gate development was districted into Riv-
erdale. Residents report, however, that not a single Negro child was
enrolled in Riverdale during 1964-65.

Riverdale is a stark symbol of deliberate segregation and educational
.deprivation. During the years of the most severe overcrowding in
the Altgeld schools, with double shifts in the project schools, River-
dale suffered, no overcrowding. It never had double shifts. In 1964,
class size, according to Superintendent Willis, was as follows in the
area s schools.

Percent
Aldridge 33. 1
Carver Primary 32. 8
Carver Upper Grade Center 32. 7
Newton 32. 7
Riverdale 16. 8

One should recall our earlier definition of a gerrymander : "To
manipulate * * * in order to gain an unfair advantage." Such manip-
ulation is obvious in this case. It cannot be charged to geographical
or housing factors. The board used its public authority to effect
racial discrimination.

Mr. PIICINSKI. Would you be able to give me any idea whether there
is any merit to a belief that if the youngsters from Altgeld Gardens
were permitted to ao to Riverdale right now they would have to walk
out 130th Street, wIch is a State highway, or which is, I understand,
a dirt road with tall weeds, no sidewalks ?

I understand the swamp is now being built up, and that the children
will go to Riverdale once there is access to that school from the Altgeld
Gardens. Is it indeed difficult for youngsters to get from Altgeld Gar-
dens to Riverdale under the present conditions ?

Mr. RABY. Just let me make this comment, sir. We are not chara-
ing that a school is segregated in Chicago, but that the Chicago public
school system is segregated. I have given you an example of a partic-
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ular school, and there is a large degree of testimony which is being
submitted for the record that you will have time to examine.

I would defer on the question you ask, but I would like to emphasize,
that my burden is not to prove that a school is or is not segregated.
This we can prove, but our charge is that whole system is segregated.

Mr. PutaNsm. It is not my intention to argue with you, but would
you be good enough. to answer whether or not the youngsters from the
.Altg.eld. Gardens in order to get to Riverdale have to either walk down
the State Highway 130 or 134 which is at present swampland with a
dirt road and tall weeds and no sidewalks? Is there any truth to that
statement ?

Mr. WEINBERG. Two weeks ago I personally visited, this site, walked
over it and drove over it with my car, discussed many of the problems
in this area with community leaders, so I believe I have the basis
for making a statement.

Mr. Pucmrsin. Did you walk in 130 to get from Altgeld to River-
dale?

Mr. WEINBERG. For a short space, yes.
Mr. PUOINSKI. Did you also walk on 134th ?
Mr. WEINBERG. Yes ; and 132d and 133d.
Mr. Pucosiu. If it was a: matter of your children and we are

:speaking now of grade school children, not high school children or
:adults, with your own youngsters, would ,you have your youngsters
take either Of the routes you described ?

Mr. WEINBERG. I have to take exception to a statement you made.
*The children who graduate from Riverdale Elementary School leave
the eighth grade

Mr. PucI.Nsia. We are now talking about the RiVerdale Elemen-
tary School, and we are talking about childrer who walk from the
.Altgeld Gardens to the Riverdale.

Of course I 'mow ultimately they will graduate from Riverdale
and go on to high school. I wou1d like you to tell me whether you
as a father would have your children, either kindergarten, first or
second graders, take either one of the two routes that you described
from the Altgeld Gardens to the Riverdale school.

Mr. WEINBERG. I have two answers. One, yes; and two, the board
-of education has had 16 years to build a sidewalk.

Mr. PtraNsKi. Is it the responsibility of the board of education to
'be building sidewalks for access to schools? Is that a function of the
board ?

Mr. RABY. I think it is a responsibility of the board of education
o utilize school space.

Mr. Pucmrsiii. I am under the impression that the members of the
'board testified, Mr. Willis testified, and the Hauser report stated in
unequivocal terms that they: are having a pretty tough time now
paying for teachers, buying books, and various other things.

Are you suggesting now that in order to eliminate what 3rou call
.gerrymandered districts and. ,what the board calls laid out districts,
laid out for access to schools, are 7ou suggesting now that the school
board should then engage in buildmg sid.ewalks and roads for young-
sters to get to and from these schools ?

Mr. BABY. I am suggesting that the school board should end what
the Civil Rights Commission, the Hauser report, and we have charged
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de facto, if not de jure segregation in the Chicago school system.
When they have moved in good faith on that problem, I will be glad to
sit down and help them solve the other problems of technicality.

The fact is Negroes are segregated in the Chicago public school
system, and whatever the causes for 90 percent of segregation in
Chicago public school system, it is not the absence of a sidewalk.

Mr. PIICINSKI. We agree the exhibit you submit here on Riverdale
srthool is one of the exhilaits you are giving of deliberate gerrymander-
ing of school districts. Is that correct ?

Mr. RABY. That is correct,
Mr. PIICINSKI. Would you like to proceed ?
Mr. RABY. Yes) sir ; if I have your permission.
Mr. PIICINSKI. Yes, sir.
Mr. RABY: I am submitting for the record a statement by a teacher

who will go unnamed but whose name I would be prepared to submit
if that is either therequirement here or if atsome later date that name
is needed for some further investigation.

I will reiterate what M.:. Black has said. The intimidation of
Chicago public school system is rampant, and that unless it is the
requirement of this committee, I would prefer not to submit hername
at this point, unless there is need for some further investigation.

cOulct wait for the chairman to come back and rule on it.
Mr. PIICINSKI. I have no objection, but I think the record -would

show this is an anonymous statement, and whatever credibility or lack
of credibility would have to stand on there being no author named.

-Mr. RABY. I am not sure of the natnre of this hearing. I tlink this
is an exploratory kind of investigation, and if there isa furthei investi-
gation, I would be glad to submit the name.

I will wait for the chairman to come back, and go on to other points.
Mr. PIICINSICI. Why don't you go on with the rest 'of your statement?

RABY. I want to reply in part to some of the things stated
yesterday by Mr. Willis.

Mr. PIICINSKI. Would you permit the interruption ?
Mr. KRAMER. Something that has confused me on your testimony

in the Carver situationas I understand it, the basic thrust of the
movement at this time is to replace Dr. Willis, hut insofar as your testi-
mony is concerned, it is Dr. Willis who was in favor of amalgamating
the districts, and the board was not.

Can you clarify the situation of responsibility there, so far as you
see it ?

Mr. 'BABY. It is true that the board of education has the ultimate
responsibility for every action of the superintendent. In fact, the
superintendent has by some means gained the authority and the power
to manipulate the board, more often than not the superintendent's
recommendations have in fact been the actions of the barrel of
education.

Just to give an example on the question of the hiring of a superin-
tendent in charge of integration last January that the board voted to
fill. The superintendent recoimnended that there was no need for such
a recommendation, and they didn't fill it, and they still have not filled
it today ; they merely re-voted to fill it.

Dr. RiCh indicated she wanted to make a comment on your question.
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Mr. Pu-cmssi. I am sure that the record is not going to in any way
substantiate any suggestion, and I am sure that even the chairman of
this committee would be most happy to concur, although I don't -want
to speak for the chairman.

The purpose of this hearing is certainly not to replace Dr. Willis.
The purpose of this hearing is to ascertain if there is de facto segrega-
tion, to what extent, and if there is any area in which the Federal Gov-
ernmelit can make a contribution either in guidelines or otherwise such
as to deal with this problem.

Mr. BABY. I have a twofold role. One is to replace Willis, which
is not my role here today. My role here today is to prove that h
administration and the administration of the Chicago public school
system has been and continues to be segregated.

I will be back on the streets tomorrow to try to make sure that he is
not there tomorrow.

Mr. PIICINSKI. I will have to tell you the same thing I told Dr.
Hauser. Certainly you have been invited to appear before this com-
mittee, and we would like to listen with great interest to the statement
that you have to make, but I must tell you the same thing I told Dr.
Hauser, that I would be much more impressed with the validity of
your statements and claims if they were not interspersed with your
personal animosity toward the superintendent of schools of Chicago.

Mr. RABY. I am trusting to your judicious experience and the judi-
cious experience of this committee to weed out the emotions and nnke
the decislon. If I were in a i)osition to make the decision, I would
probably have to be more judicious.

Being a teacher, a Negro,land a victim of the Chicago public school
system I have more to be emotional about than Dr. Hauser.

. Mr. PIICINSKI. I think we can all make a much greater contribu-
tion toward understanding this problem if we leave personalities out
ofthis and stick to the facts. I think we can all understand this prob-
lem better if we conduct ourselves along that line. I would strongly
recommend that we proceed in that direction.

Mr. RABY. I appreciate the iecommendation, sir, and I assure you
that I will keep it in mind, and whatever I do, I will have it in mind,
'and it will not be necessary to remind me again. What I do 'is
intentional.

Dr. Rich was trying to reply to the question asked by the sttorney.
Mr. PumsKI. Can we agree on some procedure, here? Your state-

ment is going to go into the record in its entirety, as will the statements
of all of the other witnesses who have appeared before this committee.
If you would like to summarizeyour statement

Mr. BABY. I have some information which is not in the statement
that is a reply to Dr. Willis' comments yesterday.

Mr. PuclicsKr. That will go in the record? too.
Mr. BABY. I do not have copies to put in the record, and I would

like to put it in the record here and submit copies later.
If that is impossible, and if that: is your ruling, and if you are now

acting as chairman, I must submit tO that ruling, but if it is not--
PucINsKr. The chairman will be right back.

Mr. RABY. I am not certain of 'your position. I am only statingiwhat
t aveapto,be,the

.
uciiiisKI. çrne ao-ree on a time ?
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Mr. RABy. If you can agree not to interruptme
Mr. Pucmism. I will be happy not to interrupt you, if we can agree-

on some time.
Mr. BABY. I think 16 inintles will be enough for me to make my

statement.
Mr. PUCINSSI. Why don't you proceed with your statement?
Mr. RABY. I will proceed with that, but I would like to leave part

of that time for Dr. Rich to answer your question.
Dr. RICH. Perhaps I could speak with ccunsel afterwards and

satisfy his curiosity, but may I say that the board members who asked
for this deferment, and Dr. Willis, who withdrew his request, were
probably acting in response to a white group that objected to the
whole arrangement.

This has happened in other instances, and we were told by some of
the Negro residents that this was the case here.

Mr. RABY. The superintendent spoke yesterday of the "spectacular
success" of the Chicago summer schools. The Havighurst report, pre-
pared by azi official threc-man committee of which the superintendent
was a member, reported last November that insufficient evidence ex-
isted upon which to evaluate the success of the summer schools.

The superintendent spoke extensively yesterday of in-migration
from the South. In fact, however, such migration has slowed down
sharply, and thus it cannot be blamed for recent failures to educate
children.

Indeed, a recent study by a clean of one of the municipal junior col-
leges in Chicago showed that Chicago high school graduates among
his entering freshmen were as deficient in reading as were Mississippi
hi h school graduates among the freshmen in his school.

so, many m-migrant children receive all their education in Chi-
cago, even though they were born out of State.

Finally, there is no research evidence to support the contention that
in-migrant or lower class children in general are unable to profit from
adequate instruction.

The superintendent yesterday may have left the impression that
class size is fairly uniform throughout the city, approximately the
citywide average of 3'4.5 students per classroom. The latest official
school board report, November 12, 1964, reveals the following class
sizes. These are selected from among the largest and the smallest
class sizes in the school system.

Students per
classroom

Percent
Negro

Wildwood
Decatur
Burbank

18.9
25. 5
15.2Greene 17. 0 4.0Riverdale 16. 8 0Marconi 47. 3 63. 2Penn 37. 4 100.0Carnegie 41. 6 99. 4Oglesby 48, 3 96. 8Bass 41. 1 99.6

Special service teachers and their use :
Yesterday, the superintendent stated that Harlan High School had

been designed to be an integrated school. The opposite is much more
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likely. Harlan was built directly in the path of Negro expansion and
midway between two probably integrated high schools, Fenger andCalumet.

Within a period of 6 years Harlan changed from an integrated to a
90-percent Negro segregated school. Meanwhile, Fenger was resegre-
crated white-1964: 4.8 percent Negroand Calumet likewise.

More recently, Calumet has become integrated, but these Negrostudents have not come from the Harlan area. Before Harlan was
ever built, the NAACP protested its location, predicting the eventual
segregation. The school board ignored these protests.

Yesterday, the superintendent stated how important it was forintegration to keep up standards in fring;e area schools. He did not,
however, provide evidence of what the school board's present practices
are in fringe areas.

Examination of such practices reveals that the board is hastening
the process of segregation in the fringe areas. The example of
Oglesby School illustrates this. The school is located at 7646 South
Green Street, 832 West, and contains kindergarten through eighth
grade.

By refusal to redistrict or to transfer on an equitable basis this
school was made into a trap on the edge of the Negro ghetto. The
next school west and south of it is Cook, 8150 South Bishop Street,
1550 West.

In 1962, Cook, as a receiving school in the permissive transfer pro-
(Tram, could not receive more students than would leave it at 30 per
bclassroom. Oglesby, as a crowded sending school, could not send
students until it rose above 40 per classroom.

By 1963, Cook, 3.1 percent Negro, had 25.7 _pupils per classroom;
Oglesby, 89.3 percent Negro, 41.1 pupils pe- -ssroom.

In 1961, Cook was 9.7 percent Negro,29 classroom; Oglesby,
i96.8 percent Negro, 46.3 per classroom, ncluding 10 mobile units.

This committee could well consider enactment of the followinglegislation:
1. An amendment to the Civil Rights Act explicitly authorizing

Federal assistance to school districts, urban as well as rural, that are
suffering from problems of school segregation, and undertake effectivemeasures tc remedy such segregation.

2. An amendment to the urban renewal law permitting Federal
urban renewal funds to be used to pay for new schools in renewal
areas that are located so as to increase rather than decrease intugrationby drawing upon students living outside the area of renewal..

3. Require that school boards consult with community groups tothe maximum feasible extent on problems of integration as a pre-requisite to eligibility for Federal aid.
4. Require that no Federal aid be granted to a school board that is

withholding vacant classrooms from use by any students, whatevertheir ethnic composition.
5. Require that Faleral funds for remedial education be expandedin a classroom setting of integration, rather than of segregation intotracks ability grouping, and the like.

, 6. "*.e oppose any special pay to teachers who consent to teach indeprived areas of a city. The wisest way to attract such teachers isto offer them the best teaching conditions, such as small classes, auxil-
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iary assistance, social welfare assistance to students, and positive
administrative encouraaement and guidance.

We do not believe that it does one bit of good eitber for tbe school,
for the teacher, or for the child to have "battle pay" for teachers to go
into difficult schools, and that is what we think it amounts to, battle
pay.

We are more concerned with helping children than we are with
soothing the consciences of teachers or making it more bearable for
them to try to do 'what in fact is an impossible job to begin with by
just aivin gr them more pay.

I don't know how a dedicated teacher who is working; 5 hours a day
or 6 hours a day, sometimes 10, can work any more with $50 more a
month or a week, or whatever the case might be.

But let me say this: I think that all teachers in the city of Chicago
and throughout this country are underpaid. Every teacher in the
system. who is doing a good job has a difficult job. The challenges
are different, the classroom situation is different, but a teacher with adeprived child has as challenging a job as a teacher who is teaching
in the most privileaed school, for that teacher has to do the kind .of
preparation. it takA long, long hours of study in order to stay ahead
of the students.

But what every teacher in the city of Chicago and. elsewhere wants
is an opportunity to teach, and $25 or $50 a week more will not presentthat opportunity. It may present only the opportunity to get some
pills to forget what has been aoing on during that day to soothe thefrustrations of that day, but'' it will not solve the problem of thechildren or of the teacher.

That ends my testimony, sir. I will withhold the statement from
the teacher until such time as it is'needed, and at that time, if there
is a further investiaation, -we will have a sianature attached to it.

ft-QticsKr. fregret that you have chbaracterized the sugaestion
that I made to' give school districts some additional financiaeassist-
ance for an incentive plan to get quality teachers into these poverty
stricken- areas as you have.

. I thinkthat the testimony of thepreious witnessesand perhaps it
might be wise for you to review that testimony, particularly the testi-
mony of Dr. Hauserclearly, indicated that one of the problems,
and there are Many problems in attracting qualified teachers into these
areas, particularly the teachers with the degrees, is they tend to gravi-
tate to the higher income and higher salaried areas outside the city.

I ani inclined to think that 'either ybu have not studied this matterthrough ,as carefully as you might want to, or _perhaps you don't
understand the depth'of the problem. .

Of course, this is my opinion, and I don't want in any way tO Mini-
mize your ciwn opinion, but even Dr. Hauser testified here, and youhad quoted Dr. Hauser on previouS occasions. Dr. Hauser testifiedyesterday that some form of incentive plan, to help getr teachers into
these areas *ould be desirable.

You will recall Dr. Hauser--cla not say that the bonus -plan neces-sarily was the vehicle, but he ',thought that perhaps makina funds
available for,a-12-month term and,various other incentives would helpbring teachers to thatarea.

I am-sorry4:7,1 #A-
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Mr. RABy. My remarks were not intended to be disparaging toward
you or the committee. I preceded it by saying that it was intended

ito be constructive. I think the committee s honestly seeking to find
some solutions to some very difficult problems.

I would like to bring to your attention that I have been a teacher
for 5 years, and was a member of the group that organized teachers
for integrated schools and integrated education, and have been
dealing with this bonus proposal since it was first suggested in 1963
by the New York Board of Education, so I am not unacquainted with
the argument.

Thirdly, I don't agree with God himself all the time, so that the
fact that Dr. Hauser and I disagree on some one item is no indictment
of either my lack of understanding of the problem or a lack of re-
search background into the problem.

I believe that there is only one incentive for teachers in the Chicago
public school system.

As a. teacher having taught in one of the most difficult communities
in the city of Chicago, which has the highest crime rate in the United
States, and the greatest proliferation of teenage problems in this
country, I state categorically I believe there is only one incentive for
a teacher in a school of that situation, and that is that he have an op-
portunity to teach.

My everience in the 5 years at that school does not indicate that
any additional amount of money would increase my ability to teach
in a classroom. It would not give me 5 minutes more to sit down with
a child and teach him reading. It would not give me one iota more
time at night to sit down and mark papers, or anything else.

I make this suggestion to you again; if something could be done to
relieve the burden of the teacher within the.classroom, and to reduce
the amount of work, andgive that teacher the opportunity to have a
satisfying teaching exprience, tle gratification of teaching and relat-
ing it to children, I think that would be sufficient.

I remind you again my statment was that all teachers in the city
of Chicago deserve higher pay.. I think teachers generally are under-
paid. I think policemen are, firemen are, as well as a number of other
people.

I see you are about to speak, so let me ask you this one question :
Was the agreement of 15 minutes binding on both of us, or just me?

Mr. PIICINSKI. I thought we would agree on your opening statement.
Mr. RAitY. I wanted to make sure I was not caught in a bind: I

could filibuster for another minute, and we would have used up the
15 minutes.

Go ahead.
Mr. Pucrussx. Would you want tO give us your appraisal of the

so-called Hauser reportthe Advisory Panel on Integration of rthe
Public Schools? Do you generally agree with this mport V

Mr. RABY. At the time the Hauser report came out, and I have not
changed that position, the coordinating council agreed with 90 _per-
cent of the report. We never delineated the 10 percent we don't
agree with.

Mr. Pucirrsio. I take it that that 10 percent is what Dr. Galbraith
called your "kicker."

Mr. BABY. I believe that is the way one might put it.
52-579 0-65-45
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Mr. PuorNsKr. Would you care to comment on page 42 of that re-
port, on a statement which I shall read, and perhaps I can. .get an
expression from you on that :

Racial integration cannot be achieved solely through pressure tactics such as
-group force and compulsion. On the contrary, -the application Of pressure or
force without the .lubricant of education, understanding, may serve merely to
harden attiftdes of resistance or to amlerate the exodus of the whitepopulation
from the public schools and from the city.

The- present controversy over whether a school should. or should not be de-
segregated is not only Intensifying the problem; over several years the con-
troversy becomes more heated, the tempers more frayed, the leaders of the
civil rights movements and the 4pposing 'white citizens have, become more ex-
treme in their behavior, and a. controversy; has resulted, -and -widespread
confusion and suspicieri.

It should' be clear that-it progress is to be made, both the proponents and
oppOnents of school integration must place the welfare of the entire city above
their More immediate goals.

It should also be obviors that those persons Who expect -to -mediate conflicts,
the board of education, the civil leaders, and city officials, must take- major
steps to fulfill their proper role in a resolution ot the issue. The extremists on
either sidevf the desegragation issue must not be permitted to' determinepolicy.

You say yoi have 'Participated- in the -demonstrations in Chicago:
What would be your statementon this?

*Mr. BABY. If you go sentence by sentenee, I could say what I agree
with, and what I do not agree with. I am not certain that Mr: Hauser
even at thisday igries with that statenient.

I remind -you that -tia report was written 2' years ago. Yh on saw
his attitude thange tOward D. Willis, Ss you indicated yesterday,
and I Suspeet hia attitude has changed -on a number of other thine'.

Mr. Pt:mil:um. 'Perhaps -we'shoUld get tobether On one= thing, 'that
the- itatethents made br Dr.- Hauser before thiS gkinmitte yesterday
Were itatenients mide.byr-Dr. Hanser.' - The -Statements Made hi' th0
report are made by the'entire:patel, ind therefore "think We Van,*
the difference.

But permit me, then;to. ask yo6 What ia yoUr, attitUde-toivard the
lid -sentence in-this:Paragraph that read, to quote :

_ . _ .
The extremists on either side of the desegregationiside Must notbe Permitted

to determine policy? - '18

Mr. Itaarr. I would agree withthat. , .

Ian just not sure who .yoU extreniists; I certainli: WoUld not
want tb.e AmeriCan.,Nazis_Aeciding. it, and I would St 'want the
Deaconsiu Bogalusa; who are presently in, Chicago trYing to,organize,
tO decide.- that. _ I think golewherein between, the decision has to be
nfitai:-

Mr. Pumsx.r. Could I get your reaction also to another ,stateMent
made.on page 62 of the so-called HauserTeport, or panel report:-
4431-analysis was mide reviewing the attendance-area boundariesand- consider-

ing various alternative procedures for constructing atkendance areas. ,The anal-
ysis resulted in thi.following general concluidopS

1. Even -if the Most extreme procedures of redistricting school-attendance areas
te increase integratiotr- were' tO bo,wied,4 there-would Still be-all-Negro
white schoolsinthe city. - : -".

What would be your reaction to that statement
Bead it agahi;please.

1: "t)
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Mr. PuciNssr. Item No. 1 :

Even if the most extreme procedures of redistricting school attendance areas
to increase integration were to be used, there would still be all-Negro and. all-
white schools in the city.

Mr. RAM'. That is correct. My complaint is that the most extreme
circumstances have been used to maintain the segregated system, and
that no progress has been made. I remind this committee of another
report that was issued or authorized by the board of educationthe
Havighurst reportthat indicated one-third of the present school
population with iTery little difficulty, could in fact be integrated
one-third a the present school 'population in the school system of
Chicago.

Mr. Pucnvssr. No. 2 of that conclusion from this analysis :

Under the present neighborhood school policy, the majority of integrated
schools occur in integrated or racially changing neighborhoods. When a rigid
boundary divides areas of Negro and white residents, the schools serving these
41141:1. ta aTe ustqilly segregated.

Mi.1ABy. What is that?
Mr. PD:cnismi. What would be your comment on that conclusiön I
Mr. RAW'. Would-you say that again f
Mr. PuciNssr. No. 2, again referrmg to the survey that was made

in attendance areas :
Under the present neighborhood school policy, the majority of integrated schools

occur in integrated or racially changing neighborhoods. When a rigid boundary
divides areas of Negro and white residents, the schooli serving these students are
usually segregated.

Reiy. That is no doubt truerigidI believe in flexibility. I
believe in flexibility tO attain integration, not to maintain segregation.

Mr, PuciNssi. The third conclusion and then, Mr. Weinberg, I will
probably be asking you about that, beCause we touched on this earlier
when we-discussed the Altgeld Gardens and the Riverdale School.

3. -The principal reason why segregated residential areas are usually served by
segregated . schools is that major natural boundaries such as main streets or
elevated, railroads because school attendance area boundaries for reasons of
safety as well as being likely residential racial boundaries.

What is your comment on that, Mr. Raby ? .

Mr. R. We think we have provided eyidence to prove that there
is -international segregations. We have submitted that evidence to
this congressiOnal hearing and suggeited other areas of investigation
for thiscoimnittee.

- We woUld be glad to act as a resource agency for this cominittee to
further prove that in fact this has not been the 'reason for the boundary
lines as,they presently exist, and that they have been. gerrymandered.

Dr. Rich has a comment to make on that.
Dr. RICH., There are long lists of dangerous crossing's running

throiigh'school districts where the children had to mike this crossing
to attend a double-shift school. I myself live in a such a school area,
Pope School..

e children had to cross a multiple type of intersection, 16th Street
and Ogden. Ogden Avenue ran through the districts of three other
schools.

On State, which goes through the districts of innumerable schools,
many Children have been killed 'because of this.
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So this allegation always stands out when it divides the races, not
when it divides the children.

Mr. PUCINSKI. You were here yesterday when Dr. Lewis gave us
examples of schools which appeared to be, and I have no reason to doubt
that it was, a sincere effort by the school board to construct schools
that would be integrated.

He recalled the first instance where the school projections had shown
that when the school was open, there would be a 15-percent population
of white children, and because of the changing neighborhood, by the
time that school was open, it was a 3-pereent population.

What is your comment on that f
Mr. RABY. I would like to comment.
I can't measure the motives of anyone, but I would like to suggest

that one of the problems of being a Negro in America is that Negroes
have been totally emasculated both North and South by the threat of
their jobs, and by other things, just as Governor Wallace in the South
would take a Negro and bring him forward to testify as to his happi-
ness in the historic setting of the slaves purporting to prove slavery
was an adaptable and satisfactory way oil, fe for Negroes.

We have that same problem among n. Iny Negroes, if not among
this particular one. I don't want to suggest that is hers, but that is a
problem that is prevalent in many communities, so I am not so ready to
accept this as the motive without further examination.

Dr. Rich has soinething 'to saz on the substance ot
Dr. RICH. I am not just certain which school Dr. Lewis was re-

ferring to, but I think that we are all aware of the difference between
transition and intemtion. In the area where she was district super-
intendent, the transition was g. oing on at such a pace that anyone
constructing a school was just flying in the face of what was perfectly
obviously by just driving through the area.

I would like to suggest that there was the place for transfer pro-
grams, and mobiles, bwause as these areas become crowded, I suspect
that they might even be illegally crowded, and to build a new school
for what might be an illegal density seems to ine very unfortunate.

Of course, if you wanted to say so, you could say it was built for
tho containment of the Negroes as a movement.

Mr. Pumrsiii. May I ask you at that point, hasn't the CCCO along
with others condemned the mobiles, calling them Willis Monuments
and monuments to segregation ?

Dr. RICH. No, the civil rights people have never condemned the
mobiles as such. They are very charming. They are air conditioned.
They had carpets in the first ones. They condemn the use of these
for contaimnent of the Negro children, and for segregation. They
do not condemn them as such.

Mr. Pucrrism. How would you decide how to build a school, if the
population was growing and you needed additional facilities, and if
your projections showed, as Dr. Lewis testified yesterday, that the
projections would showand I think perhaps the more spectacular
example is the high school where the people of the community went
to court and tried to enjoin the board of education ?

The board of education won the ease, and the school said that school
is now 90 percent nonwhite.
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Dr. Rion. Those people objected to their children being in a more
interracial high school. These were white people who sued the
board, but they were not suing them for any good reason, nor was the
school being built for any good reason. 'When that school was
planned, it increased segregation in its very planning, because it de-
creased the number of whites and Negroes interacting.

You must remember that in Fenger, the Negroes there integrated
that whole 14h school. They integrated Calumet, a whole high
school. Now, Harlan was planned to draw those Negroes out of those
two schools resegregating them white.

Now, the white people who had to go to Harlan, instead of being in
a clear majority, were going to a school where they would be 50-50.
What they objected to was the degree of integration of Harlan, but
it was no good that the board did this.

This simply aided the real estate people's policy, because by forcing
those particular white people to be more integrated than they ha

i
d

been n the other two high schools, they fled faster, and I suppose
more money was made.

Mr. Pucursia. I have one final question, and I think we will wrap
this up.

I am aware of the fact that the CCCO has filed a complaint with the
U.S. Commissioner of Education alleging de jure segregation in
Chicago schools, and asking that funds be withheld.

I would rather imagine if the funds were ever withheld from Chi-
cago, it would hurt the little children who need that help the most
desperately, but this is, of course, subject to interpretation. You
may have entirely a different view on this than I d.o.

What I would like to ask you now is this: In view of the fact that
you have filed your application or your complaint, and the Commis-
sioner has undertaken a study of this complaint along with .several
others that are now pending before the Office of Education, what
further purpose do you think can be served in the demonstrations?

You said you are going to be having them back in Chicago tomorrow
evening. What possible seryice can you serve, when the matter is
now pending before the Office of Education ?

And. I think you and I can agree that Mr. Keppel or the
Government certainly is not going to be swayed one way or the othe-il
by these demonstrations.

Wouldn't you think that the time has come now to let the majesty
of the law work its will, and if there is any merit to your claim under
both title 4-A and title 6 of the Civil Rights Act, the local authorities
will be ordered by the Secretary to stop these practices and correct
these practices, and wouldn't you thini, Mr. Raby, that it would
certainly lend dignity to your cause, or more dignity to your cause, if
we now let the law work its way ?

You had filed a complaint. I would say if the Commissioner had
rejected your complaint, or if he had refused to consider it,.U.S. citi-
zens have the right to petition the Governmea in any manner that
you see fit, but the fact that they have accepted the complaint, and it
is now the subject of an investigation, it would appear to me that per-
haps you give living meaning of your confidence in your Government

-
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By continuing to demonstrate, I get the impression that you arereally saying that you have no confidence in those institutions which
have served all of us as Americans so well, regardless of our race,color, or creed.

M?. Ram Let me comment on that, if I may.
First, it is my undeistanding that any time the board of education

or Commissioner of Education indicates that they are in violation,
and takes away the fund, immediately upon compliance, those funds
will be replace&

That is my understanding.
Mr. Pucnqsxi. I bink that understanding is correct.
Mr. Ram The only harm that could come to the children. of Chicago

is if the board of education were determined to maintain segregation
in. the Chicago public schools, and refuse the funds. of the Federal
Government.

Mr. PuciNssx. But you are aware of the fact,Mr. Raby, that under
title 6 of the Civil Rights Act, if the Commissioner finds for the
complainant, and should order the holding of funds, the defendant,
in this- case being the school board, has a:right to exercise judicial
appeal, and judicial. review, and there may be, under those circtun-
stances--we have had no casesI don't know how it would be handled,
but I- think that the attorneys would agree that there could be a very
exhaustive delay in exercising all of the appeals all the way up tothe Supreme Court.

I was just so anxious to give those youngsters under this Federal
billwe passed this bill with great hope, and I ant proud of the role
I played m that bill. If I did nothing else in my career as a Congress-
man, I could rest on that record; because we decided to give the
youngsters who need that help the most, the help they needed.

With all of the litigation that there could bea great denial, atleast
The point I am interested in more-than that, Mr. Raby : What pur-

pose can be served in tOntinuing these demonstrations, when you nowhave your application where it belongs ? And I think you have
exercised your proper right in filing that application. .

You feel you agree, and the la* provides these larocedures. Thelaw says if a party feels they are aggrieved, and there is discrimination,
we have provided the machinery for you as a citizen to seek youi
redress.

Now, I atk you, Mr. Raby, That further purpose can be served?Mr. RAM I find it very difficult to organize my thoughth when I
start to answer a question and I am interrupted. I would appreciateit if you would just

Mr. Pucnqsxr. Go ahead and answer.'
Mr. Rem I am sorry I did not see you on the picket line beforethe Complaint was filed. -The sympathy was there, but not since" the

complaint was filed.
My statement earlier was that the board does not have to comply.

The fact is that, in our opinion, children in Chicago are being denied
opportunity for education.

To the extent of my confidence in the Government, -it extends to theactive participation in that Government to make sure that it is- infact operative. I don't have confidence in a democracy without
participation and I don't think anybody should have.
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Mr. PuciNsmi. You speak for yourself, and I will speak for myself.
Mr. RAWL I apologize.
Will the record please show that I apologized in attempting to

speak for the Congressman ?
I don't have confidence in any government as such. Diy conception

of democracy requires active participation in the formation of
government policies.

I would remind you, one of the quotations I may not remember
exactly from Thomas Jefferson is that democracy has to be refreshed
with the blood of its patriots in order to guarantee that it goes on.

I think your argument that we may end up in litigation in the
courts for the next 2 or 3 xears on the question of the complaint we
submitted to Mr. Keppel is in itself supporting argument for our
staying on the streets.

The 1954 Supreme Court ruling desegregating schools in the South
is just now culminating. If we are th anticipate negligence by the
board of education, or stalling, there is every reason in the world we
should be out in the streets, and stay out in the streets. I will demon-
strate until I go to jailwhenever that is, and it may not be long off
and I am going to be on the streets, and when I get in jail, I am going
to organize the jails, too.

Mr. PIICINSIII. Mr. Wilkins, the executive director of the NAACP,
has stated many times that 90 percent of all the gains made in civil
rights in this country in cormting the evils of discrimination have
been made through the orderly pro ,ess of the courts. Do you agree
with that statement?

Mr. RABI". Do I agree with that statement? I think that it is a wee
bit exaggerated. I think that they have culminated in the courts.

The injustices of slavery did not end in the courts. They ended on
the battlefield. The injustices of Hitler did not end in the courtrooms.
They ended on the battlefields. The war in Vietnam is on the
battlefield.

We have not taken the hydrogen bomb to the courts. We did not
take it to the courts for judicial decision before we dropped it on
Japan.

The history of the correction of injustices in this country is not one
that fmally lies in the courts, and I think 350 years of slavery and
second-class citizenship are enough cumulative information or evidence
that the American Negro, if in fact he is going to be a first-Class
citizen, has to do more than merely go to the courts.

I might say that is the evidence upon which I am going back into
the streets.

Mr. Pucuisiu. Mr. Raby, I am sure we-have had some very inter-
esting testimony the last 2 days before this committee, and it is my
hope that this committee will now be able to look into the other cities,
to study this problem.

I should like, in closing these hearings, to reiterate what the, chair-
man said in opening these hearings, that the fact that Chicago had
been the first city to appear in this series of hearings in no way reflects
any consideration or idea or determination by this committee that the
problem is limited only to Chicago. This is a national problem.

This is a problem that people are experiencing in every city, village,
hamlet in this country, so certainly it is a fit subject for a discussion.
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We wish to thank all the witnesses who participated in these ht...tr-ings, and the meeting will now stand adjourned, subject to recall bythe Chair.
(Whereupon, at 7 p.m.

'
the committee adjourned, to reconvene

subject to the call of the Chair.)

(The following material was submitted for the record.)
ADDENDA RE THOMAS J. MURRAY FAMILY

Murray has a second son, Timuel (Tim), who is on the board of directors of
the Lange Engineering Co., 2929 South Wabash. These are electricians' sub-contractors and they have aided Murray Senior's Brotherhood of Electricians,Local 134, with contracts ; plus servicing the board of education.

Murray has a third son, baptismal name unknown, who has an appointive job
on the legal department of the board of education. This is purely "political" ;this Murray isnot under civil service.

K. T. SIMONDS.

"CHICAGO'S WASHMJRNE TRADE SCHOOL : A DELEGATION OF SOCIAL
DISCRIMINATION"

(By Mitchell Jay NewDelman)

(Law Students Civil Rights Research Council, University of Chicago, College
of Law)

L INTRODUCTION

The Washburne Trade School was established in 1919 by the Chicago Boardof Education as a continuation school for secondary-level students.' Almostfrom its inception it became the Chicago school system's industrial training
school for dropouts.' By 1937, it had changed its name twice : first to the Wash-burne Continuation & Apprentice School and then to its present title of Wash-
burne Trade School.°

At the present time, the school is located at 3233 West 31st Street in Chicagoand its present director* is harles R. Mitchell. The school is under the generalsuperintendency of Benjamin C. Willis.° The purpose of the school is readily
admitted and in the words of the Chicago Board of Education's own pamphlet
on Washburne, "The Washburne Trade School is a Chicago public school sup-
ported by Federal, State, and city funds, participating in a work-study type of
education for apprentices in the skilled trades. The main purpose is to supple-
inent on-the-job experiences with the skills and knowledge apprentices need to
become competennt craftsmen in their chosen fields." 7 The apprentice 8 training

1 John A. Lapp, "The Washburn Trade School." Chicago, Fred Klein & Co., 1941,p. 23.
2 For au old, yet still accurate, description of trade schools as opposed to technical highschools, see Paul H. Douglas, "American Apprenticeship and Industrial Education."New York, Columbia 'University Press, 1921, pp. 187-210.*Lapp, note 1, supra, p. 23.

Note the use of the word "principle" is not used.
Pamphlet entitled "Washburne Trade School," issued by the Chicago Board of Educa-tionunnumbered.

*See Harry Kursh, "Apprenticlships in Ame-ica." New York, W. W. Norton & Co.,Inc., 1958, p. 11 ; v herein a "skilled ' worker is defined as one with "distinctive abilities,competence in work, and special trainingthese are the features which distinguish theone worker in seven or eight who today merits being called skilled." Note, that of the65 million person workforce in the United States, 9 million are skilled and, of those,2,500,000 are in the building trades.
Note 5, supra.

*Burgh, note 6, supra, at p. 42, defines an "apparentice" (from the U.S. Department ofLabor's "Dictionary of Occupational Titles") as a, term which "* * * is intended tomean a worker who is 'not less than 16 years of age, engaged under direct journeymensupervision, and according to a prescribed or traditional series of work processes graded tocoincide with increasing trade maturity, in learnlag a skilled occupation that requires,during the learning process, several years of reasonably continuous employment prior tothe time that [sic] the worker may be considered a qualified journeyman. In general,apprenticeship is legally recognized only if recorded in a written contract, indenture, oragreement, in which, in return for services rendered, the employer promises to teach the
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at Wasbburne Trade School- has never been in the past been, nor is presentlybeing, offered to the general public, even whey potential students are highlyqualified and eligible. The procedure for entrance is one 'established by contractwith the various unions, or to be more exact, with the joint apprenticeship
committees which are boards of part Union and part employer association
membership.' These contracts provide for the free use of the facilities at Wash-
burne to the unions and employers for the training of their apprentices, thus
eliminating any direct entrance into the schoo1.1";

Although the school serves many crafts, this paper is concerned only with the
so-called building or construction trades consisting of Carpenters, Electricians,
Plumbers, Sheet Metal Workers, Pipefitters, Painters and Decorators, Lathers
anct Plasterers.0 The first such contracts at Washburne were made with the
Carpenters and Electricians in 1919,12 then the Steamfitters in 1921,13 Sheet Metal
Workers in 1919,24 Painters in 1925,15 Plasterers in 1933,16 and Plumbers in 1934.17
Governmental support of Washburne has been continuous since the school's
founding in 1919, under the Smith-Hughes Act. The 1917 Smith-Hughes Act is
Federal legislation providing for reimbursement by the National Government of
half of the salaries of the teachers in vocational and continuation schools.1" The
act provides at 20 U.S.C.A. 15ccc "that funds appropriated under section 15aaaof this title shall be used for the training of individuals designed to fit them for
useful employment as highly skilled technicians in recognized occupations re-
quiring scientific knowledge as determined by the State board for such States,
in the fieleo necessary for national defense." le

After 1937, the school underwent a change of policy whereby admission was no
longer available for anyone qualified to go to high school, but rather it became
restricted to high school graduates only, who were definitely training in some
apprenticeship program.'" Since then and up to the present time "* * * Wash-

worker the processes of his trade. ffhe terms of an apprenticeship agreement usuallyincludes specific reference to the duration of the apprenticeship period, a progressive scaleof wages, and the nature of the processes to be taught. Frequently, the agreement alsospecifies the amount and nature of related schooling in vocational subjects in which theworker shall engage during his apprenticeship period."
The importance of these contracts should not be underestimated., The fact of theirexistence has been mentioned in a number of publications. The writer, assuming that theyare public documents, inquired of them at the Chicago Board of Education. The personin charge of the custody of these documents was nowhere to be found. The departmentof vocational education (a Mr. Percy) disclaimed knowledge of their whereabouts andsent me to the legal department (Mr. Coffey), also with no results. The writer was thenreferred to the general superintnIdent's office which stated that its recurds only go backto 1953, returneol me to the legal department, and then back to vocational education (Mr.Klinginsmith). After speaking to -Mr. Heffernin of public relations for the board ofeducation, the search was ended without results. These contracts are probably not bindingbecause of a lack of consideration on the part of the various joint Ipprenticeshipcommittees.
" In response to direct written inquiry to all the unions which have a connection withWashburne, the writer received back only two answers. The Chicago District Councilof Carpenters & Joiners stated employment with some employers who have labor relationswith the union is a prerequisite to getting into Washburne; whereas the PipefittersAssociation wrote back saying no "job" guarantee is needed but that there is a long waitinglist. See also Runt, note 6, supra, p. 64, who states that, theoretically, the applicantis hired by an employer, but the vast majority of apprentices are chosen by the jointapprenticeship committee after certain objective and subjective testing:4 And John E.Coons, "Civil Rights U.S.A.. Public SchoolsChicago," report to the U;S. Commissionon Civil Rights (1962), p. 208; who states that admission to Washburne is either by firstgetting a job, being accepted by a union, or being accepted by the joint apprenticeshipcommittee.
11 Note 5, supra.
'1William J. Cooney, "Apprenticeship Education in Chicago Public Schools," M.A. thesis.DePaul University, August 1939, p. 15 .1Ibl? p. 28.
15 Ibid., p. 31.
Is Ibid., p. 82.

p. 17-19. Also see Lapp, note 1, supra, p. 23.
1 Lapp, note 1, supra, p. 28. Secs. 11 to 15 and 16 to 28 of title 20 U.S.C.A. (39 Stat.929, ch. 114) is what is known as the Smith-Hughes Act. The act provides for Federalfinancial assistance to various plans of the respective States to encourage vocationaleducation., the States which have no such boards of vocational education, the actencourages their creation by allowing for one-half of the salaries of teachers in such fieldsto be paid by the Federal Government through the State board. Section 15p, specificallyprohibits the use of such appropriations for private profit. The program, begun underSmith-Hughes was- expanded in 1946 by , the George Barden Act (Vocational Education

Act of 1946) which form secs. 151-15m. 150-150 of title 20 U.S.C.A.1Pursuant to this ,section, each State publishes actual courses of instruition, in theareas taught, For example, see State of Illinois, Board of Vocational Education. BuildingTrades, instruction; pt. I, -carpentry, series A, bulletin No. 115 (1959) and. pt. II, TradesBulletin No.116 (1952), 167 and 245 pages long respectively.
10 Lapp, note 1, supra, p. 28.
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burne is the a' le center of [apprentice] training in the public schools of
Chicago." "

The apprenticeship system is one whereby a high school graduate gets 1 day
or 2 nights per week training in related fields in supplementation to work ex-
perience on the job." He must therefore have, as the theory goes, a job with
a contractor and membership in the union representing the workers of such a
contractor." Thus the union, the employer, and the apprentice derive direct
benefits from the facilities at Washburne. Obviously, the immediate application
of what is learned in the classroom to the job is of immense help to the apprentice,
but there are also strong arguments in favor of open registration for apprentice-
ship classes, so as to allow a young worker to present himself to a prospective
employer already prepared for the job, with the more formal education already
behind hini" -

Oddly enough the job market in Chicago is wide open when it comes to skilled
trades. "The growing shortage of skilled craftsthen" is a problem that apparently
people only talk about"

It is very interesting to note that, in effect, the anions have control of admis-
sions to Washburne Trade School." This follows from the theory that Wash-
burne n only supplements job training and that its service would be useless
without the prerequisite of employment in the trade. This theory Is put into
actual practice by way of the Chicago Board of Education's abandonment of the
admission. power to Washburn.). Ad one commentator on Washburne put it,
"Apprentices are limited by the respective trades to the probable needs of the
trade. The aim is to keep a balanced supply. * * Favoritism in the selection of
apprentices, the best apprenticeships allegedly going to the sons of craftsmen,
is * * * much discussed. These are not problems of Washburne, for Washburne
takes young workers after they Are apprenticed. * * *" 2$ The typical program
set up bY the respectdve joint apprenticeship committee with the Chicago Board of
Education is one whereby the empolyer agrees to pay the. apprentice for work done
and also allows him some time off to attend the school, subject to good standing in

=Lapp, note 1, supra, p. 33.
as The vast majorRy of the publicly disseminated "standards" for apprenticeship seen

at the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, 321 South State`St., allow for 1 day per
week at Washburne and 4 daYs on the job. The apprentice receives ;2 for his day at
Washburne.

21 See "Wanted: More Negro ApPrentices at Washbnrne Trade School," a report by the
Negro American Labor Council in cooperation with the Congress of Racial Equality (June
11)61). Pp. 4 and 5.

"In an interview with Mr. Buckner, the heed of the Chicago area Apprenticeship In-
formation Center, Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, 321 South State St., it waslearned that although it is more advantageous to have an apprentice he able to apply
what he learns to the job immediately, yet the related course work would still be of tre-
mendous advantage to someone internted in the trade even without the chance to apply
the new found knowledge immediately. He felt open registration at WashbUrne to
students without jobs would be of agreat advantage to the future securing of such jobs
by such students..

311 Kursh, note 6. supra, Pp. 8, 13. and 21 r see ale.; "A Plan for Apprenticeship Training
in Illinois," Board of Vocational Education, State of Illinois (Jan. 4. lfien1

N Bee record of transcript, Todd v. Joint Apprenticeship Committee of the Steel Workers
of Chicago, 223 F. Snpp. 12 (N.D. 111., 1963), record p. 577, Cha les Mitchell direct testi-
mony ; also Lapp note 1 supra, p. 87, whereat it is stated "The Board of Education and
the Washburne Trade School do. [ale] not participate in the selection of apprentices ;that is a matter for the employers and the unions. When a boy wishes to become an
apprentice to a given trade he seeks employment in that trade with an employer who iswilling to take him on as an apprentice.

"Illinois has no law governing the selection and indenturing of apprentices and con-
sequently that is left to private arrangement between the employer, the applicant forapprenticeship and the union, if the union is a party to the arrangement."

aSee Reports on Apprenticeship by Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights (January 1964). where 11: is seen that the problem of the Negro apprentice
is not local but is rather, national in scope. At pp. 3-4, the report reprints pp. 160-161
of vol. 3 (of a 5 volume report) of U.S. Commission on Civil Rights' reprint on employ-
ment (1961) where it is stated, "Apprenticeship training could be an important means of
fulfilling the increasing demand for skilled workmen and of helping minority groupsemerge from their traditionally low economic status. However, present apprenticeship
training programs are not training, even enough craftsmen to replace those who retire,
and Negroes constitute a disproportionately small minoritY of the inadequate numberof workers being trained. * * * The nationwide paucity of participation by Negroes in
apprenticeship, training pregrams is caused by lack of aualified applicants and also by
discriminatory practices of both labor organizations and employers, who control admission
to such programs. * * * As the craft unions. generally control admission to apprentice-ship training programs, racial discrimination policies also operate to exclude Negroesfrom these programs." See also Report of the U.S. Commission on Civilltights (1963).
P. 229, "In all sections of the country, the artisans of the skilled, trades are overwhelm-ingly of the white race. Apprenticesblp programs are maintained jointly by unions andemplooers to sustain the pool of skilled craftsmen ; they contain almost no Negroes."is Lapp, note 1 supra, Pp. '-88.
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his classwork and in the union with which the employer has a collective bargain-ing agreement. Thus, at present, the applicant needs to be a union member_ andto be employed even to get into Washburne."- :Ai the practide goes, racial dis-crimination, in acquiring ,a job or union meMbership sets up the proverbial"vicious circle" . which prevents the possible entrance into a public' institution ;namely, Washburn Trade School

In many instances, the first step in acquiring an apprenticeShip is toipp lir tothe union. The union will thereupon give the applicant certain tests, both objec-tive and subjective. The I.Qplicants are then placed on "lists" in order of theirrank. Having already conducted personal interviews with the applicants, thejoint apprenticeship committee knows if anyone on the "lists" is a Negro.. Fromthis point on, action taken could go in one of several directions. There might beat random selection ofnames from the "lists," of those to be sent to jobs to beginan apprenticeship ; the "lists" might be revised, with names of new applicantsas soon as:a-Negro applicant nears the top ; or "lists" of ,several hundred appli-cants might be kept to discourageinquiry.'
It is of interest to note how the joint apprenticeship committee got such Controlover admission into Washburne. About the time Washburne took on Hi newadministratiye policies, 1937-39, supporters of the apprenticeship programs andconsolidation of such programs at Washburne were in the upper echelons of tradeunionism. For example, in. -1935, Patrick Sulliyan, the then president of _theChicago. Building- Trade Council, stated in a speech that, "[Hie believe[d] thatthe legitimate public school, operated, financed, aad controlled by the board ofeducation, properly equipped and adequately staffed by teachers * 10,4' -1s theanswer to the question of apprenticeship training. * * * The public muSt also beeducated to the belief that the training of workmen is Zully as legitimate a publicexpense as that of training doctors,lawyers, engineers, etc." "This same belief was also strenuously held by Wilson Prankland, who at thattime was both supervisor of the steamfitters apprentiees for the SteamfittersProtective Association and also a member of the Chicago Board."

The ironical note to all of this is that the officials allowing the admissionprocedures to be absolutely vested in the contracting unions never realized thepossible abuse that could be made of the delegation of such authority; In 1944the then director of the State board of vocational education, Joseph F. ThomPson,stated the following ideal as present fact : _

"To Select one's lifework is everyone's privilege, or so it is the custom to take forgranted. Such is not the case in all lands, however. Where class societies.exiitthere is tint limited choice of vocations; the kind of employment open to a youngman is determined largely by the social-economic status of his parents. Whereindividual liberties are. sacrificed to the will of a totalitarian state, there is onlyservitude. Here all fields of endeavor are open to all youth alike regardless offamily social status or paternal occupation. More than that, training at publicexpense in high school or trade school or college is provided so that all, rich orpoor, may apply for the training of their choice. This is the second meaningwhich Washburne holds for its youth, symbolizing for them the blessfrg ofAmericanism as a democratic way of life." "
Another example of how _the organized labor movement acquired control ofWashburne is seen in a pamphlet published in 1939 by the Chicago Committeeon Vocational Education and the Citizens' School Committee. It consisted ofa series of speeches given in. Chicago about the time Washburne became a tradeschool Miss Agnes Nester, the then president of the Women's Trade UnionLeague of Chicago, spoke of labor's demand to be represented on local boards ofeducation, and as spokesman for the A.F. of L. reiterated that the labor movementwould give "inalterable opposition" to any move to allow large numbers ofyoungpeople, apparently even if qualified, into trade training without prior approvalfrom joint labor-management types of committees or boards." Next was A.

s Lapp, note 1 supra, pp. 48-55.
Po See "Wanted : More Negro Apprentices," note 23 supra_, p. 6 ; also see Todd easerecord, note 26 supra, p.. 597 (the board of education or Washburne has no lists fromwhich the joint apprenticeship committees pick the students) ; and also see discussionof Civil Rights Act, the State of Illinois Pair Employment Practices Act, and the regu-lation of the Department of Labor accompanying notes 69.182 infra.st Lapp, note .1 supra, p. 89.
se Lapp, note 1 supra, pp. 39-40.
as Lapp, note 1, supra, pp. 229-230.
34 "Charting the Course for Vocational Education," pamphlet authorized by ChicagoCommittee on Vocational Education and published by the Citizens' School Committee(1989), p. 81.
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Plotkin, the then general organizer of the International Ladies Garment Work-
ers Union, who restated Miss Nestor's position of the control of the supply of
apprentices by organized labor, to insure continuation of our standard of livine

Of surprising interest was a speech by A. L. Foster, the then executive secretary
of the Chicago Urban League, who stated the position that Negro youths were at
a special disadvantage because "unions will not accept Negro boys as appren-tices." a` And note that this was 25 years ago,

U. THE FACTUAL SITUATION TODAY

The present situation is most readily understood by breaking down the complexpicture into the particular issues. Is racial discrimination being practiced in
the admission of youths to apprenticeship programs at Washburne? And, if so,who is responsible? Two further questions therefore arise : whether the re-spective joint apprenticeship committees are legally bound not to discriminate,
and if the delegation to them in tLe first place was legal?

The most dramatic stand for racial equality of opportunity is enuciated by the
unions themselves. The national apprenticeship program ri established the Bu-
reau of Apprenticeship and Training," which aids the Federal policy of bringing
together management and labor for the purpose of developing apprenticeship
programs." The Bureau's main functions "are to encourage the establishment ofsound apprenticeship and training programs and to provide technical assistance
to industry in setting up such programs." The Bureau points with pride to the
success of the labor-management groups called the joint arorenticeship commit-tees in the construction industry.41 Under the Bureau's supervision each of theprograms set up between the various building trade unions and management
associations in Chicago have registered their apprenticeship program standards
for public dissemination at the Bureau's Chicago office. There exist agreementswith the following trades :

Trade
Number of

apprentices
per year

Age limits and years
of the program Where trained

Disclaimer of
race dia-

crimination 2

Architectural ironworkers__ 10 17 to 25 (4 yrs.) Washburne Yes.Bricklayers 15 18 to 21 (3 yrs.) do Yes.Carpenters 120 17 to 26 (4 yrs.) do__ Yes.Cement masons 65 18 to 23 (3 yrs.).- do_ Yes.Construction electricians 200 17 to 20 (4 yrs.).______ . Washburne and last
year at Kennedy

Yes.

Trade School.Lathers 30-45 16 to 25 (3 yrs.) Washburne Yes.Ornamental iron (2) 17 to 25 (4 yrs.) (2) (2).Painters and paperhangers._ 50 18 to 25 (4 yrs.) Washburne Yes.Pipefitters 70 18 to 23 (5 yrs.) do Yes.Plumbers 60 18 to 25 (5 yrs.) do Yes.Roofers 40 18 to 30 (34s.) (2) Yes.Sheet metal workers 50 17 to no li t (4 yrs.)_ Washburne_ Yes.Structural iron 12 18 to 30 (3 yrs.) do Yes.

This type of clause is now made mandatoryby ..,he regulation of the Department of Labor. See title 29,subtitle A, part 30, Code of Federal Regulations.
2 Not mentioned.

Most of these programa call for 1 day a week training at Washburne and 4 dayson the job ; salary scales are outlined, and many program chairmen havetelephone
extensions at Washburne for the initial contact, to be made by the applicant.Some programs state that all applicants need joint apprenticeship committee's
approval and some even provide fororal exams." Whether or not the "standard"

IV Ibid., P. 33-
le Ibid., p. 52.
ar For a fuller explanation of the national apprenticeship program, see Mush, note 6,supra. p. 41.
a Chicago ot5ces is headed by a Mr. Orvis Wirtz and is located at 216 South Clark(Federal Building). The Apprenticeship Information Center is headed by a Mr. Bucknerand is located at 321 South State Street.
a The national apprenticeship program, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Apprentice-ship and Training, pamphlet unnumbered (1964) inside cover ; also see Knrsh, note 6,supra. p. 93.
" National apprenticeship program pamphlet, note 39, suora, p. 4.41 Ibid., p. 5.
42 See "standards for registerad apprenticeship programs" at Apprenticeship Informa-tion Center, 34 South State Street, Chicago.
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state that joint apprenticeship committee approval is needed to get into Wash-
burne is not important in the light of actual practice. Charles Mitchell, the
present director of Washburne, recently testified to this effect in the case of Todd
V. Joint Apprentice Committee of the Steel Workers of CMeago." The case
dealt with the construction of the Federal office building in Chicago. Being
questioned on the procedure for getting into the steel workers apprenticeship
program, he was asked :

Question. How is entry into the class obtained?
Answer. They are sent to us by the joint apprenticeship committee. Sent to

the school by the joint apprenticeship committee, after they have been employed
in the trade.

Question. In other words, the only persons who are accepted for admisison to
those classes [steel workers] are those persons referred to you by the joint
apprenticeship committee ; is that correct?

Answer. Yes."
Later, on cross examination, Mr. Mitchell also answered "no" to the question,

"Does the Chicago Board of Education exercise any control over the selection
of those who entered the apprenticeship program of the Iron Workers in
Chicago." " An interesting contradiction later evidenced itself when the cross-
examiner showed Mr. Mitchell the biochure of the Chicago Board of Education on
Washburne and asked if those programs are available to "anyone who applies?"
The answer was "any qualified person." " And with that cross-examination
was ended."

The actual establishment of racial discrimination is a difficult problem. The
numbers of variables in the equation are immense. Perhaps no Negroes apply ;
perhaps the Negros who apply are not qualified objectively ; perhaps preference
for union members' sons or employers' sons is filling up the ranks ; or perhaps
there are Negroes in the apprenticeship programs. At any rate, it is admitted
that some Negroes may be in the programs, but only in certain trades and then
only in vastly unproportionate nmnbers." It may be hard to say to a union
"You discriminate against Negroes" if they retort that there are Negroes in
the union. However, the presence of only 1 or even 10 Negroes in a membership
of 500 or 600 is still invidious discrimination."

42223 F. Supp. 12 (N.D. III., 1963). .

Todd case record, note 26, suPra, P- 577 (direct examination).a Ibid., p. 595 (cross-examination).
a Ibid., p. 595 (cross-examination).
a Of interest was redirect examination, which brought out the fact that training maybegin at any time, any day, and not necessarily at the beginning of a semester, ibid.,pp. 597-598 (redirect examination) -
" John W. McCallum, "The Chicago Electrical Apprentice, Conceptions of Role andStatus," M.A. thesis, University of Chicago (1953). Mr. McCallum interviewer 32electrical apprentices covering how they got into the program. All of them "knew"

someone or "knew someone who knew someone." Of the 32 apprentices, 1 was a. Negro.His interview is very interesting (pp. 34-35) : "I always wanted to be an electrician, youknow, have a craft, and elecUlati work has always interested me. I did a little of itin the Army, not much, but enough to like it." "After I got out of the Army I went towork in a liquor store in Evanston. The job wasn't a bad one, I got the work on thetrade. But that kind of a job don't have a very secure future in it." "I always wantedto be an electrician. So one day I went down to the union hall. They were nice aboutit, but they said nothing doing, they couldn't put me on. They said I would have to Ilnd
a contractor, and besides, I was too old, anyway. I just talked to one of the boys behind
the cases, he said it wouldn't do any good to talk to one of the big shots." "Well, afterthat I stayed on at the liquor store. lElut I wanted to use the GI bill, so I started taking
electricity at the Commercial Trade School, 3 hours a night. 5 nights a week. Then whenI graduated I still couldn't Ard a job, the union people still told me the same story andall the jobs had to be union."

"So one day I bought a post ixtrd printer. I got a list out of the yellow pages of all
the contractors south of the Loop, and sent them all a card. I didn't say I was colored.All I said was that I graduated from Commercial and that I wanted to be an apprentice.I got about 75 replies, but when I told them that I was colored only about 10 or 15 were
interested in me, and most of them just wanted me to drive a truck and scab on the union.""R. ------, the guy I finally went to work for, said that he couldn't make me anapprentice right away. But he said that if I went to work for him, driving the truckand taking care of the supplies, he would send me to apprentice school as soon as hisapprentice graduated. So I went to work for him on the truck. I did that for about ayear and then when the other apprentice graduated, R. said that he guessed we'd
better go down to the hall and see the executive board."

"There was nothing to it, I knew that a lot of them didn't like the idea of having acolored apprentice. But R. - was pretty strong with them and I got right In."A footnote in this interview states that the interviewee was the first Negro electricalapprentice and this was 1953.
**See also report to the mayor, from the Chicago Commission on Human Relations(Dec. 2, 1963), giving a union-byunion racial breakdown including the number ofapprentices which conforms to the above data.

1
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As of the 1960 census there were 3,500,404 persons in the city of Chicago, of
which 812,637 were Negro. This figure represents 22.9 percent of the population,
an increase since 1950 of 65.1 percent in the Negro percentage." It is a probable
certainty that by now the Negro population is at least 25 percent of the total.
Four pieces of evidence should be compared with these figures. The first is
a talk by Mr. Harold Mc Deimit, one of the attorneys for the Nez;ro plaintiffs
in the Todd litigation, who interviewed Mr. Mitchell before the giving of his
testimony. Mr. McDermit's notes refer to Mr. MAchell's statements that there
are about 15 Negros out of 200 students in the Painter's program (7.5 percent),
12 Negros ont of about 600 students in the Electrician's program (2 percent)
and no Negros in the Iron Workers nor in the Sheet Metal, Pipefitters, or
Glaziers. Secondly, in 1961, the Negro American Labor Council, in connection
with the Congress of Racial Equality and a Dr. Faith Rich, published the
results of a study done on the racial composition of Washburne. In an inter-
view, Dr. Rich admitted that the study was based on estimates and interviews
of reliable iiisiders, yet at that date it was the only study of its kind to be done
at Washburne.

Prof. John E. Coons, of Northwestern Law School, in a paper "Civil Right,
U.S.A., Public Schools, Chicago," done in 1962 for the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, mentions the Washburne racial makeup as of 1960 as being 26 Negroes
out-of 2,682 students, and bases his information on the Negro American Labor
Council report of June 1961." This study, the Negro American Labor Council
report, was updated in July 1962, and there wilt found to be an incerase in the
number of Negro students. The increase was a total of 6, raising the number of
Negro apprentices to 32, in other words, an increase from 1.03 percent to 1.20
percent in the number of Negro students. Thirdly, along the line of real evi-
dence, was the October 22, 1963, special meeting of the Chicago Board of Edu-
cation, where, in the official report of the proceedings is found an actual racial
head count of students by schools." Washburne had a total of 54 Negroes out
of 2,203 apprentices, or 2.5 percent. This still may not be completely accurate
for the buildifig trades, which represent only 8 out of the 15 courses of instruc-
tion offered," since there was no further breakdown into specific programs."
And last, there is also subjective data on racial discrimination at Washburne.
In a letter dated June 5, 1964, from the Chicago Commission on Human Rela-
tions to the Chicago School Board, Mr. Aaron, chairman of the commission,
commented on the existence of racial discrimination in some of the "key trades."
He stated that since Washburne received State and Federal:funds as well aslocal funds, all three political entities are parties to a pattern of racial dis-
crimination. The following remarks were then reprinted: On October 1961 a
Dr. L. B. Newkirk, speaking for the Chicago Board of Education before a special
House Committee on Education and Labor, stated that the Chicago Board of
Educat9n is not responsible for racial discrimination at Washburne since theschool would "accept" all apprentices from the unions. Congressman Pucin-ski, at hearing this, noted his lack of ability to understand how Dr. Newkirk could
cliim that the Chicago Board of Education was not "responsible" since they areone of the essential parties to the pattern. Congressman James Roosevelt alsonoted that if Washburne and the Chicago Board of Education are being used astools whereby the unions practice racial discrimination, it should be their duty to

so 1960 Census, "Local Community Factbook" (1960), p. 2.a John E. Coons, "Civil Rights U.S.A.Public Schools, Chicago." Report to the U.S.Commission on Civil Rights (1962). Pp. 208,-209. Speaking of Washburne Trade School,Professor Coons mentions that the unions control the trades and failure to get into theschool may be tantamount to not getting employed in the trade at all since employees takeyoung workers from within the union and ready to go to Washbnrne. "The school's(Washburne's) abnegation of the power to determine the identity of ita own studentspermits the employers and unions to use the facilities of the school for preparing which-ever applicants they see fit" Later, in speaking of an interview with Dr. BenjaminWillis, Professor Coons mentioned "[T]he surrender of a public function to privateorganisation in this manner is difilcult to justify * * the superintendent * * * madeno effort to defend the policy of admission to Washburne. He merely pointed out whathe felt were analogous failings of the Federal Government dieing specifically the paucityof Negro workers hired for construction of Federal buildings in Washington." Furtheron he said that in an interview with the then president of the board of education he wastold, "We're going to have to do something."
Official report of the proceedings of the Board of Education of the CitY of Chicago,Oct. 22, 1963, no pagination, find under "Summary, Vocational High Schools."a Washburne pamphlet, note 5, supra.
Kursh, note 6, supra, p. 99. There are in the United States 4,500,000 building trade

workers of which 180,000 are Negro and of 87,000 building trade apprentices less than 170are Negro.
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retract their support from the programs. The latter goes on to include state-
ments on racial discrimination at Washburne by Professors Coons and Hauser -
and Federal District Judge William J. Campbell. .

Action on this letter was not taken at either the July 8. or the -August 12
meeting of the school board, other than the granting of board member Painik's
insistent request that a committee be formed to investigate the Chicago, Com-
mission on Human Relations' charge.

The president of the board of education appointed such a eounnittee after
the August 12 meeting. The committee is chaired by Judge Schemer and con-
sists of himself and two other board members, Mrs. Green and Dr. Friedman.
At the September 9 meeting the committee reported that as yet it had not began
its investigation of the Washburne situation.

Thus, two types of evidence, statistical and testimonial, can be seen. It may be
convincing to note the disproportion of figures, such as 2.5 percent Negro ap-
prentices in a population which is 25 percent Negro ;, it also seems convincing
that men like Professors Hauser and Coons coMment on sueh a state of affairs.
But there is also a third element in the . pattern. A Negro youth, straight out
of high school, interested in continuing the trade for which he has learned the
basic rudiments in his high school shop courses, has heard of Washburne Trade
School. After all, even the Chicago Board of Education mentions that it is the
only apprenticeship school in the city. He has also heard of his chances of
getting into the school. The writer has interviewed seven recent high school
graduates, all of whom were. Negro. Of the seven, six bad heard_ of Wash-
burne and of those six, all knew that they could, not get in as an apprentice "to
their chosen trade because they have dark skin. One of the six, who also
happened to have been actively interested in civil rights, even *ent to the
school, as well as to the individual union. He. was turned down.. Two ,others
have taken the tests given by the bureau of apprenticeship and training and
were sent to the various unions with introductory cards from the bureau. They
were .each given applications to the union, but with no mention of any forth-
coming tests, interviews or jobs. .

All of the boys were in at least the top half of their graduating class. It is
easy to see that the law is not blind to patterns of discrimination which ire
based on generally widespread and reasonable beliefs in the Negro community
that Washburne Trade School and/or the respective joint apprenticeshiP, com-
mittees discriminate racially. No one would advocate reverse discrimination
allowing entry to any and all Negro applicants in order to equalize,the statisticS,
but a repeal of the recial policy as it is today, without notice to the Negro com-
munity of the change, would still constitute unlawful or unethical conduct-in the
face of the lmowledge that large numbers of Negroes do not apply fo -the ap-
prenticeship programs, mainly because of the past history of the building trade
unions' failure to open their ranks to qualified Negroes.

The financial X-ray of Washburne is not complicated. The schObl receivei
funds or 'is reimbursed for its expenses, from four sources : Federal; State, and
local government and occasional donations of material or cash from unions and
management The official Chicago school budget for the year 1963 lists the ap-
propriations for each school and each item thereunder. For Washburne Trade
School, the appropriated amount was $7.67,367.86 Part of this amount is reim-
bursed by Federal and State funds, which is channeled thiongh the State of
Illinois Board of Vocational Education and Rehabilitation.

In the annual report covering the 1962-63 school year, the State of MIMS
mentioned, in the explanatory notes -to the charts for the distribution of funds,
that "Minority groups are served in proportion to the degree they have been
accepted in the labor force," and that "apprenticeshiP training is conducted-for
necessary occupations in cooperation with labor unions." Of the 31,929 enrollees
listed as being in trade and industrial classes for the State, WashbUrne Trade
School is included with a listing of 4,483 enrollees. This 4,483 figure is shown
as representing Washburne Trade School in Chicago, for trade and industrial

Report to the Board of Education of the City of Chicago by the AdvisorY 'Panel on
Integration of the Public Schools (Mar. 31, 1964) (Hauser report), p. 68.

thlicial report of the proceedings of the Board of Education of the City of Chicigoi
Jan. 9, 1963, pp. 958-959; see also report of San. 8, 1964, pp. 1005-1006 ($567,414) ; and

regrolgaotfe joafnilYnonniTill8erO14,8113u(ligit5/r2.187, series B (Oct. 1962), p. 18.. The
State of Illinois runs their school year from July 1 to June 30 and since the 1963 budget
of the Chicago school system covers the period for which the State reports are available,
the school year 1002-63 w4s chosen for comparison.
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classes with no further explanation. UndoUbtedly, the figure contains the more
than 2,200 apprentices. As for State funds, the annual report itemized $568,-
686.38 from the State for trade and industry classes, $196,145 from the Federal
Smith-Hughes Act and $597,802.44 from the Federal George-Barden Act " for
a total of $1,362,633.82 for the entire State appropriation for trade and industry
classes." The difficulty with 'working with such figures is that the city as the
receiver of and the State as the distributor of Federal and State funds, use
different terminology and time periods. Without confusing the breakdown any
further, it is safe to assume that, with the statements of the Chicago Board of
Education in their pamphlet on Washburne," Charles Mitchell's testimony con-
cerning the fact that the school receives State and Federal funds," and the item
in the State of Illinois annual report," a sizable portion of the over three-
quarters of a million dollars Washburne received last year were State and
Federal moneys, with most of the remainder being local government funds.
As for the possible private funds from unions and/or management, there is men-
tion of approximately $75,000 in gifts from such organizations or firms to the
school in 1939 and 1940 when the school was consolidated at its present loca-
tion." Whether this is a continuing practice is doubtful and not established
by research.

IIL THE LEGAL SITUATION

Primarily, the legal issues involved turn on whether or not the delegation of
the admission procedures for Washburne to the respective joint apprenticeship
committees was authorized, and, if not, what legal remedies are available to
amend the practice? Secondly, if the delegation is somehow foulid to have
been authorized, are there sufficient standards or safeguards set up for the selec-
tion of apprentices, the abuse of which will afford redress to the person or class
of persons harmed thereby? Thirdly, if the delegation of admission authority
is not authorized, may a taxpayer complain of the use of local, State, or Federal
funds for the operation of facilities furnished to a body of persons who exclude
members of the public because of race?

There are a number of possible Federal, 'State, and even local judicial and
administrative remedies available once it is established that the present setup
between the Chicago Board of Education and the various joint apprenticeship
committees are a route whereby Negroes are excluded from the use of the
facilities at Washburne.
City of Chicago fair employment practices ordinance

Although the 1945 ordinance" has not been used in any reported cases," the
law has some possible relation to the factual situation concerning Washburne.
The argument would be that section 3 of the ordinance proscribes the practice
of any discrimination based on race, et al., on the part of the employer who is
also a party to a contract with the city of Chicago." The employers who are
members of the various joint apprenticeship committees are parties to the con-
tracts with the Chicago Board of Education, an agency of the city of Chicago,
for the use of Washburne Trade School in training apprentices. Thgrefore, if
the employer, in connection with the respective union, disqualifies Negro appli-
cants from gaining apprenticeships, he thereby blocks entrance to employment
by the contracting parties and thus is in violation of the policy of the ordinance.
Such violations are deemed misdemeanors and are punishable by fines up $o
$200." In light of the absence of case interpretation it is questionable how far
a court would allow the ordinance's policy to escalate. However, it must be
noted that the ordinance is puntive in nature and such a law would necessarily
have to be implemented by the filing of an information with the State attorney's
office.

% See note 18 supra.
loo Annual report, note 58 supra, pp. 76 and 78 and tables 5 and 6.
4° See text accompanying note 7 supra.
on Todd ease record, note 26 supra, pI3. 581-585.

See text accompanying notes 58 and 59 supra.% Lapp, note 1 supra, pp. 204-210.
%Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, ch. 198.7A (August 1945).As disclosed by research to August 1964.

O'Shaughnessy and Joswick. "Chicago's Pair Employment Ordinance," 36 ChicagoBar Record 55 (1954) ; see also Martinier and Dunne, "Grant and Revocation of Licenses,"1957 U. of m. Law Forum, p. 28, at p. 42, footnote 114.
Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, ch. 198.7A, sec. 5.
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Illinois Criminal Code
Section 13 of the Illinois Criminal Code provides that the definition of an

"official" is "any officer or employee of the State of Illinois or any agency there;
of, including state political divisions, municipal corporations, park districts,
forest preserve districts, educational institutions, and schools." " The crime
is that of violation of civil rights and, is constituted when "He, gs an offieial,
denies or refuses to any person the' full and equal enjoyment of the accommo-
dations, advantages, facilities, or privileges of his office or services or of any
property under his care'because of race, religion, color, or national ancestry." "
The sanction for public officials is their discharge, by way of an outlined proce-
dure begun by a written complaint to the head of the .department over the of-
fending official, who in the Washburne situation would be Mr. Benjamin Willis
for Mr. Charles Mitchell ; Mr. Frank Whiston (chairman of the school board)
for Mr. Benjamin Willis ; and perhaps Maj. Richard J. Daley for Mr. Frank
Whiston. This department head is to "investigate the complaint thoroughly"
and if a violation of civil rights is found to have been committed, he is to dis-
charge the offending official immediately. If no violation is found, a letter to
such effect is to be sent to the complainant." However, if a no-violation letter
is sent, a petition may be filed in the circuit court naming the offending officials
and the department head as correspondents. This allows for a de novo deter-
mination of the issues by a circuit judge.

Thereafter, a finding in favor of the complainant makes discharge of the
officials an order of the court for the head of the department to carry out, sub-
ject to contempt proceedings for his failure to do so,n and even his own remoyal
if he continues to disobey the court's order." There are no cases reported under
this section of the new code, or as the section was before its codification in 1951.
This section operates as a form of equitable relief in the removal of -offending
officials." This part of the criminal code was probably meant to allow for the
State's attorney or the attorney general to act and enforce the public accommoda-
tions section only, but the section is worded so as to allow for the filing of a
complaint with the State's attorney or the attorney general, and upon his fail-
ure to investigate and prosecute the complaint, a circuit court on petition may
appoint a special assistant attorney general or State's attorney to prosecute the
instant complaint."

In the Washburne situation it may be difficult to construe the joint apprentice-
ship committee as operating a place of public accommodation or amusement as
is defined in the statute, or to construe their positions as official. Ole cause of
salon under this section would therefore, necessarily have to be directed against
the Chicago Board of Education or the lesser officials therein who have kno w-
ingly allowed the public property to be used in a manner which violated the
civil rights of the Negro population of the city of Chicago. There is no question
of the availability of this section in light of Federal civil rights laws. Each
government has legitimate objects for their respective legislation."
State of Illinois Fair EMployment Practices Act

The State's policy behind this act is, among other things, to prohibit racial
discrimination in apprenticeship opportunities. The term "employees" as
defined, includes persons who are applicants for apprenticeships." The act
defines what are "unfair employment pra2tices" and specifically section 3(c) n
states that it is an unfair employment practice "for any labor organizationbecause of [the] race * * * of any person to discriminate against such
persons * * * or to limit such person's employment opportunities, such person's
selection and training for apprenticeship in any trade or craft or otherwise to
take, or fail to take, any action which affects adversely .such person's status
as an employee or an applicant for employment or such apprenticeship or as
an applicant for apprenticeship or such person's wages, tenure, hours, or em-
ployment or apprenticeship conditions * * s." Section 3(e) " also makes the

nl. Rev. Stat., Cll. 38, sec. 13-1(c).
fie Ill. Rev. Stat., eh. 38. sec. 13-2(d).
7° 111. Rev. Stat., ch. 38, see. 13-3(d).
n nl. Rev. Stat., ch. 38, sec. 13-3(d)1.
72111, Rev, Stat., ch. 38. sec. 134-3(d)2.
7* Comment. "Availability of Injunctive Relief Under State Civil Rights Acts," 24 U.of C. L. Rev. 174 at 175. footnote 8.
74111. Rev. Stat., ch. 38, see. 13-4.
75 Comment. note 74 supra at p. 180.
qs 111. Rev. Stat., ch. 48, sec. 852(c), unofficial sec. 2(c).
77111. Rev. Stat., ch. 48, sec. 853(c), unofficial sec. 3(c).
72111. Rev. Stat., Cll. 48, sec. 853(e), unofficial see. 8(e).

52-579 0-65--16
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compelling or coercing of any unfair employment practice itself an unfairemployment practice."
The act provides for an Illinois Fair EmPloyment Practices Commission, whichis the agency that receives complaints of unfair employment practices within120 days of their occurrence," investigates Charges " and issues complaints orstatements of no-complaint within 180 dais of the initial charge." The com-plaint begins a hearing procedure " within 20 to 60 days, subject to the commis-sion's review," judicial review,* and judicial enforcement of commission orders."Title 7 of the new Civil Rights Act of 1964 has a great deal of relation to theIllinois Fair Employment Act. The U.S. Equal Opportunity Commission is toagree with the various State agencies for the carrying out of the policies ofthe two similar laws." As yet, the Equal Opportunities Commission has nottaken on the enforcement of title 7 of the Federal act, but it is safe to assumethat once the agreements with the States are made, an exhaustion of the Stateadministrative remedies may well be a requirement for the use of the Federallaw." The title also provides that if the Equal Opportunity COmmission feelsdirect access to their complaint procedure would better serve the law's purpose,the agreements with the States may be canceled. Furthermore, section 709(d)of the Federal act exempts labor organizatiOns and emplOyeri from the record-keeping requirement of section 709(c), to wit, lists of apprenticeship applicantsin chronological order, where there are State laws of similar import." In thecases where the type of information required under the State law is differentfrom that required under the Federal law the Equal Opportunities Commissionmay request farther notation on the organization's books." The overall impactof title 7 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is to require the use of any State remedyof similar effect before the Federal law operates.

Federal remedies

Under the broad heading of Federal remedies we find a number of possibleareas of the law which seem applicable to the Washburne fact situation. Theseare the regulations of the Department of Labor, Title 42, secs. 1983,1985; the Civil Rights Act of 1961; 91 and the National Labor Relations Act."It must be further noted that whenever we speak of Federal remedies we mustkeep'in mind the doctrine of exhaustion of State remedies which, as a proceduralmatter, excludes the use of the Federal courts until all State actions are ex-hausted. This inhibition of the use of the Federal courts only arises when theaction being prosecuted is covered by both State and Federal laws. However,if the Federal remedy is different or based on a different conceptualization ofthe same set of facts, the action may be found or even be deemed mutuallyexclusive. For example, we see that the iegulations of the Departmentof Laborare supplementary to any and all State laws covering the same subject matter.
Regulations of the Department Of Labor

Title 29, subtitle A, part 30 of the Code of Federal Regulations is a recentlypromulgated rule of the Department of Labor issued pursuant to ExecutiveOrder 10925. It provides, for our purposes, that .certain "equal opportunitystandards" shall be followed " by the registered apprenticeship programs, viz."

*See note 102 infra and text accompanying."" Ill. Rev. Stat, ch. 48, sec. 858(a), unofficial sec. 8(a)." Ibid.
*Ill. Rev. Stat., ch. 48, sec. unofcial sec. 8(c).*In. Rev. Stat, eh. 48. sec. 858 b , unofficial see. 8 (b).*Ill. Rev. Stat., cit. 48, sec. 858 g , unofficial see. 8(g).*Ill. Rev. Stat, Ch. 48, sec. 800, unofficial sec. 10.*Ill. Rev. Stat., ch. 48, sec. 861, unofficial sec. 11.In Civil Rights .Act of 1964, title VII, aec. 709(b). ER. 7152, 88th Cong., '2(1 sees.June 19, 1964).
so See text accompanying, note 105 infra.
" See text accompanying, notes 77 and 78 supra.*Civil Rights Act of 1984, title VII, see. 709(c): H.R. 7152, 88th Cong., 2d sew.(June 19, 1964).
81 Civil Rights Act of 1964, H.R. 7152, 88th Cong., 2d sew. (June 19, 1964).*Title 29, U.S.C.A.. sec. 141 et seg."Title 29, subtitle A, pt. 30, Code of Federal Regulations, sec. 30.3.*Kursh, note 6 supra, see p. 53 for explanation of "registered." In effect, it is a sortof status symbol for those going through a "registered" program and, also Federal fundsare only to be used to reimburse "registered" programs as explained by. Mr. 0. Wirtzof the Bureau of Apprenticeship.and Training.
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A. Selection of apprentices on qualification alone, and on a basis allowing for
a "full and fair" review after a "full and fair" opportunity for application, unless
it is demonstrable that the present procedure is a fair one.

B. Remove defects in application lists now existing which were made under
discriminatory practices.

C. Continued nondiscrimination after selection of apprentices.
In order to implement these standards, the regulation sets out " what the

allowable methods of selection of apprentices are :
Qualification :

1. Fair aptitude tests.
2.. School diplomas.
3. Age requirements.
4. Occupationally essential physical requirements.
5. Fair interviews.
6. School grades.
7. Previous work experience.

There are also certain prohibitions such as listing all of the persons with the
minimum qualifications and then picking the names off at random. Section 30.4
also proscribes any ranking of the persons on the application lists unless done
on the basis of the objective tests only. Further, the requirements for any
particular apprentIcehip program are to be published in local schools , and
employment services. The entire policy of the regulation is to have a program
which either demonstrates equality of opportunity or otherwise satisfies the
regional director." And, Of importance is the section which requires* that if
there exists any sort of list made without the giuarantee of tull and fair equality
of opportunity, then such lists must be opened to allow "qualified, members of
racial and ethnic minority groups" a chance to apply.'7 All of these standards
must be written into the registered program standards or agreements with the
employer associations so as to insure compliance with the initial standards
laid down."

The field representative of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training is
directed to urge voluntary correction of abuses. After a finding on his part that
the regulation is not being.complied with either formally or in a de facto sense,
he is to send a writing to the program sponsor, usually the joint apprenticeship
committee, and is then to "urge" voluntary compliance for the next 30 days.
Next, the regional director has 20 days to reyiew the file, and if the initial
investigation was in order, he will "threaten" deregistration of the program.
This gives the program sponsor an additional 15 days to ask for a hearing on
the validity of the initial investigation. The hearing officer's report is f
unless adverse to the program sponsor, who then has ari additional 15 days to
file exceptions to the report. The administrator of the regional office of the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training then may grant either an additional 20
days to urge voluntary compliance or he may order deregistration.

As for the initiation of private complaints, an act of discrimination must
have taken place within 180 days of the filing of the complaint. If local private
complaint procedures, which the writer assumes means those procednres within
the union itself, are available, they must be followed. However, within 30 days
of the local prccedures' final decision or the initial 180 days, whichever is later,
a referral to the Bureau's field representative may be made. If there was an
initial complaint to the Bureau, which in turn referred the complainant to the
local precedures, the Bureau will again take up the complaint if there has been
no internal correction action of the admission procedures within 60 days. If
there is no redress to be had within the internal structure of the union or the
joint apprenticeship committee, then the field representative is to investigate the
complaint and determine whether there is compliance or noncompliance with
the regulation of the Department of Labor. If there is a finding of noncom-
pliance, the field representative may allow for a 15-day period in which to urge
voluntary correction of the abuse, and if at the end of such period there has
been no change in the admission policy, the regular Bureau's procedure outlined
above will be begun. The regulation also provides for an expedited procedure,

"Title 29, subtitle A, pt. 30, Code of Federal Regulations, sec. 30.4.
*6 See title 29, subtitle A, pt. 30. Code of Federal Regulations, secs. 30.4(b) 1 and 2,and 30.2(b).
*7 Title 29, subtitle A, pt. 30, Code of Federal Regulations, sec. 30.5, see also text accom-panying, note 30 supra.
"Title 29, subtitle A, pt. 30, Code of Federal Regulations, sec. 33.T.
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without an explanation of how it would work. The expedited method is stated
as being available only when it will not impinge on anyone's rights and when the
situation warrants it." An interesting conclusion is that the regulation provides
for the full reinstatement of the program to its registered status upon a mere
showing of compliance with part 30, apparently at any time in the future.

It should also be noted that in a talk with the regional director in Chicago,
a Mr. 0. Wirtz, it was learned that there has not even been one instance of a
complaint or u situation where a failure to comply with part 30 admission
standards has ever gotten as far as even a hearing so as to put registration and
thereby dnancial aid,'" in jeopardy. The excuse given at the Bureau's urging
is that regioiial and local policy is controlled by the respective internationals,
which are rather obstreperous in changing traditional admission procedures
and qualifications, both objective and subjective."'

As for any official policy of enforcement of part 30 subsequent to the passage
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Mr. Wirtz explained that, as of the Middle of
July, he has received no instructions as to. the taking of a more actiVe part in
assuring nondiscrimination in the registered federally assisted programs of
apprenticeships.
Civil Rights Act of 1964

The new Civil Rights Act of 1964 's of some noteworthy interest. The twotitles of the new act with which we are concerned are title VI, dealing with
nondiscrimination in federally assisted programs, and title VII, dealing with

. equality of employment opportunity. What appears at first glance to be an
ideal section for corrective action of the Waslaburne situation does little exept
add to the dilatory effect of part 30 of title 29, Code of Federal Regulations.

Title VI, section 601 states verbatim, "No person in the United States sball, on
the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in,
be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to Iliscrithination under any program or
activity receiving Federal financial assistance." This policy is now made law
and section 602 of the new act states that the agency or department controlling
the continuation of funds shall promulgate rules and regulations and shall urge
voluntary action if possible in order to comply with section 601 of the act. The
Department of Labor, Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, controls the fundsreceived by the programs of apprenticeship at Washburne in that the State may
only distribute the funds it receives from the Federal Government to schools
having registered programs. But, the point is, that the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training is already operating under such a promulgated rule, to wit, title
29, subtitle A, part 30 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Title VI of the newact, therefore, only adds the requirement that if funds are to be ceased, there is
to be an additional 30-day waiting period from the date of the filing of a com-plete report, by the interested agency or department head, with the Senate
awl House committee with legislative jurisdiction over the particular program.

Title VII at first glance is also eneduraging; however, a study of its provisions
discloses its noneffect on the abuses in the Washburne situation. The term "em-ployer" and "labor organization" are broadly defined 'in title VII n d include
what in the Washburne situation is known as the joint apprenticeship commit-
tees.'" The effect of the title is to condemn racial discrimination in the hiring
and discharge of employeeS by an employer and to proscribe racial discrimina-
tion by labor organizations and committees thereof, in the exclusion of membn
along racial lines.'" Of particular interest is section 703(d), which r itan "unfair employment practice" for unions, employers, or committc.ls a each

Title 29, subtitle A, pt. 80, Code of Federal Regulations, sec. 30.13.no See note 95 supra.
101 Sursh, note 6 supra p. 98 states "although some leading unions manage to drum-vent it. the official rooli4 of the combined CIOA.F. of L. is 'no discrimination."

Although the definition of "employer" (sec. 701 (b)) is limited to an industry affect-ing commerce, the term "labor organization" is broadly defined in sec. 701 (b) and includesgeneral committee, joint boards, and joint councils as well as commissions controlling ad-mission to apprenticeship programs (the joint apprenticeship committee). Such orga-nizations are deemed to affect commerce by meeting the tests in sec. 701(e) and which inessence is a numerical test of members and certification as a collective-bargaining repre-sentative as per secs. 701(e) (2) (A), (B), and (C) 1 and 5. The term "industry affectingcommerce" is deemed in see. 701(h) to include any such industry as is so considered inthe Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959. This specifically includesthe building and construction trades in that the 1959 amendment purports to directlycontrol the labor-management relations of such trades in sec. 8(f) of the Labor-Manage-ment Relations Act of 1947 as amended by Public Law 86-251,1959.143S Civil Rights Act of 1964, B.R. 7152, 88th Cong., 2d sess., sec. 708(c) (2).
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or both, which control apprenticeships, to discriminate against minority groUps.
Although this appears as an absolute prohibition, section 703 (j) affords a possible
loophole or defense in that it states that the granting of preferential treatment
in order to correct the imbalance of present percentages in vavious phases of
employment and specifically, apprenticeships, is not authorized.

Section 705 establishes the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, which
for Washburne's pUrposes, is the agency with which a sworn complaint of a vio-
lation of the act is to be filed. The Commission Is to use "informal methods" to
correct violations. This means "urging voluntary correction." The entire title
is not to be operative if there ie a State fair employment act in existence unless
there has been no action thereunder within 60 days."4 Finally, after the Com-
mission has full jurisdiction, it may grant an additional 60-day "urging" period
or (1) begin its own civil suit., (2) allow the original complainant to sue civilly,
or (3) request the Attorney General 'to intervene if public importance is in-
volved.R4

Another possible tack upon which to begin is under section 709(c), which con-
cerns the keeping of records evidencing compliance with title VII. Specifically
note the following language : "the commission shall, by regulation, require each
employer, labor organization, and joint lab R-management committee, subject to
this title which controls an apprenticeship or other training pro..am to main-
tain such records as are reasonably necessary to carry out the purpose of this
title, including, but not limited to, a list of applicants who wish to participate
in such programs, including the chronological order in which such applications
were received and shall furnish to the commission upon request a detailed de-
scription of the manner in which persons are selected to participate in the ap-
prenticeship or other training programs." This is a circular problem since sec-
tion 709(d) states that if a labor organization complies with Executive Order
10925 and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, he has substantially
complied with the recordkeeping part of title VII. Therefore, until an organiza-
tion is found guilty of violating title 29, part 30, CFR, it cannot violate this part
of the Civil Rights Act.

What ever possible use the Civil Rights Act may be, it is, for all intents and
purposes, foreclosed for the time being. The section which bans racial discrimi-
nation in the admission to apprenticeship programs,"6 the section allowing com-
plaints to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and the section allow-
ing the Aqorney General to sue for violations of title VII, do not become effective
until June of 1965.107

Title 42, USU., sections 1983, 1985
The strongest argument upon which to base a cause of action concerning the

Wathburne facts is still title 42, USCA section 1983 or section 1985. These sec-
tions are still very much the law. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 does not deStroy
the effect of this primary c 'clification of the 14th amendment to the -Fee.eral
Constitution. There is no inconsistency in the two bodies of law and, in fact,
the new Civil Rights Act is an obvious expansion or particularization of sections
1983 and 1985. Furthermore, an exhaustion of State remedies is not neceSsary
for the invocation of sections 1983 and 1985. In MaNcese v. Board of Edubattion
for Caholcia, Illinois,m a Neg1 student based a complaint of school segregation
under section 1981 The Supt.( ale Court, in reve, sing the Seventh Circuit Court
of Appeals and the district court, said that the petitioner rights "under the Civil
Rights Act [sec. 1981, et seq.] may not be defeated because relief was not first
sought under State law which provided a remedy "1" The Court went on to
say that section 1983 relief is "supplementary to any remedy any State bight
have," "° and "[1]t is immaterial whether respondent's corrduct is legal or illegal
as a matter of State law." m

10* Civil Rights Act of 1964, H.R. 7152, 88th Cong., 2d sess., sec. 706(b).
106Civil Rights Act of 19164, H.R. 7152, 88th Cong., 2d sess., sec. 706(f) providWforjurisdiction of the Federal district court where (1) the unfair employment practice tookplace, (2) the records evidencing the practice are situated. (3) where the plaintiff wouldhave worked but for the unfair employment practice, and (4) if the respondent is not

found in the above places. jurisdiction may be had in the place of his principal office.106 Civil Righ+s Act of 1964, H.R. 7152. 88th Cong., 2d sess., sec. 703.
107 Civil Rights Act of 1964, H.R. 7152, 88th Cong., 2d seas., sec. 716.
us 373 U.S. 668 (1963).
100 Ibid., at 671.
=Ibid. at 672.
111 Ibid. at 674.
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Section 1343 of title 28, U.S.C.A., allows for jurisdiction of the Federal districtcourt for any State action infringement on the civi' rights of a citizen of the
United States. The language is broad and includes causes of action "to redressthe deprivation, under color of any state law, statute, ordinance, regulation,
custom or usage of any right, privilege or immunity secured by the Constitution
of the United States or by any Act of Congress providing for the equal rights ofcitizens * * * ."111 Part 4 of the same section makes no mention of "under colorof any State law" and merey sf,a tcs that jurisdiction is available "to recoverdamages or secure equitable or other relief under any Act of Congress providing
for the protection of civil rights, including the right to vote." "a At first glance,
subsection 4 may appear to be applicable to give jurisdiction to the district courtfor a violation of title VI (federally asaisted programs) of the Ova Rights Actof 1964, but it must be remembered that title VI is self-contained and provides
for internal agency correction rather than individual suit which section 1343looks to.

One important qualification of smtion 1343 is "State action" in the absence ofdirIrsity and a requisiteamount in controversy. Actions by individuals infring-
ing on the civil rights of the plaintiff are not within the purview of section 1343
jurisdiction.114 In Wittiatns v. Yellow Cab Co.,115 the argument was that a unionwhich had and continues to have a discriminatory policy against Negroes did
so tinder the color of State law since they were the exClusive bargaining agent
pursnant to the Pennsylvania Labor Relations Act. The Court Jiientions thatthere was no showing of conspiracy with State officials and therefore, no Stateaction and no jurisdictiOn in the district court. The question, therefore, becomes
crucial as to whether State action can be shown. Obviously the Chicago Board of
Education and Washburne Trade School are within the scope of State action:1'
A ease very much in point is Westminster School District v. Mendez,117 where thecourt of appeals held the district eourt jurisdiction proper in a case Where the
school district officials segregated children of Mexican degeent from white chil-dren even though there was no State law to that effect. Their act was still
deemed to be under "color of State law" and jurisdiction was bad. In the Mendez
case the defendants were the officers of the State of California Department ofEducation and the complaint was based on the deprivation of liberty and property
without due process of law. The court pointed out that the abuse of power orposition, even if without statutory backing, is still acting under "color of Statelaw" and it is that type of wrong the Civil Rights Act (sec. 1981 et seq.) protects
against-1u The ninth circuit has gone even further in Romero v. Weakley'"
and has found a duty of the district court to take jurisdiction over a coMplaintbased on section 1983 of title 42 in order to consider its veracity and possible
remedies.

The Washburne situation may be seen to hav'e a number of possible connec-tions to ,either section 19831w and section 1985.m The first question which is

-21128 U.S.C.A. 1343(3).
1028 U.S.C.A. 1343 (4).
114Williams v. Yellow CA. Co., 200 F. 2d 302, 307 (3d Cir., 1952), citing Shelly V.Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1. 13 (1948).
115200 P.-2d 302 (ad Cir., 1952).il Heywood v. Public Housing Authority, 238 P. 2d 089 (5th Cir., 1958), where, at 698,the conrt of appeals reversed the district court and held that there was Federal jurisdic-tion overa complaint that a public housing authority in Savannah, Ga., 'WE; a State bodyand acted under color of State law even if the Federal agency involved could not be joinedas a party defendent.
III 161 Ir. 2d 774 (9th Cir., 1947).
1111Ibid.. at 778.
10228 P. 2d 399 (9th Cir.. 1955).
1" Title 42 U.S.C.A., sec. 1983: "Civil Action for Deprivation of Rights." "Every, per-son who, uilder color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage of any Stateor Territory subjects, or causes to be subjected, any. citizen of the United States or otherperson within the jurisdiction thereof the deprivation of any richts, privileges, or _im-munities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured in anaction at law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress."=Title 42 U.S.C.A. sec. 1985 : "Conspiracy to interfere with Civil RightsPreventing(Meer From Performing Duties." (3) "If two or more persons in any State or Territoryconspire * for the purpose of depriving, either directly or indirectly,- any person orclass of persons of the equal protection of the laws, or of equal privileges and immunitiesunder the laws ; or for the purpose of preventing or hindering the consrituted authoritiesof any State or Territory from giving or securing to all persons within such State orTerritory the equal protection of the laws * * in any, case of conspiracy set forth inthis section, if one or more persons engaged therein do, or cause to be done, any act infurtherance of the obJect of such conspiracy. whereby another is injured in his personor property, or deprived of having and exercising any right or privilege of a citizen of theUnited States, the party so iniured or deprived may have an action for the recovery ofdamage, occasioned by such injury or deprivation, against any one or more of theconspirators."
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pertinent is whether the various joint apprenticeship committees may be lookedat as engaging in State action. In Kerr v. Enoch Pratt Free Library of Balti-more,'" a young Negro girl and her father, as taxpayer, sought admission to alibrary training course conducted at the free [public] library. The private cor-poration which managed and controlled the operation of the library and theschool attached thereto systematically rejected Negro applicants. The districtcourt dismissed the case, saying the action of the corporation was of a privatenature. The court of appeals reversed, saying that although the corporationwas private in nature, it is performing a public function and is supported bypublic funrs, and thereby represents the State to such an extent as to be Stateaction!" The appointment of an agent to carry out racial discrimination whichthe court said that where a municipal corporation supplies the means of existenceState is still State action. Although the case was reversed on these grounds,the father of the rejectee had planned on using the theory of a taxpayer's .stiltto complain of the city's ultra vires act of supporting the library!" The courtalso, by way of dicta, discussed the probable lack of authority to delegate themanagement and control a free library to a private corporation:" . In concluding,the court said that where a municipal corporation supplies the means of existenceto a private corporation which is performing a public function, it is so tied toState action that it cannot do any act the State itself could not do!" As far asWashburne is concerned it is difficult to see how the joint apprenticeship coin-mittee is not involved in State action. They determine who shall enjoy thebenefit of a free public school. Charles Mitchell, director of the school, hastestified thai he would accept only those students sent him by the joint apprentice-ship cominittee.3"

Thus a function properly within the scope of the public school system, namely,admission, has been somehow delegated to the joint apprenticeship committeeand makes their acts the acts of the school system. This is not a public facilityordained to private use, which of itself may be bad, but it Is rather a publicfacility and public function delegated to a pevate body which, because of theirconnection with the delegating authority, makes their acts the acts of the publicauthority.
No actual statute need be invoked or pointed to as being contra to the rights ofa citizen of the United States. In Williams v. Kansas City, Mo.,'" the enforce-inent of a custom of racial discrimination by public officials was deemed contrato the law of the United States. The mere custom was "under color of Statelaw." The "under color of State law" requirement has been an expandingdoctrine. In Anderson V. Moses"' the district court held that where a privatelyowned restaurant canceled a dinner arranged for by a private organization ex-pounding a private cause which happened to have been distasteful to the owner ofthe restaurant, a suit for damages could be made out under section 1983 sincethe land upon which the restaurant ,was built was a city-owned park, thus mak-ing the acts of the restaurant State action. The result of this trend, as ap-plied to the Washburne situation, is simply that it is self-evident that the delega-tion of power normally in an agency of a State has been delegated te a privatebody thus making that private body's actions the actions of the State and subjectto eection 1983 relief. It is not enough that the delegation of authority appearsfair on its face, but rather it is the de facto operation which may or may notabridge Federal rights?"'
The other possible theory upon which to proceed arises if it is somehow foundthat the actions of the various joint apprenticeship committees is not Stateaction, thus foreclosing the use of title 42 U.S.C.A. section 1983 or 1985. Theissue would be plain ; whether a public agency can allow public property to bededicated to private use and in fact, expend public moneys for the support ofsuch private organizations? The answer is easily seen to be in the negative,with the only real queation remaining one of available remedies.

122149 F. 2d 212*(4th Cir., 1945).
us Ibid., pp. 214-215.
124 See text accompanying nooks 131-135 infra.122 Note 122 supra at 218.
122 Note 122 supra at 219.
127 Todd case record, note 26 sunra. p. 577.
122104 F. Supp. 848 (W.D. Mo. W.D. 1952).20 185 F. Supp. 727 (S.D.N.Y., IMO).
=See Ortega v. Roger, 216 F. 2d 561, 562 (7th Cir., 1954).
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The question has been well settled in Illinois that a taxpayer = with some
interest in the subject matter of the suit has a right to prevent the officials of
a municipal corporation from making expenditures for illegal purposes.132 This
is based on the theory that the taxpayers are the owners of the city's funds and
that the city is a mere trustee.= Such suits to recoup illegal payments are
well within equity's jurisdiction,124 regardless of the taxpayer's motives.=

In Kanter v. City of Chicago,us however, the Illinois appelate court said that
taxpayers bringing, such suits must have an interest in the subject matter. In
1956, the Illinois appellate court in .'arret v. City of Chicago,14 set up the stand-
ard for taxpanrs' suits as follows : (1) Plaintiff is an actual taxpayer within
the corporate boundaries of the city, and (2) if the complaint be true, the loss
would fall on the general taxpyer of the city. In fact, city taxpayers have the
right to see that public moneys are properly appropriated and they cannot be
deprived of this right.= Where a corporation or a public board receives reve-
nue from taxation, the taxpayer has a direct interest in its expenditure.=

Surely the expending of public moneys for the sole use of a private organiza-
tion .is ultra vires 1" and illegal and may be enjoined ; and, a fortiori if such
private organization discriminated against a segment of the taxpaying popula-
tion. In the Washburne context, not only is tangible property and money dedi-
cated to a private use, but there is also a delegation of a power to admit a sort
of property right to a private body.1"
Federal Labor Law

The entire body of Federal labor law may have some possible application to
the Washburne fact situation. However, it must first be kept in mind that the
National Labor Relations Act and amendments thereto = are not Pair Employ-
ment Practices Act.1" The type of discrimination which the NLRA protects
against is not the type engendered by the color of another worker's skin but
rather is discrimination based on the employees' union or nonunion affiliations
and acilvities.= Concommitant with such a policy, case law has developed a
"duty of fair representation" on the part of a union for the benefit of all of the
employees in the bargaining unit.

The possible use of the, NLRA mould be by way of analogy to a few ,recent
casea. First we see the Phelps-Dodge case,1" which, holds that in certain in-
stances, persons aPplying for positions with the employer are to be considered
already employed and entitled to the right to be fairly represented by the union
with which the employer has a collective bargaining agreement. Besides this,
the State of Illinois Fair Employment Practices Act 144 deems persons who are
applying for apprenticeships as already being employees.= This is the law in
Illinois. Therefore, assuming for the moment that an applicant for an appren-
ticeship applies to either a 'union or a joint apprenticeship committee, which is
the usual case in Chicago, the problem is in finding a particular employer to

131111. Rev. Stat. ch. 24, sec. 1-5-1. "A suit may be brought by s:ny taxpayer,s,in the
name of the municipality, against any person, or for any money or property belonging to
the municipality, or for money which may have been paid. expended. or released without
authority of law. But such a taxpayer shall file a bond for all costs and shall be liable
for all costs in case the municipality is defeated in the suit, and judgment shall be rendered
accordingly."

131 Bowers v. City of Chicago, 3 Ill. 2d 175 (1954), 120 N.B. 2d 15, cert. den., 348
U.S. 857 (1954).

us Ibid.
134 Meehan v. Parsons, 194 M. App. 181, rev., 271 111. Ann. 131. rev.. 271 111. 546 (1916).
133 Consumer's Company v. City of Chicago. 313 III. 408 (1924), 145 N.E. 114.
.1s 1 III. App. 2d 420. 117 N.B. 2d 790 (let Dist., 1954).
1r 11 III. AIM 2d 146. 136 N.E. 2d 564 (1st Dist., 1956).
*118 Getz v. City of Harvey, 118 F. 2d 817. cert. den., 314 U.S. 628 (1941), 62 S. Ct. 59.
l*Borah v. White County Bridge Commission. 199 F. 2d 213 (7th Cir., 1252).
144 Favorite v. Board of Edvcation of Chicago. 235 111. 314. 85 N.B. 402 (1998) ; Wilson v.

Board of Education of Chicago. 233 DI. 464, 84 N.B. 697 (1908). Generally holding that
the City of Chicago Board of Education has full discretion to manage and control the
Chicago school system and that no court will interfere thewwith unless there is a clear
showing of abuse of such discretion.

la Procedurally. once jurisdiction is had in the Federal district court, an alternative
course of action based on a taxpayer's complaint would most probably be retained.

14:Title 29 U.S.C.A.. sec. 151 et seq.
'0 The act only goes to discrimination based on union activity and sec. 7 (sec. 157 of

official statute) rights to join or not join labor organizations. Cf. NLRB v. Jones and
Laughlin Steel Corp.. 301 U.S. 1. 81 L. Ed. 893 (1937) ; Phelps Dodge Corp. v. NLRB,
313 U.S. 177. 85 L. Ed. 1271 (1941).

1Title 29. U.S.C.A., sec. 157 (unofficial sec. 7).
1.45 Pheins-Dodge Corp. v. NLRB, 312 U.S. 177, 85 L. Ed. 1271 (1941).
14UI. Rev. Stat. ch. 48. sees. 851-866.
147 Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 48, sec. 852(c) (unofficial sec. 2(c)).
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whom this applicant may be deemed an employee. Without this element of the
employer-employee-union fact situation, the NLRA. has no real application in
assuring a duty of fair representation because there is no particular employer
to whom the union will represent the employee. On the other hand, if the
apprenticeship applicant applies directly to one of the various employers in the
trade he desires, then there may be a duty to represent that person as an
employee immediately. Yet, in that case, what would the duty to fairly repre-
sent consist of? Possibly nothing, since the collective bargaining agreement
may not cover the problem of which employees are to be chosen for apprentice-
ship training, and such a clause could not be implied ; at the most it may mean
that the applicant-employee has just as equal a chance at getting an apprentice-
ship as does any other employee of that employer, and nothing more.

CONCLUSION

The United States of America, the State of Illinois, the city of Chicago, the
Chicago Board of Education, the director of the Washburne Trade School, and
the joint apprenticeship committees of the various building trades who use
Washburne Trade School are all involved in a pattern of racial discrimination.
The political entities involved supply the public funds and property for what
appears to be a public function. And there is no question that the training of
apprentices in the construction industry is a public function. However, the
present arrangement at Washburne does not afford all members of the "public"
an opportunity to receive the benefit of such a function. No matter what die
historical accidents were which vested the control of admissions to Washberne
apprenticeship programs in the joint apprenticeship committees, the fact remuins
undisputed that the respective labor-management committees do control then, en-
trance into Washburne. It is admitted that, if these bodies of men allov,sed
for a truly fair policy of admittance to be followed, no one would probably ;Fver
be found to complain of their having such a delegated power in the first piece,
but that is not the case. The statistics show, as well as the testimony of z4ch
men as Judge William Campbell, Congressmen Roosevelt and Pucinski, Praes-
sors Hauser and Coons, and the entire subjective feelings of the Negro commu-
nity of Chicago, that the admissions practices for Washburne's apprenticeship
programs are based on a pattern of racial discrimination.

The avenues of complaint are many, as are outlined above; but the result
sought in all eases is identicalthe noncontinuation of the practice of 7.acial
discrimination in the choosing of apprentices for the building trades in Chicago.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to determine the most appropriate means
of redress for the wrong which has been evidenced. It is enough to say that,
hopefully, full disclosure alone, to the conscience of the general public, will
suffice in order to bring about the voluntary correction of the present abuses.
This is no flowery ideal. The men who control the joint apprenticeship commit-
tees are not mustache-twirling villains; they are reasonable men who hopefully
will listen to reasonable argument. The legal and administrative remedies are
more than availableideally they will not have to be put to use.
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Preface

In collecting material for this report the author personally inter-
viewed the general superintendent of Chicago public schools, the
deputy superhitendent, the director of special projects, the assistant
superintendent for human relations, and other top administrative of-
ficials of the school system. Also interviewed were school principals,
the dean of a junior college, approximately 15 public school teachers,
the attorneys in 3 of the current lawsuits, a member of the State Ad-
visory Committee of the United States Commission on Civil Rights,
the director and staff of the NAACP, the research director and staff
of the Chicago Urban League, the director of the Catholic Interracial
Council, the former chairman of the research committee of the Wood-
lawn Organization, officers and members of Teachers for Integrated
Schools, an officer of the Real Estate Research Corp., and other in-
terested individuals. Every effort has been made to record their ob-
servations and positions faithfully on the subjectmatter of this report.

The author gratefully acknowledges his indebtedness to the many
individuals whose assistance and cooperation made this report
possible.

AUGUST 27, 1962.

JOHN E. COONS,
Northwestern University School of Law,

Chicago, Ill.
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Part 4. Chicago

Introduction
The school year 1961-62 in Chicago was marked by acrimonious &-
bite over policies of the general superintendent of public schools and of
the board of education which were alleged to result in illegal discrimi-
nation among pupils in Chicago schools. During the course of the
year, at least three lawsuits and an FEPC complaint were filed against
the board of education charging either discrimination on the basis of
race illegal racial segregation, or discrimination unrelated to race.
Civil rights groups made allegations of the same kind. The school
administration in all cases responded with public denial of the charges.
The issues involved were matters of complexity, both as to fact
and law. Without exception, these issues clustered about the cen-
tral fact of densely populated, ra :Ally homogeneous residential areas
on Chicago's South, West and Near-North Sides. In these teeming
sections of the city dwell nearly all of the 813,000 Negroes who consti-
tute approximately 24 percent of the city's population. In these Negro
families live 30 percent of the city's children of elementary school
age. Because of the large White attendance in private schools, these
Negro children constitute approximately 40 percent of all elementary
public school pupils. With a young, expanding Negro population and
an aging and contracting white population, it seems probable that the
public elementary schools will be predominantly Negro by 1970. Ac-
cording to figures supplied by the Chicago Urban Leape, approxi-
mately 90 percent of the Negro elementary pupils currently attend
schools which are virtually all Negro and which constitute about 20
percent of Chicago's public schools. This high concentration of Ne-
groes in about 80 or 90 of the city's schools is the consequence of de
facto segregation in housing and the neighborhoodschool policy of the
Chicago public school system. Critics of the system allege that it is
also in part the planned or unplanned consequence of acts and omis-
sions of the Chicago Board of Education and the superintendent.
Much of this study will be devoted to a description of facts and opin-
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ions revelant to the degree and causes of racial segregation in Chi-
cago schools.

Other parts of the study will be devoted to a relation of facts and
opinions relevant to the question of the equality of educational oppor-
tunity in Chicago schools. Critics of the schools have charged that the
city has discriminated among the schools in the degree of financial and
other support provided. While this charge is generally coupled with
an allegation of racial discrimination, the questions of race and racial
discrimination may and should be kept separate analytically from the
other questions of equal protection. The bestowal ofpreference by the
city upon certain schools could constitute unlawful discrimination im-
der the 14th amendment irrespective of the racial characteristics of
the group adversely affected. The standard of equality suggested
by the line of 'caseg springing from Ple8sy v. Fergmon does not ap-
pear to depend for its vitality upon a showing that discrimination is
based upon race, even though such a, showing, under Browny. Board
of Ed/a/cation, would be sufficient in itself to establish the illegality of
official action.

This study is incomplete as a factual survey and tentative in its
conclusions. Wherever available, statistical information is included,
but it should be recognized that in manY instances these statistics have
been collected under imperfect conditions. For example, the dynamics
of Negro housing in Chicago make it vety difficult to be precise about
the boundaries of the colored residsntial districts. Furthermore, the
unprecedented volume of new school construction in the impacted
areas of Chicago has necessitated rezoning on a scale far too vast to be
encompassed in the present study. The difficulty is compounded by
the statutory prohibition of the recording of racial data on pupils and
teachers in the Illinois school systems. Chicago school officials have
taken this prohibition to forbid even an informal head count by teach-
ers and principals to determine the racial composition of class and
school groups. As a consequence, such important questions as the
existence of a deliberate policy of gerrymandering school attendance
zones to avoid integration can only be approached through isolated
cases, and frequently only on the basis of opinion evidence gathered
from interested. parties. On Other issues, there are substantial and
usefulalthough sometimes conflictingdata.

The primary sources for all information are stated in the preface.
Where it is known that factual disagreement exists, the 'sources for
conflieting data are given.

No effort wag made' in this report to assess the ieneral excellence
of Chicago schools. The emphasis here is upon facts relevant to ques-
tions of constitutional rights. In the course of such an undertaking a
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general discussion of the quality of the educational program is not
pertinent. The absence of such discussion implies no criticism.

The attempt to pass judgment upon a school system's com-Dliance
with a constitutional standard of equal opportunity for education
implies the existence of criteria by which the quality of education
may be judged. Unfortunately about the only item of universal agree-
ment is the assumption that some education is better than none, perhaps
with the added proposition thatmore is better than less. Comparisons
of specific content in educatiopal systems are likely to evoke conflicting
value judgments ranging from the archly phillistine to the avant-
garde. Therefore, the selection of categories of constitutionally rele-
vant information is made -with diffidence. For example, the knowledge
that the teachers in a given school are less experienced than the aver-
age may be a matter either for concern or gratification to the school
involved. Does experienced age teach better than enthusiastic youth?
And, for that matter, do experienced teachers have less enthusiasm?
Is it possible that age itself irrespective of all other qualities has
something to do with successful teaching? If so, which age is the
optimumthe least, the most, or some stage between I

Despite the "inherently unequal" language of the Brawn, decisions,
it is even necessary to ask whether racially inter:1.4-A education is
saperior to its opposite. It is not yet clear whether the court had
reference merely to governmentally designed segregation or whether it
includes forizitous segregation in determining the unequal character
of such education. It is thus legitimate to inquire whether the sheer
fact of racial admixture, whatever its other advantages, improves the
learning experience, debilitates it, or is irrelevant. It is possible that
some students may benefit and others suffer depending upon individual
characteristics of such complexity as to elude enumeration, much less
suffice as a standard for administrative judgment. Is it merely an act
of democratic faith deliberately to mix Negro and white children in
one classroom with the hope that this experience will promote inter-
racial empathy ?

Finally, does race itself constitute an element in the calculus of
quality in education I That is, in order to provide equality, must the
Negro be given a "bonus" ? On what grounds ? Presumably not
that of racial inferiority. If the justification is "cultural depriva-
tion," what about the deprived white pupil I And if one object sought
is integration, hays; is the bonus to be bestowed in a class including both
white and Negro children? If the bonus is granted only in areas of de
facto segregation, will Negro children in integrated schools have a
ground for complaint ?

The one objective criterion which might be employed to articulate a
standaxd of equality is money. It would be possible in theory to re-
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quire a school system to spend an equal sum of dollars on each child.
For comparison of two schools, both within the same classification
e.g., elementary grades, kindergarten through eightsuch an ap-
proach may be useful. However, it would be an absurdity to compare
a standard elementary school with a school for handicapped students.
The logic of the dollar criterion in that case would prohibit the op-
eration of the dostlier school for the handicapped. But an ordinary
education for handicapped children is by realistic standards unequal.
If the question is asked who is handicapped, a full circle is completed
and the question of a bonus for Negroes arises again. On the other
hand, suppose the dollar criterion is applied to special schools for
gifted children. If such schools are costlier, are they not prohibited?
They cannot be saved on the theory that the students need more as-
sistance than the average, unless "need" is redefmed. Indeed, if
handicaps are iaken into account, can the expenditure of even an
average amount upon gifted students be justified ? And so on. Con-
siderable information on school appropriations is included in this
report.

Comparable information on Chicago suburban or other Illinois
schools is not included, although such data logically would be relevant.
May a State surrender educational policy to the municipalities if the
inevitable result is discrimination which is more obvious than any
existing within any individual school system? The answer for the
moment undoubtedly is yes, but the rationale protecting such differ-
entials in the provision of a governmental service is by no means dear.
Although the specific factual differentials are not taken up in this
study, the author may report the universal opinion that suburban
education is superior to that provided in Chicago.

Lastly, there is a question as to the relevance of conditions less re-
cent than the immediate past. Assuming that both the past and the
present situations in Chicago reflect both racial segregation and seri-
ous disparities in educational opportunity, Would the potential il-
legality be erased if it could be demonstrated that the school system
currently is trying to eliminate segregation and the differential in
quality among schools ? Is it relevant to know whether such efforts
are successful, if in fact they are bona fide?

With the reservations suggested by all these questions, the following
report is submitted.
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Racial Segregation in Chicago

Schools

PUPIL SEGREGATION

Since the Chicago Board of Education and the superintendent main-
tain no records concerning race and are reluctant to express opinions
on the subject, the racial composition of Chicago schools can be ap-
proached only indirectly. There is, however, very little disagreement
about the general facts. According to the Chicago Urban League, ap-
proximately 65 percentor 260 of the 400Chicago elementary
schools are either all white or virtually so. Of the remaining schools,
20 to 25 percent are all Negro and about 10 percent are integrated.'
The league's methodology in reaching these determinations is to ex-
amine the 1960 census data for the tract hi which the school is located.
If tha white population exceeds 95 percent, the school is denominated
white ; if the white population exceeds 40 percent but is less than 95
percent, the school is considered integrated; if the white population
is less than 40 percent, the school is considered Negro. This last con-
clusion involves the judgment that, once the Negro school population
reaches some critical point, white children in the school Zone are sent
to private schools or white families in such areas tend not to include
children of school age.2 The Urban League also supplemented its
statistical assumptions with the personal observations of teachers and
others.

In one respect the Urban League figures appear to be too conserva-
tive. Interviews with principals and teachers suggest that, although
the school may not be all Negro until the population of the area is 60
percent Negro, the transitional period from a Negro pupil percentage
of about 30 to an all-Negro school is briefin some cases leas than a
year. It appears that, at the critical pointwhatever it isa formerly
stable ?tate of integration tends to deteriorate, being reflected by the
exodus of white pupils. At the same time that this process is going

I Statement before Illinois School Problems Commission, Feb. 1, 1982. NAACP figures
for 1958 are nearly identical, "De Facto Segregation in the Chicago Public Schools," TheCrisis, vol. 05, p. 87 (1958). They are confirmed by numerous Interviews.

*Testimony of Urban League, Chicago School Budget Hearing, Dem 19, 1991,
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on in the schools, the exodus of white residents is also apparent inthe turnover of housing to the Negroes at only a slightly- slower
pace. This process is, however, by no means without exception
and is influenced by factors in addition to change of racial composi-tie of the neighborhood. It is insisted by some that the flight of the
whites is inspired as much by their conviction that the standards ofeducation will deteriorate as by antipathy to integration. Those whotake this position frequently a-gue that white parents believe that theschool system loses interest in maintaining standards once the school
becomes predominantly Negro. There was no way in which to test
the correctness of speculation about white beliefs concerning schoolpolicy.

The degree of rite'
seems to have inc;
study by the Chi,
legal segregatior
sulted in schools I

Ipartition in the public elementary schools
'r the years rather than lessened. One
League suggests that the elimination of
public schools after the Civil War re-

itegrated in fact, for Negroes were at thattime dispersed in areas of the city, The formation of thehomogeneous South Side community after World War I introducedde facto school segregation, but even in 1920 there is evidence that fromone-third to one-half of the Negro pupils attended integrated elemen-tary schools.4 After 1920, racially mixed neighborhoods tended tocontract, partly as a consequence of restrictions upon the sale of hous-ing to Negroes and partly front the influx of a large number of smith-ern Negroes who tended to take up remaining white properties in themixed areas.5 The degree of racial insularity has probably not alteredradically &nee about 1930, though the Negro population has swelledenormously, and the Negro neighborhoods have vastly expanded theirboundaries.
Racial separateness is probably less marked in Chicago high schools.It is also much more difficult to measure, since the high school at-tendance zones are much larger than elementary school zor andother factors connected with the age of the students may alter thepattern. Further, less research has been done in this area, althougha 1958 stydy by the NAACP estimates that about 40 of Chicago's 55high schools are racially homogeneous.° Interviews with teacherstend to support these figures, but caution is indicated. For the mostpart this report will concentrate upon Chicago elementary schools.Another word concerning the methodology of the present study isnecessary. In later sectIons, various elementary schools will be com-pared with respect to quality of education and other matters. These

s Baron, Chicago Urban League, "An Equal Chance for Education," (preliminary report),March 1902, p. 7.
4 Mid.
Ibid.
"De Facto Segregation in the Chicago Public Schools," supra, note 1, at 92.
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schools will be labeled "white," "Negro," and "integrated." Judg-
ments as to the racial character of these schools are difficult in certain
cases. Confirmation of the classification was secured from teachers
and principals who know the schools and from the Urban League.
The hardest schools to label with any confidence are those in the
"integrated" classification, because of the rapid shifts that may take
place. Nevertheless, it is believed that the classifications are reason-
ably accurate as of the end of the school year 1961-62. To the extent
that there is error, it will probably lie in the classification of a school
as "integrated" which has in fact becoim: Negro.

TEACHER SEGREGATION

There is currently no way to estimate the degree of dispersal of Negro
and white teachers among the Chicago schools except through the
gathering of opinions of adMinistrators and teachers. Such sources
are generally agreed that the number of Negro teachers in white
schools is minuscule. On the other hand, there appears to be
a fair number of white teachers in Negro schools, which fact has been
confirmed by personal observation. The superintendent does not
deny these facts but suggested in intb7views that there are exceptions
and that it was likely that a number of teachers of mixed blood were
"passing." The superintendent also agreed that there are no Negro
principals of white or integrated schools, although he said that there
are many white principals of Negro schools.
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S.

A Review of State Action Affect-

ing Racial Composition of the

Schools

During the 1930's and early 1940's, it is probable that administrative
policy played a significant role in preserving the segregated char-
acter of Chicago schools. School zone lines were made to conform to
the configuration of the Negro communities and, as these com.mu.nities .

grew in population, the administration placed new schools within their
boundaries rather than transfer Negro children to available space in
white schools. That white students assigned to Negro schools could
Obtain transfers to other schools seems fairly certain? The present
superintendent suggested in an interview that this may once have been
the policy of the system?' "Neutral" areas were ezo established.
Pupils living in a neutral area were permitted to choose between two
or more schools. This apparently had the effect of maintaining the
racial character of the schools.

After his appointment in 1947, Superintendent Herold Hunt, in
cooperation with a specially appointed committee, planned and exe-
cuted a redistricting of 102 schools in an effort to relieve overcrowding.
The Urban League has characterized this effort as "essentially . . .
an impartial application of the neighborhood school policy." 9 Hunt
also eliminated most of the neutral areas. The effect of this program
was to ameliorate the crowded condition of schools in the Negro neigh-
borhoods and to lessen to a degree the disparity in the size of classes
throughout the entire system. Along the borders of the Negro resi-
dential districts it also effected some desegregation, although it had
no such effect upon the rest of the system.

Superintendent Benjamin C. Willis, who took office in 1953, indi-
cates that in 1961-62 no transfers were permitted from an assigned
school without grave cause, although be admits that some pupils may
have lied about their addresses in order to attend a school outside their

Ser: Baron. supra, note 3, at 6, citing "Chicago Mayor's Committee on Race Relations,
Proceedings of Conference, February 1944." And see "Study of the Technical Committee
on Intergroup Relations in Chicago Schools, Subcommittee on School Districts, 1948."
The committee was requested by Superintenden% Bunt to examine the districting and
other policies of the school administration.

a Interview, June 7, 1962..
*Supra, note 8.

(188)
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proper attendance zone. The superintendent denies that any gerry-
mandering is involved in determining the boundaries of attendance
zones. The prin6pals and teachers interviewedand at least one
member of the boardwere of the opinion that racial considerations
have played some part in determining attendance zones, but the com-
plaints are rarely specific and often are based upon sketchy evidence.
The new president of the board candidly asserted to this reporter that
race has been thken into account in decision-making by the administra-
tion and the board. He indicated his disapproval of this policy and
his conviction that this approach would be abandoned."

Those who assert that the superinteadent and the board strive to
maintain the status quo often deny any imputation of racial prejudice.
It is the feeling of many that the administration is merely a part of
a city government struggling to preserve the city from the disastrous
effects of the flight of white citizens from changing areas. (See ap-
pendix D for al: example of the pupil turnover in one transitional
school district.) No doubt such a response of whites to the spread of
Neg N3 neighborhoods is an historic fact in Chicago. Whether this
response is in spite of or, in part, because of policies of the board of
education is a matter ofcurrent debate.

CHICAGO'S SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

The massive investment of the city of Chicago in school construction
in the last decade plays an important role ir. determining the racial
composition of ;ndividual schools. To the extent that new schools are
located in the heart of existing Negro neighborhoods, the program has
the effect of preserving the segregatedcharacter of these schools. This
will be true so long as the administration adheres to the neighborhood
school policy. Even if the neighborhood policy were altered, the loca-
tion of schools would have an important influence upon the feasibility
of any program of open registration, free transfer, or selective pupil
transportation of the kind adopted in New York City.

Between 1951 and 1962, over 200 new school buildings or additions
to existing buildings were completed at a cost in excess of one-quarter
of a billion dollars.21 This represented a total of 3,498 classrooms.
As will appear from the tables zind maps in appendices A, B, and F,
most of this building was in the Negro residential area just north of

1° The opinions indicated in this paragraph were all gathered in personal interviews
with the persona noted. See also affidavit of the superiatendent in Webb v. Board of
Education, Civ. No. 61C1569 D.C., N.D. Ill., July 81, 1962. "1 know of no attendance area
in the City of Chicago that has been gerrymandered for the purpose of maintaining a'racially segregated' school. . . ."

11 Annual Report of the Superintendent, 1961. Most of the statistical information on
new schools comes from this report.
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the Loop, in the vast Negro sections stretching directly south and west
from the Loop to the city boundaries, and in areas in the extreme north
of Chicago." These increases in thepopulation in the northern part of
the city resulted from the exodus of whites, particularly Jews, from
the south and west of the city which took place as the Negro residen-
tial areas expanded. At the end of 1961, 74 percent of the existing
school facilities of district 11, a Negro area south of the Loop, had
been constructed in the last 10 years. Despite these new facilities in
district 11, under plans for the immediate future it will receive 292
additional new classrooms. This is more than are planned for any
other district. This new construction reflects the massive increase
in population in this district in the last decade. In the case of district
11, however, this population increase is not accounted -for by the
exodus of whites and the influx of Negroes, for the district has been
a center ,c Negro population for generations. The gain in popula-
tion repr,,_ats a high birth rate and immigration from the South.

In district 10, on the other hand, the same effects are accounted for
by a "breakthrough" into a formerly white community. Although
only a corner of the West Side district is now Negro, the density of
population in the Negro area.has required a new building program.
Over 51 percent of the school facilities in the entire district are less
than-10 years old, and 267 new classrooms are planned.

District 12, a large white area southwest of the Loop, provides an
interesting contrast. Equal in area to distr:cts 10 and 11 combined,
only 5 percent of the facilities of district 12 were constructed in the
last 10 years and nothing new is planned. It should be noted that dis-
tricts 11 and 12 are contiguous. The explanation for the contrast is
that the Negro residential expansion has halted, at least temporarily,
at or about the streets and railroad track forming the district 12 east-
ern boundarythe western boundary of district 11.

The Negro school buildings in Chicago typically are larger and
house a larger number of pupils than the average school. In 1958
nearly all of the 31 elementary schools having an enrollment in excess
of 1,600 were in Negro districts." Total enrollment may be unrelated
to individual class size and result solely from the additions to existing
school facilities as an application of the neighborhood school policy in
areas where the population is growing. In fact, however, total en-
rollment and class size have frequently gone hand in hand. Size of
schools and of classes will be discussed in detail below.

"Of the 39 ww buildings and additions occupied in the first 11 months of 1961, 22 r .ein 6 districts of high Negro concentration. They are dispersed as follows :- district. Av,5 buildings ; district 16, 3 buildings ; district 11, 3 buildings ; district 10, 4 buildings ;district 9, 4 buildings ; district 7, 3 buildings. Board of education Press Release, Dec. 13,
1961. (7f. app. A.

"This appears from an analysis of a report of the superintendent to the board of educa-
tion, "Elementary Education in the Chicago Public Schools," May 1959, p. 80.
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TRANSFER POLICY

An official policy prohibiting transfers from assigned schools has been
in effect for a number of year... The no-transfer rule has had two
consequences. In a racially homogeneous area, coupled with the
neighborhood school policy, it has tended to preserve the segregated
character of the school. In integrated areas it has tended to preserve
integration by preventing the transfer of white children. It has not,
of course, inhibited their enrolling in a private school.

In assessing constitutional implications, the no-transfer rule cannot
be viewed apart from the factual availability of space in some Chicago
schools. If the schools are all filled to capacity, the transfer policy
has little significance. The question of available space will be taken
up in detail in a later section.

Among the many new developments in the last year was the an-
nouncement of the achninistration's plans to alter the ttansfer rule
effective in the fall of 1962. The first plan, presented. to the board on
December 27, 1961, comprised the following proposals : 14

. . . that the board could authorize the issuance of temporary permits to pupils
on double shifts to enroll in elementary schools with available space within theirgeneral area of residence. . . .

Pupils whi are granted these temporary permits will be required to provide
their own transportation at no expense to the board of education. When full-day
session classrooms become available for these pupils in their home school at-
tendance area, in average size classes no larger than 40, their temporary permits
should be revoked.

If this be considered by the board, attention then must be given tc limiting
the number of such permits to that which will bring available classroom space
in any given school up to an average class size of 30 pupils.

The Chicago Urban League, which has long advocated greater free-
dom of transfer, sharply attacked the superintendent's plan. On Jan-
uary 5, 1962, it addressed a memorandum to the members of the board
of education which reads in part : 15

The superintendent's 40-30 Formula
The most glaring dsfectone which can only be seen as an overt admission of

a deliberately discriminatory standardis the amazing 40-30 formula on which
the whole plan is based. This formula calls for shifting pupils only from double
shift schools, and only from schools with more them, 40 pupils per -oomand
then allows such shifts only to rooms with, less than $O pupas. In other words,
the standard for the under-used schools (almost entirely white) is to be of-
ficially set by the board at a maximum of $O per room, while the standard for
the overcrowded schools (largely Negro) is to be set at a minimum of 40 per
Troorn.

" Memorandum to the board of education, December 27, 1961.
211 Urban League memorandum to members of the board of educatiln, Jan. 5, 1962. The

league also objected to the new policy on the grounds (1) that requiring parents in the
neighborhoods most affected to pay for transportation was to defeat the whole purpose of
allowing transfers ; (2) that the liming and preparation were bad in light of the imminence
of the second semester ; (3) that the transferees' status was only temporary ; and (4) that
the program needed a supporting effort in indoctrination.
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The Urban League's objection may be somewhat intemperate, but
the plan did raise some interesting questions. For example, must
available classroom space be utilized on a numerically equal basis ?Put another way, is the neighborhood school policy lawful if it results
in an unreasonable imbalance in class size? Is it proper to permit one
school to operate with a classroom average of 20 pupils while others
have an average of 45? If a mere difference in classroom size is
enough to demonstrate illegality, surely the neighborhood policy of
Chicago, naless supplemented with a liberal transfer rule, is gravely
suspect. If, on the other hand, allowances can be made for reasonable
differences in class size, how great a difference is tolerable ? The su-
perintendent's December formula suggested that a difference of 33.3
percent is not only tolerable, but is a niinimum difference that would
be maintained in the face of additional applications for tralrIcr.
Transfers would be forbidden whenever (1) the sending school on
double shift dropped to an average of 40 or went on single shift, or
(2) the receiving school average rose to 30. If either factor occurred
separately, the difference in average class size between sending and
receiving school would always exceed 33.3 percent (i.e., the difference
between 30 and 40). It is also important to observe that the superin-
tendent's December transfer plan would retain any degree of im-
balance in class size, no matter how great, where the overcrowded
school was on single shift, for no transfers would be permitted. If the
legal issue is one of relative size, this would raise serious questions
indeed.

However, it may be that the Urban League entirely misconceived
the issue. If it were possible to postulate an optimum class sizeor
even a maximum reasonable class sizethe issue might be seen not in
terms of relative numerical averages but rather in terms of the allow-
able degree of departure from an established norm. If, for example,
40 were seen as an acceptable standard, the superintendent'sDecember
formula might shed some of the malignity perceived by the Urban
League. Unfortunately, the plan is vulnerable even from this point
of view. The superintendent has taken considerable pride in his ef-
forts to reduce class size to an eventual 30 in the Chicago system on
the premise that this is an important step in the improvement of the
education provided.

This analysis of the "40-30" transfer rule proposed in December
1961, may ':,t) thought hypercritical. If the policy was to be a relaxa-
tion of the rigid no-transfer rule, any doubts about the constitutional-
ity of the old rule would be lessened. This is not necessarily true,
however. The old no-transfer rule had -the virtue of applying, at
least superficially, without discrimination. In effect the old rule had
the harshest impact on the crowded schools in the Negro districts, but
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this was not apparent on its face. The December 40-30 rule, on the
other hand, was discriminatory on its face. Of course, the racial as-
pects of both the 40-30 rule and the no-transfer rule, do not appear un-
til an investigation is made as to which schools have crowded classes;
but, if the provisions of the 40-30 rule amount to prima facie discrim-
ination, it could invite exactly such an investigation. An additional
element in the 40-30 rule that cries out for full disclosure is the ad-
ministrative interpretation of the words "within their general area
of residence"a further limitation on the transfer privilege.

Finally, it should be noted that a discriminatory effect upon certain
schools might violate equal-protection standards irrespective of any
finding that the disadvantaged schools are also Negro schools.

The issues posed by the 40-30 rule proposed in December 1961 be-
came moot, or nearly so, by summer of 1962. The proposed rule
granted relief only to pupils on the double shift. The superintendent
announced that the double shift had been reduced to about 4,000 pupils
and that its early elimination was in sight." This would eliminate
whatever potential utility the rule might have had. As a consequence,
the board of education insisted that the superintendent produce a new
transfer rule that would permit the use of underutilized facilities. The
board met on August 22, and debated and apparently approved a
transfer policy suggested by the superintendent. Precisely what the
board intended by this action is not clear. The superintendent's trans-
fer proposal to the board is as follows :

If you should make the policy decision to introduce permissive transfers, inrelation to numbers of pupils and space, I would offer the following guidelines
to the bbard oZ education in this situation :

1. Adopt policy decisions after 20th day enrollments in September are known.2. Use the 40-30 base to initiate and terminate possible permissive transfersfirst in relation to districts, then schools, and then distance.
3. Determine eligibility for permissive transfer in relation to an average classsize of more than 40 and the expectation that the situation will not be correctedwithin a semester.
4. Place responsibility for transportation with parents of pupils utilizing per-missive transfers since our expectations for new classrooms and thus lower classratios imply that permissive transfers are an emergency measure only.

A motion was carried to adopt the policy suggested by the superin-
tendent. Does this mean the board willas suggested by point 1
"adopt policy decisions after 20th-day enrolhnent," or has it already
adopted the substance of the plan ? The latter seems more probable
and will be assumed here, but other more difficult questions remain.

Under point 2, what is the meaning of ". . . first in relation to
districts, then schools, and then distance" ? Does the average class-
room-student ratio in a whole district have to exceed 40 before any
one school within the district is eligible, however large its classes?

1Board of educati-u meeting, June 27, 1962.
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Is there to be a limit on distance that the student will be permitted to
travel? The superintendent was asked by a board member during
debate whether the transferee would be limited to the nearest school
with classes under 30. He replied that he had not decided.

Under point 3, what is intended by determining eligibility ". . .
in relation to . . . the expectation that the situation will not be
corrected within a semester"? Does this mean that the administra-
tion may shut off transfers at will by announcing that class size will be
reduced to 40 within a semester in any given school or even a district
as a whole ? If so, the superintendent already may have done so for
all except district 20. Simultaneously with the announcement of the
transfer plan he predicted that only district 20 would exceed 40 pupils
per classroom by December of 1962. Later it will be noted that this
prediction seems based upon a larger number of available classrooms
than are reperted for the schools by their principals.

The debate on this plan by the board suggested that the members
thought they were discussing a plan which would permit transfer
whenever an individual school's classroom-student ratio would exceed
40. If, however, the result of their action was the adoption of the
superintendent's plan, the ambiguities in the scheme will make it
difficult to know precisely what the rights of the pupils are to be.
Even if the ambiguities in the plan receive the most liberal interpre-
tation, it amounts, in substance, to little more than the plan of last
December. The only concession is that the sending school need not be
on double shift.

The board understood the issue of transportation involved in point
4. Several members expressed the view that any transfer policy must
be implemented with free transportation, but decision of the issue was
postponed.

NEUTRAL ZONES

The former use of "neutral" school attendance zones in Chicago
has already been noted. Pupils living within the boundaries of one
of these zones, unlike the mass of Chicago pupils, could choose among
two or !rime designated schools. Either part or all of the attendance
areas of the schools involved was declared to be "neutral" for this
purpose.

Neutral zones are susceptible to use as a device to create or preserve
segregated schools and, at least until 1948, appear to have been used
for this purpose. The example in figure 1 below is purely hypo-
thetical. The attendance zone for school B is a Negro residential
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DISTRICT A

261

DISTRICT B

SCHOOL A \.
0

SCHOOL B
0

I

FIGURE 1

area except for one corner. School A's district is all white. By
declaring the white corner of district B "neutral," the white children
in that corner will be able to opt for school A. The effect of segrega-
tion is preserved while the school administration is spared the
embarrassment of redistricting on racial lines. So long as the area
is merely "neutral," the appearance of disinterested and equal treat-
ment is maintained.

The specific effects of any neutral zone depend upon a number of
factors. Residential patterns, the existing racial character of the
schools, and boundary lines of school districts and of the neutral zones
may occur in a variety of combinations.

The recommendation of the special committee appointed by Super-
intendent Hunt in 1918 17 resulted in the elimination of a -vast number
of such zones. The 18 neutral zones still remaining were abolished
by action of the board of education in the summer of 1962.18 The
existence of the 18 zones had been a source of criticism of the admin-
istration. It is difficult to justify neutral zones upon any logical
ground under a system dedicated to neighborhood schools. Actually,
however, the locations of the zones abolished in 1962 suggest that their
6xistence had nothing to do with race. They were located principally

IT Supra, note 7.
is Report of the superintendent to the board, July 11, 1962. One neutral zone was

overlooked but has since been abolished.
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in areas of homogeneous racial composition." One official in the
administration expressed bewilderment at the original reason for
creating them and finally ascribed their existence to "sentimental"
reasons.

MOBILE CLASSROOMS

The intensity of feeling among Chicago Negroes aboi.,, the policy of
the present administration may be gauged by the response accorded
the introduction of mobile classrooms. The portable units were pur-
chased with the express purpose of reducing the double shift in
crowded areas. Each unit is a classroom approximately 40 x 20 feet
equipped with washrooms, fountain, electric heating and air con-
ditioning. They are designed to serve 30 pupils.

In December 1961, the superintendent requested authorization from
the board to negotiate with a manufacturer of mobile classrooms."
Eventually 150 units were purchased, each to cost about $9,000
installed. The first were installed about March 1, 1962, on a razed
tract near the Sumner school, an overcrowded building in the chang-
ing Lawndale district of Chicago's West Side. By suinmer, the
mobiles were scattered in clusters up to about 25 in number near vari-
ous schools in the Negro districts. In the June 1962 issue of the
"American School Board Journal," the author of an article entitled
"Chicago's Mobile Classrooms" was ecstatic :

The reaction to the mobile classrooms has been tremendous. There are pres-ently 26 in operation in the city. They have been lauded by teachers, parents,and pupils. Some people have referred to them as "model classrooms." Mothersof children who previously rejected school now state these children will ariseearly and want to leave by 7:30 or 8 :00 instead of being coaxed to leave by8:45. Teachers praise the desperately needed space to teach that these unitsafford.

This idyllic scene, unfortunately, was not the whole picture. While
these newly inspired scholars sped happily to their mobiles on June
8th, a sullen crowd gathered in the auditorium of Herzl school,
another West Side Negro school on the doubk shift. Herzl had
been the beneficiary of 16 mobile classrooms erected several blocks

1*Nine of the zones involved schools in districts 1, 4, and 5 ; tbree involve schools indistricts 12 and 15. There are almost no Negroes in these dIste Pte. Two other neutralzones Involved 2 nearly all-white schools, i.e., the Bryn Mawr (17), O'Keefe (14), and
Bradwell (17) schools. Tim other combinations of schools were Pasteur (12)Twain (10) ;Vanderpoel (18)Sutberland (18) ; Sutherland (18)Clissold (18).; Nobel (4)Cameron(8) : and Cameron (8)Stowe (5). Only the last three pairs of schools could possibly
involve racial implications. The identity of these zones wats supplied by the office of the
general superintendent of public schools.

in Minutes of the Chicago Board of Education, Dec. 13, 1981.
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away. Many of the parents of the children ordered to report to the
mobiles had deeided to boycott the new installation. Their com-
plaints involved the location of the units on a busy street with no play-
ground, the inadequacy of notice, and the fact that the Herzl pupils
assigned to the mobiles would walk past the new Henson school in
order to reach the mobiles.21 Most important, it appeared that parents
and NAA CP representatives objected to the use of mobile units at all,
despite any improvements in education made possible thereby.

The basis of the protect and boycott at Herzl and other mobile sites
can be understood only in the light of the dispute over vacant space in
white schools. A protracted debate, discussed more fully below, con-
tinued throughout 1961-62 between Superintendent Willis and various
citizens' greups over the number of vacant seats and classrooms in
non-Negro areas that might be used to reduce overcrowding. Adopt-
ing the assumption that such space did exist, the expenditure of
nearly $11/2 million for mobile units began to appear to many Negro
parents in one of two lights. Some saw it as a waste of money, others
as a calculated effort on the part of the administration to prevent
the transfer of pupils from crowded Negro classrooms into the white
areas. At one point, Mr. Raymond Pasnick, a member of the board
of education and a frequent dissenter, remarked in a board meeting : 22

Are we going to spend one and a-half million dollars for 150 of these makeshift
trailers and perpetuate ghettos in this city? Are we going to do this when
there lE considerable evidence, irreputable [sic] so far, that we have enoughvacant space to give these children a decent educational opportunity. If thisboard buys these mobile classrooms in the face of this evidence that there isavailable space in our regular schools, it will deservedly bring down upon itselfthe scorn and wrath not only of people in our community but in the State andin the Nation. Trailer classrooms will become the symbols of segregation.

The complaints about the mobile units were not universal. In many
areas they were in fact reeeived very well, and, even at Herzl, many
of the children and parents did not join in the boycott. The Negro
principal of one Negro elementary school told this reporter that the
mobile units were a desirable addition to any school. He only regret-
ted his own conviction that their introduction represented not merely
an effort to relieve overcrowding, but an intention to keep Negro
pupils in their own schools. Others did not add this qualification,
and were unwilling to question the good faith of the board of educa-
tion and the superintendent. The president of the board who was
extremely candid on all questions, indicated his belief that the board
had no motive to segregate in adopting the mobile classroom program.

n The investigating committee from the board has acknowledged that the disposition
of the units was ill-concei7ed. The units have since been relocated. Interview with the
president of the board, Aug. 1, 1962.

no Minutes, supra, note 20, at 26.
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THE EMPTY DESK IMBROGLIO

No fair assessment of the charges of discrimination is possible without
examining the question of unused space in Chicago schools outside
the Negro districts. If no space was available in thcse areas in 1961
62, criticism of the administration's approach to overcrowding in
public schools is simply an attack on its neighborhood school policy
a policy which may or may not succumb in the constitutional long run,
but which at present 6eems reasonably secure. If, however, space
in fact existed in quantity, then the refusal to permit transfers, the
msintenance of overcrowded schools and double shifts, the extensive
building program in the impacted areas, and the use of mobile units,
suggest some serious issues. It is not surprising that the yearlong
scrimmage between the superintendent and his critics was most intense
on the question of vacant desks and classrooms. Wha is surprising is
the failure of this prolonged and bitter logomachy to produce a, clear
statement of the number of unused or underused classrooms. On
July 2, 1962, the Chicago Daily News was able to say in the first of a
series of articles on Superintendent Willis, "Despite heated protests,
Willis never made clear just how many vacant classrooms the schools
had last term."

In some earlier administrations, such information had been pub-
lished. The present superintendent explained that it is no longer
published because it is too difficult to obtain and because the calcula-
tions are too uncertain and ambiguous and not very useful.23 A
member of the board said that the information is very useful, may be
obtained by a phone call from the superintendent to the principal, and
that he had been trying without success to obtain it from the superin-
tendent.24 The deputy superintendent suggested that the publication
of the statistics ceased because pressure groups were using outdated
lists to embarrass the school administration.25 The president of the
board stated that there had been no inventory for years, that such an
inventory was imperative and would be required of the superintendent
by the board, and that the board would then "let the facts speak for
themselves." 26

Whatever the reason for the failure to publish a; regular classroom
inventory, the fact is that, once the warfare commenced last year, the
public was treated to a statistical display of prodigious and bewilder-
ing proportions. Even the bare outline of this mathematical blizzard
requires considerable telling. The critics of the administration led
off at the opening of school in September. The NAACP reported that

23 Interview, June 7, 1962.
Sa Interview, June 14, 1962.
" Interview, June 7, 1962.
" Interview, Aug. 1, 1962. 198
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enough space existed in white schools to take 25,000 to 30,000 pupils
in Negro schools off double shift. Negro children and their parents
reported at 1 schools outside their assigned districts and unsuccess-
fully attempted to register. On the 13th and 15th of September, the
Chicago Sun-Times reported a board of education meeting at which
the superintendent said he did not know how many classrooms and
seats were vacant. Board member Pasnick noted one study which
reported 20,000 unused seats. Another study was mentioned which.
estimated 75,000 seats. The superintendent replied, "ridiculous."
The board directed the superintendent to prepare a feasible plan for
using vacant space.

On October 11, in a report to the board, the superintendent briefly
adverted to the question of surplus classrooms, but mentioned only
1957 statistics. The report is chiefly interesting for the revelation that
statistics on classroom surplus and shortages were in fact kept in 1957
and plotted on maps of the system.27

On November 8 the superintendent reported on empty classToorns
in somewhat greater detail, as directed in the September meeting.
However, he first announced administration plans which would use
some of the available space, and confin ed his discussion of empty class-
rooms to those remaining after these plans were implemented. At
least three of these plans may be relevant to the question of proper and
bona fide use of vacant space when viewed in the light of overcrowded
schools in the Negro areas :

1. The superintendent requested and the board approved the trans-
fer of over 2,000 students from various high schools, principally white,
into branch high schools created in elementary school buildings. The
elementary schools to be utilized were, in nearly all cases, in all-white
areas.23 The superintendent stated that the high schools involved
were overcrowded but gave no figures. It does not appear that they
were on double shift.

2. The superintendent recommended the redistricting of 80 elemen-
tary attendance areas in order to achieve a balanced classroom-student
ratio of approximately 1 to 30. Most of the schools involved were
white schools with class sizes ranging from fewer than 20 up to about

sr The report notes:
". . (b) In 1957 maps were drawn for similar studies each year [of the double shlit].
1. High school surplus and shortage : Red dotssurplus of 4 or more rooms ; Green

shortage of 4 or more rooms.
Note that as late as 1957 there were surpluses where there are shortages today.
2. Elementary surplus and shortage : Red dotssurplus of 8 or more rooms ; Green

shortage of 3 or more rooms.
B. Here is ei quick reminder of where surpluses and shortages were showing in1957. ." Report, Oct. 11, 1961, p. 17.
The superintendent obviously referred to maps during the presentation of the report.
25 The elementary schools retaining their own graduates or receiving new students under

this program were Beaubien (5), Bradwell (17), Bridge (4), Gue Park (12), Hay (4),
Irving Park (5), Norwood Park (1), J. N. Thorp (17), and West Pullman (18). Only the
Thorp school contains a substandal number of Negroes. Of. app. A.
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35. Almost none of the crowded or double shift schools were to be
affected. The total result would have been to distribute evenly the
students in the less densely settled attendance areas. The plan was
criticized by opponents as an effort to cloak evidence of available
space.

On December 27, in a subsequent report to the board, the superin-
tendent withdrew this redistricting plan. The board directed him to
prepare a transfer plan instead, and the "40-30" plan discussed above
was eventually offered.

3. The superintendent recommended that the Loard adopt as policy
the setting aside of one vacant room in every school as surplus space
for purposes of flexibility. He indicated that this was then possible
in about 5 percent of elementary schools (i.e., approximately 20
schools).

Each of these plans first assuined the existence of unused space in
various schools, and then suggested uses which either would fill the
space primarily with white students or leave the space unu ed. Hav-
ing accounted for and disposed of this space, the superintendent re-ported that vacant classrooms remained. He stated, however, that
for the most part, these rooms would be needed when certain housing
developments were completed, or that they were already committed to
relieve overcrowding in the impacted areas where they were located,
or Were in overage and dangerous buildings. He stated that there
remained only 11 empty rooms in the entire Chicago school system.
At no point in this report or later was a complete inventory of all Chi-
cago schools provided.

The report to the board on November 8 and a subsequent report bythe superintendent on November 22 provoked in turn a study a
selected schotis by the Urban League." The league compared thetotal number of classrooms reported in various schools by Superin-
tendent Hunt in 1948 with the Willis figurec of 1961. On this basis,
theleigue found that the present superintendent had overcounteci thenumber of classrooms in Negro schools and undercounted in. white
schools. It reported 382 undercounted classrooms. Li the board
meeting of December 13, board member Pasnick (admittedly no ad-mirer of the superintendent) referred to the Urban League figures
and commented:3°

We have in the last two months seen a great effort made to hide or cover upvacant claSsrooms, either through unreporting or through a variety of suddentxansfers for various purposes other than reducing double shifts. It is easy forme, and perhaps others, to jump to the conclusion . . . that in light of this theremay be a deliberate pattern of work here to keep children segregated. Every-thing,points to a willful effort to block the integration of pupils through variousdevices and through the misuse of classroom space.

*Report of the Chicago Urban League, Dec. 8, 1961.
se Minutes, supra, note 20, at 26.
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On December 18. the superintendent issued a reply to the Urban
League. He stated first that "classrooms" in the 1948 report meant
"total classrooms" and in the 1961 report meant "available class-
rooms," a concept excluding library, home mechanics, and other roOras.
Thus the 1948 report was said to exaggerate the number of rooms.
This woufd explain the apparent undercounting in the whitc areas by
the present superintendent. But when one recalls the alleged "over-
counting" in the Negro areas in the 1961 report, the explanation is less
satisfactory. If the present superintendent's method of counting pro-
duced fewer rooms in white schools than the 1948 report, it should
have done so in the Negro areas as well, but the opposite was true.

The second major criticism by the superintendent of the Urban
League report is clear. As the league had indicated was possible, some
of the 382 rooms had been demolishedin fact, the superintendent
said, 84 rooms, or 22.4 percent no longer existed.

The superintendent's third object:ion tz the league's report was the
listing as "vacant" of rooms in fact being used for high school
branches. This . accounted for 62 roOms or 16.2 perceni. Of the total.

If the first objection to the league report is disregarded as meaning-
less, the report erred to the extent of 38.6 percent or 146 rooms.
course, this would mean that 236 empty rooms (61.4 percent) had in
fact been identified.

On January 10, the superintendent issued a more detailed statement
of total available classroom space in the schools studied by the Urban
League. This report again employs a more "conservative" method of
counting rooms than that ascribed to the 1948 report. On, this basis
it demonstrates that there has been no undercounting in the white
schools and that for these schools the 1948 and 1961 reports, when
adjusted for the difference in method, agree almost precisely. Un-
fortunately, it again demonstrates that on the same basis the over:-
counting for the Negro schools in the 1961 report would be even greater.
For the 4 schools reported in district 13, the superintendent's figures
show 11 more rooms than the 1948 report, and the pattern is the same
throughout the other Negro districts. This curious result invites
other possible explanations of the differences in the two reports.,: The
most obvious possibility is that one of the two reports is simply wrong.
Further events failed to clarify the situation. On January 16, the
Sun-Times reported a statement by the public relations director of the
board of education that 200 classrooms were "available." This figure
was later confirmed by the then president Of the board.31 If thii last
statement is Coupled with information Irom the superintendent him-
self, indicating that 85 additional rooms would be made avaitable bY

,

11 Chicago Sun-Timm Mar. 8, 1962. . But the figurea.don't_tneau Inything because
nobody knows what Is a proper or au tinpioper Ise for clasirooms:"
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irebrwtry graduations,32 the recult is startling. This total )f 285
rooms at 35 pupils per room, if the necessary transport were avail-
able, could have taken nearly 20,000 pupils off double shift in February
without purchasing mobile units. The difficulty with this conclusion
is that since no one is sure which fignres are correct, the estimate may
be an egregious overstatement. On the other hand, it may be
conservative.

In January the classro am-counting contest took a new al-xl dramatic
turn. A transfer of children involving several South Side schools
raised the question of available space in the nearly all-white Perry
school, a situation discussed in greater detail below.33 The Perry
matter eventuated in a suit against the superintendent and board. A
second and related court action, this time with Negroes as criminal
defendants, grew out of the activity of "truth squads," which began to
annoy school administrators in the white areas. These groups con-
sisted principally of Negro mothers who were searching for empty
classrooms. Their uninvited, and sometimes opposed, visi is resulted
in their arrest and conviction on ground of criminal trespass. The
defendants received $50 suspended fines in June.34 They have said
that they will appeal.

It is interesting to note how the discussion tended to shift from the
larger question of underused space to the narrow question of totally
vacant classrooms. In answering his critics, the superintendent em-
phasized not the degree of utilization of the facilities but only the
rooms that had no students whatsoever. He seemed to assume in the
debate that a classroom in use by a small number of students was not
to count as vacant. This left the question of the amount of usable
space ambiguous. Under this approach, in comparing a school hous-
ing 20 students per class with one housing 45, it was possible to say
that neither had vacant space if all rooms were in use.35

Whether or not large numbers of vacant rooms existed, it has re-
mained. reasonably clear throughout the controversy that, viewed in

"Board of education, Press Release, Oct. 11, 1961.
See Burroughs v. Board of Education, discussed infra, pp. 212-15.

" Chicago Sun-Times, June 6, 1962.
"It is true, of course, that an underused classroom is not as handy as an empty one.

The introduction of transported students into the empty desks in an existing class unit
creates more and greater administrative problems than installing the transported group
in an empty room. Whether this added difficulty would justify a refusal to transfer
children to au underused facility is at best questionable. To recognize such a justification
might invite the distribution of students in an unfilled school in small groups so as to
preempt all classrooms.

Where there exist classrooms which are totally empty, a different question is posed.
May tho clans units of the receiving school, irrespective of size, properly be kept com-
pletely separate from the transported pupils? Where children are bused from an all-
Negro school te an all-white school, may they be kept completely isolated within the
receiving school by assigning them separate facilities? Any answer to this question put
irt general terms would appear doctrinaire, but to suppose there is no problem is
equally unrealistic. Such separation indeed might be a clearer case of .discrimination under
some circumstances than not busing at all.
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terms of relative crowding of facilities, the white schools did have
space. This appears clearly from the utilization of over 2,000 spaces
in white elementary schools for high school branches proposed on
November 8. It appears also from. the redistricting plan noted, the
object of which was to achieva an a.verage of 30 students per class in
80 schools, primarily white. A later section of this report will sug-
gest that the average class size in the Negro schools was significantly
greater than the prop:zed 30 average. This disparity in class siza
between Negro and white schools has never been.denied by the super-
intendent. Indeed, its alleviation has been one of the avowed objec-
tives of his building program in the impacted areas.

The disparity appears again indirectly from a comparison with the
school population in Chicago in '-he year 1932-33. At that time, the
elementary and high school pupil population (472,789) was only 4.3
percent less than the 1960-61 population (494,270). In the early
thirties the problerr of the double shift was greatest in areas of the
city which- were then and still are white. Since those days, the white
population of Chicago has declined and its average age has in-
creased with a consequent depopulation of the schools. It is the vast
increase in the Negro populationa young and prolific ioopulation
that has filled the pupil ranks. The pressure has come in the main.
not on the schools that were overcrowded in the early thirties, but on
the schools in the Negro neighborhoods. It is instructive to compare
the 1961-62 pupil population of a few of the schools that lie near but
outside the West Side Negro districts with the population of those
schools in 1930-31:

School District 1930-31 2
enrollment

1961-62 2
enrollment

Corkery 10 947 872
Gary 10 1, 031 728
Key 4 639 489
Lafayette 6 2, 479 1, 451
Lewis 4 953 588
Lowell 6 1, 787 1, 430
McCormick 19 927 878
Nash 4 1; 145 757
Nobel 4 1,,354 842
Orr 4 1, 255 531
Spencer 4 935 827
Whitney 10 1, 180 741
Young 4 1, 726 660

Total 16, 358 10, 784

1 The 1930-31 figures are taken from a', study prepared by the Greater Lawndale Community Council,
Schools Committee. lune 28, 1960.

3 From the Directory, Illinois Schools, 1961-1962.
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The decline in enrollment is marked. Of course, classes were
probably overcrowded in 1930-31 and it is possible that demolition has
removed space in some of these buildings (although it is also possible
that additions have been built). Conceding these unknowns, it re-
mains probable that some of these schools could have accommodated
students from Negro schools that were on double shift in 1961-62
if this had been thought desirable.

The school year ended in June with a proposal by ale superinten-
dent to create a number of additional high school branches in ele-
mentary schools most V - ;Lich are in white areas. These additional
changes will mean that more than a dozen new high school branches
Will be in operation in white elementary schook n September."

It is reasonably clear from this mass of indirect evidence that sub-
stantial spy. ze existed in a number of areas of the city in 1961-62.
The new president of th3 board readily conceded this in an interview,
although he stated that he though the Urban League count was exag-
gerated." Even if the use of this space for high school students in
1962-63 were regarded as imperative because of anticipated high
school overcrowding, the failure to use that space during 1961-62 to
relieve the overcrowding in impacted areas presents a troublesome
appearance.

During 1961-62, the administration, consciously or not, was faced
with a choice. It was clear that the overcrowded schools had to be
relieved. The issue was whether this should be accomplished by tans-
fers to uncrowded schools or by the purchase of mobile units. When
the superintendent took the position that there was no room in other
schools for this purpose and the board did not dissent from this con-
clusion, the issue was foreclosed. Why the superintendent so con-
cluded and why the board accepted his conclusion without inquiry in
the face of the evidence is difficult to understand.

In response to a later board directive the superintendent produced a
list of total "available ckssrooms" in each elementary school at the
August 22 meeting. This list will be discussed again below, but it
should be noted that the report did not satisfy all members of the board.
It.was objected that a more complete inventory would be necessary to
assess the degree of overcrowding properly. The later discussion in
this report of class size will indicate that, even on the basis of the
superintendent's figures of August 1962, it ;s clear that substantial
disparities existed between schools with respect to the degree of utili-
zation of facilities in 1961-62.

" Report-io the school board, June 13, 1962. Some of the designated elementary schools
which are clearly in predominantly white areas are Boone (2), Dawes (15), Hubbard (15),
Jamieson (12), Orr (4), and Taylor (17). -

" Interview, Aug. 1, 1962.
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TEACHER CERTIFICATION AND ASSIGNMENT
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Two matters will be dealt with under this headivg : (1) the methods
of teacher certification,36 and (2) the methods of teacher assignment
to individual schools."

Teacher certification is relevant to the question If discriminatory
State action only in an indirect wey. It is useful, however, in gaining
a general picture of the internal character of the Chicago school sys-
tem. All teachers in the Chicago public schools must be certified.
The normal procedure for permLnent certification involves the taking
of an examination which is in part written and in part oral. The
written examination is prepared and administered under contract by
one of the national testing services. Thereare examinations of -Tarious
kinds given for the different categories of certificateskindergarten-
primary, grades 3-8, trade school, high school, etc. The examination
for each category has a slightly different scoring system, usually with
a passing mark of about 80.

The oral examinations ordinarily are conducted for individual ap-
plicants by an examining board consisting of principals and district
superintendents of th.e Chicago school system. A minimum grade of
80 is required in all oral examinations. They are ordinarily con-
ducted within the space of a half or three-quarters of an houra
fraction of the time of the written examinations. The oral examina-
tions are not subject to review. It would be extremely difficult to
obtain direct evidence indicating either that the oral examination is
or is not employed to exclude teachers because of race. That dis-
crimination is effected in this way appears unlikely, however, since
there are a large number of Negro teachers in Chicago.

The principal issue of discrimination in the area of teacher selec-
tion involves the assignment of the certified teacher. It is often
suggested that, Negro teachers are never or rarely assigned to white
schools. This is in fact probably true, but it does not of itself; or
even in context, demonstrate discriminatinn. The truth seems to be
that ordinarily neither are white teachers assigned originally to white
schools. Before this becomes too mysterious it should be observed,
first of all, that openings occur with much greater frequency in Negro
schools. Since on initial assignment a teacher may choose only among
schools with vacancies, he is apt to be assigned to a Negro school
whether he is white or Negro. no "popular" schools with fewer op-
enings are generally in the white areas. To transfer to such a school

88 The information with respect to certification comes principally from the 1961. Circular
of Information of the board of education containing "Rules and Information Regarding
Examinationis of Candidates for Certificates to Teach."

*Information on teacher assignment procedures was gathered in interviews of admin-
istrators, principals, and teachers.
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the teacher who is dissatisfied with, his original or present assignment
signs the transfer list ior that school in the office of the board of
education. He may sign the transfer list of as many as six schools
if he desires. When his name comes to the top of the list for any
school, he may transfer to that school at the beginning of the next
semester, unless the principal of that school visits the class of the
prospective transferee and reports in writing to his district superin-
tendent his reasons for refusing to accept the transfer.

It is quite impossible to say whether this system results in the re-
fusal of transfers based on me._ No evidence of such discrimination
exists. It seems probable that the small number of Negro teachers in
white schools is more the consequence of the failure of these teacliers
to request transfer. This is the opinion of many teachers sympathetic
to integration. This reluctance to transfer to white schools is ex-
plained as a consequence of a combination of factors relating to the
Negro teacherdistance of the school from the teacher's residence,
fear of rejection in the white e,chools, dedication to the teaching of
underprivileged Negro children, and sheer inertia.

The method of assigning substitute teachers is often cited by critics
as a source of discrimination, but, again, proof is lacking. When a
school needs a substitute teacher, the principal is required to telephone
the "subcenter" for his district. The center communicates with a sub-
stitute who fills the vacancy. It is said that Negro substitutes are
rarely called for white schools, either because the principal does not
want them or because the center informally assigns substitutes on a
racial basis. This inference, however, is often based upon the experi-
ence of teachers in white schools who rarely encounter Negro substi-
tutes. In an all-white district this is not surprising, as the distance
from the residences of Negro teachers often would suggest a natural
selection of whites. In the fringe areas, the allegation, if true, is
less easily explained.

In the spring of 1962 the first complaint under the new Illinois
Fair Employment Practices Act was filed by a Negro teacher who al-
leged that her application in 1961 f(!,r a position at one of the city
junior colleges was rejected because of race." The complainant testi-
fied at the hearing before the commissioner that she had been prom-
ised the teaching post over the telephone but, upon appearance at the
school, was rejected.41 The complainant at the time was a psychology
counselor at a private university in Chicago. The student counselor at
that university who had recommended the complainant to the college
testified that the chairman of the college's social science department
thereafter called him and complained because he had not been told

") In re Sylvia Taylor, charge No. 62-1, State of Illinois Fair Employment Practices-Commission, 1962.
" Transcript of record, pp. 17-24,26-32.
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the applicant was a Negro. This witness further alleged that the chair-
man stated that the college had a. policy against hiring Negroes al-
though there was a possibility'ihepoliCY Would change.42 The chair-
man then testified that he had made no such statements and that the
college had no such policy." An emPloyee of the Chicago Commission
on Human Relations testified that the dean of the college had said at
a conference on the matter that any Negro would have to have excep-
tional qualifications to be hired because of the neighborhood situation."
The dean testified that the complainant had not fully complied with
the requirements of the board of education, but stated that she might
have been hired if no one better qualified had been available, which was
not the case." He indicated 'outside ihe hearing that he already had
a part-time Negro teacher who would become full-time in the fall, and
had hired another." A:decision by the commission is not expected
for some time. Some .question exists under th4 statute whether the
board of education is Subject tO the' jtirisdiction of the commission.464

SELECTION AND ASSIGNMENT OF - PRINCIPALS

Principals must successfully complete written and orei examinations
which are conducted in a manner similar to those for teachers.42 To
be eligible to take the principal's examination, the applicant mtst have
taught 6 years in Chicago schools. There are a number of Negro
principals in Chicago, but apparently none is assigned to a white
school. Unlike teacher segregation, this situation is not easily ex-
plained. There is no apparent rea.,an for the imbalance. In conver-
sation, the SUperintendent indicated that Negro principals had on
two occasions been assigned to non-Negro areas, but thereactior of
the teachers hid been negative. He did not elaborate further., .The
president of the board feels that the Negro principals prefer to be as-
signed fo the' Negro schools and that the opportunity will be opened to
them in the white schools if they seek it.

One anoMaly in this picture cannot be ignored. There has never
been more than one Negro principal of a general Chicago high school,
and it has always been the same schoolWendell Phillips, an all-
Negro school. There has not been a white principal at Wendell
Phillips since the 1930's."

a Id. at 59-64.
48 Id. at 138-34,144.
4414. at 164-67.
"Id. al 102-05,108-09.
a Chicago Daily News, July 8,1962.
a" On October 29, the commission announced its decision. It found the charges.. of dis-

crimination proven but held that the statute conferred no jurisdiction over the board.
a See supra, p. 205.
mg This information was supplied by Bev. Carl Fuqua, the executive director of the

Chicago Chapter of the NAACP.
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THE APPRENTICE PROGRAK

The Washburne Trade School occupies a special place in the Chicago
school system, and the manner of its administration poses some in-
teresting questions concerning the duty of the school administration
toward its constituents. According to a publication of the board of
education this school had an enrollment in 1960 of about 2,700.49
These students were in training programs of varying lengths for 24
skilled trades such as plumbing, sheet metal, cake decorating,- and
cosmetology. Washburne differs from the Chicago vocational high
schools in several ways. First, most of the training programs at
Washburne school require the pupil to obtain a high school diploma
before admission. Washburne does not offer a generalcours:, of educa-
tion in the traditional academic subjects required in 0Y:other voca-
tional schools which are essentially "undergraduate" institutions."

Secondly, admission to Washburne is accomplished in one of three
ways, depending upon the course desired. Admission is granted to
persons who (1) are already employed in the general area for which
training is sought and are recommended by an employer, or (2) have
been accepted an an apprentice in the Washburne program by the ap-
propriate labor union, or (3) have joiat approval of a union and
employer. To put this more briefly, admission to the Washburne pro-
grams depends upon union or employer approval or both. The school
does not, in the ordinary case, pass upon the admissibility of its own
applicants.

The third arresting feature of the Washburne school is that in 1960
its 2,700 apprentices included approximately. 26 Negroes."

The impotiance of gaining admission to Washburne for anyone in-
terested in working in the trades for which training is given there is
quite apparent. Unions control the trades, and this is the mode estab-
lished by the unions for entering these trades. Failure to achieve
admission to the school may thus be tantamount to exclusion from
employment. The school's abnegation of the power to determine the

"This pamphlet was apparently addressed to the unions and employers who supply the
apprentices. It states ". . . sufficient enrollment must be maintained to justify the
Board of Education's expenditurse [sic] for space and personnel. The importance of
examining all apprenticeship programs, in the light of the potential demands during the
1960-70 decade, should be emphasized. Your. cooperation will do much in maintaining
the nationally known school at its present eifectiveness." The pamphlet also stated,". . It is imperative that each group examine the size of its potential force for
replacement of those dropping out of the ranks due to retirement, deaths, or for otherreasons."

"Most of the information about the Washburne scbool comes from interviewn. Theauthor is especially indebted to the president of the board of education and to board
member Raymond Pasnick who is midwest director of public relations, United Steelworkers
of America.

"Wanted: More Negro Apprentices at Washburrie School," a study initiated - andprepared by the Negro American Labor Council in cooperation with the Chicago Com-mittee on Racial Equality, June 1961.
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identity of its own students permits the employers and unions to use
the facilities of the school for preparing whichever applicants they see
fit. The irony of the school administration's position is heightened
by the fact that it operates similar programs in such schools as the
Dunbar Vocational High School. The Dunbar graduates experience
diffieulty in achieving entry into the trades for which they are trained,
because the unions and employers choose their apprentices almost ex-
clusively from Washburne. The Dunbar student body is nearly all
Negro. Whether the unions and employers discriminate on the basis
of race in their choice of Washburne applicants and, if so, whether
such discrimination is lawful for the union or employer, are issues
outside the scope of this report.

It is arguable that the elimination of union and employer influence
on 'admissions to the training programs would have little effect on
freedoni of entry' into the apprentice programs and eventual employ-
ment. If, in fact, union status and employment are bestowed upon
a discriminatory basis, such discrimination could be effective irrespec-
tive of any connection with Chicago schools. Nevertheless, the sur-
render of a public function to private organizations in thismanner is
difficult to justify. In a conversation with the superintendent he
made no effort to defend the Policy of admission at Washburne. He
merely pointed mit what he felt were analogous failings of the Fed-
eral Governinent, citing specifically the paucity of Nego workers hired
for construction of Federal bUildings in Washington. No individual
interviewed offered any rationale defending the Washburne-Dunbar
situation. The president of the board excoriated the policy and indi-
cated, "We're going to have to do something."

WEBB. v, THE BOARD .OF EDUCA.TION 52

In September 1961, the parents of a number of,Negro children attend-
ing various public schools in Chicago Med suit. against..the board of
education and the superintendent in the, U.S. District Court for the
'Northern District of Illinois. The complaint, as amended, alleged
deliberate racial segregation by the school authorities by gerryman-
dering, school location, refusal to utilize, space in white schools, and
the application of the neighborhood school policy. The complaint
also alleged that plaintiffs attended double shift or overcrowded
schools; that in some cases classes were as iarge as 60 students; that
instruction was inferior ; that on occasion .several classes were held
simultaneously in one room ; and that space that was unfit and unsafe
was being used for claisreoin Purposes. These act4 were.challenged

Civ. No. 61C1569 D.C., N.D. III.
, ' i 209
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under the 14th amendment, and temporary andpermanent injunctions
were sought to prevent defendants from compelling plaintiffs and
others in the same class to attend segregated schools.

Charges were specified with respect to certain schools. One typical
example involved the old Ryder and Fernwood schools and the new
Kipling school opened in September 1961. These three schools have
contiguous attendance zones, with Kipling roughly in the middle.
The Ryder and Fernwood buildings are located in white neighbor-
hoods, buf it was alleged that, prior to the 1961-62 school year, the
attendance zones of these two schools included also a substantial num-
ber of Negroes living in the middle of the area between the two
schools." All grades from kindergarten to eight were, in fact, inte-
grated in both schools prior to 1961-62. The Kipling school, located
midway between the other two, was opened in 1961-62 for grades k-6
(kindergarten through grade 6) . Kipling's attendance district is
practically all Negro and takes up the Negro neighborhoods formerly
included in the Ryder and Fernwood zones. Thus, the only inte-
grated grades said to remain in the latter schools were the seventh
and eighth, and the Kipling school was almost entirely Negro (835
Negroes; 15 whites). The plaintiffs contended that the building of
the Kipling school and the creation of its attendance zone constituted
a deliberate plan to segregate pupils by race. It was alleged that
thereafter the graduates of Kipling would be sent to the all-Negro
Gillespie school rather than Fernwood and Ryder, thus making the
latter schools all white within 2 years. This last allegation was de-
nied in an affidavit of the superintendent," who stated no change
would be made in the handling of the seventh and eighth grades.

The superintendent's affidavit denied all allegations of gerrynian-
dering and discrimination in the school system. He described at
length the population and residential changes which had plagued the
administration and which he blamed for the overcrowding in some
schools. He denied the existence of empty classrooms, except 14
located in the far northwest corner of the city, though he indicated
that thek 14 were those remaining ". . . after consideration of pro-
posed boundary adjustments." These adjustments, all in white areas,
have already been discussed in connection with the vacant-classroom
issue.55 The superintendent, in general, reaffirmed the policies of the
board and supported his position with great factual detail.

After numerous pretrial motions and an exchange of interrogatories
the case was disposed of in August 1962, upon a motion by the defend-
ant to dismiss. The court held that the plaintiffs had failed to

=From the affidavit of Paul B. Zuber filed Oct. 18, 1961, in support of a motion for
preliminaryinjunetion.

oriled Dec. 15, 1961.
" See supra, p. 199.
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exhaust the administrative remedy available to them under the Illinois
School Code. Section 22.19, chapter 122, Dlinois Revised Statutes,
1961, provides for the filing of complaints with the State superin-
tendent of public instruction signed by 50 or more residents of a
school district alleaine exclusion or segregation of any pupil because
of race or religion by or on behalf of the school board of such district.
Similar provisions protect employees of school districts and appli-
cants for employment from discrimination or even questioning con-
cerning race or religion. Upon complaint, the State superintendent
is required to conduct a hearing on the allegations and is armed with
subpena power. Procedures for hearings are set out in detail. The
superintendent is to inform the parties of his decision, and, "if he so
determines," shall request the attorney general to take action for
injunctive or other relief "to rectify *he practice complained of."

A suit similar to the Webb base had been decided in the U.S. Dis-
trict Court for the Eastern District of Illinois late in 1961. In
Mc N eese v. Board of Education for CommunitySchool District Num-
ber 18766 the district court held the Illinois statute to constitute a
remedy available to plaintiffs, the neglect of which barred judicial
action. The Mc Neese decision was affirmed on July 5, 1962, by the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit.56a The Webb case, in
the eyes of the presiding judge, fell squarely withinthis principle.

There is irony in the result. The statute was passed by the legis-
lature for the purpose of misting Negro pupils to challenge admin-
istrative action. Its effect to date has been to frustrate at least one and
possibly two efforts by Negro leaders directed to that very end.

The Webb case, however, brought some consolation to the plaintiffs.
The presiding judge, Juliais Hainan, followed his decision with an
encomium of the Brown decision, and an analysis of the evils of pupil
segregation. He added: 57

Chicago cannot deny the existence of de facto segregation or excuse it on
the pretext of a benign indifference. We can't say piously, as there was once
a tendency to do, that we don't know what is the percentage of Negro pupils in
a given school because we don't ask a child his race or make it a part of the
school record . . . As has been suggested . . . [citing Branehe V. Hempstead
Board] . . . separation cannot be defended on the ground that it is the result
of a high concentration of Negroes in the school district

Judge Hoffman then expressed confidence that the superintendent,c. . . a great man and a great educator.. . . will see to it that the
Chicago schools will be fully integrated and equal." Plaintiffs have
indicated they will appeal.

a 199 F. Supp. 403 (H.D. III. 1981).
us 305 F. 2d 783 (7th Cir. 1982). -
II From a transcript of the record of Judge Hoffman's remarks supplied by the Urban

League.
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BURROUGHS v. THE BOARD OF EDUCATION 58

This litigation involves in microcosm the kinds of legal problems
that exist potentially in-many areas.of Cfnicago. It can best be under-
stood by reference to a sketch (See map, 1, p. 213) of the area and
schools involved.

The heavy line outlines the attendance area of the Burnside Elemen-
tary School in district 16 prior to the changes to be described. The
school is old, its first building having been constructed in 1898 and
additions completed in 1913 and 1929.59 During the last generation
its attendance area has, at first slowly and later rapidly, become more
densely populated and heivily Negro. By 1960 the census tract at
tlie east side of the Burnside arearoughlY bounded by Cottage Grove
Avenue, 87th Street, aid the Illinois Central iracks--Leontained 147
white children 5 to 14 years of lige And 29 nonwhite children of that
age group. In that same year the oensus tract in. Which: -the Burnside
building -itself is located contained 240 white childrim and 492 non-
whites. Most of the rest of the attendamie area ana the areas im-
mediAtely north and west were Also heavily.Negro. The area sou&
of 95th Street is nonresidential 'for some distaice. The area east of
the Illinois Central tiacke is almost exclu.sively White.

The- puPil *PoPulation. Of BUrnsi6 school itself has been growing
rapidly And- becomink Pieponderantly. Negro: IAA exaniination of
graddifink'c1ags pidures duthig tie last 12 yeari 91' stiggests roughly
the following

Class
.._ . _

Total numbs:
_ Ju picture

Nein° White

. : ..

June 1950 49 11 38

June 1952 38 .. 13 25

January 1954 40 14 26

June 1956 65 26 39

June 1958 63 37 26

June 1959 47 27 20

January 1960 47 34 13

June 1960 62 48 14

January 1901 _
. . _

91 80 11

June 1961
.

105 93 12

January 1962 65 63 2

_

Civ. No. 62C2.06, 111.,,IlledJau, 19, 1962.
Information in thli paragraph comes principally frpm 'Ale affidavit of Dr. Eileen Stack,

assistant superintendent Of the board of education,. filed of record Jan. 24, 1962.
"The pictures were appended to -the affidavit of the Burnside principal, Dominic Pandold.
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In 1958 the enrollment of the Burnside school totaled 1,338. In
1959 it rose to 1,582, and in 1960 to 1,773. Because of the overcrowd-
ing it was determined in 1959 to erect a new schoolwhat is now the
McDade schoolin the northwest portion of the Burnside attendance
aim,. McDade now enrolls pupils from k-6 in the shaded areas
marked "1" and "2." Its capacity is rated at 250 pupils.61 A number
of Burnside parents argued at the time of its planning that this would
be insufficient, but the administration did not agree.62

On the opening day of school in 1961, the new McDade school was
filled, but the Burnside school was still overcrowded with a total of
1,74.6 pupils. The population increase had been underestimated. Also
Burnside received 23 new seventh and eighth grade students from the
shaded area marked "2" west of McDade. This area previously had
sent its seventh and eighth grade pupils to the Hookway school."

Meanwhile, as part of the general attack upon overcrowding, an ad-
dition was being completed at the Gillespie school southwest of Burn-
side. Gillespie is an all-Negro school. The addition was completed
late in the fall of 1961, and, on December 4, 250 Burnside pupils from
k-8 were mo7ed to the Gillespie addition. These were the Burnside
students wh4 lived in the shaded area marked "3." On January 2,
1962;seventh and eighth grade Burnside pupils from the shaded area
marked "4" were also transferred to Gillespie. This involved 34
children. These moves to Gillespie reduced the Burnside enrollment
to approximately 1,515.64

East of the Illinois Central tracks is the Perry school which is
about 95 percent white in its enrolhnent and which plays an important
role in the litigation. Perry has an enrollment slightly in excess of
500. About 60 or 70 of these children axe deaf or blind. Perry has
had classes for the deaf since 1922 and for the blind since 1948. It is
one of four centers for the blind and eight for the deaf students in
the Chicago system. Perry has approximately 23 classrooms.66 Its
pupil-classroom ratio thus is low, but is difficult to evaluate in equal
protection terms because of the special needs of the blind and deaf
pupils.

Negro resentment at overcrowding in Burnside crystallized around
the decision to move Burnside pupils to Gillespie. The Negro parents
and leaders argued that the allegedly underutilized Paid all-white
Perry school should have its attendance boundary moved west to Cot-
tage Grove Avenue. This would take the population pressure off

a Affidavit of Dr. Stack, supra, note 59,
"Affidavit of Alma P. Coggs In support of plaintiffs' applications for a temporary

restraining order.
Affidavit of Dr. Stack, supra, note 59.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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Burnside and, at the same time, tend to integrate and fully utilize
the Perry school.

On January 2, 1962, the day that tbe transfer of 31 seventh mid
eighth graders was to take place from luurnside to Gillespie, demon-
strators appeared at Burnside school protesting the move. For the
next 2 weeks the demonstrators entered the school each weekday morn-
ing and remained standing or sitting in various areas of the building°6
On the 16th of January, 16 demonstrators inside the building were ar-
rested on charges of trespass and disorderly conduct.67 The follow-
ing day the charges were dismissed in Chicago Women's Court by
Judge Joseph J. Butler who also expressed his approval of the de-
fendants' actions as a "good mode of expressing opinions." 68 That
same day 10 more arrests were made at the school. Charges against
these 10 were dismissed by Judge Butler on the 25th.69 Apparently
the sit-ins were not thereafter resumed at Burnside, although similar
demonstrations took place at other schools.

On January 19 the parents of a number of Burnside Negro pupils
filed the Burroughs suit in the Federal district court charging deliber-
ate racial segregation, and assignment to inferior schools. Tbe re-
quest was for an injunction against maintaining Perry as a white
school and against forcing plaintiffs to attend Gillespie or Burnside
and for damages. Affidavits and counter-affidavits were filed upon
a variety of questions including the relative distances from plaintiffs'
homes to Gillespie and Perry, the lunchroom facilities at the two
schools, the degree of utilization of facilities, the race and qualifica-
don of teachers, and the boundary changes in attendance areas made
in the Chicago system, with special reference to the Burnside school.
On January 31, Judge Richard Austin denied plaintiff's application
for a temporary restraining order. Plaintiffs did not appeal, nor,
have they yet amended the complaint. What further action will be
taken in the case, if any, is unclear.

of New York Times, Jan. 14, 1962.
" Chicago Tribune, Jan: 17, 1962:
411/ Chicago Sun-Times, Ian. 18, 1962.
" Chicago Tribune, Jan. 26, 1962.
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A Review of State Action Affecting

Relative Quality of Schools

The third part of this report .on Chicago schools will depart from
the previous emphasis given racial discrimination resulting from seg-
regation of pupils and teachrs. Stress will now be put upon those as-
pects of Chicago schools other than racial concentration which may
affect the quality of education. Information will be provided by
-whith the reader may gauge to some extent the quality varattion,
in schools without regard to racial factors. Wherever possible, how,-;
ever, the racial character of the schools described also will be indi-
cated which may be helpful in determining- whether or not existing
inequalities, if any, are related to race.

APPROPRIATIONS, AND EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL IN,
-"SELECTED, scgoOLS.

The budget of theboardOf edicatiOn reveals interestinglisliaritiesin
the'tippropriations per Piipirin certan "sChools. For 'example, frOM
thd 1961 budget and the 196142 "DireCtOrY,',IllitioiS, Schools," We'can
'compare the per sindent aPprOPriations forz:the' Carnegie ilia Twain

ft *
Schoo10. Th.e total apitoiriation per Student in the Carnegie so'hoOl
is $241 ; -the Twain SChOol it is $281. The: Carnegie iipprOpi*,
tion represents approximately $197 for teaching satiric§ and $44 for'
other expenses. The Comparable figures for the Twain- School- are
$209 for teaching and $72 for other expenSes. These-schools were
chosen at *random except for the fact that',ilie, Carnegie. ,,SChoOl is. a
Negro school and Twain is a, white school.

Before indicating the statistics for a large number of schools a word
of caution is indicated. A. disparity between white and Negro schools
should not be taken in itself as a clear indication of discrimination.
If, as critics of the administration assert, the quality and experience of
teachers in the Negro schools is low, a relatively low expenditure for
teachers' salaries may be anticipated. If, as these critics suggest, these
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schools are overcrowded or on double shift, the appropriation for
other costsadministrative, janitorial, heat, etc.will be spread over
more children and will be less on a per pupil basis. Thus, the differ-
entials, if any, which may appear between appropriations for schools
constitute only one manifestation of differences in quality, the causes
of which may lie elsewhere than in the sheer size of appropriations.
At the same tithe, if appropriations for teachers' salaries are lower in
Negro schools, it would appear that the administration has accepted as
inevitable the staffing of these schools with less qualified and experi-
enced teachers.

it should also be noted that appropriations for special teachers, of
which the Negro schools apparently get a lair share, are not included
in the budgets for the individual schools.

Another caveat : The distinctions which appear to exist from an
examination of appropriations may in fact be lesser or greater depend-
ing upon actual expenditures. The superintendent has released
statistics only on appropriations. Expenditures, a3 he himself agreed,
may be either more or less than appropriations." Critics argue that
expenditures in the crowded Negro and integrated schools are in fact
likely to be less. This is said to be the result of the school's inability
tO attract regular teachers and its conseqUent dependence upon lower-
paid substitutes. On the other hand, since the budget estimates are
made on the basis of the school's status as of the previous October, this
factor may already be taken into account..

With these reservations in mind, the general conclusions appearing
from appendix G will be noted. Total per pupil approPriationS in
9 Negro school's average $269 ; in 9 integrated schools, $320; in 10
white schools, $342. Breaking these totals down, the average per
pupil appropriation for teachers' salaries is as .rollows : Negro schools,
$220 ;. integrated .schools, $231; white school's, $256. Other operating
appropriations average as follows: Negro schools, $49; integrated
schools, $90 ; .white- schools, $86. Appropriations for nonteaching
expenses,in integrated schools present the only exceptions to a uniform
pattern of descending appropriations as we move from white to Negro
schools. The samplingis, of course, very small and possibly atypical.
In general, however, it confirms a broader study of the same kind
undertaken by the Urban League.71

'79 Interview, June 15, 1962.
" The Urban League study was presented in connection with bearings of the board of

education on Dec. 19, 1961. The study involved approximately 875 schools. The general
findings were stated graphically as follows:

Negro Xstegrated WMte
schools schools schools

Teachers' salaries $217.70 $227.80 $256. 50
Other operatincitems 49. 00 57. 40 78. 70

The data were compiled from the 1961 budget and the 1960 and 1961 school enrollments.
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SIZE OF SCHOOLS

The superintendent has indicated his belief that the size of schools is
relevant to the quality of education. On June 13, 1962, he reported
to the board:

Size of school and class size are constant concerns. The maximum size of aschool for grades kindergarten through 6 is generally accepted as 1,200, as istEit for the upper grade ceiiter; This is large enough to permit flexible organi-zation and small enough to,help the childretain his sense of identity. ,.

The 1961-62 edition of "Directory, Illinois Schools," indicates that
41 of Chicago's 400 elementary schools have enrollments exceeding
1,600. Of the .19 schools with enrollments from 11600-2,000, 2 are
white, and 2 or 3 others are integrated. The rest aro Negro. Of
the 22 schools with enrollments over 2,000, all appear to ber Negro."

SIZE OF CLASSES AND THE STUDENT-TEACHER
.RATIO

The student-teacher ratio is in theory fairly uniform throughout
Chicago schools. It. is approximately 32 or 33 to 1 for most schools
if calculated on the basis of the budgeted number of teachers and the
actual enrollment stated in the Directory of Illinois Schools f -,1961
62. The figure is not particularly useful. -How many of the budgeted
teachers are in fact hired is difficult to determine. How many of the
teachers hired are in lad in the classroom is ,unclear. If the school
is Overcrowded, the available space will dictate the number i)f teach-
ers actually engaged in instruction unless the school goes on double
shift.- An' examination of the reports Of principals of the various
schools to the State superinten&nt, prepared on standard reporting
forms is equally unhelpful. The form itself is ambiguouS in im-
portant reSpectS, and the reporting principals complete 'the form in.
different ways which are seldom explained. In sum; the teacher-
student ratio, though often quoted, is of little Utility 'in comparing
schools. 3/4, ,

The number of stutIonts per unit of classroom instruCtion 'would
seem clearly relevant. This quck.stion is not basically different from
that discussed in connection with the debate over empty and under-
utilized classrooms. Here, howevcr, it would be well to re-exam-
ine the issue in terms of individual schools and classes in so far as
this is posSible. Unfortunately, classroom-student ratios ordinarily

73 These schools and districts are Beale (21), Beidler (8), Bryant (V), Doolittle
(11), Douglas (11)!, Porrestville (13)i, Grant (9), Gregory (8), Herd (10)y Hess (12),Howland .(19), anner (7), Lawson (18), Lewis-Champlin (21), Manley (8), Marshall (8),Parker (20), Penn (10)y Shakespeare (13), Wadsworth (14), Wentworth '(20)y andWilliams (11).
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are not reported for individual schools by the superintendent, and
must be approached indirectly.

The Chicago Teachers Union has done a study of this question,
obtaining individual classroom counts made by union members for 140
schools and involving about one-third of the pupils in Chicago
schools." The only difficulty with the study is the union's unwilling-
ness to release the names of the schools involved, because of a pledge of
secrecy made to its informants. Nevertheless, the study is revealing
simply for its stark display of the immense variations in class size
within the system. For the 4,786 classes reported, the average class
size is 35.7 and the median 37. The study showed 229 classes com-
posed of 25 ,or fewer pupils, the range being as low as 15, and 672
classes (about 14 percent of the total) with 43 or more students, the
range being as high as 57.

Counting noses in individual classrooms in this fashion is the only
completely dependable way of establishing class sizes. It avoids the
interpretive difficulties inherent in any definition of classrooms which
includes rooms of differing design, capacity and numbers of desks,
some used as libraries, lunchrooms, or adjustment rooms. The
administration receives from each school at the beginning of each
semester a report of the size of each class. It does not, however, release
this information. In denying access to the reports one official insisted.
that such information from February 1962 was too old to be significant
because of the rapid changes taking place." Because of the unavail-
ability of official data the report of the teachers union study will be
suppleMented with indirect and less reliable evidence of class sizes in
specific schools, stated in terms of average classroom-student ratios.
If accurate, this evidence suggests that the larger classes reported in
the union's study are probably concentrated in the Negro schools.

For this purpose the reports submitted by each school principal to
the Illinois Superintendent of Public Instruction arc useful. The
form records the number of "general classrooms" for each school.
These are distinguished from library, gymnasium, auditorium, lunch,
iid other rooms. It also gives student population, and, on the

assumption that all general classrooms are in use at all times during
the day, a calculation of average class size may be made. The figures
presented in the first chart below are taken from reports of the elemen-
tary principals for certain schools for the year 1959-60. Six of the
schools included in the other statistical studies already set forth above
do not appear in the chart.75 For five of these six schools the infor-
mation was not available. For onethe Perry schoolthe statistics
were considered misleading, because of the large number of handi-

The report is dated June 4, 1962. It was made available by Mr. John Fewkes, presi-
dent of the union to whom the author expresses his thanks.

74 Telephone interview, Aug. 25, 1962.
Is Kellogg, Perry, Burns, Jefferson, Shoesmith, Carnegie.
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Number of Pupils per Classroom 1959-8C

.

School District
Number of
classrooms

Total school
enrollment

A.verage
number of
pupils per

room

WHITE

Armstrong 2 22 840 38. 0
BrYn Mawr 17 31 1, 014 ` 32. 7
Coonley 3 18 642 35. 7
Edison , - 1 12 548 2 45. 7
Harte 17 14 424 30. 3
Locke 18 23 787 34. 2
OilieJe 17 27 794 29. 4
Stevenson 15 32 1, 373 42. 9
Twain 10 20 848 42. 4

Average per class for 9 white _

schools 36. 5

INTEGRATED

Avalon Park 16 16 657 41. 0
Cornell 16 25 1, 062 42. 5
Fernwood 16 17 771 45. 4
Franklin 7 40 1, 165 29. 1
Schley ' 6 21 838 39. 9
Skinner 9 28 1, 078 238. 5

Average for integrated schools,:
(1) all 6 integrated schools - 37. 9
(2) excluding school on

double shift 37. 8

NEGRO

-

Burnside 16
,
33 1, 624 .49. 2

Doolittle 11 61 3;192 2523
Forestville (South) _ 13 66 2, 789 42. 3
Gregory , 8 38 2, 952 2 77. 7
Lewis-Champlin 21 25 2, 347 2 :93. 9
Parkside 14 23 806 . 35
Pope 19 25 1, 854 274 2
Williams . 11 48 2, 159 45

Average for Negro schools:
(1) all 8 Negro schools_ . 55. 6
(2) excluding double shifts -

schools _,_ 43. 4
1

I There appears to be an obvious error Inas omission of the rooms Ii. the :Edison branch. Nevertheless,
the figure shown hy the principal is need to 'remain ofi the safe side. Note that the superintendent lists 22
rooms for this school. Page 221 , infra.

Partly ofi.donble shiftfigure shown is therefore inflated to an indeterminate degree.
There appears to be an error. The number of classrooms in the branch may be omitted altheirh

the branch enrollment is included.
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capped students in small classes. Unfortunately, it is not known
whether nonclassroom facilities are pressed into service as classrooms
in these schools. But if this is the case, it may well mean a diminution
of other services, such `as in the library, and thus the figures remain
relevant to the issue of quality.

In connection with the board meeting of August 22,1962, the super-
intendent released a list of all elementary schools indicating the total
number of "available classrooms" in each school. The list appears to
have been prepared on substantially the same basis as that used by the
school principals in their annual reports. That is, auditoriums, gym-
nasiums, libraries, and adjustment rooms were said to be excluded.
Kindergartens and special education rooms were included. As will ap-
pear from the chart below, the superintendent's classroom figures differ
markedly from those given for 1959-60by the principals. Part of this
difference js easily explained. Eight of the schools, as indicated on
the chart, have branches which are counted by the superintendent, but
were not counted in the principals' reports. In still another casethe
Airalon Park schoolseveral rooms used by the Caldwell school in
1959-60 again became available for use by Avalon Park. In the For-
estville school several rooms in a Chicago Housing Authority building
will be pressed into service in 1962-63. In the other 19 schools the dis-
parity must spring from some difference in the counting system
adopted by the snperintendentperhaps the inclusion of the, !1/4'pecial
education" rooms. It is not clear whether these roomsusually
smaller than a classroomwere, or should have been, included by the
principals. In any event, the superintender ' .gure is_consistently
higher than that of the principal. One effect this is to reduce the

Number of Pupils Per Classroom 1961-1982

School District I Number of
classrooms

. Total
school

enrollment

Average
number
of pupils
Per room ...

WHITE
..

Armstrong (and branch) 2 34 1, 155 34. 0
Bryn Mawr 17 33 957 29. 0
Coonley. 3 23 676 29. 4
Edison (and branch) 1 22 . 604 27. 5
Harte 14 16 495 30. 9
Kellogg (and branch) 18 22 533 24. 2
Locke 4 27 733 . 27., 1
,O'Keefe , 14 , 28 721 25. 75
Stevenson .. 15 , 32 1, 393 43. 5
Twain (and branch)

' 'A:cieragi; foe dais for 10 white
soiKiols

10
. . 26 873 33,- . ,

30.

6.

95
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Number of Pupils Per Classroom 1961-1962Continued

School District Number of
classrooms

Total
school

enrollment

Average
number
of pupils
per room

INTEGRATED

Avalon Park 16 23 765 33. 3
Burns 10 31 1, 086 35. 0
Cornell 16 26 1, 306 1 5a 2
Fernwood (and branch) 16 27 807 29. 9
Franklin 7 41 1, 109 27. 0
Jefferson 9 28 1, 054 37. 6
Schley 6 23 851 37. 1
Shoesmith 14 15 634 42. 3
Skinner (and branch) 9 35 1, 092 31. 2

Average for 9 integrated
schools 34. 95

Average excluding double shift
school 33. 2

NEGIRO

Burnside 16 38 1, 726 45. 4
Carnegie - 14 27 1, 316 2 48. 7
Doolittle , 11 361 2, 325 38. 1
Forestville (South) 13 71 2, 500 35. 2
Gregory 8 43 3, 875 290. 1
Lewis-Champlin (and branches) _ _ _ 21 56 2, 291 2 440. 9
Parkside_ 14 26 1, 009 38. 8
Pope (and branch) 19 33 1, 955 259. 2
Williams 11 54 2, 136 39. 5

Average class size for 9 Negro-
schools 46. 8

Average excluding 4 double
shift schools .

38. 8
1

1 453 pupils on double shift.
2 Double shift:

Carnegie, 332 pupils.
Gregory, 3,218 pupils.
Lewis-Champlin, 1,102 pupils.
Pope, 1,107 pupils.

s principal's figure, 1959-60 report.
If the classroom figure suggested by the superintendent is correct, it is difficult to understandwhy this

school was on double shift, for under present policy full-day classes for all students are ordinarily continued
until the classroom pupil ratio reaches 44.

apparent classroom-student ratio. Tile chart above is prepared. on. the
basis of the superintendent's classroom figure and the enrollment in
1961-62 according to the State directory for that year. It should be
noted that for the Doolittle school the superintendent's figure has not
been used, since his figure (99) included an addition which will be
opened for the first time in the fall of 1962.
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-At the August 22 met.Ing the superintendent predicted that 3 dis-
tricts would have, an average enrollment of over 40 pupils per class-
room in September 1962. District 20 will average 42.8; district 13,
42.7; district 8, 41.6. District 10, he predicted, would average 39.8.
Each of these figures is meaningful only in terms of individual
schools. District 10, for example, will be well over 40 per class in the
crowded Negro schools at the morth end of the district. District 10,
it was said, .has "no immediate prospect of reduction."

The superintendent predicted that 4 districts would average under
30 per classroom. They are as follows: District 12, 26.2; district 4,
26.7; district-1, 29.6; and district 11, 29.8. This last figure is interest-
ing because it involves a district almost entirely Negro.

THE PATTERN OF DOUBLE SHIFT IN (.511.10GO
_ SCHOOLS

In 1930, 50 Chicago Schools were on double shift beCause of over-
croWdlig. In Illinois a double shift ordinarily means- ahout 4 hours'
of instructionan amount sufficient to comply with State law.78 Of
the 50 schools on double shift in 1930,. very few were in the Negro
diStriCtS. By_1940; however, the Situation, had changed radically: All
14 Of the :clOuble Shift'schdOls were in the South- Side Negro district.
By 1948, -the -wartinle drop *in 'birth rates litonght the nuniber Of
double shifts 'down to 1bUt overIalf Of these were in Negro areaS.77

In the1950's the number of schools on double shift began gradually
to grow. By 1956 it had risen to 30 ; by ,1957 to 48. By. 1960,,the
number of schools had dropped to 38, but the fatal number of pupils on
double shift rose to a new high for the period of 33,452.78 This is ex-
plained by the renewed concentration of the double shift in the Negro
areas where schools are generally much larger in population. : For a;
generation the Negro children have made up over 50 percent of the
school population on double shift. :By 1961, this concentration of the
split stilt in the bTegro areas arose. to .nearly 100 percent. This is,
evident from an examination of the double shift statistics supplied by
the superintendent for the years 1950-61 and of the maps indicating
the locations of schools and Negro neighborhoods. These are included
in appendices A-; C, and H. "

TIP Under the normal school schedulen Um time, spent in school in as MI6's: :
Kindergarten through sixth grade, 4 hours 84 minutes plus recess.
Seventh and eighth grades, 4 hours 47 minutes.

Ondouble shift-the time forAll children is 8 hours 5.5iillnutds. 7

Afildavit of supeiintendent, Webb V. Board, of Education, Civ. No. 01C1569, D.C., MD. M.
Repoit .`of the inveitigiting committee appointed bi SuPelintendent Hunt,-inspra,

note 7, at p. 8.
IS Information supplied by the office of the superintendent of schools. See app. U.
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By the 'close of school in June 1962, the school building program,
the introduction of mobile units, and February graduations had re-
duced the double shift to approximately 1,300 pupils in 6 schools. To
what extent the anticipated increased enrollment of 25,000 to 30,000
pupils will require double shifts in September 1962 is not yet certain.
The administration appears confident that it will be able to eliminate
double shifts altogether in the near future.

It is only fair to note the opinion frequently expressed by members
of the school administration that the double shift is a questionable
target for criticism. The elimination of lunch hour and outdoor
recess periods and the differing starting and closing hours for double
shift bring the total period of actual instruction within 40 to 50 min-
utes of the normal total." This means, also, that the teacher is avail-
able either morning or afternoon for special tasks for which there iF.
otherwise no time. The teacher has more free time to plan and reflect.
Further, the financial saving from greater efficiency would make possi-
ble more ambitious special programs needed in the schools with a high
pupil turnover. One high official expressed regret over the policy of
the administration to make the elimination of the double shift one Of
its primary targets.

However persuasive these arguments may be, it is also clear that
the existence of the double shift creates special ,social problems in
the ciowded areas of the city, largely because the mothers of the
children frequently are working. Thus, the pupil spends half his day
free of the guidance_and the restraints both of school and home.

QUALITt'OF INSTRUCTION

It has already been noted that the Negro schools in Chicago are
staffed by.teachers- of less.experience. Of course this is a generaliza-
tion ; 'many of the teachersin the Negro schools have spent many years
in the claiSroom. These experienced tetichers, are primarily Negroes,
although a few dedicated white teachers have stEyed in these schools.
Again, experience is only one aspect of quality, and the hope to estab-
lish on this.basis any clear aceounting of the relative excellence of
teaching staffs is vain.

The proportion of uncertificated teachers on a school's staff seems
to be a more reliable measure of differences in quality. This criterion-
is suggested .by the 'school administration itself, and by this test the
Negro schools are infeiiiei. The figures tippearing in appendix I
show that for selected -white schools an, average of 12. percent of the
teacherS are. not Perminently Certificated. Integrited schools have-

79 See supra, riots 76..
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a corresponding average of 23 percent uncertificated. For Negro
schools the average is 27 percent.

PROVISION OF EDUCATIONAL EXTRAS TO NEGRO AND
WHITEi PUPILS

One measure Of relative qUality, may lie in' the degree 'to -whieh spe-
cialized trainini fOr unusual needs and talents is Pr-o;;Tided by the
sy"Stem in its various schools. It is an_ oecasiOnal complaint Of Negro

-leaders that these extra advantages, are provided 'More freqUent0 in
the white 'sehools 'where they are less'needed. No evidence of SuCh
ittiScriMination 'a'ppears to exiSt; at least with respect to the schools to
*WhiCh special attention haibeen givenin this' repOrt.

FOr example, in the categories, of free itssiStant princiPal, Mister
teaCher, speeial-service teacher, physiCal education teacher, 'library
teacher, special-education teacher, part-time PsyChologist and nilite,
and adjustment teachers, the sehools in the Negro areat Consistently
show a larger number of such teachers." Of cOurse, the Negro Schools
are ordinarily much larger and have special problems. Thus, a differ-
ence is to be expected. Nevertheless, in this area-no discrimination
against the Negro is apparent.

In addition to the proviSiOn of larger numbers Of teachers in special
rcategories the school administration has made efforts to assist pupils
in -the Negro schools by a number' of special Programi.i These include
remedial classes of various kinds, counseling and placement programs,
field trips, experimental summer schools, and a special program prior
to the opening of ,schoOl to insure the attendance on opening day of
-the children in areas of high mobility: -None of these progra* can
be evaluated here, but, taken at faCe value, they manifeit Considerable
ecilicern by the 'administration for the peCuliar-ProbleMs Of the Negro
pupils

LIBRARY RESOURCES

Appendix 4T of. this report containg a comparison of the librari
resources of selected schools. Eleven white schools average 4.95 vol-
umes oer pupil. Nine integrated schools average 3.5 volumes per
pupil. Nine Negro schools average 2.5 volumes per pupil: Part of
the disparity springs from the rapid growth of the Negro schools.

so This judgment is based upon statistics supplied by the board of educfaion. The Urban
League report of Feb. 5, 1962, reiChes opposite conclusions.
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Part results from the policy of allotting lump sums to each school
on a per pupil basis for library, textbooks, and. workbooks. Where
pupils cannot afford workbooks, and, where loss of textbooks is high,
the library suffers. The same general condition existed in the Negro
schools in the year 1959-60, when the average number of volumes per
pupil was 2.14.81 The gain from 1959-60 to 1961-62 in these Negro
schools approximates 0.36 volume per pupil. In the same period the
average for the white schools analyzed rose from 4.49 to 4.8, a gain
per pupil substantially equal to that in the Negro schools.

The administration insists that special efforts are being made to
build up libraries in the schools having a high pupil turnover. Infor-
mation from the administration indicates that 37 such schools received
supplemental library funds in September 1961. It is interesting,
then, to compare the volumes per pupil of the Cornell and Gregory
schools, which were among the 37, and for witich comparative figures
are available for 1959-60 and for June 1962.82 Iii 1959-60 the Cornell
school had 2.66 volumes per pupil in its library. In June 1962 this
figure had dropped to 2.20. In the interim the enrollment of the
school had risen by 241 and the library had increased by 60 volumes.
In 1959-69 the Gregory school had in its library 1.52 volumes Per
pupil. In June 1962 this had dropped to 1.39. In the interim the
enrollment had. risen by 923. The addition of 938 books in this
period failed even to maintain the prior ratio.

QUALITY OF PRODUCT: THE PERFORMANCE OF THE
GRADUATE

The superintendent declined to make the mental and. achievement
scores of the pupils in the Chicago system available to the reporter.
The performance of Chicago schoolchildren on such tests is a closely
guarded secret. Thus, it is extremely difficult to determine the, rela-
tiVe performance of pupils in Negro, white, aila integrated schools.

Some indirect evidence was made available by the dean of a Chicago
junior college. The college is located in an area of Chicago rapidly
becoming Negro. Its student body, once primarily white, is now about
50-percent Negro. The college has always had a number of students
from the families of Negro professicnal men. Now it has large num-
bers of Negro students from laboring families. Most of the latter
are unable to find employment, which may explain why , they attend
college. Of the total entering class of 1,800 each year, about 600
students are now assigned to what is called the "basic program." The

These calculations are based upon figures contained in the principals' reports for
1959-60.

a The figures are taken from the reports of the principals of Cornell and Gregory to the
Illinois Superintendent of Public Instruction for the year 1959-60.
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dean describes it as teaching these pupils to read, write, organize
work, and do simple arithmetic. In. essence, it is a remedial course
for pupils who; in the school's judgment, are incapable of doing pass-
ing work in the regular program. This basic program is a noncredit
1-year course. Through it the school is currently salvaging about 10
percent of these remedial cases for further work.

The 600 students in the basic program are, almost without excep-
tion, Negro graduates of Negro high schools and elementary schools.
The median reading score in the group is at the 8.4 grade level and
ranges from grade 4.0 to 10.5. Forty percent were in the top half of
their high school class, and over 13 percent were in the top quarter.

Eighty percent of these 600 students are from Chicago high schools.
The othei20 percent are mainly from. the Southprincipally Missis-
sippi. The 20 percent from outside Chicago read at about the sine
level as the Chicago Negro high school graduates in the program.
There is no discernible difference in their general preparation, or lack
of it, for college work.

The dean was unable to state the degree to which blame for the lom
scholastic achievement should be assigned to family background, eco-
nomic and social deprivation, or the preparatory school instruction.
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Favorable Aspects of Chicago

School Policy

The Chicago school administration has been the subject of two recent
reports.by inspecting organizations. One was complimentary on the
performance of the administration in some Areas dealt with in this
report. A committee from tho office of the Illinois -Superintendent
of Public Instruction visited four Chicago school districts, including
two of the densely populated Negro areas. It found schools in. these
areas- ". . . generally superior to those observed in similar socio-
economic areas outside the city." 83 What areas outside:the city were
similar to Chicago's South and West Sides the committee ,did.not
indicate.

If there wer6 doubt about the objectivity ,of -this committee, how-
ever, the State Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights would seem to be above suspicion. According to this group,
"It would seem . . . that there is not a deliberate policy of segrega-
tion [in Chicago schools]. . " 84 The Committee, however, noted
the existence of de facto segregation, the inferiority of the Negro
schools, and the social problems created by the prevalenceof the double
shift in Negro areas. It suggested that ". . . some redistricting
would seem to b6 possible, and construction of new schools in appro-
priate areas ought to lead to an elimination or minimizing of the
double shift problem." What this last suggestion means is not clear,
since the effort of the administration has been to locate new schools
in close proximity to the overcrowded schools. If the approach to
eliminating double shift is to be through building new schools, it is
hard to find, fault with existing policy. The fault, if any, lies in the
refusal to transport children to uncrowded schools in other areas. Of
this, the committee said, "Proposals to transport students from one
school district to another in order to achieve greater integration have
not yet secured any Treasure of popular support." it should be noted
that the report was completed before the furor over this question arose
in the fall of 1961.

"Board of education press release, Feb. 26, 1962.
" Report to the Commission on Civil Righta from the State Advisory Committee, 1961.
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The board itself recently has taken an important step toward achiev-.
ing an understanding,, of Cliicago's special problems. It plans . to
support an independent survey of Chicago Schools to be concludedover
a period of 2 or 3 years. The study will be directed by a Committee
of three distinguished educatorsHerman B. Wells, former president
of the University pf Indiana, Eugene 13. Youngert, former-superin-
tendent-of Oak Park, Ill., high schools, who is currently conducting a
study of schools in Miami, Fla., and Francis B. Keppel, dean of the
Harvard Graduate School of Education. The scope of the study is
not clear, but will undoubtedly comprise in part the questions dealt
with in this report. Such a study has long been urged by the-PTA,
the Citizens' Schools Committee, and other civic -groups. This evi-
dence of good faith-by the board could do much to improve its public
image and to increase confidence in its impartiality.-s

Finally; it should be reemphasized that the administration has made
.every effort to provide new physical facilities in the impacted areas.
Whatever motives are assumed, the lact is that the crOwded Negro
districts have received the. major, portion of building in recent years.
This building has not yet; caught up, with overcrowding; but unless
financesSre curtailed," it probably will. Apart froni occasional com-
plaints of poor design and shoddy workmanship on Negro schools, it
seems clear that much of the best and newest construction will be
concentrated in these areas. As noted above there is no evidence that
the Negro schools receive less than their share of co-curricular services
in the form of special teachers, truant officers, lunch programs, etc.
Indeed, if there is a differential in these respects, the Negro schools
appear to be preferred. Of course the need,is undoubtedly the great-
est in these schools, and it may be that the extra services provided are
insufficient in the light of the conditions they are intended to meet.

al There is some doubt as to the ability of the city to continue to undertake the necessaryconstruction. On June 28, 1962, the Chicago Daily News reported, "Willis told the boardthat the: birth ratet, Jè running 'ahead of the school system's ability to finance newbuildings."

"4
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Concluding Observations

An evaluation of the facts reported seems appropriate. Scane have
already been commented upon. Some differences already indicated
either speak for themselves or involve judgments the author is ,not
equipped to make. The comments here made will be confined to a few
of the larger questions of segregation and equality of educational
opportunity. The conclusions suggested are tentative.

On selected premises a case could be made against the school ad-
'ministration. Timely measures might have desegregated substantial
numbers of classrooms, if that were the primary object. The adminis-
tration has made ho effort to aid in integration ; indeed, to the extent
that it has recognized the existence of the problem, its policies prob-
ably have impeded rather than promoted integration. At the sametime, it is legitimate to inquire what solution within practical reach
would have improved the situation in any substantial way.

It is often irgued that locating new schools .in the heart 'of the
Negro areas is a primary cause of-segregation and should be stopped.
School location can cause segregation, and perhaps has, in 'Chicago.
If the new schools had been built along the 100-mile periphery of theNegro residential areas, considerable integration could have beeh
achieved. But at what cost Pupils'would have had to travel several
times the present distance to school in this case. The map showing
racial residential patterns indicates that the distances involved.are notinconsequential. (See app. A.) Furthermore, removal of the schoolfrom the neighborhood inevitably means the estrangement of the
pupils and their parents from the total life of the school. At best- it
is difficult to get parents in the "deprived" areas interested in schools
and education and the work of the PTA. To the extent that the
neighborhood school concept is abandoned, these difficulties are cbm-
pounded. Would the integration achieved be worth it? A decision
that it would not be worth it cannot be wholly condemned. And,if in another 10 years the solid Negro neighborhoods advance con-
centrically another 2 miles, what then ? The schools would againbe clustered deep within Negro areas, but without the saving grace,as now, of being distributed rationally by population. This likelyeventuality is the strongest argument against a policy of locating an
abnormal number of new schools in fringe areas, Schools do not
move. Fringes do.

It may be argued that the experience in such schools would createthe kind of democratic empathy needed to effect the elimination of
(230)
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fringe areas. In other Words, mutual undbrstanding through inte-
grated education will beget integrated housing. It is also arguable,
however, that fringe are% school construction would accelerate the
exodus of whites, though this surely is the counsel of despair. The
fact is that no one knows what the effects will be in advance. On
balance, such a program might be worth a try, but to regard the
existing neighborhood school policy in itself as evidence of prejudice
seems a dubious conclusion.

The det-amination of attendance areas is a different matter. A fair
amount of integration could have been maintained in Chicago by a
careful and continuing redrafting of attendance zones for fringe area
schools. A prime advantage of such au approach would be its flexi-
bility. As the neighborhoods change, the attendance boundaries
within, reasonable limits of distancemay also be changed. The ad-
ministration did.. not utilize its, power in this fashion, and in fact may
consciously have avoided doing so. It should have been tried. Such
a program should be inaligurated promptly. A change of general at-
titude within the board of education gives reason to hope that this
may be done. It must be recognized that this device also is replete
with snares. Aside from the administrative complications of keeping
current on Negro and white residential patterns, a question at once
arises of the degree of integiatioli desired. A 50-50 ratio might seem
democratic, but, historically,% 50-50 ratio means that the school will
very shortly be all Negro./ White children are entitled to withdraw
cad attend private schoeis. If the administration should decide that
30 percent is the maxiinum incidence of Negro attendance consistent
with stability, the question of the constitutionality of a benign racial
quota arises. Indeed, it is present under a 50-50 ratio. As a prac-
tical matte?, however, plaintiffs might be hard to find, and the pro-
gram might never be challenged. Technical problems of standing
to sue might further impede attack.

The most serious criticism of the Chicago system relates to the in-
flexibility of transfer policy. This suggests no criticism of the neigh-
borhood school, which seems sensible as an abstract proposition. The
telling complaint is less . the logic of the neighborhood system than
the illogic of its application under existing conditions. Practically
speaking, neighborhood schools do not exist in many of the crowded
areas of Chicago, unless the requirements of that concept are satisfied
by the mere existence of a building called a "school" which is physi-
cally located, in something called a "neighborhood." If the school is
not adequate to serve the needs of a neighborhood, it is playing with
words to label it a neighborhood school. The most serious charge
against the adMinistration seems to be that in many areas it has not
been operating a neighborhood school system, but has acted as if it
were. Even -where no adequate neighborhood schools existed, the rules
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of' a neighbórh od school ,system have been applied. to prevent: utili-
zation of nonneighborhood :facilities. i.The admnistration.thus has
failed to carry ..out a neighborhood school:system ,or any, other con-
sistent system: From'the point of view of .racial diseiimination or
merely that -of nonradial- equal protection, the confinement o,pupils
-in crowded classes.when other facilities were,underutilited,cannot be
justified. "J. The effect of this action was not merely injury to the chil-
dren retained in crowded schools. Perhaps themost serious injury was
suffered .by the,schobl administration itself through the loss ofpnblic
confidence in its impartiality. ,, Refuaal. to, face the issue ,of ,under-
-utilized 'classrooms squarely. createl an inipreasion of obstructionism
-that was resented :in the, ,NegrO community' and Tuzzled other ob-
servers. '_The, appearance 'of the Mobile units 'at the height of the
empty classroom controVersyJurther inflamed the indignation etthe
Negro parents. , The mobile nnit itself is -a 'Useful devicein a large
..City with, a fluid population. iIts employment by an' administration
would ordinarily:be a sign ofiingenuity,and reSourdefulness., But the
purchase .of 'these expensive_ units coUld;-,only be justified by 'need.

available,space had been inventoriedthe, administration could
not prove that -the-investment was necessary: Nail' the board?a re-
quest for a 'full inventory: of. facilitieais met, no "one can..say
how many mobile units were hi. fact juAified: _

,The failure of the board to explore alternative solutions to.:over-
crowding -fanned the flames Of 'suspicien. -At thetime Chicago con-
tracted to purchase mobile units, Cleveland; St. Louis,86and New York
'already had eiperience transporting:substantial numbers a children
,from overcrowded:- to underutilized schools. -Similar transportation
in Chicago might .have obviated the need for the purchase of many
of the mobile units. --Mien as a temPorary measure, :it might have

,filled the' gap until permanent facilities 'were Completed and a true
neighborhood system was created. This soltitionVOUld hot have left
an 'oversuPply of MobilesOf and when neighborhood schOol Omit-ruc-
tion ,a,telies up with population.

The 'questiOn'of transportation'of PuPila continues to exfst; forit
is inextriCabli itlitea to *the adOPtion of any Polley of pupiFtranSfer.
Should the city nOt only' permit trander but piOyith; the transPorta-

, tion The *option of the sedond7grade pupil to walk t*o miles throtigh
the Chioage winter =Or spend two fares daili:*On the bus m 'order to
enjoy his transfer; iiiht ,Cannot be regarded as-an unmitigated boon.
Some might argUe that the .duty .of the City to Permit tranSfer'frOin
Overcrowded classes imlities,a,S,a corollafy its duty tO hiakethe'riglit
of transfer a reality by providinetraniPortation: This question* has
been raised and will be raised again in 'the 'future.' The- financial

si See St. Louis report, infra. ,
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burden alone is significant to the economic class most likely to be
affected.

What impact would a reasonable and impartial transfer policy
have upon segregation? Probably not a great deal. in statistical
terms. It would not involve great numbers. Even if transfers were
not limited to the nearest school having space, large numbers of Negro
pupils would-not transfer to schools in white areas;87 and if the build-
ing program should catch up, fransferS would probably be terminated.
FiarthermOre, many Negroes will prefer not to transfer for reasons
oUconvenience, inertia, or fear of competition with white pupils.
Nevertheless, such a program would have an important consequence,
foi it Would constitute a commitment of the Chicago school system
to equality not merely in words but in aCtion.

In preparing the groundwork for a new transfer policy and in draft-
hig the rules for its administration, the board of education should
recognize a basic danger inherent in any transfer program based
simply. upon 'overcrowding in one school and available space in an-
other. If the Negro students are not carefully screened before trans-
fer; would Chicago re-enact the tragedy of th.e New Rochelle schools
i:escribed by my colleague Professor Kaplan ? If the basic concern is
to end racial prejudice as well as to proiide equal opportunity, how
much will it help to throw unselected Negro children into those white
areas where experience suggests that many may perform at the bottom
of the class ? Chicago must have a transfer policy, but let it be a care-
fully planned program to transfer students whose background and
personal characteristics are not poles apart from the children in the
receiving schools. The introduction of Negro children into an all-
white school in an all-white neighborhood is at best an artificial and
awkward method of integration. It should not be rendered disastrous
by leaving its administration to chance selection. A reckoning
would have to be made with the constitutional implications of such a
selective program, but the legal questions are not insurmountable.
The most serious difficulties would arise in the development and appli-
cation of standards for selection of thb students to be transferred.

What then must be the assessment of the board's action on August
22 apparently favoring the new 40-30 transfer plan of the superin-
tendent ? The new plan seems as questionable as the 40-30 plan
of December 1961.88 Under the most liberal interpretation the only
improvement is the abandonment of the requirement that the sending
school be on double shift. If the superintendent is able, as he sug-
gests, to reduce the class size in the crowded districts to nearly 40,
the program will be a gesture and little more, for it will involve
very few pupils. It will still require a minimum difference of one-

" For effect of open transfer policy on integration in the schools, see Philadelphia report,
supra, pp. 149-53.

se Discussed supra, pp. 191-94. 233
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third in class size before transfer will be permitted. Coupled with
the refusal to transport the transferring pupils, the new plan is an
invitation to litigation and continued interracial strife. It is a dis-
appointing total product of a year's effort of the board, the adminis-
tration, and a number of public service organizations.

After this critical note, it might be well to reiterate that the basic
problems of segregation in Chicago public education were not created
by the school administration. The school system has merely accepted
a pattern which is the product of other forces. In a city where it has
been impossible to obtain an open occupancy ordinance, and where
the city administration and council have passed up numerous oppor-
tunities to promote residential integration, is it reasonable to expect the
school administration to undertake by itself a positive program of inte-
gration I Yet these same factors today pose a special challenge to the
board. Spurred into action by the controversy or::x unused space and
transfer policy, its momentum could carry the board into an era of ex-
periment and reform. A program of carefully planned zoning in
fringe areas coupled with a sound transfer policy might not only pro-
vide the first steps to integration_ in the schools but could encourage
the other organs of the city government to undertake with a new spirit
the herculean task of housing desegregation. This would be a great
contxibution.
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CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS ON DOUBLE SHIFT.SEPT. 30, 1961 AND

MOBILITY OF PUPILS BY DISTRICTS WITH DOUBLE SHIFT SCHOOLS

SEPT. 29,- OCT. 27, 1961'
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*
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APPENDIX D

MOBILITY OF PUPILS IN DISTRICT 8

SEPT. 29, 1961-OCT. 27, 1961

+ PUPILS ENTERING A SCHOOL
al. PUPILS LEAVING A SCHOOL

TOTAL
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+ 384'
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CALHOUN
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1213204

41

SUMNER
+ 152

84.

MANLEY
KING

GREGORY at55r +80:..-52._
I 216 80-65

The Manley figures are for both Manley (k-6) and Manley Upper Grade Center.
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APPENDIX F

ELEMENTARY CLASSROOMS-BY DISTRICT

Added aini Removed
1951-1961 & .Estimated through 1962

1111100MS REMOVED
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. 300

0
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0
DISTRICTS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

4 00

150

IIROOMS ADDED

1951 - 1961 TOTAL ROOMS ADDED 3, 193'
1962 EST. TOTAL ROOMS ADDED 805

375 TOTAL ROOMS ADDED 3, 998
TOTAL ROOMS3515 REMOVED 838

TOTAL NET GAIN 3, 160
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Appropriations per Pupil for Selected Chicago Behoola-19611
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School _ District
.

Enroll-
ment 2
1961-62

ApPropriations *
Appropriations for
teachers' salaries

.

Appropriations for
other-operating

expenses

, ,

Total Average
Per pupil

Total .

,

Average
per pupil

Toial.r, Average
per pupil

,
*mu*

Armstrong 2 1,155 $358,857 $311 $279,485 $242 $79,372 $69Bryn Mawr 17 957 324,302 339 247,995 259 76,307 80Manley 3 676 227,155 336 -166,125 246 61, 030 GOEdison 1 -604 223,731 370 148, 790* 246 74, 911.- 124Harte 14 495 173,509 350 131,125 265 42,384 80
Kellogg 18 533 244, 899 , 459 167, 750 315 77,139 145
Locke 4 . 733 , 261,038 356 196,150 268 64, :,- 89O'Keefe 14 721, 261,729 383 193,455 ass 68, 2ii 95Perry-* 16 798 347,981 436 259,515 - 325- 88,466 111Stevenson 15 1, 393 387, 7 - 278 313, 225 225 74,573 54Twain 10 873 244,927 281 182, 250 209 62,677 72

8,938 3,055,926 2,285,865
,

770,051Total
Averages for 11 _ _ . .white .

.

schools 342 , 256 86

INTEGRATED*
.

Avalon Park 16 765 228,245 298 162,500 212 65; 745 86Burns 10 1,086 309,364 _ 285 236,050 217 73,314 67Cornell 16 1,306 343,440 263 268,600 206 74, MO 57Fernwood 16 *807 414,954 514 240, 950 299 174,004 216Franklin 7 1,109 460,723 415 339,175 306 121,548 110Jefferson 9 1,054 282,133 272 217,300 206 69,833 66Schley 6 851 239, 761 282 179, 425 211 60,336 71Shoesmith I 14 634 153,267 242 94,725 149 58,542 92Skinner 9 1, 092 352, 543 323 268,400 246 84,143 77

8,704
.

2,789,400 2,007,1Z 782,305TotaL
Averages for 9

integrated
schools

mato°
320 231 SO

Burnside 15- 1,726 443,251 ',, 257 342, 660 199 100,591 '3Carnegie ' 14 1,316 . 317,366 241 258, 850 197 58, 516 44Doolittle 11 2, 325 866,203 373 692,380 298 173,823 75Forestville 7 13 4,087 1,288,994 315 1, 035, 485 253 253,509 62Gregory - 8 8,875 -786,460 -- 203 -673,600 - -174 112,860 29Lewis-Champlin..-. 21 2,291 541,083 236 40,500 211 58,583 t 26Parkside 14 1,009 299, 199- 297 227, 625 226 71,574 71Pope 19 1,955 509,165 260 , 426, 810 218 82,355 42William 11 2,136 512,587 240 .416,500 195 96,087 45

-TotaL 20,720 5,564,308 4,556,410 1,007,898
Averages for 9 ,

Negro .

schools 269 220
I

49

The deternffnation of the ricial category of the selected schools is based npnn tbe method supra, p.185.
From the 1961 budget of the Chicago Board of Education.

2 From the Directory, Illinois Schools, 1961-62.
*Appropriations for capital improvements excluded.
*Perry School is probably atypical. It serves handicapped children in special classes.
*This figure is suspiciously low compared to 1960-61 (1114). It is perhaps amounted for by interim

shifting of students to other facilities, but this is only conjecture.
The figures for the new Shoesmith school are taken from the 1962 budget. The 1961 approliations

were incomplete.
*The figures cover both the k-6 school and the upper-grade center.
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APPENDIX I
Certification of Teachers

School (branches included) District
Total

teaching
staff 1

WHITE
Armstrong 2 40
Bryn Mawr 7 33
Coon ley 3 23
Edison 1 21
Harte 14 20
Kellogg 18 21
Locke 4 24
O'Keefe 14 26
Perry. 16 34
Stevenson 15 45
Twain 10 27

Total 314

tioccrtif-
tested

teachers 1

2. 0
1. 0
3. 0
3. 0
4. 5
1. 0
3. 0
0. 0
4. 0
6. 0
4. 5

Average percent of uncertificated teachers, 11 white schools: 12

INTEGRATED
Avalon Park 16 26
Burns 10 35
Cornell 16 41
Fernwood 16 36
Franklin 7 52
Jefferson 9 35
Schley 6 30
Shoesmith 14 18
Skinner 9 40

Total 313

38, 0

e. 5
1.Q. 0

,G. 0

L 0
13, 5
IS. 0
7. 0
4. 0

10. 0

Average percent of uncertificated teachers. 9 integrated schools: 23

NEGRO

Burnside 16 54
Carnegie 14 42
Doolitttle 11 79
Forestville (South) 13 86
Gregory 8 124
Lewis-Champlin 21 79
Parkside 14 32
Pope 19 67
Williams 11 66

Total 729

71. 0

12. 0
14. 0
15. 0
29. 0
55. 5
26. 0
4. 0

18. 5
22. 0

196. 0

Average percent of uncertificated teachers, 9 Negro schools: 27

1 Directory, Illinois Schools, 1961-62.
Information supplied by office of superintendent of schools.

24752-572 0 - 65 - 21

-
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APPENDIX J

Library Resources 1961-62

School District
No. of

students I
1961-62

No. of
volumes 2
Juu6 1962

p vset Ten t

WRITE

Armstrong (with branch)_ 2 1155 3 7728 6. 7
Bryn Mawr 17 957 4538 4. 7
Coon ley 3 676 3087 4. 6
Edison (with branch) 1 604 4324 7. 2
Harte 14 495 2 2497 5. 0
Kellogg (with branch) 18 533 3732 7. 0
Locke_ 4 733 2672 3. 6
O'Keefe 14 721 3683 5. 1
Perry 16 798 2127 2. 7
Stevenson 15 1393 3 5816 4. 2
Twain 10 873 4046 4. 6

Total_ 8938 44250 5. 0

Average per pupil for 11 white schools: 5.0 vols.

INTEGRATED

Avalon Park 16 765 3919 5. 1
Burns 10 1086 3527 3. 2
Cornell 16 1306 2881 2. 2
Fernwood (with branch)_ 16 807 4603 5. 7
Franklin 7 1109 3970 3. 6
Jefferson 9 1054 s 2835 2. 7
Schley 6 851 3405 4. 0
Shoesmith 4 14 634 742 1. 2
Skinner 9 1092 4509 4. 1

Total 8704 30391 3. 5

Average per pupil for 9 integrated schools: 3.5 vols.

NEGRO

Burnside 16 1726 3837 2. 2
Carnegie 14 1316 2715 2. 1
Doolittle 11 2325 6459 2. 3
Forestville (South) 13 2500 J223 2. 5
Gregory 8 3875 5423 1. 4
Lewis-Champlin 21 2291 6876 3. 0
Parkside_ 14 1009 4647 4. 6
Pope (with branch) 19 1955 6170 3. 2
Williams 11 2136 6273 2. 9

Total 19133 47623 2. 5

.Average per pupil for 9 Negro schools: 2.5 vols.

DIrect0191 Illinois Schools, 1961-62. Juue 1961.
Information supplied by office of the superintendent of schools. Newly opened 1961-62.
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY WILLOUGHBY ABNER, NATIONAL VICE PRESIDENT, NEGRO
AMERICAN LABOR COUNCIL AND SECRETARY-TREASURER OF ITS CHICAGO AREA
CHAPTER r -FORE THE SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR OF THE COMMITTEE ON
EDUCATION AND LABOR, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IN SUPPORT OF FEDERAL
FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES LEGISLATION, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1961

Mr. Chairman and members of the special Subcommittee on Labor, on this
occasion I am privileged to represent the Chicago area chapter of the Negro
American Labor Council. I wish to state at the outset that I am a confirmed aim
dedicated trade unionist, fully cognizant of the great historic and pungent con-
temporary contributions the American labor movement has made to the toiling
masses, to the social and economic progress of our society, to our Nation as a
whole and to the world community. As an Illinoisan, as a Chicagoan, and with-
out interruption as an American Negro, I have not merely observed the discrimi-
natory and exclusion practices of our socioeconomic complex, but have been
victimized by it. It is impossible to fully communicate except to those who have
been initiated the humiliation, the frustration, the bitterness, the hurt, the con-
fusion, the deep sense of futility and tragically, too often the spiritual erosion
suffered by the victims of job exclusion and economic discrimination.

I leave to others the recitation of past instances of progress in the area of em-
ployment opportunities. The tortuous road ahead to full equality of job op-
portunities for all Americans is too long and winding for me to seek solace gazing
in the rearview mirror. Now that we have the official world from the U.S. Com-
mission on Civil Rights as contained in its report on employment, we should
move full speed ahead.

1Not government, not business, not labor can escape the powerful indictment
returned against each of them in the Commission's report. As a trade union
leader, I cannot in good conscience point the finger at business and government
and ignore or minimize the discriminatory practices of my colleagues and broth-
ers in the house of labor. Discrimination does exist within the labor movement
and the snaillike pace in removing these barriers caused the conception and birth
of the Negro American Labor Council.

This subcommittee should not be deterred from including legislative provisions
which will effectively deal with trade union practices that deny equality of job
opportunity at any level.

I know this subcommittee has been burdened with charts, statistics, figures, and
surveys relating to job discrimination. With your permission, I would like to
add one more survey. However, before I dopermit an observation. National
statistics on job discrimination and Negro unemployment, generally, 'understate
the problem in Chicago. For example: when unemployment this year showed
that 7 percent of white workers were unemployed nationwide, as you know, 14
percent or twice the percentage of nonwhite workers were unemployed ; how-
ever, here in Chicago the percentage of nonwhite unemployed was three timesthat of white workers.

Conservative national statistics show 13 out of every 100 white workers engaged
in a professional or technical occupation while only 5 of every 100 Negro workers
are so employed. National figures reveal that 13 out of every 100 white workers
have a skilled trade but only 5Y2 out of every 100 Negro workers have managed
the breakt1:ough. As shocking as these figures may be they understate the prob-lem in Chicago.

The survey and study which I am about to refer to help explain in part this
situation. During the spring of this year the Chicago area chapter of the Negro
American Labor Council initiated a survey of the only true trade school in
Chicago-Washburne located at 31st Street and Kedzie Avenue. It is a part of
the Chicago school system and benefits from our public funds. Only union
apprentices may attend the Washburne shop classes. Our survey showed that
the estimated number of Negro apprentices in. May 1961, in 12 trades of Chicago's
publicly supported Washburne Trade School made up only 1 percent of those
trades' 1960 enrollment of over 2,600. In 7 of the 12 trades studied there were
no Negro apprentices at all. The breakdown as of May 1961 is as follows :
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Trade 1960
apprentice
enrollment

Estimated
Negro

apprentices

Carpenters
241 0Eleetricians 713 10Plumbers
312 3Machinists
157Pipefitters 323Painters and decorators 159 2Lathers. 147Patternmakers . 29Sprinkler fitters

65Typographers
203 2Linotype

14 4

NOTE.Total enrollment, 2,682; Negro enrollment, 26.

Apprentices enter Washburne Trade School as a rule through the joint ap-prenticeship committees of the union and the industry, although they may alsocome directly to the school from the employer. The school assumes no responsi-
bility for the selection of apprentices.

On Monday of last week, like many other citizens of Chicago, I availed myself
of the Opportunity to publicly testify before the Chicago Board of Education.
After presenting these statistics on Washburne Trade School and after admitting
the responsibility of the craft unions and the industry, I then asked the super-intendent of the Chicago Public Schools did he not believe that the board ofeducation also had some responsibility in combating discrimination in theapprenticeship training program at Washburne, particularly in view of itsdirect involvement and the use of public funds. After a moment's hesitation,
his answer to my query was : "No comment."

A little over a week ago the Illinois State AFL-CIO concluded its annualconvention. The only major and extended debate centered around an amended
resolution dealing with apprenticeship training programs. In the debate which
was hot and heavy, I observed then as I observe now that anyone who claimsthere is no racial discrimination in apprenticeship training programs is eithera fool or a hypocrite. I don't have to tell this committee that the main opposi-tion came from some craft union, but we won that battle. A majority of
2,000 delegates representing a million workers in Illinois adopted that resolution.
And what did it provide that caused the fireworks? Permit me to read the
one sentence resolve: "That this convention go on record to appoint or elect at
large, a racially integrated committee to study, discuss, and adopt means bywhich they can establish an effective, racially integrated apprenticeshipprogram."

The repeated theme of the opposition was that "No one is going to tell us how
to run our apprenticeship training programs."

Do we need Federal legislation in this area? The Negro American Labor
Council answers with an emphatic "Yes"! We implore this subcommittee when
the inevitable legislative whittling-down process takes place to resist all efforts
which would assign to the legislative junk heap the following provisions:

(1) That which prohibits the Secretary of Labor in assisting the establish-
ment of a training program which considers the race, creed, or color of thepotential apprentice.

(2) That which forbids the Secretary of Labor to grant a certification under
the wage-hour law for apprentices enrolled in discriminatory training programs.

(3) That which prohibits the Secretary of Labor from granting a variation
under the Walsh-Healy Act where the apprenticeship program limits applicants
on the basis of race, creed, or color.

We wholeheartedly agree with the chairman of the Committee on Education
and Labor when he stated that "The Federal Government cannot be a party to
or confer any benefits upon an apprenticeship training program which discrim-inates against qualified applicants on the basis of race, color, or creed.

Yes, one need only look around the Chicago community to see the desperate
need for training Negro youth in skilled trades. Everywhere you see buildings
going up with bricklayers, carpenters, plumbers, tile men and cement finishers
with a token number of Negro skilled tradesmen on the job. When questioned
about this, there is always someone to say "there are a lot of Negroes on these
jobs," but no one to point out that these Negro workers are in the main common
laborers and even their tribe is diminishing.
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The trades mentioned above are dnes in which there are a few Negro journey-

men members, but what of the trades which have no Negro journeymen members,or one or two in the whole city ; like the iron erectors, glazers, stationary
engineers, pile drivers, lathers, floor layers, to name a few?

The economic cost of discrimination to the taxpayers of Cook County wasdramatically ilustrated by Mr. Raymond Hilliard before this subcommitteeyesterday and needs no embellishment. There is, however, one aspect of eco-nomic cost of job discrimination to the Nation I would like to emphasize.The latest figures available to me showed. that in 1959 the average white familyin the United States had a median annual income of $5,643 while the averageNegro family had only $2,917.
What most of us forget is that discrimination cuts two waysthe mostimportant economic cost of discrimination is to the entire national community.

To illustrate: if the income of the average Negro family were raised to equalthe income of the average white family, the total gain would come to $10.9 bil-lion a year. Approximately every $6,000 in effective purchasing power meansa job for someone, somewhere in the economy. This means discrimination iscosting the Nation 1,800,000 jobs at the momontennugh to make an enormousdent in the unemployment situation. Perhaps your white neighbor is unem-ployed because someone is discriminating against your Negro neighbor. Inshort, job discrimination increases unemployment among both Negro and whiteworkers. The converse is also true. As we reduce job discrimination, we increase
the number of jobs available for all workers.

In this age of advancing technology nearly everything is being automatedbut the rate of the Negroes' entrance into the technical, managerial, professional
and skilled trade occupations. According to the U.S. Department of Labor, thisdynamic technology together with those entering the labor market will in thenext decade require the creation of 4,100,000 new jobs each year. Failure tomeet this challenge would threaten our entire economic structure upon whichour world posture and leadership in the struggle against international com-munism is so dependent. This challenge to our economic structure in this atomicage cannot be met unless Negro Americans tr.e trained and at work on the jobs
created by this new technology.

To those of my colleagues who may become angered, embittered, and vindictive
because of portions of this testimony and similar declarations by other Negrotrade unionistsa word of advice: Stop squealing like pigs caught under afence, stop worrying about such exposures tarnishing the image of the labor
movement ; history may yet prove that this prodding, urging, and demanding
resulted in the positive, corrective action which saved not only the image of
the labor movement but the labor movement itself.

To the members of this subcommitteemay you not be swayed or deterredfrom the course your chairman has charted, and my sincere thanks for thisopportunity to appear before you in support of a truly effective Federal fair
employment practices law.

TESTIMONY GIVEN By TIMUEL D. BLACK, ON BEHALF OF THE CHICAGO ABEL CHAP-
TER OF THE NEGRO AMERICAN LABOR COUNCIL, AT CHICAGO BOARD OF EDUCATION
SCHOOL POLICY HEARINGS, NOVEMBER 5, 1964

Mr. Whiston and members of the board, my name is Timuel D. Black, andI am here to present this statement as local president of the Negro AmericanLabor Council, which is a national organization with AFL-CIO Vice PresidentMr. A. Philip Randolph as national president. Our task is to eliminate segre-gation and discrimination in labor, industry, and government wherever we findit. As you know, finding it is easy because it is present in fantastic quantities.
Breaking it down is more difficult because race prejudice and bigotry usuallyaccompany or precede any form of racial or religious segregation ordiscrimination.

It is this problem of segregation and discrimination in Chicago public schools
with public funds that brings me here today.

It is a repetitious truism to state that a child who goes to a segregated schooltoday is being deprived, yes, cheated, out of the skills and experiences that
are necessary to make a go of it in a democratic society and a shrinking world
and universe both academically and socially. By this definition, then, and ac-cording to the Hauser report, approximately 90 percent of Chicago's Negro
children and 90 percent of Chicago's white children are being thus tragically
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handicapped. I accept both the definition and the findings of the Hauser
report.

On Saturday of this past weekend my family and I attended a beautiful
rendition of Bizet's opera "Carmen". It was most interesting and thrilling to
note that the cast was mixed and that Miss Grace Bumbry, a Negro, was the
star. The children's chorus, made up of youngsters from 7 to 13 years, was an
integrated one and they performed magnificently. There was not an inferior
one there. Their director, Mr. Christopher Moore, had made them all superior,
and all equal at the same time in their feelings toward one another, so obvious
to all who witnessed it. I was so proud because my son Timmy was part of
that group, as were all of the parents and friends, black and white alike. None
of these children or parents could have gained this marvelous experience in any
other way.

All over the world changes and new directions are being had in the area
of race relations and recognition of human dignity. This is a new world in
which we live and we had better prepare our children for it. Even in tyran-
nical, bigoted, poverty-stricken, sick Mississippi this is slowly being recognized
and at last integration of the public schools is moving forward. Here in
Chicago we are either standing still or moving backward. Ladies and gentle-
men, we are crippling all of our children, black and white, because you cannot,
in a democratic society, do one without doing the other.

On March 31 of this year the report to the board of education by the advisory
panel on the integration of the public schools was submitted by Dr. Philip
Hauser. rive panel members who are preeminent in the field of education and
human development were members of that panel and agreed to its findings and
recommendations unanimously. Yet up to today this board of education cannot
even agree to a firm and consistent statement that there is, as a matter of fact,
segregation in Chicago's schools and that it intends to do something very positive
about it immediately.

This is a sad commentary on intelligent people.
New York City had less of a segregation problem than Chicago and could have

hid behind the cloak of gradualism, because she was moving in a positive
direction. However, faced with the facts of life and urgency of the situation,
her board of education and her superintendent of schools stood firm behind a
program of immediate integration. Her board and her superintendent faced the
racists and the bigots firmly and squarely and said, "In the name of democracy,
we shall not be moved."

It seems to me Chicago should do no less.
Yet 6 months after submission of the report not one significant step has been

taken to implement any of its major parts. The situation in the vocational
schools where Negro children attend is deplorable and is rapidly deteriorating.
Morale among both teachers and students is at a low ebb. The students are
being prepared for absolutely nothing, neither college nor work, this is shame-
ful. It is a matter of local, State, and National public record now that Wash-
burne Trade School continues to systematically exclude Negroes from the build-
ing trades apprenticeship program. According to the Hauser report, less than
2.5 percent of the apprentices are Negro. At this point this is in direct viola-
tion of the late President Kennedy's Executive order on vocational and ap-
prenticeship training and employment ; and of the newly passed civil rights law.
On this particular issue we serve notice, Mr. President, on the building trades
council and on the Chicago Board of Education that the Negro American Labor
Council can and will take the appropriate social and legal action to bring about
a long overdue correction of an evil. To use the taxpayers' money to perpetu-
ate an exclusive education dictated by outsiders is a travesty on justice if there
ever was one.

To conclude, Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest to you that not only are the
Negro children in Chicago being cheated out of an education, but the white
children are also, both academically and socially. White parents in all-white
schools tell me all the time of the terrible education and experiences that their
children are undergoing. And so they move their children to private schools or
to the suburbs. Because of economic circumstances and race prejudices Negro
children cannot be so helped. And so the Negro child becomes the test of
whether Chicago can have an integrated school system the white children will
not flee.

Because the education of Negro children in the past has been so unequal that
white parents fear this inequality for their children when Negroes move in,
give to all Chicago's children quality and equality in education and the flight
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will cease. You will still have your middle-class fzinlies to support yourdowntown merchants and an adequate Nee() middle class to augment it. Giventhe present situation you will not halt the flight, the deterioration of education,and its concomitants of confusion, poverty, despair, delinquency, crime, anddependency. We ask you to arrest this situation immediately.We ask you to make a firm statement of policy of integration immediately
which carries with it intent. We urge that you adopt a policy which will force
any future superintendent to submit specific plans on the time and method by
which quality and equality in education will proceed. We urge that no superin-tendent who does not agree in writing to this be considered for this post. We urgethat any superintendent considered be very responsible to the board or any ofits members for records or any other information necessary to ascertain thecondition of education in a Chicago school or schools, and to make these recordsavailable on request.

It is important, Mr. Chairman, that we get on with the business of educatingall of Chicago's children on a fair and equal basis.
You can rest assured that to do less will be catastrophic.
Thank you very much.

TESTIMONY GIVEN AT CHICAGO BOARD OE' EDUCATION BUDGET ON DECEMBER 15,
1964 BY TIMUEL D. BLACK ON BEHALF OE' THE CHICAGO ARE& CHAPTER OF
NEGRO AmERICAN LABOR COUNCIL

Mr. Chairman and members of the Chicago Board of Education, according to
an article written by Mrs. Charles Miodemers of the Washington bureau of theChicago Daily News, Dr. Benjamin C. Willis, the general superintendent of theChicago Public Schools was quoted as stating that Chicago's schools will con-tinue to shortchange thousands of young people whose futures could be bright-
ened by vocational edhcation, unless more Federal aid is voted for such program.
The article referred to was written in the fall of 1961 while Dr. Willis waschairman of a special Presidential committee that was charged with studying
the inadequacies and needs of vocational training programs across the Nation.The article went further to cite Dr. Willis as stating that "All our currentprogramstraining people in junior colleges, rehabilitating and educating re-lief families, helping people understand manpower retraining and redevelop-ment lawscould be coordinated and expanded. If we do this we can help
lick our unemployment, school dropout and relief problems along with othersocial ills and if we don't, our economyand more important, millions of ourpeopleare going to be in serious trouble."

Some months later an Executive order was issued by the late President
Kennedy and later still a law was passed by the Congress of the United States
making funds available for programs dealing with improvement of vocational
and trade training to States and local communities on a now discriminatorybasis. It is very interesting to note that Chicago has not availed itself of these
admittedly much needed resources. In this same article noted above Dr. Willisis noted as saying that the figures show that 8 out of every 10 children now inthe elementary schools will not finish college "meaning they need some othersort of training to get and hold a job," be it in homemaking, industry, business
or farming.

"Yet of the 115,000 students now in Chicago high schools only 10 percent arein vocational schools such as Lane Tech, Crane Tech, and Chicago Vocational
which provide the only really broad thorough training available" he said.

While shop, industrial arts, and secretarial courses are taught in most otherhigh schools, "they can't provide anything like the service needed," Willisstressed.
Mr. Chairman and members of this board it seems absolutely incredible that

we have had the knowledge that Dr. Willis attested to and the resources asprovided by Executive order and bolstered by statute have let three go bywithout substantially altering which is a very dismal picture for hundreds ofthousands of Chicago's children. Could it be that the nondiscriminatory
provision has been the cause for ignoring or rejecting this vital educationalopportunity ?

For 4 years, Mr. Chairman, a representative of the Chicago Area 'Chapter of
the Negro American Labor Council has been appearing in testimony before thisbody. We have heard testimony from hundreds of groups. We have witnessed
the development of a Hauser report and a Havighurst report and noted with
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great alarm how systematically each has been ignored or been quietly but effec-
tively sabotaged.

We have witnessed the appeasement of anticivil-rights groups on the schoolissue to the point that the John Birch Society feels quite safe and confident in
recruiting and planning to set up office in the areas of the appeased. Theyevidently feel they have unknowing allies in high places of authority.

Meanwhile, Mr. Chairman, we note in the present suggested budget a cutback
in the very areas where help is needed most. Special classes, summer school,
human relations, all of these being items either in the budget or sugosted elimi-
nation of them at a time when increase is sorely needed.

Mr. Chairman and members of this board, we in the Negro American Labor
Council, see very dark and perhaps even violent days ahead for Chicago. Negro
and white children are being miseducated and misguided in their quest for
adjustment and security in this system. They are becoming increasingly fright-ened and hostile to each other. The neighborhood and school areas in which
they can communicate are decreasing rapidly, and the school situation is accel-
erating that decrease in contact and communication. The Negro adult commu-
nity with its growing unemployment and relief rates feels sorely treated andunfairly neglected. The white community egged on by bigots, racists, and
unthinking officials in high economic, political, and educational circles are
growing increasingly restive and hostile groups.

The question is, Mr. Chairman and members of this board, how much are youcontributing to this rising feeling of restiveness and in what way do you intend
to pursue your obligation to educate as equally and as effectively as possible all
the children of all the people? That is your charge and you should do no less.This cannot be done piecemeal or patchwork style. The fabric or body of
education in the deprived and the privileged areas this city are wearing so
thin that what we may need is major surgery, or rather tailoring.

There are many budgetary recommendations we, would like to make Mr.
Chairman but in view of the glaringly dangerous restrictions already proposedin the budget we in the Negro American Labor Council have no choice but torecommend that this budget be rejected and sent back to staff for study and
revision so that it will reflect much better in response to the needs of the cheated,
deprived, and educationally underprivileged children and adults of this city.

We recommend that the special programs deleted or reduced be restored asthey pertain to the low educational areas, and immediate consideration be given
to implementation of those portions of the Hauser and Havighurst report which
do not require large sums of money.

However, we also recommend that this board during this coming session make
the necessary adjustments in its own budget and seek additions through State
and Federal to obtain the $51 million minimum recommended in the Havighurst
report for the coming year.

We hope that when we return to testify in the coming year that we can justifi-
ably say that the board has resumed its responsibility and that we can say ajob "well done" has been in progress.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING-A. TIME OF CTusts

(The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights recently issued a study entitled "Employ-
ment, Book 3, 1961." This report concerns itself with the problems of employ-
ment and the relationship of employment to vocational education and appren-ticeship training. Published by the U.S. Government Printing Office, the
report also analyzes the plight of vocational education and apprenticeship
schools in America.)

Following are excerpts from this report :

"Denial of employment because of the color of a person's skin, his faith, or his
ancestry is a wrong of manifold dimensions." On the personal plane, it is an
affront to human dignity. On the legal plane, in many cases, it is a violation
of the Constitution, of legislation, or of national policy. On the economic and
social plane, discrimination may result in a waste of human resources and an
unnecessary burden to the community.

The recent recession underlined two fundamental challenges to the Nation's
economy. One of these was unemploymentacute in a recession, but still a
chronic national problem. Although economic recovery now appears to be
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underway, the President has declared that "the task of abating unemploymentand achieving a full use of our resources remains a serious challenge." Theother problem, paradoxically intertwined with that of chronic unemployment,was a shortage of skilled workers. Even in a "depressed area" like Detroit,"jobs were going begging for lack of skilled workers to fill them." Technologicalchanges and replacement of old industries by new ones have been largelyresponsible for increased unemployment. At the same time, they have increasedthe demand for skilled craftsmen and tcchnical workers. This demand willcontinue to grow. It is estimated, for instance, that for every 100 skilled workersthe Nation had in 1955, it will need 122 in 1965 and 145 in 1975. Yet today ourvocational education and apprenticeship training programs are not prodiningeven enough workers to replace those who retire.

These twin problems, serious as they are for the Nation as a whole, are magni-fied for minority groups that are subject to discrimination. The rate of unem-ployment for Negroes, for instance, was twice that of the white populationduring the recent recession. Despite a dramatic increase in types of employ-ment available to Negroes during the past 20 years, the mass of Negro workersare still confined largely to the less skilled jobs. This concentration in theranks of the unskilled and semiskilled, the areas most severely affected not onlyby economic layoffs but by technological change, means that Negroes will be ina poor position to fill the future needs of our constantly changing economy.The problem of cyclical and structural unemployment is in one sense no dif-ferent for members of minority groups than for othersthe price of both societyand the individual affected is the same. There is the human costs of slums,broken homes, illness, school dropouts, juvenile delinquency, and crime.In another sense, however, these problems have a special dimension for theminority groups who bear more than their share of the economic, social, andhuman ills. For part of their burden is the result of discrimination. To theextent that it is, the country's interest in reducing the costs of unemploymentand in developing our human resources to the full is reinforced by constitutionaldemand and a declared national policy of equal opportunity for all.Not all of the unemployment of minority groups can be blamed on employmentdiscrimination. On some occasions when new opportunities are thrown opento Negroes, few, if any appear who are int, rested or can qualify. The dispro-portionate layoffs they suffer in an economic downturn are due in considerablepart to lack of seniority and concentration in unskilled jobs. Yet all of theseproblenis may themselves be the result of discrimination, such as past patternof outright refusal to hire Negroes or refusal to hire them for any but the mostmenial types of work.
Unfortunately, many members of minority groups do not equip themselveswith the skills that are demanded by changing industrial techninues. This iscertainly due in part to lack of motivation which may itself rest:4 from a liferinged in by discrimination. It is, however, too often a result of discriminationin education and training. For example, the variety and type of vocationaleducation courses offered at Negro schools are often quite different from thoseoffered at white schoolsNegro students being offered training only for thosejobs in which they have traditionally been employed, such as semiskilled andservice occupations, rather than for those more highly skilled jobs where open-ings exist and continue to ir_crease. Similarly, discrimination againA themwith respect to apprenticeship training programs often results in absolute exclu-sion. Moreover, in those areas where restrictions are the most severein thebuilding trades and machinists craftsemployment opportunities are expectedto increase most rapidly.
Vocational training received through the public schools, and made possible

by Federal grant funds, is the principal means of acquiring many of the basicindustrial skills. Therefore the ability of members of minority groups to obtainemployment in skilled jobs is often limited by the availability of these programs.To the extent that minority group members are denied the opportunity to receive
such training, they are deprived of equal opportunity for employment.In spite of a declared policy that "there shall be no discrimination becauseof race" in the administration of federally aided programs of vocational educa-tion, a great deal appears to exist. Federta funds in some places support voca-tional education that is not only strictly separate but palpably unequal evenin relation to current employment opportunities for Negroes. Moreover, thepattern of vocational education supported by Federal funds adopts the discrimina-
tory employment patterns of the past and perpetuates them for the future bydenying to Negroes the opportunity to obtain training in new fields. To the
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extent that openings for Negroes do occur in these fields', there are few who are
trained to fill them. The circle of discrimination is completefew are qualified
because few will be hired ; few will be hired because few are qualified.

WANTED : MORE NEGRO APPRENTICES AT WASHBURNE TRADE SCHOOLA STUDY
INITIATED AND PREPARED BY THE CHICAGO AREA CHAPTER, NEGRO AMERICAN
LABOR Courian, IN COOPERATION WITH THE CHICAGO COMMITTEE OF RACIAL
EQUALITY, JUNE 1961

Whih. a person can make much progress in industry without having gone
through a formal apprenticeship, ptudies show that apprenticeship is a significant
aid to advancement both in pay and in responsibility. With automation the
advantages are expected to increase.

The comptroller of a large national organization with headquarters in Chicago
went to considerable trouble to assist his son to enter upon a typographer's
apprenticeship. A University of Wisconsin study of 340 men who had completed
apprenticeships during 1940-41 found that "nearly 35 percent had moved to
management level poc.r" (1;r1ng the first 5 years of their status as skilled
workers." The writ, Wisconsin doctoral dissertation had himself been
an apprentice.

Yet the estimatr Negro apprentices in May 1961, in 12 trades of
Chicago's publicly .. ashburne Trade School, made up only 1 percent
of those trades' t of over 2,600.

Trade
Estimated

appintice I Negro 2
enrollment

Carpenters_
Electricians
Plumber&
Machinists
Sheet metal
Pipefltters
Painters and Decorators....
Lathan

241
713
312
157
719
'423
159
147

0
10
3
0
0

2
-0

Trade
1960

apprentice
enrollment 1

Estimated
Negro

Plasterers 49
Patternmakers 29 0
Sprinkler fitters 65 0
Typographers 203 2
Linotype _

TotaL

14, 4

2,682 26

Leaflet issued by Washburne Trade School, 3233 West 31st St., Chicago, M.
In May 1961.

The und. rrepresentation of Negroes among apprentices is not peculiar to
Chicago. "Apprentices, Skilled Craftsmen, and the Negro : An Analysi i" New
York State Commission Against Discrimination, 270 Broadway, New York City,
N.Y. 1960, page 15; "Currently, about 2 percent of the approximately 15,000
registered apprentices in New York State are Negro."

Why are there so few Negroes among apprentices? Is it because Negro young
people want to go to college? And despise the blue-collar jobs? Is it because they
cannot live on the low pay at the beginning of the apprenticeships? Or because
they lack friends and relatives in the trades to tell them about the opzaings and
help them get accepted? Or because the poor schooling in de facto segregated
schools prevents them from qualifying? Or does racial discrimination keep them
out altogether either because the contractors will not hire them or their wanes
disappea into waiting lists of the joint apprenticeship committees and fail to
come forth?

All these are causes. The numerous and complex factors which account for
the small number of Negroes in the skilled trades are well described in three
studies. Harry Kursh, "Apprenticeships in America," W. W. Norton & Co., Inc.,
New York, 1958, is subtitled "A Guide to Golden Opportunties in Industry for
Students, Parents, Teachers, Guidance Counselors, and Leaders in Education,
Labor and Industry." Its Chapter 8: The Negro and Apprenticeships, has two
subheadings : "The Penalty Against the Nation" and "What the Negro Appren-
tice Should Do." The University of Wisconsin study of the 340 skilled workers
was found on pages 33-34 of this book.

"The Negro Wage Earner and Apprenticeship Training Programs: A Critical
Analysis With Recommendations," Labor Department, National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People, 20 West 40th Street, New York, N.Y.,
February 25, 1960, is available free on request.
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Also free is the above-mentioned study of the New York State Commission
Against Discrimination. This is a scholarly analysis covering the history and
significance of apprenticeship in the United States as well as in New York State.

John A. Lapp, "The Wasburne Trade School," Fred Klein Co., Chicago, 1941,
expresses no recognition of any racial problems but is informative for the
establishment and early history of the various apprentice trade courses in the
public schools.

A study which is important as showing the future needs in the various trades
is "Vocational and Technical Education in Illinois, Tomorrow's Challenge,"
Bureau of Vocational Research, College of Education, University of Illinois,
Urbana, 1960.

The present paper is a practical application of tbis background information
to the problem of enabling more Negroes to become apprentices at Washburne
Trade School.

Apprentices enter Washburne Trade School, as a rule, through the joint
apprenticeship committees of the union and the industry, although they may
also come directly to the school from the employer. The school assumes no
responsibility for the. selection of apprentices.

Therefore the first step is to locate the source of apprenticeship information
in the particular industry.

Trade
Carpenters
Electricians
Plumberg
Machinists
Sheet Metal
Pipefitters
Painters & Decorators
Lathers
Plasterers
Patternmakers
Sprinkler Fitters
Typographers

ApprenticesMp committee or other informant
-Charles A. Thompson, 12 East Erie St. (11)
Ralph Thompson, 228 North La Salle St. (1)
Lamb, 1340 West Washington (7)
IAM Lodge 113, 5247 West Madison Ave. (44)
Eaberlein, 3350 West Jackson Blvd. (24)
Bielke, 228 North La Salle St. (1)
Vyt A. Lubert, 430 North Michigan, Room 810
James Hamilton, 3233 West 31st St. (23)
Hughes, 330 South Marshfield (2)
Gotham, 105 West Arams (3)
Charles Schwab, 910 West Monroe St. (7)
Frank O'Connor, 12 East Grand Ave. (11)

For the information given by these sourccs comes the following tabular over-
view of the various trades below.

Trade 1st step Years
.

Starting wage Age
High school

diploma
required

Carpenters Get a job 4 $2.05 per hour 17 to 25____ Yes.
Electricians . Get application from joint ap-

prenticeship committee.
4 $1.94 per hour. 17 to 21____ Yes.

Plumbers do.. 5 16 to 25____ Yes.
Machinists Get a job 4 .80 per hour_

ii)
18 to 21._-_ Yes.

Tools and die-
makers.

do 5 $1.80 per hour do.. Yes.

Sheet Metal .do 4 $1.92 per hour. do_ Yes.
Epelitters. Get application from appren-

tiaship committee.
5 $2.10 per hour do_ Yes.

Painters and deco-
rators.

Get a job or apply to coordina-
tor at Washburne.

3 $1.53 per hour_ 18 to 25......_ Yes.

Lathers Apply at union and get a job__ _ 3 $1.92 per hour 17 to 27__ Yes.
Plasterers Send to joint apprenticeship

committee for application and
4 Just under 2__ 17 to 25__ No.

state if you have a contractor
to hire you.

.

Patternmakers Apply to joint apprenticeship
committee.

5 $1.87 orless_ 17 to 21......_ Yes.

Sprinkler litters do 4 $2.15 per hour. 18 to 25___ No.
Typographers Get a job as miscellaneous help

in typesetting shop.
6 About $61 for

38g-hour
week.

18 up..--- Yes (a
few not).

First there must be Negroes seeking apprenticeships. Most of the informants
state that there have been few or no Negro applicants. Those who apply often
have no idea of the length of the apprenticeship, the starting pay, the require-
ment of a high school diploma. When the waiting list and these other require-
ments are brought to the attention of the applicant he usually does not return.
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Since the Negro young pel..'on does not, as a rule, have friends or relatives
in the trade, he would be likely to hear of opportunities for apprenticeship
only through his school. An interview of a recent graduate of Washburne re-
vealed that he had become an apprentice through prior work in the high school
print shop and referral by the school. A source of Negro electrician apprentices
is a shop employing Negro electricians who have recently been admitted to the
union. In some trades there are a few Negro contractors who employ appren-
tices. For the most part, however, it appears that the best chance for the
Negro to be hired and apprenticed is in a large shop. Large shops are almost
certain to be white owned.

Unfortunately, most schools do not mention apprenticeship in their literature.
They speak of college or a job after high school. If the upper grades and high
schocils, general and vocational, would include apprenticeship in their materials
and counseling programs, the first barrier to Negro apprenticeship would beremoved.

In the foregoing tabular overview of the 12 skilled trades under consideration
the first step varies. In some the first step is to get a job ; in others -the joint
apprenticeship council or committee sends out the would-be apprentice to a
trial period on a job. In most of the trades in which the first step is to get an
application from the joint apprenticeship committee, it is best to be able to
mention a prospective employer. Whenever the first step is to get a job, the
problem is where. Most trades have between a* and several thousand shops or
contractors. Yet, of these, perhaps only 100 or 150 hire any apprentices. Howis the young person to know which of the names in the telephone red bookmight hire him?

If the Washburne Trade School would publish a list of the contractors or
shops placing apprentices with them annually in the proceedings of the board of
education and make these lists available to high school counselors, the problem
of knowing where to start would be greatly simplified.

The waiting list of the joint apprenticeship commitee may be another barrier
for Negro apprentices. The waiting list may be a. bona fide list arranged in
order of apparent competence after tests and interviews, or it may be merelya device to discourage unwanted applicants. In the latter case, anyone who
applies may be put on the list and then those with "pull" may be seleeted from
it and seat to jobs.

In view of the possible lack of standardized, objective procedures, subject
to review, on the part of some apprenticeship committees, it would seem advis-
able for Negro applicants to consult the Chicago Urban League before andafter filing applications.

In only one trade, the Lathers, was the requirement of sponsorship by one
who had been a journeyman member of the Chicago local union for at least 5years found. In most trades, the apprenticeship was theoretically open toeveryone on the basis of ability. In a number of trades it was said that the
tendency for sons and other relatives of members to fill the apprenticeships
was declining.

The problem of qualifying was thought to be the bottleneck for Negro appren-tices in the Typographers. It is now said to be relatively easy to get hired as
miscellaneous help in a shop. But only a few of these are chosen and qualify for
the 6-year Typographers' apprenticeship. A substantial percentage of these
apprentices are college graduates and almost half have at least some years of
college training. It is preferred that the apprentice shall have taken in high
school algebra, plane, and, hopefelly, ,solid, geometry, as well as many English
courses. On the other hand, a few apprentices have not graduated from highscheol. They must, however, attend night school and produce a high schooldiploma or its equivalent at an appropriate point in the apprenticeship. A
factor favorable to Negroes in this trade is the absence of an age limit. It
war recalled that one apprentice had started at 40.

In a number of trades high school shopwork, courses in blue print reading,
and mechanical drawing were favorable points.

Only one union informant reported the continuous presence of Negroes in the
union and among its officers over the years both in Chicago and in the South.This is the Plasterers' Union It Is interesting to note that this is the only trade
among the 12 studied in whia the estimate percentage of Negro apprenticesis relatively high-10 percent. It was stated that the union had had a clausein its bylaws for over 30 yearsit was not known when it was adonted
providing that anyone practicing racial discrimination must come before the
executive board.
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It is shocking to find the number of Negro apprentices at Washburne so small
with none at all in 7 of the 12 trades studied. To change this situation, the
remedies already sugested might be tried, namely information placed before
the upper grade and high school students by school brochures and counselors,
the lists of the contractors sending annrentices to WashburnP Trade School
to be made public, the Negroes seeking apprenticeships to consult the Chicago
Urban League.

A further step which might open up many practical possibilities would be to
interview the Negro apprentices now at Washburne as well as a number of the
white apprentices.

NOTES ON PROBLEMS OF NEGRO EMPLOYMENTORIENTATION MEETING, CHICAGO
URBAN LEAGUE EMPLOYMENT AND GUIDANCE ADVISORY COMMF/TEE, AUGUST 20, 1964

(Prepared by Research Department, Chicago Urban League with the Cooperation
of Frank Cassell, Chicago Urban League Board ofDirectors)

Within recent weeks, the Research Institute of America has issued a series of
recommendations concerning business in the next 15 years. With resnect to
unemployment, this is what they say.

What most people overlook is that the "civil rights crisis" came about not
just because of the 19E4 Supreme Court decision but also because of a "Negro
depression" which s roughly 3 years later.

The Negrousuair.7 the last in the work forcebecame the firSt te be squeezedout of his newly-won job. The Negro community's "great depression" has
persisted ever sincethat is, a jobless rate of 10 percent to 20 percent, chronic
joblessness among youths and young heads of family.

Those employed in automation's main line of fire, i.e., the unsldlled and the
semiskilled, -the jobs in which Negroes are concentrated, will be hardeat hit.

There's an irony in this for the Negro: He may be winning the right to get a
job at just the thne whenthe job itself is disappearing.

Unless present trends are reversed, the Negro is less likely than anyone else
to hold the job he -has, less likely to get one in the professional and technical
areas, less likely -to get the skills necessary -to compete for manufacturing jobs
that will survive automation.

While the job problem will create anxiety for the Nation, it will spell despera-
tion for the Negro. And what he does in that desperation will leave its mark
on the face of the future.

These are the employment and economic conditions that the Negro faces today.
Although the ecjnomic position of the Negro is improving, it is not improving

11.4 fast as that of whites. In Chicago, the median income of Negro families
declined from 70 percent of white family income in 1956 to 65 percent in 1960.

The Negro male college graduate earns less than the white high school dropout.
Here are a few comparisons of median incomes in Illinois in 1959:

All males Males, uon-
wbite

4 years or more of college $8. 183 $5, 1964 years of high school 5, 892 4, 4231 to 3 years cf high sclool 5, 465 4:097Elenentary school graduate 4, 522 3, 767

But note thisthe median income of high school dropouts (1 to 3 years of
high school) was $5,465. Compare this with a median income of $5,196 for non-
whites with 4 or more years of college.

At every occupational level nonwhites earn less than whites. In 1959, Negro
laborers earned $200 less annually than the average laborer ; the Negro male
professional, $2,000 annually less and the Negro male manager, $3,000 less.

Another dimension of the Negro's economic position is his unemployment and
this is not improving.

In 1960, his unemployment was three times of the white.
The differential between white and nonwhite rates of employment has widened

since 1918.
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(In percent]

S.

1948 1953 1958 1963 July 1964

White 3.2 2.3 6. 1 5.1 4. 3Nonwhite 5.2 4.1 12. 6 10. 9 10. 9

Unemployment rates of Negroes are higher than whites at every occupational
level from professional to unskilled in Chicago.

Fifty-seven percent of Illinois nonwhite jobseekers were between the ages of
25 and 44, the prime labor force group.

In the city of Chicago, Negro unemployment rate continues to be almost
three times that of the white rate. The most recent Illinois figures show a Negro
unemployment rate of nearly 10 percent, as compared with a white unemploy-
ment rate of 3.7 percent.

What are the skill characteristics of the Negro worker?
Fifty-three percent of Chicago nonwhite employed workers are operatives,

service workers and laborers as compared to only 32 percent of the whiteworkers.
Nationally, 34 percent of the white males (between 16 and 21 years) were

white-colinz workers and craftsmen as compared with on 16 percent of the
nonwhite les.

Sixty-s, -Ai percent of the white females (between 16 and 21 years) were
whitR-. collar workers as compared with only 23 percent of the nonwhite females.

Negro workers work in the occupations which are most readily automated and
which most rapidly become obsolete.

The Negro college graduate generally receives his professional training in
such fields as teaching, music, sociology, health and social work. These are thefields which have traditionally offered the best employment opportunities to
Negroes. Business is not generally receptive to hiring graduates in these fields.

The Negro comes to the labor market handicapped with less education andtraining.
While 43 percent of the Chicago area population over 25 are high school

graduates or better, nonwhites with similar education constitute only 29 percentof the nonwhite population over 25.
While 8 percent of tbe total population are college graduates, only 4 percentof the nonwhite population are college graduates.
Negro participation in on-the-job and management training has been quite

limited. Negroes are virtually excluded from apprenticeship training programs.
What training is attained is obtained in inferior institutions.

The recently published Hauser report documents that the education which
Negroes receive in Chicago, as measured by achievement levels, is inferior. Inall-white schools, the average ninth grade reading score is 12 points above the
city median while in all-Negro schools, it is 27 points below.

The Hauser report also concluded that de facto segregation in Chicago public
schools contributed to the inequality of educational opportunity.

In addition to inadequate education and training, the Negro faces racial dis-
crimination. Some of the measures of racial discrimination are :

In 1959. there was a 13-percent difference in hourly earnings between Negroes
and whites directly attributable to current discrimination.1

Among recent high school graduates not enrolled iu college in 1963, only 20
percent of the nonwhite males held white-collar jobs compared to 29 percent ofthe whites. Among females, only 35 percent of the nonwhites held white-collar
jobs compared to 78 percent of the whites.

Nonwhite graduates not only had an unemployment rate more than twice that
of the white graduates in October 1963, but their rate of unemployment was also
higher than that of white youths who did not complete high school.

In 1962, private firms holding Government contracts in the north-central region
bad only 3 Negro mule white-collar ,,orkers per 1,000 male white-collar worlrers
while the comparable firms in the southern region had 7 Negro males per 1,000
male white-collar w orkers.

James M. Morgan. et al., "Income and Welfare in the United States" ; McGraw-HillBook Co., Inc.; New York, N.Y.
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Chicago private firms holding Government contracts employ over 50,000 white-
collar workers. Between 1962 and 1963, these firms had a net increase of only
64 Negro white-collar employees.

Changw in job mix is another factor in the Negro employment problem.
The symbolic turning point is 1956white-cellar workers outnumbered blue-

colla r workers.
By 1970, there will be 25 percent more white-collar jobs than blue-collar jobs.
The fastest growing group is that of professional and technical employees

rising from 5 million in 1950 to 7% million in 1960 to 10 million in 1970.
The displacement created by automation, the "upgrading" of jobs, and the rise

of technicians, all constitute a new "face" in the industrial labor force.
The specific employment problems of Negroes are complicated by the dramatic

increase of young workers in the 1960's.
During the present decade, 26 million young people, 3.5 million of whom alre

Negroes, will become first-time jobseekers. This compares with 19 million
during the 1950's.

Of the 26 million youths coming into the labor force, 5 million will not have
graduated from high school. Two million more will have had, at most, only
an eighth grade education.

Negroes in Chicago have a dropout rate double that expected in the Nation
during the 1960's and more than double that of whites in the city. In some all-
Negro shools in Chicago, the dropout rate may run as high as 80 percent.

There are 350,000 Negroes currently in the Chicago area labor force.
Thirty-five tlrausand of them are unemployed and seeking work.
Nineteen thousand are involuntarily on parttime.
Forty thousand are working below their current skill levels.2
In addition, there are 15,000 Negroes who are discouraged workers and are not

in the labor force. Because of the frustration of past and present racial dis-
crimination and long histories of unemployment, they are no longer actively
seeking work.3

Of those looking for work,. the Illinois jobseekers survey, in 1961, showed that
in Illinois 40 percent of the nonwhites had an eighth grade education or less.
Another 34 percent did not complete high school. The survey also found that
81 percent of the State nonwhite jobseekers had sernisldlled, unskilled and
service occupattons.

In spite of the fact'that most Negro jobseekers are unskilled and have little
education, in absolut.o numbers there are many well-trained Negro jobseekers.

In 1964, in Chicago, there were 4,600 Negro high school graduates. Half of
them (2,300) have or will enter the labor force on a full-time, permanent basis
this year. Most of the others will go on to college.

The Chicago Urban League's talent and skills bank currently has on file
persons with the following occupational background and training:

Number of
Occupation: applicants

Professional 141
Clerical 512Sales 54
Skilled 32

The employment and guidance advisory committee of the Chicago Urban
League is confronted with the following tasks.

Upgrade those working below their capacity and who are probably educated
in nontechnical and/or nonbusiness fields.

Apply imagination in the employment of people not specifically educated for
business. -

Develop and demonstrate the desirability of business training at the profes-
sional level to the Negro community, especially its youth.

Develop preemployment and postemployment training programs which will
help Negroes qualify for jobs which demand more skills.

Increase the number of employers who are willing to adhere to equal employ-
ment opportunity at all levels.

e The e3timates of Negro employment at and below current skill levels are based upon
the assumption that whites are employed 100 percent at their current skill 3evel. To the
extent that some whites are employed below their skill level, the Negro percentage in
the category "employed below current skill level" would go up and the percentage in the
category "employed at current skill levels" would go down.

The estimates for discouraged workers are based upon the assumption that there are
no discouraged workers among whites. To the extent that there are some discouraged
white minority groups, the percentage of Negro discouraged workers would go up.
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Look for employees in places where you have a good chance of finding Negroes
with the qualifications you are seeking.

Make a greater effort in upgrading Negro employees who are already at
work. Review in your own organization to see if Negroes have qualified for
better jobs through further education.

Work to see that quality public education is provided all children.
Some of these tasks refer to things that can be done within your own

company. Some tasks are things that you can bring to the attention of other
employers. Other tasks require work in the community at large. You can
help the Chicago Urban League in all of these tasks, and the Chicngo Urban
League can help you.

Chart I

POTENTIAL CHICAGO NEGRO LABOR FORCE

JUNE, 1964

Discouraged

Workers

M. Dot. of Labor SMSA Report, Ion 1964
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Chart II

EMPLOYED WORKERS FOR SELECTED OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS

CHICAGO, 1960 .
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Chazt III

1959 MEDIU INCOME BY EDUCATION COMPLETED

Elementary 1-3 Years High School

School Graduate High School Graduate

MALES
Ft7,171.77:*

College

Graduate

kiALL ILLINOIS MALES <41

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Ceases 1960

EXCERPTS FROM "NEGRO UNEMPLOYMENT-A CASE STUDY" NEW UNIVERSITY
THOUGHT ( SEPTEmBEROcroBER 1963)

(By Harold Baron)

"In the past decade there has been considerable pressure in the North for State
and local laws to protect against discrimination in housing and employment, and
this has recently been expanded into a massive assault tux a de facto school
segregation. However, where sucesses have been achieved in changing law or
public policy, the most that has been actually gained is tAkenistic breaches of
racial barriers. Statutory remedies that rely on Individual complaints by
aggrieved parties are slow and permit many subtle subterfuges on the part of
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the discriminators. Relatively few individuals receive better jobs or housingunder the protection of these measlires, and the basic pattern of second-class
status remains unchanged. There is little or no evidence that ghettoes aredisappearing. The relative gap between Negro and white family income hasincreased since the midfifties, indicating that Negro family income has not grownat the same pace as that of whites.

"The Kennedy administration, under pressure from action in the streets, hasagreed to act in support oZ equality before the law, but it feels powerless tosupport real equality for Negroes. The Attorney General, Robert Kennedy,
informed James Reston of the New York Times of the administration's puzzle-ment over ways to deal with the 17 percent rate of unemployment among Negroesin Chicago. An administration official stated the matter more succinctly to theTimes. As he put it, 'you can desegregate a theater in Tallahassee much moreeasily than you can reduce the unemployment rate among Negroes in Chicago.'"If we want to find the elements in the status of the Negroes that are notsusceptible to alteration. without other far-reaching social changes, a hard look at
economic conditions in the North might well tell us more than an examination
of legal conditions in the South. Within this framework of understanding aboutthe general nature of the civil rights movement, the following portrait of the
anatomy of unemployment in Chicago can shed perspective on the future. Ichoose Chicago because I have known it intimately ov -r the past decade, and Ihave studied it professionally over the past 2 years."

FOCUS ON CHICAGO

"With this background, let us focus on Chicago. In 1960, there were 813,000Negroes in the city of Chicago, constituting 23 percent of the total population.
There were 890,000 Negroes in the Chicago metropolitan area, comprising 14percent of the total population. The Negro population of the area bas grown
rapidly, increasing more than threefold over the past 20 years.

"Labor force characteristics are reported for nonwhite ; since Negroes constitute97 percent of the nonwhites in Chicago, we can use the terms synonymously.Based on the 1960 census, there were 320,0C9 nonwhites in the labor force in the
city, or slightly over 20 percent of the total. However, by government measuresalmost 43 percent of the unemployed were Negro. In the metropolitan area,
nonwhites comprised 14 percent of the labor force and 35 percent of the unem-ployed. The 1960 measure was made in a period of economic recovery. In therecession during 1961, the Illinois State Employment Service made a survey ofjobseekers. This study clearly indicated that Negroes were much harder bit bythe recession, as the Negro proportion of the unemployed in the metropolitan
area had risen to 40 percent of the total.

"These figures indicate that Negro workers have a very high rate of unemploy-ment. In the city, the nonwhite unemployment rate for 1960 was 11.5 percent-1 out of every 9 nonwhite in the labor force was out of a job. This compares to3.7 percent unemployment for whites at that time. A metropolitan comparison
shows a slightly greater disparity : 11.1 percent imempolyment for nonwhites
compared to 3.1 percent for whites. Negro unemployment in Chicago is close tofour times as great as that for whites, while nationally the ratio is only a littleover 2 to 1. During the recession of 1961, our estimates (based on the data :inthe Illinois State Employment Services special survey) indicate that in the
metropolitan area, Negro unemployment rose to a rate of 15 percent while unem-
ployment for white remained below 4 percent. The 1963 situation is likely to
approximate that of 1960, as the total unemployment rate for the area is virtually
the same for both years.

"As shocking as these racial disparities are, they tell only a portion of the tale.
The Government concept of unemployment is a labor market concept. i.e., it
counts as unemployed only those persons who are actively seeking jobs. It is not
.a social concept of unemployment ; it does not include those people who would bein the labor market if they thought they had a chance of obtaining a job. Thisgroup has been aptly called 'discouraged workers,' discouraged because they havebeen rebuffed so often. I have seen these men and heard their stories manytimes. On the basis of 1960 census data, I have made estimates of nonwhite
male discouraged workers. These calculations showed that in the city of Chicagothere were 12,000 nonwhite male discouraged workersover 5.5 percent of thenonwhite male labor force. If these men are added to the 21,400 unemployedmen, we get a total of 33,400 or over half the unemployed men in the city. Using
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a social definition of unemployment which includes the discouraged workers, we
arrive at an adjusted 1960 unemployment rate for nonwhite males of 16 percent.
When the estimate is made on the basis of data for the metropolitan area, the
figure rises to 17 percent. A further adjustment for the racial differential in
part-thne employment would add about 1 percent to the above figures. This is
hardly prosperity for the Negro community, with over 1 out of every 6 men who
could be working out a a job. The impact on the individual, the family, and
the community is devastating. For example, 1 out of every 4 Negroes in Chicago
receives some form of public welfare assistance.

"In contrast to this situation, the white worker in Chicago is virtually
untouched by unemployment. Most current prescriptions for full economic
growth of the national economy assume a minimal unemployment rate of between3 and 4 percent. Chicago's white workers are already in this favo- d category.
If we eliminate the problems of the unemployment of youths awl 01 -,er workers
by considering only the workers in the prime age range of 25 to ie find that
white workers are even better off : white males in the Chicago metropolitan area
in this age category rate an unemployment rate of only 2.2 percentwhich is
pretty close to minimal frictional unemployment in an economy undergoing rapid
technological change. The nonwhite male of prime age is by no means so
favored ; his labor market rate of unemployment is still 10 to 16 percent according
to our social definition of employment.

"In addition to the unemployed, there is the problem of marginally employedworkers. These are people on part-time employment for economic rather than
personal reasons, or full-time employees holding jobs that do not provide a living
wage. I have used $1.50 an hour for full-time employment as the dividing line
in measuring a living wage. Again, I based my calculations on males in the
prime age range of 25 to 44 in order to eliminate extraneous factors. Thirty-onepercent of the nonwhite males in the metropolitan area fall in this marginal
category, as compared to only 13 percent of the whites. A considerable portion
of the unemployed (about 60 percent of the total. unemployed) are also includedwithin this group.

A BLEAK ruTuSB

"The overall high rate of unemployment in the Negro community means there
are extensive areas within the ghetto in which unemployment is practically away of life. In 31 virtually all-Negro census tracts (the city is divided intoabout 900 census tracts for purposes of enumeration), the measured rate of
unemployment is over 15 percent, while there are only 3 all-white census tracts
with unemployment this high. Public housing projects today are special con-centration points for Negro unemployed. Ninety-two percent of the families
are Negro, and 40 percent of the families receive unemployment benefits or wel-fare assistance. In addition, Negro areas of high unemployment are invariably
areas of low income, while many of the areas of relatively high white unemploy-
ment have average incomes well above the citywide average for Negroes. Negro
unemployment, therefore, falls upon communities of friends and families who
have no resources with which to render aid, whereas white unemployment
frequently occurs in the midst ofa community which can provide private support.

"This picture of Negro unemployment in Chicago in the early 1960's is basically
unchanged from the situation as reported in the census of 1950. The concentra-
tion of unemployment among Negroes has evidently remained constant over the
decade, and the relative position of the poorer Negroes has even declined. Per-
haps the most amazing thing is that in the mida of all this social agony no voice
of protest has arisen.

"The future looks bleak indeed. Chicago, like the Nation, has a problem ofa slow increase of jobs. In the Chicago metropolitan area, the increase in
employment during the last decade has averaged only 15,000 jobs per year. Inthe last 5 years there has hardly been any increase at all, and within the city
itself, employment during the last 5 years has ,:eclined at the rate of 30,000jobs a year.

"Labor force projections based on current population triadz !rdle9te thpt there
will be 450,000 more workers in the metropolitan area in 197'., than there werein 1960. One-third of these additional workers will be nonwhite. Yet, currenttrends of job increase would indicate only 150,000 new positions by 1970. Evenif these projections contain considerable error, no one can escape the conclusion
that unemployment in Chicago will reach catastrophic proportions unless sone
basic changes are instituted in economic policy.
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WILL THE UNEMPLOYED Acr?

"Let us return to the Negro revolt. Can it cope with the current problems of
the 50,000 to 60,000 Negroes in Chicago without jobs? Wiil it be able to copewith the problem of 150,000 additional Negro workers entering a virtually stag-
nant labor market? Certainly the current programs and demands of the civil
rights groups do not answer these questions.

"The current high rate of Negro unemployment and the prospect of increasing
unemployment for both Negroes and whites obviously poses a problem to the civil
rights movement. Within this situation the demand for equal employment oppor-tunity is insuh:t. (The current tokenistic rate at which the white power
structure, or power structures, are acceding to the demand is insufficient on anycount.) The goal of equal employment opportunity does not take into account
the prospect of Negroes and whites competing for relatively fewer jobs. Dividing
the pie into equal shares becomes a real problem when the pie is not large enough.

"Mrs Joan Robinson, the Cambridge University economist, has pointed out thatin the era of post-World War II prosperity, serious unemployment has been con-centrated in geographically or socially isolatEd elements of society. JohnDunlop of Harvard has called this same phenomenon "the balkanization of theunemployed." This isolation of unemployment Las prevented it from becoming
a national political question. The northern Jim Crow system has created such
strong social barriers for the unemnloyed Negroes in the great industrial centers
that their plight has been bottled up within the Negro community.

"In the past decade, the Negro unemployed have experienced depression con-ditions in the midst of prosperity without making an effective social protest.
The society at large has only related to them as public wards of welfare pro-grams, and these public dependents have been further isolated by socialstigmatization * * *."
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STEP RIGHT UP FOLKS!!
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS MOW!
F r.LLow THE CROWD TO THE

CHICAGO TEACHERS UNInN' S

DINNER-THEATRE PARTY AND 13/".k!CE

CANDLELIGHT THEATRE

5630 South Harlem Avenue, Summit, Illinois

SUNDAY, MAY 23, 1.965

GET THE GANG TOGETHER-
IT'S THE BEST PARTY EVER -

DINNER (5:30-6:30 P.M.)

THEATRE (7:30 P.M.)

DANCING (10:00 P.M.)

(Tax, Tip and Parking Included)

Tickets $5.50 per person

SEE YOU THERE I!!

oeiu-28-EM
4-7-65

Please
Post

CITY OF CHICAGO,
COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONS,

Chicago,Ill., December 2, 1963.

To His Honor the Mayor and the Honorable Members of the City Couil:
The attached summary responds to the resolution passed by the city council on

Ocbober 18, 1963, seeking information about racial, religious, and nationality
membership in various trades. Our summary contains all available informa-
tion received from 44 unions representing the trades which, according to the
office of the budget director, are covered by prevailing wage ordinances.

The organizations, in, general, were cooperative. They maintain that they do
not keep records containing the information requested in the resolution, and
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thus could not, except in some instances, provide us with specific figures. Mostunions were willing to state generally whether or not their membership was
representative of the city's population in terms of race, religion, and national
origin.

I
A. The follow...4 unions indicated that they had Negro journeymen and/or

Negro apprentices (where joint union-management apprentice programs were
operating) :
International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 150.
Water Pipe Extension, Bureau of Engineering Lab3rers, Local Union 1092.
State and Municipal Teamsters & Chauffeurs Union, Local 726.
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local Union 9.
Pointers, Cleaners & Caulkers Union, Local 52.
Construction & General Laborers' District Council of Chicago & Vicinity.
Cement Masons Union, Local 502.
Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders, Blacksmiths, Forgers & Helpers, Local Lodge

1.
Sprinklers Fitters & Apprentices Union, Local 281.
Painters District Council 14.
Chicago Typographical Union 16.
United Order of American Brick Layers & Stone Masons, Local 21.
Bakery & Confectionery Workers ULion, Local 13.
Heat, Frost Insulators & Asbestos Workers, Local 17.
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 134.
Glaziers Union, Local 27.
Wood Wire & Metal Lathers Union, Local 74.
Composition Roofers Union Damp & WaterproofWorkers Union, Local 11.
Rubber & Plastic Workers Union, Local 82.
Inland Boatman's Union (formerly International Dredge Workers Union & Tug

Firemen, Lineman, Oilers & Watchmen's Protective Association of America,Local 1).
Pipe Fitters Associated, Local 597.
Chicago Journeymen Plumbers Union, Local 130.
Sign & Pictorial Painters Union, Local 830.
Sheet Metal Workers & Sign & Bulletin Board Hangers Union, Local 73.
International Association of Machinists, LocalLodge 126.
Molders of Chicago & Vicinity Conference Board.
International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron, Ship Builders & Blacksmiths,

Forgers & Helpers Lodge 1005.
Cement Workers, Local 76.
Gardeners & Florists Union, Local 10615.

C. In spite of two letters, a telegram, and numerous followup visits by com-mission staff, the following union did not supply any information : Interna-
tional Association of Marble, Stone & Slate Polishers, Local 3.

II --....

Each of the unions claims to have journeymen who are members of the three
major faiths, but none could supply us with even an estimated numerical break-
down or percentage. They could not give specific data concerning the national
origin of their members, but again each union claimed to be broadly representa-tive of Chicago's nationality group. Futhermore, all unions with joint ap-prenticeship programs maintained that the religious and national origins oftheir apprentices were representative of the city's national groups.

III
No information was available with regard to part 3 of the resolution, whichcalled for "the number of nonunion workers in Chicago in the same work asunion members or closely similar work, showing the distribution as to race,religion, or national origin." Except for a few unions which gave very vagueestimates, both the unions and the employers' associations replied that theydo not have such data, and the commision does not have such information avai-lable in its own files and surveys.
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Our method was to request, in writing, the information asked for in the
resolution. We followed up with personal interviews and telephone calls to
each union. We did not follow up our letters to 18 employers' associations, since
those that responded unanimously indicated that they did not have the infor-
mation sought by the resolution.

V

The commission is continuously gathering facts similar to what the ciLy
council resolution called for. We are able to supplement the information sup-
plied by the unions with a survey conducted,by the commission this year which
relates to the employment practices of city contractors. As a part of our pro-
gram to insure that commnies doing business with the city (and other local
government bodies) comply with the clause in their contracts prohibiting them
from discriminating on account of race, color, creed, and national origin, we
request certain information regarding their employment practices.

We have analyzed the information provided by 747 contractors during a 1-
year period ending August 27, 1963, and found that 10 percent of the total
work force of the 577 contractors located in Chicago was Negro. Of the total
work force in the 170 contractors located outside Chicago, 7 percent was Negro.
The commission concludes that the differences is a result of its more intensive
work with the contractors located in the city. A breakdown of this survey
is attached.

Sincerely yours,
Enwean MARCINIAK, Executive Director.
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340 DE FACTO SCHOOL SEGREGATION

RESOLUTION PASSED BY CITY COUNCIL, CITY OF CHICAGO, ILL.

Resolved, That the commission on human relations iE: hereby requested to obtain
the following information from the respective unions and employers' associations
(or employers) cavered by the pravaiiing wage ordinance and by any other
prevailing wage ordinances which may hereafter be presented in this calendar
year :

(1) The total 'membership of the union as to race, religion, creed, and national
origin ; and, if there is more than one class of membership, the tot:l distribution
as t., zace, religion, creed, and national origin.

(2) The total number of union apprentices showing the distribution of mem-
bers as to race, religion, creed, and aa tional origin.

(3) The number of nonunior Jrkers in Chicago in the same work as union
members or closcly similar work, showing the distribution as to race, religion,
or national origin.

Passed by the City Connell of the City of Chictgo, Ill., :ictober 18, 1963.

CITY or CHICAGO,
COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONS,

Chicago, Ill., June 5, 1964.
Mr. FRANK M. WHISTON,
President, Board of Education,
City of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

DEAR ME. WHISTON : As you know, the commission during the past 2 years
has devoted considerable time and staff aimed at eliminating racially discrimi-
natory practices in the apprentice programs of skilled trades. In some of the
trades, we have had success. In others, we have LA been able to alter prevail-
ing patterns of racial exclusion.

For some of these trades the board al education (ax Washburne, Prosser, and
Chicago Vocational School) provides apprenticeship training. This training, in
part, is supported by Federal funds following certification by the office of the
superintendent of public instruction, division of vocational education.

The great majority of skilled trades using these public facilities and public
funds for apprenticeship training have opened their ranks to qualified applicanis
without regard to race, religion, or national origin. What we are confronted
with is a handful of key trades that are still closed to Negroes. The present
apprentice training arrangement makes the board of education, as well as the
State and Federal government parties to discriminatory practices.

On several occasions during the past 2 years we have discussed the matter with
Superintendent Willis and his staff and members of the board of education and
have urged that steps be taken by the board i.e end its participation in a training
program which supports racial discrimination.

You are, of course, acutely aware of the many complaints voiced by responsible
spokesmen in the community regarding this situationa situation which not only
has been the object of intense local scrutiny but also has been given national
attention.

In October 1961, speaking on behalf of the board of education, Dr. Louis B.
Newkirk, director, bureau of industrial arts and technical subjects testified before
the Special Subcommittee on Labor of the Connnittee on Education and Labor of
the House of Representatives. Regarding charges that bad been made to the
subcommittee about racial restrictions at Washburne, he stated that discrimina-
tion, when practiced by the trades that use Washburne facilities, is not the
responsibility of the board of education, which is willing to accept any apprenticeregardless of race. Congressman Roman C. Pucinski remarked:

"* * * I am fully aware of the role that the unions play in this thing, and I
am fully aware of the fact that these students must firs' have a Job before they
can come into this apprentice program. I just cannot uaderstand how you can
state to this committee that you have no control over this program. There are
three parties involved in this program and you are one of those three."

Congressman James Roosevelt, on the same occasion commented:
"* * * But if the Chicago Board of Education finds that the service of Wash-

burne is being used as a tool tO further discrimination, certainly you and the
board of education have a responsibilty, then, to withdraw this service, haveyou not?"

In his 1962 report on Chicago to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Prof.
John E. Coons of the Law 'School of Northwestern University stated:
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"* * * The school's abnegation of the power to determine the identity of its
own students permits the employers and unions to use the facilities of the school
for preparing whichever applicants they see fit * * * the surrender of a public
function to p.. 'de organizations in this manner is difficult to justify."

In October 1963, Federal Judge William J. Campbell, in hik: decision involving
structural iron workers said :

"* * * the defendant, tho board a education, did make available its facilities.
its equipment and its teachers * * * to the furtherance of what it knew or should
have known was an invidiously discriminatory scheme."

On January 17, 1964, the U.S. Department of Labor put into effect its new rules
on "Nondiscrimination in Apprenticeship ane, Training." To insure nondiscrimi-
natory use of Federal funds, the rules make necessary further review of local
apprenticeship programs using public school facilities.

On March 31, 1964, the advisory panel headed by Prof. Philip Hauser reported
to the board of education as follows :

"The pans finds it s'Aocking that some unions in Chicago do not admit Negroes
as apprentices and that the public school System cooperates with these unions in
providing apprenticeship training programs for them."

These joint apprenticeship committees and unions have been given every oppor-
tunityduring the past 2 yearsto extend their recruiting and admitting prac-
tices so that minority group youth could qualify. They have not done so.

The commission deems it urgent that affirmative action be taken by the board
of education. The commission believes that public funds and public facilities
should be made available only to those apprenticeship programs which effectively
demonstrate that they are open to all qualified applicants ; those programs wbose
recruiting patterns reach members of various minority ..oups, including Negroes,
orientals, Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, and others.

We understand that steps have been taken by Superintendent Willis to review
the practices of specific unions and the joint apprenticeship committees. How
ever, the problem still reklains. The restrictive pratices of a small group of
key trades have not been changed. The enclosed report issued by the commission
on December 2, 1963, explains the situation in these skilled trades in the Chicago
area.

Accordingly, we are asking the board of education to take appropriate action,
including the withdrawal of funds and facilities with respect to those apprentice-
ship piograms which do not completely meet the tests outlined above. Similar
letters, with the same request, are being sent to the U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and to "the division of vocational education of the office
of the superintendent of public instruction.

The commission and its staff stand ready to assist in the achievement of non-
discriminatory apprenticeship programs. We would appreciate hearing from
you at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely yours,
( 5) Ely M. Aaron,

ELY M. AARON,
Chairman.

NoTE.The above letter was also sent to members of the board of education.
A similar letter was sent to Benjamin C. Willis, general superintendent of schools,
Melville Hosch, regional director, Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
and J. E. Hill, director, Division of Vocational Education, State of Illinois.

Enclosure.
CITY OF CHICAGO,

COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONS,
Chicago, Ill., July 6, 1965.

Mr. FRANK M. WHISTON,
President, Board of Education, City of Chicago,
Chicago,

DEAR MR. WHISTON : The commission is fully aware that the national and
local determination to establish equality of opportunitywithout regard to race,
creed, or national originhas focused particular attention on public education.
Hence, public school systems from coast to coast, including our own, have been
confronted by problems arising not merely out of racial imbalance in our cities
but also out of the presence of large numbers of children whose social inheritance
has been shortchanged by generations of privation and discrimination. On all
sides we hear a swelling cry for upgrading the quality and equality of education
now being given in schools located. at the very heart of our cities. In Chicago
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we face special problems centering on the transition from the present general
superintendent to his successor.

Accordingly, your meeting on Wednesday, July 7, cffers the board of education
an opportunity to take additional steps towat 2 the resolution of some of these
problems. These steps, I respectfully suggest, should include the following :

(a) Your prompt appointment of the six-member board committee and the
"blue ribbon" committee of college presidents opened the door to an early and
decisive decision by the board. Now the board should share with the public
what mRchinery and timetables have been established to expedite the search
for a new general superintendent. The public awaits some word on the activity
of the college presidents' committee announced 3 weeks ago. Regular progress
reports on their search and work need to be made as your announced goal of
October 1965, draws near, the time when candidates recommended by the board
committee are to be submitted to tt _ full board of education for its aetion. These
public reports can be made without fear of compromising any confidential in-
quiries and negotiation and without premature release of the names of
candidates.

(b) The board should deny the use of the facilities of Washburne Trade School
to those few apprenticeship trades which still bar racial and ethnic minorities.
Each joint apprenticeship committee should be asked to demonstrate, beyond
any doubt, by September 1, 1965, that its apprenticeship is in fact open to Negroes
and other minorities. -

(o) The board should make sure that the post el assistant superintendent for
integration, provided for in the current school budget, is filled immediately by a
person outstanding in ability and solidly committed to a program guided by the
Hauser and Havighurst reports.

(d) The board is now making all-important decisions concerning the location
of new high schools and the reorganization and redistricting of present high
schoolsdecisions which will vitally affect the prospects of achieving stable,
integrated communities of high quality on the south, north, and west sides of
the city. The board should make it clear that such decisions will carry out the
basic policies for the comprehensive plan of Chicago proposed by the department
of city planning. The basic policies propose that "The city will seek to change
these trends (the massive transition from white to nonwhite, mainly in areas
adjacent to nonwhite neighborhoods) and to achieve harmonious, stabilized
neighborhooda attractive to families of all races and creeds. This has been
increasingly accomplished in urban renewal areas, through cooperation between
city and citizens."

(e) The board has indicated its determination to implement the Hauser and
Havighurst reports which the board itself authorized to assist it in providing
the be:;t education possible for all our children. In the light of the current
public controversy which now swirls through the community, it would be helpful
if the board, once again, world indicate its willingness to meet, as a body or
through a committee, with groups of citizens who have views and proposals to
present on how these reports can best be carried out.

(f) As soon as possible the board should outline what additional programs in
compensatory education can be initiated in our schools out of State, Federal,
and other funds that will be available during the coming school year.

To the resolution of these problems the members of the commission and its
staff offer their assistance and cooperation.

Sincerely yours,
(5) ELY M. AARON, Chairman.

CHICAGO COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONS, CHICAGO, ILL.

The commission's chairman, Ely M. Aaron, and director, Edward Marciniak,
have had several meetings with the board of education's "committee to meet
with employers and unions involved in the Washburne Trade School program."
You will recall that this committee was formed after Mr. Aaron, in a letter dated
June 5, 1964, to President Frank Whiston, had pointed out that certain trades
were closed to Negroes and asked that the board "take appropriate action, in-
cluding the withdrawal of funds and facilities with respect to those apprentice-
ship programs" which discriminate against any racial; religious, or ethnic
group. At their most recent meeting, on January 26, they were given the follow-
ing official racial breakdown of apprentices. All programs are conducted at
Washburne Trade School except where indicated.
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Total Negro Puerto
Rican

Mexican Oriental Indian

Carpenters_ 162 3 2
Electricians 529 12
Foundry and pattemmakers 69 2 2
Printers . 129 4
Machine shop 150 3 2
Metal lathers 40 o
Painting end decorating 153 15 3 6
Plumbers. go 3 1
Pipeatters 182 o
Sheet metal workersshop 27 3
Sheet metal workersconstruction 231 o
Sprinkler fitters 43 2
Chefs' training 1 70 4 1 1 , 8Meatcutters 43 8 2
Architectural ironworkers 41 1
Cement masons 75 12
Structural ironworkers 39 o
Bakers 20 11 -1 1
Linotype operators 15 2
Structural ironworkers 3 40 o
Tool and die makers 3 706 12

Total 2, 834 97 5 15 2 8

I Not an apprentice program.
2 Chicago Vocational.
3 Prosser Vocational.

AUGUST 31,1964.
Memorandum to: Staff.
From : Howard Fuller.
Re : Explanation of two settions of poverty bill.

The purpose of this memo is to give you a general idea of what two titles of
the Economic Opportunity Act of 1:)64 (poverty bill) is all about. The two
titles, youth programs and urban community action programs, were chosen
because these are the two we will be most concerned with. The information
for this memo comes from a comparative analysis of H.R. 10440 and H.R. 11377
done by the welfare council, and accounts from the following newspapers:
Industrial Union Department, AFL-CIO Bulletin ; the Packinghouse Worker ;
New York Times ; the Wall Street Journal ; Calcago Sun-Times ; Chicago Daily
News ; Chicago's American ; the Christian Science Monitor ; and Chicago Tribune.

TITLE I. YOUTH PROGRAMS
A. The Job Corps

The Job Corps is one of the several programs designed to serve the youth in
this country. Within the Job Corps, conservation camps and training centers
will be established throughout the country. They will enroll 40,000 volunteers
during the first year of operation; 100,000 by the end of the second year. These
volunteers will be men and women between 16 and 21 years of age who have not
completed their secondary education and have not found satisfactory employ-
ment. They will come from both urban and rural backgrounds and will repre-
sent all racial and ethnic groups.

The Job Corps experience will open to these youth new opportunities for
employment and for further schooling and training. The education program
will develop basic skills of reading, arithmetic, science, technology, and citizen-
ship. Through work experience and vocational training, these young people
will recognize their own aptitudes and interests and will develop employable
skills.

Forty percent of the enrollees will be assigned to conservation camps of 100
or 200 men, located throughout the country in rural areas. A staff of about 20
in each camp will supervise the program of basic education and work experience.
Life adjustment counseling will be a focus of this training program.

Training centers will offer more concentrated vocational education and train-
ing. The work experience and vocational classes in these larger centers will be
directed toward the future of the trainee in the job market. The centers will
be located near large urban areas and will be operated by universities under
contractual agreement with the Job Corps.
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The residential centers for women in the Job Corps will be smaller in size
than those for men but will deal with similar needs in their programs. Inaddition to general and vocational education, the young women will be receiving
some training in home and family life.
B. Work training programs

The work-training programs will be coordinated by OEO and the U.S. Depart-ment of Labor. About $150 million is authorized and when operating at full
capacity some 30,000 men and women from 16 to 21 years of age would be work-
ing full time, 60,000 half time, and 110,000 quarter time. (After school or fulltime in the summer.)

To be eligible the enrollee would need employment to stay in school, to resume
school, or be a potential dropout where financial assistance and work exnerience
would provide the incentive to keep him or her in school. Those who are out of
school, but who need employment experience to prepare for formal training orfor a job would also be eligible.

Projects under the auspices of public agencies or nonprofit private agencies
( hospitals, playgrounds, libraries, recreation, sanitation, health, public works
departments, settlement houses, State or county parks or forests), or other
places where useful public services that would not otherwise be provided, canbe performed.

Sponsors must demonstrate ability to reach out and deal effectively with the
poverty group and the jobs must be such that they will increase the employability
of the young people. Programs could not be conducted in facilities used solely
for sectarian instruction or religious workshop. No project could displace
existing workers or impair existing contracts for services. Pay would have
to be appropriate and reasonable in light of geographical region, type of work,
and proficiency of employee.
C. Work-study programs

The work-study programs are to provide up to 15 hours per week employment
for full-time undergraduate, graduate, or professional students in good standing
(or accepted for enrollment) in institutions of higher learning as defined in
section 103 of the National Defense Act of 1958. These students to be eligible
for employment under this part must come from a low-income family and need
the money to stay in school and must be capable of carrying the curriculum in
which he is enrolled.

The 0E0 will coordinate this part through the U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. The jobs provided may be for the school itself ob-
tained through an agreement between the school and a public or private nonprofit
organization. 0E0 can pay up to 90 percent of the cost of the program for the
first 2 years and 75 percent thereafter.

TTTLE U-URBAN COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAMS

A. General community action programs

The 0E0 would administer directly $315 million to provide stimulation and
incentive for urban and rural communities to mobilize their resources to combat
poverty through local community action programs. Of this the Director would
have $63 million to allot among the States as he wished ; 2 percent would be
reserved for the territories ; $47,250,000 used for research training, and demon-
stration ; and the remaining $204,750,000 would be divided among the States and
District Columbia according to a formula as follows :

1. One-third based in the ratio the number of public assistance recipients
in the State bear to the total in the Nation ;

2. One-third in the ratio the number of unemployed in the State bear to na-
tional unemployment ; and

3. The number of children under 18 in families with incomes of $1,000 per
year or less bear to the total of such children in the Nation.

Illinois would receive $3,739,563 ; $3,422,348 ; and $2,254,551 based on these
three factors respectively for a total of $9,416,462 for community action programs.

The bill prohibits funds under this part being used to provide general aid to
elementary or secondary education in any school. Grants may be made to any
public or private agency on combination thereof.

A community action program to be eligible for Federal assigance must :
1. Mobilize and utilize resources, public, and private in an attack on poverty ;
2. Provide service, assistance, and other actvities in employment, job train-

ing and counseling, health, vocational rehabilitation, housing, home manage-
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ment, welfare, and special remedial and other noncurricular educational assist-
ance for the benefit of low-income individuals and families:

3. Be developed, conducted, and administered with the maximum feasible
participation of residents of the areas.

0E0 will give special consideration to the development of programs which
would carry out a multifaceted coordinated attack on the interrelated causes
of poverty and which give promise of effecting a permanent increase in the
capacities of groups, individuals, communities to deal with their problems
without further assistance.

0E0 will establish procedures for State participation including submission
of applications for assistance to the Governor for comment.
B. Adult basic education. programs

The Office of Education of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
on behalf of OEO. A minimum of $50,000 will be available to each State with
$25 million divided among the States as per a ratio based on the number of
people 22 years of age or older with less than six grades of school completed.
Ten States will receive this minimum with Illinois eligible for $1,102,606 the
first year based on 502,938 adults with less than a sixth-grade education.

Grants under this part may be used in accordance with regulation of theDirector to-
1. Assist in establishment of pilot projects by local educational agencies,

relating to instruction in public schools, or other facilities used for the pOpose
by such agencies, to

(a) Demonstrate, test, or develop modifications, or adaptations in the light
of local needs, of special materials or methods for instruction of such adults ;

(b) Stimulate the development of local educational agency programs for in-
struction of such adults in such schools or other facilities ; and

(c) Acquire additional information concerning the materials or methods
needed for an effective program for raising adult basic educational skills.

2. Assist in meeting the cost of local educational agency programs for instruc-
tion of such adults in such schools or other facilities ; and

3. Assist in development or improvement of technical or supervisory services
by the State educational agency relating to adult basic education programs.

The part provides for administration of the program by the appropriate State
educational agency subject to a program plan approved by the Director to assure
that the funds are expended in the furtherance of the purposes of the bill. Any
State plan may be approved which-

1. Provides for administration by the State educational agency ;
2. Provides for reports to enable tthe Director to carry out -his duties under

the part ;
3. Provides for fiscal control and fund accounting procedures of the Federal

funds paid to the State;
4. Provides for cooperative arrangement between the State with the State

health authority for health information and service so that the adult enrollees
will be enabled to benefit from the instruction provided ; and

5. Sets forth a program which affords assurance of substantial progress toward
raising the level of education of adults and toward the elimination of the inability
of adults to read and write English.

The part provides for judicial review of any action on the part of the Direc-
tor in failing to approve a plan or for withholding funds to a State.

THE EFFECTS OF SEGREGATION ON CHILDREN

We are a group of Chicage public school teachers who favor integrated schools.
That our city's schools are not integrated, however, is amply clear. As teachers,
we have a professional obligation to overcome serious obstacles in the way of
learning. Segregation, according to the best authorities, profoundly interferes
with the ability of minority and majority children to learn and to develop
healthy personalities.

In 1952, a group of eminent social scientists submitted a brief to the U.S.
Supreme Court in which they declared that "regardless of facilities which are
provided, enforced segregation is psychologically detrimental to the members
of the segregated group:" Enforced segregationmaintained by board of
education rules rather than by city or State lawsis the lot of thousands of

52-579 0-65,----23
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students in Chicago. (This brief, by the way, ultimately became the basis of
the Supreme Court's historic desegregation decision of 1954.) Following is
the full text of part II of the social scientists' statement.

In several weeks, we will publish a full analysis of (1) what is meant by
school integration ; (2) the character of segregation that exists in our schools ;
and (3) specific steps that might be taken to remedy segregation. .

At the recent midcentury White House Conference on Children and Youth,
a factfinding report on the effects of prejudice, diwrimination, and segregation on
the personality development of children was prepared as a basis for some of
the deliberations. This report brought together the available social science and
psychological studies which were related to the problem of how racial and
religious prejudices influenced the development of a healthy personality. It
highlighted the fact that segregation, prejudices, and discriminations, and their
social concomitants potentially damage the personality of all children--the
children of the majority group in a somewhat different way than the more
obviously damaged children of the minority group.

The report indicates that as minority group children learn the inferior status
to which they are assignedas they observe the fact that they are almost always
segregated and kept apart from others who are treated with more respect by the
society as a wholethey often react with feelings of inferiority and a sense of
personal humiliation. Many of them become confused about their own personal
worth. On the one hand, like all other human beings they require a sense of
personal dignity ; on the other hand, almost nowhere in the large society do they
find their own dignity as human beings respected by others. Under these
conditions, the minority group child is thrown into a conflict with regard to his
feelings about himself and his group. He wonders whether his group and he
himself are worthy of no more respect than they receive. This conflict and con-
fusion leads to self-hatred and rejection of his own group.

The report goes on to point out that these children must find ways with which
to cope with this conflict. Not every child, of course, reacts with the same
patterns of behavior. The particular pattern depends upon many interrelated
factors, among which are: the stability and quality of his family relations ; the
social and economic class to which he belongs ; the cultural and educational
background of his parents ; the particular minority group to which he belongs ;
his personal characteristics, intelligence, special talents, and personality pattern.

Some children, usually of the lower socioeconomic classes, may react by overt
aggressions and hostility directed toward their own group or members of the
dominant group. Antisocial and deliquent behavior may often be interpreted as
reactions to these racial frustrations.. These reactions are self-destructive in
that the larger society not only punishes those who commit them, but often
interprets such aggressive and antisocial behavior as justification for continuing
prejudice and segregaiion.

Middle class and upper class minority group children are likely to react to
their racial frustrations and conflicts by withdrawal and submissive behavior.
Or, they may react with compensatory and rigid conformity to the prevailing
middle class values and standards and an aggressive determination to succeed
in these terms in spite of the handicap of their minority status.

The report indicates that minority group children of all socal and economic
classes often react with a generally defeatist attitude and a lowering of personalambitions. This, for example, is reflected in a lowering of pupil morale and a
depression of the educational aspiration level among minority group children insegregated schools. In producing such effects, segregated schools impair theability of the child to profit from the educational opportunities provided him.

Many minority group children of ail classes also tend to be hypersensitive and
anxious about their relations with the larger society. They tend to see hostilityand rejection even in those areas where these might not actually exist.

The report concludes that while the range of individual differences among
members of a rejected minority group is as wide as among other peoples, the
evidence suggests that all of these chlldren are unnecessarily encumbered in some
way by segregation and its concomitants.

With reference to the impact of segregation and its concomitants on children
of the majority group, the report indicates that the effects are somewhat more
obscure. Those children who learn the prejudices of our society are also beingtaught to gain personal status in an unrealistic and nonadaptive way. When
comparing themselves to members of the minority group, they are aot requiredto evaluate themselves in terms of the more basic standards of actual personal
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ability and achievement. The culture permits and at times, encourages them to
direct their feelings of hostility and aggression against whole groups of people
the members of which are perceived as weaker than themselves. They often
develop patterns of guilt feelings, rationalikations and other mechanisms which
they must use in an attempt to protect themselves from recognizing the essential
injustice of their unrealistic fears and hatreds of minority groups.

The report indicates further that confusion, conflict, moral cynicism, and dis-
respect for authority may arise in majority group children as a consequence of
being taught that moral, religious and democratic principles of the brotherhood
of man and the importance of justice and fairplay by the same persons and
institutions who, in their support of racial segregation and related practices,
seem to be acting in a prejudiced and discriminatory manner. Some individuals
may attempt to resolve this conflict by intensifying their hostility toward theminority group. Others may react by guilt feelings which are not necessarily
reflected in more humane attitudes toward the minority group. Still others
react by developing an unwholesome, rigid, and uncritical idealization of allauthority flgurestheir parents, strong politica; and economic leaders. Asdescribed in the Authoritarian Personality, they despise the weak, while they
obsequiously and unquestioningly conform to the demands of the strong whom
they also, paradoxically, subconsciously Lab>

With respect to the setting in which these difficulties develop, the reportemphasized the role of the home, the school, and other social institutions.
Studies have shown that from the earliest school years children are not only
aware of the status differences among different groups in the society but beginto react with the patterns described above.

Conclusions similar to those reached by the Mideentury White House Confer-
ence Repod have been stated by other social scientists who have concerned them-selves with this problem. The following are some examples of these
conclusion s :

.
Segregation imposes upon individuali a distorted sense of social reality.
Segregation leads to a blockage in the communications and interaction betweenthe two groups. Such blockages tend to increase mutual suspicion, distrust,and hostility.
Segregation not only perpetuates rigid stereotypes and reinforces negativeattitudes toward members of the other group, but also leads to the develop-

ment of a social climate within which violent outbreaks of racial tensions arelikely to occur.
We return now to the question, deferred earlier, of what it is about the totalsociety complex of which segregation is one feature that produces the effects

described aboveor, more precisely, to the question of whether we can justifi-
ably conclude that, as only one feature of a complex social setting, segregation
is in fact a significantly contributing factor to these effects.

To answer this question, it is necessary to bring to bear the general fund of
psychological and sociological knowledge concerning the role of various en-vironmental influences in producing feelings of inferiority, confusions in per-sonal roles, various types of basic personali+y structures and the various formsof personal and social disorganization.

On the basis of this general fund of knowledge, it seems likely that feelings of
inferiority and doubts about personal worth are attributable to living in anunderprivileged environment only insofar as the latter is itself perceived as anindicator of low social status and as a symbol of inferiority. In other words,ote of the important determinants in producing such feelings is the awarenessof social status difference. While there are many other factors that serve asreminders of the differences in social status, there can be little doubt that thefact of enforced segregation is a major factor.

This seems to be true for the following reasons among others: (1) becauseenforced segregation results from the decision of the majority group withoutthe consent of the segregated and is commonly so perceived; and (2) becausehistorically segregation patterns in the United States were developed on theassumption of the inferiority of the segregated.
In addition, enforced segregation gives official recognition and sanction tothese other factors of the social complex, and thereby enhances the effects ofthe latter in creating the awareness of social status differences and feelings ofinferiority. The child who, for example, is compelled to attend a segregatedschool may be able to cope with ordinary expressions of prejudice by regardingthe prejudiced person as evil or misguided ; but he cannot readily cope withsymbols of authority, the full force of the authority of the Statethe school or
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the school board, in this instancein the same manner. Given both the ordi-
namy expression of prejudice and the school's policy of segregation, the former
takes on greater force and seemingly becomes an official expression of the latter.

Not all of the psychological traits which are commonly observed in the social
complex under discussion can be related so directly to the awareness of status
differenceswhich in turn is, as we have already noted, materially contributed
to by the practices of segregation. Thus, the low level of aspiration and de-
featism so commonly observed in segregated groups is undoubtedly related to
the level of self-evaluation ; but it is also, in some measure, related among other
things to one's expectations with regard to opportunities for achievement
and, having achieved, to the opportunities for making use of these achievements.
Similarly, the hypersensitivity and anxiety displayed by many minority group
children about their relations with the larger society probably reflects their
awareness of status differences; but it may also be influenced by the relative
absence Of opportunities for equal status contact which would provide cor-
rectives for prevailing unrealistic stereotypes.

The preceding view is consistent with the opinion stated by a large majority
(90 percent) of social scientists who replied to a questionnaire concerning the
probable effects of enforced segregation under conditions of equal facilities.
TM& opinion was that, regardless of those facilities which are provided, en-
forced segregation is psychologically detrimental to the members of the segre-
gated group.

Similar considerations apply to the question of what features of the social
complex of which segregation is a part contribute to the development of the
traits which have been observed in majority group members. Some of these are
probably quite closely related to the awareness of status differences, to which,
as has already been pointed out, segregation makes a material contribution.
Others have a more complicated relationship to the total social setting. Thus,
the acquisition of an unrealistic basis for self-evaluation as a consequence of
majority group membership probably reflect- fairly closely the awareness of
status differences. On the other hand, unrealistic fears and hatreds of minority
groups, as in the case of the converse phenomenon among minority group
members, are probably significantly influenced es well by the lack of opportunities
for equal status contact.

With reference to the probable effects of segregation under conditions of equal
facilities on majority group members, many of the social scientists who responded
to the poll in the survey cited above felt that the evidence is less convincing
than with regard to the probable effects of such segregation on minority group
members, and the effects are possiblyr less widespread. Nonetheless, more than
80 percent stated it as their opinion that the effects of such segregation are
psychologically detrimental to the majority group members.

It may be noted that many of these social scientists supported their opinions
on the effect of segregation on both majority and minority groups by reference
to one or another or to several of the following four lines of published and un-
published evidence. First, studies of children throw light on the relative
priority of the awareness of status differentials and related factors as compared
to the awareness of differences in facilities. On this basis, it is possible to
infer some of the consequences of segregation as distinct from the influence of
inequalities of facilities. Second, clinical studies and depth interviews throw
light on the genetic sources and causal sequences of various patterns of psy-
chological reaction ; and again, certain inferences are possible with respect to
the effects of segregation per se. Third, there actually are some relevant but
relati:ely rare instances of segregation with equal or even superior facilities,
as in the cases of certain Indian reservations. Fourth, since there are inequal-
ities of facilities in racially and ethnically homogeneous groups, it is possible
to infer the kinds of effects attributable to such inequalities in the absence of
effects of segregation and by a kind of subtraction to estimate the effects of
segregation per se in situations where one finds both segregation and "unequal
facilities.
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City of Chicago
Commission on Human Relations
211 West Wader Drive
Chicago & thnoh
Phon. 2344912

CONTRACTOR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES REPORT
IlIckard J. Daky.

Mayer

L Imtructions

A. Fair Employment Practice Requirement: The Fair Employment Practices Ordinance of the City of Chi-
cago provides as follows: "All contracting agencies of the City of Chicago, or e.ny department thereof,
shall include in all contracts hereafter negotiated or renegotiated by them a provision obligating the
contractor not to discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because ofrace, creed,
color, or national origin and shall require him to include a similar provision in all subcontracts."
Chapter 198.7A, Section 3.

Accordingly all public contracts and subcontracts are requited to contain the following clause: 'The con-
tractor, in performirg the work required by this contract, shall not discriminate against any worker,
employee, or applicant for employment because of race, creed, color or national origin. The contractor
further agrees that each subcontract will contain a similar provision with respect to non-discrimimtion."

In addition the Illinois Public Contnctor law, Chapter 24, Sections 17-23, and the Illinois Fair Em-
ployment Practices Act, Chapter 48, Section 854, forbid discriminatory employment practices by em-
ployers contracting with the State and any of its political sub-divisions.

B. Contractor Performance: Responsthility for demonstrating compliance with these laws by himself and
his subcontractors rests with the contractor. Such demonstration is a prerequI3ite for continued eligibil-
ity for bidding on public contracts.

Completion of the attached questionnaire is one of the steps that will demonstrate compliance with the
non-discrimination clause. Please type or print answers.

C. Filing of Questionnaire: Return the completed questionnaire to the above address within 15 days of re-
ceipt. Inquiries should be made to the Employment Services Department at the above location.

IL ContraCor Description

A. Name of Contracting Company

B Address

C. City file number of current contract

D. Name of company president

E. Address of company president

Evaluation (Leave Blank)

O Compliance

O Non-Compliance

O Follow-up:

Sections

O Refer to contracting agency

52-579 0-85-24
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UL Policies and Practices

A. Is it the company's policy to recruit, hire, train, upgrade, promote, and
discipline persons without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin?

Yes No

B. Has responsibility been assigned to develop procedures which will assure
that this policy is understood and carried out by managerial, administra-
tive, and supervisory personnel?

C. Have all recruitment sources been notified that the company will consider
all qualified applicants without regard to race, creed, color, or national
origin?

D. If advertising is used does it specify that all qualified applicants will be
considered for employment without regard to race, creed, color, or national
origin? .

E. Does the company have bargaining agreements with employee organiza-
tions?

F. If yes, have such organizations been notified of the company's responsi-
bility to comply with the non-discrimination clause as it applies to appren-
tices and other employees?

G. Has the company notified all of its subcontractors of their obligation to
comply with the non-discrimination clause?

H. Identity of Employee Organizations

Local Union Number International Union

L Optional. Describe any other actions taken which show that all employees are recruited, hired, trained,
and promoted without regard to their race, creed, color, or national origin.
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IV. Employment Figures
NOTE: For "Total" use most recent payroll figures)

1. Occupations Total Negro Others*

Officials, Managers and Supervisors

Professional

Technical

Sales Workers

Office and Clerical Workers

Skilled Workersspecify crafts

Apprenticesspecify crafts

Semi-Skilled Workers

Service Workers

Unskilled Workers

TOTAIS
'Fee crwitte: Other raw, cc reliiiWt or natkaaUtiet

2. Employment figures were obtained from

0 Visual Check
0 Available Records
0 Other (Specify)

3. Name and title of person completing this form

4. Date

FORM 2
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Contractors Show Gain
In Negro Apprentices

Substantial gains in the employment of Negro appren-
tices among firms mceiving local public contracts were
reported by the Chicago Commission on Human Rela-
tions.

Edward Marciniak, Commission director, said that:
"For firms locat: in Chicago, the percentage of appren-
tices who are Negro increased from 6 per cent in 1963
to 13 per cent in 1964. In firms outside the city, the
increase was from 5 per cent in 1963 to 9 per cent in
1964."

The report followed an analysis of "contractor em-
ployment practices reports" received by the Commission
during the past year.

Substantial gains in Negro employment also were re-
corded for technical semi-skilled, service, and unskilled
workers employed by Chicago firms. Companies out-
side Chicago reported increases for skilled, semi-skilled,
and unskilled workers.

Between August 27, 1963, and Sept. 25, 1964, the
Commission received 792 employment practices reports
from companies that do businms with the City of Chi-
cago; the Chicago Board of Education, the Metropolitan
Sanitary District, the Chicago Hnusing Authority, the
Chicago Park District, and the Chicago Public Buildings
Commission.

The answ.-ts supplied on the report forms help the
Commission determine which firms are in compliance
with the non-discrimination clause that appears in all
contracts let by city governmental bodies.

SEGREGATION

Chicago Commission on Human Relations
211 West Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60606

Telephone: 744-4000

The contractor, in performing the work
required by this contract, shall not discrim-
inate against any worker, employee, or
applicant for employment because of race,
creed, color or national origin. The con-
tractor further agrees that each subcontract
will contain a similar provision with respect
so non-discrimination.

(from the clause contained in all contracts let
by city governmental bodies)

The forms showed that the 792 contracting firms em-
ployed 168,247 wyrkers, nearly 10 per cent (16,580) of
whom were Ncayoes. Figures for a year earlier showed
that of 143,450 employees, 12,167 or 8 per cent were
Negro.

The following table shows the number or Negnes
employed in various job categories by the reporting
contractors.

Number and Percentage of Negroes by Occupation
Employed Ly City Contractors, 3964 and 1963

(1963 FIGURES IN PARENTHESES)

Occapetio Total Fop Imes
CHICAGO FIRMS

biro Emslorm % Nom Ennk.jus
Officials, Managers

and Supervisors
13,092 (7,753) 117 (111) .9% (1%)

Professional 5,267 (4,r,93) 47 (37) .9% (A%)
Technical 3,534 (?,352) 133 (90) 4% (3%)
Sales Workers 5,732 (5,664) 90 (187) 2% (3%)
Office and Clerical 19,194 (19,743) 1,237 (1,160) 6% (6%)

Workers

Skilled Workers 23,043 (19,452) 1,832 (1,628) 8% (8%)
Apprentices 1,152 (700) 147 (42) 13% (6%)
Semi-skilled 11,205 (16,216) 2,615 (2,225) 23% (14%)

Workers

Service Workers 3,357 (2,351) 1,197 (726) 36% (31%)
Unskilled Workers 5,900 (6,636) 2,409 (2075) 41% (31%)

Totals 91,476 (86,460) 9,824 (8,281) 11% (10%),

FIRMS OUTSIDE CHICAGO

Total Earpluyees Negro Diplopia % Nem EnIPIffus
6,435 (4,444) 47 (17) .7% (.4%)

4,875 (3,768) 16 (10) .3% (.3%)
5,356 (2,867) 41 (16) .8% (.6%)
4,626 (2,848) 58 (11) 1% (.4%)

10,686 (9,909) 125 (87) 1% (.9%)

13,689 (13,345) 719 (470) 5% (4%)
553 (504) 48 (27) 9% (5%)

19,473 (13,755) 2,638 (1,746) 14% (13%)

2205 (1,208) 427 (279) -19% (23%)
8,873 (4,342) 2,637 (1,223) 30% (28%)

76,771 (56,990) 6,756 (3,880 9% (7%)

WMLIS STANDS ACCUSED BY HIS RECORD
In the battle of the people versus Benjamin C. Willis, Chicago's controversial

superintendent of schools, the Willis personality has overshadowed basic areasof disagreement. Willis has six main strikes against him.

THE Six MAIN STRIKES AGAINST WILLIS
I. Superintendent of Schools Benjamin C. Willis Stands Accused of Open Vio-lation of the Law in Promoting Racial Segregation and Educational In-equity in Chicago Public Schools

Let us examine the facts :
(1) Willis was evasive when interrogated on the 1954 Supreme Court decisionagainst segregated education. In May 1954, at a meeting with the Chicagobranch of the NAACP, the following conversation was recorded :
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Question. "Mr. Willis, are integrated schools preferable, in your opinion, to
segregated schools?"

Willis. "We do not always get answers to our questions at the time we
ask them." (Source : "Willis" ; A report to Massachusetts A.D.A. by Rich,
Faith ; unpublished monograph ; p. 1.)

(2) Willis worked against passage of house bill 331, later the Armstrong
Act, aimed to compel Willis and the Chicago Board of Education to set up
school boundaries furthering integration in Chicago schools. In March 25,
1959, the Chicago Board of Education passed a resolution against the Armstrong
bill and empowered Superintendent of Schools Willis with the authority to
represent such an opinion as a matter of the legislative policy of the Chicago
Board of Education and to deter, if possible, a ivote against the bill by a ma-
jority of the Illinois State Ssnate. Willis lobbied against the bill's passage
in his position as Chicago superintendent of schools, but the bill became law
despite his efforts. Then Willis did everything in h!s power, by one subterfuge
or another, to sidetrack positive actimi on the law's main provision of changing
school boundaries to promote integration of the Chicago public schools. (Source :
p. 1646, Mar 25, 1959, Official Proceedings of Chicago Board of Education.)

(3) Illinois law (34-8) relating to schools specifically states that a selection
of school sites, school location, school planning, as well as district changes, are
functions of the Chicago schools superintendent. In what manner did Willis
perform under this law ? He openly flouted it.

Let us look at a portion of the Willis record of evading the Federal and State
laws.

Willis failed to recommend apportionment and matching of student numbers
to the number of available classroom seats throughout the city of Chicago.
From 1953 to 1961 some schools had underused or even empty rooms; some had
rooms used for storage or other purposes that could be converted to classrooms ;
other schools had gravely overcrowded classrooms. Today, although double
shifts are said to be eliminated, there is still serious overcrowding in the schools
of the Negro ghetto, in particular, while there are schools in white areas that
have available seats or rooms possible to reconvert into classrooms.

Willis further solidified the inequality of classroom seats to pupils in his
1955 administrative reorganization of Chicago's schools. At that time he
divided all city schools into 16 districts.

Later this was changed to 18, to 20, at present to 21. The Willis idea now
is to double the number of districts. Some of these districts have more classroom
space than needed ; others, insufficient for the large number of students. Over-
crowding is typical of most ghetto classrooms. This is true, particularly, of
housing project classrooms where a kind of built-in segregation exists in space
originally intended for apartments. The Robert Taylor project, specifically, is
a flagrant example of this kind of "federalized" school segregation. It is proof
that "Jim Crow" lives in Chicago Negro schoola, fostered and nourished by
Benjamin C. Willis and the majority of the Chicago Board of Education.

The Hauser report compiled by educational experts recently emphasized
inequity of classroom space usage as did numerous local newspaper accounts from
November 1961 to the present date, July 1965. However, little has been done
by Willis to relieve the blatant overcrowding in the Negro schools. In fact, he
not only has overlooked available space in areas outside the predominately
Negro areas, he denied such space existed.

Willis built this same inequality into teacher salary schedules. For example,
if there are 42 pupils in one class and 25 in another, teachers of like background
and length of service are paid identical salaries, regardless of the number of
children they teach or the type of problems they encounter. Though this is
unfair to the teacher, it is doubly so for the children.

The 32% pupil per classroom, so glibly cited by Willis, is an overall citywide
average. Willis neglects to mention that there are areas, in project classrooms,
for example, where the class size is 60 students or more. Of course, this con-
dition prevails where mothers of such children are on relief. Mrs. Lydon Wild,
a Chicago Board of Education member, who visited the Robert Taylor project
classrooms on official inspection in the fall of 1964, saw little the matter, except
a lack of napkins for lunches and the absence of milk. It is not to be wondered
that Mrs. Wild voted to renew the Willis contract.

Willis has set up a tightly contralized; autocratic administrative system of
placing each district separate from one another and directly responsible to the
central office with the end result that there is small flow of communication from
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one district to another. Thus, one assistant superintendent in charge of one
district does not know what the other is dohig. He has no knowledge of avail-
ability of classroom space in districts other than his own or of racial makeup
of students or other pertinent details essential to a clear understanding of the
administrative picture. Each assistant superintendent operates from directives
sent out through the office of one manWillis. Each assistant superintendent
reports either directly to Willis or to the aids he chooses to act for him. And
all the men and women close to Willis are his own hand-picked chosen elite.
This is true, of course, of many tycoons of industry, but it is seldom seen in
the school structure of the United States of America. This quite dictatorial
setup of Chicago's school districts is a phenomenon traceable only to Willis
since he, alone, created it.

Willis overtly displayed his segregationist attitude in the ill-fated school
transfer plan attempted in 1961 after pressure of lawsuits and public action
had forced a token recognition of the inequity existent in the city schools. His
memo to the board of education, December 27, 1961, stated that the board of
education could authorize the issuance of temporary permits .to pupils on double
shifts to enroll in elementary schools with available space within their general
area of residence. Also, a portion of the wording said : "Pupils with these tem-
porary permits will be required to provide their own transportation at no ex-
pense to the board of education." This point of the pupils' responsibility to
furnish their own funds to tr....nsfer made it financially impossible for many of
the Negro students to make use of the plan, even if they had been permitted to
do so. But even such temporary makeshifts were revoked when home attend-
ance areas had an average size no larger than 40 pupils per classroom. Tem-
porary transfers at that time were limited also where available class space in
the school to which the student transferred was brought up to an average of 30
students per class. The newspapers dubbed the plan the 40-30 differential.
Adopted on August 22, 1962, the plan was a flop in a few months.

The more recent January 13, 1965, effort of the board of education to incor-
porate the tentative limited cluster plan of South Shore, Bowen and Hirsch
High Schools was strenuously opposed by Willis. Although less thr n 100 stu-
dents were involved and these carefully screened as of sufficient me..i:ality and
emotional stability to warrant such an experiment (the screening itself a mark
of biased thinking, though, perhaps, unconscious), most or these students were
Negro and Willis could not endure permitting even this small number of qualified
young men and women the social experience of participating in the widened
neighborhood plan of the cluster advocated by Dr. Robert Havighurst. It mustbe said at this time in fairness to Willis that a good segment of the Bowen
school parental community objected to the innovation of this idea. This
strengthened and abetted the bias of the Willis mentality. Thus a timid effort
to integrate and stabilize another section of the city was lost.

Willis has made it abundantly plain on more than one occasion of his hostility
toward the recent Havighurst school survey. Serving on the staff as one of its
three members on his own insistence, Willis was repeatedly late or absent. Hisfeelings toward the survey were aptly described at the October 27, 1964, meetingof the school board sitting as a committee of the whole. Duriag a discussion
of whether or not priority should be given the Havighurst report over that ofother surveys, Willis was asked by Mrs. Wild if he thought early publicationwas essential. Willis snapped : "I do not."

The present school's superintendent has created a segregationist administrative
makeup of the city's summer schools. This plan is still in existence. Prior toWillis, Chicago high school students had been free to attend the summer schoolof their choice thereby enabling them, to enrich their curriculum with certain
subjects they might not be offered in their home area. But in 1962, for thefirst time in the city's history, Willis and the board of education redistricted thesummer schools making it mandatory for the high school students to attendschool in their home locale.

In 1963, some students desiring courses in high schools other than in theirhome area were subtly threatened with loss of school credit if they attended
schools other than the one where they enrolled in the regular session. Bulletin44, May 2, 1963, page 2, under "School Attendance" states: "Sumnizr school stu-dents may attend the summer school most convenient to their residence." Arecent check on the dicta of the present show this same policy to be in effectfor 1905.
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Willis 'nas repeatedly evaded a followup on the Hauser report recommendations
specifically urging community participation in a possible solution of the city's
inoreasing racial problem as it related to schools. It is to be noted, however,
that this aversion to civic participation does not extend to those who adhere
to and encourage his policy of racial bias. Mrs. Alice Brodsky, an ardent pro-
Willis fan, president of MOMS (Mothers Ought Not To Mix in School Adminis-
tration), has been seen to be greeted by a Willis smile, while Father Hogan,
secrery of the coordinating council, would be coldly received, if at all.

In the main, Willis has taken any public expression of opinion, good or bad,
with indifference, if not outright disdain. His attitude is also typical of most
of the bot%rd of education membership. An examule of this was given by the
present School Board President Frank Whiston in a TV (channel 2) interview
in December 1964 at the time of a public hearing by various interested civic
groups on school problems. Asked by the interviewer whether he thought such
public-involved hearings were useful, Whisten said : "No."

It is true that there was a time when Willis, weeping and appearing nearcollapse, fled to his home and resigned. This was in 1963. At the time, a
subservient board president, Clare Roddewig, aided by the board majority,
urged reconsideration. At present, a more assured, stable and smiling Willis
appears indifferent to appeal or pressure. Perhaps, it is because the notoriety
has made him a national figure. Perhaps, he has matured, and if critics of
the civil rights movement have no other word. of praise than such a comment
on the schools superintendent, perhaps, indeed, the civil rights movement hasmade something of a man, albeit a man of bias, out of a hysterical, tantrum-
given half man, half child. But perhaps, and more to the point, Willis isassured because he simply does not care for people and their needs and dreams,
and black people in particular.

That the present superintendent of schools has failed to take on community
leadership so vitally needed in the education of large segments of the publicto the positive features of integration for all of the people, both black and
white, has been evident. Apparently, the aspirations of an expanding racialminority determined to gain equality in education in order to better serve the
community and the Nation, as well as themselves as individuals, does not con-cern Benjamin C. Willis. .

In the final analysis, Willis has disregarded any suggestion to integrate the
city schools from his onset in Chicago. In 1953, he failed to continue the work
begun during the tenure of his successor, Dr. Harold Hunt who had utilizedthe technical advisory committee program on intergroup relationships designed
as an adjunct for the Commission on Education, Training and Research in Race
Relations of the University of Chicago, headed by Dr. Louis Wirth (now de-
ceased). By 1951 the city school board, through cooperation with this com-mission, had altered boundaries of 102 elementary schools with the express
purpose of the impartial application of the neighborhood school policy. On thedeparture of Dr. Hunt, Willis had access to the reports on the work of his pred-
ecessor. He failed to act on them and the commission was not reactivated.

Friends of Willis point to the recent South Shore Community plan, a "brainchild" of the schools superintendent as evidence of his deep interest in civic
affairs. But this idea of Willis has been greeted by distrust bv the Negro com-munity and their friends as "too little too late" and the mere creation of another
isolated "white oasis" among the encircling ail-Negro neighborhoods.

What does Willis reallr think of the idea evinced by many of an assistant
superintendent of schools tri charge of integration? Not very much if his wordsgive a key to his convictions. At tio special meeting of December 28, 1964, todiscuss features of the 1965 budget, the matter was brought up by a school boardmember.

A portion of the dialogue follows :
"Board Member Mrs. GREEN. I am thinking of what recommendations have

come to us on an assistant superintendent of schools in charge of integration.
Are you in a position to put this in (the budget) at this time?

"WiLus. I am not in a position. I am not ready to talk about it specifically.
"Board Member CLEMENT. I have a feeling that one person should plan inter-

community development and integration, both as a functional and symbolicvalue.
"WILLIS. I would like a chance to explain this organizational setup. Thereis no one in an administrative post that hasn't an extent of responsibility * * *I'd like to work this out with the staff. As far as an assistant superintendent

in charge of integration, even a teacher can do it.
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"CLEMENT. If after a study of the staff and of one person (for this) it could
be worked in as an assistant superintendent. I don't see anything in the budgeton this.

"WILLIS. We have a person coordinating this but we haven't upgraded her,
nor given her an appropriate title. Where is this? What page is it on? (Turnsangrily to Mr. Hill, an aid.) We need to revamp this area. We need to have
the heads of departments as consultants. We do not have an appropriate salary
adjustment. The word coordinator should be changed * * * we have over-
loaded our assistant superintendents with peripheral work, as it is."

(Notes on special meeting of Chicago Board of Education, December 28,
1964.)

The record of Willis in the matter of continuing a policy of segregating
Chicago's schools is abundantly clear. If anything else is needed to prove thepoint let us examine the situation of Waller High School, an integrated school
functioning abundantly well in a community fighting shoulder to shoulder,
black, white, and yellow, to keep it that way. But Willis has plans to change
this happy, successful pattern co! life and education. Under the guise that the
scbt.oi Is "overlarge" be has found an excuse to build a new high school which
would drain away most of the white students and create another segregutedNegro ghetto.

The recently published Urban League study on segregation 1963-65, in Chi-
cago's public gehools proves undeniably that there is increased segregation, due
to the prolonged neglect of any experimentation or attempt to change the pic-
ture. Board Member Adams in a recent newspaper article took issue with the
league's study, insisting that it was the rapid increase of the Negro population
that has caused this and not an overt attempt on anyone's part in school ad-
ministrative circles to bring it about. The Willis record proves otherwise. Itis the Willis tactic of delay, of indifference to community voices, of direct
manipulation to keep school districts in predominately white neighborhoods well
nurtured, enriched and favored to the detriment of the all-Negro neighborhoods.
There was no leadership given to educate the total community to share, to
"learn to know one another" and to accept one another's differences and sim-
ilarities, toward building a greater Chicago.

Who has suffered from the Willis school segregation policy? In the long
run, probably everyone in the city of Chicago, and most certainly all who have"fied" from it to the suburbs. But most of all, yes, most of all, the children
of everyone of us, black and white.
11. Willis stands accused of engaging in an extravagant school building pro-

gram that has cost the city unnecessary expenditures of millions ofdollars, a huge bonded debt, the Mghest property taxation in the city'shistory, and worst of all, at the expense of essential compensatory edu-
cation: Reading clinics, speech, treatment centers, special classes for the
socially maladjusted and mentally retarded.

Willis eyes a building of 40 years askance. Rather than increase teachers'
Ray and recruit needed experts in counseling, social work and psychology, orrevise textbooks and purchase newer, up-to-date vocational and recreational
materials, or install better equipment, or renovate lighting fixtures, install new
furnaces or other heating equipment, or use a coat of paint, Willis is motivated
to build huge, crate-like structures that like Chicago's Dunbar High school
fall into such a state of disrepair after only a few years usage that a Chicago
newspaper demanded an inquiry, into such "shoddy construction" for whichmillions of the taxpayers' money had been spent. (Source: Chicago American,
article, pp. 1512-1526, Feb. 11, 1959, "Official Proceedings of the Chicago Boardof Education.")

England, France, and .other European countries point to their centuries old
school buildings of Oxford, Cambridge, the Sorbonne, relying on the quality of
their educators and high academic standards to train their youth. But Chi-cago's atthools superintendent prefers new buildings and underpaid teachers, in-ferior textbooks or none at all. Since Willis himsclf is a collector of antiquefurniture and cutglass, pne wonders why this passion for construction of the
new public school buildings? Is it a sign of an "young" social order and a de-
veloping nation, or is it something more ominous? Only a careful investigation
of those who have interests in the building industry and its many arms, bothmanagement and union; would determine whether it is these interests that run
city hall and the schools or the people of Chicago.
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Let us examine some instances of the Willis record as regards his build-
ing mania :

(1) One hundred and fifty million tax dollars in three bond issues which
Willis spent to erect buildings furthering school segregation apparently did not
satisfy him. He built segregated Washington, Bogan and Mather High Schools ;
erected segregated vocational schools Dunbar and Prosser ; built a segregated
branch of Teachers College on the city's far North Side ; constructed segregated
elementary school additions to Jenner on the near North Side to name only one
of the many schools of this type that he retained his ghetto policy. He used
mobile classrooms to implement his segregationist principles and to contain the
school population of the Negro people in a "restricted" area.

(2) Some $18 million in the 1965 budget (p. 147, 1965 budget) were allocated
for school sites and buildings that are not actually needed if the Willis figures
for November 12, 1964, are correct. These figures state that there are only 31.6
pupils in each of 10,776 classrooms staffed at 32.5 pupils per teacher. Thus,
there is room for 9,698 more students throughout the city without any additional
building.

Willis has stated that he expects an increase of 7,100 more pupils in Septem-
ber 1965 than in 1964. If his figures are accurate and there is room available
already for 9,698 pupils, he has enough space now to accommodate them (budget
figures quoted, p. 323, 1965 schools budget).

(3) At the November 26, 1964, committee of the whole session of the Chicago
Board of Education, Willis outlined his plan of a billion dollar school spending
program for the next 5 years (from that date). He states that he will retire
as of December 1966 when he reaches the age of 65, but on view of his plan for
an elaborate school spending program, it is to be seriously questioned whether
Willis will keep his word.

As of last November (1964) 'Willis admitted that the city had insufficient
funds to embark on the program he envisioned. In fact, at that date it was
necessary to borrow $123 million to carry on the schools at all until additional
moneys from taxes could be raised. Willis further stated at the time that it
was easier to borrow money from west coast bankers than from Chicago lenders,
but the interest was higher. Willis fully expected to get the required billion
dollars from taxes, from matching State and Federal moneys and/or a referen-
dum. There was the possibility at the time that Mayor Daley could raise some
additional cash by raising the sales tax on stapler wever, this source of
revenue was cut off by recent action of the Juno, Ate Senate under the
leadership of Senator Arrington, arch foe of the Daley regime.

The city property tax rate has reached its limit of $1.72 per $100 assessment.
With Arrington shutting off State funds so confidently expected and a more than
even chance of some Federal moneys being shut off by the redoubtable Congress-
man Adam Clayton Powell, chairman of the House Labor and Welfare Com-
mittee, the possibility of requesting the State legislature for a referendum in
1966 looms ahmd.

Willis furni,ted the November 14, 1964, meeting of the board of education
with the detah.i of his proposed billion-dollar school building plan. He said
such a program was based on a cost of $4,000 per pupil. He broke down costs
thus : Land cost, $500; site development, $100; furniture and equipment, $500;
construction cost per square foot, $2,650; professional and engineering ec it, $250.
This made a total of $4,000 per pupil. It can be seen that $3,750 of these costs
are for site acquisition and development, construction and equipment. The
meager sum of $250 per child is to cover teacher salaries, and essential compen-
satory education ; but even this small sum includes engineer and custodial costs.
It is quote obvious that Willis placed new buildings above the value of expert,
well-paid teachers and expert tools of education.

The question rises, wby the building mania of Willis? Is it because he
prefers new buildings over new methodology and quality education or is it
because he yielded to certain powerful pressure of the groups behind Mayor
Daley? Perhaps the c.nstruction industry, the building trades, the material
service suppliers, among others? It makes one wonder. And as for the con-
stant acquisition of more sites, how about the real estate manipulators. Again
one wonders.

(4) At the December 28, 1964, board of education special meeting called to
discuss details of the 1965 budget, Willis stated that "we can do better with
fringe benefits for teachers than salaries." He admitted that teachers had not
received a blanket overall raise since 1953. This was the year that Willis came
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to Chicago. He confessed that there was a present lack of 3,000 to 3,500 qualified,certified teachers in the present Chicago school system.
At the same time Willis confessed that there was such an amount of teacherabsenteeism and general teacher shortage that airline hostesses were being re-cruited as substitute teachers. He neglected to state whether they had anyprior teaching experience.
Willis also admitted that in some schools there were no textbooks. He blamedthis on a need to use worn-out materials, on carelessness in use, on vandalism.He also stated that in some schools there were no library facilities.It should be brought out that at the December 23 meeting of the school boardWillis endeavored to remove a sum of $75,000 from the fund for the education ofgifted children, specifically the language program, to be transferred to thebuilding fund to supply Willis with the wherewithal to redecorate his office.For once the board members refused to allow such wanton disregard for thechildren's welfare, only to see the money go into the general unused fund avail-able at the end of the year. One was tempted to inquire why the languageprogram for the gifted had a surplus in the first place. One was also loath toaccept the idea that the walls of the Willis office are more important than thelack of essential textbooks.
Willis stated at the Dec. 28, 1964, meeting that there was a lack of 430 quali-fied social adjustment teachers to meet the need of dealing with the "socially"handicapped. He also stated that there was 1 guidance teacher for every 958students.
At the same time Willis agreed to an increase of the number of board of edu-cation electrical mechanics from 42 to 46 and to raise the automobile allowanceof said mechanics to $12,000. This was done at the request of board memberThomas Murray, also president of Local 134 of the Brotherhood of ElectricalWorkers. Murray has always been an idolatrous follower of Willis and issure to vote for every issue the superintendent desires. Murray is also a mem-ber of the committee on the Washburne Trade School, noted for its discrimina-tion on the training of Negro apprentices.
It was also at this same meeting that Willis stated that by keeping a citywideaverage of 351ii students per room he could save money. One wonders wherethe vaunted figure of 325j overall citywide average per classroom had vanished.

III. Superintendent of Schools Benjamin. C. Willis stands accused of setting apoor example for the city's chiWren. by the protection and encouragement
of school personnel under indictment for misuse of public moneys.

Again let us go to the record.
(1) During the scandal involving one Frank 0. Washam, schools lunchroom

director, October 1956 Uirough a large part of 1957, whose illegal tampering withthe school children's foodstuff money involved some $500,000 and resulted in aCook County grand jury indictment, Willis indirectly, at least, aided and abettedhim. Instead of publicly denouncing his aid for the stain on the board of edu-cation administrative record, Willis actually urged the board of education to payFrank Washam his entire salary during his enforced leave of absence, a sumtotaling $5,935. This should be done, Willis urged the board, because "he(Washam) has kept us from embarrassment." (Source: Dec. 11, 1957, Official
Proceedings, Chicago Board of Education ; Dec. 12, 1957, Chicago Sun-Times.)

The board of education agreed with Willis that they had been "saved fromembarrassment" and accordingly paid Washam his back salary while under"voluntary resignation."
Although little came of the Washam indictment, the local press was so shockedover the affair that the Sun-Times charged: "Such payment set a bad examplefor the city's children by rewarding Wa sham for conduct that wai, at least,questionable, and at worst, a betrayal of public trust." (Chicago Sun-Times,Dec. 12, 1957.)
(2) In October 1958, Alfred E. Bolt, board of education assistant superinten-

dent of finance, was indicted by the Federal Internal Revenue Service for incometax evasion for undeclared income gained illegally from deals made by con-trolling school property tax assessment in rental rates. Willis granted Bolt aleave of absence and promised publicly that "charges against him (Bolt) willbe investigated." However, as far as the press and the public knows that wasthe end of it.
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IV. Superintendent of SeitOols Benjamin C. Willis 3tands accuad of failure to
furnish the public ano, the Chicago Board of Education itself with facts and
figures essential to understanding and clarification, of school problems;
deliberate omission from official records of data hitherto recorded; and
distortion of the same official data.

Let us look at some examples.
(1) In 1954 and 1955, Willis changed the tables in "Facts and Figures," the

Chicago Board of Education publication, from average daily enrollment of
students to "true membership." In 1956 and to the present date the entire
first part of the table was dropped so that there was no peak of attendance
but only an enrollment rise. The 1960 total figure of enrollment was actually
less than the peak year of 1932 but from the statistics given, the public had no
way of knowing it.

(2) The number of available classrooms has not been readily available since
1931-32. This data has been deleted from the school directories. Parents have
been unable to obtain such information. Willis has kept such statistics a close
secret. Local newspapers and interested civic groups took their own surveys
of empty classrooms and usable space. Willis denied the existence of such
available space.

(3) The number of children per classroom was omitted in "Facts and Figures"
by the Willis-administered staff. Instead the number of teachers is given for
each school and this may include librarian, guidance teacher, gymnasium instruc-
tor, and other special teachers. The number of pupils per teacher is given but
there is no breakdown of number by classroom. For example, the number of
teachers in a given school may be 30 but some classrooms may house 50 children;
others 20. Willis did not and still does not allow this to be enumerated. Thus,
the exact ratio of children to teacher in the classrooms throughout the city is
extremely hard to figure out by the general public. This is the way Willis
desires it.

(4) The rating performance of Chicago's schoolchildren on mental and aca-
demic achievement tests was a closely guarded secret until just recently. Why?
Perhaps Willis could not endure to let the public know exactly where Chicago
falls in the national average nor the glaring fact that most of her high school
graduates have a reading average at eighth-grade level or less; that a large
number of freshmen at Chicago Teachers Colleges are so poor in the basic skills
of reading and arithmetic and composition that they have to take special tutorial
work for a year to be able to do the first-year college work. And these are not
Negro children who have come to Chicago from the south ; these students are
native Chicagoans reare.l in Chicago schools from the onset of their educa-
tional life.

(5) Willis has failed to make his reports to the Chicago Board of Education
available to members on many occasions. On November 25, 1964, there were
questions raised by several school boaid members on the absence of requested
reports. Board Member Pasnick felt "that we should have such reports to
better evaluate the issues." Willis insisted that such data had been furnished
in sufficient time to read and digest it. Board Member Clement took issue with
Willis, "your statement is not accurate. I telephoned every day for 3 days for
these reports, for some data on this matter of mobile classrooms. It is only
today that I can make the statement that I have any data. * * * I have spent a
large number of hours. I tried to get Mr. Willis. * * * I could not get the
information."

(Source: Notes on committee of the whole meeting, Nov. 25,1964.)
Willis' usual method of presenting reports to the school board is to do it

personally rather than to call on any of his aids. He talks at great length
about the subject matter without simplification and often fails to answer the
question placed to him. Willis is a man given to verbiage with little definitive-
ness. To the uninitiated he may appear a fount of wisdom ; to the professional
educator or the trained political or educational analyst he sounds superficial.
verbose, at times, confused.

There are those among the public that ascribe such verbal meanderings as
calculated evasiveness cunningly designed to bewilder the interrogator. "This
is the Willis way of getting what he wants from the board. He talks them into
silence." Whatever is the correct analysis of the Willis rhetoric, the effect is
negative. The result is further confusion ; additional frustration. Most of
the board of education meetings open to the public seem to be characterized by
an "Alice in Wonderland" atmosphere. One of the watching reporters aptly
christened the school board meetings as "The Mad Hatter's Tea Parties."
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All this confusion and lack of real communication between the public schools
superintendent and the Chicago Board of Education cannot help but have a
baleful effect on the public at large. Such lack of basic unity and coordination
on the higheot echelon of the city's public school structure has permeated through-
out the teaching staff, so that they, too, are divided in their estimatioh as the
board of education is divided. Who suffers most from all this bedlam? The
children in the public schools of Chicago.

V. Superintendent of Schools Benjamin C. Willis stands accused of inability to
take suggestions of advisory committees in a positive sense

Mthough Dr. Robert Havighurst has suggested the formation of a citywide
organization made up of various civic groups to assist the board of education in
obtaining public support for school program% Willis seems to disagree. Willis
has appeared to hold reservations concerning advis6ry committees. Perhaps
this is based on a traditional concept of education such as was expressed in the
Chicago Public School Survey of 1952. This survey maintained that it "is always
a mistake for the schools to be organized so that agencies other than a board of
education are responsible for the administration of vital and indispensable
services in the schools." (Chicago Sun-Times, June 6, 1965, p. 24.)

Willis expressed his sentiments on the Friends of the Schools Committee, a
publicized body of civic leaders of varied opinions set up to further public rela-
tions between the schools and the public. On December 28, 1964, at the budget
meeting, Willis was asked if there was provision made for a separate staff for
the "friends" committee. Willis replied : "No. They have a lot of problems
* * * the main one being there is no permanent chairman. (Later, Mr. John
Cusak, a lawyer, was so named). You of the board must consider the history of
advisory committees. There is the danger of their taking over prerogatives of
the board, of this or that function, and pretty soon you wonder where the board
of education is * * *" (Source : Notes of the special meeting on the budget,
Dec. 28, 1964.)

Vi Superintendent of Schools Benjamin C. Willis academicaUy and psychologi-
cally stands accused of a lack of appreciation of urban change of which the
Negro revolution in Chicago is d paramount feature

There is little in the Willis background, environmentally or educationally,
that would equip him to understand the unrest of Chicago's largest minority
frustrated to the breaking point at the inequality so apparent in Chicago's public
schools.

Again, let us go to the record.
Willis was born in Baltimore, Md., Decembef 23, 1901, of middle-class stock.

The family moved to Easton, Md., population, 4,836, where Willis spent his child-
hood and graduated from the rural high school. In this small-town southern
community Willis was nurtured from birth on one codethe supremacy of thewhite man. It was ingrained, unconscious bigotry, perhaps, but a factor in his
training, nonetheless. -

On graduation from high school Willis attended St John's College, existent
since American revolutionary days, at Annapolis, Md., population 10,017. He
transferred to George Washington College, Washington, D.C., where he received
a BA. degree in 1922. Later this college became a university. However, neither
of these two institutions of higher learning were noted particularly for academic
excellence. The Washington, D.C., experience was probably the first prolonged
contact with a community of any real size for Willis. However, Washington is
not a typical large city with the usual urban problems of an industrial society.

After receiving his college degree, Willis worked briefly as a car salesman, then
decided to teach school. His first job was a combined teacher-principalship
typical of some rural communities, particularly in the South. This was in the
village of Henderson, Md., population 106. In the next 11 years Willis changed
positions five different times, moving to as many small towns. He served asprincipal at Federalsburg, Md., population 1,876 ; Denton, population, 1,806;
Sparrows Point (for the summer only, population, 12,000) ; Cantonsville, popu-lation too small for listing in an atlas. In 1934 at the age of 33, Willis became
Carolina County superintendent of schools with headquarters in Benton, Md.,
population, 1,806. Six years later in 1910, he accepted the Washington County
superintendency at Hagerstown, Md., population, 36,268. This must have seemed
a metropolis after the small rural communities in which he had spent so muchof his life, 39 years in all. What a far cry this was from the crowded wards of
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Chicago any of whose population would have swallowed up more than one of the
little communities In which Willis had his formative and even middle years.

In 1926 Willis had obtained a master's degree in school administration from
the University of Maryland, again not high on the list of the Nation's centers of
learning. Also the agricultural rural setting added little to his knowledge ofper-
sons widely divergent from himself.

From time to time Willis attended summer schools at Columbia University,
New York City. This was his first real contact with metropolitan life but it
was spent mainly on or near the university campus and the real life of the great
city probably did not concern him. It took Willis a long time to obtain the
doctorate but he finally received it in 1951.

Willis had good luck. He served as superintendent of schools at Yonkers, N.Y.,
population 152,798, before obtaining a doctorate, usually essential to obtain such
a post. Willis did not get his Yonkers job until he was 46 years old. Forty-six
years in a Maryland backwoods community structure molded him into what he
was to remaina smiling, courteous, albeit overly assured southerner who in-
nately believed himself one of the superior class. Nothing he did in the 46 years
already mentioned would cause anyone to consider otherwise.

Willis was reluctant to leave Hagerstown for he worked in Yonkers only part
of the time ; his excuse was that he had to conclude the job of organizing a rural
junior college which he had started in Hagerstown. His sojurn in Yonkers was
brief. Actually, he remained there full time from 1948 to 50, although his contract
was for 3 years and began in 1947. It was In Yonkers that he began the habit
of serving two masters of one, of having two jobs simultaneously, which he is still
doing in Chicago.

Buffalo, N.Y., appeared on the Willis horizon in 1950. In both Yonkers and
Buffalo, two middle-sized industrial northern cities, his tenure was brief. His
work could have scarcely left more than an imprint. In both places he was con-
cerned with the use of "waste space" in the schools. In Buffalo he used a State
survey to assist him in his endeavors. In Yonkers he utilized school additions to
implement demands for an expanding school enrollment. He attempted to set up
a vocational high school program in Buffalo and did so by eliminating seven of
the city's academic high schools which did not sit favorably with some In the
community but impressed the local businessmen.

Prior to coming on the Chicago scene the greatest success of Benjamin C. Willis
was outsiiie of the job of schools superintendent in the various places where he
had worked. His extra-curricular activity had semipolitical overtones at best
He served as Chairman of the U.S. Commission in Life Adjustment Education
for Youth during the Truman administration. In 1917 he served as chairman of
the Yearbook Commission of the American Association of School Administrators.
Both these positions had political overtones. Many years later President John
F. Kennedy called him to Washington for an advisory educational group capacity.
Willis seems to thrive in a semipolitical atmosphere Why not? He has olayed
a political gameitself a master achievement of serving the right interests of the
power structures in which he found himself at the precise, right moment

Willis came to Chicago in September 1953 as a compromise choice since the
board of education at the time had been engaged in internecine wrangling over
candidates for the post of schools superintendent. Contrary to what the present
president of the school board, Frank Whiston announced July 7, 1965 he did not
fulfill the year's requirement of Illinois residence required by law as did the
local candidates for the schools job. Willis was a rank outsider. Nevertheless,
he was selected over the "local talent" inasmuch as the board could not come to
an agreement, otherwise. Willis was first Interviewed for the post in May 1953.
His main zival was Thaddeus Lubera, now an assistant superintendent. Willis
was the choice of the then president of the school board, William Traynor, also
president of Swift & Co., meatpackers, of whom it was said that he "trains men
better than he picks them." (Chicago Tribune articles, June 1, 1953.) Traynor
chose Willis and the die was cast for Chicago's public school administration.

A local newspaper of that fateJune 2, 1965took a glum view of the Willis
appolutment A. news :tem stated: "In Buffalo, Willis directed the activities
of 100 schools, 66,000 pupils, 3,800 employees and a $19,650,000 budget. In Chi-
cago, a city of many times more population than Buffalo, there are 400 schools,
400,000 pupils, 22,000 employees and a $146 million budget * * * Willis obtained
$18,000 in Buffalo as salary ; in Chicago, he receives $30,000." This implication
was not favorable. (Chicago Tribune, June 2, 1953.)

The Willis salary has now mounted to $48,500. His 1965 school budget has
grown to $287 million, but Willis wants a billion-dollar spending program spread
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over the 4 years of his new contract. (He was so certain this would be renewed
that he outlined his plan early in the fall of 1964.) There are rumors that
Willis intends to remain in Chicago at his post whatever he has said to some
members of the board and despite his public announcement on his contract
renewal recently. This fits in with the July 7 announcement of Whiston that
his successor must have Illinois residence. Strange that this same law did not
apply when Willis was considered for the position. If Willis chooses to remain
after he reaches retirement age he is legally correct, inasmuch as another facet
of the law regarding his particular position reads that the appointment is for
4 years. The action of the Chicago Board of Education at the May 27, 1965,
meeting at which they happily called a "compromise" in rehiring Willis with
the verbal promise from him of retirement in 1966 could very well bootherang.
Who knows whether or not in the hearts of those who voted for him that they
wished him to complete his tenure and that this was a "sop" for dissidents?
Only time can tell

There is little in the environment factors that.go to make a man what he is
in the Willis picture that would cause him to hold the breadth of vision, imagina-
tion and desire to experiment to solve educational problems that are essential
in a schools superintendent for a city of the magnitude of Chicago. There is
sparse proof in his educational preparation that would give him the sociological
and psychological understanding of persons of diverse background and mentality
with whom he is called on to deaL There has been a paucity of understanding of
people and their aspirations who differ widely from his own experience, an im-
patience, even arrogance that has been widely commented by most observers.
There is little that one can find from viewing the Willis record that would mark
him as a man of sympathy and understanding.

Willis the "great educator-administrator" is a myth, destined for dissolution
in the face of facts. Willis the "heroic" figure is a legend created through igno-
rance of the record, fostered brrrejudice, even bigotry, built upon controversy
and that curious feature of public lifethe whitewashdesigned to sweep any-
thing and everything detrimental to the party in power under the rug.

At best, Benjamin C. Willis holds forth as aptly described in an Issue of
Nation's Business, May 1951, which said in part : "Willis is a salesman in educa-
tion who runs everything but tugboats." At worst, Willis appears as the product
of a rural southern segregationist community who is fixed, rigid, and inflexible in
his views and has given no evidence at any part of his 63 years that he com-
prehends the motivation and force of the Negro dream and the Negro purpose
which expressed in simplest terms is merely to become a first-class citizen of
Chicago, or wherever he resides, an integral, equal part of American life with
equality in education, work, and housing on a part with other Americans. In his
blindness, spiritual if you will, Willis has become "the Wallace of Chicago."
And as long as he remains at the helm of Chicago's public schools, there can be
no peace.
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